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THE- EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JANUARY 2006

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 2006

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2212, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representative Saxton; Senator Sessions.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Colleen Healy, Brian Higgin-

botham, John Kachtik, Jeff Schlagenhauf, Nan Gibson, Matthew
Salomon, Chad Stone and Rachel Thomson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN,
A U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW JERSEY

Representative Saxton. Good morning. It is a pleasure to wel-
come Commissioner Utgoff and her colleagues before the Com-
mittee this morning to discuss the latest employment data.

The January employment data are good news for American work-
ers. According to the payroll survey, employment has increased by
193,000 jobs in January. Since May 2003, more than 4.7 million
jobs have been created. According to the household survey, employ-
ment also advanced, while the unemployment rate fell to 4.7 per-
cent. Over the last year, most of the net increase in employment
has been in occupations that pay in the middle range or higher.

The employment data are consistent with other data showing
that the economy continues to grow. In 2005, the real GDP in-
creased 3.5 percent. Although economic. growth slowed to only 1.1
percent in the fourth quarter of 2005, this advance figure is incom-
plete and may be revived upward. Most forecasters project a re-
bound in economic growth in the first quarter of 2006.

As an important Federal Reserve policy statement recently
noted, the expansion in economic activity appears solid. According
to the Federal Reserve, the Congressional Budget Office and pri-
vate economists, economic growth this year will be comparable to
the healthy pace set in 2005.

The economy seems to have weathered the recent rise in oil
prices quite well, although oil prices have probably had some nega-
tive impact on growth. Inflation appears to be contained over the
long run, as the Fed recently stated. In conclusion, U.S. economic
growth has been healthy in recent years and significantly higher
than most other advanced economies.

(1)
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The U.S. unemployment rate also remains below comparable
rates in many other economies. Most recent forecasters expect good
economic and employment growth to continue.

Commissioner Utgoff, we are pleased that you are here this
morning, and we look forward to hearing your statement.

[The prepared statement of Representative Jim Saxton appears
in the Submissions for the Record on page 9.]

STATEMENT OF HON. KATHLEEN P. UTGOFF, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN S.
GREENLEES AND JOHN M. GALVIN

Commissioner Utgoff. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
this opportunity to comment on the labor market data we released
this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment increased by 193,000 in January,
and the unemployment rate fell to 4.7 percent. Payroll employment
was up by 140,000 in December and by 354,000 in November. Over
the year, payroll employment increased by 2.1 million. In January,
employment growth occurred in construction, mining, and in sev-
eral service-producing industries.

Employment in construction rose by 46,000 over the month and
by 345,000 over the year. Above-average temperatures in most of
the country may have contributed to fewer seasonal layoffs than
usual in January.

Manufacturing employment was little changed in January. A few
manufacturing industries have some small job gains in recent
months, including wood products, fabricated metals, and electrical
equipment.

Mining added 6,000 jobs in January. Since its most recent low
in April 2003, mining employment has increased by 91,000.

In the service-providing sector, employment growth continued in
health care over the month. Jobs were added in doctors' offices,
hospitals and nursing and residential care facilities.

In January, employment in food services and drinking places
grew by 31,000. Over the year, this industry has added 214,000
jobs.

Employment in professional and business services was up by
24,000 in January, following 2 months of unusually large gains
that totaled 138,000. In January, accounting services lost jobs,
while employment trended up in computer systems design and in
management and consulting services.

In January, financial activities added 21,000 jobs. Wholesale
trade employment was up by 15,000, while retail employment was
little changed.

Average hourly earnings for production or nonsupervisory work-
ers on private payrolls rose by 7 cents in January to $16.41. Over
the year average hourly earnings grew by 3.3 percent.

The establishment survey data released today reflect the incorpo-
ration of annual benchmark revisions and updated seasonal adjust-
ment factors. Each year we anchor our sample-based survey esti-
mate to full universe counts of employment derived principally
from administrative records of the unemployment insurance tax
system.
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The benchmark revision increased the level of nonfarm payroll
employment in March 2005 by 158,000, or about Yioth of 1 percent.
Over the past decade, benchmark revisions have averaged plus or
minus Vloth of 1 percent. The seasonally adjusted establishment
survey data from January 2001 forward have been revised to incor-
porate updated seasonal adjustment factors.

Turning now to measures from our household survey, the unem-
ployment rate declined to 4.7 percent in January, and the number
of unemployed persons fell to 7 million. The number of long-term
unemployed persons, those unemployed for 27 weeks or more, de-
clined to 1.2 million in January. They constituted 16.3 percent of
all unemployed persons down from 21 percent a year earlier. The
number of discouraged workers fell over the year to 396,000. Dis-
couraged workers are those persons outside the labor force who had
stopped looking for work because they believed their job search ef-
forts would be unsuccessful.

With today's release, we again report on the labor force status of
survey respondents who evacuated from their homes due to Hurri-
cane Katrina. The data are derived from a special set of questions
that have been included in the household survey since October to
identify and gather information from evacuees. The estimates do
not account for all persons who evacuated from their homes due to
Hurricane Katrina. We do not gather information on those evac-
uees who remain outside the scope of the survey, such as those cur-
rently living in hotels or shelters.

The January data indicate that there were about 1.2 million per-
sons age 16 and over who have evacuated from their August resi-
dence due to Hurricane Katrina. By January, about one-half of the
evacuees had returned to the homes they vacated in August.
Among Katrina evacuees in January, 56.8 percent were in the
labor force, and their unemployment rate was 14.7 percent. Unem-
ployment rates were much lower for those evacuees who had re-
turned home than for those evacuees who had not. The January
unemployment rate for those who had returned was 2.9 percent. It
was 26.3 percent for those who had not yet returned to their resi-
dences.

To summarize, the labor market data for January payroll em-
ployment rose by 193,000, and the unemployment rate declined to
4.7 percent.

My colleagues and I would be happy to answer any of your ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Utgoff appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 11.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you again for
being with us again this month.

As I noted in my opening statement, the economy's growth in the
fourth quarter of last year fell to 1.1 percent, and, in spite of that,
we continued to see significant job growth through most of that
quarter.

Can you review with us the number of jobs created during the
fourth quarter of last year?

Commissioner Utgoff. Five hundred thirty-one thousand.
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Representative Saxton. Five hundred thirty-one thousand jobs
were created during the fourth quarter, and yet GDP sunk to-I
think it was 1.1 percent.

Do you expect that there will be some revisions in the GDP num-
ber for the fourth quarter of last year?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Representative Saxton. Can you shed any light on that at this

point, or is it too early for us to?
Commissioner Utgoff. It is too early.
Representative Saxton. What are the factors that would ac-

count for the revision of GDP growth in the fourth quarter of last
year?

Commissioner Utgoff. New information on wages and salaries,
new information on exports and imports, new information on all
the components of GDP.

Representative Saxton. Can you give us any idea what those
adjustments might look like as they begin to come in?

Commissioner Utgoff. I can't predict whether those adjust-
ments will be upward or downward.

Representative Saxton. Right. But we expect, as a normal
course of events that there will be some adjustments in the GDP
figure from the fourth quarter.

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. This is called a preliminary GDP
number, and for good reason.

Representative Saxton. And do you have any idea as to when
we may see those adjustments take place?

Commissioner Utgoff. Approximately 3 weeks.
Representative Saxton. Is the increase in January payroll em-

ployment a solid number, or is it significantly inflated by special
factors?

Commissioner Utgoff. It is a solid number, and with the up-
ward revisions that we had for the previous 2 months from late re-
porters, it is a very solid report.

Representative Saxton. And once again, what was the number
of jobs created in January?

Commissioner Utgoff. One hundred ninety-three thousand.
Representative Saxton. One hundred ninety-three thousand.

And is that a significant number?
How much did the revisions in November and December of 2005

payroll employment figures add to total employment for those
months?

Commissioner Utgoff. Eighty-one thousand.
Representative Saxton. Eighty-one thousand.
And so once again when we talk about preliminary numbers and

adjusted numbers, we may see this number revise upward?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Representative Saxton. In January the diffusion index rose to

60.6 percent. What does this figure say about the breadth of job
gains in January?

Commissioner Utgoff. It says that they were widespread.
Representative Saxton. So we are not seeing job growth con-

fined to a specific sector, but it is widespread throughout the econ-
omy?

Commissioner Utgoff. That is correct.
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Representative Saxton. Is the decline in unemployment to 4.7
percent statistically significant?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Representative Saxton. And when we talk about the 4.7 per-

cent unemployment rate, can you give us an idea as to how that
compares with the unemployment rate over the last, let's say, 3
years?

Commissioner Utgoff. It is the lowest rate since January-July
2001.

Representative Saxton. July of 2001.
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Representative Saxton. So that obviously is also good news.
What is the unemployment rate for men 20 and over?
Commissioner Utgoff. 4.0.
Representative Saxton. So we continue to have good news

there.
What is the unemployment rate for women- aged 20 and over?
Commissioner Utgoff. 4.3 percent.
Representative Saxton. 4.3 percent.
We used to say that when we got to these low levels-we used

to talk about that being full employment. Are we reaching what
you would consider full employment?

Commissioner Utgoff. These are the lowest unemployment
rates for men and women since summer 2001.

Representative Saxton. Historically low unemployment rates.
Very good.

At this point how would you interpret the apparent effects of the
hurricanes on payroll employment over the last 5 months?

Commissioner Utgoff. There were 2 months, September and.
October, where the unemployment rate was clearly held down by
the effects of Hurricane Katrina. In the subsequent months, the
economy appears to have recovered, and job growth has been-job
growth has been substantial.

Representative Saxton. Could you spend a few moments ex-
plaining the benchmark revisions to the payroll employment sur-
vey?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. Let me see if I can do this simply
is we have-when I testify before you each month, we have an esti-
mate of payroll employment that comes from a sample of 400,000
establishments. That is large, but that is not all the establish-
ments.

Once a year we take a census of all establishments largely taken
from' unemployment insurance records, and we tie the census to the
sample so that in this year and March they are the same, and then
adjust the other numbers to meet that census number.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Sessions.
Senator Sessions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and, Commis-

sioner, I am pleased to welcome you here and to see continued good
news.

I guess, Mr. Chairman, good news doesn't attract as many Mem-
bers as bad news.

Representative Saxton. Airplanes attract Members on Fridays.
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Senator Sessions. Maybe you are right, airplanes attract Mem-
bers.

Commissioner, we are having a little excitement in Alabama. Ev-
erybody is trying to claim credit for the unemployment rate. Our
unemployment rate, Mr. Chairman, is 3.5 percent, the lowest ever
recorded in the State. Job training program is first rate and been
ranked, I think, No. 1 one in the country, but now is the challenge
to get people trained for the good jobs that are out there.

Have you had occasion, Commissioner, to be able to consider
whether if we could get people trained quicker, turn them around
more readily with skills that are needed in the workplace, we could
not only find more jobs, but we could move people up into higher-
paying jobs and better benefits?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Senator Sessions. What could you tell us about your observa-

tion there? I think the reason I raise that is I don't think it is a
coincidence that Alabama's low unemployment rate coincides with
the fact that the job training program for the State was rated
No. 1 in the country. Do you have any thoughts about that?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. Job training programs are incred-
ibly important in getting people into their first jobs, which is im-
portant, and then moving them up into higher-paying jobs. And the
one-stop centers have been doing an excellent job in taking in peo-
ple and moving them through the entire process of getting them
into good jobs.

Senator Sessions. There has been a good bit of interest on be-
half of Governors in consolidating Federal workforce programs. And
we are trying to do that, although our Senate bill is not as good
as I would like; frankly, I think it is far short of what the Governor
has requested, but I remain hopeful.

Do you have any information and received any feedback from the
fact that a lot of these stovepipe programs are contradictory and
duplicative and would be much more efficient if they were merged
together?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. There are duplicative programs for
the same groups of people, and moving them together will allow
better service for these people. I have to say that I, from the BLS,
am well aware of the work that the Employment and Training Ad-
ministration is doing to improve the training, and particularly tie
training to the local workforce needs. But I think the Assistant
Secretary for Employment Training would be a better witness for
all of the things that are going on in that area.

Senator Sessions. Well, I think we can do better. Our commis-
sioner, Dr. Roy Johnson, the chancellor of the system, made this
statement to me as we were going to a meeting, and he said, an
individual 28 years old with 2 kids can't go-he is chairman of the
community college system in the State, where you have 2-year pro-
grams for the most part traditionally, when you think in terms of
the 2-year program-they don't have 2 years. What we need to do,
he says, and he is doing, is create specific programs that prepare
people in 6 months or less for a high-paying job, and he believes
it can be done and is doing that.

Would you agree that that has an important role in our system-
as well as our classical interest in degrees in 4 years and 2-year
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degrees-but this kind of more specific focus on training persons
for a job that exists in that community, can we do better than that?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. We can do better than that.
Senator Sessions. And would you share with us some thoughts

on that subject?
Commissioner-Utgoff. Well, I would note that in the military

people are taken in for specific jobs and trained in far less than 2
years for specific jobs and come out with skills that are often good
for the private sector, and that we can't afford to have someone in
for 4 years of service spending 2 years in a job training program.
So that 6 months is certainly a much better target period than for
2 years, especially for someone who is 28 years old and has 2 chil-
dren.

Senator Sessions. I think that was a very insightful comment.
I hadn't thought about the military. They absolutely don't have-
they can't spend 2 years preparing somebody, and they train them
for highly technical jobs in very short order, and then when they
get out, businesses line up to hire them. They are very pleased to
have them because of the way they have been trained.

Mr. Chairman, I was just looking at the February 2 New York
Times article by David Brooks that made this point. And I think
in our country, we get a little too down- on ourselves, and when
things are good, people start thinking, well, next week it is going
to be bad; you know, it can't stay good. But look at this. David
Brooks points out, has the American economy shrunk as a part of
the world economy? In 1971, the United States economy accounted
for 30.52 percent of the world's GDP. 30.52.

Now, we have seen China surge; Japan really over the last 30
years has been a tremendous force; India, the Asian tigers, produc-
tion in Europe and all; and today, he notes, our percentage of GDP
is 30.74, a larger percentage of the world's GDP in the United
States today than it was 30 years ago. And if you listen to a lot
of our commentators out there, you would think the United States
is in a period of decline.

That is a phenomenal achievement in light of the productivity
growth in other areas of the world. It is not as if they shrank. They
have been surging, and we still are doing that, and our job num-
bers are going down. And we only have a couple of things to fear,
I think, and that is making sure our children are properly trained
and educated and really motivated to take advantage of this econ-
omy, and to be positive and to see that if they work hard, they can
actually sustain a good lifestyle for themselves and their children
in the future.

Thank you for your leadership, Mr. Chairman, and I was pleased
to be here today. And, Commissioner, you should take a bow on the
job growth, too. Everybody else is. I am trying to. If it were going
up, they would blame me, so I might as well claim some credit.

[The New York Times article entitled, "The Nation of the Fu-
ture," appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 46.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator. I have
said in jest a couple of times that people were running for air-
planes. Actually, the Democrat Minority party has their retreat
today, and so that is the reason that they are not here. And so I
just wanted to make that part of the record.
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Let me just ask one final short question. Manufacturing employ-
ment has been a concern to the Members of the Committee, and
I am sure to you, also, Commissioner, over the last several years.
But manufacturing employment showed some small increases in
January, and I am curious to know in what sectors of manufac-
turing did job gains actually take place. Can you talk about that
a little bit?

Commissioner Utgoff. Wood products, electrical equipment,
and there was one other, fabricated metals.

Representative Saxton. And what percentage of the manufac-
turing sector would that involve? Can you give us an estimate?

Commissioner Utgoff. I can't give you that estimate now, but
I will-we will provide that to you in a letter.

[The response from Commissioner Utgoff to Chairman Saxton ap-
pears in the Submissions for the Record on page 43.]

Representative Saxton. We would certainly appreciate that.
But in general, the manufacturing sector showed some job gains

in January; is that right?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes. Yes.
Representative Saxton. And was it statistically significant?
Commissioner Utgoff. No.
Representative Saxton. But it was an indicator that there is

life in terms of growth in the manufacturing sector?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Representative Saxton. Thank you. I have no other questions

at this point, and we want to thank you for being with us here
today. It is always a pleasure to see you, and it is even more of
a pleasure when you have good news like the news you brought us
today. Thank you very much.

Commissioner Utgoff. I hope it will continue.
Representative Saxton. We do, too. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 9:56 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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Thank you, Chairman Saxton. I want to welcome Commissioner Utgoff and thank her for
testifying here today.

Today's report that 193,000 payrolls were created in January is welcome news.
However, there is still a lot of catching up to do in a labor market that went through the
most protracted jobs slump in decades. At this point in the last recovery, the economy had
created nearly five million more jobs than we have seen in this recovery. Moreover,
workers haven't seen any recovery in their paychecks.

Overall growth in payroll employment has been modest by the standards of most
economic recoveries. The 4.8 million jobs created since job losses peaked in August 2003
works out to only about 164,000 per month-not much more than what is necessary just to
keep up with normal growth in the labor force.

While the jobless rate has come down, unemployment remains higher than it was
when President Bush took office, long-term unemployment persists, and evidence of
hidden unemployment is reflected in the continued depressed levels of the labor force
participation rate and the fraction of the population with a job.

Corporate profits and worker productivity have been growing, but wages are not
keeping pace with inflation. Average hourly earnings were stagnant during 2003 and have
fallen during each of the past two years, after adjusting for inflation. Paychecks are being
stretched thinner as families face higher prices for gasoline, home heating, health care,
and education.

The President's assertion in his State of the Union address that the economy is
strong simply belies the experience of many working families, who are still waiting to
benefit from the Bush economic policies. Clearly, America can do better.

I look forward to Commissioner Utgoff's statement and to a further discussion of the
January employment situation.
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UNITED STATES CONGRESS

Friday, February 3, 2006

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the labor

market data we released this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment increased by 193,000 in

January, and the unemployment rate fell to 4.7 percent.

Payroll employment was up by 140,000 in December and by

354,000 in November (as revised). Over the year, payroll

employment increased by 2.1 million. In January,

employment growth occurred in construction, mining, and in

several service-providing industries.

Employment in construction rose by 46,000 over the

month and by 345,000 over the year. Above-average
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temperatures in most of the country may have contributed to

fewer seasonal layoffs than usual in January.

Manufacturing employment was little changed in

January. A few manufacturing industries have shown small

job gains in recent months, including wood products,

fabricated metals, and electrical equipment.

Mining added 6,000 jobs in January. Since its most

recent low in April 2003, mining employment has increased

by 91,000.

In the service-providing sector, employment growth

continued in health care over the month. Jobs were added

in doctors' offices, hospitals, and nursing and residential

care facilities.

In January, employment in food services and drinking

places grew by 31,000. Over the year, this industry has

added 214,000 jobs.

Employment in professional and business services was

up by 24,000 in January, following 2 months of unusually

large gains that totaled 138,000. In January, accounting

services lost jobs, while employment trended up in computer

systems design and in management and consulting services.

In January, financial activities added 21,000 jobs.

Wholesale trade employment was up by 15,000, while retail

employment was little changed.
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Average hourly earnings for production or

nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls rose by

7 cents in January to $16.41. Over the year, average

hourly earnings grew by 3.3 percent.

The establishment survey data released today reflect

the incorporation of annual benchmark revisions and updated

seasonal adjustment factors. Each year, we anchor our

sample-based survey estimates to full universe counts of

employment, derived principally from administrative records

of the unemployment insurance tax system.

The benchmark revision decreased the level of nonfarm

payroll employment in March 2005 by 158,000 (not seasonally

adjusted), or about one-tenth of one percent. Over the

past decade, benchmark revisions have averaged plus or

minus two-tenths of one percent. The seasonally adjusted

establishment survey data from January 2001 forward have

been revised to incorporate updated seasonal adjustment

factors.

Turning now to the measures from our household survey,

the unemployment rate declined to 4.7 percent in January,

and the number of unemployed persons fell to 7.0 million.

The number of long-term unemployed persons--those

unemployed for 27 weeks or more--declined to 1.2 million in

January. They constituted 16.3 percent of all unemployed
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persons, down from 21.0 percent a year earlier. The number

of discouraged workers fell over the year to 396,000 (not

seasonally adjusted). Discouraged workers are those

persons outside the labor force who had stopped looking for

work because they believed their job search efforts would

be unsuccessful.

With today's release, we again report on the labor

force status of survey respondents who evacuated from their

homes due to Hurricane Katrina. The data are derived from

a special set of questions that have been included in the

household survey since October to identify and gather

information from evacuees. The estimates do not account

for all persons who evacuated from their homes due to

Hurricane Katrina. We do not gather information on those

evacuees who remain outside the scope of the survey, such

as those currently living in hotels or shelters.

The January data indicate that there were about 1.2

million persons age 16 and over who evacuated from their

August residence due to Hurricane Katrina. By January,

about one-half of evacuees had returned to the homes they

vacated in August. Among Katrina evacuees in January, 56.8

percent were in the labor force, and their unemployment

rate was 14.7 percent. Unemployment rates were much lower

for those evacuees who had returned home than for those
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evacuees who had not. The January unemployment rate for

those who had returned was 2.9 percent; it was 26.3 percent

for those who had not yet returned to their residences.

To summarize the labor market data for January,

payroll employment rose by 193,000, and the unemployment

rate declined to 4.7 percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to address your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: JANUARY 2006

Nonfarm payroll employment increased by 193,000 in January, and the unemployment rate fell to
4.7 percent, the Bureau ofLabor Statistics ofthe U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Job gains
occurred in several industries, including construction, mining, food services and drinking places, health care,
and financial activities.
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Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number ofuneemployed persons fell to 7.0 million in January, and the unemployment rate decreased
to 4.7 percent, seasonally adjusted. The unemployment rate had ranged from 4.9 to 5.1 percent during most
of 2005. Thejobless rate for adult men declined to 4.0 percent in January. For other major worker
groups-adult women (4.3 percent), teenagers (15.3 percent), whites (4.1 percent), blacks (8.9 percent),

.. I -

Establishment and Household Data Changes

The establishment survey data in this release have been revised as a result ofthe annual
benchmarking process and the updating ofseasonal adjustment factors. See the note
beginning on page 6 for more information on the revisions.

In addition, household survey data for January 2006 reflect updated population controls.
See the note on page 7 for more information. Also, new seasonally adjusted employment
data for multiple jobholders have been added to table A-6 ofthis release.
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and Hispanics (5 .8 percent-.unemployment rates were essentially unchanged. The rate for black teens,
which had an unusually large decline in December, rose to 31.4 percent in January. The unemployment rate
for Asians was 3-2 percent, not seasonally adjusted. (See tables A-I, A-2, and A-3.)

In January, 16.3 percent of the unemployed had been without ajob for27 weeks or longer, down from
18.2 percent in the prior month. InJanuary 2005, the proportion was 21.0percent. (See table A-9.)

Total Employment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment continued to trend upward in January. The labor force participation rate and the
employment-population ratio showed little or no change over the month, at 66.0 and 62.9 percent,
respectively. (See table A-I.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.6 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
January, down from 1.8 million a year earlier. These were people who wanted and were available for work.
and had looked for ajob sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because
they had not searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The number of discouraged
workers-a subset of the marginally attached who were not currently looking for work specifically because
they believed no jobs were available for them-was 396,000 in January, a decrease of 119,000 from a year
earlier. (SeetableA-13.)

Employment Status of Hurricane Katrina Evacuees (Household Survey Data)

Beginning in October, questions were added to the household survey to identify persons who evacuated
from their homes, even temporarily, due to Hurricane Katrina. Data collected through these questions do not.
account for all evacuees; persons living outside ofthe scope ofthe survey-such as those living in hotels or;
shelters-are not included. -The questions were asked of persons in.the household survey sample throughout
the country, since some evacuees relocated far from the storm-affected areas. An additional question
detenrined whether evacuees had returned to their homes by the time ofthe survey.

These additional questions provided information to analyze the employment status ofthis subgroup of
evacuees. The total number of evacuees estimated from the household survey may change from month to
month as people move in and out of the scope of the survey.

Information gathered in January showed that about 1.2 million persons age 16 and over had evacuated
from where they were living in August due to Hurricane Katrina. These evacuees either had returned to their
homes or were living in other residential units covered in the survey in January. About 600,000 of the
evacuees hadretumed to theirAugust 2005 residences. Of all evacuees identified, 56.8percentwere in the
labor force in January. The employment-population ratio for these evacuees was 48.4 percent. The
unemployment rate for persons identified as evacuees was 14.7 percent; it was much higher for evacuees
who had not returned home (26.3 percent) than for those who had returned (2.9 percent). (See table B.)
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seasonally adjusted
tnUIIIU5E IS! .tH. hASIJ

Quarterly averages Monthly data Dec.-

Category 2005 2005 2006 Jan.

-- r lTII V Nov. I Dec. Jan. change

HOUSEHOLD DATA Labor force status

Civilian labor force................................
Employment ..................................
Unemployment................................

Not in labor force..................................

All workers........................................
Adult men........................................

Adult women...................................
Teenagers........................................
White ...........................................
Black or African American ..................

Hispanic or Latino ethnicity..................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA'

Nonfarm employment.............................
Goods-producing '.............................

Construction..............................
Manufacturing............................

Service-providing . ...........................
Retail trade' ............................
Professional and business services

Education and health services ..........

Leisure and hospitality...................
Government.........................

Total privatc........................................
Manufacturing ............................

Overtime ..................................

Total pnvate.......................................

149,827 150,126 150,183 150,153 150,114 (C)

142,324 142,671 142,611 142,779 143,074 (C)

7,503 7,455 7,572 7,375 7,040 ( )
76,595 77,070 77,021 77,271 77,439 ( )

Unemployment rates

50 50 50 4.9 4-7 -0.2

4.4 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.0 -.3

4.6 4.5 4.6 4.5 4.3 -.2

16.1 16.1 171 15.2 15.3 .1

4.3 4.3 4.2 4.3 4.1 -.2

9.5 9.7 10.6 9.3 8.9 -4

6.0 6.0 6.1 6.0 58 -.2

Employment

133,750 p 134 ,1
60 134,231 p134,3

71 p134,5
64 pl

93

22,140 p
22,

23 9 22,264 p
22,

273 p22,331 p58

7,305 p7,390 7,409 p7,41
4 p7.460 p46

14,208 p14,208 14,214 p
14,

213 p14,2 20 p7

II1,610 pl 1 1,
921 111,967 p1 12,098 p1 12,

233 pl35

.5,297 p15,285 15,293 pl5,30
2 p15,301 p-

2

. 16,942 p17,060 17,061 p
17 ,129 p

17,153 p24

1 74 1 1 pl 7,475 1 7,48 1 p 17,50 p 1 7,542 p39

12,8 p12,872 12,881 p12,896 p12,922 p
26

21,843 p21,869 21,880 p
21,

875 p21,87
4 p* l

Hours of work 5

33.81 p33.81 33.81 p33.81 p33.
8

40.6 p40 .91 40.8 p40.81 p4
A s .4.61A 4.6 A 4.5 o4.S

P.O

p.0

Indexes of aggregate weekly hours (2002=100) 5

102.91 p103.41 103.51 p103.71 p103_9 _ p0.2

Earnings '

Average hourly earnings, total private .......... S16.161 pS16.
30 $16.28 pS16.

34 | pS06.41 p1
0 07

Average weekly earnings, total private ........ 545.78 p . 5 552I29 p5
4 66 p

2.37

' Changes in household data levels are not shown due to the introduction of updated population controls.
See the note on page 7 for more information.

2 Establishment data have been revised to reflect March 2005 benchmark levels and updated seasonal
adjustment factors. See the note on page 6 for more information.

Includes other industries, not shown separately.

Quarterly averages and the over-the-month change are calculated using unrounded data.

Data relate to private production or nonsupervisory workers

p = preliminary.

.1
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Table B. Employment status in January 2006 of persons 16 years and over who
evacuated from their August residence, even temporarily, due to Hurricane Katrina'

(Numbers in thousands. not seasonally adjusted)

Residence in January
Employment status in January 2006 Total Same as Different than

in August in August

Civiliannoninstitutional population ............... 1,245 575 670
Civilian labor force. ...... ,.....,,,,,,,,, 707 351 355

Participation rate . ..............,.. 56.8 61.1 53.1
Employed .......... .,,,,.. 603 341 262

Employment-populationratio, ,,,,.,,, 48.4 59.3 39.1
Unemployed . . ........... 104 10 94

Unemployment rate ................ ,.,,,. 14.7 2.9 26.3
Not in labor force .................... 538 224 314

' Represents persons in the civilian noninstitutional population age 16 and over who resided
in households that were eligible to be selected for the Current Population Survey (CPS). These
data are not representative of the total evacuee population because they do not include children
or people residing in shelters, hotels, places ofworship, or other units outside the scope of
the CPS. The total number of evacuees estimated from the CPS may change from month to
month as people move in and out ofthe scope ofthe survey.andbecause of sampling varia-
bility.

NOTE: These data use population controls that have been adjusted to account for inter-
state moves by evacuees.

Industry Payroll Employment (Establishment Survey Data)

Total nonfarm payroll employment rose by 193,000 in January to 134.6 million, seasonally adjusted.
This followed job gains of 354,000 in November and 140,000 in December (as revised). Since January
2005, job gains have averaged 174,000 per month. (See table B- I.)

In January, construction employment increased by 46,000; over the year, construction employment has
risen by 345,000. Specialty trade contractors added 28,000 jobs over the month, while residential building
and heavy and civil engineering construction added 8,000 each. Mining continued its upward trend in
January, adding 6,000 jobs. Support activities for mining, particularly those related to oil and gas, accounted
for two-thirds ofthe over-the-month gain.

Elsewhere in the goods-producing sector, manufacturing employment was little changed for the second
month in a row. Within durable goods, employment gains in nonmetallic mineral products (6,000) and
primary metals (3,000) were partially offset by a decline in computer and electronic products (-6,000).

In the service-providing sector, employment in health care and social assistance rose by 38,000 in
January. Ambulatory health care services (which includes doctors' offices and home health care) added
15,000 jobs. Job growth also occurred in hospitals (7,000) and in nursing and residential care facilities
(7,000). Health care employment has increased by 287,000 over the year. Employment in social assistance
continued to trend up in January and has grown by 77,000 over the year.
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Over the month, financial activities employment was up by 21,000, following little change in December.
Credit intermediation added 11,000 jobs in January, and real estate employment rose by 10,000.

Employment in food services and drinking places grew by 31,000 in January; over the year, this industry
has added 214,000jobs. In January, wholesale trade employment increased by 15,000. Employment in
retail trade was flat over the month and has shown no net growth since July 2005.

Employment in professional and business services continued to trend up over the month (24,000); the
numberofjobs inthe industry has increased by 515,000 overthe year. In January, computer systems design
services gained 7,000 jobs. Temporary help services employment was little changed over the month but has
increased by 187,000 over the year. Following a strong employment increase in December, accounting and
bookkeeping services lost 18,000 jobs in January.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls was
unchanged at 33.8 hours in January, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek and factory overtime
also were unchanged at 40.8 hours and 4.5 hours, respectively. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm
payrolls increased by 0.2 percent in January to 103.9 (2002=1 00). The manufacturing index also increased
by 0.2 percent over the month to 94.9. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls increased
by 7 cents in January to $16.41, seasonally adjusted. Average weekly earnings increased by O.4 percent
over the month to $554.66. Over the year, average hourly earnings increased by 3.3 percent and average
weekly earnings increased by 3.6 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for February 2006 is scheduled to be released on Friday, March 10, at
8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Revisions to Establishment Survey Data

In accordance with annual practice, the establishment survey data have been revised to reflect
comprehensive universecountsofpayroll jobs, orbenchmarks. These counts are derived principally
from unemployment insurancetax records forMarch 2005. As aresultofthe bencbmark process, all
not seasonaUy adjusted data series weresubjectto revision from April2004 forward, thetimeperiod
since the last benchmark was established. In addition, with this release, the seasonally adjusted estab-
lishment survey data from January 2001 forward were subject to revision due to the introduction of
updated seasonal adjustment factors.

Table C presents revised total nonfarm employment data on a seasonally adjusted basis for January
through December 2005. The revised data for April 2005 forward incorporate the effect of applying the
rate ofcchange measured by the sample to the new benchunark level, as well as updated net business birthl
death model adjustments and new seasonal adjustment factors. The November and December 2005
revisions also reflect the routine incorporation ofadditional sample receipts into the November final and
December second preliminary estimates. The total nonfarnm employment level for March 2005 was revised
downward by 158,000 (119,000 on a seasonally adjusted basis). The previously published level for
December 2005 was revised downward by 144,000 (97,000 on a seasonally adjusted basis).

The February 2006 issue of Employment and Earnings will contain an article that discusses the
benchmark and post-benchmark revisions. This issue also will provide revised estimates for all regularly
published tables containing national establishment survey data on employment, hours, and earnings.

LABSTAT, the BLS public database on the Internet, contains all revised historical Current Employment
Statistics (CES) data. The data can be accessed through the CES homepage at http:J/www.bis.gov/ces/.

Further infonmation on the revisions released today may be obtained by calling 202-691-6555 or via the
Internet on the CES homepage.

Table C. Revisions in total nonfarm employment, seasonally adjusted, January-December 2005

(n thousands)

Levels Over-the-month changes

Year and month As As As As
Previously revsei cueossly revisedc
published revised published ._ r __sed _

2005
January ................................. 132,573 132,471 124 76 -48
February .132,873 132,736 300 265 -35
March .132,995 .132,876 122 140 18
April .133,287 133,104 292 228 -64
May .133,413 133,210 126 106 -20
June 133,588 133,376 175 166 -9
July .133,865 133,617. 277 241 -36
August .134,013 133,792 148 175 27
September .................. 134,030 133,840 17 48 31
October .134,055 133,877 25 37 12
November ..... 134,360 134,231 305 354 49
Decemb'er .134,468 134,371 108 140 32

p = preliminary.
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Adjustments to Population Estimates for the Household Survey

Effective with the data for January 2006, updated population controls have been used in the household
survey. Population controls for the household survey are developed by the U.S. Census Bureau. Each year,
the Census Bureau updates the controls to reflect new information and assumptions about the growth ofthe
population. The change in population reflected in the new controls results from adjustments to the estimates
of net international migration and updated vital statistics information.

Official population and labor force estimates for December 2005 and earlier months will not be revised.
To assess the impact of the updated population controls on trend growth, however, December 2005 esti-
mates for selected data series (not seasonally adjusted) were recalculated using the new controls, and the
differences from estimates based on the old controls are shown in table D. The adjustments decreased the
estimated size ofthe civilian noninstitutional population by 67,000, ofthe civilian labor force by 130,000, and
of employment by 123,000; the new population controls had a negligible impact on unemployment rates and
other percentage estimates. More detailed information on the population adjustments and their effect on
national labor force estimates are available at http://www.bis.gov/cpsfcpsO6adj.pdfon the Internet and also
will be published in the February 2006 issue of Employment and Earnings.

Table D. Effect of the revised population controls on December 2005 estimates by sex, race, and
Hispanic or Latino ethnicity, not seasonally adjusted

(Numbers in thousands)

Black Hispanic
or or

Category Total Men Women White Afoicrn Asian tno

Amen- etnity
can

Civilian noninstitutional population ............ -67 -31 -36 -12 7 -70 -108
Civilianlaborforce... force.....-130 -67 -64 -89 3 -49 -87

Employed .......... ............. -123 -61 -62 -82 2 -47 -81
Unemployed .............. ......... -8 -6 -2 -7 l -2 -6

Unemployment rate .0.......... . 0 .0 .0 .0 .0 .0

NOTE: Detail for men and women may not sum to totals because of rounding. Estimates for the above tace groups
(whire, black or African American, and Asian) do not sum to totals because data are not presented for all races. In
addition, persons whose ethdnicity is identified as Hispanic or Laino may be of any race and, therefore, are classified by
ethnicity as well as by race.
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Explanatory Note

This news releame presents sttistics from two major srcys, the
Current Population Sutey (household st-ey) and the Cunrent.
Employment Statistics sutveY (establisbntete sutvey). The house-
hold survey provides the informaton on the labor fonre, employ-
meet, and unemptoyteymm that appetrs in the A tables, narked
HOUSEHOLD DATA. Il is a sample sorvey of about 60,000 house-
holds conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau for the Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey provides the information on the
rnployrnent. hours, and earnings of workers on nonferm payrolls that
appears is the B tables, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This
infofnation is collected from payroll records by BLS an cooperation
with state agencies. The sample includes about 160,000 businesses
and gove.n-mot agencies covermng approximrately 400,000 individuid
sosksites. The acive sample includes about one-third of alt nonfarm
payroll workers. The sample is drawn from a samnpling arme of
unemployment isurance tat accounts.

For both surveys, the data for a given month relate to a paticular
week or pay period. In the household surey, the ceferenre week is
generallythe ciendar wreek that cntainssthe 12th dayofthe month. In
the est blishment survey. the reference period is the pay petiod in-
cluding the 12th, which may or mssy not correspond directly to the
ctalendar wek.

Coverage, definitions, and differences
between surveys

Household survey. The sample is selected to reflect the entire
civilian nounistitutional population- Based on responses to aseries of
qucstioson mork and job search scwivies, each person 16 years and
over iasaniple household i5 classifiedus employed, unemployed, or
00o10 the labor frce.

People are classified as cenloyed if they did any work at all as
paid employees during the refeneoce week; worked in their own bani-
ness, profcssion, or on their own farmo or worked without pay at least
15 hours in a family business or fats. People anr also counted us
employed if they -e temporinly absent from their jobs because of
illness, bad weather, vacalou, labor-minageeeentdisputes,orpersonal
reasons.

People are dassified as uanemloyed ifthey met all ofthe following
criteia: Theyhad nonrnployment dutingthe eefeencewcek:ttheywne
available for work at that time; and they made specific effors to find
employmcnt sometise during the 4-week peniod ending with the
ference week. Persons laid offfrom ajob and expecting recall need

not be looking for work to be counted as unemployed. The unemploy-
ment data derinved from the household survey in no way depend upoo
the eligibility for or receipt of uncraployrmtent insurance benefits.

The ca.lata Iabofro-c is the sum of employed and unemployed
persons. Those not classified as esployed or unemployed are no
is rhe ltborbo-ce. The uneiptojrneot eale is the number unemployed
as a percent of the labor force The labo.fo-epaticipailon rare is
the labor force as a percent of the population, and the engrlopernr.
popclation rnato is the employed a5 n percen of the population.

Eatabilubrreat turvey. The sample establishments are drawn
from private nofatim businessesuch as factories, offices, and stores,
as well as federal, state, and local goveenrtomentities. Eniplo)ee on
non-frmrpoyinhl are those who received pay for ty patt ofthe refer-
emm pay period, includuig pnrsons on paid leave. Persons arecounted
in ouch job they hold. Ho-r and eaeoiags data mre for privae buso-
nesses tmd relate only to production woxkers in the goods-pnduscmg
sector and natsupervisony workers in the service-providing sector.
industries are classified on the basis of their principal activity in
accordance with the 2002 rersion of the North American Indusny
Classification Systerm

Differenees in emoployent estiottes. The numnerous concept-
ual mnd methodologiral differences between the household and
establishmot surneys result in important distinctions in the ennploy-
ment esmnmtes derived from the sureys. Among these are:

* Th. hoisehetd surey includes agricultIral morkers the slf-em-
ployed, unpaid fobly workers, sod pnvate household workers .mnin
the ,ployrd. Thesegroupsurneselided fine the esublishmtent survey.

* The household *nivey iorudes people or unpaid leave among the
employed The esabliihmer suney does Me.

* The houseold isrvey is hinted to workets 16 years ofragndolder.
The establinhlent surey is not tiited by age

* The household survey has no duplicalion of midwideats, becam
iidividuals are rmuted woyone.even fiy sold mere than oe job.
In the establishlent rarey, cntployees mnking at mene than me job
and thus appeansg on mene than wne payroll would be couned xspa-
rosely for each oppetance.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course ofa year. the size of the nation's labor force and the

Ievels of employment and unemployment undergo sharp fiuctuations
due tosuch seasonai event as changes in weather, reduced or expanded
pnoduction, harvests, major holidays, and the opening and cldning of
schools. The effect of such sasonal~variaion can e very large; sea-
soaldfluctations mayaecount for as much as 95 pecent ofthe month-
touimumth chamges in unemployment.

Because these seasonal events follow a more or less regular patnen
each year, their influence on statistical trends can be eliminated by
adjusting the statistics from month to month. These adjustments make
nonscasonal deveopments, such as declines in economic activity or
increases in the participation of womren in the labor force, easier to
spot. Fm esample, the large number of youth tnering the labor fuce
each June is likely to obsure any other changes that have taken place
relativ to May, making it difficuh to detenimne if the leve of eco-
nomic activity has risen or declined. Howeve, because the effect of
students finishing school in previous years is known, the statsnics
for the conrent year can bh adjusted to allow for a comparable change.
insofar as the sasonal adjustmeot is made covectly, the adjusted fi-
gure provides a more useful tool with which to unaly~e changes in
economic activity.

Most seasonally adjusted series ace independently adjusted in both
the household and establishment sureys. However, the ad-
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josted series for many major cwstnutes, sodh as total payroll employ-
mcet, employment in mgost suprsectors, total employment. and
unemploymeot are computed by aggregating independently adjusted
component sertes. For example, total unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted series for four major age-sex components;
this differs from the untemployrnent estimate that would be obtained
by directly adjusting the total or by combining the duration, reasons.
ormoredetailed age categories.

For both the household and establishment surveys, a concurrent
seasonal adjustment methodology is used in which new seasonal
factors are calculated each month. using all relevant data, up to and
including the data for the current month. In the household sorvey, new
seasonal factors are used to adjust only the current nmonth's data, In
the establishreent survey, however, new seasonal factors are used each
month to adjust the three most recent monthly estimates. In both
surveys, revisions to historical data ore made once a year.

Reliability Of the estimates
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys te

subject to both samplingand nonsamplingerror When a samplerather
than the enare population is surveyed, there is a chance that the samrple
estimates may differ from the 'true" population values they represent.
The exact differre, or soe.ilig error, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variability is measared by the
standard error of the estimate There is about a 90-percent chance, or
level of confidence. thatan estimate based on asample villdifferbyno
mare than 1.6 standard erors fhm the "true" population value because
of sampling error. BLS analyses are generally conducted at the 90.
percent level of confidence.

For example, the confidence interval for the monthly change in total
erploYtoent from the household surrey is on the order of plus or
minus 430,000. Suppose the estimate of total employmtent increases
by 100,000 houm one month to the next. The 90-percent confidence
interval on themonthlychsngewould range from -330,000 to 530,000
(100,000 +/- 430,000) These figures do not mean that the sample
=essIts are off by these magnitudes, but rather that them is about a

90-percent chance that the "nsue" over-the-month change Ies within
this interval. Since this range includes values of less than zero, we
could not soy with confidence that employment had, in fact, increased,
If, however, the reported employment rise was half a million, then
all of the ralses within the 90-percent confidence interval would be
greater than zro. In this rose, it is likely(at least a90-percent chance)
that an employment rise had, in fact, occurred At an tnemploymeor
rate of around 5.5 percent, the 90-percent confidence interval for the
monthly change in unemploymn~t is about +/- 280,000, and for the
monthlychange in the unemployment rate it isabout+/-. 1peerentage
point.

In general, estimates involving many individuals or esablishments
have lower standard erors (relative to the size of the esnimate) than
estimates which ae based on a small number of observations. The
precision of etnomates is also improved when the data are cumulated
over time such as for quarterly and annual averages. The seasonal
adjustsent process can also improve the stability of the monthly
estimates

The household and establishment surveys am also affected by
nonusmpling error. Nonsampling erors can occur for many reasons,
including the failum to sample a segment ofthr population, inability to
obtain infornation for all respondents m the sample, inability or
unwillingness of respondents to provide correct infonoation on a
timely basis, nistakes made by respondents, and erors mode in the
collection or processing of the data.

For ecample, in the establishment survey, estimates for the most
recent 2 months are based on incomplete retums; for this reason, these
estimates arm labeled preliminary in the tables It is only after two
soccessive revisions to a monthly estimate, when nearly all nample
reports have been received, that Ike estimate is considered final.

Another major source of nonsaopliig error in the establishment
survey is the inability to capture, on a timely basis, employment
generated by new firms. To conrect for this systematic underestimation
of enploymvcet growth, an estimation procedure with two components
is used toaccount forbusinessbirths. The first componcranesbusiness
deaths to impute employment for business births This is incorporated
into the samtple-based link relative estimrte procedure by simply not
reflecting sample units going out of business, but imputing to them the
sam trend as the other firrs in the sample. The second coesponent is
an ARIMA time seeinmodel designedto estimatetheresidual net birthS
death employment not accounted for by the iprutation. The historical
time series used to create and test the ARIMA model was derived from
theunenmploymentinsuranceunivee ncmcro-leveldatabaseandreflects
the actual residual net of births and deaths over the past five years.

The sample-based estimates from the eoablishment survey are
adjusted once a year (on a lagged basis) to universe counts of payroll
employment obtained from administrative records of the unemploy-
ment insurance program. The diffoence beteen the March sample-
bahed employmoat estimates and the March uwivers, rounis is known
as a benchmark revision, and serves usa rough proxy for toad survey
eror. The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classifi-
ation of industries. Over the past decade, the benchmark revision for
total nonfiamn employment has averaged 0.2 percent, ranging from
less than 0.05 percent o 0.4 percent.

Additional statistics and other Intormation
More comprehensive statistics are contained in Employment and

Ezarnigs, published each month by BLS ItisavailableforS27.00 per
issue or S53.00 per year from the U.S. Gomerommet Pinting Office,
Washington, DC 20402. All ordersmus beprepaid bysendingacheck
or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents, or by
charging to Mastcard or Visa.

Employment and Eattings also provides measures of sampipg error
for Ike household and establishment survey data published in this
release. For unemployment and other labor form categortes, these
measures appear in tables I -B through I -D ofits "ExplanatoryNot.t"
For the esablishment surveydata, the sampligea9 rmeasures and the
actual size of revissoi due to benchmark adjustments appear in tables
2-B through 2-F of Etplqymaer and Earnings.

Infornation in this release will be made available to sensory on-
paired individuals upon requat. Voice phone: 2024691-5200; TDD
message referral phone. I-800-877-8339.
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JUL 2 1

The Honorable Jim Saxton
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Saxton:

Please accept my apologies for not responding promptly to the
question you raised during the Joint Economic Committee hearing
on February 3, 2006, regarding the employment situation for
January 2006. The net employment gain in manufacturing was
7,000 with strength concentrated primarily in the durable goods
industries.

You specifically asked about the distribution of manufacturing
employment held by industries that added jobs over the month.
Industries that added at least 1,000 positions--wood products
(4.0 percent), nonmetallic mineral products (3.6 percent),
primary metals (3.3 percent), fabricated metal products (10.8
percent), electrical equipment (3.1 percent), miscellaneous
manufacturing (4.6 percent), and textile product mills (1.2
percent)--represented 30.6 percent of all jobs in the sector.
The enclosed table shows more details on the distribution of
employment in the manufacturing sector, along with each
industry's employment change for January (as released on
February 3, 2006).

Current data for the first half of 2006 show manufacturing
employment up by 29,000. A 62,000 gain in the durable goods
industry is offset by 33,000 jobs lost in the nondurable goods
industries. The durable goods gains are widespread, and
four industries stand out with increases over 10,000 year to
date: fabricated metals, machinery, electrical equipment, and
transportation equipment. Textile mills accounted for about
one-third of the job loss in nondurable goods.

If you have any further comments or questions, please contact
John M. Galvin, Associate Commissioner for the Office of
Employment and Unemployment Statistics, on 202-691-6400. Thank
you for the opportunity to add this information for the record.

Sincerely yours,

KATHLEEN P. UTGOFF
Commissioner

Enclosure
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ESTABLISHMENT DATA Released February 3, 2006

Emnlovees on nonfarm navrolls for manufacturing. seasonall adiusted

(In thousands) 1
Industry Jan. Percent of Over-the- Statistically

2006p Manufacturing month Significant*
Level Employment Change

Manufacturing ................... 14,220 100.0 | 7

Durable goods ....... 8,973 63.1 _
Wood products ........................... 562.3 4.0 = 2.8
Nonmetallic mineral products .508.0 3.6 6.2 Yes
Primary metals .473.3 3.3 3.3 Yes
Fabricated metal products .1529.4 10.8 2.7
Machinery ...... .. .... 1160.0 8.2 = -3.9
Computer and electronic products(l) 1314.8 9.2 1 -5.7 Yes
Electrical equipment and appliances 436.1 3.1 1.2
Transportation equipment(l) . 1775.6 12.5 _ -0.3
Furniture and related products ............ 557.1 3.9 -1.1
Miscellaneous manufacturing . 1656.6 4.6 1 7

Nondurable goods ............ ..... 5,247 36.9 0 _
Food manufacturing ............ ,...... 1465.3 10.3 _ -1.2
Beverages and tobacco products . 194.6 1.4 2.1 Yes
Textile mills. 209.5 1.5 _ 0.5
Textile product mills 77.1 1.2 , 2.6 Yes
Apparel .... 252.4 1.8 _ -0.2
Leather and allied products . 39.4 0.3 -0.4
Paper and paper products . 476.7 3.4 -0.5
Printing and related support activities. j 640.3 4.5 -1.6
Petroleum and coal products . 111.0 | 0.8 -0,9
Chemicals. 882.7 6.2 j 0.1
Plastics and rubber producs. 797.5 5.6 j -1.3 j _

_ _ _ _ __anfinn o~_th_mn -hra _ r_ _I_s._+_ _ n ___._____ 1_ _ _ L
, -.-. -,3 ..... - -,,---tandardror cnngis usare cacuta 1 t-amo vupercentnconthencelevel. The

standard error is used for a i -month change.
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The Nation of the Future
By DAVID BROOKS (NYf); Editorial Desk
Late Edition - Final, Section A, Page 23, Column 5,768 words

Everywhere I go people tell me China and India are going to blow by us in the
coming decades. They've got the hunger. They've got the people. They've got the
future. We're a tired old power, destined to fade back to the second tier of
nations, like Britain did in the 20th century.

This sentiment is everywhere -- except in the evidence. The facts and figures
tell a different story.

Has the United States lost its vitality? No; Americans remain the hardest
working people on the face of the earth and the most productive. As William W.
Lewis, the founding director of the McKinsey Global Institute, wrote, "The United
States is the productivity leader in virtually every industry." And productivity
rates are surging faster now than they did even in the 1990's.

Has the United States stopped investing in the future? No. The U.S. accounts
for roughly 40 percent of the world's R. & D. spending. More money was invested
in research and development in this country than in the other G-7 nations
combined.

Is the United States becoming a less important player in the world economy?
Not yet. In 1971, the U.S. economy accounted for 30.52 percent of the world's
G.D.P. Since then, we've seen the rise of Japan, China, India and the Asian tigers.
The U.S. now accounts for 30.74 percent of world G.D.P., a slightly higher figure.

What about the shortage of scientists and engineers? Vastly overblown.
According to Duke School of Engineering researchers, the U.S. produces more
engineers per capita than China or India. According to The Wall Street Journal,
firms with engineering openings find themselves flooded with resumes.
Unemployment rates for scientists and engineers are no lower than for other
professions, and in some specialties, such as electrical engineering, they are
notably higher.

Michael Teitelbaum of the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation told The Wall Street
Journal last November, "No one I know who has looked at the data with an open
mind has been able to find any sign of a current shortage." The G.A.0., the RAND
Corporation and many other researchers have picked apart the quickie studies
that warn of a science and engineering gap. "We did not find evidence that such
shortages have existed at least since 199o, nor that they are on the horizon," the
RAND report concluded.
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What about America's lamentable education system? Well, it's true we do a
mediocre job of educating people from age o to i8, even though we spend by far
more per pupil than any other nation on earth. But we do an outstanding job of
training people from ages 18 to 65.

At least 22 out of the top 30 universities in the world are American. More
foreign students come to American universities now than before 9/11.

More important, the American workplace is so competitive, companies are
compelled to promote lifelong learning. A U.N. report this year ranked the U.S.
third in the world in ease of doing business, after New Zealand and Singapore.
The U.S. has the second most competitive economy on earth, after Finland,
according the latest Global Competitiveness Report. As Michael Porter of
Harvard told The National Journal, "The U.S. is second to none in terms of
innovation and an innovative environment."

What about partisan gridlock and our dysfunctional political system? Well,
entitlement debt remains the biggest threat to the country's well-being, but in one
area vital to the country's future posterity, we have reached a beneficent
consensus. American liberals have given up on industrial policy, and American
conservatives now embrace an aggressive federal role for basic research.

Ford and G.M. totter and almost nobody suggests using public money to
prop them up. On the other hand, President Bush, reputed to be hostile to
science, has increased the federal scientific research budget by 50 percent since
taking office, to $137 billion annually. Senators Lamar Alexander and Jeff
Bingaman have proposed excellent legislation that would double the R. & D. tax
credit and create a Darpa-style lab in the Department of Energy, devoting $9
billion for scientific research and education. That bill has 60 co-sponsors, 30
Democrats and 30 Republicans.

Recent polling suggests that people in Afghanistan and Iraq are more
optimistic about their nations' futures than people in the United States. That's
just crazy, even given our problems with health care, growing inequality and
such. America's problem over the next 50 years will not be wrestling with decline.
It will be helping the frustrated individuals and nations left so far behind.

URL: http:/Jwww.nvtimes.com

Copyright 2006 The New York Times Company
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
FEBRUARY 2002
Friday, March 8, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITrEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in Room 311,
Cannon House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of
the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and English; Senator Reed.

Staff Present: Christopher Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,
Brian Higginbotham, Patricia Ruggles, and Matthew Salomon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I am pleased to welcome
Acting Commissioner Orr once again before the Joint Economic
Committee (JEC) to testify on the February employment situation.

The employment data reported today appear to reflect the end of the
recession also shown in other recent economic data. Payroll employment
stopped its long decline, actually rising 66,000 in February, although
partially under the influence of some special factors. The decline of the
unemployment rate in January was sustained in February, leaving its level
at 5-1/2 percent.

Last month, I noted the preliminary signs that indicated the economy
may have bottomed out. Since this time, additional data have been
released suggesting that the economic rebound appears to be underway.
A resumption of economic growth would be very welcome news for all
Americans, although it remains to be seen how strong and sustained the
rebound will be.

Nonetheless, the recent data have been generally quite positive. GDP
growth in the fourth quarter of 2001 was sharply revised upward, with
consumption growth reaching six percent for the period. The Institute for
Supply Management data suggest that manufacturing as well as service
industry output is now increasing. Personal income and consumption
have both increased, according to the most recent monthly data. The
leading economic indicators have risen for the fourth month in a row.

The bottoming out in manufacturing output is encouraging since its
problems signaled the outset of the slowdown in 2000. Housing and auto
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sales remain strong, and other official statistics also register
improvement.

Over the last month, the evidence has continued to mount that the
recession has ended. However, the fragility of the economy, particularly
investment, remains a concern that justifies enactment of the economic
stimulus package in Congress. Moreover, the economy remains
vulnerable to the risks of adverse international economic developments,
high debt levels, security costs and other factors.

Given the recession and the events of September 1 1, the prospect of
economic recovery in the near future is especially impressive and reflects
the remarkable resilience of the American economy and the American
people.

In conclusion, what had been preliminary signs of economic recovery
last month have now been confirmed in other more recent data.
However, we must be on guard against complacency. Congressional
enactment of an economic stimulus package would be a prudent
insurance policy against the potential for another slowdown in economic
activity.

And I will turn to Senator Reed for his opening statement.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 13.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to
thank Commissioner Orr and her colleagues once again for joining us.
And as you indicate, there are encouraging signs that the recession is
over. Chairman Greenspan last week indicated as much in his testimony.
But there is a concern that this might be a jobless recovery. And so these
employment numbers today - and those in the future - are particularly
critical to measuring the full effect of our returning and reviving the
American economy.

Today there are nearly eight million unemployed Americans and
more than four million additional workers who want a job but are not
counted among those who are unemployed. And more than two million
Americans have exhausted their benefits since the start of this recession.
In fact, we are approaching a record number of people who have
exhausted their benefits and are not eligible for additional benefits.

So it is particularly pleasing to me that this week the House moved
to extend unemployment benefits after considering a series of proposals.
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I think we finally arrived at a proposal which recognizes the need to
assist the unemployed while also providing some prudent and effective,
limited steps to further stimulate the economy. Hopefully, this provision
will be adopted very quickly by my colleagues in the Senate.

And our task today is to ensure that we put this country on a strong
and sustainable growth path; that we do, in fact, follow through and
extend unemployment benefits to workers; that we continue to boost the
economy, and we do so in a way that will not only revive our GDP, but
give back meaningful employment to millions of Americans.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 15.]

Representative Saxton. I thank the gentleman. Commissioner,
welcome, we are pleased to have you here today, and we are prepared for
your statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LoIs ORR, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Orr. Thank you. Mr. Chairman and Members of the
Committee, as always I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the
labor market data, and I think especially today. We are reporting today
that nonfarm payroll employment was up by 66,000 in February,
following losses that averaged 146,000 a month between the beginning
of the recession in March 2001 and this past January. The largest
increase over the month occurred in retail trade, but we suggest caution
in interpreting that figure as a sign of strength for that industry, as I will
explain in more detail later in the statement.

Aside from retail trade, nonfarm payroll employment on net was little
changed in February. Employment did rise in health services, and a mild
winter helped boost the number of jobs in construction. There were
employment declines in manufacturing, mining, wholesale trade, and
finance. The unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 5-1/2
percent.

Looking in more detail at the data from our survey of employers for
February, job losses continued in manufacturing, a decline of 50,000
workers, although that was about half the average pace of the prior 12
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months. Employment in motor vehicle manufacturing increased by
26,000 over the month, reversing a decline of similar magnitude in
January. Most of the February increase stemmed from the reopening of
automotive plants that had shut down for inventory control in January.
Nonetheless, compared to a year ago, employment in auto manufacturing
is down 63,000. Elsewhere in transportation equipment, job losses in
aircraft manufacturing have totaled 31,000 in the last four months, 8,000
of which came in February. Sizable employment declines continued in
printing and publishing, which was down 13,000, and electrical
equipment where the decline was 22,000. The February decline of
14,000 jobs in industrial machinery employment was below the 21,000
average of the prior 12 months. Primary metals and fabricated metals
also had smaller employment declines in February than in recent months.
The factory workweek edged up a tenth of an hour to 40.7 hours, and
factory overtime was steady at 3.9 hours.

Mining employment in February declined sharply by 6,000, with
most of the losses in oil and gas extraction. Since last September, the oil
and gas industry has lost 9,000 jobs.

Job losses in wholesale trade, which numbered 15,000, accelerated
in February after two months of smaller declines. Most of that loss was
concentrated in durable goods distribution.

Employment in finance dropped by 11,000 in February, the first loss
in this industry since last July. Within finance, job losses continued at
security brokerages, where employment has fallen by 45,000 since the
industry's peak last March. On the other hand, employment in mortgage
brokerages was up in February, but only slightly. In contrast to the
decline in finance, real estate added 5,000 jobs in February, its first
substantial increase since last September.

With unusually mild and dry weather in February, we found that
construction employment increased by 25,000 after seasonal adjustment.
This unusually mild and dry weather may have contributed to the
employment growth in heavy construction where the increase was 12,000
and in special trade contractors, 14,000, particularly in the
weather-sensitive concrete component of special trade. Within general
building contractors, continued gains in residential contractors offset
nonresidential losses.

In February, retail trade employment rose by 58,000, seasonally
adjusted. And, of course, this is the point I was referring to at the
beginning of my remarks, that it is important to understand this
employment change we are showing in retail trade. Large seasonal
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layoffs, as we know, always occur in retail trade in January and February,
following the holiday season buildup in the preceding months. If you
will recall, holiday hiring in late 2001 was well below normal. And then
as a result, there were fewer workers to lay off in January and February.
These relatively small layoffs in January and February appear in our data
as seasonally adjusted increases, and over the two months they have
totaled 99,000. A clearer perspective on the industry's trend requires a
longer-term view, which shows that retail employment is down by
142,000 workers since last July.

Employment in services edged up by 40,000 in February. Gains in
December, January, and February totaled 132,000, which followed losses
in October and November that were almost twice that amount, 245,000.
In February, help supply services did not lose jobs for the first time in
nearly a year and a half, and we have seen consistent job losses every
month in help supplies since September, 2000. This month, there is a
very modest increase. Losses during that period of September 2000
through January 2002 in help supply had totaled 669,000, and that is an
industry that in September 2000 had employment of approximately 3-1/2
million. Modest gains also were posted in education, engineering, and
management services and hotels.

Employment in health services continued its strong growth trend,,
with an above-average gain of 34,000 jobs in February, with 13,000 of
those jobs being in doctors' offices and clinics.

Within transportation, job losses in the passenger component of air
transportation have slowed dramatically in the past two months,
following a decline of 87,000 in the fourth quarter of 2001.

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers in
the private sector rose two cents, to $14.63 in February. This followed
a gain of three cents in January, and that is a revision to the January
number. Hourly earnings over the year increased by 3.7 percent.

Turning to some of the measures obtained from our Current
Population Survey, that is, our survey of households, the unemployment
rate was essentially unchanged at 5.5 percent in February, as was the
number of unemployed persons, which totaled 7.9 million. The jobless
rate for Hispanics declined in February, while the rates for adult men,
adult women, teenagers, whites, and blacks were little changed. Looking
at another measure of labor underutilization, the number of part-time
workers who would have preferred full-time work rose by 255,000 to 4.2
million, following a decline in January.
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The labor force increased by 821,000 over the month, reflecting a
large increase in employment and reversing a very substantial decline that
we saw last month; that is, in January. Both the labor force participation
rate, which is at 67.7 percent, and the employment population ratio, at 63
percent, rose over the month, offsetting similar declines in January.

In summary, the jobless change rate was essentially unchanged in
February at 5.5 percent, and the number of workers on nonfarm payrolls
rose slightly in February after six months of losses that totaled 1.3
million.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Orr, together with accompanying press
release appear in the Submissions for the Record on page 16.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Your statement is,
as usual, very articulate.

I brought some charts with me here that I would just like to run
through forjust a moment, just to get your reaction to see if your take on
these statistics as depicted on these charts is the same as mine.

The first chart shows the trends in GDP over the last several years.
And, of course, beginning in mid-2000, we begin to see diminished
economic growth as expressed in GDP. And finally in the third quarter
of 2001, we actually saw negative growth. And, of course, the revised
GDP growth figures for the last quarter of last year are very encouraging,
back in the positive territory for the first time. This would be a positive
indicator of economic growth, would it not?

[The chart entitled, "Gross Domestic Product" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 43.]

Ms. Orr. Yes. Of course, we see the reflection in our productivity
measures that we released last week for fourth quarter 2001 reflecting
that revision in gross domestic product; because if you recall last month
we met, the GDP was up two-tenths, and with the revision that is
reflected also.

Representative Saxton. We thought maybe the numbers that we
saw beginning in January were some kind of an anomaly, since the
unemployment rate slipped back to 5.6 percent. But now in February we
see, as you put it, the unemployment rate remained the same. And I know
you say that for statistical reasons. But the full number is a tenth of a
percentage point lower than it was even in January, isn't that right?

Ms. Orr. Right. The difference is not statistically significant.
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Representative Saxton. Right. I agree. And of course, we saw
positive numbers in employment data for February. That is another good
sign. And we look at something called the Diffusion Index, which is an
index that measures growth across the economic sectors in 353 industries,
and we saw that last November that only 38 percent of those 353
industries were experiencing growth. And in the February numbers, we
see that 48 percent, up from 38 percent just four months ago, are now
experiencing growth. So that would tend to lend credence to the fact that
things have changed some.

Ms. Orr. We haven't seen with the numbers we are releasing today,
substantial growth in very many of the industries, but we have seen
something - stabilization, if you will, or substantial reduction in the rate
of job loss.

- Representative Saxton. We would like to certainly see the
percentage of the Diffusion Index above 50 percent. But 38 percent as
compared to 48 percent, we seem to be doing a little better.

Personal consumption during the last quarter of the year is also an
encouraging sign. We saw six percent growth in personal consumption.
The last time we saw that was back in the second quarter of 1998. So not
to overstate these numbers, or not to overstate these statistics, but we are
seeing a trend here in our chart that would indicate at least a bottoming
out in some growth as well, true?

[The chart entitled, "Personal Consumption Expenditures" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 44.]

We still continue to see problems, so we certainly cannot begin to
celebrate too strongly yet. As we see in the next chart, fixed private
nonresidential investment continues to be a problem. Can you comment?

[The chart entitled, "Fixed Private Nonresidential Investment" appears
in the Submissions for the Record on page 45.]

Ms. Orr. Well, certainly we see in our employment numbers in
nonresidential construction and in residential construction some
continued strength.

Representative Saxton. The next chart also, on its face, looks like
we still have a problem with regard to nonfarm payrolls. However, there
is a trend that is fair and impartially unmistakable during the last four
months. We see that while nonfarm payrolls showed very strong
weakness in each month for the last four, things seemed to have gotten
a little less bad. And in February, for the first time, we would have a
yellow bar that goes above the line. Of course, the February numbers
aren't on this chart, but the February numbers would show the trend that
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began four months ago in terms of nonfarm payroll becoming less bad.
And this time, for the first time, we would see a positive yellow bar going
up, again indicating that there is a trend underway.

[The chart entitled, "Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 46.]

Ms. Orr. Actually with this month, it is the first time in seven
months that we have had an increase.

Representative Saxton. How long has it been since payroll
employment expanded as much as it did in February?

Ms. Orr. It is over a year ago. We had an employment increase of
167,000 last February. That was followed by an increase of 59,000 in
March of 2001, and then an April decline of 165,000. In fact, as I said,
this month is our first employment increase in seven months.

Representative Saxton. And you are saying that since we have had
a nonfarm payroll employment increase of this level has been since last
February?

Ms. Orr. Yes.

Representative Saxton. I spoke about the Diffusion Index a few
minutes ago. Do you use the Diffusion Index for purposes in your
evaluations?

Ms. Orr. We do look at it. We look at a number of different
measures.

Representative Saxton. Do you have other indices that show the
trend that appears to be underway?

Ms. Orr. I would note that our measure of hours appears to have
stabilized. But were you asking me about internal Bureau-produced data
that we use, or are there other outside or external data that we look at?
We look at the full range of economic data that is issued.

Representative Saxton. I am trying to determine whether the trend
that we have seen from the charts, from your numbers, from the
unemployment rate, is evident in other economic data? Do you have
other indicators that we haven't talked about here?

Ms. Orr. I don't know that we in the Bureau do, but certainly from
a variety of other sources there are measures that seem to be consistent
with the data that you have in your charts and the data that we are issuing
today. I would say, for example, orders for goods and services, for
instance, or evidence that there is decline in inventories.
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Representative Saxton. House sales, existing house sales, are
almost at a peak in January. Is that a high for January or a high overall
in terms of existing housing sales? There was a decline in employment
in heavy construction; is that correct?

Ms. Orr. Yes.

Representative Saxton. Is that consistent with the problems in the
commercial real estate sector?

Ms. Orr. There was an increase in employment in heavy
construction in selected special trades such as concrete, as I mentioned.
But among general contractors, there is a decline in employment among
general contractors that are engaged in nonresidential construction.

Representative Saxton. Is there a reason that you can point to as to
why that has occurred?

Ms. Orr. Because folks aren't building buildings.

Representative Saxton. Obviously. You mentioned-weather. How
important do you think weather was in this month's-

Ms. Orr. It was our assessment that the mild and dry weather
actually for December, January, first half of February period, was
significant in helping to account for the increase in employment in
February.

Representative Saxton. So, while we have seen a trend here - first
of all, these numbers are nowhere near as strong as they could have been.
So, while we see a trend, and there are other factors that may be at play,
like weather, maybe it is not time quite to pop the cork in the champagne
bottle and celebrate that robust growth is here again.

Ms. Orr. We were talking about champagne on the way over, and
we weren't ready to pop the cork either.

Representative Saxton. Mr. English?

Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the
opportunity to participate in today's hearing. And I guess while I am
appreciative of the fact that some of these trends are very encouraging for
the long hall, I am constrained to note that in my part of western
Pennsylvania, we are still very much in a recession. And it is based
particularly with what is going on in the manufacturing sector, to which
point I want to direct all of my questions. Commissioner Orr, what has
been the trend in manufacturing employment since July of 2000 and
specifically how many jobs in this sector have been lost in this time
frame and in what industries do these declines seem to be concentrated?
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Representative Saxton. If I may just ask the gentleman to yield for
a minute, we have a chart that speaks to this issue. I think it is the
next-to-the-last chart.

[The chart entitled, "All Employees: Manufacturing" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 47.]

Representative English. I am grateful to the gentleman for the
visuals.

Ms. Orr. You asked the number of manufacturing jobs that have
been lost?

Representative English. General trends in manufacturing
employment since July 2000, how manyjobs have been lost in this sector
in this time frame, and in what industries do these declines seem to be
concentrated?

Ms. Orr. Between July and this February, manufacturing
employment declined by approximately 1.7 million. I would also note
there are many who would say that a number of jobs also in
manufacturing, to be found in the help supply industry, you know,
declined very substantially between - as I noted earlier, between
September 2000 and currently.

With respect to the industries in which we had declines, the
manufacturing industries in which there were declines looking at this
period, they have really spread across almost all manufacturing industries
with, in many instances, the larger industries incurring larger losses. Let
mejust note a few of those industries in manufacturing that accounted for
a large share of the loss: electronic equipment, industrial machinery,
printing and publishing, air transportation, primary metals, fabricated
metals, textiles.

So the losses were to be found certainly in durable goods
manufacturing, but also to a somewhat lesser extent in nondurable goods.
Industries such as textiles, for example, have been in a state of declining
employment for I think decades, a generation.

Representative English. I can understand that in the case of textiles,
we are looking at more of a long-term trend. But I am also concerned
that some of the manufacturing sectors which we have managed to retain
on shore and in which we are competitive seem to be suffering significant
job losses. Do you have any evidence to suggest whether these job losses
in manufacturing are temporary or permanent?

Ms. Orr. Well, looking at the long haul as far as manufacturing is
concerned, you know, we have continued to see manufacturing as a
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smaller proportion of total employment in the nation. For example, in
our every two years' employment projections, we are projecting 10 years
from now employment manufacturing will be similar in size to what it is
now. So overall, you know, we have seen declines in manufacturing, and
based on our projections, would not expect to see vast kinds of increases
in employment.

I would note that during the 1990s, we saw a sizable increase in
manufacturing employment in this country, but with the job losses in
manufacturing that have occurred since 1998, I would say employment
right now in manufacturing is fairly similar in size to what it was at the
beginning of the nineties.

Representative English. So actually there have been ebbs and flows
within manufacturing employment. Isn't it true that manufacturing is one
of the last sectors to recover during a recession normally, given, at least
for some areas of manufacturing, the long lead times in manufacturing
orders?

Mr. Rones. Historically, what employers tend to do is they start
increasing hours in manufacturing and that allows for the flexibility for
that period when you are not really certain whether you are going to see
a sustained increase in demand. More recently, employers have been less
likely to use hours - that is, hours have been less cyclical and
employment has been more cyclical.

I would say we have a flattening or maybe even a little increase in
manufacturing hours in the last few months, and that would be a positive
sign.

Representative English. You go ahead.

Ms. Orr. And we sometimes do see some of these jobs showing up
in other industries. People that are employed in manufacturing, in reality,
may be in help supply. And to the extent that manufacturers increase the
contracting out of a lot of the services or functions they would have
performed by themselves, we can see a decline in manufacturing that, if
organizations were structured differently, might not see as a large a
decline.

Representative English. What has been the recent trend in the
Diffusion Index for manufacturing measuring the breadth of monthly
employment gains in that sector, and what was its level a year ago
relative to today?

Mr. Rones. In manufacturing - and this is the full range of specific
industries - it is 136 that we include in our Diffusion Index. Right now
we are at 41 percent. That is better than a year ago when we were at 32
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percent. But I note that we haven't been above that 50 percent mark that
the Chairman described earlier since the middle of 2000. So that, of
course, corresponds with this long period of sustained - actually this
predates the period of sustained losses in manufacturing.

Representative English. I thank the panelists for their testimony.
It is most helpful. And I thank you for the opportunity to inquire, Mr.
Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.

Commissioner, we appreciate you being here again. I have no further
questions at this point. I would just like to take this opportunity to say
that. A function of the Joint Economic Committee is to look at a variety
of functions of the Federal Government, and try to determine how those
functions are affecting the economy, or whether they are affecting the
economy in any way. And certainly as we hope that we are seeing the
beginning of the end of the recession, we need to recognize the role that
the Federal Reserve has played in bringing about monetary policy that
has set the stage for economic growth, pointing of course to relatively
low interest rates.

The Congress, in addition, on a second front, reduced tax rates not
long ago, not to everybody's liking, maybe not to anybody's liking,
depending on your point of view, but marginal rates today are lower than
they were earlier.

We have also seen some restraint in government spending, until the
events of September 11 at least, and we hope we can continue along that
path.

We also during the last decade or so have seen some very robust
increases in investment, in technological developments that have added
to productivity, and of course we continue to promote open markets and
international trade, which have again played a part in setting the stage for
what we hope we see here; that is, the beginning of another period of
economic growth.

So we thank you for bringing this news to us today. We look forward
to seeing you again next month. Mr. Rones and Mr. Dalton, thank you.
And I thank my friend, Mr. English, for his participation.

[Whereupon, at 10:10 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

THE PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome Acting Commissioner Orr once again before
the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) to testify on the February
employment situation.

The employment data reported today appear to reflect the end of the
recession also shown in other recent economic data. Payroll employment
stopped its long decline, actually rising 66,000 in February, although
partially under the influence of special factors. The decline of the
unemployment rate in January was sustained in February, leaving its level
at 5.5 percent.

Last month I noted the preliminary signs that indicated the economy
may have bottomed out. Since this time additional data have been
released suggesting that an economic rebound appears to be underway.
A resumption of economic growth would be very welcome news for all
Americans, although it remains to be seen how strong and sustained the
rebound will be.

Nonetheless, the recent data have been generally quite positive. GDP
growth in the fourth quarter of 2001 was sharply revised upward, with
consumption growth reaching six percent in that period. The Institute for
Supply Management data suggest that manufacturing as well as service
industry output is now increasing. Personal income and consumption
have both increased according to the most recent monthly data. The
leading economic indicators have risen for four months in a row.

The bottoming out in manufacturing output is encouraging since its
problems signaled the outset of the slowdown in 2000. Housing and auto
sales remain strong, and other official statistics also register
improvement. Over the last month the evidence has continued to mount
that the recession has ended.

However, the fragility of the economy, particularly investment,
remains a concern that justifies enactment of economic stimulus
legislation by the Congress. Moreover, the economy remains vulnerable
to risks from adverse international economic developments, high debt
levels, security costs, and other factors.

Given the recession and the events of September 11, the prospect of
economic recovery in the near future is especially impressive and reflects
the remarkable resilience of the American economy and people.

79-363 02 -2
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In conclusion, what had been preliminary signs of economic recovery
last month have now been confirmed in other more recent data. However,
we must be on guard against complacency. Congressional enactment of
economic stimulus legislation would be a prudent insurance policy
against the potential for another slowdown in economic activity.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank Commissioner
Orr and her colleagues once again for joining us. And as you indicate,
there are encouraging signs that the recession is over. Chairman
Greenspan last week indicated as much in his testimony. But there is a
concern that this might be ajobless recovery. And so these employment
numbers today - and those in the future - are particularly critical to
measuring the full effect of our returning and reviving American
economy.

Today there are nearly eight million unemployed Americans and
more than four million additional workers who want a job but are not
counted among those who are unemployed. And more than two million
Americans have exhausted their benefits since the start of this recession.
In fact, we are approaching a record number of people who have
exhausted their benefits and are not eligible for additional benefits.

So it is particularly pleasing to me that this week the House moved
to extend unemployment benefits after considering a series of proposals.
I think we finally arrived at a proposal which recognizes the need to
assist the unemployed while also providing some prudent and effective,
limited steps to further stimulate the economy. Hopefully, this provision
will be adopted very quickly by my colleagues in the Senate.

And our task today is to ensure that we put this country on a strong
and sustainable growth path; that we do, in fact, follow through and
extend unemployment benefits to workers; that we continue to boost the
economy, and we do so in a way that will not only revive our GDP, but
give back meaningful employment to millions of Americans.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the labor

market data that we released this morning.

We are reporting today that nonfarm payroll employment

was up by 66,000 in February, following losses that

averaged 146,000 a month between the beginning of the

recession in March 2001 and January 2002. The largest

increase occurred in retail trade, but we suggest caution

in interpreting that figure as a sign of strength for that

industry, as I will explain in more detail later in this

statement. Aside from retail trade, nonfarm payroll
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employment on net was little changed in February.

Employment did rise in health services, and mild weather

helped boost the number of jobs in construction. There

were employment declines in manufacturing, mining,

wholesale trade, and finance. The unemployment rate was

essentially unchanged at 5.5 percent.

Looking in more detail at the data from our survey of

employers for February, job losses continued in

manufacturing (-50,000), although at about half the average

pace of the prior 12 months. Employment in motor vehicle

manufacturing increased by 26,000 over the month, reversing

a decline of similar magnitude in January. Most of the

February increase stemmed from the reopening of automobile

plants that had shut down for inventory control in January.

Still, employment in auto manufacturing is down 63,000 over

the year. Elsewhere in transportation equipment, job

losses in aircraft manufacturing have totaled 31,000 in the

last 4 months, 8,000 of which came in February. Sizable

employment declines continued in printing and publishing

(-13,000) and in electrical equipment (-22,000). The

February decline of 14,000 jobs in industrial machinery

employment was below the 21,000 average of the prior 12

months. Primary metals and fabricated metals also had

smaller employment declines in February than in recent
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months. The factory workweek edged up 0.1 hour to 40.7

hours, and factory overtime was steady at 3.9 hours.

Mining employment declined sharply in February

(-6,000), with most of the losses in oil and gas

extraction. Since last September, the oil and gas industry

has lost 9,000 jobs.

Job losses in wholesale trade (-15,000) accelerated in

February after 2 months of smaller declines. Most of the

loss was concentrated in durable goods distribution.

Employment in finance fell by 11,000 in February, the

first loss in this industry since last July. Within

finance, job losses continued in security brokerages, where

employment has fallen by 45,000 since the industry's peak

last March. Employment in mortgage brokerages was up

slightly in February. In contrast to the decline in

finance, real estate added 5,000 jobs, its first

substantial increase since September.

Construction employment increased by 25,000 in

February, after seasonal adjustment, partly offsetting a

large decline in January. Unusually mild and dry weather

may have contributed to employment growth in heavy

construction (12,000) and special trade contractors

(14,000)--particularly in the weather-sensitive concrete

component. Within general building contractors, continued
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gains in residential contractors offset nonresidential

losses.

In February, retail trade employment rose by 58,000

(seasonally adjusted). Large seasonal layoffs always occur

in retail trade in January and February, following the

holiday-season employment buildup in the preceding months.

Holiday hiring in late 2001, however, was well below

normal. As a result, there were fewer workers to lay off

in January and February. The relatively small layoffs in

those 2 months appear in our data as seasonally adjusted

increases, totaling 99,000. A clearer perspective on the

industry's trend requires a longer-term view, which shows

that retail employment is down by 142,000 since last July.

Employment in services edged up by 40,000 in February.

Gains in December, January, and February totaled 132,000,

following losses in October and November that totaled

245,000. In February, help supply services did not lose

jobs for the first time in nearly a year and a half.

Losses from September 2000 through January 2002 had totaled

669,000. Modest gains also were posted in education,

engineering and management services, and hotels.

Employment in health services continued its strong growth

trend, with an above-average gain of 34,000 jobs in

February, including 13,000 in doctors' offices and clinics.
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Within transportation, job losses in the passenger

component of air transportation have slowed dramatically in

the past 2 months, following a decline of 87,000 in the

fourth quarter of 2001.

Average hourly earnings of production or

nonsupervisory workers in the private sector rose 2 cents

to $14.63 in February. This followed a gain of 3 cents in

January (as revised) . Hourly earnings increased by 3.7

percent from February 2001.

Turning to some of the measures obtained from the

survey of households, the unemployment rate was essentially

unchanged at 5.5 percent in February, as was the number of

unemployed persons, at 7.9 million. The jobless rate for

Hispanics declined in February, while the rates for adult

men, adult women, teenagers, whites, and blacks were little

changed. Looking at another measure of labor

underutilization, the number of part-time workers who would

have preferred full-time work rose by 255,000 to 4.2

million, following a decline in January.

The labor force increased by 821,000, reflecting a

large increase in employment (851,000) in February and

reversing a substantial decline in January. Both the labor

force participation rate (66.7 percent) and the employment-
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population ratio (63.0 percent) rose over the month,

offsetting declines in January.

To summarize, the jobless rate was essentially

unchanged in February at 5.5 percent. The number of

workers on nonfarm payrolls rose slightly in February,

after 6 months of losses that totaled 1.3 million.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY 2002

The unemployment rate was essentially unchanged at 5.5 percent in February, the Bureau of Labor

Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Nonfarm payroll employment was up by 66,000

in February, following several months of largejob losses. February gains in several industries, howevercan

be attributed to special factors. Manufacturingemployment continued to decline, although at a slowerpace.
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Unemplovment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons (7.9 million) and the unemployment rate (5.5 percent) were essen-

tially unchanged in February, following declines in both measures in January. The unemployment rate for

Hispanics fell by a percentage point to 7.1 percent in February. Jobless rates for the other major worker

groups-adult men (5.0 percent), adult women (5.0 percent), teenagers (15.6 percent), whites (4.9 percent),

and blacks (9.6 percent)-were little changed. (See tables A- I and A-2.)

Total Emnlovment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment rose by 851.000 to 134.3 million in February, after seasonal adjustment; this increase

more than offset a large decline in January. The employment-population ratio increased by 0.4 percentage

point in February, returning to its December level of 63.0 percent. (See table A-l.)

In February, the number of persons working pant time despite their preference for full-time work in-

creased by 255.000 to 4.2 million. The number of persons working pa Lime foreconomic reasons had

been at about that level from September through December. (See table A-4.)
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Following a decline of 924,000 in January, the civilian labor force increased by 821,000 in February, to
142.2 million. The laborforceparticipation rate---theproportionofthepopulation thatiseitherworkingor
lookingforwork-increased byO.3 percentage point,to66.7percent. (See tableA-1.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

In February, the number of persons not in the labor force who reported that they currently want ajob
decrcased by 449.000. to4.4 million (seasonally adjusted); this group accounted for 6.2 percent of all

persons not in the labor force. These individuals were not counted as unemployed because they had not
searched for work in the 4-week pertod preceding the survey. Most had not searched for over a year.
(See table A-l.)

About .4 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
February. These individuals reported that they wanted and were available for work and had looked for a
job sometime in the prior 12 months. They were not counted as unemployed, however, because they had
not actively searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The number of discouraged workers
was 371,000 in February. upby 82,000 from a year earlier. Discouragedworkers,asubset of the mar-
ginally attached, were not currently looking for work specifically because they believed nojobs were avail-
able forthem (See table A-10.)

Indusirn Payroll Employment (Establishment Surrey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment was up by 66,000 in February to 131.3 million, seasonally adjusted.
While the over-the-month change was positive for the first time since July2001, much ofthe gain was
due to special circumstances. Unusual seasonal employment patterns in retail trade, favorable weather for
construction, and a return from temporary plant shutdowns in motor vehicle manufacturing were important
components of the February change. (See table B- I.)

In the goods-producing sector, manufacturing lost 50,000 jobs in February. compared with average
losses of about I1 1,000 in the prior 12 months. Motor vehicle employment rose by 26,000, as most of
the plants that had been temporarily shut down in January to reduce inventones were operating in February.
Large employment declines continued in electrical equipment (-22,000) and industrial machinery (-14,000).
Aircmaft manufactunng lost 8,000 jobs in February; since September, employment in this industry has fallen
by 33.000. Employment in printing and publishing fell by 13,000 in February and has declined by 107,000
over the year.

Construction employment increased by 25,000 in February, reflecting unusually warm temperatures
and dry weather across the country. Thejob gains were in heavy construction and, within special trades,
concrete work, both of which are particularly sensitive to the weather Otherconstruction components
showed little change.

Mining employment declined by 6,000 in February, with most of the losses in oil and gas extraction
(-4,000). Since September, oil and gas employment has decreased by 9,000.

Within the service-producing sector, wholesale tradejob losses totaled 15,000 in February, after 2
months of smaller declines. Employment in the insurance industry continued to fall in February; the industry
has lost 14,000 jobs since September. Employment in finance declined by 11,000 over the month. Within
finance, security brokerages continued to shed jobs, with losses totaling 45,000 since industry employment
peaked in March 2001. In contrast, employment continued to increase in mortgage brokerages in February,
reflecung low mortgage interest rates.
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Retail trade employment rose by 58,000 in February, after seasonal adjustment. This followed a rise of
41,000 in January. Because of light hiring during the holiday season, there were fewer workers to lay offin
January and February, resulting in over-the-month gains after seasonal adjustment. On net, since July,
employment in retail trade is down by 142,000, seasonally adjusted.

After substantial job losses in October and November 2001, employment in the services industry rose
modestly for the third consecutive month. Health services employment rose by 34,000, with offices and
clinicsof medical doctors showing a largegain (13,000). Employment in help supply servicesedgedup by
14,000; however, employment in this industry is 655,000, or 18.5 percent, below its peak level of
September2000. Engineering and management services added 9,000 jobs.

In transportaton, job losses in the passenger component of airtransportation have slowed in the past
2 months, following a decline of 87,000 in the fourth quarter. Trucking employment continued on the
downward trend that began inApri 2001.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Datal

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls was
unchanged in February at 34.1 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek edged up by
0.1 hour to 40.7 hours. Manufactunng overtime was unchanged at 3.9 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production ornonsupervisory workers on private nonfarmn
payrolls increased by 0.1 percent in February to 148.5 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The index
has fallen by 2.4 percent from its recent peak in January 2001. The manufactunng index edged down
by 0. I percent to 92.6 in February and has fallen by 9.7 percent since January 2001. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earings (Establishment Survey Data}

Average hourly eamings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls increased
by 2 cents in February to $14.63, seasonally adjusted. Average weeklyeamings rose by O.1 percent to
$498.88. Overthe year. average hourly earnings increased by 3.7 percent and average weekly earnings
grew by 3.1 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for March 2002 is scheduled to be releasedon Friday, Apnl 5, at 8:30A.M.
(EST).
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March 2001 Nationala Benchmarks

In accordance with standard practice, BLS will release nonfarm payroll employment
benchmark revisions with the May data on June 7, 2002. The March 2001 benchmark level
has been finalized and will result in a downward revision of 123.000 to total nonfarm employ-
ment for the March 2001 reference month, an adjustment of 0.1 percent.

Also concurrent with the release of the March 2001 benchmark revisions on June 7. BLS
will continue the implementation of a new probability-based sample design for the payroll
survey. Estimates for the minng, construction, manufacturing, and wholesale trade industries
ate currently produced using the new sample and methodology. Estimates for the transpor-
tauion and public utilities: retail trade: and finance. insurance. and real estate industries will
incorporate the new sample design with the June 7 release. Further information is available
on the Internet (hitp://www.bls.gov/ces/) or by calling (202)691-6555.
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Explanatory Note

This news releas prevanis suisniste frm wo major surveys dhi
Currn Poptlaito Survy (housosold serv) sod dhe Cu-eu
Employ.n-i Soutissacs yrvialishmei survey) The household
survey povides ihe infoeuntio on she lsho fore, e-ptoyen.L nd
unieploymroi tha. ppes in uhe A thbIn makhd HOUSEHOLD
DATA. h isa sa -pl survey of bout 60,0f0 housholds conducted
bh dhr US. Cess Burau for doe Buseau of Labor Sotmiics (BLS).

The eslhblishm.- survey provides he tifonmation on she
-rplvymen. hours. nd amings of-wotk-i on nonfam paynolls tha

oppes in she B tablt msked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This
ifonnuitn is sulced from pynoll n-eords by BLS in coupreitu
widh Sour ugietes. In June 2001. se sunpl itoluded ahoui 350.000
evshblishments employing eboui 39 million peopl.

Foe hosh surveys, the dos Cfu agiven mouth elase toa pnicula
rl. or pay peind. In the household survey. she reference wenk i

generIly rhe alrnd wrek that toessshe 12th day of she muosh.
In she esiablishmen- survey he re fenec pemod is sh pry prend
including he 123h. which mayor may oet cen-spand dirmily io she
calendar wos,

Coverege, definitions, and differences
between susveys

H.anhold urvey. Th. sample is selsuied a rnect she cfinr
civilian inii..tinal populaion. Based on responses o rav es of
quraiios on wask nd job s-ach selivitis. each peeon 16 yeas vd
cures s ample househeld is elaified a employed. usemploynd. or
not in she labor Conx

People one esifed employedifhey did ny wrk ta11 spaid
empicy-es during she reference woek mWeshd in dhein on busitess
prolession. er on shnir own fC; or worked withoui pay as Ira IS3
hours in a fmily hbusiness or fame Prople ate also counld
employed if shey w- Itemponrily heet fmm shnirjobs hcu.- of
illIness, bed mesiher. vacaiton, lahor-msuegemeni dispulas or porscnal

Pfople see cl ssified ra unsnpie)ped if shey me ndl of she fol-
aowing erins. They had no empleym-et dunng she rofemeo wesk;
ihey we avilbhle f., werk at shot ume and dlty oade srtcicfit lon
to Dnd erpleymoer simettme dunng the 4-wsk peried ending whh
she rafeerce wek. Persora laid off f(m a job h d upeuing reml
ned oi hb looking foe wosrk to he rounded a snmeployed. The
usempleyment dma droved from she household survey in no way
droned upos dheeligibility foe or neip ofenemployme-t insi-un
bhnfils.

The civdlin loerf..c is she sm of employed nd unemployed
p-rsora. Those ou cla imifid a -mplnyed or unmeplnyed me em in
urn aho-feren. The enrrpuoemtaie is she number nuempltyed s
a pemeni of she labor fuo. The lahoboufnparcucrPaisn rat is she
ahoe foma as a pseest of she populaion., d she erployueni-

popularian raod is the meployed as poent of dhe popubdon.
fsttblimlmeat sovey. The -saple tablishments -m down

frmm pnvax sonfam busineses such s fIctoesri offices. nd storns
aswell asfederal. Sma sudloca Igoveromesentities. Etplsoetsa n

nfa-rv p lla m those who rceived pay foe amy pan of she
mfne pay paivd. inluding peesous on pod Irou Persoms me
euidin eachjohtheyhold. Hoseaandnungndaasme foepnivx
husiuessa snd relate only to produelion moekrs in she goods-
pnoducng sector and noesepervisory .a.,ks in dt s-ci.r-peducing

Differeares sn etaplepysnas tstwaes, The nurerw eaneptoal
end mnihedologiual differences between the household end
oahblhishm-tssursveysmeltnu uimpaotdtsinriooritsimeiploymnnt

etimaes dinved fom she surveys. Among shes a:
*Theh.o-hnld wrvey incldsav slilariworsk-.lftmespbyad.

mpeid futily-keluess.nd Piva-eho-sloldueonaunwgdteplnyad
Thes goups are eicluded fme she etblishme- wrvy.

' The houshold survey include people on unpaid lease amog she
employed. The atbhlishmen- rvey dues ens

* The houshold srvey is limixd to mahers 16 years ofage-ud olde
The essblishment survey is not Iioiud by ge.

'The homahold survey has no duplicauie of individuols., bkuse
unduviduals err raunieduonlycone. neven if shey held mcreslhsnonejoh. In
she asblishmest survey. employees mdkiog a monm tha, one job sud
shus appeting on mor dhie one payrull would ho roastd sp nxly foe
each appe--so.

Other differences between the two surveys rn desunhed in
Cumpaimg Employment Esfimsar fom Heushold sod Payoll

Surveys. which may hx buhnoed from BILS upon nrqust.

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a yer. the sizeof she nation's lbor forn sud

the levels of employment and une-ploymeot undergo sheep
floctuaions doe to such sesene1 even as eh nges in tothes.
reduend or enp;nded pnoducion. hrests. major holidays, d she
opening ddclosingoftohouls. The elentfsuehsa-soea vatian
cu hbe se-ylarge.smanalfltusei-ns may-acncrfor asmuch a
95 perent of she month-r-month ebsuges in unemploymens.

Beau. these sasonul events follow a roo or less nrgu
paumeechyear..hirinfl..u .on sbsticnsirede nho i-ioxd
by djusting she statistics f(sm monsh to momnh. Thou djustments
make nonseasonal developments. such as decina in suonomic
aceetty or incren-s in she psnteipation of w-.oen in sh labor force-
aster to spot. Foe .-mpk. the large numb- r of youth esnermg she
thoe Come each Jle is likely to obsune amy ohechangeg at hove
oukr pIu l~ce laie to May, making it difficult to detm-eum if Ore
level of economic actvity has risen or declined. Ho.ene., hoese
heeffect ofstudmess finishing school in peviousycn is koow. dse

samistrs forshe c-ent yercm ho adjusted to allow foes compatbe
chunge. Insfar as she sesonal adjustroment is mode nc ly, the
odjusted figur provids a more ful tool wish which to anlyse
chege in toeonomic anvly.

In boah hte household sod estblishmeni surveys, m3 sesonadly
adjusnd anies at irdependestly adjusted. Howevee, she djuwad
serie far mmy major estimats, such as toad payrol meploysmene
mepleyment is mod major indusany divisions, toal meploymet, und
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uem ptay meet arc computed by eggrgaggieg itdope-denity adjusted
vomposee. soris For example. tol unemptoyme a is derived by

cuamicg she adjusted series for four major age-sec camporeo. this
diffrs tram die onemptoymea estimate tint wouth be abi.ated by
dicstr adjustieg bh oant ar by crbseinig she dunuia. neasoas or
mare dooIrtd age rotegOers

The eumacuot tartan used to make she se-soIar djusimeass a
r-col.uloted Isuce a yor For she houseold survey. he f son are
cetrtoird torlhc Jomuay-june penod md again foreJuly-Dermbe
,osod Far sht es-blishree survey updated fators for se-sul
d -usimeo ore colcutd taor she My-ober peKnot d amd roduced

atoeg uiihec bethmak, rd dgai for he November-April pritd.
In both succors re-usioss to hisioesl dat are made ace a year

Reliabibty of the estimates
Statistics band or the household rod rstblishmees sucoyrs are

usbieci to both vaurryiog mod roavorpliegerror lWbes anarple niher
shoe sheeassrc poputalite is survyod. shear it rebooce that she sample
estimates rear differ from she true'' populates values they repreves
The ryanl differeece. or sompliag error, caries deperdieg 00 she
ypsoclulr samplo setruted. rod shiv varsbilisy is mearured bv she
urardard error at she estimate. Theree is bous a 90-pcceem ubroce. or
level ofucortideneso shut ro ertimrs bared enar saapte still diffar by
so mostre I m16 sudard eErres from she "tee' populattee olar

becune at samplieg error. DLt rualyses ame grerrolly ceeducted at
the I dI-perceigl evel of coefiderce

Fore rumpte. shosofidesce teseral faribe meehly chartoesoslo
rmplo mcnl Irm sti household survey is or the order of plus as misus
292.1 00 roppose tho evirmas of sosal emplormer i]creams by
ito 00I roh ace momh to I he eras The 90peruret coplidreur

isoerpal on she m.s.hly sh.ge wfotld nige farm -192..thse 392,0 D

(100i000 .1- 292.000) Ther figsres do n sl m that she s mple
results are off bh these magnudes. bus n-h tha shea vs aboul a 93-
percet charce thss the -tare" ouer-sthi-mash charge ties within thiv
,ivevat Siacc ihis n-ge tecludes cubes of Ib. thae sue aruld
nol say ui.h condfideaur t empleymeas ba, so focI. ieo-d If.
however the nponed employmc err nsta haefa million. ses all of
she values wibhie the 90-poe-e eorfid-ece int-tat mould bi greaer
tihe are Is shis case a is likely (lt tram3 a 90-p-ectl ch-.e) that
e cmploy meeh e d i. afac. coed. The 90-prcer aefidresc
iovol far she mormthly ciagse io un pleymcnl is +/- 273000, oda

foe the mmihly charge is she osemplayrees nut it is +/- 19
pessage poire

Iegeerest simasie e in lving rary individuadsorrsnbtistsrru
hbae lower Muidard erors (lrlaive so the stia ofth eissmasel) thla
-simams whih are hobad on a rseI somber of obserasites The
preeision of estimates is ese improved wh. she dat am cumulaed
.ae si-m sash n far quawlty rod aarmu averges The asareat

adjammee pros can ieprve she sabilily of the masshly

eiM..ues.

The heuseoald ard esablishmees es-rrys am olse elfersd by
-aoisyaplsg error Nonsapling erors c occur foe aymns.
isIeuding the failure so sample a segmee of the pepuletio, isability
to obtir enfaeatioe for a11 repoedroo to she sotM pte, inebilily or
aesillrsgteo of respordesis so prvide eorecl refoaraor or a
simely bhs. misskAs made by aspordaess rod eror made is the
cultrors or prnssig of the d-a

For evample is Ihe -s.ablrshme-I soccer estimates for the mas
r-ms2 moosut e bndes sutsmbisolly ircumplete resum;. fordth
reasn., thom animates am labeld prelimiory it the Utbis Isis only
ftc tare raccesive errisiors at a mondhly asmmae wthc rarly
11 sosple neponu have beer received, dth she rita is coswdaed

fimd.
Asthsbr ajraJ seust of nounsmpling error so she rutblishm-us

survey is thi imubilisy to capture oe 0 tierlr hous. empleymey t
grsemisdhbyrnearhamv Tucorrect fortlhusrutrlmotrc uadrrestrmatso
of employroess growth lard other rources at aorl. a procens knows
robin odjasarest is itcladed is te sccey 's estimmieg pamedure.
.aheby a sprvificd somber ofjobs vs addd so the mendhly s mple-
btrd chrge. The stia of themondhly biu adjousa l is basd lagely
on past retatio-ships betweec the sample-based essimuies
of emplayme-t rod the oatal cIoun of raplaymet dsibde bedaw

The sampk-ba-ed estimes from the rutblishmero survey am
adjusted ease a yea loe e ltgged bmatul to riverse Iour. of payroll
empleymetosatmerd feaeadmieiuni ivrrrerdsofthuer mpluymeeI
insunmoe prgna The differee beIwere the Marh sample basd
employmes rsimates umd she Mamh utive-s ram-U is keoam o a
bechmuek revision. ud socrv- no rough proy for load seccey eror
The rea beou-mrk also i.op.rotIe chIages is the clussifiction of
edusoies. Over the pou dcude. the beaumark revision for sud

nonfum employmens ba aven ged 0.3 porceut nmging from -em so
0.7 peeme

Additional statistics and other information
More eoeprehensive statisics am conined ia Empley.e-r aed

Eoeiago. publishedeahmaoh byBLS It-aalablefaforS2600pe
io or SS0000 por yer from sti U.S. h ovemmeal Plreieg Offie,
Wauhbsgam DC 20402. All ordes must be prepaed by sesdarg a
ehbek ormoeyadord poyable to the SupoeninldenlofDocussrsu or
by uegting to Mautenad or Vise

Empltymet1 eud Eoraings aluo prevides measures of
samplisg esr for the housbhld survey dua published is this
arleau Far unmploymenlt rd ohee labor fame caegaefi these
m-a ureapear i tbles I-B though I-D ofin "EplaraoeyNues-
Measures of the reliabilily of the doss draws from the
e~uablislimees survey amd the actal ameun4 of revisimm duern bosch-
mak djus=mee am provided is sbles 2-B th-ugh 2-H of tha

piblicoi..e

Ieforosiat iv this mkino will be made avilahle as sary
impaed ssdividual upor request Voiee phome 202-691-5200;
TDD msge neferal phone 1-000-877-8339.
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4 442 ..0 4 ..... .................. ISS 2...I.2.54..5..
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S-tos00220 2932 298,6 20 3 26007 254 297 259 28 20 202

99280809905220024tt~~~or29 6828 720 7278 7288 643 722 727 720 72 73 6
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I- . .......... .......... 2.345 2,59 2-.36 2.34 2.362 2.362 2.396 2.352 2.20 2.34
22292442000412929 2.9809 2,5942~~~~~~~~~ 2. 909 2.88 2,592 2.602 2.997 224 .959 2.990

20623909849200 220829 *98 982008 754 7980 7992 70596 7985 9 7 759 798 757 798
9.42 esat .70 2,46 470 2,474 2,520 2.922 2.920 2.506 2,907 2,522

S -2nrs 46420 4624 402209 40.552 42020 40.995 40.889 47957 2.982 42022
Ag9284282929700 3 779 772 2 7266 022 64 94 848 843 I

2r92e29.02o~~et~~.290t~o99 29443 2.768 2I744 2:I7980 2.857 2.0 292 .4 269 .0
6.292424219209299 2~~~~~~13384 2.2784 2.34 23673 2.20 M, 202 2271 2,54 2.04 2.0

0449-5299 53 9. 4226.M7 9.229 0 9.2395 90025 9 .67 9,356 936 9.2 997
Ston t .1.2g 0972 9M04 9724. 968,3 22007 995 99 92 94 979
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449244t09298t242e29422to21020028 I.53432.5580 2.508 2.5606 2,772 2.792 2,70 2 777 2,772 I.7"S
2298292182009 20223~~ ~~52040 0470052 023 2043 20.99 2046 24502 020.2Otto 8202828824 629 2.9632 2,0060 2.0043 2.0243 2.998 293 ,80 .02 2.0 2.00
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REFORM OF THE IMF AND WORLD BANK
Wednesday, March 6, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in Room 311,
Cannon House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of
the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and English; Senator Crapo.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,

Darryl Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Donald Marron, Patricia Ruggles,
Diane Rogers, Nan Gibson, and James Barrett.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. I am pleased to welcome the panel of
witnesses before us today. The members of the panel are all associated
with the Meltzer Commission, and I would like to thank them specifically
for their service and assure each of you that your Commission's influence
on international economic policy has been very positive and far-reaching.

In recent years a number of issues have been identified related to
proposals for reform of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
evidence shows that the IMEF was not financially transparent, it provided
below-market subsidized interest rates and promoted moral hazard.

In addition, IMF's mission creep was reflected in its drift into lending
for development and structural reform often involving longer loan
maturities and rollovers of existing loans. Moreover, there was a lack of
IMF accounting controls and lending safeguards that could result in
misuse of taxpayer money. A number of other findings involved the
IMF's heavy reliance on the G-l 0 for resources and a lack of meaningful
financial support for the IMF by most of its members.

In the last few years the IMF has made some limited progress in the
area of financial transparency. However, a former IMF research director
has also noted, "the need to improve the financial structure of the Fund
in terms of transparency, efficiency and equity."

The basic problem here is that the IMF is saddled with an archaic
accounting framework rooted in an economic and institutional
environment that no longer exists. For example, the IMF financial
statements still present IMF loans as, "currency purchases" instead of
loans. Furthermore, the workings of the SDR department remain as
murky as ever. In addition the minutes of the Executive Board meetings
are still classified for 20 years.

I would also like to note the President's Council on Economic
Advisors (CEA) statements endorsing reform of the International
Monetary Fund. According to the recent CEA report, IMF liquidity loan
"programs, would appropriately involve short-term lending at penalty

(1)
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interest rates, to encourage and facilitate the borrower's quick return to
private capital markets." This is very consistent with the findings of the
Meltzer Commission as well as the Congressional mandates for IMF
reform that are currently in law.

The administration's support for substantial grant financing of some
World Bank activities is also very significant. This reform would offer
the best approach to improving living standards and reducing poverty in
the world's poorest nations. The traditional World Bank-IMF approach
to saddling poorer countries with loans they cannot repay has failed.
Moreover, the high failure rate of the World Bank projects reflects a
waste of resources that could have been better used to alleviate poverty.

Unfortunately, the defenders of the World Bank status quo are
resisting the administration's grants proposal. Ever since the idea of
grants was first proposed, the World Bank's own evaluations of its
performance have shown sudden improvement. However, we all realize
that without truly independent review, performance can be
misrepresented. An independent review of World Bank performance is
urgently needed. Let me underscore that last thought. An independent
review of World Bank performance is urgently needed.

The Bush administration has shown that it is serious about needed
reform of the IMF and the World Bank. The work of the Meltzer
Commission has been essential to this improvement of international
economic policy. The recommendations of the Commission have led to
U.S. Government proposals to limit moral hazards, curb international
financial instability and reduce the waste of resources to the benefit of
many millions of people around the world.

I would like to welcome all of you here this morning. Dr. Meltzer
and Dr. Lerrick, Mr. Levinson, Dr. Bergsten, thank you for taking your
time to come and share your thoughts with us this morning.

Dr. Meltzer, why don't we begin with you. And we are anxious to
hear your interesting testimony, so why don't you go ahead and begin,
and at the conclusions of all four statements, we will have some
questions.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 34.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF ALLAN H. MELTZER,
CHAIRMAN, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL

INSTITUTION ADVISORY COMMISSION (IFIAC);
PROFESSOR, CARNEGIE MELLON UNIVERSITY

Dr. Meltzer. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for holding this
hearing. You, your colleagues and staff have played a major role in
reforming and improving the operations of the International Monetary
Fund and the development banks by insisting on greater transparency,
increased accountability and improved performance.

You have rendered a great service to the American public and the
people in the developing countries. Your efforts have not only saved
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taxpayers money, they have raised standards of accountability for
performance. I am pleased to have been part of that effort, an effort that
is continuing and has the support of the Bush administration, Treasury
Secretary ONeill and his principal staff.

Today we recognize the second anniversary of the Commission
report. My colleague Adam Lerrick and I have divided the review of the
past two years and prospects of the future into two parts. I will discuss
the IMF, and he will discuss the development banks, particularly the
World Bank.

The Commission proposed four kinds of changes at the IMF. First,
it proposed improved transparency and information to permit outside
observers to better understand what the IMF had done, what it
recommended, and what resources it had available. Before this
Committee took an interest, even a trained accountant would have
difficulty interpreting the IMF's financial statement. The Commission
developed a balance sheet that the IMF adopted.

Its accounting statements became less opaque. Reports of IMF
surveillance of a majority of member countries, so-called Article 4
consultations, are now routinely posted on the IMF's website, along with
a lesser but still substantial number of staff reports.

Improved quality and increased quantity of information helps markets
to operate more efficiently and reduces risk. However, the IMF has not
restructured accounting in the SDR department, and many countries have
not improved the quality of their data. The IMF should do much more to
get countries to improve data quality and to release it.

Second, the Commission found considerable overlap between the
programs of the Fund and the development banks. It criticized the
overlap and the large number of conditions that the IMF negotiated with
borrowers, particularly borrowers in crisis. The IMF reduced the number
of programs and the number of conditions attached to loans. It now
limits conditions to matters directly related to the country's problem.

The Meltzer Commission proposed that troubled crisis countries
should not look to the IMF to provide a reform program. Reform has a
much better chance if the country adopts and implements its own choices
of policy reforms. Management of the economy should remain in local
hands. The IMF should confine its role to seeing that the promises are
kept and that its loans are used effectively, not squandered on wasteful
expenditures, paid to creditors or used to support the exchange rate.

The IMF has now moved in this direction. A senior IMF official
recently said, quote, the main aim is to have a minimum amount of
conditionality that enables countries to meet these goals. How can these
goals be achieved? The IMF needs to be more flexible, not dictating to
a country what policies are needed. The country should be allowed to
present a program to the IMF. There has to be broad participation in the
discussion of policies in the country, and the IMF needs to be selective,
patiently waiting for the country to be ready. Already there are promising
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signs. The streamlining process is under way, and collaboration with the
Bank, that is the World Bank, has been strengthened, end quote.

The IMF did not eliminate all duplication. The Poverty Reduction
and Growth Facility continues. IMF management is sensitive to
criticisms about the effect of disinflations on the poorest citizens of the
disinflating countries. It does not want to give up poverty relief so that
it can temper its macropolicies with policies to help the poor during a
transition or recession. I believe it does not have enough confidence in
the development banks to relinquish poverty fund programs to them
where they belong.

Increased effectiveness of development banks would help to make the
case for closing the IMN's poverty relief program and restricting the IMF
to its principal functions, providing information; creating incentives that
reduce the number, frequency, depth and virulence of financial crises;
assisting governments to resolve crises; and preventing the spread of
crises that occur.

Third, the Commission urged the IMF to phase in over five years an
incentive system that induces countries to adopt prudent policies that
reduce the risk of financial crises. We proposed a small list of observable
prudent policies, preconditions, that if adopted and maintained would
obligate the IMF to assist the country when it faced a financial crisis.

The great advantage for the country of adopting preconditions is that
the IMF's commitment to assist in a crisis and its monitoring increased
lenders' confidence that the country maintains prudent policies.
Preconditions in place would act like a good conduct badge. The country
would get more capital from the market at lower cost. This would foster
development and reduce debt burdens.

IMF senior officials accepted this idea. They have proposed a
contingent credit line to implement the proposal. Unfortunately no
country has agreed to join. I believe there are two principal reasons.
First, the IMF bureaucracy will not offer automatic assistance to
countries that join. Second, until very recently all countries received
assistance whether they adopted preconditions or not, so there was not
much reason for private lenders to favor countries with more prudent
policies over countries that were riskier.

The market does not lend to the poorest countries with little prospect
of repaying its loans, but as Argentina, Ecuador, Russia and Indonesia
have shown, the market has provided large loans to risky borrowers.
Now that the IMF has not bailed out creditors of Argentina and others,
I expect more discrimination by private lenders and more caution.
Lenders who made moral hazard loans expecting to be rescued by the
IMF and the G-7 will improve their monitoring and demand better
policies by borrowing governments. If this proves to be correct, borrower
incentives for prudent policies will be strengthened. More countries
would willingly adopt more prudent policies and join an improved
Contingent Credit Line (CCL).
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A critical condition is that incentives work both ways. Countries
with imprudent policies should not get IMF assistance in a crisis, once a
five-year phase-in is completed.

Fourth, the Commission urged the vIF to improve crisis management
by making different responses to prudent and imprudent lenders. The
majority proposed that the IMF restrict its aid to two kinds of countries,
those with prudent policies and those countries threatened by policies and
practices of imprudent neighbors and trading partners.

As Argentina moved toward crisis, the IMF approved a standby loan
to Brazil, a country currently with responsible monetary and fiscal
policies, that seemed to be injured by Argentina's decline. After mistakes
in December of 2000 and August of 2001, the IMF stopped lending to
Argentina. Instead of offering Argentina a large loan with many
conditions based on empty promises, the new IMF insisted on a coherent,
consistent plan developed, adopted, and implemented by the Argentine
Government. It has refused to finance Argentina's budget deficit or the
bailout of international and domestic creditors. I should say it has so far
refused to finance Argentina's budget deficit. It has not provided
additional billions to support an overvalued exchange rate or to finance
capital flight.

If the IMF withstands the pressure to throw in more money, moral
hazard will be reduced. Lenders will expect to bear losses if they make
risky loans. Countries that want to borrow to grow will have much
greater incentive to adopt prudent policies, to rely more on foreign direct
investment and less on short-term borrowing. They will invite foreign
banks into the country and strengthen domestic financial institutions.
The risk of crises will decline.

In the last decade the global economy experienced severe crises in
1994, 1995, 1997, 1998 and 2001. This alone suggests that the system
was not working well. Tens of billions in emergency loans attempted to
stem the crises. In many of the crisis countries, the banking and financial
system collapsed, the exchange rate went into free fall, and
unemployment rose as output fell.

Argentina, the latest crisis country, has one of the most severe crises.
Unemployment rates will reach 30 percent of the labor force or more.
That is worse than the worst year of the Great Depression in the United
States. Mistaken policies have paralyzed economic transactions and
bankrupted financial institutions.

The main problem with bailouts is that they cover over today's
problem, but encourage a larger problem somewhere else. Twenty years
of bailouts and conditional lending have failed. The crises have become
larger. The promises to meet conditions are kept infrequently. This
should not come as a surprise. The system of conditional bailouts and
conditional lending relied on command and control. Countries had good
reason to promise reforms, but few incentives to carry them through once
the recovery was under way. Lenders came to expect that the IMF and
other international financial institutions would notjust bail them out, they
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would reward them with higher interest rates and fees for renegotiating
and extending the maturity of their debt.

We have started to replace command and control with incentives for
lenders and borrowers. If we continue on this path with patience and
conviction in the face of pressures, we will achieve a better system.
Lenders will have incentives to use the improved information that the
IMF now provides, study the risks they have undertaken or are about to
take.

Borrowers must have heightened incentives to adopt and maintain
prudent policies. Rapid support for countries that meet preconditions
provides the incentives. Some critics of the new policies assert that
markets have failed, that openness, privatization and market incentives
have been tried and have failed. This is a peculiar claim. It ignores such
successes as Chile, China, Korea, Mexico, Poland, Taiwan and many
others. It fails to mention that Argentina's problems are not novel. Their
economy is barely open to trade. Their markets continue to suffer from
the rigidities adopted by Juan Peron's governments.

There can be little budget discipline until there is a financial
responsibility law that restricts provincial spending. Argentina's
exchange rate was overvalued, its budget in deficit. The current
government has no plan as yet to restore economic activity without
inflation.

Argentine journalists ask me repeatedly, what does Argentina have
to do to get IMF assistance? President Bush, Secretary ONeill,
Mr. Kohler, the Managing Director of the IMF, and many others have
answered that question repeatedly. Argentina must come forward with
a coherent, consistent plan that restores growth without inflation,
increases productivity and settles its defaulted debt.

Policy toward Argentina is an abrupt change from past policies.
Having embarked on a new and better course, the UIF and the G-7 must
not go back to the old ways.

We are in the early phase of a transition to a safer, sounder
international financial system based upon proposals for reform that this
Committee and our Commission brought to public attention. Lenders
now have reason to recognize the risks of lending to developing countries
and, therefore, to be more prudent. Borrowers now have reason to
recognize that excessive borrowing or imprudent behavior is costly to
their country, because they may be dismissed from office suddenly.
Recognition of the true risks and costs on both sides will do much more
than so-called Basel standards to reduce moral hazard, promote more
orderly development lending, save the taxpayers money and reduce the
frequency of crises and tragedies in developing countries.

With your support and continued support of the new administration
at the IMF and at the U.S. Treasury, we will achieve that safer, sounder
system. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Meltzer appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 37.]
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Representative Saxton. Thank you, Dr. Meltzer.
Dr. Lerrick.

OPENING STATEMENT OF ADAM LERRICK,
SENIOR ADVISOR, INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL

INSTITUTION ADVISORY COMMISSION; DIRECTOR,
GAILLIOT CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY

Dr. Lerrick. It is a privilege to address the Joint Economic
Committee. First, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you and Majority
Leader Armey for the strong support you provided when violent attack
came from almost all sides. Two years ago Minority Leader Gephardt
greeted the publication of the Meltzer Commission report with the
following appraisal, "an extreme neoisolationist attitude that will
undermine development efforts in the world's poorest countries and the
stability of the world financial system."

Then Secretary of the Treasury Summers made a rare personal
appearance on the pages of the Financial Times to claim that one of the
Commission's key proposals, a shift in the format of aid from loans to
grants, would, "require an unworkable system for delivering assistance."

World Bank President Wolfensohn deemed grants unrealistic.
One year ago my fellow witness Mr. Bergsten stated that the Joint

Economic Committee hearing on the first anniversary of the report's
publication was appropriate as a burial service because none of the
Commission's recommendations had been or would be adopted. What a
difference a year makes. Once branded ivory tower by some and radical
by many, the Report was recently termed the blueprint for international
reform efforts by The Economist magazine. Today we have a new
administration that supports international reform, and a new International
Monetary Fund with a disciplined approach to assistance. Many of the
major recommendations of the Commission are on the way to becoming
global public policy.

My remarks will focus, on developments at the World Bank,
particularly those current issues that would benefit from the intervention
of the Congress.

A critical look at the Bank is doubly important as the institution
assumes the leadership role in the United Nations campaign to double
development aid flows to more than $100 billion each year. When
leaders from both the industrialized and developing world meet in
Monterrey, Mexico, on March 18th at the United Nations Conference for
Financing for Development, two topics that originate in the Meltzer
report will be high on the agenda: First, a change from loans to grants for
the delivery of aid to the poorest countries; second, a move to rigorous
measures to increase the effectiveness of development assistance.

President Bush launched these proposals at the Group of 7 meeting
in Genoa last summer, and the Secretary of the Treasury continues to
speak out forcefully in support of the administration's commitment to
these policies. Grants were proposed by the Commission to address the
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shortcomings endemic to the tradition of open-handed lending by the
multilateral institutions. The poorest countries had accumulated debt
they were clearly unable to repay. Funds had been diverted to
unproductive ends. Donor contributions ended in write-offs instead of
real improvements in the standard of living of the impoverished.

This grant format is new because it is performance-based. Counter
to the trend of lending blanket sums for indeterminate government plans,
grants will be project-linked and executed under competitive bid by
private sector contractors and nongovernmental organizations. For the
easily quantified basic needs that improve the quality of life, and are the
preconditions for economic growth, health, primary education, water and
sanitation, the grants system would count by independent audit and pay
for output. Numbers of babies vaccinated, children that can read, water
and sewer services delivered to villages. No results, no funds expended,
no funds diverted to offshore bank accounts, vanity projects or private
jets.

Opposition to the use of grants has been orchestrated by the World
Bank around the faulty argument that grants will deplete its resources
together with its ability to help the poor unless they are partnered with an
immense infusion of new funding, $800 million more each year from the
U.S. alone. It is worth taking the time to explode this false.argument.

It would seem logical that if money is given away instead of being
lent, the stockpile of funds will eventually vanish. Not so. Grants will
not cost more than loans. They deliver the same amount of aid without
diminishing the funding pool and without asking for more taxpayer
moneys from the industrialized world. The funding requirement is the
same when the level of aid is the same. The arithmetic is straightforward.
The International Development Association (IDA), the arm of the Bank
dedicated to 72 of the globe's neediest nations, extends 40-year loans at
virtually zero interest. The interest-free use of the money translates into
a gift component equal to $73 out of every $100 loan. Although
ultimately $100 will be repaid, the real cost to the recipient is $27. A
simple way to verify the mathematics is that if the recipient were to take
$27 out of the $100 received and invest it in the capital markets, the
proceeds would be sufficient to repay the entire $100 loan at maturity,
and he would get to keep the $73 out of the original $100 as a free gift.
The loan is therefore identical to an outright grant that pays $73 out of
$100 of program outlays, with the remaining $27 paid by the recipient.
In both cases the cost to the country is $27.

Again, if the level of assistance is the same, grants cannot cost more
than loans. The grant format can produce the same reflows into the IDA
pool of financial resources as traditional loans at the same level of aid.
For each $100 of donor funds, $73 would be disbursed as grants and $27
invested in the capital markets. The proceeds of the investment will
match the $100 of loan reflows over the life of a traditional 40-year IDA
loan.

The effectiveness of World Bank performance has been another
highly contested but not unrelated debate. Although the Bank claims 75
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to 80 percent success rates, when the Meltzer Commission reviewed the
Bank's own data, it found that more than half of World Bank programs
overall and more than two-thirds of projects in the poorest countries,
failed to achieve both satisfactory and sustainable results.

Debate over the numbers is irrelevant, because the Bank's auditors
are captive, because the judgments are made too early, at the time of final
loan disbursements, but long before an operating history is established,
because sustainability, the sine qua non of development, is given little
consideration in the evaluation.

After the publication of the Meltzer Commission Report in 1999,
World Bank sustainability ratings that had stagnated at 50 percent for
years jumped to 72 percent in 2000. Was there such swift improvement,
or was the bar simply lowered? Thinking has continued long after the
official life of the Meltzer Commission. After 50 years and $500 billion
of aid, we have no evaluation of World Bank performance except the one
it chooses to promote. If the wrong people are applying the wrong
criteria at the wrong time, how credible are the conclusions?

Why not establish a bona fide external audit by private sector firms
on site to determine the lasting contribution of IDA projects after a
credible operating history, and to provide a continuing benchmark for
Bank efforts in the poorest countries. The World Bank is now seeking
$13 billion in IDA replenishment funding. The U.S. share alone is $2.5
to $2.8 billion; five to seven million dollars, or just one-quarter of one
percent of this commitment, would cover the cost of an audit. The
condition of an external performance review of IDA programs, together
with provision for its financing, should be written into the upcoming
appropriation and to all funding going forward. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Lerrick appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 44.]

Representative Saxton. Mr. Levinson, we have a vote on, and so
Mr. English and I are going to have to leave. Is your testimony five
minutes, 10 minutes?

Mr. Levinson. It won't be more than 10 minutes.
Representative Saxton. It won't be more than 10? If we leave near

the end of it, you will understand. Sorry.
Mr. Levinson. Well I have-
Representative Saxton. Mr. Crapo is going to take the chair when

Mr. English and I go to vote. So go ahead, sir.
OPENING STATEMENT OF JEROME I. LEVINSON,

DISTINGUISHED LAWYER IN RESIDENCE, WASHINGTON
COLLEGE OF LAW, AMERICAN UNIVERSITY

Mr. Levinson. Well, in the year that has passed since this
Committee met to discuss this subject matter, we have descended from
the realm of theories to the flesh-and-blood world of the real economy in
which theory has real consequences. The event that illustrates this truism
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is Argentina. The crisis was so long in developing that the financial
markets have had time to absorb the Argentine financial default without
significant consequences for other borrowing countries. In other words,
financial contagion has been contained. We can then consider how to
think about the lessons of Argentina in other than crisis conditions for the
international financial system.

And yet Argentina remains, in my opinion, a watershed event. It
conclusively demonstrates first the hollowness of the Meltzer Majority
Report of the Commission on International Financial Institutions,
hereafter the Commission, recommendations for reform of the IMF, the
limitations of the IMF, World Bank and neoclassical economic paradigm,
which Joe Stiglitz, the former chief economist of the World Bank, and
Nobel Prize winner in economics, has referred to as market
fundamentalism, slightly modified in recent years as the Washington
consensus elite that has governed development thinking for the past 15
years; and it further illustrates the excessively short-term economic
mindset of the Secretary and Under Secretary of the Treasury. The
Treasury proposal for additional grant funding for the IDA, the World
Bank soft loan affiliate for dealing with the poorest of poor countries,
while superficially appealing as presently formulated by the Treasury, is
ill-conceived, impractical and probably harmful to any sustainable
financing for development in the poorest countries.

I would be glad to respond in more detail to questions on this subject,
but in this testimony I will concentrate on the Argentine case as
illustrative of the above three theses.

Argentina is the country that most enthusiastically embraced the
neoclassical economic model promoted by the IMF and the U.S.
Treasury, market liberalization, opening to foreign investment,
particularly foreign direct investment, and a reduced role for the state in
direct production of goods and services.

The original heart of the Meltzer proposal is to divest the IMF of
discretionary authority with respect to conditions that attach to member
country access to IMF financing. Such financing after a suitable
transition period is made conditional on prequalification of the country.
Only countries with financial banking systems previously determined to
be sound are eligible to draw upon IMF funding.

The key to assessing the soundness of the system is its openness to
foreign investment, which, according to the majority, is a guarantee
against unsound crony capitalism in which financial decisions such as the
allocation of credit are made on the basis of criteria other than
arm's-length credit analysis.

Fred Bergsten, who came late to the Commission's deliberations,
immediately identified the flaw in the proposal. A country with a sound
banking system but unsound macroeconomic policies would
automatically be eligible for IMF funding, but without any conditions
that addressed the underlying conditions, the policies that necessitated
recourse to the IMF. In recognition of the validity of the Bergsten
critique, the final report of the majority contained a few sentences
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referring to the need for a sound macroeconomic framework as an
additional precondition for IMF financing.

Argentina takes the issue out of the realm of theory and into the real
world. Argentina not only opened its banking system to foreign capital,
but it permitted the sale of virtually all of the previously
Argentine-owned banks, primarily to American and Spanish financial
institutions. There are no banks of any stature any longer
majority-owned by Argentine nationals, nor are there any local cronies
of any consequence to whom the banks can lend. Argentina has sold the
previously stated-owned water, telecommunications and utilities to
foreign capital, primarily state-owned Spanish and French companies, a
process less privatization than de-Argentization. The previously
state-owned petroleum company, YFPB, has been auctioned off to a
combination of domestic private and foreign capital.

Argentina has divested to private capital the previously state-owned
railroad system. The signature industry of Argentina, the meatpacking
companies have been sold to the major international groups. Today there
is no Argentine-owned meat packing company of any size or importance.

In light of this record, the statement by Secretary ONeill that
Argentina has not carried out significant economic reforms is simply
incredible.

Argentina ran into difficulties because of a variety of problems, most
notably, most commented upon in this country, the currency board
arrangement, and finds itself in intense negotiations with the IMF in the
midst of a profound economic depression.

A country cannot be frozen in time. Conditions change. Policy may
not adapt. A crisis ensues requiring the countries to go to the IMF for
assistance, precisely the circumstances envisioned for IMF intervention.
The need for judgment as to the appropriate policies to address the
situation cannot be evaded. Argentina thus put paid to the Meltzer
majority theory that recourse to the IMF can be automatic in accord with
pre-established criteria.

The issue remains, what are the criteria for IMF assistance? And that
brings us to the issue which I think unfortunately the Commission did not
address and on which there probably could have been a very large amount
of agreement. The Chairman in his opening statement referred to mission
creep. I couldn't agree with him more. I-was in Argentina in 1996 on a
speaking tour for the - sponsored by the AFL-CIO and the CGT,
Argentina Confederation of Labor. This was at the time when the World
Bank and the IMF were beginning their push for labor market flexibility,
which is a euphemism for making it easier for firms to fire workers
without severance payments, and for changes in the collective bargaining
system which would be to the disadvantage of labor and would reinforce
the position of capital.

It happens that my wife and I had dinner with the president of the
Olmos local of the metallurgical workers, and they were commenting -
his wife is an American - that the IMF and World Bank were pressing for
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the unions to be divested of the responsibility for administering, what in
Argentina are known as Obras Sociales, health plans, and she said to me
that they must think that we are really stupid because we are union
people. But we know what they are about. They want to divest the
unions of responsibility for the health care plans, because those plans
reinforce worker loyalty to the unions.

Her husband, the head of the Olmos union, was pressing, along with
a bunch of young Turks, for a general strike at the time, 1996. The
president of the meatpackers union offered a barbecue for my wife and
myself. You can imagine what that is like when they come around with
the slabs of beef, pork, chicken and cut whatever cut you want. But when
we walked into the union hall, the offices, it is a step back in time,
because on the walls are these larger-than-life blown-up photos of the
great moments, at least for the Peronistas, in Peronist political life; the
march of the meatpackers union, down to get Peron released from jail.
Evita on the balcony. Evita passing out food to the poor. And you
realize when you step in there the role that history has as a limiting factor
in connection with a society.

I was seated next to the president of the union, and I asked him what
he thought about this IMF-World Bank initiative to divest unions of the
responsibility for the health plans, and what he thought about the
prospects for the general strike; he told me that he did not think it was
possible because the unions were too divided. President Menem was too
clever in terms of dividing the unions, and he did not, therefore, believe
in a general strike.

The young Turks won out. The leadership of the CGT was changed,
and a general strike was called at the end of September of 1996; it was
hugely successful, but what was significant about it was that it wasn't
only supported by the workers, it had broad support in the middle class,
and this should have been a warning signal to the IMF, World Bank and
indeed our own Treasury at the time that the social and political base for
the economic policy was slipping away from the Menem government. No
government embraced more enthusiastically the neoclassical economic
model than the Menem government in Argentina.

In this country most commentary has focused on the currency board
arrangement and the pegging of the peso to the dollar. There is one
argument, for example, in the Washington Post that Argentina stuck with
the currency board arrangement for too long, but that otherwise there is
nothing wrong with the free market economic model which Argentina
adopted.

I would like to suggest to you that the economic model is more
fundamentally flawed than just the currency board arrangement. It could
not solve the unemployment program, which even in the years of high
growth in the mid-i 990s never got below 13 to 14 present. It has resulted
in the devastation of an education system which delivered 95 percent
literacy, and of a health system which may have had quality problems,
but achieved wide coverage of the Argentine population. It has led to an
increasingly alienated and embittered working class and a regressive
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distribution of income that finally discredited altogether the economic
model.

The breaking point came in December of last year when the IMF and
U.S. Treasury demanded and the government accepted a policy of still
more austerity and unemployment.

Argentine society, not just the unions, rose up and drove the de la
Rua government from office. It should be noted that at that time, the IMF
staff understood that the currency board was no longer sustainable; the
conversations between the staff and Domingo Cavallo, the Minister of
Economy, assumed a surrealistic character in which Cavallo insisted that
there was nothing wrong with the currency board; they just needed IMF
money to fortify confidence, and the IMF staff felt that he was divorced
from reality. The meetings ended inconclusively, and that is when the
Argentines went back home and de la Rua tried to implement this
austerity program, which led to his fall.

The best way, in my opinion, to understand the Duhalde government
is in terms of the early months of the Roosevelt administration in 1933.
Faced with a devastating depression and no good alternatives, FDR tried
a bewildering variety of approaches. If asked to produce a coherent plan,
as the IMF and Treasury have demanded of the Duhalde government, all
of the creative experiments of the New Deal period would have been
killed at their inception. Social Security would have been rejected in
favor of private investment accounts, and the Wagner Act probably
dismissed as an undesirable intervention in the labor market when the
preferred objective of policy should be not to diminish the disparity of
bargaining power between individual workers and firms, but to maximize
that disparity in favor of capital.

Faced with this situation, what has Duhalde done? He has cobbled
together the most broad-based government in the postmilitary era. He has
an important part of the radical party, including the support of former
President Alfonsin with whom he has been talking for some time, and
who also hates the former economic model. He has also included
Frepaso, the center left party. Both small and medium enterprises and the
majority of the labor unions understand that Duhalde is their last chance.
The alternative is a deepening of the "reforms," as demanded by the U.S.
Treasury and the IMF, that they understand will be devastating for them.

No one, not the IMF, the Argentines or anyone else, had a good exit
strategy for the currency board regime, but the Duhalde government
finally did it, difficult as it has been. At first they experimented with a
dual exchange rate. When that came under severe criticism, they backed
off, and went to a floating rate. Duhalde attempted to allocate the burden
of adjustment more equitably within Argentine society, placing the
greatest cost upon the foreign-owned banks and utilities who had
sweetheart deals from the Menem government and made big profits in the
last years; he has concluded a difficult negotiation with the provinces in
connection with revenues and expenditure cuts. And the papers report
this morning that the Argentine Senate has passed the first reading of the
budget. He probably has the best chance of any recent government to
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carry out a reasonable economic policy with a broad base of political and
social support. But Duhalde confronts increasing outrage, at growing
income inequality, declassing of the middle class and the reversal of
social gains for the working class.

We can expect a period similar to the early New Deal era of trial and
error, what works and what doesn't, what is socially and politically
feasible and what is not. Understood in these terms, what the Duhalde
government seeks to accomplish is not dissimilar to FDR's objective: to
assure society that within the framework of representative political
democracy and a market economy, there is room for a policy alternative
that has as its objective not just economic efficiency, but a more just
society. And that may be his problem, for that objective brings him into
conflict with the IMF and our own Treasury that seems determined to
force upon the Duhalde government the same policies and prescriptions
that brought down the de la Rua government, a Herbert Hoover-type
economic policy, deep cuts in fiscal expenditures in the midst of a
crushing economic depression, and unemployment, which as Professor
Meltzer says now may reach 30 percent, and labor market flexibility
measures that only can drive a wedge between the government and the
unions.

We have the Deputy Managing Director of the IMF warning about
hyperinflation, hyperinflation with 30 percent unemployment in a four
year recession-depression, with massive unused capacity in the consumer
goods industry because of lack of demand. It may be that if they
monetize the deficit without adding to capacity, in a year or so when they
absorb existing capacity, they will have an inflation problem, but all she
did was reinforce the difficulties facing the Duhalde government.

For years the IMF has been trying to convince critics that it does not
have a cookie-cutter, one-size-fits-all approach. Yet we are now told that
it is bringing in a new lead negotiator for the Argentine negotiations, an
individual with no background in the country or the region, who does not
speak the language, is ignorant of the history, culture and all of complex
bargains, formal and informal, that make up a country's social compact.

Increasingly, the IMF resembles the Mad Hatter's tea party in Lewis
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland fable. White is black. Black is white.
Night is day. Day is night. Knowledge is vice. Ignorance is virtue.
There is then a growing gap between the social and political reality of
Argentina and the policy priorities of the U.S. Treasury, the Bretton
Woods institutions and an important part of the American academic, and
journalistic establishment for whom growing income inequality is
irrelevant, the middle and working classes in Argentina pampered and
undeserving of any special concern.

The significance of Argentina is, however, larger than Argentina. It
is symptomatic of a disconnect between an increasingly conservative
Washington establishment and a growing disenchantment in Latin
America with the social consequences of the neoclassical economic
model that for the past 15 years has been the preferred, and indeed the
only, acceptable economic policy in Washington.
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The leading candidate of the Cardoso government in Brazil - Brazil
is going to face Presidential elections this year - the slogan he has
adopted is revealing. (Speaking in Spanish.) That is to say, nothing
against stability, but everything against inequality. I think that is
indicative of the degree to which the equity and inequality issue is
coming to the fore in Latin America.

So for me reform of the international financial institutions must start
with a reconsideration of the economic model, its income distribution
effects, and social and political consequence. In other words, for me the
name of the game is political economy, not an economic technocracy run
amok, which is what we now have at the IMF and, sad to say, with our
own Treasury. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Levinson appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 49.]

Senator Crapo. [Presiding.] Thank you very much, Mr. Levinson.
Dr. Bergsten.
OPENING STATEMENT OF DR. C. FRED BERGSTEN,

DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS
Dr. Bergsten. Thank you very much, Senator.
Let me try to do three things, if I might, in my opening remarks: first,

address this question of Argentina, which, as Professor Levinson said,
does raise in very stark terms the IMF and reform issues we have talked
about; second, segue a bit, because Argentina, I think, has revealed
several important implications about the functioning of the monetary
system as a whole; and then finally, comment on changes, reforms, and
improvements that have been made in the monetary system, and what that
implies about the Meltzer recommendations and other proposals two
years later.

First on Argentina. As I step back a bit from the immediate situation
that Professor Levinson addressed, my conclusion is that the IMF is in
great danger of whipsawing itself over Argentina. The fact is that for a
long time, including quite recently, the IMF was not too tough on
Argentina - it was too soft on Argentina. All of the time that Argentina
was running very successful economic growth and price stability policies
in the 1 990s, it was letting its fiscal position deteriorate sharply.

The share of national debt to GDP has more than doubled from 1993
to now - from about 23 percent to 50 percent. It was during the good
period, which lasted through 1998 or so, the boom period, when fiscal
rectitude should have been pursued and the budget not permitted to get
out of hand.

But the IMF said nothing about it despite continued close
involvement with Argentina. Then, as the crisis came into clear
appearance - and I think all of us on this panel plus many others were
saying as long as two years ago that the fiscal situation, the currency
board, and other circumstances were simply unsustainable and could not
continue - the IMF poured not one, but two huge financial rescue
packages into Argentina. It did not insist on change in those fundamental
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problems. It, therefore, encouraged those policies to continue and the
crisis to come on.

So the problem in stage 1 was not the problem typically stated - that
the IMF is too tough on poor countries - but rather it was too soft. It did
not insist on necessary changes. Indeed, it financed unsustainable
policies, made the situation worse, delayed the evil day, and therefore
made it even more severe, as Professor Levinson has now so graphically
developed.

Indeed, when the IMF made its second big loan to Argentina last
summer, it seemed that the IMF was gambling for redemption, as we
sometimes say about companies headed for bankruptcy. You seem to be
in trouble, you make a huge last bet on some speculative outcome, and
you bring yourself down in a heap, for example, Enron. That is what the
IMF in a big sense did in Argentina.

Now that Argentina faces these desperate straits, as graphically
described by Professor Levinson, the problem is that the IMF will go to
the other extreme and be too tough, because in the circumstances he
described, including the desire we all have to maintain a democratic
political system in Argentina, we cannot be so insistent on all of the
necessary reforms at the same time that we drive the country into total
anarchy or a return of authoritarian government or worse.

Yet the IMF, if it sits back and does not offer a helping hand, does,
in fact, I am afraid, risk that outcome. If it did it, it would be as bad as
the commercial banks that we attack for seesaw behavior. The private
banks throw huge amounts of money into countries when they are doing
well, pull money out when the countries start to do poorly and make the
situation worse - the famous seesaw, the famous gyrations from one
extreme to another, which always make situations worse by overdoing the
booms and then overdoing the downturns as well. And that is the risk for
the IMF now if it does not find a way, pretty soon, to work constructively
with the Argentine Government to come out of this difficulty.

I am afraid that our own administration has performed even worse.
They have already whipsawed themselves. They came into office vowing
not to support continued big bailouts of unsustainable situations,
including clearly unsustainable exchange rates, but they did. They
supported the big new rescue for Argentina. They supported one for
Turkey as well, where we don't know the outcome yet. But clearly in
Argentina they whipsawed themselves; they said they wouldn't support
big bailouts, but did anyway. Their credibility is much in doubt.
Professor Meltzer puts a positive spin on that and I hope he is right that
a new day is coming. But I suggest that it could then go too far in that
other direction as well, and therefore run the risk that the Argentine crisis
would become even worse.

I am afraid that the situation in that sense is not better than it was a
year or two ago when the Commission reported, but indeed worse, and
the performance of both the IMF and the U.S. Government in the interim
has made it worse.
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Now, having painted a pretty bleak picture on that front, let me say
there is some very good news. The good news is that the Argentine
situation has had virtually no spillover effect on the rest of the region or
the rest of the world. In other words, there has been virtually no
contagion. Indeed, there has been some positive contagion. The
Mexicans and others report that, in the wake of the Argentine meltdown,
they have gotten increased capital inflow. Money moved from Argentina
into Mexico. One reason the Mexican peso is the only currency in the
world that has been stronger than the U.S. dollar for the last couple of
years is because money has moved from other emerging markets,
including Argentina, into Mexico.

Why is it that there has been so little contagion from Argentina to the
rest of the world? I suggest it is largely because of improvements in the
functioning of the international monetary system. Obviously this crisis
was anticipated for a long time. Some people believe that is why there
is no.contagion. That was a factor. But Thailand had been anticipated
for a long time by many people. Mexico in 1994 was anticipated by a lot
of people. So that is not the sole explanation.

I think there are really three factors. First, the markets are learning
to differentiate between different countries rather than to generalize about
regions as they did in Asia in 1997 and 1998, and that increased
differentiation has been helped substantially by the better data, the
greater transparency, the data standards that the IMF has put out and
begun to enforce. All of that has improved the functioning of the markets
and, therefore, the lack of contagion in the system.

Second, all of the emerging-market economies, particularly those in
Latin America, have strengthened their domestic banking systems. There
is still a lot of reform to be done, but there has been substantial
improvement, and that has reduced the risk of contagion.

We know that the common factor in all crisis countries in the 1990s
was weak, vulnerable domestic financial systems that permitted the
contagion to occur. Now those systems are being strengthened, in
response to the Basel core principles adopted by the IMF and others in
1997, and to other international reform efforts, the standards developed
by the Financial Stability Forum, and the like. That is improvement that
reduces contagion and that is positive reform.

Third, and I think probably most important, has been the nearly
universal adoption of floating exchange rates. Argentina was one of the
last holdouts and it has paid the price. But all of its neighbors,
fortunately, have adopted floating exchange rates - managed floats, not
pure floats. Indeed, one of the crucial systemic issues now is how best
to manage floats. Argentina's neighbors have gotten away from fixed
pegs, they have gotten away from currency boards, et cetera, and that
enables them to buffer shocks of the type coming from Argentina and
reduce the risk of crisis.

So these three important reforms have lessened the impact of
Argentina on the rest of the system and have indicated the virtues of the
improvements in the international monetary system that have taken place.
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Let me conclude by simply adding that a number of other
developments are occurring, which I believe also promise improved
functioning of the international monetary system. I agree with Professor
Meltzer's comment today in his testimony, that we are in the early phase
of a transition to a safer, sounder international financial system. But I
don't think it is primarily, or even importantly, because of proposals that
came from the Meltzer Commission.

I have already mentioned the improvements that are occurring: much
greater data dissemination and openness, improvement in national
banking and financial systems, and moves to floating exchange rates. All
of those are very important.

In addition, there are several other things. The U.S. Government-has
proposed, as you, Mr. Chairman, and Professor Meltzer pointed out,
shifting from loans to grants in the development banks. Here I differ with
Professor Levinson. I think that is a good reform and it should be
supported. One needs to make sure that it does not reduce the level of aid
over time, and Adam Lerrick addressed how to do that. But if that is
taken care of, it is clearly a good change because it avoids the risk of a
new debt buildup, a new need for debt relief programs and-the like.

In addition, the beleaguered IMF itself has now made some fairly
far-reaching proposals for new procedures to handle debt work-out cases.
This is another implication of Argentina, and also of many other
countries in the last few years. We needed a more orderly work-out
mechanism. Deputy Managing Director Anne Krueger has made a
proposal that will do that in a sweeping way. We are holding a big
conference on that at my institute on April 1-2 to try to look at its details.
I think it is a very promising idea. I hope our own government gets
behind it. They have not yet indicated that they will. I hope that they
will. I think that would be a very constructive forward step.

Moreover, we are about to publish a study on debt relief, which
makes a couple of proposals. One is to deal with the problem - where I
agree with Meltzer and Lerrick - on the need to focus tasks separately on
the Fund and the Bank. I oppose the idea of eliminating the Poverty
Reduction and Growth Facility but strongly support moving it from the
IMF to the World Bank where it belongs. That is another
recommendation that we will be presenting in our new study.

In addition we are suggesting a doubling or more of the amount of
debt relief to the poorest countries, financed in large part by mobilizing
the rest of the sterile gold stock sitting in the vaults of the IMF and
serving no purpose. You may recall that the stock was tapped to a
modest extent a couple of years ago to help finance the first round of debt
relief for the Highly Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) Initiative. We are
suggesting going the rest of the way, using the rest of that sterile gold
supply to finance more HIPC debt relief and indeed finance debt relief for
some of the other low-income countries that have not been included in
the HIPC Initiative so far.

Finally, I think you might note that George Soros and some others
have proposed that you in the Congress take up something that has lain
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fallow here for five years - the proposed fourth amendment to the IMF,
which would not only create a new issue of Special Drawing Rights to
provide more liquidity to countries that need it, but also to provide more
assistance to the poorest countries in the world. Soros proposes a whole
new delivery mechanism of such assistance, which is akin to the
Meltzer-Lerrick proposal that was in the Meltzer Commission report -
a market-based system for both the supply and demand sides of the
foreign assistance market. Soros has put out a very interesting proposal
on that that I commend to you.

The financing side would require action by the Congress. You may
be aware, Mr. Chairman, that 72 percent of the IMF membership has
approved the fourth amendment, this new creation of Special Drawing
Rights, on a different basis than in the past. It is therefore awaiting U.S.
action, because our 15. percent would put the number over the top.
Without our 15 percent, it can't happen, because it requires 85 percent of
the total membership.

So this is an area where the Congress, I think, could-act very
positively to support a strengthening, a further reform of the monetary
system, but also do it in a way that would help promote the development
objectives that I think all of us who are involved with the Meltzer
Commission agree with.

So my bottom line is that Argentina has indeed raised a lot of further
questions about the functioning of the IMF but I am worried that if we are
too tough now, it is going to make it worse. The Argentine case does,
however, have the very positive implication that contagion has been
sharply reduced, I believe, because of fundamental systemic reform, only
tangentially related to the Meltzer Commission proposals.

I think those reforms will continue. Other reforms are in train, and
I believe it is true that, as Professor Meltzer said,- we are in the early
phase of a transition to a safer, sounder international financial system.
Thank you.

Representative Saxton. [Presiding.] Thank you very much.
Let me begin with a question to Dr. Meltzer. Dr. Meltzer, throughout

your testimony in various ways you have advocated for a higher level of
involvement in the planning stages of economic assistance that may be
offered to various countries, and you apparently believe that it is quite
important that plans be developed not from the outside, but with strong
inside participation. Perhaps the strongest indication is in the paragraph
where you are talking about President Bush and Secretary ONeill and
others believing that Argentina must come forward with a consistent
coherent plan that restores growth without inflation, increases
productivity, and settles its default payment. The key to that sentence
seems to be that Argentina must come forward. Tell us why you think
that is important.

Dr. Meltzer. I think that is crucial, and the reason it is crucial is we
have a long history of the IMF presenting countries with long lists or
short lists of recommendations and requirements for the loan. We have
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a very, very short list of the - having those conditions adopted. Let's take
the case of Korea, where the IMF presumably did a great deal to stem the
crisis of Korea. Korea as a result of that agreed to privatization of many
of its industries. Very little of that has happened. Why has it not
happened? Once Korea began to improve, once the economy of Korea
began to improve, most of the reform just couldn't be passed. The
Korean Government would not agree to it, did not feel the necessity to
agree to it, because the economy was on the mend.

In Argentina, people keep saying what is it the United States or the
IMF want us to do? And the answer that Dr. Lerrick and I gave them
when we were there is: This is your country. You have to want the
reforms. The reforms will only work if you want them to work. You can
promise lots of things to the IMF to get the money, but the important
thing is that you adopt reforms that you will be willing to live with, that
will improve the operation of your country and will bring more foreign
capital at lower cost.

The long record - to be brief about it - the long record is one in
which countries agree to make the reforms when they are in crisis. They
will agree to almost anything. Once the crisis ends, they find it
impossible either to get the reforms passed through their legislature or to
implement them fully or even partially once they have passed them.

What we want - what we believe is essential is that they have - they
see that these reforms are good for them, that they adopt reforms that are
good for them, recognizing fully, as I am sure you recognize, that
politically it is often very difficult to do things that would improve the
body politic as a whole, because it tramples on the particular province of
some very active, very vocal interest group. That is the problem in
Argentina.
* But reform won't come in Argentina or anywhere else until the

people in that country are willing to adopt those reforms. That is the
idea. Secretary ONeill has said it, I think, extremely well by saying, the
only way that countries grow is by increasing their productivity. We can't
increase their productivity, they can increase their productivity.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Let me turn to Dr. Lerrick for a minute. In this morning's Wall Street

Journal there appears an editorial that is critical of the leadership of the
World Bank for suggesting that before reforms take place there should be
a significant increase in the assets and the resources available to the
World Bank for their activities around-the world.

In your testimony, on the other hand, you talked about two concepts:
one, moving from loans to grants; and second, I found very interesting
that the World Bank apparently at this point has chosen not to accept the
idea, but that measurable goals be put in place so that countries who fund
the World Bank, can see whether or not progress is actually being made.

In your testimony you talk about easily quantified basic needs that
improve the quality of life, and other preconditions to economic growth,
health, primary education, water and sanitation, et cetera.
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- Can you talk about this subject a little bit for us so that we can have
the benefit of your thinking?

Dr. Lerrick. Would it be helpful, Mr. Chairman, if I explained how
the grant mechanism would actually work with a concrete example?

Representative Saxton. Sure.
Dr. Lerrick. If a country wished to vaccinate its children against

measles, which is one of the greatest sources of fatality in Africa, the way
it would be structured today is the country would apply to IDA, the
concessional arm of the World Bank, for a loan to the Ministry of Health
to provide health services to its people. The money would be guaranteed
by the government, so the debt would be incurred by the government
itself. The World Bank would disburse the funds, and there would be
relatively little control over what the actual physical results were,
whether children actually were vaccinated.

Under the grant proposal that has been put forward, the World Bank
would set the mechanism up in a different manner. It would say to the
country that it is an excellent-idea to vaccinate your children against
measles. Go out and ask for competitive bids from private sector
contractors, from the Red Cross, from the Anglican Church, for the cost
of vaccinating children in the rural areas for measles. If it was a very
poor country, the Bank would pay 90 percent of the cost. So if the best
bid from a qualifying contractor came back at five dollars per child
vaccinated, the World Bank would say, fine, for every child vou
vaccinate, we will pay you directly $4.50, and the country will pay you
50 cents. However, we are only going to pay you upon audited,
independent, truly independent, verification of delivery of service.

So at the end of the first month, if the contractor came back and said
we vaccinated 10,000 children, there is an auditor that is independent of
the Bank, independent of the country, independent of the contractor who
would go out and verify how many children were vaccinated. If that was
confirmed, the World Bank would write a check for $45,000 directly to
the contractor. The country would write a check for $5,000. If the next
month no children were vaccinated, no funds would be expended. So
without results, there can be no funds expended whatsoever.

This same mechanism would be used for wastewater treatment. It
would be paid per cubic meter of water treated. It is irrelevant whether
the wastewater treatment plant is built. The only thing we care about is
how many cubic meters of water are treated. Same with schools and
children. We don't care whether the school is built on time and under
budget, we care how many children have learned to read.

And that is the difference in the delivery mechanism, and by doing
this, you reduce dramatically the possibility of the funds being diverted
to unproductive uses, and you eliminate the possibility of an
accumulation of unsustainable debt by the poor countries.

Representative Saxton. Okay.
Dr. Lerrick. And you increase the incentives for delivery of results.
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Representative Saxton. Let me ask you a related question regarding
the World Bank. Mr. Easterly made a number of observations about the
failure of the IMF and the World Bank's development aid. According to
him, he says, and I quote, "Consider the facts, and it soon becomes
evident that the $1 trillion spent in aid since the 1960s, with the efforts
of advisers, foreign aid givers, the International Monetary Fund, and the
World Bank, have all failed to attain the desired results. With notable
exceptions, government mismanagement usually continued in these
countries. The growth rate of the income per person of a typical member
of this group during the past two decades was zero."

Now, what you are suggesting is a different approach to try to get the
growth rate somewhere above zero, I assume.

Dr. Lerrick. I certainly hope so. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Would you - I know the answer to the

question, but let me ask you it anyway so you can get it on the record. Is
this an acceptable outcome for public policy?

Dr. Lerrick. Absolutely not. I don't think there is any outcome that
is acceptable for public policy where vast amounts of taxpayer funds are
used and no results are achieved.

One of the problems with past aid, and, in fact, one of the senior
members of the World Bank staff, Michael Klein, described the
bankruptcy of traditional aid results, is that because it is based on the
wrong incentives. The goal is to create incentives to deliver results, not
to cover up the problems with a blanket of money that can be used for
whatever purposes, without any accountability either by the government
or by the World Bank as to how funds were actually used and what
results were achieved.

Representative Saxton. I had an experience with regard to failure
regarding the IMF in the case of Russia. Some of us went to talk to the
Russians about what went wrong with the IMF-Russian transaction, and
while we were there members of the Russian Parliament, the Duma,
actually spent an afternoon trying to convince us that the moneys were
stolen by U.S. banks. Can you give us a better notion of perhaps what
really happened in Russia?

Dr. Lerrick. Well, I did not follow the Russian situation closely
enough to give you a precise opinion. I would say one of the problems
in terms of the assistance that was provided to Russia was that the IMF's
view was that its job was very simply to provide funds to the Central
Bank of Russia in return for agreements to enact certain policies, or at
least to propose those policies to Parliament.

One of the problems in Russia is the conditions did not even insist on
enactment of the policies, they only insisted on proposal to the
Parliament of the policies.

The IMF felt that once it delivered the funds to the Central Bank, its
responsibilities were over. It was up to the Central Bank of Russia to
police how the funds were used and where they went. And there are
many who believe that this is a mistake in IMF policy. But that was their
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attitude, and that is how the funds went to wherever they wound up
going.

Representative Saxton. Let me return to Mr. Easterly for just a
moment. Apparently he has been under some kind of investigation by the
World Bank. It almost seems as if perhaps he is being punished by the
World Bank for having told what he believed to be the truth about World
Bank problems. Do you have any feelings?

Dr. Lerrick. I am not close enough to that situation to comment. In
fact, as I understand it, Mr. Easterly now works for Mr. Bergsten at the
Institute for International Economics.

Dr. Bergsten. Yes. Dr. Easterly does now work for me, a joint
appointment as a senior fellow at my Institute for International
Economics and the new Center for Global Development that we have
helped create to deal with the range of development issues.

You quote Easterly's conclusions exactly right, but you have to go the
next step and ask why. His conclusion, which is based on very detailed,
in-depth, and credible research, is that aid has gone to the wrong
countries. Aid has been given to countries with lousy policies and, if
countries have lousy policies, there is no reason to expect that aid or
private capital or anything else is going to work.

We have given aid to the wrong countries because our goal has not
been development, it has been to buy allies in the Cold War. It has been
to provide political favors. It has been for numerous commercial
purposes. But the aid that we are now flogging for not having achieved
development was really never given to achieve development, and so in
that sense it is an unfair knock.

The implication for the future, of course, is that you should only give
aid to countries where you have some confidence that their policies are
going to provide a fruitful environment where the aid can work. Lots of
studies, including by Easterly, show that in those circumstances aid
provides a substantial additional boost to economic growth, per capita
income growth, and the like, though further improvements can forever be
made.

On the World Bank point, it was a confused situation. Easterly was
in the research department, which had published and was selling in its
own book store at the World Bank a book by him that made all of these
points and made all of these criticisms. So you might say the World
Bank was being pretty open because one of their own people wrote a
book that makes these same conclusions, which they were selling in their
own book store and still do so today.

What Easterly did was write an op-ed in The Financial Times which
put the point rather starkly, which had not gone through the clearance
procedure within the World Bank. Like in most institutions, you are
supposed to get clearance. They almost always say go ahead and do it.
But he hadn't done that. Other people hadn't done it either so there was
some debate about whether the criticism was on the substance or not.
Our invitation to him had come before any of this brouhaha blew up, so
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he may have left anyway and I frankly think that is a less important part
of the whole picture.

Representative Saxton. Wouldn't it be more productive for the
management of the World Bank to be more concerned about the
ineffectiveness of their programs than pursuing a point relative to
someone who wrote an op-ed that they may have disagreed with?

Dr. Bergsten. Indeed.
Mr. Levinson. Mr. Chairman, might I take off from where Adam

left off in describing how the system would work on grants, because I
think it would be-

Representative Saxton. If you promise to do it in 2½ minutes or
less.

Mr. Levinson. I will do it in 2'/2 minutes. Let's take his example
whereby you are going to finance measles elimination by putting it out
to bid, and that the contractor only gets paid after you show how many
kids have been inoculated by an independent auditor, and he says the
independent auditor is independent of the government and of the
contractor. So who is the independent auditor? Is it going to be Arthur
Andersen or Deloitte-Touche or one of the accounting firms? Are they
going to go around in northeast Brazil and determine how many kids have
been inoculated?

Under this scheme that they propose, the contractor goes out and
borrows the money because he is not going to be paid until this
independent auditor certifies that the thing has been done, so he is
exposed in terms of having borrowed the money, and he is dependent
upon the finding by this independent auditor.

What is the role of the government? Supposing you get the kids
inoculated. Supposing you get the schools built or whatever project you
have. Who assumes the responsibility for the recurring costs, having to
be put it in place? The government? The government then turns around
and says, wait a minute, we didn't have anything to do with this. This
was put out to independent bids. If the cement is watered, we didn't do
the inspection, someone - the independent auditors - did the inspection.
We are not going to take the responsibility of maintaining potentially
defective schools. So who takes the responsibility for the recurring costs
of administration, salaries, maintenance in this scheme?

Everybody should be in favor of more grants, but the problem is that
there is a basic contradiction because Adam also points out that the
World Bank has a high degree of subsidy with these 40-year loans. They
are very near grants, but at least it provides a self-renewing source of
financing.

This business of loading the countries with debt - let me just
conclude with this point that Fred made. You are extrapolating from a
situation of the Cold War where we gave Mobutu $5 billion, which he
stole. The Congo has nothing to show for it, or Zaire or whatever they
are calling it these days. Other countries in Africa, the same thing. It is
the Cold War debt that we are talking about writing off.
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And to finally conclude within my 2Y/2 minutes, part of the problem
was that in the 1980s the World Bank and the development banks went
over to what was called policy-based structural adjustment lending.
Fancy term. The money went into the central bank, the front door, and
the money went out the back door in return for policies with respect to
promises. The country has debt and very little to show for it in terms of
facilities which are going to add to the productivity of the country. So
don't confuse that debt with debt incurred for productive purposes.

And as I say, I don't see how it functions in terms of a country is
going to pay up on the basis of audits by people like Arthur Andersen.
Who are they going to get to do this? I really doubt it.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Dr. Lerrick. Mr. Chairman, if I may just comment very quickly.

The key to the grants proposal is that the ongoing maintenance, the
operations expenses, all of these costs are assumed by the contractor. He
is not being paid to build the school or build a hospital. He is being paid
to teach children to read, to vaccinate children. Therefore, in the case of
a poor country, the contractor is paid 90 percent by the World Bank, not
by the government. The government is only paying 10 percent. As the
Under Secretary of Treasury stated in his recent testimony, we are
shifting the performance risk to the private sector. In other words, if the
contractor comes and doesn't teach children to read, he doesn't get paid
either by the Bank or the country.

And so we believe it is perfectly workable. And the country is going
to choose the program. The Bank doesn't choose the program. It is the
country that chooses the program chooses the contractor.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Crapo.
Senator Crapo. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I have a lot

of questions, but very little time, so I will only ask one of my questions,
and that is relating to performance audits.

As members of the panel may know, a couple of years ago, well,
about a year and a half ago, I introduced with Senator Enzi from
Wyoming a concurrent resolution calling for basically an independent
performance audit of the World Bank. One of the concerns that I have
had, as I have tried to evaluate the issues surrounding the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund, is there seems to be a tremendous
amount of difference of opinion based on alleged factual information
about the effectiveness of the performance of either of the two
institutions.

And that is not unusual in the political world we live in up here. We
are debating ANWR over in the Senate today, or in the next little while,
the exploration for oil in Alaska, and the data we are getting on what that
is or is not going to do to the environment, or will or will not do in the
terms of the production of oil is about as far apart as one could
conceivably see it getting in terms of the information that we have upon
which to make these policy decisions.
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So I introduced the resolution to try to get some type of an
independent performance evaluation of the World Bank.

Dr. Meltzer, maybe I could start with you and just ask you if you
would comment on whether that is even possible. I mean, I know it is
possible, but my point is, under what parameters - well, I guess the
question is should we do it, and if so, under what parameters should it be
done? How do we - do we define performance so it can then be audited,
or do we let the auditors look at what is there and tell us what
performance is? Or how do we accomplish the objective of getting a
truly independent performance evaluation of the World Bank?

Dr. Meltzer. I share your view that an audit - the purpose of your
bill, and I commend you for offering that piece of legislation. I think that
is an important step forward.

As Dr. Lerrick pointed out in his testimony, we don't have very much
information about what the World Bank accomplishes. What we have
mostly is the observation that after having spent enormous amounts of
money, if we look at the countries, we don't find any major progress
either in the development of sanitary sewers or water in the villages or
inoculations of children. There are just an enormous number of things
where we have not systematic evidence, but we have very good casual
evidence that the growth rates are negative and not very much is
happening. So we know that nothing - that these programs are not
working.

It is true that it will be difficult to audit every one of the programs.
There will be some things where time will have to pass. It may take
longer, there are lots of reasons, but there are going to be a very large
subset where we should be able to get a measure of success or failure.
And we certainly can do better than just deciding that the program is
successful because when we gave the last amount of loan, the program
was onstream.

Let me give you just one example, and then I will stop. We didn't
learn this by visiting the country, we learned it at the World Bank. They
gave us examples of schools that were built, but there were no books and
no roads, so people didn't get to them. Now, when they made the last
payment, the building was going up, so they count that as a success. I
don't think any reasonable person would say that is what we mean by a
success in development. We would count as a success in development
that there are now 100 or 200 or 300 children who can now read,
compute, add, subtract. That is what we would like to find out.

Those things should not be hard to do. Just as we can do audits on
the performance of education here, which the Congress has now
approved, we can do audits on the performance of education in Africa or
in Latin America or in other places where the World Bank gives money.

One final example. When I visited people in Honduras, including a
very imposing man named Cardinal Rodriguez, he told me that they came
to Honduras, the World Bank came to Honduras. They were going to
develop the wood industry. They spent a couple of million dollars. Most
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of the money went to consultants. There is no wood industry. That is
what we want to get at. We ought to be able to find those things out.
Like all things in life, it won't be perfect.

Senator Crapo. It looks like everybody on the panel wants to
comment, so why don't we go right down the line.

Dr. Lerrick. Senator, I don't think it is that difficult. There are two
bases for evaluation. First, every single loan or project that the World
Bank group approves sets out its goals it said it was going to achieve.
That certainly is one benchmark that you want to measure against. Were
the goals achieved? Were they surpassed? Were they not achieved?

Second, if the goal says we are going to build five schools for $1
million in five different villages, just because they built the buildings on
time and under budget, if there are no children in the schools, even
though the Bank would qualify that as a success, I don't think any of us
would. So it is not that difficult.

Now, to come up with the estimate of the cost of this audit, I asked
two private sector firms that do this on a continuous basis, sometimes for
the multilateral agencies, sometimes for private industry. The comment
of one was quite interesting. His estimate of the cost was much lower
than the $5 to $7 million. He said the reason is that, based on our
experience, 30 to 40 percent of the projects we are going to find nothing,
nothing whatsoever, and that will be a very quick audit. Only on 60 to 70
percent are we going to have to actually look at anything, because on 30
to 40 percent, when we arrive, there will be no building, there will be no
road, there will be nothing there, and there will be no record of anything
ever being there. I increased his estimate of the cost just in case he does
find something.

But I think the way it can be structured is that you have contractors
- inspectors - not necessarily accountants, but other firms that specialize
in the applicable industry. NGOs could also perform audits that would
go out and report back, and then you would publish the results project by
project. You don't need to do every project. A representative third of the
projects is more than enough. That is only 125 projects for three years
of IDA lending. And then the auditors would report to the executive and
legislative branches of the G-7 governments, and the GAO and its
counterparts would review the methodologies, review how the audits
were done, and report to their legislatures.

Senator Crapo. Thank you.
Mr. Levinson. Very briefly. The world they describe bears no

resemblance to the world I knew as general counsel of the Inter-American
Development Bank. In education, nobody builds schools without
providing for teachers, without providing for teaching curricula. The
argument usually is over the teaching standards, the content of the
curriculum, whether or not there is sufficient teacher training, who is
going to finance the recurring costs, et cetera. So this idea that the World
Bank or the IDB or any of the development banks just go out and
authorize money for things that aren't built is ridiculous. It doesn't
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happen, or if it does, it is an extraordinarily exceptional case. Even when
I was at the IDB throughout the 1 980s and the early 1 990s, we were long
past the idea that you build water without discussing tariff rates, water
facilities without discussing tariff rates and agreeing on a tariff policy for
the government so it is self-renewing. You don't build schools without
determining how recurring costs are going to be financed, who is going
to finance teachers.

So this world they are describing isjust completely divorced from the
reality that I knew as general counsel-of the Inter-American Development
Bank, which may prove your point that it is Kafka-like in terms of seeing
the same reality. I didn't see that reality. I think it is ridiculous, frankly.

Dr. Lerrick. Mr. Crapo, may I interject? The example I gave of the
schools was not my example, it was the example of World Bank
President Wolfensohn in testimony when he described a project that they
would rate satisfactory, and where the long-term benefits would be
nonexistent because they built a series of schools where there were no
roads, no teachers and no books.

Dr. Meltzer. In fact, Mr. Wolfensohn, in testifying before the
Commission, said, you know, I don't know, when I came to the Bank, that
is what I asked: Why do we evaluate the project only at the level when
we give the money? Why don't we evaluate it after three to five years?
I have been trying for years to try to get that changed.

Senator Crapo. Dr. Bergsten.
Dr. Bergsten. I am totally with you in spirit about the audits and the

evaluations, but I think you have to make a critical distinction. One
would be simply an audit of whether a school has been built or vaccines
have been provided, and somebody could go and count buildings and I
suppose count vaccinations given at hospitals and see if that has
happened. So that should be done if it is not being done.

I thought you were calling for something more profound, and maybe
the Chairman was, too, which was an audit of the results of the program
in terms of whether it helped generate economic growth or improvement
in life expectancy or various standards. If that is what you meant, then
it is much, much more difficult for two reasons.

You have to ask what analysts call the counterfactual question: What
would have happened in the absence of that particular aid or private
investment or whatever program? And then you get into a realm of high
uncertainty as to what the results were.

To be specific, there is the question of additionality. Suppose the
World Bank waved a wand overnight and did everything that Mr. Lerrick
just proposed. Let's assume that happened in Brazil and the Brazilian
Government, instead of spending $10 billion that it would otherwise have
spent on education, now lets the foreign funding, the 90 percent, go into
place. The Brazilians take money that they would have otherwise spent
on education and put it into buying more jet fighters for their military.
So there is no net increase in the devotion of resources to education in the
country.
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This is the problem that has perplexed assistance programs from time
immemorial, and how you come to grips with that requires you, the
foreign lender, to then become more and more intrusive into the overall
programs. You try to do some of the things that Mr. Levinson just
indicated. You say, well, we are not just going to get water supply, we
are going to figure out what your tariff is. And that in turn gets into your
overall policy.

But then you can play off between sectors, so now you have to look
at the overall budget. But that can be offset by monetary policy. So now
you figure how to run the central bank. By that time you are running the
country. And we all agreed at the start you can't do that.

I am not saying one shouldn't try this, I am only saying it is very, very
difficult, because even if you did the Lerrick-Meltzer reforms overnight
and put it in place perfectly - I have a lot of sympathy for some of the
objectives of that - it would not get you to a very confident position in
terms of the net bottom line outcome that you want, that I want, and the
Chairman focused on, when he said economic growth has-been zero as a
result of development aid.

I am afraid that is not auditable in the sense we think of bringing one
of the auditing firms into the act. That is a job of analysis, it is
conjectural under the best of circumstances, and as one who made policy
and has worked on these problems for more decades than I care to admit,
it is a perpetual problem, and I am afraid there is no easy answer.

Dr. Lerrick. Senator Crapo, a quick comment.
Senator Crapo. I am going to have to leave quickly. You can have

the last word.
Dr. Lerrick. First of all, Mr. Bergsten is absolutely right to raise the

issue of what we call "fungibility." How are you sure that the money you
gave for health care was not used for fighter jets?

First, that problem is greatly reduced since what we are focusing on
here are the IDA countries, the very poorest countries that have very little
access to foreign capital and where it is much easier to ensure
additionality.

Aside from that, we are focusing on a much simpler analysis. We are
not looking at the question of whether life expectancy has increased.
That is certainly the long-term goal of aid. But what we are looking at is
a very simple thing. It is an absolutely necessary condition to increase
life expectancy that children be vaccinated. That in and of itself won't be
sufficient, but what we are just trying to ensure is that on the immediate
projects we are examining, we know there are immediate results.

What the long-term impact, which requires more analysis and
assumptions as to how the country will grow or not grow or what policies
it will follow, that requires a much more detailed analysis. But it is a
necessary condition of aid to know that when a program is financed, the
immediate results are achieved, and that is easily auditable for these types
of.
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Senator Crapo. Well, thank you. I am going to have to leave, and
I would like to get into this in much more detail. I am sure that we will
on other occasions. But I want to thank the Chairman for holding this
hearing.

Representative Saxton. Let me turn to a very basic question on a
very basic subject. Let's just assume for a minute that some or many of
the reforms that you have talked about this morning, in terms of the
subsidized interest rates and the necessity of planning, broad planning as
you put it, including a major part of the planning effort by the recipient
countries, that perhaps measurable programs be put into place and so on
and so on.

As Members of Congress, those of us who are here this morning have
always been concerned, particularly Mr. English and Senator Crapo, have
always been concerned, because we are responsible for appropriating
funds and ensuring that they are used effectively. However, if an agency
that we fund is not transparent, it hampers our ability to exercise any kind
of reasonable oversight. This has been a significant issue with respect to
the archaic and confusing organization of the IMF financial statements,
for example.

In fact, several years ago in questioning a member - actually it wasn't
before this Committee, it was before the banking Committee, but I was
invited to be a guest at the Banking Committee for this IMF hearing - one
of the members of the IMF executive board it turned out actually was the
U.S. Executive Director didn't understand the IMF's financial statements,
and I felt bad for that person that day because it had to be fairly
embarrassing.

In recent years now the IMF has made some improvements in
transparency, providing for a good deal of information about its financial
activities with borrowers on its official website. That is good. It has also
attempted to clarify aspects of its financial operations. For example, it
now publicly releases its operational budget. However, despite the
improvement, the IMF reporting of its financial operation is still not
transparent in many respects.

We feel we have pried their door open a little bit, but we have a long
way to go. For example, standard IMF loans are not classified as loans.
Further, the delay for transcripts of Executive Board meetings are not
made public for 20 years, and I have a hard time understanding that. The
operations of the SDR department are equally murky.

Would you agree that there is room for improvement in IMF financial
transparency, and shouldn't the minutes of the executive board meetings
be released before a period of two decades goes by?

Dr. Meltzer. Yes to both questions.
Let me just reinforce what you correctly pointed out. The transcripts

of the executive board contain information about what they think is
happening in the countries. That is valuable information to the markets.
There is no reason that I can think of why that information has to be
secret for 20 years.
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I believe firmly that we need to insist upon two things. One is that
they have a right to conduct their business by themselves in whatever way
they find convenient to reach conclusions. Organizations need a certain
amount of secrecy or lack of transparency in order to reach agreements.
It makes it much harder to reach agreements if we have to do everything
in the sunshine. But then the agreements should be there. We should
know what it is that they have decided to do and hold them accountable
for what they have agreed to do and see that it is enforced.

So I put great weight on the idea of allowing organizations, whether
it is the U.S. Congress or the administration or the IMF, to be able to
conduct their business in any way that they find useful so that they have
the opportunity to reach an agreement. -We should know what the
agreements are, and we should be able to monitor them and see whether
they accomplish what they set out to accomplish.

Dr. Lerrick. Mr. Chairman, I certainly agree with both of your
statements. I will just raise one example: Stanley Fischer, the former first
Deputy Managing Director of the IMF, said that he hoped that he would
be able to finish his term at the IMF without ever having to understand
how the SDR department works.

Certainly there is a great - I think a tremendous amount that needs to
be done to render the Fund's financial operations transparent and even
comprehensible to the outside world.

Representative Saxton. Well, you know, I think it was 1998,
somewhere about that time, the IMF required additional money. And we
appropriated $18 billion.

And I go back home and my constituents and the constituents of, I
assume, all 435 of us in the House and all hundred in the Senate go back
home and they say, how do they use that money? And when you stop and
realize that the United States taxpayers provide somewhere around 25
percent of the usable resource that the IMF has at its disposal, it seems
to me that we have a special responsibility to the people who provide
those dollars in the form of tax revenues to be able to identify the
programs that they are used for, and the effectiveness of these programs,
and to be able to tell the taxpayers that their moneys are being well spent
or maybe not well spent.

Certainly, as you correctly point out, the IMF has its own
responsibility to make decisions in a way that it sees fit, but we need to
see the results of those decisions and the deals that are put forward and
be able to measure their effectiveness. And without transparency,
without being able to see inside the organization to be able to evaluate
those programs, we cannot meet our responsibility, and that has always
bothered me.

Mr. Levinson.
Mr. Levinson. In one minute. What you say, I think, is

unexceptionable up to a point. The argument is that if you make
available the transcripts, after I think 20 years, you are absolutely right,
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is too long. That is foolish. But it inhibits candid discussion within the
board.

So a sufficient time - it is not unreasonable, I think, for a sufficient
time. Twenty years, I couldn't agree with you more, is far too long to
hold the deliberations secret.

But I think in fairness, one has to say that the IMF has made a lot
more information available. You get now the letters of intent of countries
on the website, not while they are in negotiation, but-

Representative Saxton. If you could permit me to say, I agree. In
fact, I said that here a few minutes ago, and I understand that.

Mr. Levinson. So all I am saying is that we shouldn't underestimate
how far they have come under pressure from you and under pressure from
the Congress. There is no doubt that the pressure from the Congress has
been a big factor in terms of moving them to greater disclosure.

The only question I have is the discussions in the board can turn
pretty candid and pretty contentious, and you don't want to inhibit that.
But 20 years is ridiculous.

Representative Saxton. Actually, some of the things that have been
done were a direct result of the reforms that we put in place with the $18
billion in 1998, and we are pleased that we have been partially
successful, but, as Congress sets some kind of an example for openness,
I hope that other institutions that do this important work will follow suit
as well. In fact, given the opportunity, we are going to insist on it once
again.

In the meantime, Dr. Meltzer has one final comment that he would
like to make.

Dr. Meltzer. I just wanted to give you two brief pieces of evidence
on the question of transparency: When the Commission was meeting, we
asked for and got permission to read some of the Article 4 consultations,
and I put one of the staff assigned to read the ones that were written
before the Congress had required some release, and then to read the ones
that were written after the Congress had required some release, and I
audited what she did. To neither her naked eye nor mine could you see
any difference in what people were saying or doing about the countries.
That is one.

Second, for most of its history, the Federal Reserve records were
private and not made available to anyone. They now are made available.
I am reading most of them, and I have read them before and after they
were permitted to be released. That is when people didn't believe they
were talking for public consumption and after they knew that they were
talking with a lag for public consumption. Again, I cannot detect any
major difference in what they say or how they behaved in the two
circumstances.

So I don't believe that people will be terribly hampered by the fact
that they are doing this. Information of all kinds leaks out anyway, and
we learn about these things formally or informally.
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Representative Saxton. I would like to thank each of you for being
here today to share your point of view with us. We appreciate it very
much. I think this is an extremely important set of subjects that we talk
about in this Committee at great length from time to time. However, it
is important to have these public discussions so that members of the
public and taxpayers and others can benefit from each of your
backgrounds and knowledge about these issues.

Thank you very much for being here with us. We look forward to
working with you in the future.
[Whereupon, at 11:50 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome the panel of witnesses before us today. The
members of the panel were all associated with the Meltzer Commission,
and I would like to thank you for your service, and assure you that the
commission's influence on international economic policy has been
positive and profound.

In recent years a number of issues have been identified related to
proposals for reform of the International Monetary Fund (IMF). The
evidence shows that the IMF was not financially transparent, it provided
below-market subsidized interest rates, and promoted moral hazard.

In addition, IMF mission creep was reflected in its drift into lending
for development and structural reform, often involving longer loan
maturities or rollovers of existing loans. Moreover, there was a lack of
IMF accounting controls and lending safeguards that could result in
misuse of taxpayer money. A number of other findings involved the
IMF's heavy reliance on the GIO for resources, and the lack of
meaningful financial support for the IMF by most of its members.

In the last few years, the IMF has made some limited progress in the
area of financial transparency. However, a former IMF research director
has also recently noted "the need to improve the financial structure of the
Fund in terms of transparency, efficiency and equity." The basic problem
here is that the IMF is saddled with an archaic accounting framework
rooted in an economic and institutional environment that no longer exists.
For example, the official IMF financial statements still present IMF loans
as "currency purchases," instead of loans. Furthermore, the workings of
the SDR department remain as murky as ever. In addition, the minutes of
Executive Board meetings are still classified for 20 years.

I would also like to note the President's Council of Economic
Advisers' (CEA) statements endorsing reform of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). According to the recent CEA report, IMF liquidity
loan "programs would appropriately involve short-term lending at penalty
interest rates, to encourage and facilitate the borrower's quick return to
private capital markets." This is very consistent with the findings of the
Meltzer Commission as well as the Congressional mandates for IMF
reform that are currently in law.

The Administration's support for substantial grant financing of some
World Bank activities is also very significant. This reform would offer
the best approach to improving living standards and reducing poverty in
the world's poorest nations. The traditional World Bank/IMU approach
of saddling poor countries with loans they often cannot repay has failed.
Moreover, the high failure rate of World Bank projects reflects a waste
of resources that could have been better used to alleviate poverty.
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Unfortunately, the defenders of the World Bank status quo are
resisting the Administration's grants proposal. Ever since the idea of
grants was first proposed, the World Bank's own evaluations of its
performance have shown sudden improvement. However, we all realize
that without truly independent review, performance can be
misrepresented. An independent review of World Bank performance is
urgently needed.

The Bush Administration has shown that it is serious about needed
reforms of the IMF and World Bank. The work of the Meltzer
Commission has been essential to this improvement in international
economic policy. The recommendations of the Commission have led to
U.S. government proposals to limit moral hazard, curb international
financial instability, and reduce the waste of resources to the benefit of
many millions of people around the world.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Chairman Saxton, for calling this hearing on reform of
the IME and World Bank. I'd also like to thank our witnesses for taking
the time to testify before us today. All four of you worked on the
Congressional Commission on International Financial Institutions,
making you uniquely well qualified to discuss this topic. Revisiting the
issue for today's hearing with you is especially valuable given the
international events that have occurred since your reports were published
in 2000.

The IMF and World Bank were created as a response to World War
II and the recognition that supporting global economic stability and
prosperity would be an effective means of ensuring global peace. Today
the economies of the world are even more interconnected. In the wake
of September I I' and our ongoing war on terrorism, we are reminded
that these institutions continue to serve a crucial role in our national, as
well as economic, security.

Unfortunately, the recent economic crisis in Argentina suggests that
the effectiveness of these organizations is sometimes insufficient.
Economists and policymakers continue to debate over whether that is due
to fundamental problems in the missions of these organizations,
misguided policies, or simply mismanagement of well-intended policies.

Today's hearing should shed some light on what the Argentine
experience teaches us about how well the IMF and World Bank are
serving their missions, and what can be done to make these institutions
stronger players in our efforts to support global economic and national
security.
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The International Monetary Fund Two Years After the IFIAC

(Meltzer) Commission

by Allan HI Meltzer

Mr. Chairman you, your colleagues and staff have played a major role in reforming and

improving the operations of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the development banks.

By insisting on greater transparency, increased accountability and improved performance, you

have rendered a great service to the American public and the people in the developing countries.

Your efforts have not only saved taxpayers money, they have raised standards of accountability

for performance. I am pleased to have been part of that effort, an effort that is continuing and

has the support of the Bush administration, Treasury Secretary O'Neill and his principal staff.

Today, we recognize the second anniversary of the commission report. My colleague

Adam Lerrick and I have divided the review of the past two years and prospects for the future

into two parts. I will discuss the IMF, and he will discuss the development banks, particularly

the World Bank.

What Was and Was Not Done

The Commission proposed four kinds of changes at the IMF. First, it proposed improved

transparency and information to permit outside observers to better understand what the IMF had

done, what it recommended and what resources it had available. Before this Committee took an

interest, even a trained accountant would have difficulty interpreting the IMFs financial

statements. The Commission developed a balance sheet that the IMF adopted. Its accounting

statements became less opaque. Reports of IMF surveillance of a majority of member countries,

so called Article IV consultations, are now routinely posted on the IMFs website along with a

lesser, but still substantial, number of staff reports. Improved quality and increased quantity of

information helps markets to operate more efficiently and reduces risk. However, the IMF has

not restructured accounting in the SDR department, and many countries have not improved the

quality of their data. The IMF should do much more to get countries to improve data quality and

to release it.
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Second, the Commission found considerable overlap between the programs of the Fund

and the development banks. It criticized the overlap and the large number of conditions that the

IMF negotiated with borrowers, particularly borrowers in crisis. The IMF reduced the number of

programs and the number of conditions attached to loans. It now limits conditions to matters

directly related to the country's problem.

The Meltzer Commission proposed that troubled crisis countries should not look to the

IMF to provide a reform program. Reform has a much better chance if the country adopts and

implements its own choices of policy reforms. Management of the economy should remain in

local hands. The IMF should confine its role to seeing that the promises are kept and that its

loans are used effectively, not squandered on wasteful expenditures, paid to creditors, or used to

support the exchange rate.

The IMF has now moved in this direction. A senior IMF official recently said.

"The main aim is to have a minimum amount of conditionality that enables countries to

meet these goals.

How can these goals be achieved? ... The IMF needs to be more flexible, not dictating

to a country what policies are needed. The country should be allowed to present a

program to the IM. There has to be broad participation in the discussion of policies in

the country. And the IMF needs to be selective, patiently waiting for the country to be

ready. Already, there are promising signs. The streamlining process is under way, and

collaboration with the Bank has been strengthened"

The IMF did not eliminate all duplication. The poverty reduction and growth fund,

PRGF, continues. IMF management is sensitive to criticisms about the effect of disinflations on

the poorest citizens of countries in adjustment. It does not want to give up poverty relief so that

it can temper its macro policies with policies to help the poor during-the transition or recession. I

believe it does not have enough confidence in the development banks to relinquish PRGF

programs to them, where they belong. Increased effectiveness of the development banks would

help to make the case for closing the IMFs PRGF program and restricting the IMF to its

principal functions: providing information, creating incentives that reduce the number,

frequency, depth and virulence of financial crises, assisting governments to resolve crises, and

preventing the spread of crises that occur.

IMF Conditionality: How Much is Enough? IMF Survey. 31 (January 14, 2002), p. 14.
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Third, the Commission urged the IMF to phase in over five years an incentive system that

induced countries to adopt prudent policies that reduced the risk of financial crises. We

proposed a small list of observable, prudent policies (pre-conditions) that, if adopted and

maintained, would obligate the IMF to assist the country when it faced a financial crisis.

The great advantage for the country of adopting pre-conditions is that, the WMFs

commitment to assist in a crisis, and its monitoring, increase lenders' confidence that the country

maintains prudent policies. Pre-conditions in place would act like a good conduct badge. The

country would get more capital from the market at lower cost This would foster development

and reduce debt burdens.

IMF senior officials accept this idea. They have proposed a contingent credit line (CCL)

to implement the proposal. Unfortunately, no country has agreed to join. I believe there are two

principal reasons. First the IMF bureaucracy will not offer automatic assistance to countries that

join. Second, until very recently, all countries received assistance, so there was not much reason

for lenders to favor countries with more prudent policies over countries that were riskier. The

market does not lend to the poorest countries, with little prospect of repaying loans. But, as

Argentina, Ecuador, Russia, and Indonesia have shown, the market has provided large loans to

risky borrowers. Now that the IMF has not bailed out creditors of Argentina and others, I expect

more discrimination by private lenders and more caution. Lenders who made amoral hazardc'

loans, expecting to be rescued by the IMF and the G-7, will improve their monitoring and

demand better policies by borrowing governments.

If this proves to be correct, borrowers' incentives for prudent policies will be

strengthened. More countries may willingly adopt more prudent policies and join an improved

CCL. A critical condition is that incentives work both ways. Countries with imprudent policies

should not get TH4F assistance in a crisis once a five-year phase-in is completed.

Fourth, the Commission urged the IMF to improve crisis management by making

different responses to prudent and imprudent lenders. The majority proposed that the IMF

restrict its aid to two kinds of countries: those with prudent policies and those countries

threatened by the policies and practices of imprudent neighbors and trading partners.

As Argentina moved toward crisis, the IMF approved a stand-by loan to Brazil, a country

currently with responsible monetary and fiscal policies, that seemed to be injured by Argentina's

decline. After mistakes in December 2000 and August 2001, the IMF stopped lending to

3
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Argentina. Instead of offering Argentina a large loan with many conditions based on empty

promises, the new IMF insisted on a coherent consistent plan developed, adopted and

implemented by the Argentine government It has refused to finance Argentina's budget deficit

or the bailout of international and domestic creditors. It has not provided additional billions to

support an overvalued exchange rate or to finance capital flight

If the IMP withstands the pressure to throw in more money, moral hazard will be

reduced. Lenders will expect to bear losses, if they make risky loans. Countries that want to

borrow to grow will have much greater incentive to adopt prudent policies, to rely more on

foreign direct investment and less on short-term borrowing. They will invite foreign banks into

their country and strengthen domestic financial institutions. The risk of crises will decline.

What Remains to be Done?

In the last decade, the global economy experienced severe crises in 1994-95, 1997-98,

and 2001. This alone tells us that the system was not working well. Tens of billions in

emergency loans attempted to stem the crises. In many of the crisis countries, the banking and

financial systems collapsed, the exchange rate went into free fall, unemployment rose as output

fell

Argentina, the latest crisis country, has one of the most severe crises. Unemployment

rates will reach 30% of the labor force or more. That is worse than the worst year of the Great

Depression in the United States. Mistaken policies have paralyzed economic transactions and

bankrupted financial institutions.

The main problem with bailouts is that they cover over today's problem but encourage a

larger problem somewhere else. Twenty years of bailouts and conditional lending have failed

The crises have become larger. The promises to meet conditions are kept infrequently.

This should not come as a surprise. The system of conditional bailouts and conditional

lending relied on command and control. Countries had good reason to promise reforms, but few

incentives to carry them through once recovery was underway. Lenders came to expect that the

IMP and the other international financial institutions would not just bail them out. They would

reward them with higher interest rates and fees for renegotiating and extending the maturity of

their debt

4
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We have started to replace command and control with incentives for lenders and

borrowers. If we continue on this path, with patience and conviction in the face of pressures, we

will achieve a better system. Lenders must have incentives to use the improved information that

the RAF now provides to study the risks they have taken or are about to take. Borrowers must

have heightened incentives to adopt and maintain prudent policies. Rapid support for countries

that meet pre-conditions provides the incentives.

Some critics of the new policies assert that markets have failed, that openness,

privatization and market incentives have been tried and have failed. This is a peculiar claim. It

ignores such successes as Chile, China, Korea, Mexico, Poland, Taiwan and many others. It fails

to mention that Argentina's problems are not novel. Their economy is barely open to trade.

Their markets continue to suffer from the rigidities adopted by Juan Peron's governments. There

can be little budget discipline until there is a financial responsibility law that restricts provincial

spending. Argentina's exchange rate was overvalued, its budget in deficit. The current

government has no plan as yet to restore economic activity without inflation.

Argentina journalists ask me repeatedly, what does Argentina have to do to get IMF

assistance. President Bush, Secretary O'Neill, Mr. Koehier, Managing Director of the IMF, and

many others have answered that question repeatedly. Argentina must come forward with a

consistent, coherent plan that restores growth without inflation, increases productivity, and

settles its defaulted debt

Policy toward Argentina is an abrupt change from past policies. Having embarked on a

new and better course, the IMF and the G-7 must not go back to the old ways.

We are in the early phase of a transition to a safer, sounder international financial system

based on proposals for reform that this Committee and our Commission brought to public

attention. Lenders now have reason to recognize the risks in lending to developing countries and

therefore to be more prudent. Borrowers now have reason to recognize that excessive borrowing

or imprudent behavior is costly to their country and, because they may be dismissed from office

suddenly, to them personally. Recognition of the true risks and costs on both sides will do much

more than so-called Basle standards to reduce moral hazard, promote more orderly development

lending, save the taxpayers money, and reduce the.frequency of crises and tragedies in

developing countries.
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With your support and the cntinued support of the new administrations at dte lIM and

the U.S. Treasury, we will achieve ta safer, sounder system.
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It is a privilege to address the Joint Economic Committee. First, Mr. Chairman, I would

like to thank you and Majority Leader Armey for the strong support you provided when

violent attack came from almost all sides.

Two years ago, Minority Leader Gephardt greeted the publication of the Meltzer

Commission report with the following appraisal: ".. an extreme neo-isolationist

attitude ... (that) will undermine development efforts in the world's poorest countries

... (and) the stability of the world financial system." Then-Secretary of the Treasury

Summers made a rare personal appearance on the pages of the Financial Times to claim

that one of its key proposals, a shift from loans to grants, would "require an unworkable

system for delivering assistance". World Bank President Wolfensohn deemed grants

"unrealistic". One year ago, my fellow witness Mr. Bergsten stated that the Joint

Economic Committee hearing on the first anniversary of the report's publication was

appropriate as a burial service because none of the Commission's recommendations had

been or would be adopted.

What a difference a year makes. Once branded "ivory tower" by some and "radical" by

many, the report was recently termed the "blueprint' for international reform efforts by

The Economist magazine. Today, we have a new Administration that supports

international reform and a new International Monetary Fund with a disciplined approach

to assistance. Many of the major recommendations of the Commission are on the way to

becoming global public policy.

My remarks will focus on developments at the World Bank, particularly those current

issues that would benefit from the intervention of the Congress. A critical look at the

Bank is doubly important as the Bank assumes the leadership role in the United Nations

campaign to double development aid flows to more than $100 billion each year.

When leaders from both the industrialized and developing world meet in Monterrey,

Mexico on March 18 at the United Nations Conference on Financing for Development,
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two topics that originated in the Meltzer report will be high on the agenda. First, a

change from loans to grants for the delivery of aid to the poorest countries. Second, a

move to rigorous measures to increase the effectiveness of development assistance.

President Bush launched these proposals at the Group of Seven meeting in Genoa last

summer and the Secretary of the Treasury continues to speak out forcefully in support of

the Administration's commitment to these policies.

Grants were proposed by the Commission to address the shortcomings endemic to the

tradition of open-handed lending by the multilateral institutions. The poorest countries

had accumulated debt they were clearly unable to repay. Funds had been diverted to

unproductive ends. Donor contributions ended in write-offs instead of real improvements

in the standard of living of the impoverished

This grant format is new because it is performance-based. Counter to the trend of lending

blanket sums for indeterminate government plans, grants will be project-linked and

executed under competitive bid by private sector contractors and non-governmental

organizations. For the easily quantified basic needs that improve the quality of life and

are the preconditions for economic growth--health, primary education, water and

sanitation--the grant system would count by independent audit and pay for output:

numbers of babies vaccinated, children that can read and water and sewer services

delivered to villages. No results: no funds expended. No funds diverted to off-shore

bank accounts, vanity projects or private jets.

Opposition to the use of grants has been orchestrated by the World Bank around the

faulty argument that grants will deplete its resources, together with its ability to help the

poor, unless they are partnered with an immense infusion of new funding-$800 million

more each year from the U.S. alone. It is worth taking the time to explode this false

argument.

It would seem logical that if money is given away, instead of being lent, the stockpile of

funds will eventually vanish. Not so. Grants will not cost more than loans. They deliver
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the same amount of aid without diminishing the funding pool and without asking for

more taxpayer monies from the industnalized world.

The funding requirement is the same when the level of aid is the same. The arithmetic is

straightforward.

The International Development Association (IDA), the arm of the Bank dedicated to 72

of the globe's neediest nations, extends 40-year loans at virtually zero interest The

interest free use of the money translates into a gift component equal to $73 out of every

$100 loan. Although, ultimately $100 will be repaid, the real cost to the recipient is $27.

This is identical to an outright grant that pays $73 out of $100 of program outlays with

the remaining $27 paid by the recipient In both cases, the cost to the country is $27.

Again, if the level of assistance is the same, grants cannot cost more than loans.

The grant format can produce the same reflows into the IDA pool of financial resources

as traditional loans at the same level of aid. For each $100 of donor funds, $73 would be

disbursed as grants and $27 invested in the capital markets. The proceeds of the

investment will match the $100 of loan reflows over the life of a traditional 40-year IDA

loan.

The effectiveness of World Bank performance has been another highly contested but not

unrelated debate. Although the Bank claims 75-80% success rates, when the Meltzer

Commission reviewed the Bank's own data, it found that more than half of World Bank

programs overall and more than two thirds ofprojects in the poorest countries failed to

achieve both satisfactory and sustainable results. Debate over the numbers is irrelevant

because the Bank's auditors are captive, because the judgments are made too early-at the

time of final loan disbursement but long before an operating history is established-and

because sustainability, the sine qua non of development, is given little consideration in

the evaluation.
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After the publication of the Meltzer Commission report in 1999, World Bank

sustainability ratings that had stagnated at 50% for years jumped to 72% in 2000. Was

there such swift improvement or was the bar simply lowered?

Thinking has continued long after the official life of the Meltzer Commission. After 50

years and $500 billion of aid, we have no evaluation of World Bank performance except

the one it chooses to promote. If the wrong people are applying the wrong criteria at the

wrong time, how credible are the conclusions?

Why not establish a bona fide external audit by private sector firms, on site, to determine

the lasting contribution of IDA projects after a credible operating history and to provide a

continuing benchmark for Bank efforts in the poorest countries.

The World Bank is now seeking $13 billion in IDA replenishment funding. The U.S.

share alone is $2.5-2.8 billion. $5-7 million dollars, or just /40% of this comrmitment,

would cover the cost of an audit Tbe condition of an extemal performance review of

IDA programs, together with provision for its financing, should be written into the

upcoming appropriation and into all funding going forward.'

1 Senator Crapo of Idaho and Senator Enzi of Wyoming focused on the issue of an external performance
audit of World Bank programs in the 10 6a Congress. See S. Con. Res. 136 in the 2d session
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In the year that has passed since this Committee met to discuss this subject matter, we
have descended from the realm of theory to the flesh and blood world of political economy in
which theory has real consequences. The event that illustrates this truism is Argentina.

Because the crisis was so long in developing, the financial markets have had time to
absorb the Argentine financial default without significant consequences for other borrowing
countnes. In other words, financial contagion has been contained We can then consider how to
think about the lessons of Argentina in other than crisis conditions for the international financial
system.

And yet Argentina remains in my opinion a watershed event It conclusively
demonstrates (i) the hollowness of the Meltzer Majority report of the Congressional Commission
on International Financial Institutions (the Commission) recommendations for reform of the
IMF; (ii) the limitations of the IMF/World bank neo-classical economic paradigm, what Joe
Stiglitz, the former Chief Economist of the World Bank, and a recent Nobel prizewinner in
economics, has referred to as market-flndamentalism, slightly modified in recent years as the
Washington Consensus Lite, that has governed development thinking for the past fifteen years;
(iii) and the excessively economic mind-set of both the Secretary and Under-Secretary of the
Treasury, Messrs Paul O'Neill and John Taylor.

The Treasury proposal for additional grant funding for the IDA, the World Bank soft
loan affiliate for dealing with the poorest of poor countries, while superficially appealing, as
presently formulated by the Treasury, is ill conceived, impractical and probably harmful to any
sustainable financing for development in the poorest countries. I would be glad to respond in
more detail to questions on this subject, but in this testimony I will concentrate on the Argentine
case as illustrative of the above three theses.

THE MELTZER MLAJORIWY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE DUF

The heart of the original Meltzer Majority proposal is to divest the IMF of discretionary
authority with respect to conditions that attach to member country access to [MF financing. Such
financing, after a suitable transition period, is made conditional on pre-qualification of countries:
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only countries with financial banking systems that have previously determined to be "sound" are

eligible to draw upon IMF funding; key to assessing the soundness of the system is the openness

to foreign investment, which, according to the Majority, is a guarantee against unsound crony

capitalism in which financial decisions as to the allocation of credit are made on the basis of

criteria other than arms length credit analysis. According to the Meltzer Majority, it was that

crony capitalism which was the principal cause of the East Asian financial crisis of 1997-8.

Fred Bergsten, who came late to the Commission's deliberations, imnmediately identified

the flaw in the proposal: a country with a sound banking system but unsound macro-economic

policies would automatically be eligible for IMF funding but without any conditions that

addressed the underlying policies that necessitated recourse to the IMF. In recognition of the

validity of the Bergsten critique, the final report of the Majority contained a few sentences

referring to the need for a sound macro-economic framework as an additional pre-condition for

IMF financing.

Argentina takes the issue out of the realm of theory and into the real world of policy-

making in imperfect circumstances. Argentina not only opened its banking system to foreign

capital; it permitted the complete sale of the previously Argentine owned banks to primarily

American and Spanish financial institutions. There are no banks of any stature any longer

majority owned by Argentine nationals.

Nor are there any local cronies of any consequence to whom the banks can lend.

Argentina has sold the previously state owned water, telecommunications and utilities to foreign

capital, primarily state owned Spanish and French companies, a process less privatization than

de-Argentization; the previously state owned petroleum company, YPFB, has been auctioned off

to a combination of domestic private and foreign capital; similarly, Argentina has divested to

private capital the previously state owned railroad system The signature industry of

Argentina-the meat- packing companies-have been sold to the major international groups in the

industry: today there is no Argentine national owned meat-packing company of any size or

importance. In light of this record, the statement by Secretary O'Neil that Argentina has not

carried out significant economic reforms is simply incredible.

Argentina, which for most of the decade of the 1990's, had been acclaimed as a star of

the international financial system, the country in Latin America, even more than Chile, which

had most enthusiastically embraced the neo-classical economic paradigm promoted by the

IMFlWorld bank and U.S. Treasury-privatization, openness to foreign direct investment,

reduction of the role of the state in the economy--finds itself in intense negotiations with the IMF

in the midst of a profound economic depression.

A country cannot be frozen in time. Conditions change. Policy may not adapt. A crisis

ensues, requiring the country to recur to the IMF for assistance, precisely the circumstances

envisioned for IMF intervention. The need for judgement as to the appropriate policies to address

the situation cannot be evaded. Argentina puts paid to the Meltzer Majority theory that recourse
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to the IMF can be automatic in accord with pre-established criteria, IMF judgements and
conditions no longer relevant The issue remains: what are the criteria for IMF assistance?

THE M AND ARGENMIA9 POLMUCAL ECONOMY VERSUS ECONObfIC
TECHOCRACY

Because the Meltzer Majority went off on the tangent of pre-qualification as a condition
for automatic access to IMF resources, the Commission lost a great opportunity to illuminate and
provide guidance for the Congress on this central issue of IMP operations: condtionality. For, if
there was one issue on which all members of the Commission concurred, it was that IMF
conditionality had become too intrusive and had expanded into areas in which the IMF staff had
little or no comparative advantage.

That view was not limited to the Commission. A Council on Foreign Relations Task
Force on which Commissioner Bergsten served came to the same conclusion. And the new
Managing Director of the IMF, Mr Horst Kohler, gave every indication that he recognized the
validity of this concern and wanted to return the IMF to a more traditional strategy of dealing
with macroeconomic policies which is its area of expertise.

At the same time, there were profound differences within the Commission over the
degree, if any, to which additional issues such as core worker rights, and, more generally, human
rights, as well as income inequality, should be an integral part of the policy framework which is
the necessary pre-condition for financial assistance from the Bretton Woods Institutions. The
degree to which this is feasible or desirable is, in my view, the central issue in any discussion of
the future of these institutions, and U.S. policy with respect to therm. Despite extensive, and I
would say illuminating in depth testimony on such issues as core worker rights and the
importance or lack thereof of income inequality, you wil find no discussion at all in the Majority
report of these issues.

Again, Argentina brings the discussion down from the level of the merely theoretical to
the often excruciatingly difficult decisions involved in policy-making in the real world of
political economy. The history of the currency board arrangement in Argentina in which the peso
was linked to the dollar in a one to one relationship has been too much commented upon to
require any extensive recapitulation here. Suffice it to note (i) the arrangement was not imposed
upon Argentina but decided upon by the government of Carlos Saul Menem and his Minister of
Economy, Domingo Cavallo in the early 1990s for the purpose of bringing a raging
hyperinflation to a halt; (ii) it largely achieved the objective and therefore initially had broad
support in Argentine society; (iii) it also divested policymakers of any discretionary decision
making authority with respect to the level of economic activity in the country which was
determined by the amount of dollars available to the government from export earnings and
international borrowing to back each peso in circulation; (iv) the currency board arrangement
therefore was market-fundamentalism carried to its logical conclusion: the level of economic
activity was vested in the financial markets, creating a powerful incentive for international
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borrowing; (vi) with the peso linked to the dollar in such a direct way, a strong dollar constituted

a disincentive for Argentine exports which became uncompetitive, especially after the Brazilian

devaluation of the real, the major trading partner for Argentina; (vii) the result was that the debt

to export ratio became increasingly unsustainable and the international financial markets closed

to Argentina.

Whatever the original purpose served of the convertibility plan, as it is known in

Argentina, and in Argentina it did initially have a purpose, once in, there is no good way out. Not

the Argentines, nor the IMF, nor anyone else for that matter, had an exit strategy. Indeed, the

discussions in late 2001 between Minister Cavallo, who had been recalled as Economy Minister

by President Fernando De la Rua, the successor government to Menem, and the IMF assumed a

surrealistic character: the IMF staff realized that the convertibility plan was no longer feasible,

but Cavallo, the author of the plan, denied that there was any problem with the arrangement, only

market ignorance which could be overcome by IMF financing, which was not forthcoming.

Determined to maintain the convertibility plan at any cost, the De la Rua government

proposed still further austerity measures in face of a four year recession/depression and 22

percent unemployment Argentine society rose up in revolt and drove the De la Rua Government

from office. Most comment in the U.S. has focused on the convertibility plan as the main culprit

in the Argentine drama. The Wasbingl~n Po for example, held that the Argentine government

stuck with the convertibility plan too long but that there was nothing inherently wrong with the
market liberalization strategy.

I disagree. The market liberalization strategy which Argentine followed since the early

1990's, strongly supported by the IMFIWorld Bank and U.S. Treasury was fatally flawed in two

other respects: the basic theory of the IMF/World bank neoclassical economic strategy is that as

the public sector is diminished in economic importance, a dynamic, export oriented industrial

sector provides the motor for growth and employment but this did not happen in Argentina.
Without a strong productive public sector to complement it, the private sector could not perform

the role envisioned for it Even in the years of relatively high economic growth in the mid-90s,

unemployment never fell below 13-14 percent Rather, throughout the decade of the 90's, the

public sector was denigrated by both the Argentine governing authorities and the Bretton Woods

institutions.

Since, under the convertibility plan, relative international prices could not be adjusted

through the exchange rate, pressure mounted on the part of the IMF/World Bank for a more direct

attack upon the cost structure of Argentine industry, particularly labor costs. The Menem

government embraced the strategy. Strongly supported, indeed egged on by the Bretton Woods

institutions, the Menem government tried to shift the balance of power between labor and capital
in collective bargaining arrangements decisively in favor of capital.

The social gains for Argentine workers of the past fifty years were at risk. The basic

compact in Argentine society through which the formerly despised working class, the
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descamisados, the shirtless ones, were integrated into Argentine society, in the age of
globalization, was now declared too expensive. The unions reacted with fury, leading to general
strikes of varying degrees of effectiveness and an increasingly embittered and disaffected working
class.

Not strong enough by themselves to bring down the government, in December 2002 they
were joined by an important part of an increasingly impoverished middle class, seeing no way out
except more austerity, unemployment and loss of status. In both that middle and working class the
economic model of the past decade was perceived to have disproportionately benefitted a small
elite linked to international capital and business, widening income inequalities in a country which
had not previously been notable for the exaggerated income disparities that permeate other
societies in Latin America.

It is not too much to say then, that what is at stake in Argentina today are not merely
economic policy choices, important as they are, but confidence that such choices can be made
within the framework of representative political institutions. That is the situation which the
government of Eduardo Duhalde faced when it came to power after the December 2001 political
upheaval that dislodged from power both the De la Rua government and its immediate successor.

The best way, in my opinion, to understand the Duhalde government is to see it as the
contemporary counterpart of FDR in 1933. FDR campaigned in 1932 on a platform of a balanced
budget, but changed direction when convinced that such a policy followed by his predecessor,
Herbert Hoover, would only deepen the depression and unemployment; he embraced the
Keynesian prescription of using government spending to prime the pump and restart economic
growth. This policy reversal was only one of a series of often bewildering stops and starts in
economic policy-making as the Roosevelt Administration by trial and error experiments,
determined what would work and what would not, what the political system could bear and what
were the limits of social tolerance.

It had the great advantage, however, of not having an IMF and O'Neil Treasury looking
over its shoulder. If asked to produce a coherent policy from its inception, it would have dismally
failed; all of the creative energy which gave us the New Deal would have been strangled at birh.
Indeed, it would have been told that social security was unacceptable and only private investment
accounts could gain IM/FWorld Bank approval. The Wagner Act would probably have been
rejected as an undesirable intervention in the labor market where the preferred objective of litir
market policy should be not to diminish the disparity of bargaining power between individual
workers and firms, but to maximize that disparity in favor of capital.

Duhalde faced with a similar crisis of confidence in the governance system itself has
responded, like Roosevelt, with a trial and error approach. Confronted with the immediate issue .ot
how to exit from the convertibility plan, the Dhualde government initially proposed a dual
exchange rate plan, but then withdrew from it when faced with international and domestic
criticism of its feasibility.
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The Duhalde government has tried to allocate the burden of adjustment in Argentine
society more equitably, placing the highest costs upon the foreign owned banks and utilities, who
bought them on highly favorable terms: captive, monopoly market; repatriation of profits without
limits; fixing tariffs in dollars, with an index linked to the U.S. inflation rate and virtually non-
existent state regulation or controls. Consequently, the majority of concession holders in recent
years obtained high profits, in comparison with other Argentine companies and similar industries
in other parts of the world. Duhalde is obviously gambling that the French and Spanish investors
have too much at stake not only in Argentina, but also more generally in Latin America to walk
away from their Argentine investments.

In political terms, although not popularly elected but selected by the Congress in
accordance with the law and constitution, he has crafted a broad based government; supported by
former President Raul Alfonsin, who was the first elected post-military President, and represents
the more nationalist small and medium industry and public sector employees, he has recruited an
important part of the Radical Civic Union Party to complement his own Justicialista (Peronista)
party; additionally, he has incorporated members of the Frepaso center-left coalition that tried to
offer an alternative to the two great traditional powers, the Radicals and Peronistas.

Duhalde, if not enthusiastically supported by the majority of the unions affiliated with the
CGT, the Argentine confederation of Labor, can count on their tolerance because they know that
the alternative of deeper market reforms will devastate them still further than has already
occurred; similarly, the small and medium entrepreneurs know, like the unions, that the
Duhalde/Alfonsin combination is their only salvation.

And Duhalde has departed from the top down Argentine style of governing: in a weekly
radio address, in which he also answers call-in questions, he has not minimized the hard choices
for Argentina. Not quite the fire-side chats of FDR, in Argentine terms they are a major
innovation in participatory democracy.

The respected senior Justicialista politician, Antonio Cafiero, observed that the Duhalde
administration was not only burying the convertibility plan, but the economic model of the past
decade. That statement set off alarm bells in Washington and the Duhalde team has backed off
from Cafiero's defiant observation, but it represents an accurate expression of the anger at and
desire for an alternative to the neo-classical economic model attempted to be implemented in the
past decade

The Dubalde government has finally forged an agreement with the provinces on revenue
sharing and provincial expenditures, but has not yet obtained Congressional approval of a budget.
We can expect hard bargaining in the Congress and probably considerable back and forth in
economic policy making direction. What Duhalde is trying to do is create an economic policy
which responds to the demand of a broad swath of Argentine society for a policy that more
explicitly takes into account the income distribution effect of policy, minimizes rather than
exaggerates income disparities, and preserves as much as possible of the social gains of working
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class Argentina so as to avoid creating a permanently disaffected urban working class.

Utiderstood in these terms what he seeks to accomplish is not dissimilar to the task that
confronted FDR to assure Argentine society that within the framework of representative political
democracy and a market economy there is room for a policy alternative that explicitly seeks a
more just society and not just economic efficiency at the sacrifice of equity.

What then has been the response of the IMF and the U.S. Treasury? They demand of the
Duhalde government that it adopt Herbert Hoover economics: in the midst of a devastating
economic depression with unemployment approaching 25 percent, they seek budget cuts, labor
market flexibility reforms to weaken still further urban trade union bargaining power, and a
"coherent" economic plan which apparently means assurances that it will not depart substantially
from the prior neoclassical economic model followed by the predecessor Menem and De la Rua
governments.

They are impatient with the messy and time consuming give and take of negotiation
between the center and the provinces over revenue distribution and expenditures, that is to say
with representative democracy in a context of agonizing choices. They are indifferent to the
income distribution effect of the policies they advocate. There is no indication that they
understand that the collective bargaining regime in a country grows out of the history of labor
relations, often beset, as in Argentina, by past sharp class conflict.

The Deputy Managing Director of the IMg, Anne 0. Krueger, in the midst of an
economic depression, unemployment in the 25 percent range and unused spare capacity in the
industrial sector, warns of hyperinflation. Surely, if the Duhalde government were to monetize the
deficit without adding to capacity, as demand increases there would be a risk of inflation further
down the line in perhaps a year. But hyperinflbtion in the midst of economic depression, massive
unemployment and a consumer goods industrial plant with substantial underutilized capacity?

In a country with a history of inflation like that of Argentina, the caution of the Duhalde
government is understandable, but I confess to being baffled as to why the Argentines have not
requested and obtained a Si billion credit from the IDB for small and medium enterprises. Unlike
Salvador Allende in Chile in 197213 and Alan Garcia in Peru in the 1980's, the Duhalde
government has the confidence of that sector; he can demand of them that as profits increase with
employment and demand restored, they invest in additional capacity rather than send the money
out of the country as occurred in similar circumstances with Allende and Garcia But what I think
is less important than that the Duhalde government formulate a policy in which they-and
Argentine society-can have confidence and which reflects the Argentine social and political
reality.

For years, the IMF staff from the top on down has been trying to convince critics that it
does not have a cookie-cutter approach in which one size fits all. Yet, we are now told that it is
bringing in a new lead negotiator for the Argentine negotiations from the Asia region, an
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individual-and team-- with no background in the region, unable to speak the language, ignorant of
the history, culture, and all of the complex bargains, formal and informal, that make up a
country's social compact

Apparently the IMF feels the need to be tough because of past failures of Argentine
governments to fulfill commitments, but those failures are also a reflection of an unreality among
the IMF staff as to what the political and social traffic would bear in Argentina. They were so
infatuated with the Menem government commitment to the neo-classical model they were
promoting they lost sight of the fact that the Menem government had lost its political and social
base, a situation replicated with the De la Rua government

Increasingly, the IMF is coming to resemble the mad-hatter's tea party in Lewis Carroll's
Alice in Wonderland: night is day, day is night, white is black, black is white, knowledge is vice,
ignorance is virtue.

Nor is this excessively technocratic mind-set mitigated at the political level by a U.S.
Treasury leadership that understands that we do not start from ground zero, that there is a history
here, an often tragic one at that, and that decision-making in political economy is different from
pristine economic theory in controlled laboratory conditions. Instead of a largeness of vision to
complement the so far impressive social and political sophistication of the Duhalde government,
both the Treasury and the IMF top leadership evidence a small bore mind-set unworthy of the
stakes that are at issue in Argentina.

President Ricardo Lagos of Chile contends, it is possible "to fight the region's gravest
problem-gross income disparities between the wealthy and vast under classes-without violence
and within the confines of the free markets and parliamentary democracies established over the
past two decades."

I know that the Lagos formulation of the issue is not generally accepted here in
Washington, or in important parts of American academic thinking where income inequality and
equity issues are dismissed as irrelevant We saw that view exhibited in the deliberations of the
Commission: Professor Charles Calomiris, a Republican appointee, expressed the majority
sentiment: "What I care about is poverty...and I don't care very much about inequality. I don't
think it's part of our objective as a Commission to be talking much about inequality." (Calomiris,
Transcript, January 4, 2000, p. 78). Or, with respect to core worker rights: " There simply is no
basis aside from gross violations of human rights fora country to be told that they cannot
participate as a trading partner with the rest of the world ..denial of freedom of association and
collective bargaining are not such gross violations: they don't come close." (Calomiris, Transcript
, December 14, 1999, p. 135). Of course in a capitalist economy, collective bargaining is a critical
element in determining the distribution of income in society.

The issue is not confined to Argentina. The research department of the MDB, the oldest
and largest regional development bank, in a report last year notes that based upon extensive public
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opinion polling, despite economic growth, albeit modest in the past decade, 86 percent of the
people in the region believe the distribution of income is unjust. The report notes that " income
inequality has swept away many of the benefits of recent economic growth for large sectors of
society. A prime example of this phenomenom is Mexico. Between 1996 and 1998, GDP per
capita increased by 9.7 percent in real terms, which is a spectacular gain.. However, poverty
barely declined. The huge increase in median income was due entirely to income gains among the
richest 30 percent-particularly the richest 10 percent-of the population. " It further notes that,
[n]o country in Latin America for which data on income distribution are available can boast a
decline in inequality".

Last week, I participated in a workshop on Argentina in Bonn, Germany. At breakfast, a
Brazilian participant told me how impressed he was with the comments of a senior former high
official of the Argentine government That individual stated that Argentine had become an
"indecent" country in which poverty was now endemic and the gap between the rich and poor had
become a chasm. My Brazilian friend observed that the Argentine commentator really seemed to
care about such things. In Brazil, he said, poverty has been endemic and income distribution has
been among the worst in the world for centuries and no one in the Brazilian elites really cares.

Perhaps these are random unrepresentative comments, but in my opinion they reflect an
increasing disconnect between a Washington and American academic elite indifferent to equity
and income distribution issues and a social and political reality in much of Latin America in
which these issues are increasingly coming to the fore as central political questions.

So, for me, when we talk about reform of the IMF and the World Bank, organizational
gimmicks and questions of process take a decidedly secondary importance to rethinking the
economic paradigm they are inflicting upon their borrowing member countries.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: MAY 2002
Friday, June 7, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in Room 1334,
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton and Hill; Senator Reed.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Bob Keleher, Darryl Evans, Brian

Higginbotham, Daphne Clones-Federing, and Matt Salomon.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. It is a pleasure to welcome
Acting Commissioner Orr before the Joint Economic Committee (JEC)
once again.

The employment report released today indicates that the job market
is slow. Payroll employment increased by only 41,000 in May, while
manufacturing employment declined. The diffusion index - an important
measure of the proportion of industries with expanding employment -
increased in May to 50.6 percent, while the unemployment rate slipped
two-tenths of a point to 5.8 percent.

The payroll employment figures released today reflect the timing and
unevenness of the economic recovery now underway. Although the
economic recovery appears to have begun in the fourth quarter of last
year, many employers have held off on new hiring until the sustainability
of the recovery becomes clearer. As a result, the output of goods and
services is rising, but at a much faster pace than employment.
Consequently, labor productivity in the first quarter surged.

The weakness of current and expected business profits makes
employers reluctant to incur higher costs, including labor costs related to
the expansion of employment. In addition, certain sectors such as the
telecommunications industry are still in financial distress and continue
to lay off workers. So long as the profit outlook is unfavorable, firms
will be hesitant to expand investment or employment. Thus, until the
weakness in business profits and investment ends, the sustainability of
economic recovery and employment growth will be in doubt.

The fragility of the expansion is reinforced by concerns about
international tensions, terrorism and corporate accounting practices. As
a result, the level of risk and uncertainty is significant, and this imposes
additional costs on the economy and also is reflected in the weak stock
market.

However, despite these problems, the remarkable resilience of the
American people and the economy continues to be evident. As Chairman
Greenspan testified before us several weeks ago, it appears likely that
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business profits and investment will recover in due course, consolidating
and extending the U.S. economic expansion. The Federal Reserve's
actions to reduce interest rates, and Congressional actions to reduce the
tax burden, have improved the prospect for a sustained economic
recovery.

At this point, I would like to recognize the Vice Chairman, Senator
Reed.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 10.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you for convening the hearing and thanks to Acting

Commissioner Orr and her colleagues for joining us this mcrning.
Today's employment report suggests that we are by no means out of

the woods. Even as the economy has begun to recover, unemployment
has been little changed, leading to the continued worry of a jobless
recovery. Today, there are 8.4 million unemployed Americans, and 1.5
million additional workers who want ajob but are not counted among the
unemployed.

It is job growth which will be the critical factor in determining
whether or not the recession is indeed over. So far this year, job growth
has been weak and not indicative of a robust recovery.

The May unemployment figures reflect the annual Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS) benchmark revisions in the payroll data which track job
growth. The slight downward revisions confirm that businesses remain
uncertain about the recovery and reluctant to hire new workers.

Particularly troubling is the fact that the ranks of the long-term
unemployed continued to swell as 1.6 million people have been looking
for work for six months or more, an increase of one million people over
the past year.

Today's employment report shows that our labor markets remain soft,
and recovery is still fragile.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the testimony of Acting
Commissioner Orr on the state of our labor markets. Thank you very
much.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 11.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mt. Reed.
Before we hear the Commissioner's statement, I would like to take a

moment to welcome Baron Hill to the Committee. We look forward to
working with Congressman Hill.

Just as a sidelight, Mr. Hill and I serve on the Armed Services
Committee together, and there particularly on the Armed Services
Oversight Committee on Terrorism. And just yesterday, Mr. Hill and I
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cooperated to send a letter to the President relative to the subject of
terrorism where we got 51 Members of Congress to sign on with us.

So we look forward to doing many good things here, Mr. Hill; and we
welcome you. Would you care to make some kind of opening statement?

Representative Hill. Let me just say that it is an honor for me to be
on this Committee with you, Mr. Chairman, and Senator. I have enjoyed
working with you, Mr. Chairman, on the antiterrorism Committee. I have
enjoyed the list of people that you have asked to come to the Committee,
and I am especially looking forward to serving with you on this
Committee. Thank you very much.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, if I could, too, add my words of
welcome to Congressman Hill. We look forward to working with you.
You bring a great deal of expertise and experience to this Committee.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, welcome. The floor is
yours.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LoIs ORR, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS;

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Orr. Thank you. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and Members
of the Committee.

I appreciate this opportunity, as I have during the past several
months, to comment on the employment and unemployment data that we
released this morning; and, of course, those are the data for May.

Both the unemployment rate at 5.8 percent and nonfarm payroll
employment at 130.7 million were little changed in May. In 2001, the
unemployment rate trended up, particularly following the terrorist attacks
in September. Thus far this year, however, the trend has been far less
clear.

Over the month, the jobless rate for blacks fell a full percentage rate
to 10.2 percent, and the rate for Hispanics declined by nearly a
percentage point to 7 percent.

Even though the unemployment level was about unchanged, the
number of long-term unemployed - that is, those jobless 27 weeks and
longer , as you have noted - continued to rise over the month. The
increase over the month was 142,000. At 1.6 million, the number of
long-term unemployed comprised about 20 percent of total
unemployment in May, nearly twice its proportion of a year earlier.

Turning to the data from our establishment survey, nonfarm
employment was little changed in May, up 41,000. Manufacturing
employment declined by a monthly average of 112,000 during the year
that ended this past January. Since then, however, losses have slowed;
and for April and May the average decline was 21,000.
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In May, job losses continued in computer equipment, electronic
equipment, instruments, textiles, apparel, paper products, and printing
and publishing. The factory workweek was unchanged at 40.9 hours, and
factory overtime edged up by a tenth of an hour to 4.3 hours.

Following a largejob loss in April, construction employment was flat
over the month. Since March,2001, the number of construction jobs has
declined by 3.6 percent, substantially less than the declines posted in
recent labor market downturns. For example, the 1990/1991 downturn
had job losses that were more than twice that of 3.6 percent.

Within the service-producing sector, employment in services rose by
68,000 in May; and that was the third consecutive monthly job gain,
following a year with no net job growth in the service-producing sector.
Help supply employment rose by 25,000 in May and has risen by 126,000
over the past three months. It had declined by approximately 800,000
during the prior year and a half.

Engineering and management services also showed employment
strength in May, adding 23,000 jobs. Health services employment rose
by 16,000 over the month, about the same as in April, but at a far slower
pace or off the trend from the prior year, that is, 2001.

For the 12-month period ending in March, job growth had averaged
26,000 per month. Employment in hotels and lodging places posted a
large decline in May, the second consecutive month of job losses.

Retail trade employment was little changed in May, despite a loss of
33,000 jobs in eating and drinking places. Offsetting some of that
decline, several retail industries posted small job gains.

Employment in each of the other major private sector industries -
wholesale trade, transportation and public utilities and finance, insurance
and real estate - was unchanged in May.

Within government, employmentrose by 31,000 in local government,
mostly in education, and at the same time declined by 12,000 in the
noneducation component of state government.

Average hourly earnings for production or nonsupervisory workers
in the nonfarm private sector rose by three cents in May to $14.70. Wage
gains have been somewhat smaller so far this year than during 2001.
Over the year, average hourly earnings were up 3.2 percent.

I would like now to comment about our annual benchmark revision
and other kinds of adjustments we have made to our payroll
establishment data. In your copy of my testimony, there are a couple of
pages devoted to the benchmark and related revisions. I thought that I
would just read a couple of them, and then if you have further questions
in the question and answer period feel free to ask.

In accordance with our standard practice, the payroll survey figures
this month incorporate regularly scheduled annual benchmark revisions.
And the benchmarking process involves revising our sample-based
estimates with information from a full universe count of employment, and
that full universe count of employment is derived from the unemployment
insurance tax records. In this year, of course, it is for March 2001.
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The March 2001 benchmark revision was a downward adjustment of
123,000. Subsequent months also revised downward, to incorporate a
number of other adjustments, including more recent data we had from
unemployment insurance tax records, introduction of a probability
sample for several of the major industries within our establishment
survey, new seasonal adjustment factors, some reweighting and resizing
of the sample, so that by April of 2002, the last month of the revision
period, the unemployment level that we are reporting today was
approximately 500,000 or four-tenths of one percent lower than the
previously published unadjusted level. That is the data that we issued
last month.

In summary, payroll employment remained essentially flat for the
third month in a row; and the unemployment rate at 5.8 percent in May
was little changed over the month.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
We will answer your questions. Maybe next time we won't use the word
"glad" there.
[The prepared statement of Acting Commissioner Orr appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 12.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Commissioner.
I just have two short questions.
In my opening statement, I mentioned the diffusion index. Would

you explain the diffusion index and its importance as you see it in terms
of measuring economic growth?

Ms. Orr. The diffusion index attempts to measure the dispersion
among industries of the change in employment. The diffusion index did
increase modestly from April to May. So this means that we had
approximately the same number of industries that had increases in
employment as had decreases. The manufacturing diffusion index,
however, has yet to get up to 50.

Phil, do you want to comment on that at all? Is that a good answer?
Mr. Rones. Yes.
Representative Saxton. The diffusion index was, according to your

numbers, at 50.6 percent.
Ms. Orr. That is correct.
Representative Saxton. That means that 50.6 percent of the

businesses are - of the industries - are expanding; is that correct?
Ms. Orr. Expanding or unchanged. An index value of 75 percent,

for example, would indicate that growing industries predominated by a
much larger margin than an index of say, 55 percent.

Representative Saxton. And the current level is the highest in over
a year; is that correct?

Mr. Rones. Let me just clarify. The diffusion index looks at 353
private-sector industries that either grew or declined, and it includes half
of industries that had no change. So what this means is, once you are at
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50 percent, that means about equal numbers grew or declined or that all
industries remained unchanged.

Representative Saxton. And in a robust economic expansion, what
would we expect the diffusion index to look like?

Mr. Rones. As an example, if we go back to 1996, 1997, and early
1998, it is consistently around 60 percent. So you still have industries
declining in almost any period, because we are talking about hundreds of
very detailed industries in these calculations. But if you are up at 60, 65
percent, you have a very strong economy.

Representative Saxton. This is the highest rate that the diffusion
index has seen in over a year; is that correct?

Mr. Rones. Yes, that is correct. You have to go back to the end of
2000 to have a higher rate.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Question number two. It appears to me that payroll employment

figures that you report are consistent with the idea that employers are
hesitant to hire workers. Is it fair to say that employers appear to be
waiting for the economy to solidify prior to hiring significant numbers of
people?

Ms. Orr. Well, I would offer some evidence in terms of employers
having some demand for workers and, you know, beginning again to meet
those demands through the help supply industry. That is the temporary
help industry.

After more than a year of declines in the employment of the help
supply industry, actually going from a high employment level of
approximately three million and over a period between a couple of years
ago and the start of this year losing 800,000 workers from this industry,
we now see employers for the third consecutive month adding workers.
126,000 persons have been added to employment in help supply.

I would suggest that that gives us an indication that certainly there is
some demand there.

Representative Saxton. So there is a demand, but employers are
hesitant to hire permanent workers. They would rather hire temporary
workers because of the uncertainty of the future?

Ms. Orr. There are a lot of folks that would argue that way.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Senator Reed.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman; and thank you,

Acting Commissioner Orr.
In your release you characterize the drop in the unemployment rate

from six percent to 5.8 as little changed. Can I assume that means
statistically insignificant?

Ms. Orr. Right. It did not meet our statistical significance test.
Phil, would you like to comment on that?
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Mr. Rones. At the current level of unemployment or the current rate
of unemployment, we need a change of 2.3 percentage points. This
doesn't meet it. It was about 1.7.

Senator Reed. Thank you.
Ms. Orr. In the rounding the change looks larger than it was.
Senator Reed. Thank you, Commissioner.
When we were discussing extended benefits legislation, which has

been passed, there was some concern that it would encourage people to
stay on unemployment longer. I have noticed that the number of people
unemployed for five to 14 weeks has increased, which is not the extended
period. But, in general, have you seen any effect of extended benefits on
the long-term unemployment rate?

Ms. Orr. I am going to ask Phil to comment on that.
That is not the business we are in. We don't have good measures that

link the Current Population Survey (CPS) and extended benefits.
Mr. Rones. We have no way of disentangling specific effects on our

unemployment data. In our survey, we don't even ask people whether
they are receiving unemployment insurance benefits on a monthly basis.
So we can't link those things up.

It is definitely the case, though, that the long-term unemployed tend
to continue to grow, often for an extended period of time, even after the
economy levels off or starts improving.

Senator Reed. Thank you.
We have all suggested a concern about a recovery that is without

jobs, the jobless recovery, classically. Can you give us any insight as to
why it appears that employment hours has not grown significantly even
though output has increased rather dramatically? Is the recovery favoring
industries that are less labor intensive, or does the relevant strength of
defense production help to account for the current strength in
productivity?

Again, any insights why it seems that unemployment is lagging,
hours are lagging, yet GDP is growing robustly?

Ms. Orr. Well, first, I would say that, to date this year, 2002, we
have seen some increase in the hours. You know, we saw little between
April and May. But if you look at from the beginning of this year to
present, there has been an increase in overtime hours and manufacturing
as well as overall hours.

Senator Reed. You mentioned that there was a rather modest
increase.

Ms. Orr. During the five months to date this year. I think that many
of us are still trying to understand the substantial increase in productivity.

You know, part of the reason for the substantial reported increase in
productivity for the first quarter of this year reflected a decline in the
total hours and, you know, substantial increase in output.

If I might call upon one of my colleagues, who is our specialist in
productivity, and ask if you would like to comment at all, Marilyn.
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Ms. Manser. I don't have anything much to add to that.
Of course, these quarterly data are volatile. They certainly show

strong productivity growth. Some of that clearly has come from hours
declines, but the bulk of it does seem to be coming, certainly in the last
quarter, with very strong output growth.

Senator Reed. Thank you. One reason that this is of concern is that
even if output is substantial, if hours and wages don't increase, then
revenues don't increase either. We are in a dilemma right now where we
have seen significant shortfalls in revenues, which we are under great
pressures to deal with here. So it is an issue of concern on many different
levels.

Just a final question, if I may-
Ms. Orr. You - when you say revenues, you mean tax revenues?
Senator Reed. Tax revenues. Yes. I know that the BLS publishes

alternate measures which try and incorporate the discouraged workers
and others that have left the labor force, the U4, U5 and U6 numbers.
Can you give us any sort of feeling for the composition of this group of
people in your U4, U5 and U6 measures, demographically or any other
way?

Ms. Orr. Yes, we have some information. I would like to ask Mr.
Rones if he would respond.

Mr. Rones. We need to look at each of the categories in those
measures separately.

Just for everyone's information, what we are talking about is starting
with a base of unemployment and then adding other groups to that to
come up with other measures; and particularly we talk about people who
are part time for economic reasons, that is, they prefer a full-time job.
People who are marginally attached to the labor force, they want a job,
and have looked in the past year, but for various reasons are not looking
now.

Then tha. very small group that you referred to, which is discouraged
workers, which tends to run only three or 400,000 people.

The unemployed are, clearly, disproportionately young. We know
that. We know that the unemployment rates for adults are often 3 percent
or so, whereas the unemployment rates for teenagers can be in the teens,
just as an example.

In the group of 16- to 24-year-olds, 16 percent of the labor force are
in that group, but 29 percent of the part-time for economic reasons, 32
percent of the unemployed, almost 40 percent of the marginally attached.
So all of these groups tend to be disproportionately young. And there is
- nothing particularly interesting when you look at the gender
differences.

But also you get what you would expect in the race categories. That
is, that blacks in particular are disproportionately unemployed. They are
also disproportionately in the part-time for economic, although the spread
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isn't quite as much, and also in those not in labor force categories, the
marginally attached and discouraged.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Commissioner.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Hill, did you have questions?
Representative Hill. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As a new Member I had not intended to ask any questions, but I

noticed that staff has prepared some questions. One of them caught my
attention, and it was about adult women who were the hardest hit in
unemployment. It increased from 5 percent to 5.4 percent. Can you tell
us what that is all about? Is this a trend? Why is this happening?

Ms. Orr. The unemployment rate I think for adult men and women
is identical at 5.2 percent this month.

Representative Hill. Well, the question that has been prepared here
says adult women were the hardest hit last month. Their unemployment
rate rose from 5 to 5.4 percent. At the same time, the number of women
who maintained families who were employed declined. Is this an error?

Ms. Orr. Well, let me just relate to you the unemployment rate for
adult women - that is, women ages 20 and over - started in January at
4.8. It was 5 percent, last month 5.4 and this month 5.2. That four-tenths
of a percent, the change from 5 to 5.4 would be statistically significant.
But it has been in sort of a similar range now for several months.

Representative Hill. Okay. Thank you.-
Representative Saxton. Commissioner, I have no other questions

at this point. Unless Mr. Reed does, we want to thank you for being here
and we look forward to seeing you in the months ahead.
[Whereupon, at 10:00 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]

80-334 02 - 2
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

It is a pleasure to welcome Acting Commissioner Orr before the
Committee once again.

The employment report released today indicates that the job market
is slow. Payroll employment increased by only 41,000 in May, while
manufacturing employment declined. The diffusion index - an important
measure of the proportion of industries with expanding employment -
increased in May to 50.6. Meanwhile, the unemployment rate slipped two
tenths of a percentage point to a level of 5.8 percent.

The payroll employment figures released today reflect the timing and
unevenness of the economic recovery now underway. Although the
economic recovery appears to have begun in the fourth quarter of last
year, many employers have held off new hiring until the sustainability of
the recovery becomes clearer. As a result, the output of goods and
services is rising, but at a much faster pace than is employment.
Consequently, labor productivity in the first quarter surged.

The weakness of current and expected business profits makes
employers reluctant to incur higher costs, including labor costs related to
expansion of employment. In addition, certain sectors such as the
telecommunications industry are still in financial distress and continue
to lay off workers. So long as the profit outlook is unfavorable, firms will
be hesitant to expand investment or employment. Thus, until the
weakness in business profits and investment ends, the sustainability of
economic recovery and employment growth will be in doubt.

The fragility of the expansion is reinforced by concerns about
international tensions, terrorism and corporate accounting practices. As
a result, the level of risk and uncertainty is significant, and this imposes
additional costs on the economy and also is reflected in the weak stock
market.

However, despite these problems, the remarkable resilience of the
American people and economy continues to be evident. As Chairman
Greenspan testified before us several weeks ago, it appears likely that
business profits and investment will recover in due course, consolidating
and extending the U.S. economic expansion. The Federal Reserve's
actions to reduce interest rates, and Congressional actions to reduce the
tax burden, have improved the prospect of sustained economic expansion.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Chairman Saxton, for convening this hearing. I also want
to thank Acting Commissioner Orr for coming to testify before us today.

Today's employment report suggests that we are by no means out of
the woods. Even as the economy has begun to recover, unemployment
has been little changed, leading to the continued worry of a jobless
recovery. Today there are 8.4 million unemployed Americans, and 1.5
million additional workers who want a job, but are not counted among
the unemployed.

It is job growth which will be the critical factor in determining
whether or not the recession is indeed over. So far this year, job growth
has been weak and not indicative of a robust recovery.

The May employment figures reflect the annual BLS "benchmark"
revisions in the payroll data, which track job growth. The slight
downward revisions confirm that businesses remain uncertain about the
recovery and reluctant to hire new workers.

Particularly troubling is the fact that the ranks of the long-term
unemployed continue to swell as 1.6 million people have been looking
for work for six months or more - an increase of one million people over
the past year.

Today's employment report shows that our labor markets remain soft
and the recovery is still fragile.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to the testimony of Acting
Commissioner Orr on the state of our labor markets.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF Lois ORR, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the May employment

and unemployment data that we released this morning.
Both the unemployment rate, at 5.8 percent, and nonfarm payroll

employment, at 130.7 million, were little changed in May. In 2001, the
unemployment rate trended up, particularly following the terrorist attacks
in September. Thus far this year, however, the trend has been less clear.

Over the month, the jobless rate for blacks fell a full percentage point
to 10.2 percent, and the rate for Hispanics declined by nearly a
percentage point to 7.0 percent. Even though the unemployment level
was about unchanged, the number of long-term unemployed (those
jobless 27 weeks and longer) continued to rise over the month, by
142,000. The number of long-term unemployed, at 1.6 million,
comprised about 20 percent of total unemployment in May, nearly twice
its proportion a year earlier.

Turning to the data from our establishment survey, nonfarm
employment was little changed in May (+ 41,000). Manufacturing
employment declined by a monthly average of 112,000 during the year
ending in January 2002. Since then, losses have slowed, and, for April
and May, the average decline was down to 21,000. In May, job losses
continued in computer equipment, electronic equipment, instruments,
textiles, apparel, paper products, and printing and publishing. The
factory workweek was unchanged at 40.9 hours, and factory overtime
edged up by 0.1 hour to 4.3 hours.

Following a large j ob loss in April, construction employment was flat
over the month. Since March 2001, the number of construction jobs has
declined by 3.6 percent, substantially less than the declines posted in
recent labor market downturns.

Within the service-producing sector, employment in services rose by
68,000 in May, the third consecutive monthly job gain, following a year
with no net job growth. Help supply employment rose by 25,000 in May,
and has risen by 126,000 over the past 3 months. It had declined by
806,000 during the prior year and a half. Engineering and management
services also showed strength in May, adding 23,000 jobs. Health
services employment rose by 16,000 over the month, about the same as
in April, but at a far slower pace than in the prior year. For the 12-month
period ending in March, job growth had averaged 26,000 per month.
Employment in hotels and lodging places posted a large decline in May,
the second consecutive month of job losses.

Retail trade employment was little changed in May, despite a loss of
33,000 jobs in eating and drinking places. Offsetting some of this
decline, several retail industries posted small job gains. Employment in
each of the other major private-sector industries - wholesale trade,
transportation and public utilities, and finance, insurance, and real estate
- was unchanged in May.
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Within government, employment rose by 31,000 in local government,
mostly in education, and declined by 12,000 in the noneducation
component of state government.

Average hourly earnings for production or nonsupervisory workers
in the nonfarm private sector rose by 3 cents in May to $14.70. Wage
gains have been somewhat smaller so far this year than during 2001.
Over the year, average hourly earnings were up 3.2 percent.

In accordance with our standard practice, the payroll survey figures
this month incorporate regularly scheduled annual benchmark revisions.
The benchmarking process involves revising our sample-based
employment estimates with information from a full universe count of
employment derived from unemployment insurance tax records for
March 2001.

The March 2001 benchmark revision was a downward adjustment of
123,000 or one-tenth of one percent. Subsequent months also revised
downward, to incorporate a number of other adjustments. By April 2002,
the last month of the revision period, the employment level was 501,000
or four-tenths of one percent lower than the previously published
unadjusted level. There is no benchmark source for hours and earnings
data, but these series also may be affected by the benchmark process
because of changes in the industry employment weights and the
introduction of new seasonal factors.

The downward adjustment of 123,000, or about one-tenth of one
percent of the total nonfarm employment level, is slightly less than the
average revision for the prior 10-year period. Payroll employment
estimates for the post-benchmark period, April 2001 forward, have been
revised to incorporate the new benchmark levels as well as revised
seasonal adjustment factors, bias factors, birth/death models, and annual
sample updates.

In addition to the routine benchmark revision, all estimates for
transportation and public utilities and the finance, insurance, and real
estate industry from April 2000 forward have been revised to incorporate
a new sample design. The employment estimates for retail trade from
April 2001 forward also incorporate the new sample design. These
industries are the third group of industries to convert to a probability-
based sample under a 4-year phase-in plan for the Current Employment
Statistics survey sample- redesign project. The phase-in will conclude in
June 2003 with the introduction of the services industries and the
conversion to the North American Industrial Classification System
(NAICS).

In summary, payroll employment remained essentially flat for the
third month in a row, and the unemployment rate, at 5.8 percent in May,
was little changed over the month.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your questions.
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More inforrnation on the revisions is contained in the note beginning on page4.
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Toabt A Mijon budlsan tr of tob.r d.k th y .tly oiljo.

lNumrbeu rn lhzuuo~da)
Qumzry ve a Mwly daIa Apr.
2 01 2302 2W2 May
IV I I Mar. I Apr. i M charge

HOUSEHOLD DA1A Labor forco status

Civlian labor _

Not in laborfore.........

All kors..._...._.._...
Adult nmr .... _ .......

Tccnag l.. .......... ... ..... _

pani...clbi53C gD._._....____._. _

ESTABLISHMENT DATA'

Nonfann mployment...___..

Goods-Producn .....
Construction. ......

ManSfacsr ._tui...g_.

Sorvico-pr.uci .Scrvice f ....__, .

S =L... _ ._
Goverment._...... -_.._.....---

ToWl priwta....... _ .
auambacttuing..... .........

142,291; 141,SCE 142405 142,573| 142,769

a3 : 133, 133.,94 ,33.9751 234.417
7,9 j 1,/1 85,111 8,l 1 | S 51

70,467 71342 71,329| 70,921 70,891

199
441
-243

-33

Unenpoymon t r1tes

5.6 5.5 5.7 6.0o 5.s

5.0 5.1 5.2 5A-4 5.2
5.0 4.9 4.u :,A 5.2

15.S 16.0 16A. 16.8S 16.9
4.9 5.0 5.0 5.3 5.2
9.9 10.1 10.7 11.2j 10.2
75 7.5 7 1 7.9 7.,

-'3.2

-.2
-.2
.1

-.1
-".C.
-S9

131,130 130,759 130.701 p130.707 p130,748 p41

24,375 24,049 23,975 p
23

,
903

p
23
,
8
S

0
p-23

6,635 6,602 6,593 p6,540 p6,539 P-I

17,174 16,SS3 16,822 pl6AOW p16,781 p.19

106.755 106,711 106,726 p106.804 p106l868 p6
4

23,412 23,353 23,332 p23,357 p23.340 p-17
40,880 40,924 40,963 p41,03

9
p41,107 p

68

21,61 21,165 21.1961 p7lIf4 rS.lq pTA

Hewn of a eerl

34.11 34.21 34.21 p3421 p3422
40.3 40.1 4 _01 p40S1 P40 9

3.I1 4.01 4.11 -4A n4.31

p.0
p.0

|Dol

IWdexes ef &aggregaweeklybours (1982100)

Tow 14p8A_................... _. lSA| 148.2 1482 p148.3 4II .1

. Ealrning

AVaa hotely enasgip_,
tow iprlsU> .31 *14.61 $14.65 pS14.6

7
pS14.70 pso.03

Avec weky camn2st,
toDl e 494.42 499.52 501.03 p301.7. P502.74 pl.03

' Establishmnt data have been reiscd to rfleet Maclh 2001 boenmars; the inrbductian of
pI IbIlity-bLud ample es t. for ttaOpDrtaim nd public utihtiea. reed trod., aed firanec,

ianmce, and real es and recronued sesonal aiaiuancat ficters.

' clnucdea odter indui not rJ.own saeardt).
' D.ta rlate to privato prvedction or attopo'rismy wsk.

p-prelibnony.

-

.... -- - __ -r>wnmc_
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The numberoflong-term unemployed pe sons-those unemployed 27 weeks or longer-rose by
147.Ot in May. fnilowing increases ofsinmilarsi7e in March and April. This rmel'e As incrussedhyahout
I million persons overthe past 12 months. (See table A-6.)

Total Fmnlnvrnentt and thc I -hnrPrce (Houcehold 5urvevnata.

The civilian labor forcc (1 42.8 million) was little changed ovcrthe nonth, and the labor force
participationrate held steady at 66.S percent. Thenumber of employed personsrose in May by441,000 to
134.4 million. The employrmient-populationratio edged up to 62.9 percent. (See tabIc A-1.)

About 7.2 nillionperaons (not seasonally adjusted) held more than onejob in May. Tbese multiple
jobholdars represented 5:3 percent ofthe total employed, compared with 5.5 percent a yearearlier.
(See table A-lC0.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Surve Data)

About 1.5 ni lion peraons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in May,
up from 1. 5 million a year eariter. These Indivituals reported thas they wanted and were available for work
and had looked for ajob sometime in the prior 12 months. They were not counted as unemployed.
however, beausetbeybadnotactivelysearched forworkinthe4weeks procedingthe survey. Themnrtnber
of discouraged workers was 407,000 in May. Discouraged workers, asubae ofthe marginally attached,
wervnotcurrentlylooking forwork specificallybecausetheybelieved no jobs were available forthem. (See

tableA-10.)

Indusv Psvdl Emplovment IEstablishment SuneData)

Totalusoutann paywll cuipluyjz icu, at 130.7 iliu, wans liult Wnged(-4t1,000) Ibrthe thted
consecutive month. From the start ofthe recession in March 2001 througn February 2002,job losses had
averaged 160,000 a month. (Seetable 3-I.)

Employmertinthesavices induswyroseby68.000in May, following gainsofaimibarmagnitude in the
prior2 months. Employment growth in help supplyservices explains alarge portion of therecentincreases in
te services indastry. In May, help supplyservices added 2b,UUtJ jobs, br a gam of 126,W0 since
February. Theindustryhad lost 806,000jobs from September2000 througbFebnary2002. Engineering
andmanagement sevices added 23,000jobs inMayunotablyinmanagementandpublicreations Health
saevices also added jobs; the gain (16,000) was about fhc anme as in April, butwel below theaverage Cor
the 12-month period ending in March. Job losses occurred in hotels and other lodging plsces (-13,000) for
the second month in a row, following little change ear'ier in the year.

In reWl trade, job losses in eating and drinkingplaces anddepartment stores were parttyoftset bysrnall
erploMymcnt gains in otherretail indushies overthemonth. Eating and drinkingplsccs lost33,000 jobs,
bringing the decline in the industry so far this year to 59,000. Employment was unchangedintransporlation
andpublic utlities, followingjobbosses totaling 347,000 fronisheindusby'slastemploymentpeakin
Februasy 2001. Air transportation, communications, and transportation services accounted for approximately
85 percent ofthese lossesa In government, employment in local education increased by26,ODin-May; this
was partly offetby declne inthenoneducation component ofstate goverment

tn the goods-producingsecorremploymentinmanufacturingedged downby 19,000 inMay; factoryjob
bsses have moderated substantialy since thebegnninig ofthe year. Employmenthad decined by an average
of 115,000 amonth from March2001 through January2002. A numberofmanuficthring industrieshave
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4

red btterthis year, ialutdingidsl machineryelelnric muimt, fhricated mels, and
trasortaion eqcipmem

Employmentcncnstio nwasaboatunchangdinMay,as seasnal hingjustmet expectaions
Althoughconstuction has lost 242.000jobs sinceMarch 2001. the declinehasheen relsaivriy smull
compared with recent economicdowntmns Employmemnt miming edgod down by 3,000 in May. Since
its recent peak last September, ths isdusyhas iost 11,000jobs, primarilyin oiland pa cxtracton.

WeeklyHours (Establishment Survevyheil

Toe averageworkweek for production or nonsupervisoryworkers on private nonfarm payrolls was
umchanged in Mayat 34.2 hours, seasonallyadjusted. Themanufacturingworkweet also was unchanged
at 40.9 hours, and factory ovcatime was up by 0.1 hour to 4.3 haurs. (See tabic B-2.)

mhc Inex ot aggregate weekly hours ofproduction or nonsupervisoryworkers on private nonfarm
payrolls edged down by 0.l percent inMayto 148.2 (1982-100). Me manufacturing index wasdowr
by 0.2 percent over the mondh. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and WeeklvEaings (EstablsinnentSunvevData)

Aycragc tourlycasuingb urpsudutsiun or nonasprvlsory workera on privarenonfanrm payrollsincreamed
by 3 cents in .May to $14.70, seasonally adjustad. Average weeky earnings rose by 0.2 pecent over the
month to S502.74. Overtheyear, both averagehourlyeanings and average weekly eamings incrsedby
3.2 percent. (See table B-3.)

The Employnent Situadon forJune2002 is scheduled to be released on ?riday, Jaly5, at g:3U A.K
(EVI.-

Revisions to Estabilshment Survey Data

In acwordance with anmual practice, the establishment surveydata have been revised to refilct
comprebheiveuniveseeountsofpayrol jobsorbenacmarks These counts are derivedprincipallyfomn

nmployment insurance tax records forMarch 2001; the bailunark process resulted in revisions to all
unadjusted data series from April 2000 forward, the time period mae the last benchmark was established.
Al asonallyadjusted dais beginning withiJanaary 1997 also have been reviAsed, in aceordnncewith the
usual practice ofrevising 5 years of data.

En addition to theroutine benclanar revisions, all euitames forthe transportation and public utilities and
finance, insune, and real estac industries from April2000 forward have been revised to incorporate anew
sample design. lhe retail trade industry estinates from April 2001 forward hicorporate the new sample
design. Theseindustries are the third group to convert to aprobability-based sample under a4-year phase-
in plan forthe Currnt Emp yment Staisncs (CES)samplaredesignprojeet The ornpletion ofthephase-in
fbrthe redesigu, in June 2003 for the services industry, will coincide with the conversion of all establishment
suivey series from industry codingbased onthe 1987 Standard lIndual Claifcation (SIC)sytem to
industry coding based on the North American Industrial Classificaion System (NAICS).
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Table B presents revised total nonfarm employment data on a seasrmallyadjustcd basis for the period
Januar 2001 througb April 2002. The revised data for April 2001 forward incorporate the effect of
applying the rate of change measured by the sample to the new bencbmark level, aswell as updated bias and
net business birth/death model adjustments and new seasonal adjuam= t facrors. The total nonfarm
rrn.pInymwt ) evrelforMrh 7001 wareviced downwad by 123,000(IO3,000 ona woatlyadjucstd
basis). Thepreviouslypublished level forApril 2002wasrevised downward bySOl,000(523,000on a
seasonallyadjustod basis).

The Junc 2002 issue of Employmen rindEarnings will consain an articlc thatdiscusses thebenchnmak,
the post-benchmark revisions, and the introduction ofprobabiity-based sample estimates for ansportation.
and public utiltiai; retail trade; and finanoo, insuroce, andreal osta. (Thc article ia available on the Intzinct
at theaddresssbownbelow.) Thisissue alsowillproviderevised seasonal adtustmentfactors forMarch
through October2002 and revised estimates forall reguladypublished tables conlainingnational establishment
zal y data Va. cnIAyluynnt., lhus;* Aud ca"n'S:'.

LABSTAT, th-BLS public databascontbelnternet,contains allrevisedhistorical CES data. Thedata
cau bic acciclduo:uI.tli a CS kanjuagepg as hutpf/vww.bla.gov/cesi .

Furtberinformation on thc revisions released todaymaybe obtained by calling202.691-6555 orvia the
Iernct on tarcCBS oaicpasc.

Table B. Revisions in total nonfratm emnploytent, seasonally adjusted, January 2001-April 2002

(Tn thmtuh~ad).

As preiously sriedD htc
Year and month published As revised Difl__e

January .... . 132,428 132,382 -46
Febrnary .... : ........ . 132;S95 132,457 -138
Match. ..... 132,654 132,461 -193
Apil . . .... 132,489 132,243 -246
May ... . ....... 132,530 132,229 -301
June ... ................. .. 132,431 132,108 -323
July _ .. .. 132,449 132,045 -404
Arest ...... 132,395 :131,966 -429
September ....- _ .... 132,230 13i,819 -411
October .. -.. . 131.782 131,414 -368
Novmnber ..-.. 131,427 . 131,087 -340
Drcmnber .. ... 131,321 130,890 -431

2002:
Jasuay ...... 131,212 130,871 -341
February ... _. _ 131,208 130,706 -502
March ...... 131,187 130,701 -486
Aprsl (p) ...... 131,230 130,707 -523

p-preliminary.
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diff ftimn the unemployment estimat, tgo woold be obtaleed by
direetly adiUjtma the total or by cambinins the denatuo. ress, or
moredetailedfeeategories.

,The urorlcal fentes used to make the seasonal stustments are

ecalelated tice a year. For h hous chold srvey. thie Na
calculated ferleJary-lua period and aan forarthekly-Derember
petted Frr the eshablishmeat msevey, updated fatonr for seasonal
oditmee am calkvatsed for the My.rjtOhbr period atd inseraded
arbg witrhnewbenchmrks s andi s fsr the November-April penod.
In both svrys. revisionsi to historical det arm node oe a year.

Relibililt of the estImates
Statistics bued on the household and establishbenl sveys are

subjecetolbstwrpingadonsampling eror. Whenaesanplernber
tian thmenlre poplionss h vyed there is a dnche dn thi mple
eanm-ei may differ Fnrom tie rt" opuplbson vahm ts y represent.
flee mo diffrrence. or sanpieti crror, varies dvmSng on te
pouculear sample seeted. sad Ulis vablality is measured by dte
standnrd ree nf rfestsate. There is about 90-peroem el, or
level of confideacs. ta me estimate aused ona sample M differ by
no mae then 1.6 aeard emne fliwo the "mtu" population vahe
ta of -eu g es. 01. analyses me generally conced at
the 90-peee level of confido

Foreranple.theronfidertotmvalfortheotblydcbl inp Dts
pom ee t1- e -hoid .e-y i. o Ih ode of plse -

ouna 292.WoaD Sppe re d oerae of tal employment incresa
by 100.000 from one mouth to the re l7e 90-pmrmt cordticave
itervatlonthe monthly dase ge d f AWJnnt.fttsne n
(f00.00D +/- 2920). Thbesmefigurnndoootmneethatheamplneresdut
creoff by these magmtdes, bturadert hatt dre is agor *a9-percent
dce thotb e-thne over-e e thcepbe les withintshinsmcval.
SloesethIseuegeIndedesevaduts olesstonthaneto.wceoidmtotywith

aftdenace th eaploynent had, in fac creased. f, bever, the
ueperted employment rse seas half a rnillio. then all of tbe v-ales

within e t90poeent eondidence itemval would ho pete m .
to dilt -ue it is D1eay (e leat a 9D-pas cehne) htha in employ

meetritehaditfatoccrrea. 7be90-pciceatcotaddecetamiereallor
te month y ehaog in tueempoymerdt is .. m,000, nd fen the
roithlyrlugcmdth e rytoyuncteitin /- t19peentsgepoins.

htgenereal.etenmensineoltrg many oivtidutat orenrablithmemt
te Iowa standend ertort (rlaive en tbte sme of the estite) then

eit wdich re hbaed ons small nsmber of obevatons. The
preision of eatlmates is also improved when dhe dam ar eommated
over tie sue as for quarerly sod annual asernes. The samonat ad-
:mtmentproeseacan alsointprove the slab itofethe ottdlyaetimres,

The houainold end eatabtiahmett seavoyre also affected by
enaao> ir error. Nosameirg enrs ca ounr for msany ram.

incuding fte f lure io samples segneent ofthe popolastio. imability to
obtain itn the a11 trtee tte artAe i-Nibs, e
nrawillineress of nespondento to peovece ouneet informsation so a
tmely basis misalakces madle by respondenta. end trn made in the

tolleton ot prcesslt oCthe dua
For example. in the estbhlshdmet survey. ratm e for fte nost

recemt2 mronths me baed en subatantially inomplete returns; firerL s
enaon. these estinte arme labeled pnelsinursy inthe tables. It loos

drue two ruccessive teveSlo to a MOuddy esttmne. en seemly all
sample retorts have been rnnsed. that the estomleins oidered final.

Another trgom source of tnampliseg aerc in the establitshmen
sarsey is the intoifey to caeere. on a dily basi. empoymesnt
genealtedbyewlfurst. oconectfortrhitsytlease underestimtion
ofemployment growth (end olther Ssoe of err), a peocess kuwo"

1tt ee. e aseoe 1o tb.lueded m Uee awey s etasd pIOcF°s.

whereby a apeoified somber of jos is added to the msoaly tsmple-
baseddhangr. Theti2 ofthe montlybias djstamisbaledugely
on pomt -N-etUeitup. besoo rhe e .-pi. .es-esegso of
employment end the tsotal omm t of employmat descrieed belkv.

The tampre-based esialnts frtem tbe establishment ornvey ore
attsteed enter a year lnn en beeges tensit) selre wi~ er roo reell

emeploysmen obtained from I h ti ecords the oetply-
mcm iesnln eaepreograms e diffeneere betwea the MrtnS tample.
based employment eatinates, sithe tmeh l en se eeouma istroown
as a beochmak reisiont end sres as a tough prexy for tohe l smrvey
moe. The new benemxrb also incorpraete chanles in the edmifi-
casionofindassies. Overtbepaoddecadr thbehmtaerkrevisioafor
tobtltonlfemeemploymealte averadf03 eenemraging from rero
Lo 07 petens,

Additional taetieis aeend olher eneefeuon Ion
Mote emoprehesmive sIti e m noteined in E7p4e1r2, and

EsVi..p tblbed echt tothby BLS. ttailhblefroeS26tope
iwc en 505110 poe year thou the U5 (ore t Psirg offien.
Wuttlo DC 20402. Atl rdersn nt be pepaid by senth
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moat epen in tables I-B Ihrouglh .D of Its "Fxplasetoty NNtenY

M e of du eeteDailoy of Oel dat dninwo fwn the establish-
none aurvee a td scout arnusofvinin v lde untobeteast ad-
jtmsmem tce provided in tables 2-B Lnneh 2-Nt of that p tio

tfenwnation in this release vill be made avtilaele to accessy in-
pared todividuals sapan ngoe . Voice pho 22-691-5200 TDD
oonasgerefeesalplamsee 1-00D.574339.
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MONETARY POLICY AND THE
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Wednesday, April 17, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in Room 2118,
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I am pleased to welcome
Chairman Greenspan to testify before the Joint Economic Committee
(JEC) this morning. We appreciate your appearance here today, Mr.
Chairman, to discuss the monetary policy and the improved economic
situation that has emerged in recent months.

The economy appears to be recovering from the slowdown that began
in the middle of 2000 and turned into to a mild recession in March of
2001. The September 11th terrorist attacks inflicted further economic
damage. Nevertheless, inthe lastquarter of 2001, real GDP increased 1.7
percent, with personal consumption spending surging at a 6.1 percent
rate.

In addition, manufacturing output has stabilized and appears to be
expanding. Home sales have held up well, and large payroll employment
declines have subsided. The liquidation of inventories last year has
established the basis for inventory rebuilding later in 2002. Another
positive aspect ofthe current outlook is that good productivity growth has
been sustained through the business cycle and appears likely in the
future. Economic forecasts generally anticipate a strengthening of
economic growth during 2002. Leading market price indicators show no
significant threat of inflation in the pipeline.

The recovery has begun, but there are potential weaknesses and
vulnerabilities that could affect the depth, breadth and sustainability of
the economic rebound. As the Federal Reserve has pointed out, the
declines in business profits and investments were important factors in the
recession, and these remain problematic. Despite improvement in fourth
quarter GDP, investment spending fell sharply. Business and household
debt levels are relatively high by historic standards and could restrain
growth. In addition, the weakness in the economies of some of our
international tradingpartners limits overseas markets for U.S. production.
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Meanwhile, costs imposed by terrorism, the instability in the Middle East
and the increase in oil prices provide other potential impediments to
faster U.S. growth.

Unfortunately, there are a number of major risks to U.S. economic
recovery. Given these risks, the current stance of the Federal Reserve
monetary policy seems quite appropriate. The Federal Reserve wisely
has shown restraint in not tightening monetary policy as the economic
rebound consolidates. With little threat of inflation, there has been no
reason for tightening of monetary policy by the Federal Reserve.

Mr. Chairman, before we turn the floor over to you, let me just say
that unfortunately there are votes, apparently, scheduled in the Senate,
and so our brethren in the Senate are not here yet. We expect them to
arrive at the conclusion of their votes. And, in addition, the Members of
the House are scattered here and there, and they will be along as well.

I would also just like to ask unanimous consent that Congressman
Sherwood, who is not a member of this panel, be invited and permitted
to sit at the desk.

Mr. Chairman, thank you again for being with us. We always
appreciate your appearance here before the Joint Economic Committee,
and of course today is no exception. The floor is yours, sir. We are
ready to hear your testimony.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 25.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF ALAN GREENSPAN,
CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS
OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. As always,
I appreciate the opportunity to appear here to discuss the current state of
the economy. This morning, I am speaking for myself and not necessarily
for the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC). I am also excerpting
from a rather extended prepared testimony and request that the full text
be included for the record.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, as we noted in our statement

following the Federal Open Market Committee meeting in March, "The
economy, bolstered by a marked swing in inventory investment, is
expanding at a significant pace. Nonetheless, the degree of strengthening
in final demand over coming quarters, an essential element in sustained
economic expansion, is still uncertain." Mr. Chairman, little, if anything,
has happened since the FOMC meeting to alter that assessment.

This morning I would like to elaborate on some of the forces that are
likely to shape activity in the months ahead.

A number of crosscurrents are likely to influence household spending
this year. Through much of last year's slowdown, housing and
consumption spending held up well and proved to be a major stabilizing
force. But because there was little retrenchment during the cyclical
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downturn, the potential for a significant acceleration in activity in the
household sector is likely to be more limited than in past business cycles.

One important source of support to household spending late last year,
energy prices, will likely be less favorable in the months ahead. With the
rise in the world price of crude oil since the middle of January, higher
energy costs are again sapping the purchasing power of households. To
the extent that the increase in energy prices is limited in dimension, with
prices not materially exceeding the trading range of recent weeks, the
negative effects on spending in the aggregate should prove to be small.
However, a price hike that drove oil prices well above existing levels for
an appreciable period of time would likely have more far-reaching
consequences.

Another factor likely to dampen the growth of consumer spending in
the period ahead, at least to some extent, is the change in overall
household financial positions. Over the past two years, household wealth
relative to income has dropped from a peak multiple of about 6.3 at the
end of 1999 to around 5.3 currently. About nine-tenths of the decline in
the personal savings rate from 1995 to 1999 can be attributed to the rise
in the ratio of wealth to income. And the subsequent decline in that ratio
is doubtless restraining the growth of consumption.

Much of the movement in household net worth in recent years has
been driven by changes on the asset side of the household balance sheet,
but household liabilities have generally moved higher as well.
Accordingly, the aggregate household debt service burden, defined as the
ratio of a household's required debt payments to their disposable personal
income, rose considerably in recent years, returning last year to close to
its previous cyclical peak of the mid- 1 980s, where it has remained.

Neither wealth nor the burden of debt is distributed evenly across
households. For example, increased debt burdens appear dis-
proportionately attributable to higher-income households.

Although high-income households should not experience much strain
in meeting their debt service obligations, others might. Indeed,
repayment difficulties have already increased, particularly in the
subprime markets for consumer loans and mortgages. Delinquency rates
may worsen as a result of the strains on household finances over the past
two years. Large erosions, however, do not seem likely, and the overall
level of debt and repayment delinquencies do not as of now appear to
pose a major impediment to a moderate expansion of consumer spending
going forward.

Although the macroeconomic effects of debt burdens may be limited,
we have already observed significant spending restraint among the top
fifth of income earners, who accounted for around 44 percent of total
after-tax household income last year, presumably owing to the drop in
equity prices, on net, over the past two years. The effect of the stock
market on other household spending has been less evident.

Perhaps most central to the outlook for consumer spending will be
developments in the labor market, which has improved some in recent
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months. The pace of layoffs quickened last fall, especially after
September 1 1, and the unemployment rate rose sharply. But layoffs have
diminished noticeably in 2002, and payrolls grew again in March. In
typical cyclical fashion, the unemployment rate has lagged the pickup in
demand somewhat, but it has remained between 5-1/2 and 5-3/4 percent
of late after rising rapidly in 2001.

Over the longer haul, incomes and spending are driven most
importantly by the behavior of labor productivity, and here the most
recent readings have been very encouraging. Output per hour continued
to grow last year. Indeed it rose at an annual rate of 5-1/2 percent in the
fourth quarter of last year and appears to have posted another sharp'
advance in the first quarter. No doubt some of the recent acceleration
reflects normal statistical noise. More fundamentally, however, some of
this pickup probably occurredbecausebusinesses have remained cautious
about boosting labor input in response to this surprising strength of
demand in recent months. But the magnitude of the gains in productivity
over the past year provides further evidence of improvement in the
underlying pace of structural labor productivity.

In housing markets, low mortgage interest rates and favorable
weather have provided considerable support to home building in recent
months. Moreover, attractive mortgage rates have bolstered the sales of
existing sales homes and the extraction of capital gains embedded in
home equity that those sales engender. Low rates have also encouraged
households to take on larger mortgages when refinancing their homes.

The ongoing strength in the housing market has raised concerns
about the possible emergence of a bubble in home prices. However, the
analogy often made to the building and busting of a stock price bubble is
imperfect. First, unlike in the stock markets, sales in the real estate
market incur substantial transaction costs, and when most homes are sold,
the seller must physically move out. Doing so often entails significant
financial and emotional costs and is an obvious impediment to
stimulating a bubble through speculative trading in homes. Thus, while
stockmarket turnover is more than 100 percent annually, the turnover of
home ownership is less than 10 percent annually, scarcely tinder for
speculative conflagration.

Second, arbitrage opportunities are much more limited in housing
markets than in securities markets. A home in Portland, Oregon, is not
a close substitute for a home in Portland, Maine. And the national
housing market is better understood as a collection of small local housing
markets. Even if a bubble were to develop in a local market, it would not
necessarily have implications for the nation as a whole.

These factors do not mean that bubbles cannot develop in housing
markets and that home prices cannot decline. Indeed, home prices fell
significantly in several parts of the country in the early 1990s. But
because the turnover of homes is so much smaller than that of stocks, and
because the underlying demand for living space tends to be revised very
gradually, the speed and magnitude of price rises and declines observed
in markets for securities are more difficult to create in markets for homes.
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Technological advances contributing to the gains in productivity that
we have achieved over the past year should provide support not only to
the household sector, but also to the business sector through a recovery
in corporate profits and capital investment.

The retrenchment in capital spending over the past year and a half
was central to the sharp slowing in overall activity. These cutbacks in
capital spending interacted with and were reinforced by falling profits
and equity prices. Indeed, a striking feature of the current cyclical
episode relative to many earlier ones has been the virtual absence of
pricing power across much of American business as increasing
globalization and deregulation have enhanced competition.

Part of the reduction in pricing power observed in this cycle should
be reversed as firming demand enables businesses to take back large price
discounts. Though such an adjustment would tend to elevate price levels,
underlying inflationary cost pressures should remain contained. A lack
of pressures in labor markets and increases in productivity are holding
labor costs in check, resulting in rising profit margins even with inflation
remaining low.

To be sure, overtime, the current accommodative stance of monetary
policy is not likely to be consistent with maintaining price stability. But
prospects for low inflation and inflation expectations in the period ahead
mean that the Federal Reserve should have ample opportunity to adjust
policy to keep inflation pressures contained once sustained, solid,
economic expansion is in view.

Improved margins over time and more assured prospects for rising
final demand would likely be accompanied by a decline in risk premiums
from their current elevated levels toward a more normal range. With real
rates of return on high-tech equipment still attractive, the lowering of risk
premiums should be an additional spur to new investment.

Recent evidence suggests that a recovery in at least some forms of
high-tech investment is under way. But the pickup this year in overall
spending on business fixed investment is likely to be gradual.

The U.S. economy has displayed a remarkable resilience over the
past six months in the face of some very significant adverse shocks. But
the strength of the economic expansion that is under way remains to be
clarified. Some of the forces that have weighed heavily on the economy
over the past year or so have begun to dissipate, but other factors, such
as the sharp increase in world oil prices, have arisen that pose new
challenges. As a result, the course of final demand will need to be
monitored closely.

Still there can be little doubt that prospects have brightened.
Spending in the household sector has held up well, and some signs of
improvement are evident in business profits and investment. Fiscal
policy continues to provide stimulus to aggregate demand, and monetary
policy is currently accommodative. With the growth of productivity well
maintained, and inflation pressures largely absent, the foundation for
economic expansion has been laid.
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Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your
questions.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Greenspan appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 28.]

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for the
very articulate statement that we have come to expect when you visit with
us. We appreciate it very much.

It seems to me, Mr. Chairman, that in recent months there have been
many signs that the economic recession that began last March has ended.
For example, in the fourth quarter of 2001, growth was positive. The
manufacturing sector seems to have bottomed out, and large payroll
employment declines seemed to have subsided. So looking at those
factors, it would seem to me that the future looks bright.

At the same time, you mentioned in your statement that there are
continuing problems or potential problems looming on the horizon, and
some that are already with us. You talked about the accumulation of
debt. The consumption rebound that took place in the last quarter of last
year was quite remarkable, and we are glad that it happened, but it takes
away some of the consumption rebound potential for the current period
and perhaps for the period ahead.

The investment rebound has not occurred as strongly as we could
have hoped. Energy prices continue to be a worry. International
sluggishness in some of our trading partners, particularly Japan and
Central and South America, is evident, and the costs associated with
terrorism continue to be - and will continue to be - a drag on the
economy.

So my question is: How do we balance the good with the potential
negative factors that we have all talked about here in the last month or
so?

Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, this is a very important question,
because one aspect of the dilemma that you raise is the remarkable and
unusual divergence between the economic outlook as evaluated by
economists on the one hand, and a significant part of the business
community on the other. As you know, the latter are showing far less
optimism about what is apparently going on than those of us who are
evaluating the gross domestic product, the larger aspect of the economy.
And what we are observing obviously is that retail sales and consumption
generally are holding up, home building is up, and we are seeing a very
significant swing from inventory liquidations ultimately to either some
degree of small accumulation or at least inventory balance.

What this does is it creates a really quite different view of the
economy depending on where you are looking at it from. We add up the
so-called net consolidated production of the economy, which is
essentially what the gross domestic product is. But, from the business
point of view, what they see is a low level of sales, because remember,
a goodly part of consumption is coming out of inventory, and a
significant decline in profit margins and virtually no pricing power. So,
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from that point of view, the lower end of the economy if you want to put
it that way, where the business sector largely is functioning, you are
getting a continued degree of weakness.

Obviously you cannot have this process going on indefinitely. Either
we are going to get a significant increase in production, in profits, in
capital investment, which is what our forecast is and what the data, as far
as we can judge, seem to portend, or we are going to get real slippage, in
which case production will not move materially, nor will profits or
investment.

This is an issue which will be resolved within the next two to four
months. The odds are very strongly in favor of it being resolved in
continued economic growth, resumption of profitability, and capital
investment, but clearly there are concerns out there, and there are risks,
and you mentioned a few of them, and I think quite correctly.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, in your statement you
-referred to monetary policy, and in the same context of that, you said that

-monetary policy might be adjusted when sustained solid economic
expansion is in view.

You have said here that we have laid the basis or the foundation for
economic growth, but you haven't said that sustained solid economic
expansion is in view. Is that correct?

Mr. Greenspan. It is not sufficiently in view to be comfortable with
the outlook. As I indicated in the testimony before the Senate and the
House a month ago, what we are aware of is a very strong recovery
currently under way as a consequence of the dramatic reduction in the
degree of inventory liquidation.

But the crucial issue which I repeat in my testimony today is whether
so-called final demand, which has been growing very modestly, continues
to grow and indeed accelerates before the very strong impetus coming
from the swing in inventories dissipates. We are nowhere near a
judgment of that as yet. I mean, we haven't yet gotten to the point in the
cycle where we know exactly how that is resolving.

-But my impression is that as the quarters go on, things will become
obviously very clear in retrospect. Hopefully we will be able to get a
reasonably good judgment of what is happening sufficiently in advance.
But as I also pointed out in the sentence to which you refer, we are very
-fortunate in that there is literally no evidence of inflationary pressures
building, and that means that the urgency of responding to economic
events is less than it would be were we dealing with that other possibility.

Representative Saxton. You anticipated my next question in your
response on your statement on inflation. So let me move to one other
subject that I feel is very interesting, and then we will go to Mr. Reed.

One of the most positive aspects of economic growth over the last
period of time, over the last five years, is based on strong productivity
performance, and this was something that I hadn't fully understood, and
maybe still don't. But this productivity trend was rooted in earlier
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technological innovation and investments, in people, equipment, as well
as improved production methods.

The Fed's recent monetary policy report to Congress noted, and I
quote, that productivity was impressive. Does it appear that strong
productivity growth in recent years has been carried through the business
cycle? Do we still see strong productivity, and does this strong
productivity performance increase the ability of the economy to continue
to grow without inflation?

Mr. Greenspan. It does, Mr. Chairman. One aspect of an
evaluation of the effect of the dramatic changes in technology that
occurred in application in the second half of the 1990s was the fact that
numbers clearly showed growth in output per hour far exceeding those
that we had experienced generally in the previous quarter century. And
the question that we had was how much of that was merely a cyclical
phenomenon, because productivity is pro-cyclical. We wouldn't know
until we ran into some cyclical downturn. We have done that, and, if
anything, the results are far more impressive than we would have
expected.

As I indicated in my prepared remarks, I think some of the numbers
we are looking at are statistical noise, meaning it isjust the fact that these
are very difficult numbers to measure. But even extracting from that,
even making all of the adjustments that you want, it is an extraordinary
performance, which I must say bodes well for the longer-term outlook of
this economy.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you. That certainly sounds like
good news, and we look forward to watching this factor as we move
forward.

Mr. Greenspan. I just wanted to say, I just don't believe that we can
continue to get the numbers published for the fourth quarter and that will
be published for the first quarter indefinitely. The world does not work
that well.

Representative Saxton. Yes, sir. Thank you very much.
Mr. Reed, we are glad your votes have subsided for the moment, and

the floor is yours.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you

for calling this hearing. I have a statement which I would like included
in the record, with your permission.

Representative Saxton. Without objection.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 26.]

Senator Reed. Thank you for your testimony and for your
colleagues' very adroit use of monetary policy over the last several
months to keep us moving forward.

Let me begin with the question. A year ago, Mr. Chairman, you
worried that we might be in danger of paying down the national debt too
quickly. You suggested we might have to find ways to reduce the
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surplus, and many people took this as an endorsement to the President's
tax cut. Do you still have that concern?

Mr. Greenspan. No. If you may recall, Senator, the concern I had
stemmed from the Congressional Budget Office's (CBO) long-term
projection of the current services budget, which exhibited a pattern of
growing surpluses, which would imply that by 2006, the Federal
Government would have to start to accumulate private or state and local
assets because it could no longer run down the debt, in other words, no
longer employ the surplus as debt repayment. In fact, the number that
they showed was, as I recall, a half a trillion dollars annual surplus.

I had indicated that I thought that accumulation of private assets by
the Federal Government was a very undesirable economic policy for a lot
of reasons. If I held that position, which I still do, and we are looking at
the data that they published, then the question was, how did you get the
half-a-trillion-dollar surplus down to zero to prevent the accumulation of
assets? And the answer is no matter how you do it, it would be an
extraordinary expansion of fiscal policy. It would be a huge stimulus,
which may be wholly inappropriate for that particular time.

So I argued that either expenditures ought to be increased, or taxes
ought to be cut. I preferred tax cuts, and indeed the bills before the
Congress at the time - either the President's or congressional bills, both
were adequate to solve the problem of eliminating the surplus by the
mid-decade, and indeed we got a significant tax cut, and the problem was
solved. So I am no longer concerned about it.

Senator Reed. Might this significant tax cut cause other problems?
As you noted, the previous projections were for over $5 trillion of surplus
over 10 years, and now these projections have dropped to about 1.7
trillion in less than a year, over just about a year. That is a $4 trillion
reduction. And, in fact, the President's recent budgetary proposal would
further reduce this projected surplus to less than $500 billion. But are we
in danger of running into some of the same problems that we have seen
before, which is we run deficits, we put pressure on interest rates, we get
back into the fiscal difficulties we had in the 1980s and the 1990s,
particularly since now so much of the - of what we must spend money on
is not avoidable, the war on terrorism and other major programs?

Mr. Greenspan. No. I think that we have to be very careful about
going back into deficit spending, which is very easy to do, and the reason
largely, obviously, is that the evidence does indicate that if you start to
run substantial deficits, you will begin to move long-term interest rates,
and the effect of that on the economy is clearly not favorable.

My judgment is that we have got to come up with a much longer-term
focus on fiscal policy. As you know, we have the very major
demographic shift that occurs at the end of the decade, and I think what
we have to do is decide where we want to be in the year, say, 2013 or
somewhere in that area, with respect to the level of debt, the policies of
both the unified budget, and also what I would call the accrued budget,
which includes the contingent liabilities of the Federal Government, and
then, in a sense, having decided where it is sustainable over the longer
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run given our demographic changes, work back toward what type of path
would be desirable to have in fiscal policy. And my judgment is that it
is very unlikely that a very large protracted deficit for the rest of this
decade would be where one would want to come out.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, we have seen over the last several
weeks and months some encouraging signs about the economy, but one
area of continuing concern is the unemployment numbers, which are still
hovering around 5.6 to 5.8 percent. There is a possibility that as other
factors in the economy improve, we could be in a situation where
unemployment lingers at those levels. And are you concerned about a
jobless recovery, one in which other indexes will show progress, but
unemployment will remain at high levels?

Mr. Greenspan. I am not, Senator. I think that what we have
observed currently is a significant recovery underway in the context of
very strong gains in output per hour. And the data show not only a rise
in output, but a decline in total hours and a decline in employment, which
is even more, because as you probably are aware, overtime has gone up,
and the average weekly hours have gone up. So what we are observing
at this particular stage is the consequence of the economy recovering in
the context of very strong productivity growth, which is very favorable.

But what we also were able to observe in the latter part of the 1990s
was that this very productive growth enabled the unemployment rate to
be driven down quite significantly without any inflationary implications.
And if that pattern is still there, it essentially says that that is likely what
will happen eventually in the future.

So I am not concerned about chronically elevated levels of
unemployment. I think that as this recovery takes hold, those levels will
come down, as indeed they did during the latter part of the 1990s.

Senator Reed. Thank you.
One final question, if I may, Mr. Chairman. You argue very

eloquently for a longer-term perspective which will take into
consideration not just the combined consolidated budget, but our
contingent responsibilities, particularly with an aging population. In that
context, calls to make the present tax cuts permanent would seem to me
to complicate further the resolution of these contingent liabilities
particularly.

What is your feeling about making permanent the current temporary
or least transitory tax cuts?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Senator, I can't talk about the politics of this,
because clearly the issue from an economic point of view is somewhat
different. I don't know of any economist who does long-term forecasting
and presumes that the tax cuts will fall off the cliff at the end of the
period in which they are statutorily in place.

So my own impression is that the markets assumed that these tax cuts
are permanent. In other words, the legal question is a political issue. I
don't think it is an economic issue, because I don't know of anyone that
seriously believes that the world works the way the legislation stipulated.
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Senator Reed. But, if you believe that, that leaves us with, I would
suspect, an even greater deficit potential in the future.

Mr. Greenspan. Yes. That is correct.
Senator Reed. Which further complicates the tough problems that

we have right now.
Mr. Greenspan. I would agree with that. I think that were I doing

a forecast for the long-term unified and, as I call it, accrued budget, I
would not make the presumption that the Congress at that particular point
is going to act to rescind those taxes in the way the statute now stipulates.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. We are going to go to Mr. Smith.
Before we do, if I may just follow up. Senator Reed, I think

appropriately, raised the question of deficit and surplus. But isn't the
economic slowdown a major reason for the shift in the 2002 fiscal
situation?

Mr. Greenspan. It certainly is, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Smith.
Representative Smith. Mr. Chairman, thank you for holding this

hearing.
And, Chairman Greenspan, thank you for being willing to testify.
My first question is about the Patent and Trademark Office, in

particular the amount of time required to have a patent approved when
requested by businesses today. The average time, as I understand it, is
about two years, and the length of time required for patents is expected
to increase rather than diminish. It seems to me that this is a real
disadvantage to high-tech companies who often produce a product
quickly, develop it quickly, and often the product has a short shelf life.

I wanted to ask you if you felt that the length of time required to have
a patent approved is a disadvantage to high-tech companies in particular,
and harmful to the economy in general?

Mr. Greenspan. Yes, Congressman, I think you are raising a very
important question. But it goes beyond patents. It goes into the
regulatory pattern - put it this way: It goes into the whole structure of the
interface of how government regulates a wide variety of areas, including
the time it takes to do a lot of things.

Since it is evident that one aspect of the economy that has emerged
in the last six or seven years is a very quickened pace of response as
information technology has created a tremendous amount of real-time
information systems, all adjustments are happening far more quickly,
including the life cycle of a particular innovation, which is the issue that
you are raising.

And I am fearful that the tendency to just apply the same old time
lags in everything we do is contrary to the new economy, if one wants to
use that term, which I hesitate to use, but it is useful in this context.
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Representative Smith. Would your comments also apply to
depreciation schedules for technology products like computers?

Mr. Greenspan. I don't think so, because I think those are indeed
being adjusted to the proper periodicity and the degree of obsolescence.
That is handled automatically, or it should be. Obviously to the extent
that there are delays in IRS certification of various different types of
programs, clearly that would be an issue, but I am not aware that that is
a problem.

Representative Smith. Specifically in regard to the depreciation
schedule, for instance, for a computer is now five years. It seems to me,
given what you have just said about technology, that that is a little too
long. We all know that computers are usually out of date within a year
or two, and I wanted to ask you as well if you think that those
depreciation schedules should be adjusted?

Mr. Greenspan. I really can't say, because I do know that there is
a continuous reevaluation of so-called economic life, which is what you
are raising, versus let's say IRS or even FASB issues with respect to the
depreciation charges.

I think everyone is aware that this issue is out there, and it is being
addressed. I don't think that is where a major problem is. I am more
concerned about the issues you raise with respect to patents and the long
time that it takes, for example, to get new pharmacological innovations
through FDA as well.

I mean, these are very tough issues because clearly you don't want to
run through a patent evaluation and find that there is truly patent
infringement involved. And it takes time to make a judgment as to
whether the patent is an innovation, a true one, and obviously it takes
time to examine new drugs. So I am not arguing that we should push it
merely for the sake of pushing, but I think we ought to be aware of the
fact that that process is negative to innovation.

Representative Smith. Thank you.
Chairman Greenspan, one last question. You refer in your testimony

to the technological advances contributing to the gains in productivity.
One of the most astounding figures I have read recently is that, I think,
two-thirds of our economy's increase in productivity gains since 1995 are
attributed to information technology, and I wanted to ask you if you think
those contributions to the economy by the information technology sector
will continue, and if they are as important in the future as they have been
in the past.

Mr. Greenspan. Well, it is difficult to make ajudgment of what part
of the increase in measured output per hour, which we do reasonably well
even with all of the statistical noise that is involved in the process, is
attributable specifically to information technology per se. We can make
reasonable judgments as to what part is attributable to aggregate capital
investment input, labor input and what we call overall multifactor
productivity, which is a measure of the conceptual improvements that
have existed.
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But most people are coming out close to the number which you
suggested with respect to information technology, and as best we can
judge, the overall networking effect and all of the various other aspects
which relate to information technology and the broader computer
technologies which are associated with it have only partially been
exploited. Indeed, as I indicate in my prepared remarks, when you go out
and survey purchasing managers, or indeed, corporate executives more
generally, you will find that they all perceive that there is a very
significant amount of as yet unexploited profits in investments in
information technology and in other high-tech areas as well.

So there is no evidence of which I am aware which suggests that this
big surge in technology which really starts, as far as applications are
concerned, in let's say 1994, 1995, is petering out. Indeed, the
productivity numbers which we observed for the last six months are very
strongly supportive of the notion that there is a lot out there yet to mine.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Chairman Greenspan.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. This subject of productivity I find very

fascinating, because it seems to me that as we increase workers'
productivity, it would tend to have the effect of taking pressure off
increased labor costs, which would have the effect, in turn, of taking
pressure - taking away certain inflationary pressures. And so this seems
to me to be a very important factor in what we have seen over the last
decade or two.

Mr. Greenspan. I agree with that, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Senator Corzine.
Senator Corzine. Thank you, Chairman Saxton, and I appreciate

your holding this hearing. It is always great to get the insights of the
Chairman of the Federal Reserve, who has done such an outstanding job
in his tenure.

I would like to maybe go back over some of the ground that Senator
Reed brought up with a little different angle. There is certainly a political
debate about whether we should make permanent the tax cut; as a matter
of fact, very strong arguments from the economic side of the House and
the administration and others that the current recovery is being hindered
because of the sunsetting of the legislation.

I take it from your response to Senator Reed you probably would not
believe that anyone is really factoring in that those tax cuts wouldn't be
made permanent?

Mr. Greenspan. Let me take a step back.
Every analysis of a corporate investment, as you know, endeavors to

project out cash flows into the future off the investment, and part of that
analysis is the tax rate you apply. My impression at this particular stage
is that most people presume that the tax cut is permanent and that the tax
rates will remain as they are postulated in current law.

81-062 02-2
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If you rescind them, the implication for that project is that the cash
flow rate of return, as you know, would go down, so that the argument
really gets down to whether companies making investments have
effectively assumed that these tax cuts will be permanent or not. If they
assumed that they will be permanent and they turn out not to be, then
clearly that would be a negative effect.

Senator Corzine. But at least at the moment it is not your
assumption in how you are looking at the economy that people are-

Mr. Greenspan. My general impression is that most business
investment going forward is making the judgment that those tax cuts are
indeed permanent.

Senator Corzine. Okay.
Let me also reiterate if that is, in fact, the case, those tax cuts are

permanent, have you or your staff done analyses of what the cost of that
tax cut would be in the second 10 years after 2011, and does that really
drive at the question of fiscal policy in the context of this long-running
demographic challenge that we have as a society?

Mr. Greenspan. Senator, we have not. The only longer-term
projections we make are in the Social Security area for purposes of trying
to get some sense of what the contingent liabilities are, and, therefore,
what the contingent debt obligation of the Federal Government is. I don't
think that we go much beyond the next two or three years ourselves. So
we rely to a very substantial extent on estimates by CBO and the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB) on the grounds that those are very
difficult calculations, as you know as well as I, and they have much
greater insight into the detail and, I hope, better models than we. So we
tend to use their data as a base from which we function.

Senator Corzine. I believe that the estimates that I have seen from
those models are an additional $4 trillion of revenue decline in the second
decade after 2011. And it is a concern on how our fiscal path will be as
we approach that and the demographic bubble at the same time with
regard to both Medicare and Social Security.

I presume I am reading that you are concerned about that coming
together of similar issues?

Mr. Greenspan. I am, Senator.
Senator Corzine. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Senator, thank you very much.
Mr. Chairman, couldn't increased uncertainty about future tax policy

undermine economic and business decisions that might produce and have
a result of producing a drag on the economy?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think that tax policy is a
crucial aspect of what the longer term is all about, and I have always
argued that we probably would do better with lower corporate tax rates
as a general rule. And I have argued that the capital gains tax rate has not
been a particularly productive vehicle for raising revenue because these
are both charges against capital accumulation, which is such a crucial
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aspect of the gains in productivity and economic growth, which we have
just been talking about. So it is a very complex subject, as you know far
better than I, having been dealing with it up here for many years.

I have nothing really much to add to the discussion.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Ms. Dunn.
Representative Dunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to continue that discussion about tax- relief just with a

couple of questions. You suggested that most economists and the
business community are banking on the tax relief being a permanent
change, which pleases me. I like to hear that because I think that adds
momentum to our effort-

Mr. Greenspan. Congresswoman, I should say that is my
impression. I have never done an actual study. I have spoken to a lot of
people, and that is my general expectation.

Representative Dunn. I am happy to hear that.
There are some areas, though, that if unless we make them permanent

very quickly, I think will result in no behavioral change.
I bring to your mind the death -tax repeal; that if it is not made

permanent, I don't see why anybody would have any incentive to change
behavior, how they spend money on estate planners and life insurance to
provide for an unpredictable event.

What is your thought on what we ought to be doing here with regard
to permanency? Ought we to be doing this earlier? Or maybe you can
get Senator Corzine's vote now that you have spoken here. But what is
your thought on how this should move?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, whatever you do, Congresswoman, I think
it has to be clear where the longer-term tax structure in this area is. You
cannot do. estate planning, as you point out, unless you have a judgment
as to what these numbers are. And wherever the Congress comes out, I
think it is far more important that it come out clearly and unequivocally
and not have an issue pending - an issue which would create a degree of
uncertainty, which would make estate planning very difficult to
implement.

Representative Dunn. Yes. Thank you.
Are you an advocate or do you believe in the idea of the tax relief

providing a bridge during recessionary times for typical folks at home?
Mr. Greenspan. I am sorry, I didn't quite get that.
Representative Dunn. Larry Lindsey has talked in terms of tax

relief providing a bridge for people to get through a time of recession;
they will have more dollars in their pockets because of tax relief. Are
you a believer in that theory?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, he is basically raising the issue of using tax
policy as a fiscal policy, which is standard economic procedure. It goes
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back many generations. And the issue of countercyclical fiscal policy in
many respects had the tax lever as a crucial element in that.

Representative Dunn. And you do believe that?
Mr. Greenspan. Yes, I do.
Representative Dunn. Okay. We have a big problem with

unemployment in the Pacific Northwest. Oregon and Washington, for
example, continually lag two or three percent behind what is happening
in the rest of the nation, and many of the jobs that have been lost - and
you will recall the layoffs that are occurring right now, 30,000 layoffs in
the Boeing Company alone from their commercial line.

Now that businesses are slowing the pace of the inventory
liquidation, do you think that this signals that companies will begin
making products again, and, therefore, begin to hire workers back?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, I certainly think that as the expansion takes
hold, the answer is very clearly yes. With respect to essentially Boeing
and Airbus, the two major players in the world for new commercial
aircraft deliveries, the sharp fall-off in demand for airline travel,
especially business travel, as you know, is still creating problems for
airlines, and Boeing's schedules are reflecting that.

And indeed I would suspect that until we see a restoration of airline
travel for business and a reestablishment of profitability in the airlines,
it is going to be quite a significant restraint on capital investment for new
equipment, and indeed I make the point in my prepared remarks. So it is
quite conceivable that the pattern of airline revenue and new orders for
equipment will take a somewhat different path overall because that is a
special case very significantly impacted by the events of September the
11th and thereafter, whereas the rest of the economy is in somewhat of
a different mode with respect to the issue of terrorism and concerns about
it.

So, over the longer run, there is no doubt in my mind, as I answered
earlier, that the unemployment rates will be coming down in general, and
the one thing one can say about the American economy is that it is really
far more a single economy than it has been at any time in my recollection.
I should put it this way: There are not the significant geographic
differences that we used to experience three, four and five decades ago.

Very recently, we are finding that when we survey all of the various
different industries, and the various regions of the country, it is
remarkable. Throughout, say, 2001, they behaved very much in sync
with one another. You would almost replicate the discussions in one area
with another, and that is still true to this day. And with the recovery
coming back, we are seeing very much the same phenomenon. Everyone
is moving together.

So I should think that while there will be differences owing to
industrial differences, and the Northwest is clearly a case, over the longer
run that is unlikely.

Representative Dunn. Thank you.
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Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Ms. Dunn. Thank
you for emphasizing the importance of the need to provide clarity with
respect to the inheritance tax. I think that is an extremely important
point.

Mr. Sherwood.
Representative Sherwood. Thank you, Chairman Saxton.
Chairman Greenspan, it is always great to hear you. Thank you for

coming.
As I listened this morning, if I understand, I think you told us that

retail sales are holding up well, and home building is remarkably strong.
But the key to the economy is productivity growth, the key that makes us
being able to have a good economy without inflation, and as we hear so
much about less manufacturing and more service industry .in the
economy, when we think of productivity, we think -of productivity in
manufacturing. But obviously you must mean productivity in other
sectors as well. Could you chat a little bit about that for us?

Mr. Greenspan. Productivity obviously has been strongest in the
manufacturing area. Our data indicate that nonmanufacturing, the whole
other area, is also showing significant increases, and there is even the
possibility that the gap between manufacturing on the one hand and
services and trade and other areas on the other may be more a
measurement issue than we realized.

In other words, it is very much more difficult to get -the value added,
which is the numerator of output per hour, in services than it is to have
a physical good where you can see what is happening. And our price data
are clearly suboptimal in making those types of calculations.

But the numbers that I have been citing are the overall productivity.
In fact, the general numbers that most people use are nonfarm business
sector productivity, which is a third manufacturing and about two-thirds
nonmanufacturing.

Representative Sherwood. The other issue, you said that
unemployment will come down, and I know that there have been - a great
deal of the growth and the strength in our economy has been the fact that
we had workers available, including noncitizen workers. And after
September I 1 with us being much more careful at our borders and people
having the proper identification for all of the right reasons, is this liable
to be a damper on the economy? Do you see that coming?

Mr. Greenspan. Congressman, it is a very difficult issue, because
clearly securing our borders is a crucial aspect in the war on terrorism.
Nonetheless, we are dealing with the fact that a third of the increase in
our labor force is coming from immigrants, and it has enabled us to have
a rising number of households, which has been a major factor in why
home building has been so powerful a force in the economy.

So I think this is a very important trade-off question here, and it is
one of the many issues which the war on terrorism has surfaced and
which will have to be confronted by the Congress. There is no easy
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answer because clearly the extent to which you enhance one aspect of the
problem, you create the potential-difficulties for the other.

Representative Sherwood. Thank you.
You said we will know in the next two to four months, if I

understood you correctly, what direction certain things are going to take.
And if I understood you, you said that a lot of the retail sales are coming
now from reducing inventories, and so are you telling us that business
will have to make a decision then whether to replace these inventories.
I wasn't just sure I understood your two to four month comments.

Mr. Greenspan. Well, the point I was trying to make is that when
you are dealing with a situation, as we are today and have been since late
last year, where production has been held down very dramatically by
inventory liquidation - in other words if you think in terms of
consumption as being sort of a level up here, and production being well
below, the difference between the two is obviously the amount of goods
that are being supplied to consumption out of inventories as distinct from
newly produced goods.

But as the level of inventories goes down, clearly it can't go below
zero, and so well before zero it has to slow its rate of decline, which
means that if consumption is stable, production must rise and supply
more of the consumption than it did previously.

And that is the process which we are now going through. As
production continues to rise, and since consumption has been relatively
stable, we are creating a higher level of demand for people so that you are
getting higher incomes, greater employment, more purchasing power,
higher profits. And the question basically is whether all of those forces
cause demand to kick in at a higher level when the initial thrust coming
from the impetus of a reduced rate of inventory liquidation finally
dissipates.

It is like a first-stage rocket carrying you off to a certain point and
then a second-stage rocket essentially carrying you further. We are in the
first-stage rocket, if I may put the analogy in that respect, but we are not
yet at the point where its momentum has petered out enough to where we
can see significant changes. But what we will learn as the months evolve
is whether the increased demand from the increased incomes and profits
being created by the shift from inventory liquidation to zero change in
inventory, whether that shift creates a demand for goods and services
over and above what is currently in place to give us an accelerated pickup
in final demand, as we put it.

That is what our forecast is, that is what tends to be the case in our
history, but until you actually see it, it is still problematic. You are still
not certain. As I say, there is a large degree of uncertainty with respect
to this issue out there.

Representative Sherwood. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Sherwood.
Mr. Putnam.
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Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And welcome, Mr. Greenspan.
Over the course of the past 18 months or so, as we have come

through this recession, the consumer household spending and home
mortgages and auto. sales have essentially carried the day. The
consequences of that - and, in fact, the Fed report referred to the frenzied
refinancing of mortgages. But a consequence of that has been a rise in
consumer or household debt. Is that a concern of yours, and what does
that bode for future abilities or future room for growth in household
spending?

Mr. Greenspan. We have examined that in some detail,
Congressman, and we don't sense a serious problem at this stage. We
don't expect it to get worse, but even now it is not a big problem.

One of the reasons is that a goodly part of the increase in debt is
mortgage debt, and mortgage debt to a very substantial extent is
supported by the market value of houses. And indeed, despite the fact
that there has been a very dramatic increase in mortgage debt, the equities
within homes continues to rise, and this is especially the case for the
lower four-fifths of households calibrated by income, because, as I point
out in my prepared remarks, a goodly part of the debt increase is in the
upper quintile, which is almost a half of overall consumption. So I would
think that while we do see that the debt service levels, that is, the amount
of amortization plus interest as a ratio to income, are up at pretty high
levels, there is a significant capability in most households, especially
those which own homes with equity in them, to employ home equity
loans or, in cases of refinancing, so-called refinancing cashouts where
you take out more cash out of the process. And what that enables a lot
of households to do is pay down their installment debt, their credit card
debt, and indeed they have done so.

Now, clearly there are segments of our society, however, which don't
have large equity positions in homes, and we do see that in some
subprime lending, in both consumer and mortgage lending, delinquencies
have indeed gone up. And we are probably likely to see further erosion
because these types of things tend to lag behind the economy.

And indeed, I should have mentioned earlier with respect to the
discussion of unemployment, there is a tendency for unemployment itself
to be a lagging indicator, which is clearly a factor in which you get
delinquencies and difficulties in household debt carrying into the
recovery period, into its early stages, because it takes time for that
process to work its way through.

But the bottom line is that having looked at this as best we can, we
don't perceive it as a significant impediment to an expansion in consumer
expenditures.

Representative Putnam. A number of private economists have
indicated, as has the government, that IRS refunds are up perhaps as high
as 26 percent over last year. Does this give the consumer some additional
breathing room, and will this have a stimulative effect, as this economist
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from Goldman Sachs predicts, as a high level of tax refunds to increase
personal income levels by as high as three billion a month?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, remember those refunds are only up to a
point, and then they fall off. It is hard to know what people expect with
respect to refunds and when they spend them, but there is no question
that they do have an effect. But clearly as you get to April the 15th, that
begins to peter off, because a good deal of refunds have occurred prior
to the April 15th date. Some of them go beyond, but a goodly part of that
is already in train.

Representative Putnam. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, we promised we would

finish this hearing in a timely fashion to try to accommodate your
schedule. If you have time, sir, Mr. Corzine has one final question.

Senator Corzine. Mr. Chairman, we were talking earlier about a
certainty and clarity, and one of the things that I think that we have talked
about before in other hearings is change of circumstances should lead or
often leads to change in policy considerations, just as you suggested; that
if we were going to have to have a paydown of the debt and potential
investment by governmental authorities, that would imply one policy
versus one where deficits might impinge on the ability of the economy to
save and have productive growth.

It strikes me that we are not showing the flexibility in fiscal policy
that I think I have heard you endorse with regard to changing
circumstances that might be. We do have a war today, a war on terrorism
that has changed our spending needs, and while there is a need for clarity
with regard to tax policy, I presume there is a need for clarity with regard
to spending on education, special education, or spending on cleaning up
the environment, or spending with respect to - or at least building up of
reserves or potential capacity to pay for our Medicare expenses in future
years, or Social Security for that matter.

So I am curious whether you think we are showing enough flexibility
withregardto our fiscal policy strategies, which certainly wouldn't reflect
how the Federal Reserve has managed monetary policy over a few years.
And clarity is a two-sided coin. It is notjust with taxes. I would suppose
it is also with the resources that come with expenditures. I would love to
hear your comments on that.

Mr. Greenspan. In principle there is no question that we have to do
it, and we have to try to do it as best we can. In practice we have very
considerable difficulties.

Senator Corzine. We have to have flexibility in our policies.

Mr. Greenspan. Yes. In practice we have considerable difficulties,
largely because our forecast capabilities are not up as yet to the tasks, and
one of the reasons is that if you are dealing, for example, with a $2 or
$21/2 trillion budget, and you have receipts and outlays roughly the same,
as you know, very small changes in the balance of these very large
aggregates engender very significant swings in unified budget surpluses
and deficits.
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And I think that you know the fan chart that CBO shows with respect
to its probabilities is a good representation of what their history has been.
And it is not that they are inadequate forecasters, they are pretty good as
far as the profession is concerned, but it is an inherently very difficult
exercise.

And so I think as part of this flexibility question, you have got a very
important question of making judgments of what the probabilities of
various different outlooks are and then makingjudgments. But that you
have to do it, there is no question. That you have to be flexible, because
events are changing by their nature is no question.

I just merely raise the issue of how good our capabilities are in
implementing policy. Monetary policy is easy in that regard. We only
have to make judgments, technically speaking, 20 minutes in advance
before we can implement a policy. But you obviously cannot do that with
fiscal policy. There are very long leads and lags and very long
projections.

And my impression is that we probably would be wise to spend more
time thinking about this problem because it is going to- become a very
serious issue as the years go on, if for no other reason than one of the
easiest things to forecast is the demographics which are going to hit us,
and I don't get the impression that we yet have the technical capability to
come at this in a manner which is as effective as I think we are going to
eventually need.

Senator Corzine. Could you just comment also, though, on the
clarity of expenditures, investments in education, et cetera, and contrast
- or at least in comparison to clarity with regard to tax policy?

Mr. Greenspan. Clarity to tax policy, you say. Well, I don't know.
Clarity to me means basically you have a long-term strategy, you know
where you are going, and you have a policy of getting there.

And I think one of the interesting issues that the. Congress has to
confront is trying to make judgments as to, let's say for example, an
education policy, which policies work and which don't. And so there is
a diagnosis of the problem, which I think is still in very significant debate
within the society, and until we come to a conclusion of what works and
what doesn't work, it is hard to get a fiscal policy which embodies that.

So there are important issues here of a conceptual nature that have
got to be resolved. Over the years we have had many such arguments.
We have to a greater or lesser extent resolved them. I think that is
probably one of the things which is a major strength of this country.

Senator Corzine. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Mr. Chairman, you just made reference to fiscal and monetary policy

and its effect on influencing economic growth.
How effective were - how effective were the implementation of

fiscal and monetary policies in 2001 in offsetting the recession, in your
opinion?
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Mr. Greenspan. In the most recent period?
Representative Saxton. Yes.
Mr. Greenspan. Both worked probably better than they usually

work. That is, of necessity, all policy implies a forecast. We like to
pretend that these are mechanical procedures which one can implement
without making forecasts, but that is not factually the way the world
works. And I think, for better or worse, the timing of policies has largely
been, in my judgment, reasonably good in this respect.

Representative Saxton. How well timed were the policy moments
in 2001?

Mr. Greenspan. With respect to? How was it in 2001? I thought
that both tax and monetary policy turned out to be reasonably well
calibrated.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
One final question with regard to forecasting inflation. It doesn't

appear that - at least from the statistical evidence that we have available
- that there is any real problem with inflation currently, nor does it
appear that there is a problem in the foreseeable future. But given the
current economic situation, what indicators in the coming months would
tend to be the most helpful in evaluating risks of future inflation?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, all of the analysis that we make from the
point of view of a central bank is to endeavor to make those judgments.
You don't look at any individual indicator, because that doesn't really
help you because it keeps changing. You try to understand the process.
You try to understand what are the broad forces, both domestically and
globally, which are making the economy move. One aspect of that
analysis is an evaluation of potentially building inflationary pressure.

So I would not say that there is a single statistic which would tell us
that sufficiently in advance. Obviously, the price indexes themselves are
what we are measuring. But they are very lagging indicators, and you
can't really make useful judgments looking in the rear view mirror, if I
may put it that way.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Senator Bennett has arrived, Mr. Chairman.
The Chairman is on a kind of a tight leash, Senator, so we welcome

your questions, but hope you will keep that in mind.
Senator Bennett. Thank you very much. I will try to abide by that

admonition.
Mr. Chairman, it has been pointed out to me at least one body of

opinion rather necessarily casting it as a fact, but one body of opinion, is
that since the dollar is now the de facto reserve currency of the world, if
not the dominant currency in the world, you are not only the central bank
for the United States, you have become the central banker for the rest of
the world. And I know you didn't sign up for that, but there are many
people who give you that particular responsibility.
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I would like to get your views on the question of world liquidity.
Many people say Japan is in a serious deflation, there is a liquidity crisis
in Europe, and that while we may have statistically enough liquidity in
the economy in the United States, on a worldwide basis there is a

--liquidity problem, and that somehow you have to be involved in that.
And while you are pondering that one, I will pose the second and

somewhat related question. As we come out of this recession, we must
face the reality of world overcapacity in a number of industries. Steel is
the most obvious, but there are a number of industries where there is a
significant overcapacity, and, of course, overcapacity tends to dampen
economic recovery when you are coming out of a recession circumstance.

So could you address those two related questions and - the amount
of money available in-the rest of the world, and the impact of that on our
economy, and then the amount of overcapacity in the rest of the world.

Mr. Greenspan. Senator, I am not concerned about the issue of
world liquidity largely because to a very substantial extent the system
creates liquidity as is necessary. The central banks of the world
obviously are crucial at the ultimate level of liquidity creation, and here
one finds very little evidence that there is any particular problem. I mean,
you can look at the European community, there's certainly no difficulty
from a liquidity point of view. I trust there is none in the United States,
nor do I perceive one in Japan, for example, or elsewhere. One of the
reasons is that markets work to create-

Senator Bennett. If I could just - Japan is in a deflation, isn't it,
from your view; is it not?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Japan is beginning to show signs of
stabilization as a consequence of the fact that the United States and
Europe are beginning to firm. So to be sure there has been a very serious
deflationary problem in Japan, but there are the first inklings that that is
beginning to stabilize.

I don't wish to say that they don't have significant problems, which
they clearly do, but I wouldn't perceive this as a particularly major issue
if the rest of the world is beginning to move.

On the issue of overcapacity, that is a problem, Senator, which I think
we always have one way or the other. And clearly steel has become the
poster child of overcapacity, largely because it tends to become an
industry which many emerging nations perceived as evidence of
industrialization, and we created a very substantial amount of capacity,
some of it quite obsolete and some of it extraordinarily high-cost.

And as you know, Secretary ONeill, who was involved in
endeavoring to, as a private citizen, bring down excess aluminum
reduction plant capacity over the years, is trying to obtain similar sorts of
adjustments in world steel capacity, and I would say that it is important
that he succeed or that - I should put it more generally - that he and his
colleagues who are involved in these discussions make significant
headway, because it is important to rationalize the industry.
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Senator Bennett. But overall you think that the overcapacity
problem in the world is not going to dampen our recovery from the
recession?

Mr. Greenspan. I think not. I think that it always does, but not to
a great extent. A more relevant concern is obviously the communications
capacity problem where a goodly part of high-tech investment is being
impeded due to an endeavor to absorb a good deal of the excess which
has been put in place. That will impede the recovery some, but not over
the longer run. We managed to move capital from obsolescent
overcapacity in industries into cutting-edge uses quite effectively.

Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that my
time is up.

I would like to pursue with Chairman Greenspan the issue of
data-sharing and the quality of economic statistics. Maybe we can have
that dialogue in another venue. But I know that he is a leader in trying to
get good economic information, and I have an interest in
information-sharing, and we will pursue that at another time when we
don't have the time constraints.
[The written question to Chairman Greenspan from Senator Bennett,
together with the written response appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 38.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Bennett.
Mr. Chairman, we would like to thank you and your staff for being

here with us today. We appreciate it very much. We appreciate your
message also that the foundation seems to have been set for an economic
recovery, and that there are still, however, continuing concerns that we
need to watch very carefully in terms of a number of factors that may
play as a drag on economic performance.

So thank you for being with us. We appreciate it again, and we look
forward to seeing you again in the future. Thank you.

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. The hearing is adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 11:35 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I am pleased to welcome Chairman Greenspan to testify before the
Joint Economic Committee this morning. We appreciate your appearance
today to discuss monetary policy and the improved economic situation
that has emerged in recent months.

The economy appears to be recovering from the slowdown that began
in the middle of 2000, and turned into a mild recession in March of 2001.
The September 11 terrorist attacks inflicted further economic damage.
Nonetheless, in the last quarter of 2001, real GDP increased 1.7 percent,
with personal consumption spending surging at a 6.1 percent rate.

In addition, manufacturing output has stabilized and appears to be
expanding, home sales have held up well, and large payroll employment
declines have subsided. The liquidation of inventories last year has
established the basis for inventory rebuilding later in 2002. Another
positive aspect of the current outlook is that good productivity growth has
been sustained through the business cycle and appears likely in the
future. Economic forecasts generally anticipate a strengthening of
economic growth during 2002. Leading market price indicators show no
significant threat of inflation in the pipeline.

The recovery has begun, but there are potential weaknesses and
vulnerabilities that could affect the breadth and sustainability of the
economic rebound. As the Federal Reserve has pointed out, the declines
in business profits and investment were important factors in the
recession, and these remain problematic. Despite the improvement in
fourth quarter GDP, investment spending fell sharply. Business and
household debt levels are relatively high by historic standards and could
restrain growth.

In addition, the weakness in the economies of some of our
international trading partners limits overseas markets for U.S. production.
Meanwhile, costs imposed by terrorism, the instability in the Middle
East, and the increase in oil prices provide other potential impediments
to faster U.S. growth. Unfortunately, there are a number of major risks to
the U.S. economic recovery.

Given these risks, the current stance of Federal Reserve monetary
policy seems appropriate. The Federal Reserve wisely has shown restraint
in not tightening monetary policy as the economic rebound consolidates.
With little threat of inflation, there has been no reason for a tightening of
monetary policy by the Federal Reserve.
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SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you. I want to commend Chairman Saxton for holding this
hearing and to welcome Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan.

The past year and a half have proven to be quite challenging, both for
economic forecasters and for policymakers. You and your colleagues at
the Federal Reserve began to take aggressive action to head off economic
weakness early last year and ended up cutting short-term interest rates I 1
times over the course of the year. You also responded quickly to inject
liquidity into the financial system at the time of the September 1 1 attacks.
In other words, Chairman Greenspan, I think you have conducted
monetary policy quite reasonably over this period.

I wish we in the Congress had been as wise in our fiscal policy
decisions. In any case, the economy may~be on the road to recovery, but
the budget outlook was left in shambles by the tax cut, the recession, and
the terrorist attacks. And, in that order, I might add. The Senate Budget
Committee's analysis of CBO data show that more than 40 percent of the
decline in the baseline of 2002-2011 surpluses since last.January is due
to the tax cut and associated debt service costs, with lesser percentages
attributable to weaker economic conditions, increased spending to fight
terrorism, and other technical budget adjustments.

This change in our budget outlook has important implications for our
economy. As you pointed out earlier this year, Chairman Greenspan, the
reduced prospects for paying down our national debt were a factor in
keeping long-term interest rates from falling as much as we might have
expected when the Fed cut short-term rates. And if the experience of the
1980s is any guide, a large tax cut that eats into our national saving will
keep interest rates high and produce an unbalanced expansion with low
rates of investment even as we climb back to full employment.

The consequences of not having surpluses to fund our national
priorities are severe. I am worried, for example that even as the recovery
gets underway, labor markets will remain soft for the most vulnerable in
our society - less skilled and minority workers. Budgetary pressures
have led the President to propose tax cuts in job training programs, which
are precisely the sort of programs we will need to help less-skilled
workers join in the recovery.

So Chairman Greenspan, I am encouraged with how the economy has
been performing recently, at least relative to the discouraging forecasts
we had been seeing. With the economy picking up while inflation
remains moderate, I hope the Federal Reserve can afford to wait before
it begins to unwind its year-long series of rate cuts. I will be interested
in hearing your views on the short-term outlook.

But I am discouraged by the longer-term fiscal outlook. I would be
interested in your views about whether the deterioration of the budget
outlook is a threat to our long-term growth prospects, especially as we
look beyond the current budget window to the years when the retirement
of the baby boom generation will put increasing pressure on the budget.
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I don't think we can just grow our way out of the current budget
situation, but I wonder what you think.

Again, thank you for coming, and I look forward to your testimony.
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I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the Joint Economic Committee to discuss

the current state of the economy.

As we noted in our statement following the Federal Open Market Committee meeting in

March, -sne economy, bolstered by a marked swing in inventory investment, is expanding at a

significant pace. Nonetheless, the degree of strengthening in final demand over coming quarters,

an essential element in sustained economic expansion, is still uncertain." Little, if anything. has

happened since die FOMC mnalhoj tu alter that GMo din1iL

This noming I would like to elaborate on some of the forces that are likely to shape

activity in the months aheadL

As Ijust noted, the behavior of inventories currently is the driving force in the near-term

outlook. Stocks of goods in many industries were drawn down sagnificantly last year, and

preliminary data suggest that the pace of liquidation tapered off maskedly in the first quarter.

This development Is important because the reduction in the rate of inventory liquidation has

induced a rise in industrial production.

The pickup in the growth of activity, however, will be short-lived unless sustained

increases in final demand kick in before the positive effects of inventory investmnent dissipate.

We have seen encouraging signs in recent months thea underlying trends in final demand are

strengthening but the dimensions of the pickup are still not clear.

A number of crosscuts are likely to influence household spending this year. Through

much oflast year's slowdown, housing and consumption spending held up well and proved to be

a major stabilizing force. But because there was little retrenchment during the cyclical
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downturn, the potential for a significant acceleration in activity in the household sector is likely

to be more limited than in past business cycles.

One-important source of support to household spending late last year-energy prices--will

likely be less favorable in tho months shead. With the rise in world crude oil prices since the

middle of January, higher energy costs are again sapping the purchasing power of housebolds.

To the extent that the increase in energy prices is limited in dimension-with prices not

materially enseding the treding renge of rocent weeks-tho negative effects on spending in the

aggregate should prove to be small. However, a price hike that drove oil prices well above

existing levels for an appreciable period of time would likely have more far-reaching

consequences.

In assessing the possible effects of higher oil prices, the inherent uncertainty about their

future path is compounded by the limitations of the statistical models available to analyze such

price shocks. When simulated over periods with observed oil prices spikes these moodels do not

show oil prices consistently having been a decisive factor in depressing economic activity. Yet,

coincidence or not, all economic downturns in the United States since 1973, when oil became a

prominent cost factor in business, have been preceded by sharp increases in the price of oil. This

pattern leads one to suspect that the responsiveness of U.S. gross domestic product to energy

prices is far more complex and may be quite different when households and businesses are

confrnmed with abnorinal ptice hike& Macrumaurejtmeric models typically are specified as

linear relationships, and they reflect average behavior over history. These models cannot

distinguish between responses to outsized spikes and normal price fluctuations and thus may not

capture the effect of sudden and sizable shifts in oil pices on the economy.
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Another factor likely to damp the growth nf nsuamer spending in the period ahead, at

least to some extent, is the change in overall household financial positions over the past two

years. Household wealth relative to income has dropped from a peak mlttiple of abot 6.3 at the

end of 1999 to around 5.3 currently. Econometric evidence suggests that wcalh is an important

determinant of spending, explaining about one-fifth of thc total level of consumer outlays.

Indeed, about nine-tenths of the decline in the personal saving rate from 1995 to 1999 can be

attributed to the rise in the ratio of wealth to income, and the subsequent decline in that ratio is

doubtless restraining the growth of consunption.

Much of the movement in household net worth in recent years has been driven by

changes on the asset side of the househnoid balance sheet. But household liabilities have

generally moved higher as well. Accordingly, the aggregate household debt service burden,

defined as the ratio of bouseholds' required debt payments to their disposable personal income,

rose considerably in recent years, returning last year to close mo its previous cyclical peak of th

mid-19S0s, where it has remained.

Neither wealth nor the burden of debt is distributed evenly across households. Hence, the

spending effects of ciangus in the influencesald wil not be evenly distributed. For example,

increased debt burdens appear dispropoonionately attributable tO higher-income households.

Calculations by staff at the Federal Reserve suggest that the ratio ofhousehold liahilities to

annual aftor-tax incomo for the top fifth of all households ranked by income rose from about 1 .1

at the end of 1998 to 1.3 at the endof2001. The increase for the lower four-fifths was not quite

half as large
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Although highincome households should not experience much strain in meeting their

debt-service obligations, others might. Indeed, repayment difficulties have already increased,

particularly in the subprime markets for consumer loans and mortgages. Delinquency rates may

well worsen as a delayed result of the strains on household finances over the past two years.

Large erosions, however, do not seem likely, end the overall levels of debt and repayment

delinquencies do not, as of now, appea to pose a maor impediment to a moderate expansion of

consumption spending going forward.

Although the macroeconomic effects of debt burdens may be limited, we have already

observed significant sponding restraint among the top fifth of income earners-who accounted for

around 44 percent of total after-tax household income last year-presumably owing to the drop in

equity pnces, on net, over the past two years The effect of the stock market on other

households' spending has been less evident Moderate-income households have a much larger

proportion of their assets in homes, and the continuing rise in the value of houses han provided

greater support for their net worth. Reflecting these differences in portfolio composition, the net

worth of the top fifth of income earners has dropped far more than it did for the remaining

four-fifths over the two-year period.

As a consequence, excluding capital gains and losses from the calculation, as is the

convention in our national income accounts, personal saving for the upper fifth, which had been

negative during 1999 and 2000, turned positive hi 2001. By snirast, We average saving rate for

the lower four-fifths of households, by income, was generally positive during the second half of

the 1990s and has fluctuated in a nrrow range in the pa-t few years Accordingly, most of the

change in consumption expenditures that resulted from the bull stock market and its demise
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reflected lshifl in spending by upper-inconme households. As I noted earlier, the restraining

effects from the net decline in wealth during the past two years presumably have not, as yet, fully

played out and could exert some frther damping effect on the overall growth of household

spending relativ, to that of incorom

Perhaps most central to the outlook for consmcr spending will be developmntrts in the

labor market, which has improved some in recentmonth The pace of layoffs quickened last

fall, especially after September [1, and the unernplaymnent rate roae sharply. But layoffs have

diminished noticeably in 2002, and payrolls grew again in March. In typical cyclical fashion, the

unemployment rate has lagged the pickup in demand somewhat, but it has remained between

s-1)2 and 5-3/4 percent of late, afier rsing rapidly in 2001.

Over the longer haul, incomes and spending are driver most importantly by the behavior

of labor productivity. And here the most recent readings have been very encouraging.

Typically, labor productivity declines when output is cut back and businesses are reluctant to

proporoonately reduce their workforces However, output per hour continued to grow last year.

Indee& it rose at an annual rate of 5-1/2 percent in the fourth quarter of last year and appears to

have posted another sharp advance in the fires quauter. No doubt, some of the recmt acceleration

reflects normal statistical noise. More fundamentally, some of this pickup probably occurred

because businesses have remnained cautious about boosting labor input in response to the

surprising strengts of deuid in accint iustls. But the manirtude of the gains in productivity

over the past year provides fiurther evidence of improvement in the underlyig pace of structural

laborproductivity. This development augurs wall for firms' ability to grant wage increases to

their employees without putting upward pressure on prices.
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Tn housin matrkets, low mortage interest rates and favorabl weather have provided

considerable support to homebuilding in recent atonths. Moreover, attractive mortgage rates

have bolstered the sales of existing homes and the extraction of capital gains embedded in home

equity that those sales engender. Low rates have also encouraged households to take on lerger

mortgages when refinancing their hormes Drawing on home equity in this manner is a

significant source of funding for consumwption and home modemizntion. The pace of such

eations likely dropped alisg vith tho doclin inrefinancing acivity that followed the backup

in mortgage rates that began in early November. Mortgage rates have gone back down again in

recent weeks and are at low levels. This should continue to underpin activity in housing, but

with porhaps less spillover to consumption mome generally.

The ongoing strength in the housing market has raised concerns about the possible

emergence of a bubble is home prices. However, the analogy often made to the building and

buratingofa stockprice bubble is imperfct. Fiis, unlikein the stock aarket, es iiihe teat

estate markel incur substantial transactions costs and, when most homes are sold, the seller must

physically move out Doing so often entails significant financial and emotional costs and is an

obvious impediment to stimulating a bubble duough speculative traudingin homes. TIusv wile

stock market turnover is more than 100 percent annually, the turnover of hose ownership is less

than 10 percent annually-scarcely tinder forspeculative conflagration. Second, arbitrage

opportunities are much ural limited in housing markets than in securities markets A orome in

Portland, Oregon is not a close substitute for a home in Portland, Maine, and the "national"

housing market is better understood as a collection of small, local housing markets. Even ifa
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bubble were to develop in a local market, it would not necessarily have implications for the

nation as a whole.

These factors certainly do not mean that bubbles cannot develop in house markets and

that home prices cannot decline: Indeed, home prices fell ignificantly in sevena parts of the

country in the easly 1990s. But because the turnover of homes is so much smaller than that of

stocks and because the underlying demand for living space tends to be revised very gradually,

the speed and magnitude of price rise end declines often observed in mnarkets for securities are

more difficult to create in markets for homes.

The technological advances contributing to the gains in productivity that we have

achieved over the past year should provide support not only to the household sector but also to

the business sector through a recovery in corporate profits and capital investmeat

The rctrenchment in capital spending over the pat year and a half was central to the

sharp slowing in overall activity. These cutbacks in capital spending interacted with, and were

reinforced by, falling profits and equity prices Indeed, a striking feature of the current cyclical

episode relative to mnery earlier ones has been the virtual absence of pricing power across much

of Amorican business, as increasing globalization and deregulation have enhanced competition.

Business managers, with little opportatity to raise prices, have stoved aggressively to stabilize

cash flows by trinuring workforces. These efroris have liuited any rise in unit costs, attenuated

the pressure on profit margins, and ultimately helped to preserve the vast mrority of

private sectorjobs To the extent that businesses are successful in boosting profits and cash

aow, capital spending should begin to recover more noticeably.
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Part of the reduction in pricing power observed in this cycle should be reversed as

firming demand enables businesses to take back large price discounts. Though such an

adjustment would tend to elevate price levels, underlying inflationary cost pressures should

remain contained. A lack of pressures in labor markets and increases in productivity are holding

labor costs in check, resulting in rising profit margins even with inflation remaining low.

Although energy-using companies will experience some profit pressures as recent increases in

spot oil prices become imbedded in contracts, these effects should bo limited untens oil primcs

increase appreciably further.

To be sure, over time, the current accommodative stance of monetary policy is not likely

to be consistent with maintaining price stability. But prospects for low inflation and inflation

expectations in the period ahead mean that the Federal Reserve should have ample opportunity to

adjust policy to keep inflation pressures contained once sustained, solid, economic expansion is

in view.

Improved profit margins over time and more assured prospects for rising final demand

would likely be accompanied by a decline in risk premiums from their current elevated levels

toward a more normal range. With real rates of return on high-tech equipment still aicracti ye, the

lowering of risk premiums should be n additional spur to new investment Repors from

businesses around the country suggest that the exploitation of available networking and other

information technologies was only partially cimpleted whes the cyclical retrenchment of the

past year began. Many business managers still hold the view, according to a recent survey of

purchasing managers, that less than half of currently available new and, presumably profitable,

supply-chain tedutologies have been put into use
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Reeent evidence suggests that a recovery in at least some forms of high-tech investment

is wnder way. Production of semiconductors, which in the past has been a leading indicator of

computer production, turned up last fall. Expenditures on computers rose at a double-digit

annual rate in real terms in the fourth quarter. But investmeint expenditures in the

commrunications sector. where overcapacity was substantial, as yet show few signs of increasing.

and business investmnut in some other sectors, such as arcraft; hit by the drop in air travel, will

presunably remain weak i 2002. On balance, the recovery thie yer in overall spending on

business fixed investmeent is likely to be gradual.

The US. eonomy has displayed a remarkable resilience over the pnst six months in the

face of some very significant advenae shocks. But the strength of tho economic expansion that is

under way remains to be clrified. Some of the forces that have weighed heavily on the

economy over tho post year or ao haem begun to dissipate, but other factors, such as the sharp

increase in world oil prices, have arisen that pose new challenges. As a resul the couse of final

demand will need to be monitored closely.

Still, there can be little doubt dht prospects have brightesed Spending in thc household

sector has held up well, and some signs of improvement are evident in business profits and

investment Fiscal policy continues to provide stimulus to aggregate demand, and monetary

policy is currently accommodative. With the growth ofproductLivity well msaiutaiiiud arid

inflation pressures largely absent, the foundation for economic expansion has been laid.
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tuongsS of tht Snimrd %tts
JOINT ECONOMIC COWVrTTEE

Washington, PC2o5 o--ooo2

April 25,2002

The Honorable Alan Greenspan
Chairman
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System
Twentieth Street and Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20551

Dear Chairman Greenspan:

Tr was a pleasure to speak with you at the Joint Economic Comnittee bearing of
April 17, 2002 and to hear your thoughts on monetary policy and the state of the U.S. and
world economics. Since I had only limited time to get your thoughts at the hearing, I
appreciate the opportunity to follow-up with a few questions that can be included in the
record.

As I briefly mentioned at the end of the bearing, I believe that opportunities exist
to improve the quality of the economic statistics that federal agencies collect, process,
and disseminate. As you know, these statistics - on production, income, employment,
productivity, etc. - play an important role, not only in the development of economic
policy, but also in the decision-making of many businesses and consumers.

It recently came to my attention that statutory constraints might be limiting the
quality of economic statistics. As you know, the rcsponsibility for economic statistics is
spread across many separate agencies, most notably the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA), the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the Bureau of the Census. The data
gathering efforts of these agencies sometimes overlap. For example, both the BLS and
the Census collect data about business establishments.

It has been suggested to me that the statistical agencies could realize significant
gains - in the quality of their published data, the cost of preparing it. and the burden that
data collection places on respondents in the private sector - if they could share some of
their underlying data with each other. Their ability to do so, however, is greatly linited
by statutory barriers thatr in essence, pmhibit such sharing.

These statutes have a worthy goal - protecting the confidentiality of the
respondents who provide infonmaton to the government. I have boon advised, however,
that under reasonable statutory changes, it should be possible to maintain or even
strengthen the current level of confidentiality while allowing data sharing only for
statistical purposes.
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Chairman Greenspan

Given the Federal Rescrvc's prominent role as both a consumer and a producer of
economic statistics, I would appreciate your thoughts on these issues. In particular.

* Would data shaning among the leading statstical agencies improve the quality of
economic statistics?

* Would data sharing among the leading statistical agencies, and any resultant
improvements in economic statistics, assist the Federal Reserve in its activities,
such as:

o producing its own economic statistics (e.g., industrial productinn);

o analyzing and understanding trnds in key economic measures, such as output,
employment. prices. oc productivity,

o conducting monetary policy, and

o supervising and regulating banking institutions?

* Would increased data sharing among the statistical. agencies raisc any concerns
for the Federal Reserve about respondent confidentiality?

To the extent that you can provide specific xamplea in response to any of these
questions, that would be very helpful.

Should you havc any questions about these inquiries, please do not hesitate to
contact me or Donald Marron (202-224-3922), my Principal Bconomist at the Joint
Economic Committee.

Thank you for interest and assistance.

Sincerely,

Robert F. Bennett
United States Senator

RFB:dbm
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May 8, 2002

The Honorable Robert F. Bennett
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Sendtur:

Thank you for your letter of April 25 in which you asked for my views on
removing certain statutory barriers to the sharing of business data among the Bureau of
the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS), and the Bureau of Economic Analysis
(BEA). Under a recent proposal, data would be shared for the purpose of updating
statistical sample frames, improving sample coverage, providing consistent classifications
of establishments and companies into industries, and reconciling significant differences
beweel existing data produced by the three ageiicies.

As I have remarked on many occasions, high quality economic statistics are
an important input for decisionmaking by households, businesses, and policymakers. We
are fortunate that the statistical systems in the United States, both public and private, are
among the best in the world snd, indeed, in many respects set the world standard. Rut
even a world standard can be made better.

One important outcome of data sharing would be the coordination of
establishment lists. Currently, the BLS and the Census Bureau maintain separate lists of
establishments that they use for sampling purposes. These establishment lists are derived
from two different sets of administrative records. The Census Bureau uses tax records.
and the BLS uses records from the unemployment insurance system. In a dynamic
ecnnnmy such as ours, where new establishments are being created every day, the
statistical agencies have a difficult job making sure that the lists used for their sampling
frames provide an up-to-date and complete representation of the current industrial
bcrucurc. If legislation allowing Eie sharing or business data were enacted, the
Census Bureau and the BLS would be able to compare their lists in order to improve
the depth and breadth of their samples. Such improved coverage would help make the
data collected by agencies more representative of the economy and, accordingly, more
reliable.
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The estahlishnient limsS that both agencies maintain include a code that
identifies the industry associated with the primary output of the establishment.
These codes are based on the North American Industry Classification System
(NAICS). One problem is UaLt die twU lists may identify the same establishment
with different NAICS codes. As a result, for example, the detailed industry data on
shipments from a Census Bureau survey may not cover the same establishments as
the detailed industry data on employment collected by the BLS. To the extent that
these misclassifications occur, detailed industry estimates of productivity will be
imnalidj My niderqtanding is that problems of this type do. in fact, exist. Thus,
another benefit of the proposed legislation is that it would allow the statistical
agencies to cross-validate their establishment lists.

Improving the consistency and reliability of economic information
across statistical agencies would benefit all data users. To illustrate, at the
Federal Reserve we look closely at data such as shipments and employment at
the detailed industry level for our economic analysis and as part of our industrial
production statistical program. This work would certainly be enhanced by
improvements in the quality of the underlying source data.

The American statistical systemu is an extremely important national
resource, and I applaud efforts to improve that system.
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PAUL S. SARaANES 33 intnOw eaB UNeO

¶Ented ,fftotw ^8a
WASHINGTON. DC 210510-2002

Dear Chairman Greenspan,

An article published on Tuesday, April 16i, in the Wall Street Journal reported that, 'The U.S.
may not be nearly as big an international debtor as generally thought because official data
overstate how much it owea to foreignrs, a Federal Reserve study has found." Even if this is
correct, it is fair to say that the U.S. external debt is extraordinarily large and growing.

Forcigmas held $9.4 trillion in U.S. assets at the cad of 20oo (the must ucneot ufrial data). At
the same tine, Americans held S7.2trillion in assets abroad. That left us with a net asset
position of 32.2 trillion (marke value) -22 percent ofourODP. Eveniftheestimatesmadein
the recent Fed study are correct, the net negative international position was still 16 percent of
GDP and rising rapidly. In 2001, the U.S. ran another deficit of $417 billion in the current
account, probably increasing U.S. external debt by another 4 percent of GDP.

With our imports running 35 percent larger than our exports, our exports must grow 35 percent
faster than our imports just to keep the trade balance from widening. Trade economists tell us
that, when U.S. income goes up 10 percent, our imports rise about 18 percent, but when income
abroad rises 10 perccnt U.S. exports rise by only about II or 12 percent. The consensus of
economists calls for U S. growth to outpace foreign growth again this year.

All this points to the almost certain result that the trade deficit will resume going up again this
yew after a one year respite because of the recession.

Whether the official numbers or the Fed researchers numbers are correct about the current level
of our net asset position, the ratio of our net position to GDP Is rising rapidly. How long does the
Federal Reserve expect the current account tobe roughly 4 percent or more of GDP? How much
does the Federal Reserve expect the net asset to GDP ratio to rise over the next 5 years? Over the
next 10 years? What are the conditions necessary to stabilize this deteriorating situation?

Sincerely,

R2-QQ I LI. -
Paul S. Sarbanes
Senator
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April 26, 2002

The Honorable Paul S. Sarbanes
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator:

I am pleased to enclose my response to the question you submitted

following the April 17 bearing before the Joint Economic Committee. I have also

forwarded a copy to the Committee for inclusion in the hearing record.

Enclosure
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Chairman Grcenspan submitted the following in response to a written question received
from Senator Sarbanes in connection with the Joint Economic Committee hearing of
April 17, 2002:

Current Account Deficit

An article published on Tuesday, April 16', in the Wall Street Journal reported that, "The
U.S. may not be nearly as big an international debtor as generally thought, because official
data overstate how much it owes foreigners, a Federal Reserve study has found.' Even if
this is correct. it is fair to say that the U.S. external debt is extraordinarily large and
growing.

Forcigners held $9.4 trillion in U.S. assets at the end of 2000 (the must recent official
data). At the same time, Americans held $7.2 trillion in assets abroad. That left us with a
net asset position of $2.2 trillion (market value) - 22 percent of our GDP. Even if the
estimates made in the recent Fed study are correct, the net negative international position
was still 16 percent of GDP and rising rapidly. In 2001, the U.S. ran another deficit of
S417 billion in the current account, pmhahly increasing U.S. external debt by another 4
percent of GDP.

With our imports running 35 percent larger than our exports, our exports must grow 35
percent faster than our imports just to keep the trade balance from widening. Trade
economists tell us that, when U.S. income goes up 10 percent, our imports rise about 18
percent, but when income abroad rises 10percent U.S. exports rise by only about II or 12
percent. The consensus of economists calls for U.S. growth to outpace foreign growth
agsin this year.

All this points to the almost certain result that the trade deficit will resume going up again
hids year after a one year respite because of die recession.

Whether the official numbers or the Fed researchers numbers are correct about the level of
our net asset position, the ratio of our net position to GDP is rising rapidly: How long
does the Federal Reserve expect the current account to be roughly 4 percent or more of
GDP? How much does the Federal Reserve expect the net asset to GDP ratio to rina over
the next 5 years? Over the next 10 years? What are the conditions necessary to stabilize
this deteriorating situation?

As noted in the question, our imports have exceeded our exports by a growing.

amount over the pas: several years resulting in a widening current account deficit. Our

ongoing current account deficit is also, by definition, a measure of the portion of our net
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investment in domestic plant and equipment that is financed with foreign funds, both debt

and equity. The impressive productivity performance of the U.S. economy during this

period has motivated global investors (both U.S. and foreign) to place their funds

disproportionately in U.S. assets because of the expectation of higher returns on thesc

relatively more productive assets. During the past six years, about 40 percent of the total

increase in our capital stock in effect has been financed, on net, by saving from abroad

It is difficult to predict how long global investors will continue to place their funds

disproportionately in U.S. assets. One cannot help but be impressed with how well

productivity has held up in the face of the abrupt slowing of the economy in late 2000 and

in 2001. While the recovery in spending on business fixed investment is likely to be only

gradual, ff the recent more-favorable economic developments gather momentum,

uncertainties will diminish, risk premiums will fall, and the pace of capital investment

embodying new technologies will increase. To this point, the United States has had little

apparent difficulty in attracting funds from abroad. The fact that the foreign exchange

value of the dollar has drifted higher, on balance, during the past few years suggests that

incipient net private financial inflows are at least equal to the deficit on the current

account. Private foreign purchases of U.S. securities alone have either met or exceeded

the entire current account deficit during the past three years. In addition, foreign direct

investment into the United States has swollen in recent years.

But the current account deficit, as you acknowledge, is also a measure of the

increase in the level of net claims. primarily debt claims, that foreigners have on our

assets. As the stock of such claims grows, an ever-larger flow of interest payments must
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be provided to the foreign suppliers of this capital. Countries that have gone down this

path invariably have run into trouble, and so would we. Eventually, the current account

deficit will have to be restrained. The nation's economic potential will be brighter if that

comes about thmugh an increase in domestic saving rather than a reduction in domestic

investment.

0
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THE ECONOMIC OUTLOOK
Wednesday, July 17, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:05 a.m., in Room
2226, Raybum House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Ryan, Dunn, English, Putnam and
Hill; Senators Reed and Bennett.

Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen Healy, Darryl
Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Donald Marron, Patricia Ruggles, Chad
Stone, Matthew Salomon, and Diane Rogers.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. It is a pleasure to welcome
Chairman Hubbard this morning to the Joint Economic Committee (JEC)
to testify on the economic outlook.

The economy continues to rebound from the slowdown that began in
the middle of 2000, eventually becoming a recession. In March of 2000,
the NASDAQ began a sharp decline, with spreading weakness signaled
later in that year by falling factory employment and industrial production.
The slowdown became a mild recession in 2001, but economic indicators
suggest that a recovery was under way by late last year.

Real GDP (gross domestic product) increased 6.1 percent in the first
quarter of 2002, manufacturing activity rebounded, industrial production
rose, and consumption and residential real estate remained strong.
However, there are signs that the pace of economic expansion has
moderated more recently.

The payroll employment data indicate that many employers have held
off on new hiring until the stability of the recovery becomes clear. As a
result, the output of goods and services is rising, but at a faster pace than
is employment. Consequently, labor productivity in the first quarter
surged, and is expected to remain strong in the second quarter.

The pace of the expansion may be affected by concerns about
international tensions, terrorism, and corporate accounting practices. As
a result, the level of risk and uncertainty is significant, and this imposes
additional costs on the economy and also is reflected in the weak stock
market.

As Chairman Greenspan pointed out just yesterday, our free market
economic system is based on property rights, and fraud and deception are
thefts of property. Reforms are needed in accounting and corporate
governance to strengthen safeguards against those who would otherwise
abuse the rights of shareholders. The President and Congress are moving
forward to provide these needed reforms.
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However, despite these problems, the remarkable resilience of the
American people and economy continues to be evident. It appears likely
that business profits and investment will recover in due course,
consolidating and extending the U.S. economic expansion. The Federal
Reserve's actions to reduce interest rates, and congressional actions to
reduce the tax burden have improved the prospects of economic
expansion.

Let me yield at this time to Senator Reed for any opening statement
he may wish to make.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 31.]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I want to welcome Chairman Hubbard. He plays a critical role as

Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers (CEA). I am looking
forward to hearing Chairman Hubbard's views on the state of the
economy, and I wouldn't be surprised if we have some spirited discussion
about the administration's latest forecast and its implications for budget
and tax policy.

I have serious concerns about the economic policies that this
administration is pursuing. We are very fortunate that the worst fears
about how September 11 would affect the economy were not realized,
but I fear that we may be experiencing the same kind of jobless recovery
that we saw the last time around. When the recession ended in March of
1991, unemployment kept rising until July of 1992, and the Federal
budget reached a record deficit of $290 billion. Last month the
unemployment rate bumped up to 5.9 percent, and the number of
unemployed people was nearly 2.4 million higher than it was when the
recession started. Even though there was a small increase last month, the
number of payroll jobs is lower now than it was at the beginning of the
year. And, of course, every time we reestimate the budget deficit, it gets
worse.

The administration seems to believe that more tax cuts are the
answer. But how do budget-draining tax cuts skewed towards
upper-income taxpayers address the concerns of ordinary Americans?
People are worried about their jobs and their pensions; they want to be
sure that Social Security is on a sound footing and that they can afford
prescription drugs; they want to be assured that corporate executives are
honest or that they will be caught and punished if they are not; and they
want to believe that the government is on their side, working to help them
improve their lives.

On another matter, I would like to commend the CEA on its role in
improving the quality of Federal statistics. The proposal the
administration unveiled last week to enhance data sharing among the
Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Bureau of
Economic Analysis is an important step towards improving our ability to
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measure and understand the rapidly changing economy. The JEC, too,
has had a long tradition of working to improve the quality of Federal
statistics. In fact, we are having a hearing next week on the topic of
measuring economic change, and I look forward to working with the CEA
on efforts to create a 215' century statistical infrastructure appropriate for
a 21St century economy.

Dr. Hubbard, I look forward to hearing what you have to say about
the economic outlook. I hope that the CEA is taking a hard look at
economic realities and can give us some constructive advice on how we
can improve the employment picture while stimulating economic growth
and avoiding a new round of ballooning deficits. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 32.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Reed.
Chairman Hubbard, thank you for being here this morning. We

appreciate your participation.
Let me just announce at the outset that both the House and the Senate

are expected to have votes in approximately 20 minutes. So we will get
started, and unfortunately we will have a little interruption, and then we
will come back to hear the rest of your testimony.

So, sir, if you would like to go lead and share your thoughts with us
at this time, we would appreciate it.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. R. GLENN HUBBARD,
CHAIRMAN, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Dr. Hubbard. Sure. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and
Senator Reed and Congressman Ryan. I will be brief, because you have
my full testimony.

What I really wanted to bring up for your attention were three things:
One, to talk a little bit about the mechanics of the recovery that we are
now seeing; second, to talk about what both of you raised in your opening
statements, risks to the recovery; and, third, what kinds of public policies
promote the recovery, and, frankly, what kinds of public policies might
hinder it.

Our economic outlook at the administration, of course, has just been
updated and released in the midsession review of the budget, which, of
course, you have. In doing that revision, we took into account recent
changes in economic forecasts in the private sector as well as passage of
the Job Creation and Worker Assistance Act, which contains provisions
both on the unemployment side and for investment incentives.

Over the longer term in the budget, we kept GDP growth where we
had had it, and long-term GDP growth is still projected to average around
3.2 percent per year, which I would note is also the Blue Chip consensus
forecast. During the last part of that period, we have the long-term
growth of the country at about 3.1 percent.

What are the mechanics of recovery? Well, the star in the recovery
any time is the star in the economy, which is the consumer, since
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consumer spending is about two thirds of the economy; and the
household sector, of course, which is well known to you, was the star
during the downturn and continues to hold up very prominently during
the upturn. This holding up, in our view at the CEA, is quite rational and
reflects expectations of greater income growth in the future, very
accommodated monetary policy, and a tax policy which, while also good
for the long term, provided a short-term cushion for consumers.

In order, however, to have a sustainable recovery, I think any
economist will tell you that the attention must, at some point, shift to
business fixed investment. It is very hard to have a sustainable recovery
with the kind ofjob creation, for example, that Senator Reed highlighted,
without much more vigorous investment. As you know, public policy
shifted to provide more incentives for investment in the Job Creation and
Worker Assistance Act. Interest rate climate for investment also remains
quite favorable. And something that does not appear to be getting the
attention it deserves, corporate profits as measured in our national income
and product accounts, are rebounding quite strongly.

And this is a flip side, Mr. Chairman, of the points you raised about
productivity. The very modest increases we are seeing in unit labor costs
during the recovery have led to a profit rebound. So when most
economists - and I would count myself among them - look for an
investment turnaround later this year, they are highlighting those
fundamentals in a turnaround in profits as well as effects of lower interest
rates and investment stimulus.

I think we will continue to see evidence of the investment recovery
in coming months. Toward this end, I would point out that most recently
the data we got on industrial production are very encouraging, as we had
news beyond market expectations.

Now, I said I also wanted to talk with you about risks to the recovery.
I think there is too much of a tendency for economists to give you a
number and then walk away, and I want to have a very candid discussion
with you where I think risks are. And a key risk that I am sure is on your
mind, as is it on mine, has to do with the stock market. For example, the
stock market has declined about 13 percent since the end of May, and my
judgment is that reflects shifts in the equity risk premium and concerns
over, among other things, profitability that I mentioned before, and,
frankly, concerns over the quality of financial and accounting data.

The upshot of that is a story all too familiar to you that household
wealth has fallen by about $1.3 trillion. This manifests itself most
obviously to all of us when we look at our pension values, or 401 (k) plans
or retirement plans, but it has raised concerns in some quarters about the
durability of the recovery. So Ijust want to put a calculation on the table
to try to frame how much or how not much of a worry the debt is.

If one were to suppose that the decline in the stock market value that
we have seen since May were to be permanent, that is, we just take it
forever out of the level of stock prices, we estimate at the Council that the
level of real GDP would be lower by between 4/10 to 7/10 of a
percentage point after a year. That is a noticeable hit. It by no means
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would derail the recovery. And that, of course, is assuming the worst, a
permanent hit. It is also important to note that while equity values have
fallen, that has been cushioned in part for households by a rise in housing
equity, though by no means cushioned as much as a decline in equity.

On the investment side, I would also note as a risk the modest rise we
have been seeing in risk spreads, which doubtless contributes to lower
equity valuations. In terms of the cost of capital for investment, those
risk premium increases have been offset in part by a decline in riskless
rate; that is, around the world we are seeing a flight to quality, in
economist terms, as people are selling equities and buying bonds.

- A part of all this in talking about the risks to the recovery, though, is
to ask ourselves about the quality of the data, and I very much appreciate
Senator Reed bringing this up. The intense focus we are seeing on
monthly or sometimes weekly data releases during the recovery is really
focusing the attention, I think, on the quality of economic data. And as
the Senator mentioned, the Council unveiled the President's initiative last
week to raise the quality of economic statistics. This isn't a parlor game
issue among economists; it is about having real-time data that are of use
to the private economy in making saving and investment plans, and to
you and us in the administration in formulating and thinking about
economic policy. We have initiatives for the coordination of data across
the statistical agencies that would still protect the confidentiality of
taxpayers and firms. I believe this is an initiative that deserves very
serious consideration, and hope that it comes to fruition very soon.

Now, I said that I would also spend a few minutes with you on issues
about policies for recovery, good policies and bad, and I think one of the
issues that has come to the fore in the recovery is the notion of
uncertainty. Now, partly, this uncertainty is real. It reflects terrorism
risks that perhaps are acknowledged as being larger than they once were
or perhaps even new. These are real risks to our economy that one does
not easily wave away in the short term.

There are also, however, risks to our economy, both for the long run
and the recovery, that come from public policies. Now, we have
abundant lessons over the past two decades that testify to the energy and
innovation of the private sector. That came up, of course, in the opening
statements as well. And I find it somewhat remarkable that some have
suggested the growth-oriented tax policy might be making matters worse
in urging repeal of the tax cut. I submit to you that is not only bad
long-term tax policy, uncertainty surrounding such a discussion weighs
on the minds of savers and investors and contributes to an atmosphere of
uncertainty in markets.

I will give you a number if that helps. Professor Harvey Rosen at
Princeton recently did a calculation that doing a U-turn by taking away
the balance of the President's tax cut and looking forward would
ultimately reduce GDP growth by just under 2/10 of a percentage point
per year. Now, that may not sound like a lot to you, but after 10 years
that is about $1,000 in extra output for every man, woman, and child in
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the country. The message there, I think, is straightforward: One doesn't
want to place the future pro-growth tax policy at risk.

The second pro-growth policy that I worry about is in the trade area.
I think we all share generally, if not specifically - and hopefully all
specifically - the President's interest in trade promotion authority and
open markets and gains from trade. I will spare you the homily on free
trade, although I will stipulate that it is true, just to remind you that the
institutions for trade are important, and uncertainty about conditions
being attached to trade promotion authority is not good business.

The final element of a general uncertainty, before I get to the newer
area of corporate governance in the market, has to do with spending.
There is often a concern, as, of course, there should be, over deficits and
surpluses. But I would submit to you, that is the top layer of the concern.
The real issue is overspending and the size of government; that is what
determines the current and future tax burdens. Being wary of spending
patterns is critical for you and for us.

The final new element I wanted to raise with you is uncertainty over
corporate governance. We cannot have the most efficient capital markets
in the world, which we have historically had in this country, without
trust, and that trust is of two kinds at least. One is faith in the numbers
that we see, that they recognize the true state of a company or set of
companies. And second is trust that the management of companies will
act in the interest of the shareholders in whose trust they serve.

The President, of course, put out in March a 1 0-point plan focused on
two primary areas. One is transparency, that is, improving the quality of
information we get as investors or policymakers; and the other is
accountability, so that abuses of trust are punished financially, or in some
cases in a criminal setting.

The Securities and Exchange Commission, of course, has already
made substantial strides here and has asked for several new rulemakings,
and, as you know well, has asked for a recertification of statements of the
top 1,000 companies. More recently the President called for a new ethic
of responsibility in the corporate community, and in the administration
we are very pleased with the progress in the Congress in getting both the
Senate bill and the House bill out. The President would like to get
something soon that he can sign. This is an uncertainty over our
economy that we need to resolve, and I commend those in the Congress
who have been working very strenuously on this.

Before I finish, I would like to close with one area about which there
is no uncertainty. It is, of course, always easy and exciting to look at the
events that are in the pages of the newspaper before us, but the truth
about our economy's long-term growth today is the same as it always has
been. Our standard of living is determined by productivity growth. As
we think about policies, be they tax policies, be they regulatory policies,
be they the way we approach corporate America, we need to make sure
we emphasize growth and innovation.
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Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am delighted to have this opportunity,
and I look forward to your questions or any questions Members of the
Committee might have.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Hubbard appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 35.]

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Hubbard,
for sharing those thoughts with us.

Let me begin with kind of a paradoxical question. We here at the
JEC constantly monitor a variety of economic indicators, and, frankly,
most of those indicators look pretty good. And yet I found myself
yesterday sitting in my office talking with some of my staff reaching for
the television clicker to turn off the news because it didn't look good.
And I thought to myself, why do I need to watch this and put my stomach
through arduous kinds of conditions?

When we monitor, for example, growth of domestic product during
the first quarter of the year was over 6 percent growth, and in the second

.quarter it looks like it is going to be about half that, but still significant
growth in the economy. Consumption, as you pointed out in your
statement, during the first quarter was over 6 percent, and in the second
quarter again it looks like it will be - I'm sorry, the last quarter of last
year was over 6 percent, and in- the first quarter of this year, it was
something like 3.3 percent. As you pointed out also, retail sales continue
to trend-upward. This-is good economic news. Home sales continue to
be very strong. Business investment, while weak, is not as weak as
perhaps it was several months. ago. New orders in capital goods are
trending up. The Industrial Production Index has been on the positive
side for the last six or seven months. The Purchasing Managers Index,
which is a measure of the percentage of businesses that are growing, just
a few months ago, perhaps at the end of the third quarter of last year,
showed there were only 40 percent of the businesses in the country that
we measured as growing. -Today 56 percent are growing, or thereabouts.

And so there is a lot of good news in the economy, and yet we see
obvious signs of other weaknesses. Is this totally because of the
accountability and uncertainty factors that you mentioned vis-a-vis
terrorism and problems with our accounting processes and uncertainty
that develop because of those two issues?

Dr. Hubbard. I don't think so, Mr. Chairman. After September 11',
I started having fairly regular telephone conversations with samples of
executives around the country precisely because I felt they needed
information faster than the data releases would give it to them. The areas
that worried people at the time and worry people still have to do with the
timing of an investment recovery. You probably know, CEOs generally
have been more pessimistic in that regard than have most economists -
not just myself, but many in the private sector. I think that is a source of
uncertainty and a wild card that certainly predated the corporate
governance issues. I think the corporate governance problem has made
things worse because it has added the complication of stock market
valuations and probably complicated the investment recovery.
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The other issue I would raise, I should follow up on something that
Senator Reed had mentioned in the beginning. I think one reason in
many people's minds that recovery doesn't feel as good is that we haven't
seen job creation at the same pace as we have seen output creation. That
will come, but it has been slower and, I think, has slowed down people's
perceptions of the times.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you. As I indicated at the
outset, we are going to have some votes around 10:30 both in the House
and the Senate. So I am going to have some more questions later, but let
me turn to Senator Reed to give him an opportunity before he has to run
off.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And, as you
indicated, the Senate has a vote at 10:30, and I will leave, and I hope my
colleagues will return here after the vote.

Again, Chairman Hubbard, thank you for your testimony. There has
been some discussion about the results of the first quarter the President
pointed to that were very impressive, about 6.1 percent growth in GDP.
But wasn't much of the growth in the first quarter based on one-time
inventory adjustments rather than underlying strength and sales?

Dr. Hubbard. Certainly a very large factor in the first quarter was
inventory adjustments. I expect inventory adjustments will also figure in
the second quarter's growth as well. But, yes, they are not final demand
changes.

Senator Reed. And so we still haven't seen - well, let me put it
another way. That 6.1 percent doesn't reflect a surge in the consumer
demand; it is more or less reduction in inventories?

Dr. Hubbard. Consumer demand held up very well in the first
quarter; but I don't think any economist will tell you that 6.1 percent is a
normal rate.

Senator Reed. Dr. Hubbard, in your testimony, in your remarks, you
cited a study by Professor Rosen that estimates that the tax cut reduces
the dead weight loss of the tax system by about 2/10 of a percent of GDP
annually. Does this calculation take into account the economic effects of
the revenue loss and loss of national savings associated with tax cuts?
Other studies, I am told, one by Professor Auerbach, found that there is
a net loss from the tax cut if national savings goes down. Would you
comment?

Dr. Hubbard. I will answer both parts of that. The calculation that
Harvey Rosen does was just as I described: It was simply of a tax
change. The effects of the tax change through interest rates on the
economy are very modest. The best study that I am familiar with was
done at the Federal Reserve Board, Elmendorf & Mankiw study. I have
a number of very deep technical concerns with the Auerbach paper. I am
not sure if this is the right venue to have them. But I do not accept the
paper's conclusions.

Senator Reed. Well, we on the Senate side had a hearing on the
Banking Committee, and Professor Solow and Professor Stiglitz joined
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us. And paraphrasing - and awkwardly paraphrasing - their comments,
the suggestion was that national savings will be decreased because of the
budget surplus going down, and is unlikely to be made up by private
savings given the history of private savings in the country. And without
national savings, we don't have the resources for the investment that you
think is going to be the leading edge of our recovery. And proposals
today to further cut taxes would, I tend to think, further erode national
savings in terms of simply decreasing in a more dramatic way the surplus,
which is already exhausted through the deficit. Can you comment?

Dr. Hubbard. Sure. The three points you raise: One, I think the
base line in that experiment is one that I think is somewhat odd, which is
the notion that if you ran surpluses without the tax cut, those would not
be spent. I think that, history tells us, is not perhaps the most apt.

The second, on interest rates. While I will skip the general technical
differences in the model, in the Auerbach paper, it is built in to have the
largest possible interest rate effects; in fact, far larger than any empirical
evidence would suggest.

And on the notion of further cutting taxes, I think what I referred to
in my testimony was carrying out the tax cut that you have already
passed. I wasn't asking you for your consideration for yet another round
of tax cuts.

Senator Reed. Well, I seem to hear the President at every possible
moment talking about extending and making permanent the estate tax
repeal, and making permanent tax cuts that will sunset in 10 years or so.
So, is he doing something that you would advise him not to do?

Dr. Hubbard. No. Absolutely not. I think we do want the tax cut
that you passed made permanent - good long-term tax. cuts.

Senator Reed. Well, so you would want the estate tax cut
permanently?

Dr. Hubbard. Everything that you enacted in the tax bill, yes, we
would like to make it permanent.

Senator Reed. Well, we already have reached a point where we
have a significant deficit of $165 billion, and it keeps going up with every
estimate.

In the midsession review, OMB Director Daniels did a preview, and
he suggested that the 10-year surplus was significantly caused by the
recession, and only 15 percent of the change was the result of the tax
changes made last year, the tax cuts. Yet as I look at your report -- the
midsession review, actually -- it suggests on page 6 that over the 10-year
period almost 40 percent of the change is a result of the tax cuts. Is it 15
or is it 40? And if we cut taxes further or, in fact, increase or make
permanent the taxes, will that 40 percent grow even more, particularly,
obviously, after the 1 0-year period?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I, of course, wasn't here for your conversation
with Mitch, so I don't want to talk about his number. But, yes, the tax cut
is one of the contributing factors in the decline in the surplus there on
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page 6. And over the long term, the static costs of the tax cut are very
high. Absolutely true.

Our advocacy, as an administration, for the tax cut and your
advocacy in the Congress in passing it, was the belief that it was the right
program policy for the country.

Senator Reed. Well, at least in the short run we haven't seen that
take hold yet; is that correct?

Dr. Hubbard. I would disagree with that, Senator, respectfully. I
think that we have seen support from the tax cut in both the downturn and
at the beginning of the recovery. And, of course, the real purpose for tax
cuts of the sort that you pass, marginal-rate cuts, is for long-term
economic growth.

Senator Reed. Let me just conclude. One of the other issues that
was motivating the proposals last year for the tax cut was the notion that
it was important to reduce the deficit, and we could do that. That we
could, in fact retire Federal debt. It seems now that this is getting more
and more difficult. How much debt do you think we can retire now by
2007? I think some of the components of the tax cut would suggest one
reason we could cut taxes is because the surplus would grow so large that
we couldn't handle it.

Dr. Hubbard. Well, the surplus, of course, is much smaller than at
that time. As you know, the unified budget surpluses reappear in the
midsession forecasts in the fiscal year 2005 budget, and that is when the
period of more aggressive debt reduction begins.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Ryan.
Representative Ryan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Hubbard, it is nice to see you here. I have been going through

your testimony and listening to your oral testimony, and I just have a few
observations and just a couple quick questions.

It is very important that we now look at the threats facing our
economy as we try to pull out of the bad news and the problems we have
had. And in looking at the President's recent comments, looking at some
of the comments from Ken Dam, from the administration, over at the
Treasury Department, I have a few concerns.

One concern that I completely agree with you is that the sunset of
these tax cuts is producing uncertainty in the economy, when 24 percent
of our equity markets are owned by pensions, are owned by people's
retirement portfolios, and yet the tax treatment of those pensions from the
tax law we passed, for instance, bringing the cap on 401(k)s down by a
third, bringing the cap on IRAs down by half, those kinds of uncertainties
expiring in eight years put a lot of uncertainty into the equity markets.
And we need to fix that and make these tax policies permanent so the
market's pension holders in the equity markets know on the income
horizon that the tax treatment is certain.
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But on the trade issue, you mention we need to go to free trade and
pass TPA, I couldn't agree with that more, but I worry that the market see
conflicting signals coming from the administration. I reference the steel
action, and the lumber action. And also I think that the earnings stripping
policy coming from the Treasury Department also has a problem in that
it could trigger off a new round of tax treatment against our companies
competing overseas. And I worry that the earnings stripping policy that
the Treasury has put out may have the unintended consequence of just
raising taxes on people who aren't seeking to avoid paying U.S. taxation.

So, I would like to get your comments on the Treasury earnings
stripping policy. We in Ways and Means - a few of us here serve on that
Committee as well - are trying to clean that up and trying to fix that so
we don't trigger another round of perceived protectionism with respect to
tax policy.

Spending is also something that I think we need the administration
to weigh in on. The President has said a couple of times, we need to hold
the line on spending; we need to hit the House target. But we don't hear
anything from the administration in specifics and we here in Congress
deal in specifics. We break the total spending total down into 13
different bills. We are in a little fight right now on the floor on the first
domestic discretionary bill, but we haven't heard anything from the
administration on how to get out of this fiscal year with some kind of
spending discipline. And if we don't have any partnership or any detailed
direction from the administration, my fear - and I think I can share this
with a lot of people in this Congress - is that we are going to leave this
fiscal year with blowing the cap, which is a Presidential veto threat, and
the only budget resolution that exists, which is the House-passed that has
been deemed.

On corporate governance - I also would like to get your comments
on some of the bills that we have had around here. And I think the
markets are worried: Are we going to do overkill and have government
and Washington take over the accounting industry, approve the balance
sheets and the accounting standards of our corporations; or are we going
to pass confidence-building measures that allow transparency, honestly,
truthfulness in our records? And is that going to then bring the rule of
law back into capitalism, which is what we are trying to accomplish?

And so these are things that are taking place right now. I think the
administration, Ken Dam, in particular, his comments that the stock
market is still overvalued references that the 1 990s were a binge. I think
those are hurtful comments to the markets, and I think that they have
contributed to a weak dollar policy, whether or not that is the intended
policy of the administration. And I also think that some of the policy
coming from the administration, probably in an unintended way, gives the
impression that our policy shift is away from free trade and toward
protectionism, is away from a strong dollar and toward a weak dollar,
and is away from spending discipline toward spending more money. And
I would like it if you can comment on those.
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Dr. Hubbard. You give me quite a list. I will try to go through
them.

Let me start with the issue of steel. As you know, the issue in the
steel question isn't just whether or not one ought to have a tariff on steel.
As a narrowly put economic question, I think the answer to that is
obvious. The question is, is this part of the right structural adjustment
policy. The President's judgment is that it is, that that is part of what we
need to help the steel industry restructure and to pursue the broader trade
agenda.

On earnings stripping, we can probably have a longer discussion
later, but just to give you a sense of where the Treasury is coming from,
is to attempt to go after the source of problems in so-called inversions;
rather than banning inversions and meddling in corporate affairs, trying
to ask: What is the incentive for this kind of activity? That will
inevitably require leveling the playing field, and whenever you level the
playing field, there will be winners and losers. And I would very much
welcome a chance to talk with you on your concerns.

On spending, this is something where I think the administration has
and will continue to provide guidance. For example, on the
supplemental, I think the President has been quite blunt as it is on what
he would like to see.

On corporate governance, I think in the administration we salute the
efforts both that Chairman Oxley has made in the House and Chairman
Sarbanes has made in the Senate. And I think we have bills that have
very good elements and need to be reconciled quickly. As I said in my
opening remarks, this is an uncertainty hanging over the market, and the
President would like to sign this soon.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, unfortunately we have got
about 5 minutes left in this vote, so we are going to have to run off. So
in fairness to Mr. Ryan-

Representative Ryan. I think he is finishing up.
Dr. Hubbard. Can I give you one last one, and then I will let you

sprint? Or I can do it later.
But on the issue of the stock market and binging, I don't think any

economist can tell you with perfect certainty whether the market is
overvalued or undervalued. What I can tell you is that the fundamentals
of the economy are very, very good, and that it is very difficult to see
anyplace other than the U.S. to be the best place to invest.

I would advise you not to carry the binge analogy too far in the sense
that what we have left over from the 1990s is an economy that has
wonderful technological innovation and productivity growth. It is the
engine and envy of the world's growth.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We will go get
this vote out of the way and be back as soon as possible, and when we
return, we will go to Mr. English.
[Recess.]
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Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, hopefully we won't be
interrupted again for some time. Let's go to Mr. English at this point.

Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Hubbard, it is a privilege to have you here. I must say,

when I am in Erie, Pennsylvania, I get a much less optimistic view of the
economy than I do when I am here within the Washington Beltway. Our
concern there is the things that we specialize in, which are particularly
manufacturing; Erie County, Pennsylvania, has the biggest concentration
of manufacturingjobs and export-related jobs in our entire State. We see
our local economy very much tied to the manufacturing cycle, so I am
going to concentrate the focus of my questions on that.

In your testimony, you say that the key to transforming recovery and
robust growth is the pace of business-fixed investment. And then you
reference what we were able to do in the very limited stimulus package
that the Senate permitted us. That makes a great deal of sense to me.
And then you also note: For the economy as a whole, business
investment slowed its decline during the first quarter. Investment in
nonresidential structures continues to decline, but purchases of
equipment and software have shown some signs of firming.

In a second, I wonder if you could respond to that, and also respond
to the question I - one of the hats I wear is Chairman of the Real Estate
Caucus. Should we also be looking long term to incentives to encourage
investment into nonresidential property as something that will add -
value added to the economy?

I would like you, though, specifically to comment: Do you foresee a
sustained rebound in manufacturing? Do you feel that the recent decline
in the value of the dollar will have a significant positive effect on
manufacturing and its competitive position in the United States?

And, finally, as Chairman of the Steel Caucus, I may have a little
different view than you and some of my colleagues on the President's
steel policy, which I think is revolutionary and shows the courage of
being willing to think outside of the box. But I wonder if you would
comment on what trends you see in steel prices, and how that is going to
affect not only steel companies, but the manufacturing sector as a whole.

Dr. Hubbard. Thank you very much. A number of very good
questions.

First, let me set the record straight. I absolutely support the
President's steel decision.

Representative English. I got that.
Dr. Hubbard. I think it is an excellent example of corporate

restructuring.
On the questions that you asked, I think that we do have a

manufacturing recovery under way. The National Association of
Manufacturers, I think, would agree to that in terms of surveys of its
members. And we are starting to see more robust upturns in industrial
production.

81-527 02 -2
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Yes, I do think a decline in the dollar is part of the story for
manufacturing, just as it was part of the story for manufacturing's decline.

On the question about nonresidential property incentives, I think this
is really a topic for discussion under tax reform. I would prefer, at least,
to see a general discussion of how we tax capital and investment in the
country, rather than doing it in a run-off way. One of the things I thought
that was particularly good about the investment incentives that the
Congress had passed before, was that they were a move toward a more
neutral tax system, the business investment. I certainly salute that.

Representative English. And on that point, Chairman, if I might
interrupt, one of my concerns was that our focus, because it was a
narrow, limited bill, and because the Senate constrained Congress's
approach to a stimulus package, we did not provide a similar series of
incentives to encourage investment in business structures, in business
property. And I wonder if you see that as an imbalance that we should
address long term?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I think the first and most important short-term
consideration there will be the recovery of the economy itself, because
the lumpiness of structures are naturally going to be slower to recover
than equipment. I would urge you to think again in terms of bigger tax
reform issues rather than focusing on it as a stimulus per se.

You asked the question about steel prices. Of course, steel prices
will track very closely the economic recovery, as steel is a basic input.

Representative English. So would it be fair to say that, in your
view, one of the critical things in the President's policy on steel is that by
encouraging the economy overall to recover, essentially that is going to
help the steel sector, which is closely tied to the performance of the
overall economy? There is a tendency for many to break out the 2001
action as a freestanding, comprehensive policy. In fact, I see the
President's approach to steel as being much more nuanced and much
broader. And, in fact, the recovery of the manufacturing sector is likely
to be the most effective way of providing recovery to the steel sector. Is
that a fair summary?

Dr. Hubbard. That is absolutely true. The best policy for industries
tends to be a policy that helps the economy as a whole. The piece of
nuance I think that you were referring to, is the President wanted to use
this action as a way to encourage restructuring in the steel industry, and
we await that restructure.

Representative English. I thank the Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. English.
Ms. Dunn?
Representative Dunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And welcome to you, Chairman Hubbard. I enjoyed and appreciated

your answers to Mr. Reed's questions on the tax relief proposal that the
President signed last year. And we need to go ahead to create
permanency in some of these items. I think that, especially when it
comes to the permanent repeal of the death tax, when people do have that
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sense of certainty, it is at that point where they change their behavior.
And so, I think that that is very important to make sure that the dollars
that continue to have to be put into life insurance coverage and estate
planning be allowed to be put back into the companies. And I think that
will help and boost our recovery to a much greater degree.

I was very interested in your conversation with Mr. English on steel,
and I will hope at some future point that you will be able to tell us that
the industry actually has begun to restructure. That will be the question
I look at when I analyze whether that is proper policy, since it is going to
be in effect for 3 years. I hope that we will see some examples of how
that is occurring in the way that the President would like it to.

I did have an opportunity, Dr. Hubbard, last spring, to listen to your
testimony on the Ways and Means Oversight Committee, and you talked
about the effect of dynamics. That is of great interest to me, and I
supported your candor - or appreciated your candor, I guess, in talking
about how difficult it is to try to bring reality into the scoring process.
And you suggested that that would be possible and practical on
large-scale tax bills.

In your opinion, when Congress evaluates the merits of large tax
changes, do you believe it would be beneficial to Members to see maybe
more than one, maybe several different economic models being used to
evaluate those tax changes?

Dr. Hubbard. I do, absolutely. I think that when you make your
deliberation over tax policy, what, of course, you are concerned about, is
effects on the economy and distribution of the tax benefits and costs of
what you are considering. And I think you implicitly look at models or
effects on the economy in your deliberation.

What I would like to see done is to provide more systematic help, and
I don't think it has to be a single answer. A range of answers would help
inform the debate. And I am not sure it is a great analogy, but the way I
think of it is more like an impact statement, to give you the kind of
information as a policymaker, that you need to figure it out. So
absolutely, I think it is important for large tax bills.

Representative Dunn. And I also see the need to create that broad
perspective and knowledge when it comes to trade legislation. I think we
penalize ourselves often by requiring a revenue statement on what a
change in trade policy is going to bring about, when so often the effect
of free trade is to increase revenues, and so it becomes almost a false
statement. And I come from the State of Washington, which we just
learned has finally dropped in its unemployment numbers a bit. They
have continued to be number 2 in - among all states in the Nation - after
Oregon, Washington State is. And I am very hopeful that as we work
together with the administration, that we can come up with those tweaks
that need to be done to assist us in moving forward economically, to
make that turnaround of the economy happen sooner rather than later.
And so I appreciated very much your summary of what the uncertainty
elements were, because it has given me some thoughts on what needs to
be done. Thank you, Chairman Hubbard.
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Dr. Hubbard. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
The gentleman from Florida, Mr. Putnam.
Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Good morning, Dr. Hubbard. I want to briefly address the issues of

consumption of household debt. As has been noted by people a whole lot
smarter than I, the household consumption in housing buoyed us through
the recent slowdown. The consequence being that, as we are poised for
recovery, there is a lack of pent-up demand. Does this give you any
concerns?

And also, as a result of the consumption continuing throughout the
slowdown, much of that was done on credit. And I would like for you,
if you would, to address household debt and its impact on being a drag
on recovery.

Dr. Hubbard. Well, to take the question, at least start actually on
where you ended up, on the recovery, I don't think it is the case that you
need an acceleration of consumer spending to have a decent recovery. As
you noted, consumer spending was robust during the downturn and
continues to be so. What is needed for more sustainable recovery is the
recovery in investment. And I want to come back to that in just a second.

On your issues of whether households are strained, like many things
in looking at these ratios, it depends on what you look at. I think people
tend to focus on changes in balance sheet variables, in looking at
households taking on more debt. And you are correct that that has
happened, but debt serviceability of households has actually held up very
well. In part, this is a statement of the low interest rate climate in which
we find ourselves.

Now, is this a wise thing for households to do? And here I will come
back to the investment point. Households are making a bet, if you will,
that the economic growth forecasts that are, say, in the administration's
documents or in the private sector forecasts, will come to pass. It is
income growth that is the largest determinative of consumer spending.
I think that is a very reasonable bet. Are there wild cards in the risks?
Yes. And they are the ones that I mentioned in my testimony particularly
having to do with the value of equities. But I think at the moment,
households have a very reasonable bet, and I see nothing in what has
happened to suggest that we are likely to see a fall in consumption.

Representative Putnam. The issues - the consumer confidence
from the University of Michigan last week showed a dip. In your
conversations with executives, and particularly retailers, as they are
making their purchasing decisions for the Christmas season now, what
are you hearing out there in terms of their expectations for the holiday
season?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, first, on the confidence, what appears to have
happened, the dip isn't so much an impression about current conditions,
but in questions have talked about the situation going forward, which is
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a code word for worrying about the stock market, since it is really coming
down to the same wild card that I mentioned before.

Among retailers, perhaps the most brisk positions are retailers at the
middle and lower price points for products. But I expect this should be
a relatively good retail season, given the aggregate of consumption
forecasts we have seen.

So, yes, there is reason to worry at some level about the confidence
factors you mentioned, but, again, I think this is all back to the question
of the market.

Representative Putnam. In the Daniels mid-session review, one of
the things that came out was that at its high, somewhere along the line of
$600 billion of government revenues were generated by the capital gains
tax. It raises some interesting questions about the dependence on that
particular tax for government revenues. Obviously, that is not going to
be the case now or in the near future, and there will be a lagging effect on
revenues as a result of the low market. So, comment on that, please, if
you would, our new-found dependence on capital gains as a source of
federal government revenues.

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I think the pattern that Mitch was referring to
and that you raised is actually part of a more general story in the tax
system of how dependent we are on the decisions and incomes of very
high-income taxpayers. In the capital gains story, it is really two stories.
One is a story about just investors realizing gains; another is the
compensation of very high-income folks in corporations. And I think
what we saw in the 1990s, as you would expect in a big boon for the
economy, is an increase in that compensation, and we are now beginning
to see and probably will see a decline in that compensation. A tax system
that tries to load up its principal burden on high-income taxpayers will be
very sensitive to the income movements of those taxpayers. Capital gains
would be an element, but I think it will also show up in individual income
taxes generally.

Representative Putnam. Does the imbalance of the tax base and its
disproportionate burden, if you will, on those high-income ratepayers, is
that troubling to you as an economist in terms of when you have a setback
in the markets, as we appear to be in now, it has a disproportionate effect
on revenues? What are your thoughts on that?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I think it is actually a little more complicated.
We, of course, have a progressive tax system, so the general pattern you
mention wouldn't be a surprise. I think what was a surprise to at least us
in the administration, and I think to many private sector forecasters, was
just how much the revenues depend on that.

Let me give you a quick example. You probably know between the
budget and the midsession, the actual forecast for economic growth was
increased. And so typically you would say, well, then we should be
bringing before you an increase in revenues. Of course, that was not the
case. And that change in economic growth was more than offset by these
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yet unexplained changes on the tax side. So, it is an area that we are still
just really coming to grips with.

Representative Putnam. I certainly agree with you, we have a
progressive-rate structure, but it has almost reached a point of being
super-progressive in the sense that you have a huge percentage of people
who pay nothing and a very small percentage of people who pay a
majority. And that is troubling when you get into situations like we are
in now, where you have a tremendous fall-off in capital gains and in
those. upper income, those margins, and it has a disproportionate effect
on revenues.

Dr. Hubbard. I would agree with you about that. I think the
principal troubling factor for me is simply that high marginal tax rates
generally are bad for our economy. And I think any continuing
discussion of tax reform that would push us toward a broader-based
lower-rate tax system is absolutely a good thing.

Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Hill.
Representative Hill. Dr. Hubbard, thank you for being here this

morning. I appreciate your comments.
I guess the question I have got in the back of my mind is, you have

got statistics here showing that this economy is going to be growing at
6.1 percent. If that is the case, then why are we running deficits? If the
economy is blazing along at 6.1 percent, why aren't we getting the
revenue in to create surpluses rather than deficits?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I guess the first part of the answer I would give
is, of course, we are not projecting 6.1 percent. That is a statement of
what happened, not what will happen. I think the potential growth rate
of our economy, which is obviously a debate among economists, is a little
over 3 percent per year. That is the sustainable GDP growth rate for our
economy. That is what we have in the budget. I think it is actually
higher than that, but we try to be conservative.

Your question about revenues gets back to the previous discussion I
was having with Mr. Putnam, which is that while we have forecasted
higher growth, to be as straightforward as possible, the effective tax rate
on income appears to have gone down, and that is in part due to lower
capital gains realization and the decline in income among very
high-income households. So I think that is part of the puzzle. And I don't
think anyone would suggest the economy is likely to be growing at 6
percent.

Representative Hill. Well, what does this mean then? In early
February - I am reading from the Joint Economic Committee Democratic
staff. It says: In early February, most analysts expected that the real
growth domestic product would grow at 1.6 percent annual rate in the
first quarter. In fact, GDP grew at 6.1 percent. Does that not - is that not
right?

Dr. Hubbard. That is what I am saying. In the past, in the first
quarter, GDP did grow at 6.1 percent. I would count myself as among
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those who were surprised by the strength largely having to do with, as
Senator Reed had pointed out earlier, the strength of the inventory cycle
at that point. The projections for the rest of the year in the Blue Chip
would be, I believe, for the second quarter something like 2.6 percent and
3.3 in the remaining two quarters of the year.

Representative Hill. Why are we running deficits then if we are
growing this strongly?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, the sources of deficits are many, having to do
with weaker receipts from the past, i.e., the downturn, having to do with
increases in spending and with, frankly, the needed build-up in some
areas of spending in defense and homeland security. As you know, from
the midsession document, the administration's forecast is for unified
budget surpluses commencing in the 2005 fiscal year budget, which
would be the last budget the President would submit in his first term.

Representative Hill. Well, let me ask you a different question then.
Do you believe that paying down the national debt can make an important
contribution to national savings and economic growth?

Dr. Hubbard. I think paying down the national debt will be an
excellent contribution to national savings.

Representative Hill. But we are not going to be paying down the
national debt; we are going to be increasing it.

Dr. Hubbard. Well, the forecasts show that after the 2005 budget,
we continue to have the unified budget surpluses, which would be used
for debt reduction, unless the Congress decides either to change taxes or
spending policy.

Representative Hill. Well, 2005 is a long way off; and as we know,
a little more than a year ago we had a discussion about whether or not we
should do tax cuts or not. And I remember part of that discussion was
whether or not it was going to generate deficits if the economy went
south. Well, the economy did go south. We had September I I th; we are
now experiencing huge deficits. You are telling me that, in terms of
economic growth and vitality of our economy, that paying down the debt
is a good thing. In this year we are running approximately $320 billion
deficits. We are not -- we are not following your advice. You are saying
that paying down the debt is a good thing that we should be doing; that
in the foreseeable future we are not going to be doing that.

Dr. Hubbard. Well, if I might take your question in two parts. In
the short term, in the budget forecast in the midsession review, the tax cut
plays decidedly a bit player's role in the deficit. In fact, for the first
deficit reported there, the tax cut is actually a relatively small component,
because, as you know, the size of the tax cut gets larger as you go out.
So it simply isn't the story. The story there is rather the weaker economy
and spending.

When you asked should we pay down national debt as to whether that
would increase savings, I, of course, said, yes, that would be
automatically true. But the question for policy isn't that arithmetic
question; it is relative to, what? If you wanted to start with this
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midsession and decided you wanted to run larger surpluses, you must do
one of two things: raise taxes or cut spending. And so the question
would be, do you think economic growth for the country would be greater
if you pursued that policy to raise surpluses? I think not. But that would
be the question to ask.

Representative Hill. Okay. Well, I see my time has run out.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Hill.
Senator Bennett, welcome to the House side.
Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We had a vote. I see

Senator Reed got here before I did. I apologize, but the vote prevented
me from getting here before this.

First, very quickly, over the Fourth of July holiday I went with the
Leader, Senator Lott, and some other Senators to a number of places,
among them Ireland, which is now called the Celtic Tiger of the
European Union. And we visited with the Prime Minister of Ireland and
said, how have you gotten your economy turned around from being the
sick man of Europe with unemployment in the high teens, if not low 20s,
now to the strongest economy in Europe? And he said, three things. We
had a stack -- he held up his hand. He said, we had a stack of business
regulations this high, and we shrunk it down to this. Number two, we cut
the corporate income tax rate to 10 percent. And, number the6ee, we cut
the capital gains tax rate in half. And now here we are.

Now, I am not sure it is that simple, but those were interesting
comments.

Now, let us get back to this whole question that we have been
discussing here. I have always held that paying down the debt in
numerical terms was the wrong holy grail to chase; that the significant
number we should look at is the size of the debt compared to the size of
the economy. And I agree with your numbers. Chairman Greenspan
yesterday forecast growth this year of about 3-3/4 percent. Coming off
the very strong first quarter of 6. 1, that means relatively anemic growth
for the other three quarters to come out at the end of the year 3.5 or 3-3/4.
Nonetheless, if the economy is growing at - to keep the numbers simple
- let's say 3 percent, and the national debt is growing at 2.9 percent,
doesn't that mean we are moving in the right direction, even though the
debt is going up in numerical terms?

Dr. Hubbard. Absolutely. And I would just add one qualification
to that, Senator, if I might. A corollary point to that is what is really
important is the size of government and the spending that is giving you
that debt in the first place. But, yes, your analysis is right on.

Senator Bennett. And the other thing the Prime Minister of Ireland
said when he was talking about the corporate tax rate of 10 percent, he
said, I am less concerned about tax rate than I am with tax take. And we
have found that our tax take has over time gone up as we cut our tax rate
down. Now, we are talking about raising taxes.

I agree with your point that the tax increase that we passed last year
had virtually no significant impact on where we are right now in terms of
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deficits, because it was a relatively small percentage of the shortfall, and,
in fact, all of that was programmed into our forecast. Isn't that true, that
we forecasted the shortfall by virtue of the tax-

Dr. Hubbard. That is true.
Senator Bennett. So all of the shortfall, in addition to the tax cut,

has come from one of three things: the slowdown of the economy, the
increased defense spending, and the increased spending for homeland
security. Is that fair to say?

Dr. Hubbard. That is correct.
Senator Bennett. Now, let's try to look ahead. And I understand

there is nothing more difficult than an accurate forecast. Indeed, I have
come to the conclusion since I have been here, there is no such thing as
an accurate forecast, and I have never seen one. We all end up either
high or low. We think we are heroes if it is higher, but, in fact, we are
just as big chumps if it comes out that we get more money than we
thought, as we are if it comes out that we get less money than we thought.

Assume that this recovery goes along the lines Chairman Greenspan
outlined yesterday in his testimony, and that we are about 3-3/4 this year
and 4 percent next year, and then project from that forward. Is the tax cut
that then starts to kick in going to have a significant impact on slowing
down the economy in those outyears?

Dr. Hubbard. I don't think it will, Senator. In fact, quite the
opposite. I think that in our forecasts - and I certainly, again, can't speak
for the Chairman - you would have to ask him. But I also believe in
forecast, the impact of tax policy is present in measuring economic
growth. So the effect is, if anything, positive.

Senator Bennett. So you think perhaps the economic growth will be
higher by virtue of the tax cut kicking in that period?

Dr. Hubbard. Absolutely, Senator.
Senator Bennett. So you would agree with the Prime Minister of

Ireland then.
Dr. Hubbard. Well, I certainly agree that any policy that reduces

marginal tax rates, broadens the tax base, and lowers the tax rate is good
tax policy.

Senator Bennett. So even if the deficits persist into 2005, if the
economy is growing at a faster rate than the debt over that period, in
terms of the legacy we are leaving our children, we are making progress?

Dr. Hubbard. That is correct. And we are certainly improving not
just the legacy for our children, but the lives of people in the here and
now, because we will have better economic growth and better
employment.

Senator Bennett. Well, we are in the process of debating in the
Senate a prescription drug benefit that has not been scored, so we don't
know how much it will add to spending, but the estimates have been
made by the people that have looked at it that if we were to take the most
expensive one, it would add a trillion dollars to the deficit over the next
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10 years, and the next 10 years are the easy ones. That is, the impact of
that kind of an entitlement over the next 20 years will be much greater,
but we are not allowed to score beyond 10 years, so we have to stop at 10
years. But the 10 years is ramping up like this, and then it starts to take
off. If we can do prescription drugs for substantially less than a trillion
dollars, wouldn't that have a very significant benefit for the economy long
term?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, the key, of course, in the Medicare prescription
drug debate is, first, what is the right policy for people, for seniors? We
believe in the administration it is possible to focus on lower-income
households, and with programs with competition and choice, it would be
substantially less.

Senator Bennett. But let us leave the policy aside for a minute and
just talk about economics. If we were to choose between policy A -- let's
assume the policy is defensible in both cases. Policy A that costs us 400
billion over the next 10 years, and then the base thereafter from that level,
or a trillion over the next 10 years with the base from that level, which
would be the most damaging to the economy?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, from the pure spending effect, obviously the
larger one. The only caution I would leave you with is, of course, you
want to decide on the merits of the policy and trade that off against that
cost. But, yes, the larger one would be more costly.

Senator Bennett. As I say, let's assume for the sake of the argument
that either one is a defensible benefit in terms of what you are trying to
accomplish. Well, I lay that down because that is a very significant
economic circumstance that we are debating right now. The House's
prescription drug benefit is, as I recall, 350 billion over the next 10 years.

Representative Ryan. That is right.
Senator Bennett. The proposal that would have come out of the

Finance Committee, if the Majority Leader had allowed the Finance
Committee to meet, would have been 370 billion. And I understand the
proposal that the Majority Leader is in favor of would be a trillion
dollars, but we don't know because it has not been scored. And we will
have that debate. Senator Reed and I will undoubtedly have a lot to say
about that as that goes forward, and I am sure his view will be somewhat
different than mine.

Dr. Hubbard. If I might, on that very point, Senator, I think the
costs that you are trying to get at for the economy aren't simply the fact
that government debt is higher; you borrow more, and there will be an
interest rate effect. That is really the tail, not the dog, that is wagging.
The dog that it is wagging is that future taxes have to be raised, and that
means crowding out productive activities. I think you put your finger on
a very good concern.

Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Senator, thank you.
Senator Reed and I were just chatting. There is a lot of interest here

in hearing further from Dr. Hubbard. Perhaps we could have another
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second round, but maybe we could limit our questions to a minute or two,
and we will go along those lines.

Let me just begin with something that I am very curious about to see,
and to see if the administration has focused on this. We experienced two
decades of really robust economic growth with a very short interruption
in the short recession we had in the early 1990s. And one of the things
that JEC does is to try and identify the things that government is doing
right and some of the things we are doing wrong. And we have identified
four or five factors that we think played a strong part in that long period
of growth. One is, obviously, monetary policy, which the Congress
doesn't have a whole lot to do with. Another is tax policy, which we do
have a lot to do with. A third is promoting international trade, which we
hope that we have something to do with. A fourth is spending policy,
which, beginning in the middle 1 990s, we began to slow its growth.

But the fifth is the subject of my question. We discovered, and I was
surprised - maybe I shouldn't have been - but I was surprised to see the
effects of American productivity based on investment in technology
during the two decades of the 1980s and the 1990s. And my question is
this: Has the administration focused on this last factor, productivity and
investment in technology, and the effect of the diversion of resources to
the necessary expenditures and activities involved in protecting our
country and our citizens against terrorism?

It seems to me that we are diverting large amounts of resources for
this very necessary purpose. Has the administration focused on what this
means and the potential effect on economic growth?

Dr. Hubbard. Yes, we have, Mr. Chairman. In the most recent
economic report of the President - there has been a long version, and the
short version I will give you now.

If you imagine doubling private sector security expenditures and an
increase in the security expenditures that is being done in the public
sector, we estimate that productivity growth could fall by about a tenth
of a percentage point per year for a few years. That is noticeable. It is
not a killing. It does suggest the need to keep that number as small as
possible, as your question suggested, by making sure that we give the
right incentives for the private sector to innovate ways to meet those
security requirements as opposed to being overly regulatory.

I would say, in terms of productivity in the country, if I might, that
the biggest component probably for American productivity comes from
the institutions in our economy. We are often quick to jump to
technology investment, but the truth is American productivity growth has
been very high relative to Japan and Europe, two areas which, of course,
have access to the same technologies that we have.

So I think there is a complicated story there, and I certainly salute the
Committee's longstanding interest in that.

Representative Saxton. I guess my only other thought on this
subject that I will get into here is that it seems to me that our tendency in
dealing with terrorism is to deal with it in a very broad spectrum. And
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maybe one of the things that we need to do is to try to do a better job in
identifying where the threat really exists, because we can't protect
everything, and I think we are trying to do that at the moment. And it is
just a concern that I have about the wisest uses of our resources.

Dr. Hubbard. I certainly agree with that; good cost/benefit analysis
is needed here as in other things. And that, of course, would be a good
chunk of what the management of the new Homeland Security
Department would be doing.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Reed.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And, again, thank you, Dr. Hubbard, for your testimony.
I have listened, and I think you have said quite clearly several times

that the key to our recovery economically is stimulating investments.
That is why I am still a bit puzzled why the administration would take
such a strong position with respect to the estate tax repeal, making it
permanent. It seems to me that it affects very few people so that the
cumulative contribution to investment would be very small.

And also, I think you have got some tricky timing issues. Most
people don't die on the advice of their accountant; so, as a result, when
you go out and speak to groups and the President speaks to groups, I
think there is disconnect because I think particularly sophisticated
financial advisors can understand investment is important, but when you
trot out the estate tax and essentially the same speech that was given a
year and a half ago before 9/11, before this recovery, I think the
perception is, one, you don't get it; or, even if you get it, you are not
going to do the things that are necessary to do to really move the
economy forward. But particularly troubling to me is the case of the
estate tax. Could you comment?

Dr. Hubbard. Sure, on actually the multiple parts of your question.
I think the principal reason to oppose the estate tax is not so much the
investment effect -- I am going to get to that in a second -- but just a
question of whether it is appropriate in society to add yet another layer
of capital taxation on top of multiple layers that have occurred before.
I think it is an issue of tax fairness.

On the issue of investment --
Senator Reed. It exists already. We are not adding it.
Dr. Hubbard. But if you are not going to make it permanent, you

are indeed putting it back on.
Senator Reed. Now we are getting into linguistics. Go ahead.
Dr. Hubbard. But your question was about investment. In there, I

think economists see the estate tax for what it is, which is a tax on saving
and capital accumulation. It feeds definitely into the required rate of
return on capital in the economy. I can't imagine anyone who could argue
that the estate tax, that is somehow a tax that in and of itself would
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promote investment. There are reasons to have a debate over size of the
estate tax, but I don't think that is important.

Senator Reed. Just not to belabor the point, but if you are here -
and I think you are - saying we had better get investment stimulated
dramatically, and in the short run we will see the economy recover, but
in the repertoire of approaches that you and the President continually
urge, there are provisions that will have very little, if no, effect in the
short run, in the medium run on investment. And it just seems to be a
disconnect. And when you speak to financial markets, I think they
understand that. Most of the brokers there would love to see the estate
tax repealed because it would be personally beneficial, but they
understand it is not going to move the economy. That is one reason I
think you see the President speaking and the market diving
simultaneously.

Dr. Hubbard. I don't agree with that, with due respect, Senator. I
don't think there is a disconnect at all. The dominant factors in the
investment recovery are likely to be what I laid out in my testimony to the
recovery of the economy itself: low interest rates, the investment
stimulus package which you enacted. Making the tax cut as a whole
permanent is not only good tax policy; it does remove a sense of
uncertainty about the collection of fiscal policies in the country that I
believe, for what it is worth, does weigh on the minds of the market.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Ryan.
Representative Ryan. One thing that I think ought to be added to

the answer to Senator Reed is that the estate tax itself is the single
greatest destroyer of the transfer of businesses from one generation to the
next, and so it is a job killer. And that is also an issue that I think needs
to be dealt with in that debate.

What I wanted to ask you about is this whole idea that seems to be
dominating the discussion up here on the separation of the corporate
managers with the interests of the shareholders, and the debate is a very
important debate. And now we are trying to find ideas to connect the
interests of the managers with the interest of the shareholders.

The answer inevitably always comes up to more regulation. And I
wanted to ask you about an alternative to that, which is directed at
reforming, repealing, or amending the Williams Act and other laws like
that, which, over the last couple of- last decades, have made it much
more difficult for takeovers of corporations, particularly hostile
takeovers. We have had a lot of different laws passed in States, different
laws that have been passed in the Federal Government, that make it
virtually impossible for tender offers to be offered and to be received,
which puts pressure on corporate managers to perform well and to
perform in a way that the shareholders would like them to perform. And
it is a system that, prior to preventing these kind of takeovers, basically
you had the shareholders in the driver's seat. The shareholders, if they
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thought they could bring in better management, improve their stock price,
had a way to do it; they had a vehicle to go to.

And I just wanted to know if you had any comments on that, any
opinions on that, and is the administration at all looking at maybe
revising some of these laws so that shareholders can have a chance at
better management if the management that they had in place is, you
know, running the company into the ground?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, of course, you raise what corporate finance
specialists would call the key problem in corporate finance, the agency
problem. The shareholders own the firm, but it is the managers who
carry out the decision.

I think government does have a very strong role to play there. In
particular, getting information out helps the shareholders understand what
management is doing, and in setting the rules of the game for
accountability for management. I think that has been the theme of both
what the President asked for and what the House and Senate are doing.

I think, however, what we know in corporate finance also is that
additional good effects can come from the empowerment of large
shareholders. Much of our shareholdings, of course, are concentrated in
institutional investors, and making sure.that institutional investors have
the incentive and ability to carry out their monitoring role is important,
and making sure that the market for corporate control works very well is
very important. That is where, as you suggested, the rubber meets the
road.

I don't want to comment on any specific pieces of legislation, but I
think that is an area that deserves emphasis.

Representative Ryan. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Mr. Putnam?
Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to also

echo Mr. Ryan's remarks on the estate tax, and point out that Mr.
Hubbard's own testimony says that while entrepreneurs constitute a
minority of the people, they are three times more likely to be subject to
the estate taxes, making the tax drag on asset accumulation in a
risk-taking economy, reinforcing the point about the hyper progressivity
of our Tax Code, and that it is confiscatory, and mostly impacts people
who tend to be, as we say at home, land rich and cash poor.

And as a segue, a lot of those people are in rural America, and a lot
of them are brokers in the Northeast and all, but a lot of them are in rural
America dealing in agriculture where they have a high level of assets, but
not a whole lot of cash. And even in the most robust of times in the past
decade, it has been pointed out by everyone, including Mr. Greenspan,
that the one sector of the economy that has been left behind is agriculture
in rural America.

And my question to you: Is this a painful but necessary restructuring
of market forces, where we have towns disappearing, and we have a
tremendous depression in rural America, or is it something that can be
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corrected by some policy changes to effectuate a balance to have a
sustainable rural economy in this country?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I think, starting at the beginning of your
question on the estate tax, I think interest in the estate tax is not so much
whether it affects rural Americans or urban Americans, but that it is just
bad tax policy. It violates simple norms of tax, and it is grossly
inefficient. It is as bad for the urbanite as it is for the farmer, even
though the farmer might appear to some more sympathetic.

On the issue of agriculture communities, there, of course, isn't a
policy magic wand to wave, but I think there is work that we can do in
place-based aid in farming, and in supporting environmental and
conservation programs, which, of course, is part of the recent farm law.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hill.
Representative Hill. Dr. Hubbard, the economy is growing, but the

stock market is going south. What is this all about?
Dr. Hubbard. Well, of course, the first honest disclaimer I would

have to give you is no economist could give you the absolute perfect
answer to that, at least speaking for myself. I will give you my
impression as to what is going on.

What economic data are telling you is about the performance of the
economy in real-time. The stock market tells you several things. It tells
you, first, what expectations are for future profits of companies, and then
what the right way to discount those is, what do you think the uncertainty
surrounding performance is.

To get to your question, what the stock market, I think, is telling us
is not that future profits are likely to be low. Everything we know about
the profit turnaround and what we are seeing suggests that is not the case.
But there is uncertainty about the accounting data, the corporate
governance issues, and, frankly, there is also real uncertainty having to
do with terrorists and risks and general responses to those.

Representative Hill. So what should we be doing to restore
confidence in the market then?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I think that the Congress and the President have
been taking the right steps in trying to focus on transparency and
accountability in the corporate sector to make sure that accounting data
have real meaning to investors as well as to managers, and that people
who abuse the public trust are punished.

Representative Hill. So you think this decline in the stock market
is entirely due to corporate misgivings?

Dr. Hubbard. No, I do not. I think that we have seen a decline in
stock markets around the world and in regions with different accounting
systems and a flight to quality, if you will, moving from equities to
bonds, treasury equivalents in different countries. So I think the story is
more complicated than simple corporate governance.

Representative Hill. Do you recognize a recovery soon?
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Dr. Hubbard. In the stock market or-
Representative Hill. In the stock market.
Dr. Hubbard. Well, the stock market is pricing fundamentals. I

think when the fundamentals of the economy become very clear, as they
will when profit reports come out, it becomes much easier for the market
to react.

Representative Hill. One last question. Earlier I asked you a
question if paying down the national debt could make an important
contribution to economic growth, and you agreed with that. We should
be paying down the national debt, correct?

Dr. Hubbard. I think what I agreed with was the first part of that,
which was national savings.

Representative Hill. But do you believe that paying down the debt
can contribute, as Alan Greenspan believes, to economic growth?

Dr. Hubbard. Modestly. I think the empirical effect there is
actually quite small, to be honest with you, based on studies done at the
Federal Reserve and elsewhere.

Representative Hill. All right. We all have our propaganda, and I
have got mine in front of me here. I want to ask you a question relating
to this propaganda that I have in front of me here. It says that - what I
have here is Director Daniels issued a one-page preview of the
midsession review. This document includes the claim that the recession
erased two-thirds of the projected 10-year surplus, and the tax cut
generated less than 15 percent. On page 6 of the midsession review,
there is a table showing that the tax cut was responsible for almost 40
percent of the deterioration. What is your view? Is it 40 percent, or is it
15 percent?

Dr. Hubbard. Well, I don't know, of course, the precise document
you are talking about. From OMB, our numbers in the administration are
as printed in the midsession. My guess is there must be confusion about
talking about a single year, which that sounds to me about right, versus
a very long period of time. There is no question over the long period of
time that the tax cut contributes to economic growth and revenues.

Representative Hill. Well, I didn't ask you that question. The
question I asked you, is it 15 percent or 40 percent of debts?

Dr. Hubbard. As I said, Congressman, it depends on the horizon.
Without knowing what you are talking about from an OMB document, in
the first year, the 15 percent sounds about right. A very small
component, as I said earlier, of the deficit comes from the tax cut. Over
the longer period of time, the 40 percent number sounds about right.

Representative Hill. Okay. The Chairman says my time is up, so-

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much. Senator Bennett.

Senator Bennett. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank you for the
second round. I think this has been a worthwhile dialogue.

I come back again to the fact that there are no certainties in this
business. There are no hard and fast forecasts. I have never seen a
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forecast that turned out to be correct more than maybe 15 days after it is
made. You go out to six months or to a year, whatever forecast, whatever
percentages that are quoted, on either side of the ideological debate, they
always prove out to be wrong. And the reason is - as difficult as it is for
those of us in Congress to understand - we don't control what happens in
the economy.

There were some yesterday that said gleefully during our hearing
with Chairman Greenspan, "Mr. Chairman, since you started testifying
- when you started testifying, the market was down 166 points, and now
it is only down 40." And, of course, it ended up down something like
170 after he left the stand. And we could tell ourselves that if we could

just keep him on the stand filibustering, somehow the market would go
up. But the market doesn't pay nearly as much attention to what we say
on Capitol Hill as we do. And, before coming here I checked, and the
market is up - at least as of the time I left, the market is up over 170
points, and nobody said anything.

The fact is the market is responding to fundamentals and analysis of
where we are and has nothing - not nothing, but very little to do with
what people in government have to say. All we can do is-

Representative Saxton. Would the gentleman yield?
Senator Bennett. Yes.
Representative Saxton. Maybe that 170 may have something to do

with Chairman Hubbard's testimony.
Senator Bennett. I will stipulate to that.
Now, my own sense - and I will just give it to you and get a quick

comment. A large part of the stock market tumble has to do with the fact
that we were in tulip time. You understand what that means, the Holland
tulip bulb and so on, that there were many stocks that clearly had a
market cap that was totally unjustified. And people got carried away.
And, like every bull market that finally explodes into tulip time, there had
to be a correction, and there would have been a correction regardless of
what Congress did, regardless of what the President did, regardless of
who the President might have been. We would have seen the obscene
market caps of some of the dot-com stocks come down to what they were
really worth.

And, in the process, the market has overreacted in some areas. It has
been exacerbated by the crisis of confidence coming out of the
accounting reports so that there is uncertainty about what the numbers.
mean, but that as soon as that uncertainty passes and the water has been
squeezed out of the tulips, the stock market will then begin to respond to
the underlying strength and stability of the economy and come back.

Now, is that a Pollyanna view, or is there an economic basis to
support that view?

Dr. Hubbard. I don't think it is a Pollyanna view. It is indeed a
restatement of market efficiency that we expect stocks to respond to
fundamentals.
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I would like to quibble respectfully, if I might, with the tulip analogy.
I think there are some areas of the market where there may have been
some froth, but, broadly speaking, we have seen declines in sectors that
were not as subject to that froth.

Senator Bennett. I will accept that.
Dr. Hubbard. So we may be seeing things that are more

fundamental having to do with the shifts in equity, risk premia, and the
uncertainty to which you refer. But I certainly agree with your summary.

The one caution I would make on policy is there is more that
policymakers can do to hurt than to help, in the sense that discussions
that generate an atmosphere of uncertainty I think can hang over the
market. I don't think policymakers can talk up the market, but I think it
can hurt.

Senator Bennett. I accept both your correction and your last
comment, that the one thing the market wants more than anything else is
a sense of certainty, and they always flee from uncertainty, whether it is
caused by a war, or a crazy President, or an out-of-control Congress, or
an incompetent Federal Reserve Chair. And hopefully we don't have
most of those things. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Senator, thank you.

Dr. Hubbard, thank you very much for being with us and your time
this morning.

Dr. Hubbard. Sure. It is my pleasure.
Representative Saxton. We appreciate it very much. We have not

only enjoyed having you here, but we feel we always benefit from
hearing your perspective. So, thank you for being with us.

Dr. Hubbard. Thank you. And likewise.
Representative Saxton. We look forward to seeing you in the

future. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:55 a.m., the joint Committee was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

It is a pleasure to welcome Chairman Hubbard this morning before
the Joint Economic Committee to testify on the economic outlook.

The economy continues to rebound from the slowdown that began in
the middle of 2000, eventually becoming a recession. In March of 2000
the NASDAQ began a sharp decline, with spreading weakness signaled
later in that year by falling factory employment and industrial production.
The slowdown became a mild recession early in 2001, but economic
indicators suggest that a recovery was underway by late last year.

Real GDP increased 6.1 percent in the first quarter of 2002,
manufacturing activity rebounded, industrial production rose, and
consumption and residential real estate remain strong. However, there are
signs that the pace of the economic expansion has moderated recently.

The payroll employment data indicate that many employers have held
offnew hiring until the sustainability of the recovery becomes clearer. As
a result, the output of goods and services is rising, but at a faster pace
than is employment. Consequently, labor productivity in the first quarter
surged, and is expected to remain strong in the second quarter.

The pace of the expansion may be affected by concerns about
international tensions, terrorism and corporate accounting practices. As
a result, the level of risk and uncertainty is significant, and this imposes
additional costs on the economy and also is reflected in the weak stock
market.

As Chairman Greenspan pointed out yesterday, our free market
economic system is based on property rights, and "fraud and deception
are thefts of property." Reforms are needed in accounting and corporate
governance to strengthen safeguards against those who would otherwise
abuse the rights of shareholders. The President and Congress are moving
forward to provide these needed reforms.

However, despite these problems, the remarkable resilience of the
American people and economy continues to be evident. It appears likely
that business profits and investment will recover in due course,
consolidating and extending the U.S. economic expansion. The Federal
Reserve's actions to reduce interest rates, and Congressional actions to
reduce the tax burden, have improved the prospect of sustained economic
expansion.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to welcome Chairman
Hubbard of the Council of Economic Advisers. The CEA has a critically
important role to play in economic policy. It shouldn't be blind to
politics, but it should be above politics in providing the President with
the best and most objective economic advice it can.

I am looking forward to hearing Chairman Hubbard's views on the
state of the economy, and I wouldn't be surprised if we have some
spirited discussion about the Administration's latest forecast and its
implications for budget and tax policy.

I have serious concerns about the economic policies that this
Administration is pursuing. We are very fortunate that the worst fears
about how September I Ith would affect the economy were not realized.
But I fear that we may be experiencing the same kind ofj obless recovery
that we saw the last time around, when the recession ended in March of
1991 yet unemployment kept rising until July of 1992 and the federal
budget reached a record deficit of $290 billion. Last month the
unemployment rate bumped up to 5.9 percent and the number of
unemployed people was nearly 2.4 million higher than it was when the
recession started. Even though there was a small increase last month, the
number of payroll jobs is lower now than it was at the beginning of the
year. And, of course, every time we re-estimate the budget deficit it gets
worse.

The Administration seems to believe that more tax cuts are the
answer. But how do budget-draining tax cuts skewed toward upper-
income taxpayers address the concerns of ordinary Americans? People
are worried about their jobs and their pensions; they want to be sure that
Social Security is on a sound footing and that they can afford prescription
drugs; they want to be assured that corporate executives are honest or that
they will be caught and punished if they are not; and they want to believe
that the government is on their side, working to help them improve their
lives.

On another matter, I would like to commend the CEA on its role in
improving the quality of Federal statistics. The proposal the
Administration unveiled last week to enhance data sharing among the
Census Bureau, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the Bureau of
Economic Analysis is an important step toward improving our ability to
measure and understand a rapidly changing economy. The JEC too has
had a long tradition of working to improve the quality of federal
statistics. In fact, we are having a hearing next week on the topic of
measuring economic change, and I look forward to working with the
CEA- on efforts to create a 21st century statistical infrastructure
appropriate to a 21 st century economy.

Dr. Hubbard, I look forward to hearing what you have to say about
the economic outlook. I hope that the CEA is taking a hard look at
economic realities, and can give us some constructive advice on how we
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can improve the employment picture while stimulating economic growth
and avoiding a new round of ballooning deficits.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE ADAM H. PUTNAM

Thank you Mr. Chairman for convening this important hearing on
America's Economic Outlook and thank you Chairman Hubbard for
appearing before this Committee to answer our questions.

I am encouraged by some of the positive economic data that has been
released. Real GDP growth is now expected to be 6.1 percent, which is
higher than previously predicted. This indicator can provide a boost for
our economy because it reaffirms America's fundamental economic
soundness.

Nevertheless, risks do appear when one examines the U.S.'s
economic outlook for the coming months. For instance, we have all
witnessed the massive decline of the stock market and the consequential
rapid decline of household equity wealth. Since the end of May of this
year we have witnessed the loss of nearly thirteen trillion dollars worth
of household equity wealth. This equity has simply vanished. Stability
will return when ordinary investors begin to trust the markets and when
credibility has been restored to America's financial institutions.

Prospects and risks are present in the current economic outlook but
judging by the fundamental indicators such as consumption growth,
business fixed investment, productivity growth and GDP among others,
economic revitalization can be achieved.

In the past year, the U.S. economy has taken on many difficult
hurdles and prevailed. The nagging recession and the economic realties
of the war on terrorism has put an extra strain on the U.S economy. Due
to the fundamental strength of the U.S. economy an economic rebound
will occur. The only question is when and what can Congress do to assist.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
DR. R. GLENN HUBBARD, CHAIRMAN,

COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Chairman Saxton, Vice Chairman Reed, and members of the
Committee, it is a pleasure to appear before you today to discuss the
economic outlook and policies that will advance the recovery and
promote economic growth.

The Economic Outlook
The Administration's economic outlook is contained in detail

in the recently released Mid-Session Review of the Budget. In these
remarks, I will focus only on the main features of that Review. The
economic assumptions were revised from those used in the
Administration's 2003 Budget to incorporate the unanticipated strength
and timing of the recovery, as well as the passage of the Job Creation
and Worker Assistance Act (JCWAA). Real GDP growth this year is
now expected to be considerably higher than anticipated in the Budget,
a revision that reflects broad consensus among private sector
forecasters.

The rates of GDP growth and unemployment during the second half of
the projection period are the same as in the Budget; inflation and
interest rate projections are nearly identical to those in the Budget.
Specifically, year-over-year GDP growth in 2002 is projected to be 2.6
percent, compared with 0.7 percent in the Budget. Growth during
2002-12 is projected to average 3.2 percent per year - the same rate as
in the most recent Blue Chip consensus long-run forecast. During the
latter years of the forecast (2008-2012), growth is projected to proceed
at the potential rate of 3.1 percent per year.

Consistent with the FY2003 Budget assumptions, the
unemployment rate is projected to decline during the next few years to
4.9 percent in 2007 and then remain at that low level. That rate is the
Administration's estimate (and matches the Blue Chip consensus long-
run estimate) of the long-run unemployment rate that is consistent with
stable inflation. With regard to inflation, in the near term, the CPI
measure of inflation is projected to be 1.7 percent, slightly below the
budget projection, while over 2003-2012 the inflation projection is
slightly less than 2.5 percent.
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The Mechanics of Economic Recovery
The basic mechanics of the present economic recovery are

familiar. Solid consumption growth forms the foundation of continued
strength in the growth of final demand. Indeed, as is well known, the

household sector has been a source of strength in final demand over the

course of the recession and recovery. In addition to enhancing long-

term economic efficiency, the tax cut proposed by the President and

passed by Congress last spring provided valuable support for

disposable incomes. Substantial cuts in the target federal funds rate by

the Federal Reserve have translated into lower mortgage interest rates,

supporting housing starts and mortgage refinancing. The upshot has
been solid growth in personal consumption expenditures and
residential investment that will support the recovery.

Real PCE Growth
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In addition, growth in GDP has benefited from government
purchases associated with enhanced homeland security and short-run
inventory dynamics; the latter are estimated to have contributed 3.4
percentage points to GDP growth during the first quarter. These
factors are likely to continue to contribute a bit in the near term, while
there is little basis for expectation of aggregate demand growth
stemming from the international sector.

Inventory investment contributed to the economic slowdown,
but by early in 2002, the pace of inventory decline slowed, and
business efforts to reduce further decline provided a significant fillip to
production. In some sectors of the economy,

evidence suggests that inventory restocking is underway. Over the
next several quarters, as inventory and sales growth come together,
inventory investment's role in real GDP growth should provide
momentum. Attention on fixed investment decisions is therefore
important.

The key to transforming recovery into robust growth is the
pace of business fixed investment. Only with robust business
investment will labor markets firm and the economy return to robust
job creation. The recently passed "Job Creation and Worker
Assistance Act of 2002" (more widely known as the "stimulus
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package") reduces disincentives to investment - technically 30 percent
expensing. Businesses are permitted to deduct immediately 30 percent
of the cost of new qualifying business investments undertaken in the
three years starting on September 11, 2001.

These provisions provide valuable policy support for an
investment recovery. In addition, the interest rate environment remains
favorable and the corporate profitability appear to be improving. As
reported in the National Income and Product Accounts, profits from
domestic operations have increased 26 percent (not annualized) during
the past two quarters. The gain in profits is partly accounted for by
very modest growth of unit labor costs. Productivity grew 4.2 percent
during the past four quarters (a period that includes recession and
recovery) - and quite rapidly during the first quarter. The Employment
Cost Index measure of hourly compensation growth was stable at about
4 percent, allowing profit margins to expand. Given the stronger
fundamentals, one would expect investment to recover.

Indeed, most private forecasters envision a rebound this year.
In its May 2002 Economic Outlook, Macroeconomic Advisers reported
that it expects a recovery in investment in 2002, with nonresidential
business fixed investment forecast to rise 0.8 percent this year and 12.1
percent in 2003.

Macroeconomic Advisers June 2002 Investment Forecast
(Q4/Q4 Real Growth)

2002 2003
Nonresidential Fixed Investment 0.8% 12.1%
> Structures -8.7% 1.9%
> Equipment and Software 4.1% 15.3%

-- Computers and Software 8.5% 25.5%
-- Other Equipment 2.2% 11.0%

Source: Macroeconomic Advisers June 2002 Economic Outlook

In building its forecast, Macroeconomic Advisers argues that
there is little cause to worry about investment drag related to a high-
tech overhang, as any capital overhang in the economy has been
largely eliminated. These conclusions mirror analysis done at the
Council of Economic Advisers.
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For the economy as a whole business investment slowed its
decline during the first quarter. Investment in nonresidential structures
continues to decline, but purchases of equipment and software have
shown some signs of firming.
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The most recent data are consistent with flat to modest growth in
investment during the second quarter thus far. For example, the
Commerce Department announced that new orders for manufactured
durable goods excluding semiconductors increased 0.7 percent in May,
after rising the same amount in April. New orders for nondefense
capital goods (which give an indication of future investment spending)
grew 4.3 percent in May, following a 1.1 percent increase in April. In
contrast, shipments of nondefense capital goods (which give an
indication of current business investment) rose a more modest 1.2
percent in May, compared with 0.1 percent in April.
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On balance, then, while forecasts and surveys are promising,
we await firm evidence of a rebound in business investment strong
enough to sustain rapid rates of job growth. Such evidence is likely in
the coming months, as firms respond to improved sales and profits,
investment tax incentives, and enhancements in productivity made
possible by advances in technology. Toward this end the most recent
data on industrial production - which rose by 0.8 percent in June - are
heartening, as they showed stronger growth in industrial production in
a broad cross-section of industries.

Of course, there are risks to this outlook. For example, the
stock market has declined about 13 percent since the end of May,
reflecting shifts in the equity risk premium and concerns over among
other things, profitability and financial data, with the result that
household equity wealth has fallen about $1.3 trillion. While this
represents a clear loss to households through direct holdings and
401(k) and retirement plans, it has also raised concerns over the
durability of the recovery. To get a sense for the potential magnitudes
involved, however, begin by noting that consumption tends to fall three
to five cents for every dollar of lost equity wealth. In addition,
investment also falls because of the higher cost of capital. Combining
these effects, a permanent loss of 13 percent in stock-market value -
together with other macroeconomic interactions in a standard model,
including any offsetting action by the Federal Reserve - would reduce
the level of real GDP by roughly 0.4 to 0.7 percentage point after one
year. While this is a significant impact, but it would not overwhelm the
upward path of the recovery. Moreover, the reduction in GDP would
be a transitory event, with GDP returning to its former path after three
years or so.

Moreover, such an effect would require a substantial (and, as I
noted, permanent) loss in wealth and investment incentives. In this
respect, it is useful to note that declines in equity values have been
offset in part - though certainly not entirely - by increases in housing
wealth, lessening the impact on consumption. These recent increases
in home prices reflect effects on the demand for housing of low interest
rates and demographic factors and have bolstered household balance
sheets or, through mortgage refinancing, provided extra funds to
finance consumption and debt service. In part due to refinancing, some
measures of household debt service burdens have risen;
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excluding mortgage interest reveals no significant rise in the fraction of
household income devoted to interest costs.

On the investment side, it is interesting to note that there has
been a modest rise in risk spreads recently - a factor that could
contribute to lower equity valuations - but these have been offset by a
shrinkage in the yield spread between long-term and short-term
Treasury securities. Also, in the past month, the rise in risk premia
appears concentrated in Baa corporate bonds, as these yields have risen
relative to high-grade corporate bonds.

Data Sharing Initiative
The intense focus on monthly - or even weekly - data releases

during the recovery thus far has focused attention on the importance of
improving our economic data. Last week, the Council of Economic
Advisers unveiled the President's initiative to raise further the quality
of economic statistics. This initiative would remove statutory barriers
to the sharing of business data among the Bureau of the Census, the
Bureau of Economic Analysis, and the Bureau of Labor Statistics. In
addition, it would strengthen the safeguards that protect the
confidentiality of the public's statistical information through a clear
and consistent set of minimum statutory safeguards and stiff penalties
for violators. Enhanced data sharing would improve the reliability and
accuracy of key business statistics such as GDP, employment,
productivity, and industrial production and would permit the statistical
agencies to resolve existing and growing data anomalies that raise
questions about the accuracy of economic statistics. For example, GDP
has experienced an historically high measurement error approaching
$200 billion. At the same time, nearly 30 percent of single-
establishment businesses had inconsistent four-digit standardized
industry classification codes in the separate business lists maintained at
the Census Bureau and at the Bureau of Labor Statistics. This
seemingly minor classification issue brings into question the ability to
track accurately industry output, employment, and productivity trends.

Improving the quality of these data is central to maintaining
the foundation for our understanding of the economy and economic
policies. The President looks forward to working with Congress so
that the American people can benefit from higher-quality economic
statistics for public and private decisionmaking.
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Enhancing Economic Growth
Focusing on the "real economy" my reading of the basic

mechanics of recovery and the data thus far indicate a recovery that is
roughly on track, with the possible exception of business investment.
Of course, it is subject to the standard economic uncertainty regarding
fundamentals. However, as you are doubtless aware, there are many
news reports focusing on an

uncertain state of economic recovery. To some degree this is
surprising in light of my reading of the fundamentals of the economic
recovery. Although there are always questions about "when" a
particular phase of recovery will transpire, or how strongly a particular
component of aggregate purchases may grow, the uncertainty evinced
in the public discourse is seemingly far deeper.

I To the extent that additional uncertainty stems from the
outlook for economic policies that support growth, it is unfortunate.
Two of the key lessons of the past two decades at home and abroad is
the centrality of private firms and markets in generating superior
economic performance through their ability to drive innovation and
growth, and the importance of maintaining vigilance against impaired
market incentives.

The deregulation of our economy beginning in the 1970s and
1980s was and is a tremendous source of economic flexibility and
success in generating resources for our economy. Deregulation of
several key sectors of our economy brought substantial benefits to
consumers and workers. One study estimates the combined economic
benefit of deregulating airlines, motor carriers, .and railroads to be
about 0.5 percent of GDP per year.

Deregulation, reductions in marginal tax rates, and victory in
the Cold War fueled a long boom in the United States that was
interrupted only briefly during the early 1990s. The post-1995 boom in
productivity growth in the United States stands out from other
industrial economies. Productivity growth does not arrive from the
heavens, and businesses around the world can all buy the same
technology -. the U.S. advantage must be elsewhere. New
technologies, process innovations, and other aspects of entrepreneurial,
private-sector productivity gains are the result of investment and risk-
taking.
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Despite the economy's success during the long boom, during
the 1990s, a new orthodoxy took root in Washington. While ostensibly
adherent to market principles, this view placed the government at the
center of good economic performance. A recent manifestation of this
orientation has been the focus on accumulating government budget
surpluses as the key. Despite essentially no evidence that surpluses are
related to long-term interest rates, proponents of this view argue that
increasing the budget surplus is the key to faster growth through its
effects on long-term interest rates. In reality, these concepts are linked.
However, the prevailing orthodoxy has the tail wagging the dog - a
stronger economy produces higher revenue and larger surpluses, not
the other way around.

It is remarkable that some suggest that growth-oriented tax
policy might be making matters worse, and some urge its repeal.
Economic growth is a direct consequence of millions of individual
decisions to produce, save, invest, innovate, create, and bear risks.
Any added tax burden today would be a step in the wrong direction.
Entrepreneurs are at the heart of this equation. Recent research shows
that cutting marginal tax rates allows entrepreneurial businesses to
grow faster, invest more, and hire faster.

Marginal rate reductions also improve access to capital and the
vitality of the entrepreneurial sector. These impacts are not confined to
the income tax. The estate tax acts as a brake on entrepreneurial
activity. While entrepreneurs constitute a minority of people, they are
three times more likely to be subject to the estate tax, making the tax a
drag on asset accumulation and risk-taking in the economy.

Thus one source of uncertainty facing the economy is the
specter of failing to make the tax cut permanent, and facing the
diminished growth opportunities that would follow. Of course, it is not
just an issue of the level of taxes. It is the potential loss of a pro-
growth tax policy. Princeton University economist Harvey Rosen has
estimated that the marginal tax rate reductions passed in 2001 will
lower the efficiency cost - the "deadweight loss" or pure drag on the
economy - by roughly $40 billion in 2010. To

put this figure in perspective, note that it is about the same size
as last year's tax rebate of $36 billion - and it would happen every
year. A manifestation of returning to a less efficient tax system is
reduced growth. Professor Rosen's results suggest that doing a U-turn
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on taxes would reduce growth by 0.15 percent annually. The basic
message is straightforward: Placing the future of pro-growth tax policy
at risk raises the level of uncertainty and mitigates against rapid
recovery and growth.

Another perspective on the threat to pro-growth tax policies
comes from examining the recent, rapid growth in Federal spending.
Over the long term, increased growth in Federal spending will
necessarily be financed by higher levels of taxation. Thus one threat to
lower tax rates and rapid retirement of Federal debt is an absence of
fiscal discipline. Moreover, to the extent that debt service burdens and
retirement are ultimately linked to tax revenues, the failure to control
the growth of Federal spending places upward pressure on
distortionary taxes.

A second feature of the new orthodoxy revolves around an
economy of guarantees. Even when pursing one of the fundamental
policies central to better growth - expanding global free markets -
proponents of this view demand "guarantees" to insulate the economy
from the very source of its dynamics and growth. The recent debate
over an ever-widening Trade Adjustment Assistance Program and its
threat to Trade Promotion Authority is a second troubling source of
uncertainty over the outlook for growth.

In short, the clash between policies to provide an environment
for faster sustained growth and the new orthodoxy has given rise to
uncertainty over the future course of policy. Sadly, this clash translates
immediately into reduced incentives for growth. In each case, simple
action by the Senate - passing TPA or making the tax cut permanent -
would remove the lingering uncertainty and raise incentives for
growth.

At some level, however, it is "normal" for the private sector to
face conflicting messages on economic policy. However, there are
special features raising uncertainty as well. Terrorism has raised the
need to harden the economy against the risk of terrorist events. In the
aftermath of the events of September 11, the President immediately
began a campaign to strike at terrorism's roots, and to secure the
United States against the risk of terrorist events. These efforts have
beneficial economic effects, raising consumer confidence and reducing
the need for private-sector security expenditures.
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An important part of the President's response was a proposal to
provide a catastrophic backstop for terrorism risk insurance. The
terrorist attacks indicated that the probability of catastrophic property
and casualty losses was higher than

anticipated. This situation called for a new policy to encourage private
market incentives so that insurers would expand their capacity to
absorb and diversify risk-an approach that the Administration
proposed.

A part of the debate over terrorism risk insurance has been
proposals for litigation procedures for mass tort terrorism cases.
Another possible source of uncertainty hanging over the growth
outlook is the tort system as a whole. While business concerns over
the impacts of frivolous lawsuits are not new, it may be the case that
the events of September 11 have produced heightened awareness of the
potential for a substantial "tort tax" in the future, impeding growth.

The final "new" element of uncertainty in the economic
environment is the increased concern over corporate governance that
has emerged in the aftermath of accounting failures and related events.
The corporate governance question has raised concerns over investor
protection and has impeded the efficient functioning of capital markets.
A key underpinning of productivity growth is the flexibility with which
capital is allocated in the United States. This efficacy is made possible
by timely and accurate judgments in the marketplace, which in turn
reflect timely and accurate information in a complex web of
relationships among corporate leaders, boards, auditors, analysts,
institutional investors, and ultimately investors.

The President recognizes that the quality of our economic
performance would be enhanced by prompt improvements in corporate
disclosure, greater accountability of corporate leaders, and the
strengthening of audit systems. On March 7, he announced a ten-point
plan to strengthen the quality of the information underlying investment
decisions. The President's plan focused on the key issues of financial
transparency and corporate accountability. It began with proposals to
improve the timeliness and quantity of crucial information
disseminated to investors, turned to incentives for CEOs to provide
high-quality information, and then addressed steps to strengthen the
auditing function. This approach focused attention on the underlying
sources of information shortcomings in financial accounting, and rapid
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implementation of its recommendations will serve to reduce the
uncertainty stemming from issues of corporate governance.

In the weeks following the President's diagnosis, the Securities
and Exchange Commission has initiated rulemakings regarding the
content of quarterly informational reports and ensured that CEOs and
other officers will not profit from financial misstatements. It has
initiated a rulemaking to ensure that corporate leaders provide prompt
disclosure of trades in their companies' stock.

The SEC efforts continued by requiring CEOs and CFOs to
certify the contents of the company's quarterly and annual reports,
meeting the President's directive that corporate leaders should
personally vouch for the veracity, timeliness, and fairness of their
companies' public disclosures, including financial statements. In
addition, the SEC proposed amendments to disclosure rules - Form 8-
K rules to be precise - regarding extraordinary corporate events. The
proposals would add eleven new disclosure items, move two items
from annual and quarterly reports to Form 8-K, shorten the Form 8-K
filing deadline to two business days, and make other changes.

More recently, the President called for a new ethic of
responsibility in America's corporate community. He signed an
Executive Order creating a Corporate Fraud Task Force to provide
direction for investigations and prosecutions of criminal activity,
requested the funds necessary to beef up SEC enforcement, and
proposed toughening criminal sanctions for corporate financial fraud.
The Administration looks forward to working with Congress on these
important issues.

The private sector has also been active. As noted by Federal
Reserve Board Chairman Alan Greenspan, "Corporate governance has
doubtless already measurably improved as a result of this greater
market discipline in the wake of recent events." One piece of evidence
in this regard is the recent

corporate governance rule changes announced by the NASDAQ.
Likewise, a committee of the New York Stock Exchange has
emphasized the need for reforms of corporate governance.

Given the inherent informational advantage of corporate
insiders over outside investors, private sector and regulatory reform
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will hopefully lead to progress, in the spirit of the President's plan, in
improving transparency and accountability. As an example, in their
proposals on corporate governance reform, both the NASDAQ and the
NYSE include provisions to ensure that shareholders approve all stock
options plans. While the final resolution remains a matter of study and
debate, initiatives of this type aim to improve the accountability within
our existing system. This could be paired with matching provisions to
improve transparency.

Regardless of the specifics, there will be an advantage to a
rapid resolution of the future path of corporate governance reforms.
The SEC has done an excellent job of turning the President's ten-point
plan into better disclosure. The rulemaking process includes necessary
deliberation and time for public comment. Nevertheless, the actions to
date represent a swift response to the revelation of the need to enhance
the information available to investors.
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Innovation and Long-Term Productivity Growth
Thus far, I have focused primarily on the near-term recovery

and the degree to which uncertainty has impeded the pace of
acceleration. Before finishing, let me turn to an area without any
uncertainty: Over the long term, the increase in the United States'
standard of living is determined by productivity growth. Put
differently, the underlying rate of productivity growth is the single
most important indicator of long-term economic success, international
competitiveness, and our ability to meet myriad future demands in both
the private and public sectors. As is by now widely recognized, the
United States experienced an acceleration of productivity in the years
following 1995.
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The economic downturn has raised the specter of less robust
productivity growth. Thus, the strength of productivity growth on the
recent business cycle turning point is important evidence in support of
the idea that U.S. structural productivity growth rate remains robust.
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Productivity Growth Around Cyclical Peaks
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Productivity growth depends heavily on the policy
environment for innovation. The United States must foster incentives
to ensure continued growth in innovation and new technologies. We
must invest in basic research, ensure that the intellectual property of
innovators is secure at home and abroad, as well as invest in the skills
and abilities of all our people. In part to support the private sector in
these areas, the President signed into law an economic security
package that will accelerate investment. Deploying advanced
technologies can be capital intensive. Faster capital cost recovery is
both good tax policy and makes companies more likely to make
important investments.

The Administration has a commitment to promote basic
research and development. The President signed into law the largest
federal R&D budget in history and proposed broadening and making
permanent the Research and Experimentation Tax Credit. The
Administration has proposed broadening access to the research and
experimentation tax credit to make it easier for companies to deduct
many costs associated with developing new technologies and drugs.

Conclusion
Mr. Chairman, I am delighted to have had the opportunity to

discuss the pace of the economic recovery and the long-term economic
outlook. I look forward to our discussion and would be happy to
answer your questions.
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REFORM OF THE IMF AND WORLD BANK
Thursday, February 14, 2002

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:15 a.m., in Room 2318,
Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of
the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Ryan, English, and Putnam.

Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,
Darryl Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Matthew Salomon, Diane Rogers,
and Frank Sammartino.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. It is a pleasure to welcome Under Secretary
of Treasury John Taylor before the Joint Economic Committee (JEC) this
morning. Let me just say there is a vote on, and I suspect there will be
some members coming in as we proceed through the early parts of this
hearing. So we will get started and as they come in, we will welcome
them to our ranks.

Dr. Taylor enjoys a fine reputation as a distinguished academic
economist from Stanford University and has previously served as a
member of the Council on Economic Advisers and held a number of
other government positions. In his current position, Dr. Taylor deals with
some of the most challenging issues of international economic policy. A
number of these issues relate to the proposals for reform of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), an issue I have been involved in
since the debate over the 1998 IMF quota increase legislation.

In preparation for the 1998 debate, the JEC conducted an extensive
research program on the IMF resulting in a series of studies and hearings.
The outcome of this research concluded that the IMF was not financially
transparent, that it provided below-market subsidized interest rates and
promoted moral hazard. In addition, we found IMF mission creep was
reflected in its drift into lending for development and structural reform
often involving longer loan maturities and rollovers of existing loans.

Committee research also found that there was a lack of IMF
accounting controls and lending safeguards that could result in misuse of
taxpayer money. A number of other findings involve the IMF's heavy
reliance on the GIO for resources and the lack of meaningful financial
support for the IMF by most of its members.

The research led to an introduction of the IMF Transparency and
Efficiency act, a version of which later became law as a condition
attached to the IMF appropriation. This reform mandated much more
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IMIF transparency and the use of risk adjusted interest rates in 1MF
bailouts. In the last few years, International Monetary Fund operations
have become more transparent, although its financial statements still lack
transparency. Although the IMF has made some limited progress in the
area of financial transparency, a former TMF research director has also
noted, "the need to improve the financial structure of the fund in terms
of transparency, efficiency, and equity."

I would also like to note the President's Council of Economic
Advisers (CEA) statements endorsing reform of the International
Monetary Fund. According to the recent CEA report, IMF liquidity loan
"programs would appropriately involve short-term lending at penalty
rates of interest to encourage and facilitate the borrowers quick return to
private capital markets." This is very consistent with the finding of the
Meltzer Commission as well as the congressional mandates for IMF
reform developed by this Committee in 1998. A version of these
transparency and lending reforms became law in 1998 as conditions
attached to the IMF quota increase legislation. Thus, congressional
actions already taken strongly support the administration's position on
needed reform of IMF lending programs.

The administration's support for significant grant financing of some
World Bank activities is also very significant. This reform would offer
the best approach to improving living standards and reducing poverty in
the world's poorest nations. The traditional World Bank/IMF approach
of saddling poor countries with loans they cannot repay has failed.
Moreover the high failure rate of World Bank projects reflects a waste of
resources that could have better been used to alleviate poverty.

Finally we now have an administration that is serious about needed
reforms of the IMF and World Bank. Although change in these
institutions will not occur overnight, consistent and steady advocacy of
responsible reform will produce results that will limit moral hazard, curb
international financial instability and reduce the waste of resources to the
benefit of many millions of people around the world.

Mr. Secretary, thank you for being with us this morning. We have
been joined by my good friend from Erie, Phil English. We thank the
gentleman for being here in a timely fashion. Mr. Secretary, we are
anxious to hear your testimony this morning and welcome you to the
Committee. The floor is yours.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 18.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN B. TAYLOR,
UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
Dr. Taylor. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and thank you and

Mr. English for inviting me to this hearing to discuss reform of the
international financial institutions. I know that reform has been a high
priority for you and for this Committee for a long time, and I know that
many of the ideas that have come forth in these hearings in the
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Committee such as greater transparency, higher interest rates, longer

maturities, have already had an impact on the International Monetary

Fund, so they have been very constructive. Reform of these institutions

is also a very high priority for President Bush's administration.

President Bush himself has given two speeches where he has drawn

attention to some of the ways that the World Bank and the multilateral

development banks could be improved, and Secretary OrNeill, on

numerous occasions, has pointed out the need for reform in these

institutions and the IMEF. The goals of reform proposals that we have

been thinking about are fundamentally to raise economic growth in the

world and to try to create a greater degree of economic stability.

We hold those goals out all the time as guiding lights for our

approach. We agree with you that there is still room for improvement,

and therefore have made it a high priority. In this testimony, which I

would like to put in the record, Mr. Chairman, I focus primarily on two

reform initiatives which I think are very important for our overall reform

effort. Those two reform efforts are more grants at the World Bank and

the other multilateral development banks and the creation of a better

sovereign debt restructuring mechanism, which would apply to emerging

market debt and the activities of the International Monetary Fund. So I

would like to focus on those two issues primarily in my oral remarks

here, and of course I will be happy to answer any questions about what

we are doing or what you are doing in this area.

Last summer President Bush made an important speech at the World

Bank where he called for increased assistance in the form of grants from

the World Bank and the other multilateral development banks to the

poorest countries in the world. Hejust reiterated this proposal last month

in another speech and I will quote, "he is urging the World Bank to

provide up to 50 percent of its assistance to the world's poorest nations

in the form of grants rather than loans, grants for education, for health,

for nutrition, for water supplies and for sanitation."

Why is this grants proposal so important as part of our efforts to

encourage reform at the World Bank and the other multilateral

development banks? There are a number of reasons. The first one I

would mention is, as you referred to in your opening remarks, Mr.

Chairman, is that it creates a greater degree of transparency. The loans

that IDA (the International Development Association), the branch of the

World Bank that provides loans to the poorest countries, makes are at

highly favorable terms at this point. Their maturity is 40 years. The

interest rate is 75 basis points, sometimes called a service charge, and

there is a 10-year grace period.
So by any measure, these loans have an enormous degree of grant

element anyway. We feel that since they have this element of grants in

them already, it would be much more straightforward and transparent to

basically make them grants in the first place rather than to call them

loans. So transparency is the first advantage I would mention for

converting at least some of the loans into grants.
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A second advantage is that the loans are now being given to the
poorest countries, many of which we are effectively writing down
through the Highly Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) program. There are
many people supporting this effective write down in the debt to enable
these poor countries to get into a more sustainable situation. We feel that
loans from IDA, or wherever, increase this debt again and go counter to
the direction of reducing the debt.

So rather than put more loans on countries where the debt burden is
high and therefore we are reducing the debt, we think it is important to
try to stop the debt if you like, to try to give grants whenever possible
instead to these very poor, highly indebted countries.

A third reason is that grants are really much more suited for many
kinds of social spending, spending for disadvantaged people and sectors
in particular, for raising the enrollment rate for girls, say, in Afghanistan,
which is only 3 percent, or to try to help HIV/AIDS patients and fight
communicable disease in general. Giving loans for these kinds of
activities doesn't make a lot of sense. Grants are the more appropriate
form of support because the returns on these are not economic, they are
largely social.

The fourth reason which I have emphasized a lot, Mr. Chairman, is
that the grants can be tied to measurable performance I think in a way
which can make them even more effective than other forms of support.
Measurable performance is a theme which the administration has stressed
a lot in the international financial institutions. The hope here is that
grants can be tied to actual results. So, for example, if the grant is used
to provide assistance to education, then the performance would be
measured in how much enrollment is increased or how much test scores
are increased.

If the grant is to provide for health, for HIV/AIDS assistance, then it
would be measured in terms of how much patients are actually being
treated. And if the treatments are not up or the enrollment rates are not
up, then the grants would be shifted to other providers. This provides
accountability and enforcement of the purposes of the grants, which we
think could make them much more effective as a development tool.

I would mention that there are two objections which countries have
pointed to in this proposal, and then I would like to discuss where we are
in terms of international negotiations. Some people have pointed out that
by converting loans into grants, the reflows would diminish over time.
Reflows refer to the fact that eventually the loans are paid off at least
when they are not written down, and those reflows are again then used to
make loans to poor countries. So if there were a transition from loans to
grants, the reflows would diminish.

However those reflows are effectively payments by some poor
countries to other countries. So by reducing those reflows as grants
would do, of course, you are actually providing more assistance from the
donor countries and less assistance from poor countries themselves. So
the worry about reflows is simply a worry about poor countries financing
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other poor countries, and we think it is more appropriate to have the

grants rather than the loans for that purpose.
A second objection that some people point out is a feeling that the

grants are a proposal that really would mean less funding from the United

States. The United States is pushing this proposal, and the suggestion or

the worry, perhaps from some, is that means there is going to be less

support for these kinds of activities. I would say that that is completely
contrary to our intention, as evidenced most recently by President Bush's

budget submitted last week where he has asked for and proposed an

increase by a substantial amount to IDA under the condition that IDA's

performance deliver results.
If that funding all goes through, it would amount to a 30 percent

increase from last year to the third year of the IDA replenishment. So

there is no intention here to reduce funding, the objective is to make the

funding more effective. If I could just say for a minute something about
the international negotiations, we have found a lot of support for this

proposal from NGOs and from other countries, and there is a move now
to have grants as part of IDA. There are differences of opinion about
how much grants there should be, and so we still need to work out an

agreement or a compromise amongst the U.S. and the other donor

countries. But the good news is that there will be a move towards grants

of some amount and the question is how much.

The U.S. has shown flexibility. For example, we have said that the

50 percent grant assistance could go to countries whose per capita income
is less than $1 a day. That seems like a reasonable definition of poor

countries, but some of our other donor partners would like a more

exclusive definition of what it means to be poor. So we are going to
work these out. It's not settled yet, but think we are moving in the right
direction.

Let me switch now to the other major reform issue, and that is

looking for a better sovereign debt restructuring process for emerging
markets. We have been working in the administration to develop an

overall strategy for emerging markets and for the IMF. A sovereign debt
restructuring mechanism would be part of that strategy. The overall
strategy is already focused on crisis prevention, which is described in my
written testimony; on narrowing the focus of the IMF, as this Committee
has argued in the past, narrowing the focus in terms of the conditions and
its work; to try to limit official sector support, especially in situations
where debt becomes unsustainable in countries; and finally, trying to find
ways to keep the contagion low, the contagion that occurs in crises.

And even if we are successful, and I think we have been in these four

areas, there is still something missing in the sovereign debt market, and

that is a more predictable approach to resolving situations when debt
does become unsustainable. We see the need for some more predictable
sovereign restructuring mechanism or a workout strategy, if you like, for

countries that reach an unsustainable debt position. Ideally such a

mechanism would never have to be used, but simply having it in place
would create a great degree of certainty and predictability.
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There are several alternatives that have been suggested, and the
United States is in consultations with other governments, with the IMF,
with the private sector, legal experts, financial experts, traders, investors,
academics, to look for and ultimately propose a constructive approach
that could be put through in a consensus basis in the international
community.

At this point, one of the most practical and promising proposals on
the table is a decentralized approach to this problem. It would encourage
borrowers and lenders to put certain clauses in their debt so that when a
country needs to restructure, there is a more orderly process. Many
existing bonds do not have such clauses at this point in time, and we feel
if there were more clauses, the workout process could be more
predictable.

We feel it is important to provide additional incentives to countries
to use these kinds of bonds. One approach is to say that a country that is
in an IMF program, or is about to begin one, would be required that any
newly-issued bonds have these kinds of clauses. So we think it is a
promising approach and we will be working with our colleagues in other
countries to discuss more details about this. There are other approaches
that have been put forward.

One proposal that has been suggested by the IMF would have the
IMF step in situations where they view debt as unsustainable and impose
a stay on legal actions when they feel it is appropriate. We feel the
decentralized approach has advantages and want to give it emphasis, but
even with this decentralized market-oriented approach, there will be a
role for the IMF in assessing sustainability and deciding how sustainable
a new IMF program would be, at least for countries that are beginning
IMF programs.

So let me stop with that, Mr. Chairman, and again, welcome
questions on those two issues or anything else on reform.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Taylor appears in the Submission for the
Record on page 21.]

Representative Saxton. Dr. Taylor, thank you very much. That was
great testimony, and obviously very informative. With regard to the
World Bank, the reasons for changing from loans to grants involve
transparency, the fact that they write down the debt anyway, the fact that
grants are more suitable for disadvantaged spending, and finally, fourth,
that grants would be tied to measurable performance. These are all, I
think, very logical reasons to pursue such a grant program.

In addition to that, there has been some discussion about providing
grants directly to private contractors to carry out programs rather than to
provide grants through government entities, and it seems to me that that
approach would provide for a more specific target and a more trackable
record. It would involve a specific target, an entity that would be
responsible, and which would have the responsibility of justifying a
program, and it seems to me that that might provide for more
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transparency than to funnel the money, if you will, through a government
entity.

Would you talk about that a little bit?
Dr. Taylor. I agree very much with the notion of tying the grant to

actual performance, and I think that is true no matter who the provider is.
If the -- as you know, the World Bank now works its assistance through
governments, but the provision of services can frequently be assigned by
the government to other providers, and in that case, it is important that
those providers, whether it is a public enterprise or a private enterprise,
do exactly what you are saying. I think it is useful to look for ways in
which individual providers or the private sector in general could be
getting more encouragement and assistance through the World Bank and
the other multilateral development banks.

I really applaud your suggestions. More generally, one of the things
which I think would be important is to try to find ways to do the kind of
things that the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development does,
and that is to provide support for small businesses in the private sector,
and that is a very successful operation. We are also looking for ways that
that could be extended to some of the other multilateral development
banks. I know it is not exactly what you are referring to, but it is related,
Mr. Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. Let me turn to the IMF for just
a moment and ask a couple of questions with regard to how - in a general
sense -the reforms that we made in the late 1990s as a result of some
requirements that were attached to the $18 billion appropriation that we
passed in the Congress are performing. Can you respond in a general or
even specific way about how those reforms are working and how you see
that process moving forward as a result of that legislation?

Dr. Taylor. I think the request that there be more transparency is
working well. As I see it, there is more release of information about
programs, there are more requirements that countries provide data. I
actually think that greater transparency has had important impacts on the
markets themselves. One of the reasons I think that contagion seems to
have diminished, or at least be more based on fundamentals, is that there
are more facts out there, more transparency about what countries are
doing. So I think that is effective. I think we could do more. I think the
institutions could do a lot more.

One of the things that I note probably because of my background and
education, is that there is still a lot of confusion if you like, complexity
is a better word, to the way the information is presented, especially with
respect to the IMF and the way that the loan activity is described as
purchasing or exchanges of currency. It is confusing to all but the
experts, and I think we could do a better job trying to explain that and
that would create transparency itself.

Another example of reforms that have come out of this Committee's
discussions and others are that there would be higher interest rates on
loans which were provided for short-term liquidity purposes, and that has
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occurred in two ways at least. The supplemental reserve facility (SRF)
has a higher interest rate and a shorter maturity, and that has been used.
There is also a contingent credit line, CCL, with tougher up-front
eligibility criteria, short maturities, and interest rates below the SFR but
above the IMF's normal lending rate. That has not been adopted yet, but
it is there for countries that want to meet the necessary prequalifications.
I think this is also important to have happen, but I think it is still very
small relative to the total in practice.

So these new instruments are there, but they are not used very much
at this point in time, and I think that means they need to be reconsidered,
or we need to understand why they are not being used the way they are.
I think it comes back to the incentives that face the countries and to the
official sector.

Representative Saxton. Let me ask about two things, and I will do
it in one question. The notion that the IMF producing a situation in
which bad economic practices are encouraged known as moral hazard
persisted, and I suspect, to a large degree, continues to persist, and that,
of course, is enhanced by - let me refer to the second subject of the
question, and that is enhanced by subsidized interest rates that the IMF
has used as a standard practice. In other words, on a smaller scale, if I
were an investor and I had a rich uncle who said to me, Jimmy, you go
out and make your investments, and you know you can make some riskier
investments than maybe you otherwise would because I am going to be
there to bail you out with a low interest rate if you fail.

Are moral hazard and low subsidized interest rates still problems
with the TMF, or have there been some progress made?

Dr. Taylor. I think we are trying to make some progress on both of
those by limiting official support or endeavoring to limit it to situations,
which are more like liquidity problems rather than sustainability
problems. That is very difficult to do in practice. I noted that the
Council of Economic Advisers report paid a great deal of attention to that
distinction. So, if we are able to do that, it will reduce the moral hazard.
Of course the interest rate is related to limiting official support because
if there were higher interest rates on these loans, then they would be
much less attractive to the government.

Now the interest rates on the LMF loans are, of course, much lower
than what the country has to pay in the markets, and if it were higher,
they would use it less; but, of course, then it would be something that
would be less desirable for the countries to use and they may not use it.

So I think what we have tried to do is give reasons why it is not good
to provide support in those situations, to limit it more to liquidity
situations. In the process of making decisions, many factors come into
play, so it's difficult to make thatjudgment, but I think that is what we are
trying to do and that will ultimately limit the moral hazard problem that
you raised.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. I think that is an extremely
important objective. Mr. English.
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Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Dr. Taylor.
It is great having an appointment of your academic eminence in a
position like this, and I am not setting you up for anything. I do have a
couple of questions, though, and as someone who in a previous life wore
a green eyeshade, I am particularly curious to know what is the status of
internal controls in the IMF and what kinds of corruption safeguards are
currently in place?

Dr. Taylor. I think there have been some improvements in that area,
too. At this point in time, there is a requirement that borrowing countries
publish audits of central bank financial statements, and that is meant to
be a safeguard of IMF resources.

Representative English. On that point, and I am curious, what is
typically the scope of those audits, and are they available outside of the
IMF management?

Dr. Taylor. Well, the scope of the required audits is the central
bank's financial statement and the central bank is to provide the
information that is necessary. In terms of the availability, I don't know,
and I will have to find out how available those audits are or in what form
or what detail, but I will be very happy to get back to you on that. There
is a requirement that the audits be published.

Representative English. Very good. Proceed. And then what else
have you done to implement, what else has the IMF done to implement
corruption safeguards in recent years?

Dr. Taylor. In addition to the publication of audited central banks
financial statements, all countries must undergo an assessment of their
central banks' control, accounting, reporting, and auditing systems to
ensure they are adequate to protect central bank resources, including IMF
disbursements. Any critical vulnerabilities identified must be remedied
before additional Fund resources are disbursed. At some point, of course,
money is fungible, so there is only a limit of what you can do of this kind,
but my sense is they are moving in the right direction. But as
shareholders and representatives of the taxpayers, we need to continue to
look at it carefully.

Representative English. Within the UIF, is there any ongoing
process for evaluating those internal controls and corruption safeguards?

Dr. Taylor. They have created an evaluation office and recently
have begun staffing that. I think that is a very good idea. It is just
underway, and we will have to see how it works. We are very interested
in it and its evaluating that and IMF programs in general, but they have
appointed a person and they are staffing it up at this point, this new
evaluation office. I hope that works effectively.

Representative English. Building on the line of inquiry that the
Chairman developed, when we are talking about moral hazard, one of the
obvious criticisms of the IMF in the past is that IMF loans are offered,
and the whole risk premium is not necessarily included within the loan
itself. How currently is risk handled under IMF loans?
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Dr. Taylor. Well, the interest rate on the IMF loans is very close to
the interest on the bonds of the donor countries -- United States,
European countries, Japan, et cetera. So it doesn't reflect the risk that is
imbedded in the interest rates that the borrowing countries have to pay.

Representative English. Right.
Dr. Taylor. So sometimes those interest rates are called risk free.

Economists sometimes refer to these Treasury rates as nearly risk free.
Treasury bill rates are the classic risk-free interest rate. So the extent that
that interest rate or something close to it, it hovers around that, is charged
on the loans then there is a subsidy because the country would otherwise
have to pay a higher interest rate.

Representative English. In terms of the candidates for IMF support,
in the past, there has been a very strong focus in terms of all aid programs
on LDC's, trying to help those countries that are at the absolute bottom
of the heap, that have the most desperate human needs. How do you
evaluate the policy currently as far as loans to those sorts of countries,
the so-called basket cases, versus loans to countries that are perceived as
having the potential for near-term take-off in their economies are putting
in place pro-growth policies and have the potential of developing a
middle class and showing signs of entering the international trading
system? How would you evaluate those two kinds of countries as
candidates for LMF loans under current policy?

Dr. Taylor. The IMF has a loan program, called the poverty
reduction growth facility (PRGF), which is aimed at the very poor
countries. This program has actually suffered from much of the other
activity that the IMF does. It is funded out of individual countries, not
the United States for the most part. Those loans are always put in the
context of advice the IMF is giving on the macroeconomic side.

So it focuses on good monetary policy, good fiscal policy, good
exchange rate policy, and good financial markets in general. Those are,
if put in place, all good pro-growth things to do, keep, in other words, the
inflation rate low, the exchange rate stable, transparency in the markets
so these loans target promotion of pro-growth strategies. However, not
all the things necessary to promote growth are part of IMF lending
conditions; the World Bank has to do things which are more pure
development to try to get pro-growth activity going. We believe it is
important to try to distinguish that activity from the IMF.

The other IMF activity through their normal windows is more for
emerging markets, and those are countries which are a much higher level
of income per capita and already beyond the very basics of development.
My sense is that that is the area where the IMF's long-term specialty has
been, in these emerging market countries, and they are only more recently
going into the very poor and very underdeveloped countries. That
requires skills and knowledge which frequently are different from what
the IMF has had in the past.

So to the extent they continue to do that, and many shareholders want
them to do it, they need to develop the skills to do that, which'has
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traditionally been in the World Bank area. But your question had to do
with being able to pick the countries that are going to do well and take
the right policies, and I think what we have argued, and I think what the
institutions would like to do, is to favor countries who are doing the right
policies. That is, have a performance-based allocation. This refers more
to the World Bank than to the RMF to be sure at this point, and therefore
encourage countries who are taking serious pro-growth policies and to
discourage countries who are not.

Representative English. Thank you, Dr. Taylor, and again, it is a
privilege to see someone of your stature taking on such a difficult and
thorny assignment, and we look forward to hearing from you again, and
I thank you, Mr. Chairman for your indulgence.

Representative Saxton. Mr. English, thank you for the very
thoughtful questions. We will now move to a new member of the
Committee, Mr. Putnam. Thank you for being here.

Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Saxton. It was a short night, a long night followed
by a short night.

Representative Putnam. For those of us fresh out of college, it is
no big deal.

Representative Saxton. But the activities are different.

Representative Putnam. One of the advantages of being young in
this process; isn't that right, Mr. Ryan.

Representative Ryan. Right.
Representative Putnam. The United States has been under

substantial criticism over the years for the perception of its withdrawal
from the international stage on aid programs as well as monetary funds
and other developmental assistance. What percentage of the IMF funding
comes from the G8 nations, and how many nations benefit from that
through the IMF?

Dr. Taylor. The G7 provides 51 percent of the IMF's non-
concessional lending resources. And the countries that benefit, well,
ultimately there are 183 members of the IMF, so they are all - anyone is
potentially able to benefit; but, of course, there are many fewer countries
at any one point in time. There are now approximatelyl 8 countries with
concessional arrangements. In addition, the IMF has concessional
programs under the PRGF, which are funded separately, as I just
indicated to Mr. English. Those are very poor countries, their levels of

Representative Putnam. Are those the ones he referred to as the
basket cases?

Dr. Taylor. I didn't refer to them as the basket cases, but that term
was used here and there are also loans to emerging markets, which is
actually a lot larger in terms of its magnitude. So those are Brazil,
Turkey, Argentina, Indonesia - those countries receive a large part of the
support.
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Representative Putnam. What percentage of the usable quota
comes from the United States?

Dr. Taylor. It's about 25 percent right now.
Representative Putnam. Now, in identifying other nations who can

help us implement the President's new strategy on grants over loans and
things of that sort, how many other nations have we identified that could
be pulling a little bit more of the load than they have in the past, in other
words, spreading some of the responsibility beyond the G8? How many
other nations out there are in a position to be helpful?

Dr. Taylor. The grants are more for the World Bank and any other
multilateral development banks. In the case of the U.S. support to the
World Bank to the IDA program, that is around 20 percent; so the
numbers are less than what I just gave for the IMF current available
funds. And in terms of getting more support from those countries for our
grants proposal, as I indicated before you came in, and I am sorry, Mr.
Putnam, we are getting some support, but we need more and they are
moving towards the President's proposal by moving a larger fraction of
grants, but we need more support from the large donors, the British and
the French and the Germans, in particular.

Representative Putnam. Let me change gears one second and talk
a little about mission creep, which has been an issue. The President's
Council of Economic Advisers report noted that in recent years, the
missions of IMF and MDBs have sometimes overlapped with the IMF
providing some non-emergency financing for developing economies and
the MDBs contributing to crisis financing packages.

What efforts are ongoing in the administration to clean up some of
the mission creep, and shouldn't these missions be more refined and more
focused than they have been in the past?

Dr. Taylor. I think they should be more focused and we have argued
that - as a shareholder argued in favor of that. Other shareholders, such
as the G7, have argued for it, and I think in the last year or so, we are
beginning to see more of that. The managing director of the IMF has
made an effort to have the conditions of the loans more narrowly focused,
more targeted on the so-called core responsibilities ofthe IMF: monetary,
fiscal policy, and exchange rate policy. So I think that is moving in the
right direction in terms of its scope. We put a great deal of emphasis on
crisis prevention, and crisis prevention means having a greater specialty
in the IMF on crises, which means narrowing the focus to these particular
issues as well, so I think it's moving in the right direction.

Representative Putnam. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Ryan.
Representative Ryan. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for

holding this hearing too, I appreciate it. Dr. Taylor, I wanted to focus a
little bit on Argentina. Specifically, I wanted to get into dollarization, but
first, I wanted to ask you about the recent actions in Argentina, and I
don't think that the Chairman asked this question, but do the recent
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actions in Argentina's government, in your opinion, qualify as triggering
Title XXII, section 2370 (a) of the U.S. Code, which says that the
President shall instruct the United States executive directors of each
multilateral development bank and international financial institution to
vote against any loan or other utilization of the funds of such bank or
institution for the benefit of any country that has expropriated the
property of any U.S. person or nullified any contract with any U.S.
person? So has the fallout from Argentina and the expropriation of
funds, and basically the violation of property rights of international
investors led you to believe that you must invoke this code?

Dr. Taylor. What we are doing now is trying to indicate to
Argentina, and the IMF is working with Argentina, that they need to treat
all investors fairly as foreign investors, domestic investors, so that there
is no discrimination in any of these matters which would call forth, the
kind of law you are referring to. Right now Argentina is making changes.
There is a "pesification" they call it in some of these accounts, financial
transactions, which basically are trying to deal with the adjustment that
the devaluation of the currency has created, and what they are trying to
do there is do something that they see is the right way to make this
adjustment. And what we have been doing is listening to all the private
sector firms, not just from the United States, by the way, but other
countries who are investors, and trying to be sure that whatever is done
is done fairly, and doesn't involve the kind of activities you are referring
to, so that we won't have to call into play that particular law. But we are
aware of it and our legal experts will be evaluating it-

Representative Ryan. But if you had to make a decision today, the
answer would be no?

Dr. Taylor. That is correct. It would be no.
Representative Ryan. I think you testified over at the Financial

Services Committee on January the 6th, and you said that in your
personal opinion, the better answer for Argentina would be to dollarize,
and I don't know if you are aware of this or not, but this is my second
term, and I have authored a dollarization bill called the International
Monetary Stability Act I had authored with Senator Connie Mack last
term, which would share the profits from seigniorage with the countries
who choose to dollarize and to make sure that countries do not put
firewalls against any expectations that countries would have any say so
in the conduct of our monetary policy.

The Canadians are now talking about it very, very seriously; the
Mexicans have talked about it for many years; Latin America,
Panamanians have already dollarized. It's spreading through the
hemisphere possibly. What is your personal opinion and professional
opinion on the need for Argentinians to dollarize and to share the profits
of seigniorage, given that we can clearly state that we would not allow
any influence in our monetary policy?

Dr. Taylor. I think the latter part is very important to keep stressing.
I know that is certainly the position of the United States and the Federal
Reserve Board members. With respect to my personal opinion about
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Argentina, I did testify that I thought dollarization would have been
useful in a particular time last year. That is my personal opinion, because
I was asked for my personal opinion.

The United States opinion has always been that the exchange rate is
an issue that is best left to the country. It involves political issues,
historical issues. It is the classic issue in which country ownership
should be stressed.

So this administration, I think, very wisely has taken the position that
an exchange rate decision is the country's, and we are not going to take
a position one way or the other. So if a country chooses to dollarize, that
is fine. If a country chooses to have a flexible exchange rate, that is fine.
We hope in either case, it's done in a sound Way. Obviously, I know
about your bill and others. I think it's something that needs to be
continued to be discussed.

But again I say, with respect to my personal opinion, I refer to a
different period than we are now in, in Argentina.

Representative Ryan. Let me ask you this: If the Canadians get
behind the idea, would you entertain a sharing of seigniorage with the
Canadian central government if they decide to convert? For a lot of
countries, that is a lot of money and in many of these Latin American
countries it would be a substantial amount of revenue that they would
have otherwise lost if we don't share the seigniorage, and it would be a
revenue raiser for our Federal Government as well, because we would
retain a percentage of the profits of seigniorage. Do you believe that if
one of these countries were to approach you, that that would be
something you would entertain?

Dr. Taylor. Right now the position of the administration is that that
would not be something-

Representative Ryan. The administration officially is opposed to
sharing seigniorage right now?

Dr. Taylor. Right now there are questions of appropriation and
funds for this that need to be worked out. I don't think I have seen all the
work that has been done on that, and I can't say there is a policy that
applies uniformly across every country. But it is not something that has,
to put it this way, been put on the table for us directly to consider.

So the answer must be it is a case-by-case situation but I would say
at this point there are appropriation issues, there are budget issues that
are serious and need to be worked out before we would consider-

Representative Ryan. We had problems with scorekeepers on this
around here, and for some reason, they think that it costs money, the
profits from seigniorage. I don't know if you looked at our bill very
closely or not, but do you believe that if we were to engage in a
seigniorage-sharing agreement, that we would actually raise money, that
there would be an inflow of capital, of dollars to the Federal
Government?

Dr. Taylor. With an economic perspective, Mr. Ryan, it certainly
represents an increase in revenue.
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Representative Ryan. Right. I think we have some problems with
the scorekeepers on that. Do I still have one more - Mr. Chairman?

We have Euro now. It's fairly new. There aren't many in bank
reserves around the world, but as bank reserves of Euros grow and as
some of the Eurocentric African countries become accustomed to Euros
and grow in bank reserves, do you believe that there is a growing trend
of the spread of Euro through that region of the world, and then do you
believe that it may be in our best interest to promote the use of dollars,
even more so around the world and more importantly in our hemisphere,
to promote dollarization more aggressively than we are right now, which
is no promotion whatsoever? What is your take in the long haul, on the
future long term?

Dr. Taylor. That is a good question. I think the position now where
we would like countries to make their choice and take ownership is a
good one. We should continue with that. With respect to providing
competition, if you like, with the Euro, I think that countries that would
like to Euroize rather than dollarize, I think that should also be their
decision-

Representative Ryan. Sure.
Dr. Taylor. They are located close to Europe and it would make a

lot more sense than dollarization, and again, ownership is very important
on that. I don't think there is a problem if Euros become more useful for
people. I think there is no reason why it shouldn't only be the dollar. I
think for many, many years in the future, the dollar will be the chosen
asset for people to hold in countries which have high inflation or are
unstable for other reasons, so the dollar will be used in many countries.
And I think it's just fine if some countries choose to dollarize with Euros
if you like.

Representative Ryan. In Quebec, it is my understanding that the
issue of currency stability was not really a top issue at the G7 meeting.
Is this an issue that the administration is going to take more of an
in-depth hands-on approach with the other industrialized nations? Will
currency stability, which has always been more the dominant discussion
of these meetings - do you believe that given the problems in Argentina,
the problems still moving around Central and South America, do you
believe that the administration is going to take more of a hands-on
approach, more of a leadership role in promoting currency stability, and
sound money across the world as opposed to just this last meeting.

Dr. Taylor. Well, I think there has been an emphasis at these
meetings, and certainly this administration, that sound money, keeping
inflation low, keeping interest rates low thereby is a good policy for
countries to follow. We think it's an important part of pro-growth
strategy for the world to have low inflation, stable interest rates and good
monetary policy. So that is something that we have no problem talking
about positively, but with respect to exchange rates per se, that is
something that it is the Secretary of the Treasury who should speak about
it when you have a chance to have him testify.
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Representative Ryan. I would suggest that they are looking to us
and leadership-

Dr. Taylor. I think the leadership is there on the importance of a
good sound monetary policy. If a flexible exchange rate is chosen, then
to have a policy that keeps that exchange rate stable, and that is a good
inflation policy, and if dollarization is chosen that is fine to. We will
make every effort to make that smooth, and I know the Federal Reserve
will be willing to do that as well.

Representative Ryan. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Ryan. Dr.

Taylor, let me turn to two final questions on the International Monetary
Fund. One of the issues that we found interesting as we began to search
through the information that we could get our hands on relative to the
IMF, and as we worked through that process in the late 1990s, we came
to the conclusion without any difficulty that there were inadequate
accounting controls and corruption standards at least at that time.

One of the things that stunned me and the Committee was finding
several years ago that no effective procedures or safeguards were
established by the IMF to verify information and monitor funds of
disbursements through the IMF. And inasmuch as we noted at that time
that a large percentage of the usable quotas were provided by the United
States taxpayers. We felt some kind of a special obligation to look into
this. And right after the Russian debacle, I led a delegation of Members
of Congress to Moscow to see what we could find out in a direct way
about what happened to the funds, and of course, the Russian officials
that we talked with weren't forthcoming about what happened to the
funds or we suspected that they were used in inappropriate ways. As a
matter of fact, in some discussions with the Russian members,
particularly Russian members of the Duma, particularly Communist
members of the Russian Duma, we were told, in no uncertain terms, that
those funds were stolen by American banks. It wasn't humorous at the
time, but looking back, you have to grin at the charade that the Russians,
or some Russians, were able to pull off at that time.

So my question is, have we made any progress in putting in place
better accounting controls and corruption safeguards? And I guess the
second part of the question is do you have any recommendations as to
how we can be helpful to kind of move this ball forward?

Dr. Taylor. I think it is a very, very important issue, and there have
been efforts put in place to have more audits. That is underway. The
IMF has had experts in to help set this up. It is difficult, and I think in
terms of what you can do is to continue to speak out on its importance.
We are going to do that as well. There are problems that arise with
respect to misreporting of data and information. When that occurs, we
want to know about it and take actions. Ultimately, it seems to me if
problems like that persist, there shouldn't be programs, there shouldn't be
loans going into situations where you can't verify and can't audit. So I
want to work very hard on that and think your support is helpful, Mr.
Chairman.
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Representative Saxton. Thank you and let me just say that I think
we can make a good team on many of these issues, and what I would like
to suggest is that as we move through this process, and as you see items
that need to be changed by the IMF, I think we have shown that we can
be helpful in making that happen, and if, as you see needs develop as to
changes that the administration would like to see made in the way the
IMF operates, we would more than appreciate hearing about that with an
eye toward developing, perhaps, some statutory or suggest statutory
changes as to how United States funds might be used in the IMF as we
did before.

Last time the door to the IMEF was completely shut, closed when we
started. Frankly, the previous administration was not particularly
forthcoming and helpful in helping us to pry the door open, but we got it
open a little bit and with your help, as you move forward, you begin to
see things that we can be teammates and help you move forward, we
would very much appreciate hearing about them.

Transparency and interest rates and lengths of loans and accounting
standards and all those things, we and our staff have a pretty good
understanding of and we can certainly help you bring pressure to bear on
the folks who can change these inside the IMF.

So thank you for being here this morning. We appreciate it very
much. We are going to have a vote here for shortly and so we will draw
this hearing to a close by thanking you for coming here and being as
forthright and as revealing as you have with us and we look forward to
working with you.

Dr. Taylor. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:14 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

It is a pleasure to welcome Under Secretary of the Treasury John
Taylor before the Joint Economic Committee this morning. Dr. Taylor
enjoys a fine reputation as a distinguished academic economist from
Stanford University, and has previously served as a member of the
Council of Economic Advisers and held a number of other government
positions. In his current position, Dr. Taylor deals with some of the most
challenging issues of international economic policy.

A number of these issues relate to proposals for reform of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF), an issue I have been involved in
since the debate over the 1998 IMF quota increase legislation. In
preparation for the 1998 debate, the JEC conducted an extensive research
program on the IMF, resulting in a series of studies and hearings. This
research concluded that the IMF was not financially transparent, it
provided below market subsidized interest rates, and promoted moral
hazard.

In addition, we found that IMF mission creep was reflected in its drift
into lending for development and structural reform, often involving
longer loan maturities or rollovers of existing loans. Committee research
also found there was a lack of IMF accounting controls and lending
safeguards that could result in misuse of taxpayer money. A number of
other findings involved the IMF's heavy reliance on the G10 for
resources, and the lack of meaningful financial support for the IMF by
most of its members.

This research led to the introduction of the IMF Transparency and
Efficiency Act, a version of which later became law as conditions
attached to the IMF appropriation. This reform mandated much more
IMF transparency and the use of risk adjusted interest rates in IMF
bailouts. In the last few years, IlF operations have become more
transparent, although its financial statements still lack transparency.
Although the IMF has made some limited progress in the area of financial
transparency, a former IMF research director has also noted "the need to
improve the financial structure of the Fund in terms of transparency,
efficiency and equity."

I would also like to note the President's Council of Economic
Advisers' (CEA) statements endorsing reform of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). According to the recent CEA report, IMF liquidity
loan "programs would appropriately involve short-term lending at penalty
interest rates, to encourage and facilitate the borrower's quick return to
private capital markets." This is very consistent with the findings of the
Meltzer Commission as well as the Congressional mandates for IMF
reform developed by this committee in 1998. A version of these
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transparency and lending reforms became law in 1998 as conditions
attached to the JMF quota increase legislation. Thus Congressional
actions already taken strongly support the Administration's position on
needed reform of IMF lending programs.

The Administration's support for substantial grant financing of some
World Bank activities is also very significant. This reform would offer
the best approach to improving living standards and reducing poverty in
the world's poorest nations. The traditional World Bank/IMF approach
of saddling poor countries with loans they often cannot repay has failed.
Moreover, the high failure rate of World Bank projects reflects a waste
of resources that could have better been used to alleviate poverty.

In conclusion, we now have an Administration that is serious about
needed reforms of the IMF and World Bank. Although change in these
institutions will not occur overnight, consistent and steady advocacy of
responsible reform will produce results that will limit moral hazard, curb
international financial instability, and reduce the waste of resources to
the benefit of many millions of people around the world.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF

SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Chairman Saxton, for calling this hearing on reform of
the IMF and World Bank. And I'd like to thank Undersecretary Taylor
for taking the time to testify before us today.

The IMF and World Bank were created as a response to World War
II and the recognition that supporting global economic stability and
prosperity would be an effective means of ensuring global peace. Today
the economies of the world are even more interconnected. In the wake of
September 11th and our ongoing war on terrorism, we are reminded that
these institutions continue to serve a crucial role in our national, as well
as economic, security.

Unfortunately, the recent economic crisis in Argentina suggests that
the effectiveness of these organizations is sometimes insufficient.
Economists and policymakers continue to debate over whether that is due
to fundamental problems in the missions of these organizations,
misguided policies, or simply mismanagement of well-intended policies.

Today's hearing should shed some light on what can be done to make
the IMiF and World Bank stronger players in our efforts to support global
economic and national security.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JOHN TAYLOR,

UNDER SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY FOR
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS

Thank you Chairman Saxton, Vice-Chairman Reed, and other
members of the Committee for inviting me to participate in this hearing
on the international financial institutions. I know that reform of these
institutions has been a high priority for this Committee. Indeed, many
ideas coming out of the Committee's hearings-including calls for
greater transparency and better accounting of costs-are already having
a positive impact on these institutions.

Reform of the international financial institutions has also been a high
priority ofthe Bush Administration. Our fundamental goals in this reform
effort are to raise economic growth and improve economic stability in the
world economy. The international financial institutions can help us
achieve these goals, but there is room for improvement.

The Bush Administration-in a series of speeches by President Bush
and Secretary O'Neill-has put forth a substantial reform agenda for the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund. In my written
testimony today, I would like to discuss two key parts of that reform
agenda -the use of grants rather than loans and the creation of an
improved sovereign debt restructuring process. Both reforms are now a
major focus of international discussion and negotiations.

Higher Economic Growth Through World Bank Grants

Clearly there is too much poverty in the world. We know that the key
to reducing poverty is higher productivity growth. But productivity
growth is far below its potential in many poor countries. We know that
we can raise productivity growth by improving education and by
increasing private investment. But educational achievement remains low
as do private capital flows to developing countries and emerging markets
in general.

So, in order to achieve our goals of raising standards of living around
the world, the World Bank and other multilateral development banks
must address the problems of productivity growth. That is why we have
chosen productivity growth as a major theme of our reform effort. And
to be sure that the actions taken actually increase productivity growth, we
have emphasized the importance of measuring results of all actions taken,
so we can see what works and what doesn't. Achieving measurable
results and raising productivity growth are the rationales behind the
proposal to shift from loans toward grants at the multilateral development
banks.
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Last summer in a speech at the World Bank, President Bush first put
forth this grant proposal for the World Bank and the other multilateral
development banks. And last month in a speech to the World Affairs
Council at the Organization of American States, he forcefully reiterated
that proposal. He "urged the World Bank to provide up to 50 percent of
its assistance to the world's poorest nations in the form of grants rather
than loans-grants for education, for health, for nutrition, for water
supplies and for sanitation." Why is this grants proposal so important?
Why is moving from loans to grants a major element of our reform
effort? How does it relate to the theme of measurable results?

The Advantages of Grants

The part of the World Bank that provides assistance to the poorest
countries is the International Development Association, or IDA. Funds
for IDA are replenished at three-year intervals by the United States and
other donor countries, and U.S. contributions to IDA must be
appropriated each year by Congress. Virtually all of the IDA assistance
to poor countries is now in the form of loans (these loans are sometimes
called IDA credits). The terms on these loans are highly favorable to the
borrowing country-far more favorable than the government of the
country could obtain in private capital markets. The loans have a 40-year
maturity; the interest rate (referred to a "service charge") is 0.75 percent;
and there is a 10-year grace period.

Because the terms on these IDA loans are so favorable, they are
really not loans in the everyday sense of the word. The total interest and
principal that must be paid back is much less, in present value terms, than
the amount loaned. For example, the present discounted value of all
future payments on a $1,000,000 IDA loan at a 6 percent discount rate is
only $337,671. Most developing countries, however, face interest rates
much higher than this: if the discount rate were 15 percent, then the
present discounted value would be only $97,569. Moreover, because the
grace period is so long, a finance minister of a borrowing country could
be out of office long before any principal has to be paid back on such a
loan; and while in office there is only the small 75 basis point interest
payment. It is misleading to call such assistance "lending." Such
terminology is not consistent with basic goals of transparency in
government. Thus, one reason that grants are better than IDA-type loans
is simply that they are more straightforward and transparent.

Another reason to prefer grants to loans as a form of IDA assistance
is that many of the countries now borrowing from IDA are part of the
Heavily Indebted Poor Country (HIPC) initiative. HIPCs are poor
countries that have unsustainable amounts of debt. As many have argued,
by forgiving this debt the hope is that these countries can achieve a more
sustainable debt situation. Through the HIPC initiative, the international
financial institutions, in effect, write off their loans to these poor
countries and relieve the countries' debt burden. However, at the same
time we are writing off loans to these poor countries, by creating more
loans from IDA-even at favorable terms-we are adding to their debt
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burden. This approach seems counter productive. Grants, on the other
hand, are better than loans because they do not add to the debt burden of
these countries.

Grants are particularly advantageous in cases where it is unrealistic
to assume that the activity being supported will generate enough direct
economic returns to pay back IDA loans. The use of grants thus removes
a disincentive for governments to focus on the most disadvantaged people
and sectors, e.g., rural poor, girls, indigenous people, and AIDs orphans.
For example, issuing a loan rather than a grant for humanitarian
assistance or major social crises-for instance, to provide assistance to
HIV/AIDS patients-seems particularly inappropriate. That is why
President Bush emphasized that grants should be used in certain social
sectors-for "education, for health, for nutrition, for water supplies and
for sanitation."

Yet another advantage of grants is that they can easily be tied to
measurable performance or results. Some people think that the
President's proposal is for "free" grants. That is certainly not the case; on
the contrary, the grants are to be tied to specific performance. For
example, if there is a grant for education, then the grant would not
continue unless there are results-unless enrollment rises, for example.
If the grant is designed to assist HIV/AIDS patients, for example, then the
grant will continue as long as the assistance is being provided. If the
assistance becomes inadequate, then the grant funds should go to another
provider. Month by month, quarter by quarter, the group receiving the
grant has to keep delivering the service or the grant stops.

International Differences and Negotiations

Since the President made the grants proposal last summer, we have
been working and negotiating with other IDA donors to move from loans
toward more grants. Of course, the World Bank is an international
institution, so to implement any reform a coalition of support must be
developed. A number of non-governmental organizations and developing
countries have expressed strong support for the proposal, but for the
proposal to be implemented it is necessary to garner the support of major
donors to IDA. The current international negotiations are taking place in
the context of the current three-year replenishment of IDA, which we
hope to settle soon. An important and extensive discussion on this subject
took place among the G-7 Finance Ministers and Central Bank Governors
in Ottawa last weekend.

There is now widespread agreement among G-7 donor countries that
a larger proportion of IDA assistance should be given in the form of
grants, as the President proposed. However, there are still differences of
opinion among donor countries about the details and ultimately about
how much should go to grants. For example, the President called for 50
percent grant assistance for the "world's poorest nations." But exactly
how poor countries should be before they qualify for this percentage of
grants rather than loans is still an unsettled question.
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The United States has shown flexibility in the negotiations, stating
that it would be acceptable to provide 50 percent grant assistance to those
countries with annual per capita incomes less than $365, that is, less than
$1 per day. But some donor countries would like a more exclusive
definition of "poor"; some would exclude those countries with annual per
capita incomes above $250. Another difference of opinion is how to
define the categories of assistance that would qualify for grants. Some
donor countries would like to exclude education, in contrast to the
President's proposal.

One of the more strongly voiced objections to increasing the
proportion of grant assistance beyond a certain level is that it would
reduce the "re-flows" to IDA. Re-flows are primarily the funds that are
paid back into IDA by countries with IDA loans. These payments can
then be lent again to poor countries. But, of course, poor countries
themselves pay these re-flows. In other words, under the current IDA
program the poor are supporting the poor. So reduced re-flows through
the grants really means more support for poor countries.

Significant Increase in U.S. Support for IDA, Based On Results

Another objection to moving further toward grants is the argument
that U.S. assistance to IDA will decline under a grants program. The facts
say otherwise. Indeed, the United States is offering a significant increase
in its contribution to IDA. The United States in the last six years has been
bringing down its contributions to IDA in real terms. The President
intends to reverse this trend. He proposes to increase our contributions
to IDA, as long as the contributions result in better performance. In the
budget he submitted to Congress last week, he is proposing that the U.S.
IDA contribution increase-from previous years' annual total of $803
million-to $850 million in the first year, to $950 million the second
year, and to $1,050 million in the third year. These step-ups will only
occur if there is an improvement in performance at the World Bank, but
they would bring the annual U.S. contribution to a level 30 percent above
what it was last year. That is a clear demonstration of support for
economic development, tied to the idea that we want that support to
create measurable improvements in peoples' lives.

A Better Sovereign Debt Restructuring Process

The second major reform initiative that I would like to discuss today
is sovereign debt restructuring. It is part of our overall approach to
emerging markets and the International Monetary Fund. The truth is that
emerging markets have not been performing very well in the last four
years. The flow of investments going through these markets has declined
sharply. We would like more funds to go to the emerging markets and at
lower interest rates. A more predictable sovereign debt restructuring
mechanism can help achieve that goal.
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An Emerging Markets/IMF Reform Strategy

Our sovereign debt restructuring initiatives are part of a multifaceted
strategy toward emerging markets and the IMF. That strategy starts with
a greater focus on crisis prevention, asking the IMF to look more closely
at countries where economic trends appear unsustainable, giving more
ownership to countries so that they can make the decisions before the
crises get out of hand, and encouraging more transparency both on the
part of countries and the IMF itself.

A related part of the strategy is to narrow the focus of the ivIF-both
its work and the conditions it imposes on borrowers. By narrowing the
focus to core responsibilities-exchange rate regimes, monetary policy,
fiscal policy, and the financial sector-the IMF will be able to
concentrate more on preventing crises and give countries more ownership
of policy.

Limiting official sector support to countries when they reach
unsustainable debt situations is another key element of our emerging
markets strategy. Large official sector support packages can distort
incentives for countries and for investors. And, of course, such packages
effectively bailout private sector investors who have already received
high rates of return. I think it is becoming clearer that the official sector
support in such cases is now being limited to a significant degree.

Keeping contagion low is another part of the overall strategy and is
a major reason why official sector support can be limited in many cases.
Clearly contagion was an important characteristic of the Asian crisis in
the late 1 990s. However, coming into the Bush Administration, we re-
examined this contagion issue and saw that important trends were
developing. People in the markets were paying more attention to
economic fundamentals, differentiating between countries and events.
Countries were being more transparent in their policies. Market research
was more thorough. We commented favorably on this change, noting that
contagion is not automatic. This communication with the markets was
meant to build on and encourage the changes in the markets by
emphasizing that policy decisions would not be based on unfounded
claims of contagion. In fact, contagion has come down dramatically over
the course of the last year. This is illustrated by the fact that the terrible
economic situation in Argentina has not spread to other countries in the
world, let alone the region.

A Decentralized Contract-Based Approach

But even if we are successful in all parts of the strategy mentioned
above there is still something that is missing. Currently, when countries
get close to a situation where debt is unsustainable, it is like approaching
a black hole: no one knows exactly what will happen next. This leads to
uncertainty on the part of public officials and market participants alike.
It leads to pressures for IMF bailouts even in situations where debt
becomes unsustainable.
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A more predictable sovereign debt restructuring mechanism-a
workout strategy-for countries that reach an unsustainable debt position
would therefore be useful. Of course, ideally such a mechanism would
never have to be used, but simply having it in place would greatly reduce
uncertainty. There are several alternatives now being considered. We at
the U.S. Treasury have been in close contact with people in the private
sector-market participants, lawyers, and academics-as well as people
at the IMF and other governments, especially finance ministries and
central banks.

The most practical and promising proposal now on the table is a
decentralized approach that creates debtor and creditor ownership of, and
participation in, the process. This proposal would encourage borrowers
and lenders to put certain clauses in their debt so that when a country
needs to restructure, there is a more orderly process. For example, now
in many bonds, 100 percent of bondholders must agree to restructure the
financial terms of the bonds. This makes it possible for a small minority
to stand in the way of a restructuring that the majority of bondholders
feel is in their best interests. Majority action clauses in bonds would
allow a specified majority to agree to restructuring terms. The decision
of this majority would be binding on the minority. The clauses would
also provide for the process and timing through which debtors and
creditors come together

There are several possible ways to create incentives for countries to
use such clauses, and encourage them to overcome the urge to cut a few
basis points from their interest rate by avoiding such clauses. For
example, the official sector could require that these clauses be utilized by
any country with an IMF program. Or the IMF could make it a condition
of exceptional access to its funds that countries utilize these clauses in
their debt contracts. A range of ways to implement this proposal is
possible. Of course, introducing new clauses is something one can only
do for new bonds. Consequently, we are also exploring options that
would facilitate more predictable workout processes under existing bond
provisions.

Another possible approach to sovereign debt restructuring that is
receiving wide attention is an LMF proposal, in which the JMF would step
in and impose a stay on legal actions in certain circumstances. This
proposal obviously calls for a larger role for the LMF than the more
decentralized market-oriented approach described here. But even with the
market-oriented approach there will be a role for the IMF in assessing
sustainability and deciding on a new lIMF program, at least for countries
that choose to work with the IMIF on a program.

As with the grants proposal, it will be necessary to work with other
governments to come to a common agreement on a sovereign debt
restructuring proposal. It will also be important to consult regularly with
the private sector and with Congress. And as these discussions proceed
we should never lose sight of the overall objective: to increase
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predictability and reduce uncertainty in the emerging markets so that
more funds flow through them at lower interest rate spreads.

Concluding Remarks

In conclusion, there is one final point I would like to make about our
reform efforts with the international financial institutions. A high priority
with us is to make our own work with the institutions more effective and
efficient. Currently, we are required to implement a very large number of
mandates legislated by the Congress. These mandates including
requirements for directed voting at the institutions, certifications,
notifications, and reports. Our effectiveness in carrying our
responsibilities with the IMF and the development banks could be
strengthened if we are able to reduce and better rationalize these
mandates. Some mandates go back 50 years. Some provisions overlap, or
are inconsistent. We have 32 directed vote mandates, over 100 policy
mandates, plus numerous reports, certifications, and notifications. We
want the Congress to be fully informed, but numerous reporting
requirements have increased the amount of time staff spends on these
reports to levels that warrant serious concern. We would like to work
with you to rationalize and focus our mandated requirements and reports.

Thank you very much. I would be pleased to answer any questions
that you may have about the reform issues I discussed here, about our
overall reform strategy, or about any other issues relating to the
international financial institutions.
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MONETARY POLICY AND THE
ECONOMIC OUTLOOK

Wednesday, October 17, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:00 a.m., in Room 311,
Cannon House Office Building, Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of the
Committee, presiding.

- Present: Representatives Saxton, Smith, Dunn, English, Putnam,
Stark, Maloney, and Watt. Senators Reed, Bingaman, and Corzine.

Also Present: Representative Don Sherwood.
Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Colleen J. Healy,

Stephen Thompson, Darryl Evans, Brian Higginbotham, Pat Ruggles,
Matthew Salomon, and Diane Rogers.

OPENINGS STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I would like to welcome
Chairman Greenspan before the Committee to testify on monetary policy
and the economic outlook. We appreciate your being with us today, Mr.
Chairman. We always look forward to the days when you come and visit
with us, and so we look forward to your testimony.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Chairman
Greenspan for his leadership and the Federal Reserve for the actions
undertaken to cushion the effects of the September I I terrorist attacks.
The Federal Reserve's ability to deal with such an unspeakable crime has
served the country well, and we are in your debt. It is also encouraging
that the American people and the economy have demonstrated amazing
resilience in the face of these attacks.

Even before the events of September I 1, the available economic data
indicated that the economic slowdown that began in the middle of 2000
continued. The weight of real gross domestic product (GDP) growth has
slowed quite sharply since the second quarter of 2000, barely remaining
positive in the second quarter of this year.

The manufacturing sector has been hard hit, losing over a million
jobs since July of 2000. Investment growth has fallen over the last
several quarters, and corporate profits are weak.

On the other hand, housing and consumer spending have held up
fairly well. In addition, since last January, the Fed has reduced interest
rates nine times. Congress has lowered the tax drag on the economy and
energy prices are finally declining. Economists expect these factors to
lead to an economic rebound in the last half of 200 1, but the attacks have
led them to forecast a delay in the recovery.
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Financial markets and the economy have been disrupted by the
terrorist attacks. These attacks have increased uncertainty and caused a
widespread reevaluation of risk and security. Delays in higher shipping
costs in air and ground transport, additional insurance costs, higher
expenses for security personnel and equipment, fortification of buildings
and facilities, and other measures, will have the effect of imposing
something like a "security tax" on an already vulnerable economy. This
burden will undermine the economy and in the short run and could tend
to adversely affect both productivity growth and the economy's potential
growth rate.

Although the precise amount of the extra burden imposed by these
security costs is not known, it appears to be large and is growing by the
day. Over the last several weeks, private sector economists have begun
to consider this cost issue and the potential impact on an already weak
economy.

A logical policy response would be to offset those costs by relieving
some of the tax burden on the private sector. Monetary policy helped the
economic situation with an easing that began in January. The Fed's
policy moves so far this year have certainly provided an economic
stimulus, but the lags in monetary policy, as we all know, are long and
variable. Given the lack of inflationary pressures, prudent action by the
Federal Reserve could continue to contribute to improving the economic
outlook.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I want to welcome you, and at this point, turn
to the Vice Chairman, Senator Reed, for any comments he may have.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 27.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Chairman Greenspan for joining us this morning. Your presence here is
a reassuring one. And we appreciate that you are here and thank you,
Chairman Saxton, for scheduling this hearing on a very critical topic -
our economic outlook and appropriate policy responses. In light of the
new fiscal realities we face, economic policy needs to be recalibrated.
The key to achieving a rapid recovery is to bolster incomes, because
when cash-strapped households cut their spending, business' sales suffer,
stifling investment. We need to complement existing monetary policy
with an economic stimulus package, but one which has its maximum
impact in the short run and does not undermine long-term fiscal
discipline.

Specifically, the stimulus package should be large enough to have an
impact on a $10 trillion economy, such as about $100 billion, one percent
of GDP, a figure which I believe you have supported, Chairman
Greenspan. The bulk of the stimulus should be felt in the next two or
three quarters when the economy is weak. Often or not, economic
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stimulus in the past has not been implemented until the economy was
already recovering.

The stimulus package should be designed to phase out rapidly so that
the stimulus measures do not overheat the economy later in recovery.

Thus, permanent tax cuts or new spending that spin out slowly are
not attractive candidates, while safety-net programs, such as
unemployment insurance, which are designed to be countercyclical, are
attractive options. The stimulus package should maximize the amount of
short-term economic activity created per dollar of outlays or revenue lost.
For example, a tax cut for low- or moderate-income households who
would likely spend all of their extra income would be more effective as
stimulus than a similarly-sized tax cut for higher income households who
are more likely to save a substantial portion of it.

These principles are outlined in greater detail in a new report
prepared by the Democratic staff of the Joint Economic Committee,
Economic Stimulus, Principles and Options, which evaluates the leading
proposals in light of their impacts on the economy and the degree to
which they have a stimulative effect. This report is available here in the
room and also online on our website.

Earlier this year, Chairman Greenspan, you spoke of the need to
resist those policies that could readily resurrect the deficits of the past
and the fiscal imbalances that followed in their wake. You also testified
about the limits of tax cuts as effective tools to stimulate the economy.
I would be interested in your thoughts on how the economic stimulus
proposals before the House right now deal with these tenets.

We have an important responsibility before us, to undertake fiscal
policies that will protect the most vulnerable in our economy, while
ensuring that we do not compromise our economic future. It is a
challenge we can meet if we stick to policies which put people back to
work and generate productive business investment. Again, thank you,
Mr. Chairman, for your attendance today.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 28.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator Reed. Mr.
Chairman, we are here to hear what you have to say, and we always, as
I said before, value these opportunities. So we would like to hear from
you at this time. You may proceed.

OPENING STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE
ALAN GREENSPAN, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Mr. Greenspan. Well, thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I very

much appreciate this opportunity to appear before this Committee to
discuss recent developments in the United States economy. Despite the
tragic events of September 11, the foundations of our free society remain
sound, and I am confident that we will recover and prosper as we have in
the past. But before the recovery process gets underway, stability will
need to be restored to the American economy and to others around the
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world. Arguably, that stability was only barely becoming evident in the
United States in the period immediately preceding the act of terrorism.

Aggregate measures of production, employment and business
spending continued to be weak in August. Consumer spending, however,
moved higher that month, and appeared to be reasonably well maintained
idthe first part of September. Industry analysts suggest that motor
vehicle sales were running close to August levels, and chain store sales
were only modestly'lower. New orders for nondefense capital goods
stabilized in August. Moreover, the dramatic rate of decline in profits
was slowing. To be sure, these signs were tentative, but on the whole,
encouraging.

In the days following the attack, the level of activity declined
significantly. The shock was most evident in consumer markets, as many
potential purchasers stayed riveted to their televisions and away from
shopping malls. Both motor vehicle sales and sales at major chain stores
fell off noticeably. The airline and travel industries also suffered severe
cutbacks. The unprecedented shutdown of American air travel and
tightened border restrictions induced dramatic curtailments of production
at some establishments with tight, just-in-time supply chain practices,
most notably in the motor vehicle industry.

As the initial shock began to wear off, economic activity recovered
somewhat from the depressed levels that immediately followed the
attacks, though the recovery has been uneven. Markedly increased
incentives induced a sharp rebound in motor vehicle sales by the end of
the month that has carried apparently undiminished into the first half of
October. However, many retailers of other consumer goods report that
sales have only partially retraced the steep drops that occurred in mid-
September.

Fortunately, air freight is largely back to normal. Overall airline
passenger traffic, while above its mid-September lows, was still off
considerably in early October from pre-attack levels. Similarly, the
hospitality and entertainment industries have overcome some of their
earlier difficulties but continue to struggle.

The effect on financial markets of the devastating attack on the
World Trade Center was pronounced, as telecommunications and trading
capacities were severely impaired. But the markets are mostly
functioning normally now, and as in the past, the infrastructure will be
rapidly restored.

For a brief time, the terrorist attacks markedly disrupted payment
transfers, leaving those counting on receiving payments caught short.
Those needs ultimately were met by the Federal Reserve, both through
record lending at the discount window and through an extraordinary
infusion of funds through open market operations. To facilitate the
channeling of dollar liquidity to foreign financial institutions operating
in the United States, 30-day currency swap lines were arranged with
major central banks, again, in record volumes.
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It was essential in such an environment to meet all appropriate
demands for dollar liquidity. As repair of the financial markets and
payment infrastructure preceded apace, loans were repaid, open market
operations could be scaled back, the unusual swap lines were allowed to
expire, and the temporarily bloated balance sheet of the Federal Reserve
largely returned to normal.

But even as market functioning and liquidity flows were restored, the
potential for heightened uncertainty to damp household and business
spending for a time persisted. To cushion these effects, we have eased
the stance of monetary policy appreciably since September 11.

We, in the United States, have assumed ourselves to be fairly
well-insulated from terrorism or, at most, subject to limited and sporadic
episodes similar to those previously observed on a number of occasions
in Europe.

We have been aware of the possibility for losses on a much greater
scale, but I suspect that those possibilities were deemed so remote that
they were never seriously incorporated into most conventional
assessments of economic risk.

The shock of the tragedies at the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon has reshaped those assessments of risk and required an abrupt
realignment of prices in many markets to reflect the expected costs of
operating in what we now recognize as a more hostile world. These
circumstances pose a difficult challenge for business decisionmaking, not
so much because the costs are inordinately large, but because the events,
which have potentially substantial consequences, are so uncertain.
Insurance deals with this problem by spreading the risk and converting
potential large unknown costs into a steady stream of known insurance
premiums that facilitates the forward planning so essential to an effective
business operation.

Obviously sharp increases in insurance premiums for all forms of
businesses are to be expected. Some higher insurance costs, in effect,
will be borne implicitly rather than explicitly as firms choose to self-
insure, at least in part, rather than lay off all of this risk in the
marketplace.

These higher insurance costs, both explicit and implicit, endeavor to
anticipate future losses, but in addition, they cover the physical capital
and labor resources businesses will be required to devote to enhance
security and to increase redundancies as protection against interruption
of supplies or production. For example, the degree of comfort businesses
have in allowing inventories to shrink to minimal levels in ajust-in-time
supply chain is lessened. In this regard, increased security threats, not
pooled through insurance, have exactly the opposite effect on
productivity than that which is gained by an improvement in information
technology. In addition to the loss of human life and capital assets, these
are important collateral costs associated with the new threats that we now
face.
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The pronounced rise in uncertainty also has damped consumer
spending and capital investment. Households and businesses confronted
with heightened uncertainty have pulled back from the marketplace,
though that withdrawal has been partial and presumably temporary. The
very great economic uncertainties that have arisen in the current
environment have also, at least temporarily, resulted in a widening of
bond spreads on high-yield instruments.

Markets across oiir economy will adjust to the altered perceptions of
risk that we now confront. Critical to that adjustment process is the
behavior of consumers and business people. Behavior is difficult to
predict in circumstances such as those we have experienced in the past
five weeks. But judging from history, human beings have demonstrated
a remarkable capacity to adapt to extraordinarily adverse circumstances,
and I expect the same adaptability to become evident in the present
situation.

Although it is difficult to determine with any precision, it seems quite
likely that a significant repricing of risk has already found its way into
our markets as many economic decisions are responding to shifting
market signals. But these adjustments in prices and in the associated
allocation of resources, when complete, represent one-time level
adjustments without necessary implications for our longer-term growth
prospects.

Indeed, the exploitation of available networking and other
information technologies was only partially completed when the cyclical
retrenchment of the past year began. High-tech equipment investment at
elevated rates of return will, most likely, resume once very high
uncertainty premiums recede to more normal levels. The level of
productivity will presumably undergo a one-time downward adjustment
as our economy responds to higher levels of perceived risk. But once the
adjustment is completed, productivity growth should resume at rates in
excess of those that prevailed in the quarter century preceding 1995.

It is worth noting that increased production to enhance security will
be counted in measured output without contributing to our standards of
living, as was the case during our military buildup of the Cold War. Our
productivity measures have always endeavored to capture increased
productive efficiency, not increased well-being. We are, in effect,
currently using part of our increase in efficiency to supply increased
security. Of course, given the heightened risks we face, these
investments in security are doubtless quite sound. In any event, such
costs are likely to fall short of the costs we incurred for security during
the height of the Cold War.

Nobody has the capacity to fathom fully how the effects of the
tragedy of September 11 will play out in our economy. But in the weeks
ahead, as the initial shock continues to wear off, we should be able to
better gauge the ongoing dynamics of how these events are shaping the
immediate economic outlook.

For the longer term, prospects for ongoing rapid technological
advance and associated faster productivity growth are scarcely
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diminished. Those prospects borne of the ingenuity of our people and the
strength of our system, fortify a promising future for our free nation.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I look forward to your
questions and those of the Committee.
[The prepared statement of Chairman Greenspan appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 30.]

Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much for
sharing those thoughts with us. Let me just take care of a couple of
housekeeping measures. Senator Reed has indicated that the Senate is
having an important security briefing sometime in the next ten minutes
or so, so if some of the Senators disappear, we will understand why. I
would also like to ask unanimous consent that Congressman Don
Sherwood be permitted to sit on the panel, as he is not a Member of the
Joint Economic Committee. Without objection. Thank you.

Mr. Chairman, immediately following the events of September 11,
you cautioned policymakers to proceed cautiously, and to take a closer
look at economic data that would flow in, in the weeks following
September 11. We have begun to see some of that data, and I am
wondering if you could comment on what the data covering the period
immediately prior to September 11 showed us, and while certainly we
don't have a complete picture of the economic situation following the
I Ith, there is some data that is now available, and would you help us
interpret that?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Mr. Chairman, we interpreted the data that
came in at the time before September the 11th, and that information
which we have subsequently received for the period before September 1 1,
to indicate that the economy was still weak but showing some signs of
stabilization. As I said in my prepared remarks, and I think I said earlier
on in my testimony, it was by no means conclusive, but it was certainly
encouraging.

Since then, the data are fairly clear as to what is happening, though
the interpretation of what it means has yet to fully unfold. That the
economy dropped fairly sharply in the days immediately following the
attack is confirmed by virtually every measure that we can see, and that
it has started to come back is also evident. We see that in the retail area,
especially in an uncertain puzzling way, -extraordinarily in motor
vehicles, because we had a dramatic decline in the middle part of
September in motor vehicles. The new incentives came in, and sales
came back very sharply in the last 10 days, and from what we can gather,
are holding at remarkably high levels in the first half of this month. I say
that remarkably in the sense that the discounts which have been put in
place, if one looks at previous elasticity of demand in the motor vehicle
industry, don't fully account for this upsurge.

So it is a difficult judgment to make. We suspect, as indeed the auto
makers suspect, that because the discounts are perceived to be temporary,
that a lot of people are moving up sales, and that we would expect a
falloff, and indeed the motor vehicle manufacturers are expecting the
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average for the fourth quarter to be well under the first half of this month.
But outside of the motor vehicle area, things are really quite mixed.

Chain store sales are soggy. They have stopped going down, but the
evidence that they have turned up in any material way is still quite
missing.

Airline travel has come back modestly. It came back reasonably
quickly within days after the attack, and load factors rose, but remember,
they are load factors after a significant contraction in the number of
scheduled flights, which means that the actual revenue passenger miles
are still quite significantly below where they were a year ago, and indeed
where they were earlier this year.

The entertainment/hotel industry is back to a certain extent - actually
occupancy rates have come back, but generally, as I indicated in my
prepared remarks, it is evident that there is still a good deal of struggle
going on in those areas.

We don't have any real hard evidence on what is happening to capital
goods orders, but anecdotal information does suggest that they turned
weak late in September and have been weak so far this month.

Home building has been holding up remarkably well, and the starts
figures that came out this morning were a continuation of the most
previous period of fairly good housing construction. Although again,
data on surveys of home builders have indicated that home sales have
slipped in recent weeks. It is often difficult to reconcile differing
measures of an industry as large and diverse as home building. So until
we have more information and it materially works its way through the
system, it is not clear what we are seeing. But obviously the home
building industry has been a major part of whatever strength we have
seen in this economy. And certainly the very high level of turnover of
existing homes and the realized capital gains that that engendered in the
process has been an important factor in maintaining the level of consumer
expenditures for most of this year.

As best we can judge, the closings on existing home sales are still
quite high, but we have to remember that there is a lag between actual
commitment in purchase and closing, so that we won't really see the
impact of what appears to be some softening in existing home sales, as
well as new home sales until October data become available, and that
may still not capture it fully. /

So all in all, I think we are looking at a situation which is by no
means as bad as numbers of us were fearful it might turn out to be, but it
also has not exhibited a sharp snap back, which has been typical of what
happens when you get a major hurricane or natural disaster which breaks
down the infrastructure, and has many similar effects to what we have
seen since September 11, but which almost never affects demand in any
material way or underlying psychology. This clearly has.

Representative Saxton. Well, Mr. Chairman, I think it is fair to say,
and I am sure you would agree, that there is a different psychology
associated with the events of September II than there are with natural
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disasters. Let me just ask one more quick question, and then we need to
proceed to Senator Reed. Beginning in January, Fed policy changed, in
that interest rates, Fed funds, were reduced, and in the succeeding months
there have been nine reductions, totaling 400 basis points, moving the
rate from 6.5 percent to 2.5 percent.

Now, we know from past experience that there is a lag time in the
economic benefit that we get from lowering interest rates or the economic
effect, I should say, from lowering interest rates. Can you venture any
opinion as to when we might begin to see - or have we already begun to
see - the effects of recent Fed policy?

Mr. Greenspan. Mr. Chairman, as best we can judge, we have been
seeing a considerable amount of impact from the monetary policy
decisions we have taken in the financial markets. You could see them in
how it is impacting the term structure of rates, how it is affecting yield
spreads, and how it is affecting the degree of liquidity in the system. And
all of that is behaving as one would generally expect.

There is a distinction between looking at how effective Federal
Reserve policy is and what is happening to the economy. My own
judgment is that the impact is probably at least partially responsible for
the fact that after a very sharp decline very late last year, the economy,
for all practical purposes, has been remarkably flat, and as I put it in
earlier testimony, despite the fact of this extraordinarily significant
wealth effect contraction late last year, the economy, taking all of the
tremendous pressures on it, has nonetheless remained standing.

And I would still characterize that as the case despite the attack on
September 11. I don't know to what extent there remains significant
amounts of impacts in the pipeline which will work their way through.
Those are very difficult judgments to make. As we like to say, the lags
are variable, meaning it is an economist's way of saying that the
distributions of the impact from policy to impacts on economic activity
is not simply definable by a simple distribution which works the same
way every time.

All I can say to you is that, as best I can judge, the policies have had
a significant impact to date. How much further impact, and when it
happens, and in what form, still remains to be seen.

Representative Saxton. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am
hopeful that the Fed will remain open to future rate reductions,
particularly if this situation persists, and I know that it is unfair to ask you
to comment on that subject, and so I won't. But it is certainly my opinion
that what you have done in the past has been particularly effective, and
we are hopeful that that policy will continue.

Senator Reed.
Senator Reed. Thank you very much. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman Greenspan, yesterday the Federal Reserve published data that
indicated that manufacturers continue to operate below 75 percent of
their capacity, and that producers of high-technology equipment now
carry more excess capacity than they ever have before. This raises
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several questions: First, to what extent will lower interest rates help
stimulate investment in this climate? Second, to what extent are business
tax incentives likely to stimulate investment when businesses are carrying
this excess capacity? Will business respond favorably to investment
incentives if consumer demand is low and gets lower, because if not, it
raises the possibility that an approach that we most prefer would be to
stimulate consumption rather than provide investments - Chairman
Greenspan?

Mr. Greenspan. The rate of operation in manufacturing is only one
of a number of key variables which determines the level of capital
investment. To a very substantial extent, investment is determined at the
plant level by plant managers who perceive that a certain piece of
equipment will enhance the profitability of that operation independently
of what is happening elsewhere in the world.

In other words, there are significant amounts of capital investment
which are made for cost-reduction purposes and which are essentially
unrelated to the level of output or the rate of operations, and as a
consequence of that, we often see fairly significant investment emerging
in periods when the rate of operation is quite low. It is, however, very
substantially of a cost-saving type, and I think that is the type of outlay
which is likely to come back as this economy eventually stabilizes.

You are quite correct in saying that until demand changes, the
propensity to expand facilities - new plants, greater expanse of output -
is likely to be mooted. But that is a typical pattern that we run into but
should not, in any way, dissuade us from endeavoring to produce
incentives for capital investment, because even though investment has
fallen and may indeed still be falling for all we know because of the
attack, it is just as important to slow the rate of decline of that investment
as to enhance consumer expenditure growth, because arithmetically,
obviously it doesn't matter whether you are slowing the rate of decline or
you are raising something else. My own impression is that it is in the
investment area where the greatest sensitivity for fiscal stimulus lies.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, implementation of the income tax cut
that was recently passed has raised two polar recommendations in the
context of the present situation. Some would argue that we should pay
for the short-run stimulus gradually over the decades ahead by freezing
parts of the tax cut, while others suggest that we accelerate parts of the
tax cut that would otherwise not kick in until 2004 or 2006. Could you
comment upon these polar views of the world?

Mr. Greenspan. Let me just say in general, Senator, that our
economy is extraordinarily complex and our understanding of exactly
how it works is changing all the time because the economy itself is
changing all the time. And as a consequence of that, the models we
develop in order to endeavor to capture the economic impact of fiscal
policy differences are not all that robust. We know certain things in
general, but I am disinclined to get involved in too much of the details,
because I don't think we know as much as we need to know, or at least I
don't feel comfortable with the exception of a few types of issues where
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I think the evidence tells you that certain things have worked in the past,
like temporary expensing has clearly worked in the past, and a temporary
investment tax credit has worked in the past.

I might add that neither one of those have any long-term value so far
as productivity is concerned, since they merely move capital investment
up from what it otherwise would have been, and indeed in the process, do
create some degree of uncertainty. And what we find in looking at the
various impacts of these fiscal policies is that we get very great
differences of opinion amongst analysts, all of whom are looking at least
at the same data structure. And the reason is that the economy is
constantly changing, and the impact of how various taxes and expenditure
programs affect the economy is also changing. That is the reason why
there have been significant differences on even interpreting how the
previous rebates impacted on the economy to date.

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Chairman Saxton.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator Reed. We
will now go to the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Smith.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Chairman
Greenspan, the high-tech sector is generally considered to be one of the
driving forces of the economy. Now, I am wondering what we could do
to help the high-tech industry get back on its feet, and specifically would
it help, for example, to accelerate depreciation schedules, since, as we
know, the shelf life of a computer is probably less than two years now,
should we shorten the depreciation from five years to two years or one
year?

Secondly, would it help if we increased expenditures for Federal
research and development? I am looking for particular things we might
do for that particular industry.

Mr. Greenspan. No. I understand the question, and I am saying that
what we know about a lot of this is less than we sometimes portray.
There is a degree of exactitude in some of these analyses. I notice, for
example, that the Congressional Budget Office, OMB, and ourselves, we
all come up with estimates of the impact which have got four digits to the
right of the decimal point. We know that can't be right.

Certainly the issue of moving towards expensing, I think, is helpful
in this regard. My own impression of expenditures, especially on
research and development, is that that takes a long lead time.

And I think what is crucially important in this discussion is to make
a judgment first.

Are you embarking on a tax policy whose purpose is to basically
move production from the future to the present, or are you trying to
increase the overall rate of growth of the economy over the long run?
What you do in both of those different scenarios is really remarkably
different, and I think that once the decision is made that what you are
looking at is stimulus, it takes a lot of the other issues of productivity,
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long-term growth, and all of the associated elements there, and changes
the mix completely.

Representative Smith. Thank you.
Chairman Greenspan, one other question goes to your testimony

where you said that the level of productivity - something you just
mentioned a second ago - will presumably undergo a one-time downward
adjustment, but once the adjustment is completed productivity growth
should resume at rates in excess of those that prevailed in the quarter
century preceding 1995. I am wondering if you have any estimate as to
how long that one-time downward adjustment will last; and secondly, it
is my understanding that economic growth in the quarter century prior to
1995 has not been as great as economic growth or productivity growth
since 1995. Is that correct as well?

Mr. Greenspan. Oh, the latter is definitely the case. The numbers
are undergoing all sorts of revisions, but there is no question that the rate
of growth in productivity, say between 1995 and the year 2000, was
markedly greater than that which occurred for the quarter-century before.

Representative Smith. So the economic growth you predict is going
to be less than what it has is been for the last five or six years. When-

Mr. Greenspan. I would suspect so, certainly. The problem we
have is that, as I point out in my prepared remarks, the impact of
technology, information technology in the business decision-making
process, enabled a very considerable amount of programmed
redundancies that had been put into the business structure in years past
to endeavor to offset the possibilities of unforeseen events hitting on
production to be reduced.

Indeed, the major operations within the plant are always designed to
sustain production levels. The type of data we had, say, 15, 20 years ago,
required that we have large inventories, backup people, all sorts of
redundancies for unforeseen or even unanalyzable events. What
information technology did was to so dramatically increase our insights
into real-time behavior that we were able to reduce inventory levels,
because we knew exactly when a roll of cold-rolled sheet was going to
arrive at the loading platform of the plant, and you could schedule your
inventory requirements accordingly.

What the events of September 11 did was to introduce a whole new
set of uncertainties, which information technology is not going to
improve our insight into. And so it is a reversal of some of the forces
which engendered the productivity acceleration over the last five years.
My impression is that that will work its way through within - it is not
years, it is quarters, and even, conceivably, months. But it does reverse
part of what we succeeded in doing. My own impression is it is a partial,
but by no means, full reversal, and after that adjustment takes place, the
fact that we have only partially exploited all of the networking and other
forms of technology advancement suggests that once the very high level
of uncertainty that now grips everybody is reduced, the perception of
above normal rates of return out there for a lot of this type of equipment
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is going to create a continuation of the degree of networking and
advancing that has had such a material effect on productivity in this
country.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Chairman Greenspan. Thank
you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Smith, very much.
Mr. Watt, we will turn to you now for your questions.
Representative Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. This obviously

is a very, very important subject, but there is also a very important
briefing going on in the Senate that Senator Reed and Senator Bingaman
had to go to. So what I would like to do, Mr. Chairman, with your
permission, is defer to the Senator from New Jersey and let him go so that
I can expedite his getting to the briefing also.

Representative Saxton. I would be pleased to recognize at this point
Senator Corzine.

Senator Corzine. Mr. Chairman, thank you. Thank you,
Congressman Watt, for that courtesy.

Mr. Chairman, first of all, I would like to congratulate the Fed and
its, I think, remarkably adept handling of the post-crisis response, the
liquidity provision and the return to effective operation of markets and
movement of commerce that is underpinned by the financial system. I
think you have all done, once again, a remarkable job, and I am
complimentary of that.

Also, I think the effort to move rates lower to stimulate the economy,
no matter how uncertain that connection is to economic activity, has been
a very important ingredient, not only in the recovery that we were looking
for prior to September 11, but absolutely necessary afterwards. I have
several questions, though, that really go to the - my concern that we live
in a world of uncertainty, and the risk of economic recession and its
deepening seem to me to be asymmetrically large relative to an
overheating and rapid recovery, particularly in a world where additional
shocks are at least of some probability. You talked about a snapback that
is different than we see in natural disaster circumstances.

I wonder how vulnerable you think our economy is to additional
shocks, maybe not of the same dimension, and shouldn't we build in
insurance policies in our thinking with regard to stimulus programs that
do allow for concern about that? We certainly have threats of that that
we live with each other. I would love to hear your comments in that area.
And then maybe even more importantly, or at least as importantly, you
made a statement which I completely concur with.

Investment is where we get our greatest stirtulus, but there is a reality
to private sector investment, public sector investment, and whether you
believe that investment in public security, public health, public
transportation, public infrastructure has some of the same ingredients of
improving productivity in our economy with long tails, long after the
period in time when the investment is made, to improving economic
growth?
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Certainly, at least casual economic thinkers might say that the public
highway programs that we put in the 1950s ended up having tremendous
impact in the long run in the productivity capacity of our economy, and
shouldn't we - or I guess I am opining, but shouldn't we be thinking
about, as we put together a short-run stimulus program, tying that to
long-run productivity in the economy by staying away from pork but
involving ourselves in some of those things that might have long tails to
them in productivity?

Mr. Greenspan. Senator, with respect to your first question, as you
know as well as anybody, and I am sure more than most, when you are in
the marketplace, the adjustment process suggests that the changes that
occur in risk premiums as a consequence of a major alteration, as we
have indeed had on the outlook, partially insulates you against lesser
types of events which prior to, say, September 11, could have had some
really considerably adverse impact so that there is a discounting in
expectation that we will have other events occurring.

Clearly, we don't know the extent to which the markets have
discounted or to what level that discounting has occurred, and we
probably will not know until we actually see, if at all, a new type of event
emerges.

But people, as I said, adjust. Systems are remarkably flexible, and as
you know, our economy and our financial system have become quite
flexible over the last five, 10 years, and that flexibility in turn has enabled
us to absorb shocks which I don't think we could have very readily
absorbed in decades past.

So I think we start off at a reasonably good base, but I certainly
concur in your concerns that the overall bias to the outlook is clearly
biased toward economic weakness, as we have stated innumerable times
in our particular post meeting statements of the Federal Open Market
Committee.

With respect to the-
Senator Corzine. Mr. Chairman, with - just one quick follow-on.

It will take a second. Doesn't that, though, lead us to conclude that
whatever we do with regard to stimulus - it is not unlimited. I understand
that, but whatever we do, we ought to buy an insurance policy that allows
for that degree of uncertainty and stimulus package, and it should be
larger rather than smaller; different eyes will look at that in different
ways, but that it would lead to a bias that way?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Senator, I would emphasize that we have to
distinguish, as I have noted before, between gross stimulus and net
stimulus. We have been, as I indicated earlier, aware of the extent to
which the continued extractions of home equity, both as a consequence
of the turnover of homes and largely through home equity loans and
cash-outs have been a major contributor to the level of consumer
spending, and that those extractions in turn have been a function of the
level of interest rates, mainly 30-year fixed rate mortgage rates which, as
you know, have come down quite appreciably.
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One concern that we have to keep in mind is that any stimulus
package which augments long-term interest rates will, of necessity, create
a lesser degree of expenditure in the households, and the consequence of
that is that in any evaluation we make, we have to subtract whatever
expectation we perceive would occur as a result of heightened long-term
rates from whatever gross stimulus there is.

So I have argued we have to be cautious in looking at what it is we
do to make certain that indeed the stimulus we do create is net, on
balance, a stimulus. And so I have argued that that requires a degree of
caution, and I think that is the appropriate view.

Quickly, with respect to your infrastructure issue, I think there is a
problem here where one looks at textbooks on how ideally such
infrastructure would be created, and I have no doubt that improved
infrastructure does improve the level of private productivity. I am also
aware that there is a thing called politics, and over the years I have
observed, as I am sure you have, that the propensity to create projects has
not always been directly related to enhancing private productivity. And
the result of that is that the efficiencies that we see that come off the state
and local, and other capital stock, do not very clearly suggest anywhere
near the same sort of impact on long-term economic growth that one gets
from dollar for dollar in the private sector.

So while I certainly can't argue that infrastructure is irrelevant, I
would argue that there are very significant differences, and indeed there
are also significant differences in how quickly they can be initiated. I
know we go through, or have gone through over the years, endeavors to
shorten the lead time of a highway project or public building or
something of that nature, and I think history suggests we didn't very
readily succeed, that those lead times are still very long, and that we find
out that the argument that most economists make that public proj ects tend
to be procyclical rather than countercyclical, in my judgment seems to be
confirmed by the evidence.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
The gentlelady, Ms. Dunn.
Representative Dunn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Welcome, Mr. Chairman. I wanted to follow along the lines that

Senator Corzine began and ask you a couple of questions on the stimulus
package. I know that you have reviewed it.

There are a lot of controversial elements in the stimulus package, and
in your comments you said that we have to determine what our goal is,
whether it is an immediate stimulus or long-term growth. I am very
interested in pro-growth tax relief. I think the corporate AMT is an
example of that, and also the reduction in the capital gains tax, but I guess
I would ask you a question.

If you did take politics out of it, and you gave your own opinion and
drew up a plan, is there anything missing from the stimulus package,
where you change it in any way, so that we could do an overlay of what
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would be good for long-term growth, as well as what would enter the
economy very swiftly?

Mr. Greenspan. Congresswoman, I think that these turn out at the
end of the day to actually be quite different sorts of goals. If you are
asking me how I would construct a growth package, as I have testified
before in the Ways and Means Committee, this Committee, and a series
of other Committees of the House and Senate over the years, I have
always thought that eliminating the capital gains tax would be a very
helpful addition to getting a more efficient capital stock in the economy.

I have also been inclined to seek to eliminate the double taxation of
dividends, and I have even played with the notion of significantly
expanding Subchapter S corporation limits to effectively do that at least
for small business or larger small businesses.

Those, however, do not in my judgment have any real short-term
impact. They project over a longer period, and I think are important
factors. And were I constructing long-term growth packages, as I have
testified in the past, that is the direction that I would go, but I would
scarcely consider them as short-term stimulus, because the evidence, as
best as I can read it with all of the caveats I have said previously about
how difficult it is to get really good figures on those impacts, is there is
very little evidence to suggest that you get a bang-for-the-buck type of
impact in these particular types of projects.

I don't deny that you can combine these. I am just basically saying
they really do quite different things; and in my judgment, I think we
ought to be clear on what it is that we are endeavoring to do.

Representative Dunn. Do you fear that by lowering the capital
gains rate we are going to impact the stock market?

Mr. Greenspan. I would not at this stage worry about how you
impact the stock market, pro or con. That is going to happen no matter
what you do. The focus should be on the economy, and if it is good for
the economy, either in the long run or the short run, depending on what
your policy is, in my judgment, that is what I think ought to be the
determining factor.

Representative Dunn. Let me ask you another question on
consumer confidence, since we know it is very important.

I have found it a substantial measurement of the economy, but it is
interesting how it has stayed with us so long since a year ago; and I am
wondering if there is anything that we can be doing now to increase
consumer confidence. If you had your druthers, what would you see
coming out of our piece of how we affect the economy, or what should
we be concerned about and careful about?

Mr. Greenspan. My answer would be somewhat similar to my view
about whether you focus on the stock market or you focus on the
economy. I think that it is important for policy to focus on real events.
And I find that every time we try to influence people's view of the way
they view those real events, we usually find we end up with a lot of
unanticipated consequences. Consumer confidence is a rational reaction
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to people's view of how they see their own daily job, the markets in
which they deal, what they see on television and the like.

People make judgments based on what is going on in the real world.
I think policy ought to focus on what is going on in the real world. And
if we do the right things, consumer confidence will take care of itself.

Representative Dunn. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Ms. Dunn.
We will now return to Mr. Watt, who was kind enough to yield to

Senator Corzine.
Representative Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I will try to

be brief, because I know we are going over a lot of the same things over
and over again.

I have been listening intently to your suggestions about some things
that probably won't work in the stimulus, and also picking up some things
that you think will; and I am wondering if you had some druthers about
this, what things do you think would work as an effective stimulus, that
would have some short-term bang and not the longer-term detriment that
you have expressed concern about?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, the data that we come up with basically
suggest that some form of temporary expensing comes out probably as
having the most immediate impact of the amount of dollars - of
budgetary dollars - that are expended. But let me just emphasize what
I said previously, this is not a net increment to long-term growth, it is
merely moving it up.

Representative Saxton. May I just interrupt to make a quick
announcement?

There is a vote on. Mr. Smith has gone to vote. He is going to come
back. When he gets back, I am going to go vote. So judge for yourselves
whether you want to go earlier or later. But we are not going to stop.

Mr. Greenspan. I don't know enough about some of the various
different versions, nor does our analysis give us hard conclusions. The
Congress has to act on specific legislation. You don't have the choice not
to make those decisions.

Representative Watt. That is why I am not asking you to comment
on any particular package. I am asking you what you think will work.
Temporary expensing will work. I am not trying to guide you anywhere.

Mr. Greenspan. I understand that.
I wish I could be more responsive to your question and give you a

laundry list of things that work. I feel uncomfortable doing that because
I think that the - there are only a very few items which show up in the
data in a robust manner. Everything else is sort of-

Representative Watt. Well, I was trying to keep from giving you
my own bias on this and give you a clean slate to start from. But, if you
read your testimony, on page one, you started off talking about motor
vehicle sales, chain store sales. Those are consumer-oriented things.
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Would you think that something that put some emphasis in this
stimulus package on consumer demand would be important?

Mr. Greenspan. The data do show that people tend to spend a share
of whatever tax cuts they get. It depends, however, very critically on
whether they perceive them to be permanent changes in their after-tax
income or a one-shot effect.

And what is most interesting about the most recent rebates is that
there were differences of opinion amongst economists as to how that
would be viewed. And in retrospect, it turns out that from what surveys
we have been able to see, people spent a relatively small part of those tax
cuts, but they did spend some. And there is no question that if you
reduce individual income taxes, you will get some impact on consumer
markets. What is unclear, however, is how much.

Representative Watt. I think I will yield back, Mr. Chairman. I am
not getting very far here.

Mr. Greenspan. I tried to be as vague as I could, Congressman.
Representative Watt. I appreciate the vagueness. We are all

struggling with this and not doing very well at coming up with specific
proposals.

Although I guess I should conclude by saying that it is hard to
stimulate production unless you have some demand for production that
is being stimulated. I have always been kind of a supporter of the
trickle-up theory rather than the trickle-down theory, but my colleagues
here have heard me say that before.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Watt. And we
too appreciate your questions.

Mr. Putnam.
Representative Putnam. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Welcome,

Chairman Greenspan.
As the low man on the totem pole who is going to be around to feel

the impacts of some of these things for the long term, let me shift gears,
if I may, to the macro.

We are currently running approximately a $52 billion unified buidget
surplus. What will be the - what are your thoughts on the short-term`and
long-term implications of the Federal Government going back into a
deficit situation before the end of this quarter?

Mr. Greenspan. I think you have to distinguish the immediate
short-term problems which confront us and which are quite difficult and
require different things than we would want to have accomplished over
the longer run.

But we still have out there very significant demographic shifts that
are in the process of occurring as the baby-boomers retire, and as the ratio
of retirdes to workers goes up quite appreciably as we get into the next
decade and beyond.

And what that requires is that we engender a higher level of
investment in the economy in order to produce a level of goods out there
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which will take care of both the retirees, who are much larger in number,
and yet enable the working part of our society to gain increased real
wages from gains in productivity.

So we need that higher level of investment to engender the
productivity, which implies we need a higher level of national savings to
finance it. And that suggests that the very large drains on private savings
that the federal government was involved with for so many decades, prior
to the surpluses as they arose, is not helpful at all.

We are going to need as much private savings as we can get; and
even some public savings is not bad if we cannot get it in the private
sector. But going to government deficits is clearly something which, over
the longer run, we should endeavor to avoid as best we can, because of
the changing commitments and demographics that are out eight, 10, 12
years from now.

Representative Putnam. Will the - will there be a short-term
impact to the markets should that deficit spending occur this quarter, or
has that already been factored into the climate?

Mr. Greenspan. Treasury publishes a daily Treasury statement
which gives you a reasonably good shot at what is happening to the
surplus or deficit on a unified budget account almost on a daily basis.
And I can assure you that everybody who is involved in the markets reads
those data very closely so that they know what is going on. It is not
something which is going to fool them or come up as a big surprise.

There are in many respects just as good analysts of the U.S. budget
in the private sector as there are in the government, in the administration,
or in the Congressional Budget Office (CBO).

Representative Putnam. I have no doubt about that.
Much of your optimism in your prepared remarks about the future

returns to productivity. were based upon the productivity of the
information technology sector. Are there other sectors of the economy
that you are equally optimistic about productivity gains in, that would
contribute to a rapid recovery?

Mr. Greenspan. Well, Congressman, I think we are dealing with a
very different type of economy than we had 30 or 40 years ago. We have
moved toward a globalization which essentially means that the degree of
specialization we have all embarked upon is not only enhanced in our
domestic economy, but the ever-increasing interaction we have in a
global context has created a higher degree of productivity amongst all of
our trading partners, including ourselves especially.

So I think that we have got to be aware of the huge demands that
demographics are going to impose upon us and look for innovative ways
of getting higher degrees of productivity to finance that. And one way is
to continue the degree of globalization - opening up markets, opening up
trade, opening up the movement of people across national boundaries;
and indeed, as I have argued on many occasions in the past, to have a
reasonable immigration policy in this country which would go along with
that.
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I think the events of September 11 have made it very difficult in
many of these respects in the short run, and I would hope that we are
capable of reaching beyond them, adjusting to them, and continuing on
what I consider to be really quite a positive element in the long-term
changes that have been occurring in the American economy.

Representative Putnam. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Smith. [Presiding.] The gentleman from

Pennsylvania, Mr. English, is recognized for his questions.
Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I wanted to thank you, Mr. Chairman, for coming before us to testify

at such a critical time. In your testimony, you focus on the need to
restore stability to the American economy, and I am delighted to see you
particularly focus some of your remarks on the problems in the insurance
sector.

May I ask, in your view, given the actuarial difficulties that writers
of insurance policies are currently experiencing, is there a necessary and
appropriate role for the Federal Government in the area of reinsurance in
policies that would cover terrorism in public?

Mr. Greenspan. Congressman, I think so. And I think so for a very
important reason which relates to the nature of markets.

A free, open market is one in which you have voluntary exchange to
mutual advantage. And the notion of hostile activities is wholly
detrimental to the functioning of that type of environment because part
of an expansionary economy is one in which people are making
commitments or reaching out, taking risks. And what hostile
environments do is induce people to withdraw, to disengage, to pull back.

So it is quite conceivable that you could get a level of general
hostility that would make viable market functioning very difficult. And
in that regard, one can look toward the police power of the state as a
means by which you try to extract or subdue that violence to allow
markets to function.

So I can conceive of situations in which the insurance requirements
of, say, terrorist attacks are so large that the premiums that would be
required to effectively enable private insurance companies to insure
against all of those risks and still get a rate of return on their capital - I
can conceive of situations where those premiums would be so large as to
inhibit people from actually taking out that insurance. And, therefore,
you are led to what is a very unusual conclusion, that the viability of free
markets may, on occasion, when you are dealing with a degree of
violence, require that the costs of insurance are basically reinsured by the
taxpayers - as indeed they are, for example, in Great Britain and in Israel
and in other countries which have run into problems quite similar to ours.

So even though I recognize that there are very significant difficulties
in reconciling free markets and government reinsurance, in this very
unusual circumstance, they are indeed compatible.
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Representative English. I appreciate that guidance, and I think that
is a sound and wonderful analysis.

Further on that point, will security costs, in your view, hinder
productivity increases significantly over the long term?

On the other hand, is it possible that a public-private drive to enhance
network security could actually promote growth in America's technology
sector?

Mr. Greenspan. I don't know enough to answer that question. It is
a very interesting issue. I don't think we know enough to make a
judgment.

Representative English. Well, that is - Mr. Chairman, if I have
stumped you, then I feel I have really made my day.

On another issue, given recent international events, and what many
are calling a global economic slowdown, should we expect a round of
currency devaluations abroad, and what impact is that likely to have on
the United States' manufacturing sector?

Mr. Greenspan. I don't think so, Congressman, because remember
that exchange rates are bilateral. They really represent a valuation of the
currency of one country versus another. And if we are all being impacted
equally, as we are effectively by the events of September 11, that in and
of itself should not have a material impact. And, indeed, currencies have
been one of the very few stable financial prices that we have seen in
periods since September 11.

Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And this has
been truly wonderful testimony.

And I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for your indulgence.
Representative Smith. Thank you, Mr. English. I think I should

point out to Chairman Greenspan that you are going to miss a vote in
order to ask him questions.

Chairman Greenspan, I am going to take advantage of the absence of
other Members and a slight prerogative of the temporary chair to ask you
one more question, if I may.

This goes to a column that you may have read in today's paper by
Robert Novak. I think he made the point, that I recall, that monetary
policy alone may not be enough to restart the economy. And I was going
to ask you if you thought Congress's expectations, perhaps the public's
expectations were too high for what the Fed could do. Or do you think
- that gives you an open question, I guess.

Mr. Greenspan. I think it is important to put in general perspective
what policy in general can do.

There is a view out there, Congressman, that fiscal and monetary
policy can prevent any recession from occurring. And I find that very
puzzling, because the implication obviously is that the only recessions
that we get are as a consequence of the failure of policy. Because if
policy never failed, then presumably, we would never have a recession.
But that runs into a very difficult statistical problem.
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Prior to 1913, there was no central bank. And prior to 1913, let's just
say World War I to generalize it, I don't think the words "fiscal policy"
had any meaning to anybody. And so for all practical purposes, for the
period from, let's say, 1835 when the Second Bank of the United States
went out of business and the First World War, there was effectively no
economic policy to speak of in this country.

But we had an awful lot of recessions, and something else must have
been causing them.

And what was obviously causing them is, in fact, what is the major
problem today, people. Human psychology is a remarkably unchangeable
phenomenon as you go from one generation to the next. We tend to
overextend and contract. And what fiscal and monetary policy can do is
to ameliorate that process. But the presumption that we have the
capability of eliminating that, I think presumes that we have greater
control over how humans think and how they behave than indeed is
clearly the case.

So I would always argue that monetary policy is effective. Fiscal
policy, under certain conditions is effective. But under no conditions
would I ever argue that perfect monetary and fiscal policy will eliminate
the business cycle. It will not.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Chairman Greenspan.
I wanted to follow up on a question I asked you a few minutes ago

during the first round that was in reference to your testimony this
morning about a one-time downward adjustment.

Did I understand you to say earlier that you expected that downward
adjustment to last only a few months, or do you feel that it will last longer
than that?

Mr. Greenspan. I think the question is that markets are now
adjusting to the fact that we need more redundancies in the system; that
is, you need more back-up facilities. There is greater risk of events which
we can no longer effectively assume away. And the consequence of that
is you have an elevated level of input without changing output, and so
you get a one-shot adjustment.

Whether that occurs in months or over several quarters, I think it is
very difficult to say. Clearly it occurs over a time frame. But it is - as
I pointed out in my prepared remarks, exactly the reverse of what we
gained from the advent of information technology capabilities, which to
a maj or extent improved our ability to make decisions on a real-time basis
with real-time information, which means that you had a lesser
requirement for redundancies than in the past.

So I didn't mean to imply that it will be over in two months or
something like that, but it is not a period of three years.

Representative Smith. I understand. Thank you, Chairman.
One last question: This goes to the economic stimulus package that

you have been asked about several times today. I noticed in your answer
a few minutes ago to Congresswoman Jennifer Dunn's questions that not
one of the suggestions you made for long-term economic growth was
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actually in the econ mic stimulus package, for instance, cutting the
capital gains tax.

Do you think we are on the right track with that economic stimulus
plan, by limiting it just to the short term, or should we also consider some
long-term growth components that are not presently in that economic
stimulus package?

Mr. Greenspan. Congressman, that is a judgment that Congress has
to make. As an economist I can tell you, to the extent that we know much
about this, what the various impacts and what the relationships are in all
sorts of combinations. Obviously, you always want to be in the position
to do as much as you can to promote long-term economic growth, and
especially in the context of the demographics which I mentioned
previously. That is an important issue that we do have to keep in mind.

But I think that unless we are clear in our own views as to what it is
that is being done between short-term stimulus, which by definition has
very little long-term carryover, or long-term policies, which by definition
have very small short-term stimulus, I am not sure that one benefits any
way that I am aware of by mixing the two.

That is what I am saying. But that is a policy judgment which the
Congress has got to make. I mean, there are arguments against what Ijust
said. And one can make these arguments. One can say that it is better to
have a mixture of both, and that may be right. But I say, if you do that,
be very clear that is indeed exactly what you are doing.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Chairman Greenspan. I don't
have any further questions.

I don't see the other Members present. I know that Chairman Saxton
is on his way back from the House floor, and I hope you will be able to
wait a couple of minutes for him to be able to thank you in person for
appearing today. And I hate to stall, but I do expect him to walk in the
door any minute.

Let me just ask finally, Chairman Greenspan, if you have anything
else you would like to add to what you have already said, that you think
will be useful for Members of Congress to know.

Mr. Greenspan. I think I have made the major points that I thought
would be useful.

Representative Smith. Let my see if we have any other questions.
Hold on for a second.

The gentlewoman from New York.
Representative Maloney. I am from the great city and state of New

York. I am glad to welcome another New Yorker and to thank him very
much for his leadership during this crisis. I would like to start with a
New York question.

The insurance support program that Congress and the President have
talked about, if you could comment on it. We are seeing a credit
contraction that is going on that may worsen if that challenge is not
addressed.
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Secondly, in your comments today and yesterday, the Federal
Reserve published data that indicate that production is way down, that
manufacturers are operating at below 75 percent of their capacity and that
producers of high-tech equipment are now carrying more excess capacity
than ever before.

And so I would like to ask really a three-part question in response to
that and in response to some of the things you said today.

With so much excess capacity, how effective are lower interest rates
in stimulating interest in this environment, and would it be stimulative to
reduce taxes on. business capital investment at a time of such excess
capacity or to do what you were talking about before, the temporary
expensing when we have such excess capacity?

And thirdly, you mentioned that you had looked at the results of some
of the tax cuts, and that people spend a share of the taxes that they get.
But there is one proposed tax cut that I can assure you that everyone will
spend, every single cent, that is the rebate for the lowest income people.
They will spend it. They need to spend it. Would that in any way
stimulate and help the economy?

And I would like to end with the New York question. Every time the
mayor speaks nationally, Mayor Giuliani, he responds to really the
outpouring of support from across this country; and he says, "If you want
to help New York, come to New York, spend money, go to our
restaurants and invest in our city, help us get back on our feet."

And when you talk to the industry leaders, whether it is Broadway,
they have closed 11 total shows. But those that are open, they say people
aren't buying long-term tickets, they are coming from New Yorkers that
are reacting patriotically or someone gives a grant that lets a whole group
of people that are helping the recovery go.

Many restaurants are closing or they have gone to half-price. And
would the stimulus of a rebate or a tax deduction for going to New York
and spending money help not only New York, but around the country. If
you look at the two industries that are hurt the most - our airlines and our
tourism; the President has said, "Go to Disneyland" - would not a rebate
or a deduction, offered to families to do such, would that not help
stimulate?

And I might add also, I feel in New York, families, individuals are
feeling tremendous pressure, tension, sadness and possibly a stimulus or
a support for them to spend time with their families on something that is
enjoyable might not only help the financial, but the mental health of the
country at this point.

Thank you again for all that you have done. I think you really reacted
with great leadership and appropriately and have helped instill a
confidence in Americans, and we appreciate it.

Mr. Greenspan. Well, thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. [Presiding.] Thank you, Ms. Maloney. I

appreciate it.
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Representative Maloney. He didn't answer my question. I gave him
five, and he hasn't answered even one of them. And three of them were
New York-specific.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. I thought that you were having
an exchange.

Representative Maloney. No.
Mr. Greenspan. As you know, I was born in New York and lived

there for a very long period of my life. And the one thing that
characterizes that city is a sense, rightly or wrongly, that everything is
sort of advanced and wonderful with respect to new technologies and
new entertainment, the highest level of civilization, the best chefs,
everything. We always thought that that was the quintessential New
York, that anyone else who could put a baseball team on the field that
could beat the New York Yankees deserved a little press, but not much.

What has happened, and I think you pointed it out, Congresswoman,
there has been a subdued sense in the city. And until that subdued sense
unwinds and we get back to some of the spirit that I experienced all of my
life, until that comes back, we will have a subdued city. But it is not
going to stay that way for long. New Yorkers don't know how to be
subdued. And it is one of the problems which I think sort of puts us in
conflict with a lot of other of our colleagues around the country.

But what I thought was utterly remarkable is the support that the city
got from the rest of this nation, and that is - in that sense, I was both
proud to be a native New Yorker and proud to be an American.

Representative Maloney. But, you didn't answer my questions. On
the insurance support program, that has -

Mr. Greenspan. I did, in part, answer that earlier.
Representative Maloney. You did?
Mr. Greenspan. Let me just say very briefly, I think that the type of

program that the administration is coming up with seems, to me, in the
right ball park. It is coming at an issue which is inherently a very
difficult one.

Representative Maloney. I will read the transcript. I was running
back and forth.

But also the rebate for the lowest income residents, would that
happen-

Mr. Greenspan. I didn't want to comment very specifically on a lot
of the different elements that are involved in various different packages.
All I would say to you is, what evidence we have suggests that while it
is certainly the case that - as you pointed out earlier, that we are
operating at a low operating rate, that capital investment would seemingly
not be stimulated by that.

It is true that expansion of new facilities is doubtless retarded by the
fact that the operating rates are low, but a goodly part of capital
investment is cost savings. And cost savings, especially in this type of
environment, is actually created by incentives. And if we can have a
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significant amount of capital investment, which would be important, even
though it is not of the capacity-expanding type, as far as the level of
economic activity is concerned, there is really no difference between
whether you are building a new plant or you are putting in a piece of
equipment which reduces your cost. I think the latter would be where
most of the improvements in investment are likely to take place.

Representative Maloney. You spoke strongly for the temporary
expensing. But when production is so low and people are not buying,
how does the temporary expensing-

Mr. Greenspan. Because they are endeavoring to reduce their costs.
And the reduction of costs is a particularly important issue when, indeed,
demand is low; that is really all you can do to improve your profitability.
That is what people tend to do.

Representative Maloney. Thank you very much.
Representative Saxton. Mr. Chairman, we have been through all of

the Members on the Committee today and you have responded very well
- thank you very much - to our questions. We appreciate that very much.

We are going to have another vote here in a few moments and so
rather than to move forward with another round of questions, I think we
will say thank you and we will go get our voting done.

And your optimism in terms of us returning to normal and the fading
impact, we hope, of the incidents of September 11, that is good news to
us and to the American people. So we thank you for bringing your
message here to share with us today. And we look forward to seeing you
again in the future.

Mr. Greenspan. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. The hearing is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 11:40 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I would like to welcome Chairman Greenspan before the Committee
to testify on monetary policy and the economic outlook. We appreciate
your appearance here today, and look forward to your testimony.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank Chairman
Greenspan for his leadership and the Federal Reserve for the actions
undertaken to cushion the effects of the September 11 terrorist attacks.
The Federal Reserve's ability to deal with such an unspeakable crime has
served the country well, and we are in your debt. It is also encouraging
that the American people and economy have demonstrated amazing
resilience in the face of these attacks.

Even before the events of September 11, the available economic data
indicated that the economic slowdown that began in the middle of 2000
continued. The rate of real GDP growth has slowed quite sharply since
the second quarter of 2000, barely remaining positive in the second
quarter of this year. The manufacturing sector has been hard hit, losing
over I million jobs since July of 2000. Investment growth has fallen over
the last several quarters, and corporate profits are weak.

On the other hand, housing and consumer spending have held up
fairly well. In addition, since last January the Fed has reduced interest
rates nine times, Congress has lowered the tax drag on the economy, and
energy prices are declining. Many economists had expected these factors
to lead to an economic rebound in the last half of 2001, but the attacks
have led them to forecast a delay in the recovery.

Financial markets and the economy have been disrupted by the
terrorist attacks. The attacks have increased uncertainty, and caused a
widespread reevaluation of risk and security. Delays and higher shipping
costs in air and ground transport, additional insurance costs, higher
expenses for security personnel and equipment, fortification of buildings
and facilities, and other measures will have the effect of imposing
something like a "security tax" on an already vulnerable economy. This
burden will undermine the economy in the short run, and could tend to
adversely affect both productivity growth and the economy's potential
growth rate.

Although the precise amount of the extra burden imposed by these
security costs is not known, it appears to be large and growing by the day.
Over the last several weeks private sector economists have begun to
consider this cost issue and its potential impact on an already weak
economy. A logical policy response would be to offset these costs by
relieving some of the tax burden on the private sector.

Monetary policy has addressed the economic situation with an easing
that began last January. The Fed's policy moves so far this year have
certainly provided economic stimulus, but the lags in monetary policy are
long and variable. Given the lack of inflationary pressures, prudent action
by the Federal Reserve could also contribute to improving the economic
outlook.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Chairman Greenspan, for coming to testify before us.
Thank you, too, Mr Chairman Saxton, this opportunity to discuss and
debate our economic outlook and appropriate policies.

In light of the new fiscal realities we face, economic policy needs to
be recalibrated. The key to achieving a rapid recovery is to bolster
incomes, because when cash-strapped household cut their spending,
business sales suffer, stifling investment. We need to complement
existing monetary policy with an economic stimulus package - but one
that has its maximum impact in the short run and does not undermine
long-term fiscal discipline. Specifically:
* The stimulus package should be large enough to have an impact on

a $10 trillion economy, up to about $100 billion (1 percent of GDP),
a figure which I believe you have supported, Chairman Greenspan.

* The bulk of the stimulus should be felt in the next two or three
quarters when the economy is weak. More often than not, economic
stimulus in the past has not been implemented until the economy was
already recovering.

* The Stimulus package should be designed to phase out rapidly, so
that the stimulus measures do not overheat the economy later in
recovery. Thus permanent tax cuts or new spending that spin out
slowly are not attractive candidates, while safety net programs (such
as Unemployment Insurance), which are designed to be counter-
cyclical, are.

* The stimulus package should maximize the amount of short-term
economic activity created per dollar of outlays or revenue lost. For
example, a tax cut for low- or moderate-income households who are
likely to spend nearly all of the extra income is more effective as
stimulus than a similarly sized tax cut for higher-income households
who are more likely to save a substantial portion of it.
These principles are outlined in greater detail in a new report

prepared by the Democratic Staff of the Joint Economic Committee.
The report, Economic Stimulus: Principles and Options, evaluates the
leading proposals in light of their impacts on the economy and the
degree to which they have a stimulative effect. The report is available
online at <www.senate.gov/-jec>.

Earlier this year, Chairman Greenspan, you spoke of the need to
"resist those polices that could readily resurrect the deficits of the past
and the fiscal imbalances that followed in their wake." You also
testified about the limits of tax cuts as effective tools to stimulate the
economy. I would be interested in your thoughts on how the economic
stimulus proposal before the House right now deals with these tenets.

We have an important responsibility before us - to undertake fiscal
policies that will protect the most vulnerable in our economy while
ensuring that we do not compromise our economic future. It is a
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challenge we can meet, if we stick to policies which put people back to
work and generate productive business investment.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE
ALAN GREENSPAN,CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF GOVERNORS

OF THE FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before the Committee to

discuss recent developments in the United States economy. Despite the
tragic events of September 11, the foundations of our free society
remain sound, and I am confident that we will recover and prosper as we
have in the past.

But before the recovery process gets under way, stability will need
to be restored to the American economy and to others around the world.
Arguably, that stability was only barely becoming evident in the United
States in the period immediately preceding the act of terrorism.

Aggregate measures of production, employment, and business
spending continued to be weak in August. Consumer spending,
however, moved higher that month and appeared to be reasonably well
maintained in the first part of September. Industry analysts suggest that
motor vehicle sales were running close to August levels, and chain store
sales were only modestly lower. New orders for nondefense capital
goods stabilized in August. Moreover, the dramatic rate of decline in
profits was slowing. To be sure, these signs were tentative but, on the
whole, encouraging.

In the days following the attack, the level of activity declined
significantly. The shock was most evident in consumer markets, as
many potential purchasers stayed riveted to their televisions and away
from shopping malls. Both motor vehicle sales and sales at major chain
stores fell off noticeably. The airline and travel industries also suffered
severe cutbacks.

The unprecedented shutdown of American air travel and tightened
border restrictions induced dramatic curtailments of production at some
establishments with tight just-in-time supply chain practices, most
notably in the motor vehicle industry.

As the initial shock began to wear off, economic activity recovered
somewhat from the depressed levels that immediately followed the
attacks, though the recovery has been uneven. Markedly increased
incentives induced a sharp rebound in motor vehicle sales by the end of
the month that has carried apparently undiminished into the first half of
October. However, many retailers of other consumer goods report that
sales have only partially retraced the steep drops that occurred in mid-
September. Fortunately, air freight is largely back to normal. Overall
airline passenger traffic, while above its mid-September lows, was still
off considerably in early October from pre-attack levels. Similarly, the
hospitality and entertainment industries have overcome some of their
earlier difficulties but continue to struggle.

The effect on financial markets of the devastating attack on the
World Trade Center was pronounced, as telecommunications and
trading capacities were severely impaired. But the markets are mostly
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functioning normally now, and as in the past, the infrastructure will be
rapidly restored.

For a brief time, the terrorist attacks markedly disrupted payment
transfers, leaving those counting on receiving payments caught short.
Those needs ultimately were met by the Federal Reserve, both through
record lending at the discount window and through an extraordinary
infusion of funds through open-market operations. To facilitate the
channeling of dollar liquidity to foreign financial institutions operating
in the United States, thirty-day currency swap lines were arranged with
major central banks, again in record volumes. It was essential in such
an environment to meet all appropriate demands for dollar liquidity. As
repair of the financial markets and payment infrastructure proceeded
apace, loans were repaid, open-market operations could be scaled back,
the unusual swap lines were allowed to expire, and the temporarily
bloated balance sheet of the Federal Reserve largely returned to normal.

But even as market functioning and liquidity flows were restored, the
potential for heightened uncertainty to damp household and business
spending for a time persisted. To cushion these effects, we have eased
the stance of monetary policy appreciably since September 11.

We in the United States have assumed ourselves to be fairly well-
insulated from terrorism or, at most, subject to limited and sporadic
episodes similar to those previously observed on a number of occasions
in Europe.

We have been aware of the possibility for losses on a much greater
scale. But I suspect that those possibilities were deemed so remote that
they were never seriously incorporated into most conventional
assessments of economic risk.

The shock of the tragedies at the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon has reshaped those assessments of risk and required an abrupt
realignment of prices in many markets to reflect the expected costs of
operating in what we now recognize as a more hostile world. These
circumstances pose a difficult challenge for business decisionmaking,
not so much because the costs are inordinately large, but because the
events, which have potentially substantial consequences, are so
uncertain. Insurance deals with this problem by spreading the risk and
converting potential large unknown costs into a steady stream of known
insurance premiums that facilitates the forward planning so essential to
an effective business operation.

Obviously, sharp increases in insurance premiums for all forms of
businesses are to be expected. Some higher insurance costs, in effect,
will be borne implicitly rather than explicitly, as firms choose to self-
insure, at least in part, rather than lay off all of this risk in the
marketplace.

These higher insurance costs, both explicit and implicit, endeavor to
anticipate future losses. But in addition, they cover the physical capital
and labor resources businesses will be required to devote to enhanced
security, and to increased redundancies as protection against interruption
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of supplies or production. For example, the degree of comfort
businesses have in allowing inventories to shrink to minimal levels in a
just-in-time supply chain is lessened. In this regard, increased security
threats, not pooled through insurance, have exactly the opposite effect
on productivity than that which is gained by an improvement in
information technology. In addition to the loss of human life and capital
assets, these are important collateral costs associated with the new
threats that we now face.

The pronounced rise in uncertainty also has damped consumer
spending and capital investment; households and businesses, confronted
with heightened uncertainty, have pulled back from the marketplace,
though that withdrawal has been partial and presumably temporary. The
very great economic uncertainties that have arisen in the current
environment have also, at least temporarily, resulted in a widening of
bond spreads on high-yield instruments.

Markets across our economy will adjust to the altered perceptions of
risk that we now confront. Critical to that adjustment process is the
behavior of consumers and business people. Behavior is difficult to
predict in circumstances such as those we have experienced in the past
five weeks. But judging from history, human beings have demonstrated
a remarkable capacity to adapt to extraordinarily adverse circumstances.
And, I expect the same adaptability to become evident in the present
situation.

Although it is difficult to determine with any precision, it seems quite
likely that a significant repricing of risk has already found its way into
our markets, as many economic decisions are responding to shifting
market signals. But these adjustments in prices and in the associated
allocation of resources, when complete, represent one-time level
adjustments, without necessary implications for our longer-term growth
prospects.

Indeed, the exploitation of available networking and other
information technologies was only partially completed when the cyclical
retrenchment of the past year began. High-tech equipment investment
at elevated rates of return will, most likely, resume once very high
uncertainty premiums recede to more normal levels.

The level of productivity will presumably undergo a one-time
downward adjustment as our economy responds to higher levels of
perceived risk. But once the adjustment is completed, productivity
growth should resume at rates in excess of those that prevailed in the
quarter-century preceding 1995.

It is worth noting that increased production to enhance security will
be counted in measured output without contributing to our standards of
living, as was the case during our military buildup of the Cold War. Our
productivity measures have always endeavored to capture increased
productive efficiency, not increased well-being. We are, in effect,
currently using part of our increase in efficiency to supply increased
security. Of course, given the heightened risks we face, these
investments in security are, doubtless, quite sound. In any event, such
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costs are likely to fall short of the costs we incurred for security during
the height of the Cold War.

Nobody has the capacity to fathom fully how the effects of the
tragedy of September 11 will play out in our economy. But in the weeks
ahead, as the initial shock continues to wear off, we should be able to
better gauge how the ongoing dynamics of these events are shaping the
immediate economic outlook.

For the longer term, prospects for ongoing rapid technological
advance and associated faster productivity growth are scarcely
diminished. Those prospects, born of the ingenuity of our people and
the strength of our system, fortify a promising future for our free nation.

77-045 (40)
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
OCTOBER 2001

Friday, November 2, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in Room 2360,
Rayburn House Office Building, Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman of the
Committee, presiding.

Present: Representative Saxton. Senators Reed, Bennett and
Corzine.

Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Bob Keleher, Darryl Evans, Colleen J.
Healy, Brian Higginbotham, Pat Ruggles, Daphne Clones-Federing,
Matthew Salomon, and Russell Comeau.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I would like to welcome
Acting Commissioner Orr before the Joint Economic Committee (JEC)
to testify on the unemployment situation.

The employment data released today are the first to reflect the effects
of the September 11 terrorist attacks. Payroll employment declined by
415,000, with job losses posted throughout the private sector. The
factory employment declined for the 15 month in a row. According to
the separate household survey, the unemployed rate increased by half a
percentage point, to 5.4 percent.

The economic effects of the events of September 11 will aggravate
an already weak economic situation. Although the resilience of the
American people and the economy has been very encouraging, the attacks
have taken their toll, deepening the slowdown. A variety of economic
statistics confirm that the economic slowdown that began in the middle
of 2000 continues.

Earlier this week, the Commerce Department reported that gross
domestic product (GDP) declined slightly in the third quarter of 2001.
This shrinkage of the economy is a matter of concern even if the decline
was less than many economists had expected. A review of GDP accounts
show that in recent orders the fall of investment has been a major
negative force on the economy, a fact that policymakers should consider
in addressing the need for economic stimulus. The GDP report confirms
the weakness apparent in most other economic data.

As I pointed out in September, one result of the terrorist attacks will
be the new spending on security. That will not increase the quality or
quantity of production. Firms have to increase spending on security
personnel, sophisticated security equipment, fortification of buildings and
facilities and other related expenditures.
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These new expenses will have economic effects similar to the
imposition of something that I call a "security tax" on an already
vulnerable economy. The logical policy response is for changes in tax
policy that address this problem with offsetting tax reductions. For
example, faster write-offs for security and other investments would offset
at least some of the new security expenses and also address the bias in the
income tax system against investment.

Let me just pause from my prepared remarks to say that over the last
decade or more some have been puzzled by the resilience and the length
of the period of economic growth that we experienced; and as we
searched for the underlying reasons that produced that positive long
period of time of economic growth, one of the factors that we identified
was the increased productivity of the American workforce because of
increases in the use of new technologies.

To continue to invest in those new technologies presumably would
have a similar effect going forward. However, to divert resources from
the use of new technologies and the acquisition of new technologies to
expenditures for security reasons does not have the same effect as those
kinds of investments that we have made during the last two decades or
more.

So this is a matter of some concern, and it prompted me to ask our
staff to prepare a report that addresses these issues, which we will have
on our JEC website by the close of business today. And for those of you
who have not accessed our website, the address is www.house.gov/jec.
[The report, Tax Policy for Economic Growth, is available online at
<http://www.house.gov/jec/growth.pdPf.]

As Chairman Greenspan recently suggested before this Committee,
tax incentives for capital investment are among the most effective forms
of fiscal stimulus. Short-term temporary tax relief will not be effective
because taxpayers know that it is not permanent. It is not a permanent
improvement to their incomes. Effective tax stimulus would improve
incentives to work, incentives to save and invest by reducing tax penalties
on these activities. Some measure of tax relief is needed for individuals
and firms burdened by the uncertainty and expenses of the new security
situation.

It is simply my view that the weakness in business and consumer
spending can be best addressed through monetary policy. An aggressive
cut in the Federal funds rate by the Federal Reserve this coming Tuesday
is the best policy action that could be taken to bolster the demand side of
the economy over the short term.

Commissioner, thank you for being here; and we will turn it now to
the Vice Chairman, Senator Jack Reed.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 19.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, and thank you,
Acting Commissioner Orr, for coming to testify before us today.

The Bureau of Labor Statistics' (BLS) measures of employment and
job losses for October will help us to understand how the economy is
currently performing. Economic conditions appear to be deteriorating.
Earlier this week, we learned that gross domestic product fell 0.4 percent
during the third quarter. Yesterday, we learned that private wages and
salary fell again in September, the second monthly decline in a row.

Factory operating rates are at their lowest levels in two decades, and
today you report that unemployment has risen to 5.4 percent. Help is
needed.

We must craft a fiscal stimulus package that can spur the economy
into recovery quickly while not undermining fiscal discipline over the
long run.

History has shown that the key to achieving a rapid recovery is to
bolster family incomes, something that the stimulus package passed by
the House is unlikely to achieve. Indeed, I can't see many of the
package's aspects even increasing investment.

Marginal incentives for businesses that boost their capital spending
will mean little to the economy when cash-strapped households cut their
spending, causing further curtailments in investment. Instead, we should
direct the stimulus towards those Americans who are most vulnerable to
the economic slowdown.

We should help lower-income working Americans who pay payroll
taxes yet received no rebate earlier this year. We should broaden
unemployment insurance coverage so that almost all of those who lost
jobs can get help and increase benefits so that people receive enough to
cover their basic needs. And we should help the newly unemployed keep
their health insurance by subsidizing premiums.

The foundations of our economy are strong, and our people and
businesses resilient. Decline in GDP was less than expected. In order to
shore up the economy's weaknesses we need policies that are temporary,
immediate and targeted to those people and businesses which will best
spark our economy's engine.

I look forward to hearing your detailed report, Acting Commissioner
Orr, on the employment statistics.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 21.]

Representative Saxton. Senator Reed, thank you very much.
We usually just limit this to two opening statements. Senator

Corzine is here, and we have the luxury of offering you the opportunity
to say whatever, Senator.
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Senator Corzine. Well, if I might.
Welcome. I welcome the Acting Commissioner and am pleased to

see you, and I appreciate the Chairman holding this hearing.
The numbers that you will talk to us about this morning really are

quite stark and I think confirm what many in the economy recognize as
a period of rather severe deterioration and economic performance.

Like both the Chairman and my colleague, Senator Reed, I certainly
argue for a very forceful and quick stimulus program that addresses the
needs of our economy. J think there are issues that I would like to hear
you talk about on how we get people back to work. I look forward to this
discussion, and I think it is imperative, given that our economic needs
have been dramatically exposed by the events of today's announcement.

Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
Commissioner, the floor is yours. Thank you for being with us.

OPENING STATEMENT OF LoIs ORR, ACTING
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Orr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members ofthe Committee.
I appreciate the opportunity to comment today on the October labor
market data that we released earlier this morning.

As you know, payroll employment dropped sharply over the month
in a wide range of industries. The unemployment rate climbed to 5.4
percent in October, the highest rate in nearly five years. Unlike the
September data we released in early October, these changes include at
least some of the immediate impacts of the events of September 11. I
would like to note, however, that the attacks' impact cannot be separated
from some of the other influences on the job market today.

The decline in total nonfarm payroll employment was 415,000 in
October, an unusually large single-month drop. As you may recall, this
followed a very sizable decline of 213,000 in September, which was
preceded by a decline of roughly 50,000 the prior month. Since its recent
peak in March, nonfarm employment has fallen by nearly 900,000.
Private sectorjob losses have been even greater. That is, 1.2 million over
the very same period.

In October, nearly every industry division had a substantial decline
in employment. Job losses in manufacturing continued to be heavy and
widespread, totalling 142,000 in October. Although factory employment
has been in decline for some time, since March alone it has fallen by
more than 800,000.

Since manufacturing employment's peak in April of 1998, its
employment is down 1.6 million. In services, which is perhaps what is
most striking in the report today, employment fell by 111,000 in October,
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the fourth and I might add largest decline this year in an industry that had
only one other monthly decline since May of 1991. Particularly large job
losses occurred in the health supply industry and hotels, 107,000 and
46,000, respectively.

Health supply employment, which was at its peak about a year ago,
is now roughly half a million persons lower in total employment.

About a year ago, we had three and a half million people working in
the temporary help industry, and today it is three million. Employment
in the temporary help industry has declined monthly for the past 13
months.

Employment in the hotel industry has declined since the beginning
of this year by approximately a hundred thousand. Half of that loss
occurred between September and October.

In the transportation industry, air transportation and transportation
services, and I would say transportation services, mainly travel agencies,
employment dropped by 42,000 in air transportation scheduled airlines
and 11,000 in the travel agencies or transportation service. As with
hotels, these large declines were undoubtedly related to cutbacks in travel
since September 11.

I will go on with the story. It doesn't get any better.
Retail trade posted its second large job loss in a row as weakness

continued in eating and drinking places. For the past three months, we
have had major declines in eating and drinking establishments, so that
just in the period from August to the present employment in that industry
is 11 5,000 less than it was three months ago.

In addition, in retail trade we would expect at this time for some
holiday hiring to begin boosting employment, but that has failed to
happen at the rate that we would expect it to occur and in particular I
would note in apparel stores and in some of the miscellaneous retailers
like toy shops and the gift shops. That holiday hiring we haven't seen as
yet.

Elsewhere, employment in construction and in wholesale trade also
fell over the month. There have been several very modest declines in
construction so far in this calendar year, and construction employment
continues to be higher than it was a year ago, in fact 74,000 workers
higher.

Wholesale trade, especially reflecting the decline in output and
durable goods industry, also is declining, and that is approximately a
hundred thousand over the past year.

I could note that there are a few industries that have added jobs in
October. That includes health services, which added roughly 15,000
employees, private education, a modest increase in mortgage banking,
guard services, noting what you were commenting about earlier, and
some of the social services.

Then I would like to note some of our data from our household
survey. As I mentioned earlier, the unemployment rate is up half a
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percentage point to 5.4 percent. That is the highest jobless rate since late
1996.

The number of unemployed in October grew by more than 700,000,
and most of that increase in unemployment reflects persons who had lost
jobs as opposed to those who had left jobs voluntarily or who have been
out of the labor force and were reentering. Weak labor market conditions
were pervasive, but increases in jobless rates were particularly severe for
blue collar workers.

I note that unemployment rates for virtually all categories of workers,
be it by occupation, race, gender, education, increased between
September and October.

Civilian employment as we measure it by our household survey fell
by about 600,000, and the proportion of the population with a job in
October declined to 63.3 percent. The number of part-time workers who
would have preferred to work full time increased sharply for the second
consecutive month, rising from 3.3 million persons in August to 4.5
million in October. This two month increase was concentrated among
workers whose hours were reduced because of slack work or
unforeseeable business conditions.

In summary, employment in almost all major nonfarm industry
groups fell in October. Total job loss was 415,000. The unemployment
rate rose by half a percent.

My colleagues and I would now be glad to answer your questions.
Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Acting Commissioner Orr, together with the
accompanying Press Release No. 01-397, appear in the Submissions for
the Record on page 22.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much for a
very concise statement.

In preparing to come here today, and we got a look at these numbers
earlier this morning, we looked back to see when was the last time we
had the decrease in employment to this extent, and we believe it was in
1980. Does that sound right?

Ms. Orr. That sounds exactly right.
Representative Saxton. So it has been the better part of 21 years

since we have seen this kind of a decline in employment, which is
obviously cause for concern.

Commissioner, I want to emphasize the effects of the terrorist strike.
That would be a good thing to do. But it is also a good thing to do to
understand that, as you pointed out in your statement, there are other
factors that are at play here, and we need to understand those as well. For
example, this trend that has ended up in exhibiting this large employment
loss started more than a year ago, didn't it? Would you explain to us
when this trend and decline actually started?
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Ms. Orr. Well, we reached our peak in nonfarm payroll employment
in March of this year. But, prior to that time, there were a number of
points along the way where there were declines.

As I noted earlier, employment reached its peak in manufacturing in
1998; and between 1998 and 2000, roughly a year ago, there were some
declines that were not nearly of the order that we have seen more
recently.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, let me refer - you just
spoke about loss of manufacturing jobs. We have a chart here which
shows that a very significant decline in the growth of manufacturing jobs
began in the middle of 2000, perhaps around the July time frame. Is that
correct?
[Chart 1 entitled "All Employees: Manufacturing" appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 47.]

Ms. Orr. Right, with some decline between 1998 and 2000.
Also, as it shows on the chart-
Representative Saxton. That trend had nothing to do with the

September strike. The numbers - that trend that we show on this chart
has nothing to do with September 11, right?

Ms. Orr. We have also seen a similar decline starting roughly the
same point in 2000 in temporary help. We have now experienced a
decline in temporary help every month for the past 13 months.

Representative Saxton. We can say the same thing about GDP
growth. The rate of growth declined over that period of time.

We have another chart I believe that demonstrates what happened in
terms of the rate of GDP growth, again, beginning in the second quarter
of 2000, which was fairly robust, and then by the third and fourth
quarters of 2000 the rate of GDP growth had declined significantly and
has continued the same trend. So it is important to put the events of 9-11
in this perspective so that we don't come to the conclusion that what we
see here in terms of the 415,000 job loss totally is a result of the events
of September 11.
[Chart 2 entitled "Gross Domestic Product" appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 48.]

What are the most important aspects of today's employment data that
do provide the information about the effects of the terrorist strike?

Ms. Orr. Certainly a large number of the industries that all of us
have come to feel were impacted and had reports from various industry
spokespersons have pretty much been in the travel-related arena, so that
air transportation, the travel agents, hotels, some question about eating
and drinking places - because there has certainly been a large decline
there. The decline, of what that is related to, it will be very difficult to
say.

Auto services and in particular rental cars, parking fees, those kinds
of expenditures, those kinds of activities are ones which we say are a
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surprise that we would like to take a look at, can take a look at and say to
what extent do they account for some of the change since September 11.

I put together a table for myself in which I looked at the employment
change between September and October in these industries and then
compared that change to the average monthly change in those industries
of the prior three months.

So, for example, in air transportation, a 42,000 employment decline
between September and October. During the July through September
period, the monthly decline has been 5,000.

Similarly, transportation services - again these are mainly the travel
agencies - declined 11,000 for September to October, and in the prior
three months the average monthly change was a 2,000 decline.

Hotels had an employment decline of 46,000 between September and
October; and during the prior three months, the monthly average was a
5,000 decline.

Auto services declined 13,000 between September and October; in
the previous three months the change had been an increase of 1,000 each
month.

Then of course, the guard services, I have here, is a contrasting
industry. In the period July through September, it experienced no net
change in employment whatsoever. It was actually up from August to
September and then up 22,000 between September and October, just as
you had indicated that we would expect to see in selected industries
some changes.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, how much of October's
unemployment decline related to results from the terrorist attacks? Can
you give us any idea about that?

Ms. Orr. That is as close as I get in terms of describing the numbers
in September to October and then taking a look at what has been
happening in the several months, and even then we can't completely
disentangle the influence of market issues in general and the terrorist
attack. But it is clear that in these industries there were substantial
changes in employment. Substantial declines remain with magnitudes
that weren't consistent with recent patterns.

Representative Saxton. Are there any sectors of the economy that
you might expect to see expand as a result ofthe events of September 11 ?

Ms. Orr. Security, as you and I have both said. I suppose that there
are those who would say we might want to look at some of the
defense-related industries, you know, over the longer haul.

I have several of my staff here with me. Do any of you have any help
for me here?

Representative Saxton. You have certainly put your fingers on the
two areas that we would expect to see growth, certainly in security. As
we walk across our campus here we saw the results of this very clearly,
and as well - as I watched Fox News, I guess it was this morning, report
on warnings relative to various facilities across the country - bridges this
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week - obviously, there are additional costs and expenditures in growth
in areas of security along those lines.

Again, I think this is something that we are going to have to deal with
in terms of understanding the effects of large expenditures or significant
expenditures on security issues and how transferring our resources from
productive uses in terms of the economy to security uses - not that we
shouldn't do the security. Obviously, that is an important set of
expenditures where we are going to have to divert some resources. But,
at the same time, we also need to understand that there is an economic
effect related to the division of those resources.

For those who may be interested and who were not here when I
announced it earlier, by the end of the day today we will have posted on
our Joint Economic Committee website a report entitled Tax Policy for
Economic Growth that takes into account the diversion of resources from
more economically productive expenditures to these security
expenditures. The report can be downloaded from our website at
<www.house.gov/jec/growth.pdf'.

So, with that, let me turn to Senator Reed for whatever comments he
may have.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Commissioner, for your testimony and for your responses

to our questions.
You indicated in your testimony that increases in jobless rates were

particularly severe for blue collar workers. Can you expand on that?
And you also might indicate what these workers typically earn.

Ms. Orr. I am sorry?
Senator Reed. What they typically earn. What are the typical wages

that you mentioned for these blue collar workers?
Ms. Orr. Well, I think part of the reason for the sharp decline in

employment or the increased unemployment for blue collar workers is
that many of those workers are in our factories, are in manufacturing
where we have seen a substantial amount ofjob loss, as I mentioned 1.6
million over the past two and a half years.

Phil, did you have - rather than train me in front of you all, you can
just go ahead and do it.

Representative Saxton. We are always pleased to hear from Mr.
Rones.

Mr. Rones. Thank you. I am pleased to be here.
But this is a month where none of us are bringing you particularly

good news.
We have a quarterly news release that we put out on weekly earnings

for different groups, including occupational groups. Just as an example,
if you look at the two main categories of blue collar workers, one would
be - and I use these terms loosely here, because it is not the classification
system - one would be more skilled workers. One would be somewhat
less skilled. The more skilled is precision production, craft and repair.
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The most recent median weekly earnings for the third quarter is $627 a
week. For the less skilled, what we call operators, fabricators, laborers,
$475.

Just as comparison, if you look at professional and managerial, which
is the top category, that is $867. There are a wide range of different types
of jobs in what we call blue collar. Some of them are fairly skilled and
fairly well paid. Some of them are the most basic labor jobs at the low
end of the wage spectrum.

Senator Reed. So it appears from the numbers that you are reporting
today, that the brunt of this job loss is being borne by relatively low-paid
workers; is that fair to say?

Mr. Rones. What we have seen recently is that while there have
been losses in employment across the whole wage spectrum in recent
years, and it is probably the case even in recent months, probably the
hardest hit is the group in the middle, and many of the factory types of
workers that we have talked about already in the hearing today, many of
those are in the middle-income group.

Senator Reed. The other group that also appears to be affected
adversely is minority employment. I think the numbers that you are
releasing today suggest that black unemployment rose a full percentage
point, 8.7 to 9.7 percent. That is higher than the overall unemployment
rate has risen.

Ms. Orr. Yes.
Senator Reed. And so in the minority communities this is becoming

particularly difficult to bear. Is that a fair statement, Commissioner?
Ms. Orr. Yes.
Senator Reed. One other issue that you raised, among many, was

regarding the retail sector. You also seemed to suggest that, at this point,
Christmas doesn't look to be a joyful experience from the economic
perspective. Are you anticipating, because we have not seen the
traditional hiring of seasonal workers, that we are going to have a very
difficult Christmas period for retail?

Ms. Orr. Well, let me say I hope not. On the other hand, we simply
have not seen a lot of the holiday employment buildup that we had seen
in many other years.

Mr. Rones. Right. Obviously, we don't anticipate - we are very
good with the things we know. But as Commissioner Orr said earlier,
there are parts of retail trade where we normally expect to see seasonal
hiring begin in September, more so in October, and they would continue
to build through the season. And some of them - department stores, for
instance - this month were pretty much on track with seasonal hiring, but
some of the smaller stores, the apparel stores, things like sporting goods,
toy stores, gift shops, those type of things, we really haven't seen the
seasonal hiring that we typically get. What that means for next month,
I think part of that depends on the psychology of the consumer between
now and next month.
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Senator Reed. Well, I think that is exactly right.
And the question is, what we can do within the next few weeks to

improve the psychology of the consumer? Again, I think a panoply of
incentives for business is not as good as putting more money into the
hands of the people who are losing their jobs, their health care, and
looking forward to the next several weeks of a very, very bleak economic
situation. That is what the consumer confidence of most anyone. That
is a challenge that we have to face in the next several weeks.

There is another issue that you raised with respect to part-time
workers. Within your report the last month the Bureau reported that the
number of workers who can only find part-time work because of
economic conditions increased by more than three-quarters of a million
people, up by 25 percent. Can you tell me what happened in October to
that category of individuals?

Ms. Orr. That category of individuals increased so that we now,
between the two months, have moved from 3.3 million to 4.5 million. So
those numbers have definitely increased.

Senator Reed. And for my edification are those numbers included
within the formal unemployment numbers?

Ms. Orr. They are not in our formal unemployment data that we
announced today. Persons who are working part time involuntarily or for
economic reasons are not part of the measurement of unemployment. We
do have a wide range of unemployment estimates that we produce
regularly, but the one we regularly cite is this one.

Senator Reed. So let me understand. The number you cited, the 5.4
percent, is a huge increase in and of itself, but it-

Ms. Orr. Yes.
Senator Reed. But parallel with that is another huge increase in

those people who are looking for part-time work.
Ms. Orr. Those persons that are looking for full-time work. That

number includes people that are looking for full-time work, and those
persons who perhaps were working full time and had their hours cut
because of slack business conditions or for some other economic reasons.

Do you want to add anything to that?
Mr. Rones. One of our alternative measures, labor underutilization,

does include the workers that you are talking about, those who are
working less than full time, but who want to work full time.

Senator Reed. Do you have a measure of how that number has
changed in the last few weeks?

Mr. Rones. Some of the components that are not part of the official
measurement we don't seasonally adjust or we don't have available on a
monthly basis, but if you look at the September figure, which is the most
recent figure that we have, that includes everything. If you add total
unemployed, plus the group that you talked about, the part time for
economic reasons, plus the marginally attached, those are people who say
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that they wanted a job and have looked in the past year, but are not
looking now, the rate was 8.3 percent.

This is not seasonally adjusted, again, because all of the components
are not seasonally adjusted. You compare that to the official
unemployment rate last month, not seasonally adjusted, which was 4.7
percent. So it added 3.6 percent points to the official rate.

Senator Reed. You would assume that if the numbers were
comparable today, that we would have a higher number in that larger
category obviously?

Mr. Rones. Yes. In fact, with the increase in part-time economic as
well as unemployment, there may be a little bit of a spread.

Senator Reed. So a higher spread between the two numbers. Thank
you very much.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Reed.
Senator Bennett.
Senator Bennett. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. And I

appreciate your panel being here.
I wanted to focus on a few other aspects of the economy, primarily

looking forward. I always say that the only time you will know that the
recession is over is when every single forecaster and expert unanimously
concludes that we are in the trough from which we will never recover.

The same is also true - the example that we should have known that
this was coming was when during the 2000 campaign we were told
America was in the very best possible times, and this was going to go on
forever.

There is a Business Week test that somebody applies that says as soon
as your picture appears on the cover of Business Week as the businessman
or woman of the year, your company is doomed because the recognition
you get at that point.

On that basis I am a little concerned to read the forecasters coming
out of Wall Street as these numbers came up as news last week, came up
on the GDP, where it says the GDP going down by only four tenths of
one percent, they expected much more, indicates that perhaps we are
going to get through this recession with much less damage than they had
previously thought.

That consensus tells me that we are nowhere near the bottom, and it
is only when they are all in full agreement that things are never going to
get better that they will start to turn around.

With that very unscientific but, unfortunately, historically accurate
analysis, I wanted to talk about how long this is going to last. In historic
terms this is a relatively mild recession, 5.4 percent unemployment,
horrific as it is, coming in a half point increase in a single month is still
below historic norms for major recessions. lam old enough to remember
the recessions in 1958, 1959, that had unemployment figures in double
digits. The last recession which economists look back on and say was
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relatively mild by historic terms had unemployment figures at 7.5
percent. So we are still well below that.

You look at the last recession, which again was considered to be
relatively mild, to start off the first quarter of that recession with only
four tenths of one percent of negative growth is relatively mild.

My own instinct tells me, however, that this one, however relatively
mild it might be in terms of its downturn, is going to be historically long;
that it is going to take us longer to get out of this than we have gotten out
of some others. I just throw that out, would like your - your sense of
smell about this.

Get away from the numbers for just a minute. I know you live with
the numbers, and the numbers are the safe things to cling to, but all of us
as politicians have had consultants who gave us poll numbers that were
very safe to cling to, and our own sense of smell out on the campaign trial
told us that is not what is really happening. You live in this world all of
the time. I am not going to hold you to any forecasts. I'm not going to
quote your words back to you. I just wanted to take advantage of your
being here and say, let's kind of look up from the page for a minute, look
around, and ask ourselves how long is this going to last.

Any reaction? Anybody willing to take that one on?
Ms. Orr. Well, I am willing to speak up and say that the traditional

thing that the BLS Commissioners say is we are in the business of
measuring what is going on. We are not in the business of doing policy
analysis or making predictions.

That said, I would just say that in terms of my experience in the
Bureau and looking at the data that we have, that one of the things that
strikes me is that there is a lot of convergence of the data. We don't seem
to have much in the way of anomalies. Our household survey and our
establishment survey together suggest that our measurements are quite
good, and they are telling us real serious things.

Senator Bennett. Anybody else want to take a shot at that?
Well, let me go on a little further. Again, I have a sense that part of

this recession, part of the cause of this recession is overcapacity. And,
yes, it is nice if we can get money in the hands of customers to buy
things, and presumably they take goods. But if you look around the
world, and we live in the world economy, we have substantial
overcapacity in steel production. I don't think there is a steel mill
anywhere in the world that is making satisfactory profits. And every one
of them is shaky because worldwide we have got maybe 25 or 30 percent
overcapacity, and they are all new steel mills. The traditional economic
circumstances where the old and inefficient get forced out, everybody
invested in steel mills around the world, and we have significant
overcapacity, and -until somebody really goes broke, or until the demand
for steel absolutely astounds us, goes through the roof so we can soak up
that capacity, I think that we are in for a very long period of time.

I remember, because I was a lessor at the time, real estate in New
York City - Manhattan - suddenly had enough buildings come on the
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market simultaneously that they had an overwhelming glut of available
office space, and all of a sudden you could buy office space in New York
City for less than you could buy it, say, in Salt Lake City. And it took
years for the demand to finally catch up and fill those offices. Now
finally it did. But there were a number of very significant real estate
developers in New York who went bankrupt and stayed bankrupt for a
long period of time.

We can apply that to this economy. That is the concern that I have,
where in historic terms doing fairly well, even as we get the gloomy news
you have given us this morning, because other recessions have been
significantly deeper than this one appears to be. But if this one drags on
for 18 months, or 24 months, or 36 months, then we are where the
Japanese are, and of course theirs has gone on for 10 years now. I don't
want to get into that.

Well, thank you for your statistics. I understand your position, and
I will still continue to wonder how long this thing is going to go.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Corzine.
Senator Corzine. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to pursue a line a little bit about where is the need, since I

think we as policymakers will be addressing a desire to find a stimulus
package that has the most power, the most efficiency.

I would love to hear your comments a little more on the minority
breaks that we saw, very substantial increase in both black and Hispanic
unemployment, this blue collar effort, and then the - the nature of income
of some of these declines in hotel - for the participants in the hotel and
health service that you were talking about.

I understand the manufacturing blue collar jobs that you are talking
about may be more moderate income, but certainly not hotel workers and
health services don't tend to be the highest-income jobs. Certainly 16- to
25-year-olds don't tend to have the highest-income jobs.

Would you comment a little bit about those various categories and
whether they are - I am reading them right, that the 16 to 25, minorities,
and a number of the services have seen substantial increases in
unemployment as reflected in these statistics? Aren't these the people
that if they are hurting most benefited least from the expansion?

Mr. Rones. The first thing I would say is to really repeat what we
had said before is that when we look at the data in recent months,
particularly October, the increases in unemployment are really across the
board, even among the best educated. We see increases in the
unemployment rates for the top socioeconomic types of occupations.

Senator Corzine. Just on that point I see the college rate went from
2.4 to 2.7. That is slightly different going from 8.7 to 9.7.

Mr. Rones. Exactly. If you look at it from the occupational side, we
see almost the exact same thing. The managers and professionals, which
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are clearly college-educated, go from 2.4 to 2.7. At the same time, the
technical, sales, and administrative support, more of the middle-income
types of white collar occupations, rose from 4.3 to 4.7. At the other end,
the less skilled blue collar workers that we talked about before have
higher rates and, at least this month, a larger increase: from 7.5 to 8.7
percent.

Senator Corzine. It does look like a substantial difference. I don't
know whether it is statistically significant in the samples that you are
taking. I asked that question because when we structure a so-called
stimulus package for potential a - a severe recession, since I think we are
in the trend as opposed to a - saying that we are - we can reflect the
nature of the recession, particularly by the statistics released today, it is
hard to understand how we cannot focus on those that seem to be
suffering the most in this process.

Do you have data on the discouraged workers, people that have
dropped out, stayed out, but - I have trouble finding it in the statistics for
this month.

Ms. Orr. We had in our press release, page three, persons not in the
labor force. About 1.4 million persons were marginally attached to the
labor force in October, up from one million a year earlier. These persons
wanted and were available for work and had looked for a job sometime
in the prior 12 months, but were not counted as unemployed because they
had not actively searched in the four weeks preceding the survey.

The number of discouraged workers was 330,000 in October, up by
100,000 from a year earlier.

Senator Corzine. All right.
Ms. Orr. Of course, with discouraged workers, they are not looking

because they think that no job is available.
Senator Corzine. In light of those statistics, do you have any

comments on unemployment duration? One of the debates is about
whether we should extend the term of unemployment insurance. It is
lengthy is indicative of those kinds of needs.

Mr. Rones. The duration rates don't necessarily behave the way the
other data do. We believe that is because early in a downturn in the labor
market, you get a lot of the newly jobless people coming into
unemployment. All of those people being laid off have short duration, so
the average will tend to go down early on.

So you have two things going on. You have an increase in the flow
of people coming into unemployment now, and it is compounded by the
fact that it is harder to leave unemployment because the job market is so
weak. So we have actually seen increases in the short-term
unemployment and the long-term unemployment at the same time.

And if you look at just the average measures, which I tend to not like
to do for this reason, they look like they are not moving very much.

Senator Corzine. Could you talk just a bit, little bit, about this
health care issue? Since I have been here for six or seven months, each
month we have always tended to see increases in health care workers.
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Ms. Orr. You would presume that there was no reason that that
would particularly stop in the current circumstances. In fact, after we
began some of the anxieties with regard to bioterrorism, maybe it would
be increasing. I was surprised actually to see either those numbers are
flat or they actually decreased a bit in the service sector.

In health services we had a modest employment increase of about 14-
or 15,000 between September and October. That was about half the rate
of growth that we have seen in health care earlier in the year. We know
that health care has been experiencing a lot of occupational shortages.

Senator Corzine. I appreciate it.
Representative Saxton. Well, thank you very much, Senator. Do

you have anything further?
Senator Reed. If I may ask just one or two additional questions.
Do your statistics reflect the concentration of unemployment through

the country? It seems, for example, that we have been talking about very
big increases in minority unemployment, in youthful unemployment, in
blue collar unemployment, which would suggest to me, and I wonder if
you could help me clarify this, that impact is going to be found in urban
settings, and perhaps it is focused in some regions and other regions are
escaping this. Do you have any sort of regional feel for the data?

Ms. Orr. We produce, as you probably know, data on employment
and unemployment for all of the major metropolitan areas in the country,
for counties as well as data for states. That data that we have for the
states and areas right now is for the month of September, so we are not
capturing the most current kind of information as yet in our state and
local data.

Senator Reed. Does that data reveal trends already prior to
September 11, or is it simply evenly distributed across the country?

Ms. Orr. It really doesn't capture effects of September 11, although
unemployment is not the same or employment growth is not the same
across all states. For example, there are a number of the Midwestern
states where there are lots of manufacturing jobs, and unemployment
there has risen. New York City's unemployment rate went from 5.8 to 6.2
from August to September.

So we do have a lot of data that gives us insight about what is going
on on a state and local basis.

Senator Reed. Let me just amplify a point to wrap this up. In terms
of this issue, at some point you have data that will suggest differences in
unemployment growth around the country. Is that-

Ms. Orr. We have it right now. We simply don't have it so that it
includes the month of October.

Do you want to share some information from our releases, Mr.
Rones?

Mr. Rones. If you look at the data through September and look at
the regions around the country where we have had the biggest increases
in unemployment, let's say over the year preceding September, New
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England had the largest over-the-year unemployment increase, which was
more than a percentage point.

Other areas that have increased nearly that much are the East
North-central. North Carolina, I would note, has had substantial
increases in unemployment. The South Atlantic and Mountain divisions
have seen their unemployment rate rise by nearly a percentage point.

Senator Reed. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
One final point is that if you look at these statistics, the impact seems

to be low-wage or middle-income wage workers, high minority workers.
Not only is it incumbent upon us to come up with a strategy to help them,
but also the immediate impact would be a significant increase in demand
for social services at the state and local level since these are typically the
types of workers who qualify based on income levels and who need these
services. So we are looking at that impact not only at the national level,
but each state and locality. Thank you.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
I would just like to thank the Members for participating this morning

and thank the Commissioner for giving us the opportunity to glean from
the statistics that you bring us. Perhaps it is worthwhile to say at this
point that the reason that this process takes place is so that we can
understand where the economy is moving.

And as my three colleagues and I have tried to point out, there is a
trend in the process here that we need to be very concerned about and
begin to tailor our policy, programs of one kind or another to try to do
what the federal government can to offset this very disturbing and
negative trend. As Senator Bennett pointed out, we would like it to be
shorter rather than longer. As Senator Reed pointed out, there are folks
on the lower end of the economic scale who we need to be concerned
about, and there are a number of ways that we can address these
questions.

Recently the House passed an economic stimulus package, which was
patterned after an economic stimulus package that passed in 1963, during
the term of John Kennedy, which he spearheaded to try to stimulate
economic growth by reducing taxes, and, in effect, today offset some of
the so-called security taxes that I keep talking about.

We can also rely on our friends over at the Fed, who I hope on
Tuesday will continue the easing policy that they have demonstrated over
the past seven or eight months. We are hoping that on Tuesday we will
see an additional easing which will result in a 25 or 50 basis point
reduction in short-term rates. And as was articulated by Senator Reed,
I suspect that by the time this economic package works its way through
the House and gets to the President's desk, there will be some additional
short-term help, if you will, for some folks that need it most.

And we thank you for helping us to understand the situation in which
the economy finds itself, and having different opinions perhaps to one
extent, or what we will try to put together - that is individuals with
different opinions, we will try to put together an economic stimulus
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package that will be good for the American economy and the American
people.

Thank you for helping us with this. We appreciate and we look
forward to seeing you in the months ahead.
[Whereupon, at 10:35 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I would like to welcome Acting Commissioner Orr before the Joint
Economic Committee to testify on the October employment situation.

The employment data released today are the first to reflect the effects
of the September 11 terrorist attacks. Payroll employment declined by
415,000, with job losses posted throughout the private sector. Factory
employment declined for the 15th month in a row. According to the
separate household survey, the unemployment rate increased half a
percentage point to 5.4 percent.

The economic effects of the events of September 11 will aggravate
an already weak economic situation. Although the resilience of the
American people and economy has been very encouraging, the attacks
have taken their toll, deepening the slowdown. A variety of economic
statistics confirm that the economic slowdown that began in the middle
of 2000 continues.

Earlier this week, the Commerce Department reported that GDP
declined slightly in the third quarter of 2001. This shrinkage of the
economy is a matter for concern, even if the decline was less than many
economists had expected. A review of the GDP accounts shows that in
recent quarters the fall of investment has been a major negative force on
the economy, a fact that policymakers should consider in addressing the
need for economic stimulus. The GDP report confirms the weakness
apparent in most other economic data.

As I pointed out in September, one result of the terrorist attacks will
be new spending on security that will not increase the quantity or quality
of production. Firms will have to increase spending on security
personnel, sophisticated security equipment, fortification ofbuildings and
facilities, and other related expenditures.

These new expenses will have economic effects similar to the
imposition of a "security tax" on an already vulnerable economy. The
logical policy response is for changes in tax policy to address this
problem with an offsetting tax reduction. For example, faster write-offs
for security and other investments would offset at least some of the new
security expenses and also address the bias in the income tax system
against investment.

As Chairman Greenspan recently suggested before this Committee,
tax incentives for capital investment are among the most effective form
of fiscal stimulus. Short-term, temporary tax relief will not be effective
because taxpayers know that it is not a permanent improvement in their
incomes. Effective tax stimulus would improve incentives to work, save
and invest by reducing the tax penalties for these activities. Some
measure of relief is needed for individuals and firms burdened by the
uncertainty and expenses of the new security situation.
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It is my view that the weakness in business and consumer spending
can be best addressed through monetary policy. An aggressive cut in the
federal funds rate by the Federal Reserve this Tuesday is the best policy
action that could be taken to bolster the demand side of the economy.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

Thank you, Acting Commissioner Orr, for coming to testify before
us today. The Bureau of Labor Statistics' measures of unemployment
and job loss for October will help us tQ understand how the economy is
currently performing.

Economic conditions appear to be deteriorating. Earlier this week,
we learned that GDP fell 0.4 percent during the third quarter. Yesterday
we learned that private wages and salaries fell in September, the second
monthly decline in a row. Factory operating rates are at their lowest
levels in two decades and, today, you report that unemployment has risen
to 5.4 percent.

Help is needed. We must craft a fiscal stimulus package that can
spur the economy into recovery quickly while not undermining fiscal
discipline over the long run.

History has shown that the key to achieving a rapid recovery is to
bolster family incomes, something that the stimulus package passed by
the house is unlikely to achieve. Marginal incentives for businesses to
boost their capital spending will mean little to the economy when cash-
strapped households cut their spending, causing further curtailments in
investment.

Instead, we should direct the stimulus towards those Americans who
are most vulnerable to the economic slowdown. We should help lower-
income working Americans who pay payroll taxes, yet received no rebate
earlier this year. We should broaden unemployment insurance coverage
so that people receive enough to cover their basic needs. And we should
help the newly unemployed keep their health insurance by subsidizing
premiums.

The foundations of our economy are strong, and our people and
businesses resilient. The decline in GDP was less than expected. In
order to shore up the economy's weaknesses, we need policies that are
temporary, immediate, and targeted to those people and businesses which
will best spark our economy's engine.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the

October labor market data we released this morning.

Payroll employment dropped sharply over the month in

most industries. The unemployment rate climbed to 5.4

percent in October, the highest rate in nearly 5 years.

These changes include the impact of the events of September

11. The attacks' impact, however, cannot be separated from

other influences on the job market.

The decline in total nonfarm payroll employment was

415,000 in October, an unusually large single-month drop.
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This followed a sizable decline of 213,000 in September.

Since its recent peak in March, nonfarm employment has

fallen by nearly 900,000. Private sector job losses have

been even greater-1.2 million over the same period.

In October, nearly every industry division had a

substantial decline in employment. Job losses in

manufacturing continued to be heavy and widespread,

totalling 142,000 in October. Although factory employment

has been in decline for some time, since March alone it has

fallen by more than 800,000.

In services, employment fell by 111,000 in October,

the fourth (and largest) decline this year in an industry

that had had only one other monthly decline since May 1991.

Particularly large job losses occurred in the help supply

industry and in hotels.

In the transportation industry, air transportation and

transportation services (largely travel agencies)

employment dropped by 42,000 and 11,000, respectively. As

with hotels, these large declines were undoubtedly related

to cutbacks in travel since September 11.

Retail trade posted its second large job loss in a

row, as weakness continued in eating and drinking places.

In addition, some other areas of retail that normally would

begin holiday hiring in October failed to add jobs at usual
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levels. These include apparel stores and miscellaneous

retailers, such as toy stores and gift shops.

Elsewhere, employment in construction and in-wholesale

trade also fell over the month. In contrast, a few

industries added jobs in October, including health

services, private education, mortgage banking, and guard

services.

Turning now to data from our household survey, the

unemployment rate rose by half a percentage point in

October to 5.4 percent, the highest jobless rate since late

1996. The number of unemployed grew by more than 700,000

in October. Most of the over-the-month increase in

unemployment reflected persons who had lost jobs, as

opposed to those who had left jobs voluntarily or had been

out of the labor force. Weak labor market conditions were

pervasive, but increases in jobless rates were particularly

severe for blue-collar workers. The unemployment rates for

adult men, adult women, whites, blacks, and Hispanics all

increased in October.

Civilian employment fell by about 600,000 and the

proportion of the population with a job in October declined

to 63.3 percent. The number of part-time workers who would

have preferred to work full time increased sharply for the

second consecutive month, rising from 3.3 million in August
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to 4.5 million in October. The 2-month increase was

concentrated among workers whose hours were reduced because

of slack work or unfavorable business conditions.

In summary, employment in almost all major nonfarm

industry groups fell in October; the total job loss was

415,000. The unemployment rate rose by one-half percentage

point to 5.4 percent, the highest rate in nearly 5 years.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: OCTOBER 2001

Employment fell sharply in October, and the unemployment rate jumped to 5.4 percent, the Bureau of

Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Nonfarm payroll employment dropped

by 415,000 over the month, by far the largest of three consecutive monthly declines. The job losses in

October were spread across most industry groups, with especially large declines in manufacturing and

services.

The labor market data from the household and payroll surveys for the month of October are the first

data from these surveys to reflect broadly the impact of the terrorist attacks of September I1. The labor

market had been weakening before the attacks, and those events clearly exacerbated this weakness. It is

not possible, however, to quantify the job-market effects of the terrorist attacks.

Ch.n 1. U.-pWo"Mtrata. w.ynadarod, cwas 2. .9nts.ny pay atemrdoy¶aent s r .
a Ng1 Nov r998 -Odo..2001 I N-oftae 1998 00d0502001

so *0

Unemployment (Household Survey Data)

The number of unemployed persons increased by 732,000 to 7.7 million in October. The unem-

ployment rate rose by 0.5 percentage point to 5.4 percent, seasonally adjusted, the highest level since

December 1996. Since October 2000, when both measures had reached their most recent lows, the

unemployment level has risen by 2.2 million and the rate by 1.5 percentage points. (See table A-I.)

The unemployment rates for most of the major worker groups-adult men (4.8 percent), adult

women (4.8 percent), whites (4.8 percent), blacks (9.7 percent), and Hispanics (7.2 percent)-ose

in October. (See tables A-I and A-2.)
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The number of newly unemployed persons, those unemployed for less than 5 weeks, rose by
401,000 to 3.2 million in October. (See table A-6.) The number of unemployed job losers not on
temporary layoff grew by 518,000 over the month and has increased by 1.4 million since last December.
(See table A-7.)

Total Emplovment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment dropped by 619,000 in October to 134.6 million, seasonally adjusted, and the
employment-population ratio fell by 0.4 percentage point to 63.3 percent. Since January, employ-
ment has fallen by about 1.4 million, and the employment ratio has declined by 1.2 percentage points.
(See table A-l.)

The number of persons who worked part time for economic reasons rose by 274,000 in October to
4.5 million, seasonally adjusted. These are persons who would have preferred to work full time but
worked part time because their hours had been cut back or because they were unable to find a full-time
job. Since August, the number of persons who worked part time for economic reasons has increased by
about I. I million. Most of this nse has been among persons whose hours were cut due to slack work or
business conditions. (See table A-4.)

Both the total number of persons in the civilian labor force (142.3 million) and the labor force parti-
cipation rate (66.9 percent) were little changed in October. (See table A- 1.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

About 1.4 million persons (not seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
October, up from 1.0 million a year earlier. These persons wanted and were available for work and had
looked for a job sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed because they had
not actively searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The number of discouraged workers
was 330,000 in October, up from 230,000 a year earlier. Discouraged workers, a subset of the mar-
ginally attached, were not currently looking for work specifically because they believed no jobs were
available for them. (See table A-10.)

Industry Payroll Emrloyment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment fell by 415,000 in October to 131.8 million, seasonally adjusted. This
was the largest employment decrease since May 1980 and followed a decline of 213,000 in September.
Since the recent employment peak in March, overall job losses have totaled 887,000; losses in the pri-
vate sector have totaled 1.2 million. In October, employment was down in nearly every major industry.
(See table B-I.)

Widespread job losses continued in manufacturing, as factory employment fell by 142,000. October
was the 15th consecutive month of factory job losses, bringing the decline in employment since July 2000
to 1.3 million. In October, large employment cutbacks continued in both electrical equipment (22,000)
and industrial machinery (21,000). These two industries have accounted for a third of the factory jobs
lost since July 2000. Auto manufacturing declined by 21,000 over the month.

Elsewhere in the goods-producing sector, employment in construction fell by 30,000, following
3 months of little change. In October, declines in general building contracting and heavy construction
were coupled with continued decreases in special trades. Since May, employment in special trades has
fallen by 56,000. In mining, oil and gas extraction lost 4,000 jobs in October. Employment in the
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industry had grown during the first half of this year but has weakened in recent months due to sharp
declines in the price of oil.

The services industry lost 111,000 jobs in October. the largest decline in the history of this series. A
sizable decrease in help supply employment (1 07,000), which provides workers to other businesses. re-
flected economic uncertainty in other industries. Subsequent to the September II terrorist attacks, em-
ployment declines accelerated markedly in travel-related industries, including hotels (46,000) and auto
services (13,000), notably in auto rental agencies and in parking services. In October, job growth slowed
in health services, but the indusuy has added nearly a quarter of a million jobs thus far this year.
Educational and social services both added jobs over the month.

Retail trade employment declined for the third straight month in October, with an over-the-month
decrease of g 1,000. About half the October losses were in eating and drinking places, where employ-
ment was down by 115,000 since July. Over the month, employment decreased in apparel stores and
miscellaneous retail establishments, after seasonal adjustment; these industries added fewer workers
than usual at the beginning of the holiday employment buildup.

Employment declines continued in transportation and public utilities with a loss of 55,000 jobs in
October. Over-the-month job losses occuried in air transportation (42,000) and transportation services
(11,000), which includes travel agencies. Declines in these industries accelerated sharply following the
September II attacks.

Wholesale trade employment fell by 23,000 jobs in October, following a similar loss in September.
Since its last peak in November2000, the industry has lost 105,000jobs. Over-the-month declines
were concentrated in durable goods distribution.

Slow growth continued for the third consecutive month in finance, insurance, and real estate,
following losses in June and July. Over the month, employment in mortgage banking remained on
an upward trend, as that industry continued to benefit from low interest rates. In contrast, security
brokerages lost jobs again in October; since March, employment in the industry has fallen by 31,000.

Employment in local government, excluding education, increased by 26,000 in October, after
seasonal adjustment. The industry had shown no growth in the prior 2 months. Other parts of
government were little changed in October.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survey Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls edged
down by 0.1 hour in October to 34.0 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek de-
creased by 0.2 hour to 40.4 hours. Manufacturing overtime was down by 0.1 hour to 3.8 hours. Since
July 2000, the factory workweek has fallen by 1.4 hours and factory overtime by 0.9 hour. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm
payrolls fell by 0.7 percent in October to 148.8 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The index is down by
2.2 percent from its recent peak in January. The manufacturing index fell by 1.3 percent to 94.7 in
October and has fallen by 11.5 percent since July 2000. (See table B-5.)

tni~iirv ano ,weetuiv rkarnines Ilsttisnme n)urvay Daa)
Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls in-

creased by 2 cents in October to $14.47, seasonally adjusted. This followed a gain of 5 cents (as revised)
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in September. Average weekly earnings fell by 0.2 percent in October to $491.98. Over the year,
average hourly earnings increased by 4.1 percent and average weekly earnings grew by 2.9 percent.
(See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for November 2001 is scheduled to be released on Friday, December 7,
at 8:30 A.M. (EST).

New Seasonal Factors for Establishment Survey Data

Following usual practice, the 6-month updates to seasonal adjustment factors for the
establishment survey data will be introduced with next month's release of November data.
These factors will be used for the September 2001 through Apnl 2002 estimates and will
be published in the December 2001 issue of Employment and Earnings. These factors
will be available on Friday, November 30, on the Internet (http://www.bls.gov/ces/) or by
calling (202) 691-6555.
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Explanatory Note

This news reluase prcts tas from two major surveys, the
Current Popuitison Survey (houschold survey) and the Current
Epoymnet Statistcs trvey (eshshm survey). The household
sarvey provides the informesdon on the labor foree.ployment. e ad
annployme hot appears in the A tables, mauked HOUSEHOLD

DATA. It is a sample survey of shout 60,OU households conducted
by the U.S. Cmasm Bureau for the Burem of Labor Stausoss (BLS).

The establishmeni survey provides the information on the
eaploynmt. hours, sand enings of worskes on nonfarm payrolls that
Ias in tho B tahle, maskid ESTABLUSHMEDIT DATA This

information is collected from payroll reconI by BLS in cooperation
with State agende. In Jute 200i, he sample icluded shout 350,000i
eshlsns enploying sbout 39 million people.

For both swveys, the dta for a given month relae to a particular
week or pay pesiod. In the bousahold survey, the reference week is
generally the calear week that contams the 12th day of the month.
In the ntehlishment survey. the referenne period is the pay period
intchhog rh l2th. whch may or may nm correspond direty to ho
es-ar week

Coveage, definitions, and differences
betwee auwrvy.

losmasold mrvey The sample isselected to reflecthe entie
vihan inti popuation. Bad on responses toaserin of

questions on work imd job Itch actcvities. eoch persmn 16 years ind
ovr in a sample household is classified as employed. unemployed, or
not n the labor foree.

People arclssifiedanployedifthey did my work atall as paid
employees during the reference week: worked in their own business.
pofsson. or on their own faerm; or worked wihot pay at least 15
hours in a family bhotess or farm People are also counted as
employed if they were teanprsrily ahsent frhm thorftobs because of
ilnens. basd weather., vacason labor-managnosmdisputes, orpersonjl

People an csatfihed as unemployed if they meet all of the fol-
winmg ttcari They had nonemployment dtuing th refernnce week;

they were avaible for work at thth t tune; nnd tho y maide spefic efforts
to find employment sonsoe during the 4-week period enming with
thoseferene weak. Pos laidoffiom ajobandexpectingrecall
med nmt be looking for wnrk to be counted an unenployed. Tol

meammploytn damt dedved from the household survey in no way
depend upon the eigihlity for or reonpt of unemployment nsuran
benefits.

The civithan haroJrro is the sum of employed and unemployed
permos. Those e classsified s employed or unemployed an nsa is
r d.lbforje. Thbe r ploywasar tit honute ahr unemployedy s t
a poem of th laborfmcc. TheIahboJbeerrupa er, tteistho
lalar fame aS a pe of the popuastion. sad tho empoyter.
ppalon -rdoe is the employed ass pait of the population.

E-toMn-t survey The sample establishments am drawn
frbm private afauem bursss such as nfcmie, offices, and snors,
a well as Fedel, Sutr and local governemnt enie ESqooyearon

no-rm payolls arm those who recived pay for ny pat of the
reference pay peiod. secluding- peson 0 PaiIave. Po we
commediead i jobdthyhold. Ho aradoeigsdamareforpeivate
besinesses mid rdelc only to prodactimn weakers in the Rod'

ludng oetsarand Doosapevisory weekoninlh e ibce rou
seCor.

Differences In eployntestisaman. The nonmesos cnscetual
and methodological differeoces hetween the household and
establishment surveys remlt inunpom ntdisinsm inltheeoploymms
esumates denved from the suy Among thee a:

unpadfamily woramssdprwataehourhold rkeres g employed
Thoae Vps sre excluded from te establishmen survey.

.The household survey incldes people as nnpaid kl Wag the
emnptyed. The entblshient senvey does nnt.

* The ho d srvey limnied to workers 16 yearsfage ad older.
The estblhshme survey is nom hmited by ago.

* The household suovey has no dupfic aon of indv.id1a beesme
isdvsdalre r ted only oaote.veo if thyholdmare tdhn naejob. In
the atehliahmee survey. eployees woinag at nma than one job and
dun appermg on more than one payroll would be caunted repasnly for
e appcrh c

fOther differences between the two sreys ae decrWbed in
"Comparing Employment Eas s foem Household and Payroll
Surveys." which may he obteaied from BLS upOn m

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year, the size of the nsdon's lIbor force and

the levels of employment and unemployment andergo sharp
flucuutons due to such seasonal evensss a changes m wedther,
reduced or exp aded prodrcan.s hbatresl. mejar holidays, aid dte
openingand closing ofschools. Theeffetofsuchrsesonsl vniation
can ho very large; sesroal fluctuations may accssnt for m much us
95 percent of the month-oo-month chaugos in nesmployment.

Becssae thoen seasonal events follow a more or less regalar
pattrseuchyeatheirtofluenceansttisdceal I smbechiainsted
hy edjusaing the satistcs fram mouth to moul The e j
make nonseasonal developments. sch as declines to ecoaimec
activity or incrases in the pasrtipation of womsan tho Ihalor farmb
ne' to spot For example, the Irge nmher of youth enermig the

labor force each Ane is likely toohbscute any other chaeges that have
taken place relative to May, mading it difEcult to dettmiue if the
level of economic actvity has risen or decied. However. hecame
the effect of atudents finishing school in psevionus yeas isknown the
ssdststsfaretbcosrentyenrcnhbeaduysstedetoaUowforamMPrxhile
chango. Insofar as the seasonal adjustnent is made corectly, the
adjusted figure provides a mote useful tool with which to analyze
changes in economc actsvity.

In both the household and enhshmaeltsasrveys. mot seasonally
adjusted serics ae indepeeden y adjusted. However, he adjusted
seres for tmay major elamates such as total payroll employmn.
employment mo mast major indusry divirsts tota emnym= sand
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unemployment ame computed by aggregadng independently adjusted
component series. For example, total unemployment is dermed by

smrming the adjusted Series for font major age-sex componaes: this
differs from the unemployment estimate that would be obtained by
directly adjusting the torad or by combining the duramon reasons. or
mone detailed age categonies.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal adjustments are

necalculated twice a year. For the houashold survey. the factors are
calcnlated fortheJannary-June periodandagain fortheJuly-recember
period. For the establishment suey. updated facmirs for seasonal
adjustment are calculated for the May-October period and introduced
along with new benchmarks. and again forthe November-Apil period.
In both surveys, revisions to historical data are made once a year.

Reliability of the estimates
Statisucs based on the honsehold and establishment surveys are

subject to both sampling and nonsampling enor. When a sample rather
than the entire populauon is surveyed, ther is a chance that the sample
estimates may differ from the "tri populatnn values they represent.
The exact differnce. or srmphog error. varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this variabiliry is measured by the
standard enor of the esimate. There is about a 90-percent chance, or
level of confidence, that an estimate based on a sample will differ by
n more than 1.6 standard ean from the "triez populaion value
because of sampling err. BES analyses are generily conducted at

the 90-percent level of confidence.
Forexample, Lte confidence intrval for the moodily change in total

employment from the household survey is on the onderof pus or minus
292.000. Suppose the esdmaze of total employment increases by
I00.000 from one month to the next. The 90-percent confidence
inteal 0n the monthly change would range from -3 92.000 to 392.000
(100.000 +/- 292.000). Thes figures do not mean that the sample
results are off by thes magnitudes. but rather that there is about a 90-
percent chimce that the rne" aver-dt-month chtmge lies ithmn this
interval. Since this range includes values of less than eno, we could
not say with confidence that employment had, in fat. increased. If.
however. the reported employment rise was half a million. then all of

the values within the 90-percent confidence intrval would be greater
than zero. In this case. it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that
an employmmi rise had, in fact, occurred. The 90-percent confidence
interal for the monthly change m unemployment is +/- 273.000, and

for the monthly change in the unemployment rate it is +/- .19
percentage point.

in general. estimates ivolving many individuals or estabhshmems

have lower standard amn (relarve to the size of the estimate) than
estimates which are based mn a small ncmber of observaions. The
precision of esimates is also imprmved when the data are cumuluied

ovr nime such as for quarterly and annual avrages. The seasonal
adjasunent pocess can also impmve the stabidty of the monthly

estimates.

The household and establishment surveys are also affected by
wouar.plirg e-or. Nonsampliog errors can occrr for many reasons,

including the failure to simple a segment of the population. inability
to obtain infornation for all respondents in the sample. inability nr
unwillingness of respondents to provide correct infornatinn on a
timely basis. mistakes made by respondents. and eorn made in the
collection or processing of the data

For example. in the esiablishment soevey. estniates for the most
recent 2 months aoe based on substannally incomplete retnms; for this
reason. these estimates are labeled preliminary in the tables, It is only
afler two suaccessive revsions to a mnthdy estimare, when nearly
all sample reports have bee nceived, that the esimate s considered
final.

Another major snurce of nonsampling error in the establishment
sorvey is the inability to capture. on a timely basis. employment
generanted by new firms. To correct for this syszmetic underestmanion
of employment growth (and other sounces of error), a process known
as bias adjustment is included in the survey's estomating procedures.
whereby a specified number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-
based lchange. The size of the monthly bias adjusonent is based largely
on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employment and the total counats of employment described belo.

The sample-based estmates from the establishment sn y ae
adjastd once a year (on a lagged basis) to onivenx counts of payroll
employmentobrtaned fromadmimstransruecordsoftheounemployment
insunoce program. The difference between the March sample-based
employment esumates and the March univese counrs is known as a
benchamark revsomn, and serves as a rough proxy for total sarvey eonr.
The new benchmarks altso incorporate changes in tho classification of
industies. Ove the past decade. the benchmark revision for total
nonfarmn employment hms averaged 0.3 percent, ranging from zero to

0.7 percent.

Additional statistics and other intormation
More comprehensive startrsics are contained in Eaplaymeaa and

ELrmrngs, published each month by BLS. It is available for $26.00 per
issue or $50.00 per year from the U.S. Gnvemment Printing Officen
Washington DC 20402. All orders must be prepaid by sending a
check or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents or
by charging to Mastercard or Visa

Employment and Earniugo also provides measures of
sampling error for the household swrey data published in this
releas. For unemployment and other labor force categonres. thes
meastiresappearin tables i-B throogh I-Dofits 'Explanatory Notes."
Measures of the reliability of the data drawn from the
establishment survey and the acual amoamts of revision due to berch-
mark adjusments are pmvided in tables 2-B through 2-H of that

publication.
Infromation in this release will be made available to Sensory

impaired individuals upon request Voice phone: 202-691-5200.
TDD message refeeral phone: 1-800-877-8339.
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ZT35546*a*3 24.3 25.7 7.3 21.3 235 215 3.3 35 3.4
555235 25 5419 152 512 525 54.7 542 1555 53.5

27W0 in 151~~~~~~~~~~~~~I 55.7 52.5 10 55 5.3 5.1 55 5.
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HOUSEH1OLD DATA HOUSEHOLD DATA

T.bb A-7. RFon 8o 0

NEM o----y e dj04d S.-.Ry d642Wd
Po

09 S", 090 D Om 1. *
4

Ag OL 0
2N0 2761 7601 2WI 0 2W0 2W1 20D1 EMI 2761

NWER OF UNEMPLOYED

cEl506626O~O.159I.76I41O ...s _2 .076 3.243 3.701 2.46 3.9 32S2 347z 3.700 I.=B
o._ ___y 4Y1 .. 531 _ W64 6s 40 10 1.0 1.110 1.o
180 w I 0 1W043 2.407 2. 1.621 2.351 2249 2. 2.462 37000

6 503 MB 810 610 774 804 oM 6
P6 b ........______............................ _ __.___ i 2137 601 18 1S.9E 1.912 2.17 2.106 2.76

N o.*in _____ __....~.....~~ 362 '44 ao 36 I77 43 40 76 42Q

PERCENT DISTRIBULON

T0 -Vbyd ___ 176. 1800 1760 1760 1'J.0 000 180.o 17.6 1o60

Onwh7 - _. ___ _ _. 0.4 21.7 122 149 1..S 107 15. 160 17.
W 0808040027620 wyW.. 36.5 36.6 39.9 29.3 36.3 35.3 333 30.0 39.
N. cn w5 bp6 ............ _ __.__ __......~ ___ 16.0 ......I 13.3 I30 147 z 12.5 12.9 11.0 1

65502.80 - 36. 31_ 20.9 33. s. 36 311 30.3 2sJ
____________ r7.1 6.3 6S1 72 7.4 6. 7.1 6& 0.

UNEMPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF THE
CMUAN LABOR FORCE

.EfO bpwand Cn wria _ 51802621 .000 ._..... 1.0 Z 2.6 1.7 2. 3 24 2.0 2.2

.054180020 _________... _______________ b . . 0. . 06 J .6 .A 6
_- _'____._ ___._ . ' 1. 1. 13 1. 1 1. s5

14126 __ _ _ __ ~ - .3 .... ... .. ... .. _ ___._ . ___ ._ .3. .. ... ... . .2.3 .3 .3 4 .3

T6.D A-4 Roplte 6 5 .284 nd-AN2( 4o

NOI S.n.y dju.06d S----eY 4dj66

090 0M' 09 02. 02 47 A~ so,0 I 090
20oo 270D 2001 ONW E) 2001 2NE 2MS 2EMS

0. =M02 2d0111 106.4200. aa. 1668*2
m? 0 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.. ..._ _ _ _ _ 3 1.2 54 3 II .1 13 1. 2]z4

8046.41*010180 . ___ ____ 2.0 2.3 2.9 1.7 2 23 Z.4 2.s 21

(cn2l I6PI9026S) ._ 3.6 9.7 5.0 .5 4a 4 04

0. 06 2.6417a 3b 88219Iso 88.250*-28
bCA . r ___. __._ .............................. _ _ ..... 7J *S s (2" (I) ( ) ( ) () (

U~ A- 7 I.M. Fb.. F

m?20042 _ _ _____... -> - - .3 06 5.9 (5 () 0) (' 4) 4') (2)

U64 970l 4 X11 m038 26060280 0 .026 80041 230 20a
260070m?66402 -_.__.___________...._____.__ 6.3 6. 3 9.7 (2) 42) 47) (2}{) (I)

Nod 0 a 6 a ow0 D y1. . a9 0.1a

p92 120* A.7 d b801.4 4 2994 * 002 8 - 190 946*7622. E a: pn 6 PwOCU 1 d*6Fobw
* 12ta20o2 (1049 l 1anm?.n6364h267.0206"15 6a e ~hm..a _ .n6. 260 45

2
0Q6 2 57299 26a. 12

*0M 216.0 0046 14.4805 am. 66.0566.. c46a 041425 0 . 19i6482 I..2802aO. ..
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HOMSEHOLD DATA HOUSEHOL DATA

T.b. £4 UOs.oed pa,,ro by s lWd s96. -st.By s.Mdsd

".oh. of

Ag. aod (0q85C9es

054 5454 0 .449 .44 A.4 000 0
0M 0200 001 00 20 001 200 0100 200

Tool. O1oss-Ico. 5336 74 7.741 .9 43 43 43 43 8.4261W2fs 1 _ __ _ _ 2.44 2.I44 2.60 0 004 20. 03 107 2
6I2 1 9y9 - 1.2 V 1 253 *0 24.3 4 2 24.7 255
26 25017_ 9269 425 3 152 6 2. 29.2 2. 72
I _._2906 5I0 6 3 725 112. 2 1 14.7 23.9 172.25752--92. 04 20 2354 30 83 73 90 63 .25, 23.-a' 'Am 5AN 33 3.5 3. 3 0 432520 54y~. I- 2379 3.33 4.454 3.0 .s 0.0 3I . .465o.s0l52 628 57 2.3 2.8 08 30 3.3 3.3

II,14 60510 2.894 3.37 4.239 33 4.7 43 S., 4.9 0326.02479- 2.122 I.= 2.I 94 20.0 00.4 02.4 20.3 122.06209981-S 563 656 707 134 I5II0. 07.9 25.9 27.3

,:I 2924ly- ~ ~207 375 02 007 043 20.0 02.4 243 253
54202429.6... ~~~~~~~~~504 657 750 7.3 93 739 93 039 93flyomaoo~~~~~o - 0.404~~M 2.373 2.704 239 0.4 S 3.7 3.7 432520541s 038 .07 2.005 2.9 3.5 0.6 339 is 4365 y92192 2................ 5 343 ml0 2 3.0 3.0 3.3 303 3.7

W5400669192-J0, 2.58S 39 3 365 33 42 4 I 49 S3 3.42604096 W 2....._ S= .09 I.080 8.4 83 97 00.4 20.M 0026 2 190892........................... 3 I65 02 23.7 244 4 03.0 203262070. I- 202 200 m06 02 240 A9 Iii 2339 14,0W 020.o6.... ....... 00 84 331 I23 00323 23 233 033220 W24o.......................... 433 Ns5 635 03 0 7 54 82 9.225y91920o" ............. I.. .. .5 2.265 2372 3.0 53 0.4 3.7 039 42520W4yS...Y . - 0442 035 2Z 0.2 33 335 33 40 4.4
5500.s~~~~~~od~~~o.1 00 254 707 ~~~~~~~~~ 238 23 2 2.7 3 033

T44 A-D0. PSaon95 -iI. b. lYbw94* u0r8 olii 85I2hld. b, ncl _ 8djr

TooS M 80.

Om 0. ~~045 054 O
200 2009 5454 2001 2X0 2

NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE

TO20boo"=arr 99 6. 6.4,5 70.577 Me. 2.408 43.88 44.159
P920248.o~o~o~y8.n65 431 4a 'Ala8 *J?7 2.43 2Z471099t.d1.80 5 0 5Wr _ _ 111# .3 423 517 053 748

0Oo.44r.954o,.o054oo054s626
2

Z70 30 122 072 109 157
9.so.48oto.054ow99

8
.28

4
...... 545 0.ts 301 475 *95 Sl

MULISPI.E JOBHOLDERS

TOw o6to6W. 7550 7.112 3365 3,i;9 3.599 M4I5Pr d SJ .ob2 53 03 S5 S.2 5.7 6.4

Pb 1 d 65 2. PD s6p-t.2 r m_ 4.583 3.710 2Z35 Z135 0.726 1 .:75rM :ic r za4 r _16 Z S#uii 56 sj0750005so00yyO00o8400 00~~~~~~~~~29 235 209 245 99 96
26525 al rr a r 27 .20 .__0 7 40 s203 12.483 7i0 80 6r 00

9928 ,,4 SS S _rb 0 r4a 050 a 54an. F22da

hd o X* k-wo IaW PII htY ph" WS s-v ¢-. ,adkY
-. = - ty r W, dd 90 f .li wv e
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ESTABUS4IrENT DATA ESTABUSHMENT DATA

TObM 8B. E0--1 En l- p9P-0dl1 by 1kw0y

(In aVs-rd*0

1 S20 ] 21 2

I 12M. 001P I 2l001CP 2000 200 oDII o Iuw 200Pp

T014 ......... .. ............... 132.978 132.207 132.532 132.606 132.145 132.431 132.449 132.395 132,102 131.767

T.W 04V1 ... .... .......... . .112,104 112.422 111.734 111.203 111.104 111.603 111.517 111.390 111,179 110.740

......0...... ................... 25.989 25.432 25.197 24.973 25.713 25.180 25.122 24.963 24.873 24.099

M.W09 --. -. ------------.................. .. 555 578 575 574 551 505 507 509 508 500
Maw ...hi0 ........................... 40.1 35.3 35.2 3406 40 35 34 35 35 35
COW MN4 ... ......................... 76.0 7903 79.8 81.3 76 70 79 80 00 81

O0o4-1oo01 .o ....... ................ 324.1 3407 344.4 341.9 320 340 341 342 342 330
N.0011040101111l14-.0401101 W......... 118.8 110.9 115 7 116.1 110 112 113 112 ill 112

Co.00150.1 . .......... .... .......... ... 0.978 7,199 7.104 7,052 6,758 6.804 0.807 6.001 6.803 6.83
G-ol b. . ..........01 . . 1,570.3 1.023. 1.590.9 1.587-2 1.549 1.551 1.55 1.557 1.505 1.559

H-y r.MbM -IN b.11 004 1540 ...1..... 972.2 1.000.5 1.004.7 990.4 904 935 935 932 933 927

S5-Wnd.41. .. .......... ..... . 4.429.4 4,500.8 4,506.0 4.40906 4.305 4.380 4.378 4.372 4.304 4.340

M44..144.. ....................................... 18,452 17.645 17.519 17.347 18.404 17.757 17.688 17.533 17,443 17.301
PIO0~. 0014050k ...... ............. 12.009 11.070 11.791 11.057 12-54 1 1,956 11.900 11.702 11,700 11.610

DI.-MA80. 10 ......................... 11.135 10,509 10.474 10.360 11.120 10.693 100624 10.523 10.457 10.349
P100000400.40 ~ . ........... .. ...-. 7.571 7.047 6.993 6.904 7.500 7.157 7.103 7.02 0.972 6.895

U00b0 44d 1040 MM=09 ..... 820. 809.0 800.0 797.5 021 790 797 783 794 790
F.1000800444 ...94.0.............0. 505.9 53206 514.2 504.7 509 0S 521 519 513 503
St-.0 oly.G oogl-plo.&= ............ 583.2 577.7 574.2 571.0 577 572 009 508 508 503
P04511940410 -W ~ ..... 0.......... 95.2 6445 038.0 632.0 055 054 048 043 035 832

B440541104GM b l401.00.080 221.7 208.4 207.1 2806.8 (1) (1) (1) (1) (1 (1)
Fo10104144 Pd 1108 .5 .............. 1,540.5 1.472.6 1.404.9 1.4522 1.536 1.470 1.478 1.468 1.461 1.448

GM .084ip-I .......... .Z1. 2114.9 1.978.3 1955.0 lWZ9 2.123 2.031 ZO00 1.980 1.901 1.940
Ck.10.04144401p5 .... .... ... 354.8 300.1 342.8 341.4 365 357 353 348 342 342

EIB 0.04 GM 10V 30091414903.5-0 1.73953 1.50609 1.548.4 1,5272 1.738 I.024 1.589 1.505 1.540 1,530
B.011010010-01- 100 GM --. d 703.9 620.1 608.8 000.3 704 050 634 818 010 6000

T.Io1P414100.0.103..p.- 12816.7 1.74723 1,737.4 1.711,1 1.83 1.749 1.752 1.750 1 .743 1. 717

M480100h090 W 4101p0. ... .. ... 99323 935.7 922.9 901.1 995 931 890 931 924 903
A4.990.90GM ..,p-,.,.,., 46323 404.9 4652 402.0 403 405 480 465 480 483

50.0041.0944444418P.090,,.,. 08600 801.4 093.3 840.7 Ml1 as5 865 850 852 847

.. .10000 ~.44110 ........ ......... 39802 3831 383,3 384.9 394 389 388 379 380 301

N80404008080W ......d- 7.314 7.005 7,044 6,987 7.37 7.065 78064 7.010 6.985 6.952
PIO.d0990015k1 .-..-..-..-..-. - - 5.010 4.= 4.708 4.753 4.985 4.799 4.798 4.760 4.733 4.721

F-d W WOW p0489........ ..,, 1.702.4 1,731.4 1.7272 1,709.0 1.678 1.685 1,680 1.074 1.678 1.685

T0004000.00..00................. 33,3 33o 33.7 33,2 32 33 33 35 33 32
T0040n181b.0 .ol...... , ..... .., .... 519.9 46802 463.0 450.7 518 472 471 465 4605 455
APWGJ GM W10404 400410 ...U.- 620.7 55508 0552 545.0 010 567 571 554 051 541

Pop8 144Wood 4d0.040. .... ......... 05406 631.5 0M32 620.7 055 035 032 628 029 377
PbVMP089440.411 ...... ,. ,,. 1,545.5 1,403.5 1.46923 1,4654 1.544 1,495 1.409 1.403 1.473 1.463

Ch.0fi4b 10 44 48400 .40........ ., 1,037.7 1.03802 1,0292 1.025,5 1.03B 1.533 1 M 1.035 1.03 1.020
910030400GM4404p1010.0...........,, 127,5 130.4 131.1 129.5 120 120 128 127 129 128
R.bb8,4M44410p80 ..03010010.00.... - 122 949.7 943.4 935.8 1.002 ' 953 057 947 942 935

L4.0l410l l00010.P. 01., 9.0 63.1 6009 8.4 09 64 04 02 01 00

510040.0.010451 . . . . 1828 180.785 ICU= 1070'33 106.432 157.245 15T7387 107.432 197289 107.058

Tr1010on0i. 10044p00b100010i . 7,121 7077 7.112 7053 7.070 7.118 7108 7,082 7.0 70087
T 00I51 - .. . ..... , 4.00 4525 4,57 4,515 4-,55 4.571 4,501 4.535 4,524 4.400

PGA,4101d9. 41p41 -. ,.. 235.0 2272 22B4 232S. 234 227 250 205 250 224

1L100044M00040094904491440-0 493.8 42523 4099 001.1 477 483 485 480 480 400
T.00194400"40000i41 I,, ..,.. 1,82 128790 18052 186007 10081 I1807 1AM0 1044 1830 1.834

1044180108000 ... ,... .. 203.1 214.3 21008 210.4 200 201 283 203 205 200
T90-P00nW-1by4 ...... .... , 128523 I203,5 12830 1,550.7 128 12310 1204 1.35 1280 1.253
PO.U. .00.49040

4
.4.4........ - 13.4 142 14.0 14.1 1 4 1 4 14 14 1 4 14

T10410p010510 04000 ,...-- ,. 470.0 480,5 443.7 401.9 475 409 464 463 402 401
C.... k.0490410 P444 00000 ... . ....4 2.10 2.552 2.535 2.58 2.17 25S47 2,547 2.543 2,530 2.53

C....0.404-1 ----- . . .....- I1000 106994 I093. 10692.0 10008 1.700 1700 15695 10692 18691

Ek3bi~ gm GM4 ,wy4l 441010. ...... 8402 85229 0404 04.0 840 847 847 04a 040 584

WhW..M VW. ~7.070 7.033 08993 6.983 7.05 7.= 701i7 7,010 CM8 08065
D-b. 039-f . . .......... 4205 4,154 4.121 4 103 4,35 4160 4 149 4 134 4'123 4.102
N0104451 040 2.871 2.979 IZ8721 2.980 2.04 2250 2.86 20870 2.8669 2.863

l t l l
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ESTABL00010DIT DATA WrBLASH40GIOf DATA

789.bbE-I. 016, -. l83t48 p-~, 6894y1V--Goo50o

P510000-1w0

I NM - AP -*408 I 889 08

000 11 .W~. 23.358 23.732 Z3.0 23.415 23.3B 23,501 23.00 23,54 2.23 23,441
BEi001g 1M 00.W 00d .81....... 10I07.-0 1.231.1 1013.1 1.00.3 IA012 1.014 I.50 1.014 1,014 1,014
6-.838w 40 ____- 2,05.3 2Z747.3 274706 2,817.0 2M92 2,018 2.10 2.400 Z794 2,70

Do8111195018 -2.207.7 2.407,5 Z400,8 2,4724 2.481 2,471 2.420 2,449 2,445 2,447
Food U88 ,2.M.1 3.551,2 3.523S 3-.538 3,227 3.544 3.53 3,231 3.22 3.23
A=450850411 W011 .48..0 9855 2,432.2 2.451.8 2.444 .04238B 2428 2,431 2,435 2.441 2.434 Z4323

N-.8140089-50d818.... .. 1.124.7 1,138.0 1.13&0, 11308 1122 1.120 1.131 1.133 1.134 1.134
4vpw.40"d0os.-Y a. ...... 1.200. 13.1 12037 1.204.1 12M 1.227 1,219 1.224 1.22 130
Foo5,8A8bo.89-.0t0810 S - 143,2 1.120.8 1,124.7 1.137.7 1.142 1.130 1.137 1.137 1.130 1.137
045508110855104Pt.8....... 8=5 .407.9 0.359 8.117.0 0.137 0.241 0,10 8= 0.23 0.095
hf.4 O .251.3 3.115.1 3.12834 315, 3.100 3.150 3151l 3,155 3.153 3.132

Fi.-00 814 84018 . 7.540 700 7= 70612 7.5059 7.831 7.018 7AM I'A 7A
Fi-- ~~~~~3.713 3.700 3.750 3.740 & 3.765277 3,755 2,750 3.755 3,700

D.ooo50yv=U - ...- -.. 2,214.7 Z,0502 2.03, 2.03.5 2= 2,541 2030 2,25 2,03 2,04
C....118 bJ6*9. ............ . 1.414.7 14323.9 1.423 141905 1.421 1.420 1.430 1423 1,424 1,430
01-p o500 ~ ..... 2310 350.7 254.9 235,5 233 258 235S 200 308 230

M0.148yo18184y 4~~~~l8 .... ~~. 874.0 711.0 200.4 707.0 070 090 703 700 700 711
M81089.500188811d918618s ..~. 301.0 324. 3231.7 3234,5 3 317 3231 3234 =3

S8a11.82Y0481840y1o04 707L6 76253 755.7 750.4 707 750 700 755 754 700
&I4"0.1 4014818048- 2S0.4 250.1 255.5 256.7 257 301 250 257 257 257

b - ~~~ ~~~~2, 2,225 2,355 Z,354 2,27 2,355 2,357 2,357 2,301 2,30
62001183 I5 ,75.3 IX&O 1,2504 1,29408 ,200 I 1,4 1,0 1,200 1,000 1.00
00884 8P1. WOMM M12.. 750,2 7002 752. 750,2 757 750 755 720 761 750

R8488855 1,201 1,250 1231 I.0 S 1,207 1,200 1.50 1.500 1,212 1,014

0884882….. .... ..... ........ 41.014 41.455 41.20 41,247 40.707 41.005 41.040 41.129 41.100 40.00
Ag10045118 .481.9.8.... .03............. 0.5 050.5 87&0. 8839 050 013 834 037 am30 a
0948840018104909P000 ........ -. I.M. 2,0771 1.0, 1,050, 1.027 I= 1,92 1,012 1.900 1,050

P-MO-W S.Z. ~ ~12M 1.37,0 1,241,0 1,240,2 135-9 1,27 1=8 1*0 1.27 1.27
8..08198 .. 10.124.7 0.005,2 92234 0.057,2 90,03 9.068 9,582 0,28 9,2561 9.470

S8i_ 0 _4.np.. SW.. 90. 1 ,02. 0974 997.4 094 1.00 00 997 994 05
P-..m814 Vo004108 .. 4.072.0 2,000. 3.19,2 3.549,0 3.902 3,2 3,517 3S231 3.20 3.30

H.0 4" UA628- ..... 304, 3212,7 3.227,5 3.1037 3.405 3.161 1.127 3.113 3.111 3.004
COWl30 IM d= M-188108 2, 126.2 Z,1964 ,190.1 2,1024 2,135 Z205 2= 2,194 2,199 2,02

A.b P.W.1 41108.1 d WON - 1.267.3 1.313,2 1 -05,0 1.2406 1230 I= 1,212 t307 I" 1=
Lftwm0l1 .18-48.~ 300.9 304.7 301.8 355.5 305 301 380 362 383 34
M86-081..p............. 57006 007.0 503.0 573.1 SW 6025 05 5so 9SW 685
A - I .18 . . ............ 888 1054, 2,007.3 1,047.6 1.713.1 1.747 1.769 1.773 1.777 1.754 1.70
I4wm.8J18808 . ..... ................ 10.1444 105400.1 10.401,2 10,425,2 10,140 10.239 10.754 10.304 10,414 19.A23

0458840.0 881 of8008 4055 -.-. l236L 1.9050 1,252 1.99057 1I25 1.00 1.003 1,09 1,00 I=
86.808190.18318148 WOW8 . ...... 1.799.4 1,023. 1=4 1e3.35, I.70 123 I.= 1.25 1251 1,0

425040 4.118.2 4.121,2 4.131,0 4.009 4*0 4.000 4.114 4.127 4.132
H-8 r808181108 M 640.9 001.4 050.4 0072 040 640 847 023 055 050

L~~~gw ~~~1,010.4 1054,2 1A,2 IAM. 1,014 1.027 1I02 1*0 1.031 1.023
091005.40 0~~~ -- ~ ..... - ~2.47568 Zl119.82,400.9 2.62 Z2,29 2,423 2,4323 2,402 2,440 Z.40

504 Bn - - .... 2,050.7 3.051,23,205,02,000.4 2,055 2,008 2,940 3.070 2,001 3.02
Chidd0y 98.eo. … . 730.3 702.0 753.5 708. 724 750 700 755 754 753
R884.50J 1. .... .... ......- 015,4 023.9 8472 052. 817 854 947 848 020 05

M4888.ld b.W.W .8404018004
044801 .. . ............ 150,2 11906 112,2 111.9 107 Ill ill Ili il1 Ill

U8481.480581O113440018 ... . ~~~~2,407.7 2,540,2 24898 2,400.1 2,4823 2,201 2,423 2,203 2,13 2,913
0110418180101814 1o11.9811988.18oo8 3.454,5 3.5032 &S451, 2,510.7 3.407 3.52 3.54 3,244 3,22 3,22

E1104l..180840810~~~848883..8..03124.1 LOOM 1*4 1005 04 1.009 1094 1.00 100W7 1.00
44.1.~~l1888400l~1.b401. ....... 1100,2 1123.7 1110, I 1110.7 100 1134 111l1l 2 .1 12 1114

5844.0811.183... ~~~~~~~...... ~ 49,0 52.8 51.5 50.9 (1 6I 1 1 I 1

6.81- ,18 I....- 25.074 19.7515 20.700 21.= 25.201 20. 2D.32 21.00 21.= 21.07
F.d" . .. ...... . 2,610 2,023 2,010 2,000 20623 2,621 2 ,2 2 02 2AM 2=2

F.48.00,4-OP.W . .......... 1.753.3 1700.7 1.774.5 1.760.5 7i25 1.772 1:772 1.774 1.770 1.770
2081 -. .. :.. 4.92 4608 4.057 SAM 4'700 4.0 49000 4.813 4.940 4im

044.om01 - - 2,174 11257.0 2,094,0 22753 2259 2,005 2,117 Z,122 2,140 2,137
0018 541 ........9 . -......... 2.755,2 2,2513 2,811.7 2,70 2,72 2,705 2,72 2,791 2,W 2,05

L.W ....... 13,241 12,405 132, 13.94 I3.161 I3MS 12,307 13.470 13.43 13,407
EdLo..__ - -....... 760004 6,47.1 7,440.4 7,00. 7445 7,215 7.575 7.650 7,018 7.23
0018 08811118 - S.950 ,205400 5,016.9 5.770.1 5.710 5,011 5W 5,02 5.02 SAO

I Thm - --(9 1488 y.810483894550 6884 018 2I 8~801.00458018018
888018 98 M013.819 -01818 0011 14 81 818*194 188 I = P40-18.
..1A894 M - b.80108809 8.l48 8508100 8
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ESTAOL8U8EOT DATA ESTA8US8I8ENTf DATA

T . 1.bM -2. A - p -.1 W y (8(1 1.8 p018148 88. - n088 p18 080 y 188 68 1 08 p 0(sl 804 481 p yo40 by I d. .b1 y

I W."-,m14y8 4.4IS.--110 84048

108 .2 48 0 01 08 1 31 2oW -I I2WPI .-I= 12 2IA.4 1 0 88 L

T08888488 ................ ......... 34.7 34.4 34.3 34.0 34.4 34.2 342 34.0 34.1 3490

.............. ................. 41.3 40.7 40.7 40.4 40.8 40.4 40.5 4023 402 39.9

MlV.........g ......................... 43.8 43.8 4480 43.3 43.1 43.3 43.3 43.4 43.7 42.8
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
SEPTEMBER 2001
Friday, October 5, 2001

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.

The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:35 a.m., in Room 1334;
Longworth House Office Building, the Honorable Jim Saxton, Chairman
of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Representatives Saxton, Smith, and Watt; Senators Sessions
and Reed.

Staff Present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Darryl Evans, Brian
Higginbotham, Matthew Salomon, Daphne Clones-Federing, and Russell
Comeau.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Good morning. I would like to welcome
the Commissioner to the Committee once again to report on the release
of new employment and unemployment data for September. According
to the most recent economic data, the economic slowdown that began in
the middle of 2000 continues. There was a prospect of economic
improvement in the near future, but that has been overtaken by the
horrific events of September 11. The potential rebound predicted by the
consensus forecast and blue chip economists has now been erased by the
economic event of the terrorist attacks. However, the American people
and the economy have demonstrated tremendous resilience in the face of
these terrorist attacks.

The September employment data reflect the weakness of the
economy, evident before the terrorist attacks. Payroll employment
declined by 199,000 in September. Once again, the payroll declines were
focused in the manufacturing sector, as has been the trends for some
months, and only add to the previous severe job losses in manufacturing
underway since the middle of 2000, bringing the total to over a million
jobs lost. The unemployment rate remains at 4.9 percent. The economic
situation obviously is reason for concern.

According to a recent Committee report, it is likely that the
downward drift in the rate of the real gross domestic product (GDP)
growth underway since the middle of 2000 will now probably continue.
Unfortunately, this suggests that payroll employment will tend to decline
and the unemployment rate will rise in coming months. The terrorist
attacks have obviously disrupted the financial markets and overall
economy.

In a number of ways, these attacks have created much uncertainty and
have also increased security costs. Delays in air and ground transport,
higher shipping costs, additional insurance costs, extra costs for security
personnel and equipment, fortification of buildings and facilities and
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other measures will have an effect of imposing something like a "security
tax" on an already vulnerable economy. This burden will undermine the
economy in the short run and will also adversely affect productivity
growth and the economy's long-run growth rate.

The exact size of the burden imposed by this security tax is not
known, but we do know that it will have a significant effect. In recent
days, private sector economists have begun to consider this cost issue and
its potential impact on an already weak economy. Our analysis suggests
that one logical policy response would be to offset the costs by relieving
some of the tax burden on the private sector. Accelerating the tax relief
in the pipeline and other measures to minimize the net impact of the
"security tax" should be a high priority of policymakers.
[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 19.]

Senator Reed, do you have an opening statement?
OPENING STATEMENT OF

SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN
Senator Reed. I do, Mr. Chairman. First, Mr. Chairman, let me

thank you for holding this hearing. I particularly thank Commissioner
Abraham for coming before us once again, and I understand,
Commissioner, that this may well be your last hearing, as your term
expires on the 13th. I would have preferred that the Secretary of Labor
reappoint you so that you could continue to provide the valuable advice
you have given this Committee and the Congress over several years. You
have served the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) well in what can be a
thankless job, and I thank you for all your efforts in overseeing the
management of some of the country's most important statistics, and of
course, testifying before this Committee over the last five years.

While the numbers before us today give us only a glimpse of the state
of our economy since the terrorist attack three and a half weeks ago, they
do tell much that we need to know about the underlying economic trends
that were at work before the devastating tragedy. The economy was
already weak before September 11. Real GDP barely grew during the
second quarter and the unemployment rate rose. Your testimony last
month before the Committee suggested that labor markets were indeed
weakening, especially for the most vulnerable workers.

Since September 11, the temporary disruption of our financial
systems and the slump in travel related sectors of the economy have only
worsened the situation. The few indicators we have received since the
attacks suggest that the employment situation has worsened significantly.
Businesses have announced more than 100,000 layoffs, and initial claims
for unemployment insurance have risen sharply in the last two weeks in
September. The tragedies have redirected our policy focus. Congress has
moved swiftly to provide aid to New York and the airline industry.

We must now turn our attention to the larger question ofjumpstarting
the economy and ensuring that all of our citizens and all Americans
participate in a renewed and more robust economy. We have worked
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hard over the past decade to strengthen our economy, while at the same
time fostering more broadly shared prosperity. Now some of that is at
risk. Once again, I want to thank you, Commissioner Abraham, for
coming to discuss the latest economic developments, and their impacts
on working Americans.

As we move forward in designing an appropriate fiscal stimulus, it
is critical for us to have the best possible information concerning both the
current state of the overall economy, as well as the status of our most
vulnerable citizens. We are pleased to have you testify here today and
value your insight. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 20.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Senator Reed.
Commissioner, the floor is yours.

OPENING STATEMENT OF KATHARINE G. ABRAHAM,
COMMISSIONER, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS:

ACCOMPANIED BY KENNETH V. DALTON, ASSOCIATE
COMMISSIONER, OFFICE OF PRICES AND LIVING CONDITIONS;

AND PHILIP L. RONES, ASSISTANT COMMISSIONER OF
CURRENT EMPLOYMENT ANALYSIS

Ms. Abraham. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. It is a
pleasure to have the opportunity today to comment on the September
labor market data that we released this morning. Nonfarm payroll
employment fell by nearly 200,000 in September. Heavy job losses
continued in manufacturing. Wholesale trade employment fell sharply
and there was weakening in most major other industries. The
unemployment rate at 4.9 percent was unchanged over the month. The
tragic events of September 11 occurred during the reference period for
both our establishment and household surveys. In the establishment
survey, persons who lost a job because of these events but who had
worked at all in the pay period that included the 12th of the month or who
had received any paid leave would be included in the September job
count. Similarly, in the household survey, anyone who worked for even
one hour during the week that began on September 9th of who was
temporarily absent from a job that week would be counted as employed.

Thus, it is likely that the events of September 11 had little effect on
the September employment and unemployment figures. Job loss related
directly or indirectly to the events of September 11 should begin to be
reflected in the October data, although the staff of the Bureau are
doubtful about being able to isolate those effects as distinct from the
effects of other economic developments.

Perhaps the most direct measure will come from our mass layoff
statistics program, which identifies layoff events affecting 50 or more
workers as measured by filings for unemployment insurance. Following
the events of September 11, employers have been able to identify layoffs
directly or indirectly attributable to nonnatural disasters using a special
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code added for this purpose, which means that we will be able to look at
them separately from other mass layoffs.

The September decline in nonfarm payroll employment was the
fourth in the past six months, resulting in a net decline of 488,000 jobs
since March. Employment in manufacturing eroded further, as another
93,000 jobs were shed in September. Industrial machinery and electrical
equipment continued to post the largest losses within manufacturing with,
over the month, declines of 20,000 and 18,000, respectively. Together,
these two industries account for nearly two-fifths of the 900,000
manufacturing jobs lost so far this year. Over the month, employment
also fell substantially in motor vehicles, printing and publishing,
fabricated metals and apparel. Other manufacturing industries generally
had smaller losses.

Wholesale trade continued to feel the impact of declining
manufacturing activity. Employment in the industry fell by 21,000 in
September. Its sharpest decline since peaking last November. Retail
trade employment was also down over the month, largely due to job
losses in eating and drinking places.

Employment growth in services has faltered in recent months with
virtually no net job growth since March, while health services continued
to add jobs in September. Employment and business services was down
again over the month. Amusement and recreation employment also fell
significantly in September.

Average weekly hours from our establishment survey showed no
obvious effect of the economic disruptions that followed the September
11 attacks. These data are based on hours paid concept, meaning that the
workweek estimates include paid leave. In September, average weekly
hours were up by a tenth of an hour.

Turning now to measures obtained from our household survey, both
the number of unemployed people and the unemployment rate were
unchanged over the month following sharp increases in August. The
unemployed numbered seven million in September, an increase of nearly
a million and a half since late last year. The unemployment rate
remained at 4.9 percent, a full percentage point above the 30-year low
recorded last September and October. Civilian employment rose by
almost 800,000 over the month, mostly offsetting a large decline in
August. The employment series from the household survey is very
volatile, and it is not uncommon to get large movements from month to
month.

Although there is no reason to think that the civilian employment and
unemployment counts were substantially affected by the events of
September I 1, measures of part-time work from the September household
survey confirm that many Americans' hours at work were shortened that
week. In particular, the number who usually work full-time but reported
working part-time during the reference period was significantly higher
than normal.
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Before concluding, I would like to provide you with a preliminary
estimate of the effect on our payroll employment figures of the
benchmark revision scheduled for next June, just explain what that is
about.

Once a year the Bureau adjusts the payrolls survey sample-based
employment estimates to incorporate the previous year's March universe
employment count in a process known as "benchmarking." These
universe employment counts are derived principally from state
unemployment tax reports that employers are required to file. In the fall
of each year, we typically have completed preliminary tabulations of
these universe counts for the first quarter of the year, and as soon as we
have that information, we routinely share it, in particular, the anticipated
size of the benchmark revision for the prior March.

Our preliminary tabulations for the first quarter of 2001 indicate that
the estimate of overall payroll employment will require a downward
revision of approximately 76,000, which, by historical standards, is a
very small revision. What that is saying, in essence, is that at least
through March, the payroll survey was doing a good job of what was
actually happening to employment in the economy. Historical average
for benchmark revisions over the past decade has been plus or minus
three-tenths of a percentage point, versus less than one tenth of a
percentage point for this year.

In summary, then, with respect to the data for September which is our
main focus today, nonfarm payroll employment fell by nearly 200,000 in
September, the fourth decline in the past six months. The unemployment
rate was unchanged at 4.9 percent.

As always, my colleagues and.I would be happy to take questions.
Perhaps I mightjust add that for myself, it is looking, in all likelihood, as
though this will be my last opportunity to appear before you as
Commissioner of Labor Statistics, and I do want to say how much I have
appreciated the opportunity to participate in these hearings and also
especially the interest that this Committee has shown in the work of the
Bureau of Labor Statistics.
[The prepared statement of Commissioner Abraham appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 21.]

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you, and we also
appreciate your attendance here on a regular basis, and I think the
information that you have been able to bring to us on a monthly basis has
been extremely important to the Congress and to the American people.
We thank you very much for your frankness, and sometimes when we ask
you questions and it is not your role to answer it, you have been frank and
said that, but most of the time we have had a great exchange, and we
appreciate the fact that you have been here and played this role for us.

Along the same line, it is extremely important for the Congress of the
United States to understand trends in the economy and to take note of
what is happening over time. Unlike the events of September 11, which
have dominated the news obviously for the last three, almost four weeks,
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economic events are oftentimes very subtle, and oftentimes out of public
view, and one of the things that you have helped us do is to keep the
Congress informed on trends that occur in the economy.

And so we thank you for that, and along the same line, let me just
point out that as you said, the events of September 11 probably don't have
a lot to do with the numbers that we see reflected in the report that you
bring us this morning.

Ms. Abraham. Right.
Representative Saxton. But it is part of a continuing trend, and I

think it is extremely important for us to make note of that in light of the
fact that we are the body that initiates changes that may have some effect
on the economy. I note that the Fed again earlier this week reduced
interest rates - short-term interest rates by 50 basis points, bringing them
to the lowest level since the early 1960s, and there is good reason for
that. In fact, I brought some charts this morning to try and demonstrate
that trend and to make note of this for Members of the House and the
Senate.

The chart that we have here to your right, Commissioner, shows the
economic trends that have occurred since the middle of last year, since
the middle of 2000. The second and third quarter last year showed
remarkable drop in GDP, and that trend, of course, continues today, and
so I think it is important that we make note of this and understand that the
events of September 11, while they may be a negative effect on the
economy, are not even reflected, we don't believe, in your report today,
and that the weakness that we see in the economy is now four quarters in
length.
[Chart I entitled, "Gross Domestic Product," appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 47.]

There is another chart right behind that that continues to demonstrate
this trend in the economy. That is, the loss in manufacturing jobs, which
we see beginning also in the third quarter of 2000 and it is a rather
dramatic drop in manufacturing employment, which causes concern and
continues to demonstrate this weakening trend in the economy since the
middle of last year.
[Chart 2 entitled, "All Employees: Manufacturing," appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 48.]

And here we have a third graph, which is the nonfarm payroll job
decline, which again began in the middle of 2000 and continued through
today.
[Chart 3 entitled, "Employees on Nonfarm Payrolls," appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 49.]

So these are trends that have nothing to do with the events of
September the 11 and the weakening of the economy continues, and
Commissioner, if you will help me out, didn't - the survey that you are
reporting today actually took place during the period of time that the
terrorist events took place; is that correct?
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Ms. Abraham. The reference period for the household survey was
the week beginning September 9th. The reference period for the payroll
survey, the employers survey, was the week including the 12th of the
month. The actual data collection didn't take place until subsequently,
but the reference periods for both surveys included that week.

Representative Saxton. And I think you said in your survey that we
will likely see the effect of September 11 events in the October numbers.

Ms. Abraham. That's right. I think that the right way to look at the
data that we have reported for September is that they are giving us the
last clear signal of the trajectory that the economy was on prior to the
events of September 11, at least with respect to the employment and
unemployment counts. We do not believe the numbers were substantially
affected by those events.

Representative Saxton. So it seems to me our task this morning
should be to examine the longer term trend in the economy which began
in the third quarter of 2000.

Ms. Abraham. Right. And then subsequent months' data will begin
to let you look at what the effects of the attacks might have been. I might
mention that in addition to the employment data and the unemployment
data, the Bureau of Labor Statistics also produces a series on mass
layoffs, and that may be something that you want to look at as well, and
if you would like, we can tell you more about that.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, how many jobs have been
lost in the manufacturing sector since the middle of 2000?

Ms. Abraham. About 1.1 million jobs since last July.
Representative Saxton. And can you-
Ms. Abraham. July of 2000.
Representative Saxton. Do you have the data there that would show

how many jobs have been lost or gained in the high-tech manufacturing
sector?

Ms. Abraham. We do produce the series that you are familiar with
on high-tech manufacturing employment. I don't have those figures, but
I believe Phil does. Do you want to speak to them, Phil?

Mr. Rones. Over the past year, we have a 1.6 percent decline in the
high-tech industries, which translates to 168,000 jobs lost in those
industries.

Representative Saxton. Now, is that also part of the job loss that
the Commissioner just referred to in the manufacturing sector? Is this a
subdivision of the million jobs, or is it in addition?

Mr. Rones. In fact, we have a series that just isolates the high-tech
jobs within manufacturing, and there the picture is much worse. The job
loss is 317,000 over the same period. So that tells you there were
actually gains outside of manufacturing.

Representative Saxton. The period you are referring to is from-
Mr. Rones. It is from the past year. So it is September to

September.
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Representative Saxton. And what about July to July of-
Ms. Abraham. There is a table right behind. It may be easier if we

provide that to you for the record, or if we can get the table and calculate
it.

Representative Saxton. But let me just ask the question this way:
The slowdown in the high-tech industry began in July of 2000, or June
or July of 2000; is that correct?

Ms. Abraham. You certainly saw slowing in economic activity
beginning in about that time frame. We would have to look at the series
to precisely date it, but that sounds about right.

Representative Saxton. Fine. If you could just give us that
information, we would appreciate it.

And can you give us some idea of the employment in electrical
equipment, in the electrical equipment industry over the same period? I
believe you are saying that you have the numbers from September to
September. We are interested in a longer term, if you can provide those
numbers, either today or-

Ms. Abraham. Electrical equipment, I have the numbers right here.
As I mentioned in my statement, I think, electrical equipment, together
with industrial machinery, accounts for a big share of the losses in
manufacturing. Electrical equipment since last July is down 188,000, and
industrial machinery, which includes computer equipment, is down
174,000.

Representative Saxton. So it is a significant loss. Has there been
any sector of the economy where job gains have been shown since last
July?

Ms. Abraham. Sure. Health services is the one that jumps to my
mind. Despite weakening elsewhere in the economy, health services is
still continuing to add jobs. Over the last six months from March to
September, health services has been adding jobs at a pace of 26,000 a
month, which is actually a faster rate of growth than we had been seeing.

Representative Saxton. They would tend to offset some of the job
losses in your statistics from some of the other sectors, is that right?

Ms. Abraham. Right. The fact that there are some sectors where
you are seeing growth, you are seeing growth in State and local
government still. You are seeing some growth, though at a modest pace,
in finance, insurance, and real estate. So to the extent that there are some
sectors where you are seeing growth, that implies that the losses in other
sectors are more than the net that we are reporting.

Representative Saxton. So the losses in some sectors have been
offset in the total number by the growth in the health services sector
and-

Ms. Abraham. To a certain extent, though it is very striking when
you look at these data for years and years, you could count on the
services industry to add jobs month in, month out, 100,000 jobs a month.
Over the last six months, in the services industry as a whole, that includes
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health services and a number of other things, we have added essentially
no new net jobs.

Representative Saxton. So I guess the point I am trying to make is
that in spite of the fact that there have been some sectors of the economy
where there has been job growth, we still continue to see the decline in,
as is demonstrated on the chart with the nonfarm payrolls, the decline
continues.

Ms. Abraham. You are seeing declines in manufacturing, declines
elsewhere, and even sectors that historically have been reliable, net
adders of jobs, have been flat in many cases.

Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much.
Senator Reed?
Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.

Commissioner, wage and salaries as measured by the national accounts
declined in August for the first time in six years. Do your numbers on
aggregate weekly hours and hourly earnings suggested a decline in
private nonfarm-payrolls in September?

Ms. Abraham. We are still seeing increases in average hourly
earnings, and in September, average weekly hours were actually up
slightly. If you take those two together and look at average weekly
earnings, roughly, the product of the two, average weekly earnings were
up slightly on a seasonally adjusted basis in September.

Senator Reed. One of the issues we confront is the need to continue
to stimulate consumer demand in the economy, and declining wages is
one break on that kind of consumer demand. Do you have any idea going
forward, particularly as we think about various policy decisions, about
the potential effect of declining wages and household incomes?

Ms. Abraham. The Bureau will be able to provide information
going forward on what is happening to earnings, but that is not something
that we can project. Others may use our data to try to project that, but
that is not something that we can project, and we also are not in the
business of trying to analyze the data with reference to what they might
imply for consumer spending.

Senator Reed. But the data that you have shows a slight decline in
August in wages and salaries and perhaps a slight increase in September.

Ms. Abraham. Average weekly earnings in our data dropped off in
August, consistent with the national account numbers, that not being
wholly surprising, since they are not exactly independent. They are
looking at our information and putting them together. The earnings
figures jump back up in September to above the July level.

Senator Reed. And because of the events of September 11, is your
presumption that wage and earning numbers would - as reflected in the
next report - show a decline?

Ms. Abraham. I don't really have a prediction about what the
earnings numbers are likely to show. I think what seems clear, based on
published reports of layoffs across a variety of sectors that when we look
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at the employment data, it is going to be very surprising if we don't see
employment declines registering, but beyond that, I am not really in a
position to make a prediction.

Senator Reed. During the recessions of the 1990s and the early
1980s, there was a disparate impact on minority employment. As we go
into - and those charts the Chairman have provided are pretty stark in
terms of the direction we are heading. Do you also assume that
minorities will suffer worse in an economic downturn as they did in the
1980s and 1990s?

Ms. Abraham. If you look at the data on unemployment rates, for
example, of blacks, of Hispanics relative to the overall unemployment
rate or relative to the unemployment rate for whites, historically, it has
long been true that the unemployment rate for blacks, for example,
exceeds that for - actually for Hispanics, that both of them exceed the
rate for whites. The historical data show a fairly consistent kind of ratios
among those rates. So if that historical pattern were to hold, when the
overall unemployment rate goes up, the historical pattern would suggest
that the absolute magnitude of the increase for blacks and for Hispanics
would be exceed that for whites.

We don't know, of course, whether that pattern will hold, but that is
what the historical pattern has been.

Senator Reed. Now, in your calculations, you consider, but I don't
think include directly, discouraged workers. Could you comment on the
situation of both discouraged workers and marginally attached workers,
and what impact they would have on your numbers? And also, is either
category of worker, discouraged or marginally attached, growing?

Ms. Abraham. Let me start out with answering that question by
referring to the range of alternative measures of labor underutilization
that we produce. The official unemployment rate counts as unemployed
those people who were available for work, and had actively looked for
work in the last four weeks. But we also produce more inclusive
measures that include additional categories of workers.\ The most
inclusive of those measures includes the marginally attached workers,
meaning people who said they would like to work, looked for work
sometime in the last year, but just didn't look in the last four weeks. The
discouraged workers are a subset of that population. The broadest
measure also includes those people who are employed part-time, even
though they would have preferred full-time work and said that the reason
was that they couldn't find something full time.

In terms of the official unemployment rate, over the last year, that has
risen from four percent to 4.9 percent. This broader measure started out
at a higher level. It was 6.6 percent a year ago. It has risen to 8.3
percent. So it is both higher and has gone up a bit more over that period.

Senator Reed. Also, with respect to part-time workers, in your
statement you mentioned that those who usually work full-time but only
worked part-time in September was significantly higher than normal.
Can you tell us how much higher this number was and what portion of
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those who were only able to work part-time did so for economic reasons
and what portion did so for non-economic reasons, and is this at all a
reflection of September 11?

Ms. Abraham. Really, the reason that we were looking at these data
was to try to see whether we could identify any impact of the events of
September 11 in the data. As we have already discussed, we do not
believe that there was an impact on the employment counts as a result of
those events, but to the extent that there were people who were unable to
be at work for the full week, there might have been an impact on hours,
and we do indeed see that.

Where we have seen an effort is in people who usually work
full-time, but worked part-time that week and said it was for some non-
economic reason, such as the events of September 11. In an ordinary
September, there are about seven million such people. This September
there were in excess of 10 million such people. There are three to 3-1/2
million people who said they worked part-time during the week of
September 9th and attributed it, by and large, to these events.

Senator Reed. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you,
Commissioner.

Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Reed. We will now
move over and we will hear from Senator Sessions.

Senator Sessions. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I remember several
years ago when I was first on this Committee, Alan Greenspan was
testifying and the economy was roaring along, and he inserted in his
remarks, he said, some think we have gone beyond history, but I have
been in this business a little too long, and think we still have an economic
cycle out there, a business cycle. And these numbers are not good, but
our history tells us we go through cycles, and somehow we come out of
cycles, so I think we ought to not be too pessimistic, but the numbers do
show a consistent downward trend. And I would just - first,
Commissioner Abraham, like to thank you for your service. It has been
a pleasure for me to work with you and your office, and we thank you for
your commitment to integrity and giving us the best numbers that we can
get.

Ms. Abraham. Thank you.
Senator Sessions. And getting good numbers and at least knowing

how to use them is a real challenge in this town. You would think that
everybody could agree on what the circumstances are and what they are
likely to be in the future, but it is just not easy to achieve.

Would you - I know you have done that to some degree in your
opening statement, but with regard to unemployment, would you tell us
the numbers you have and give us cautions about what each reflects and
what degree of skepticism we should give to each?

Ms. Abraham. With respect to - with particular reference -
Senator Sessions. Well, like the household survey, it showed an

increase in employment, and that is something that we don't want to
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become too excited about. Tell us about data and any other numbers and
where you think we are, as your best judgment.

Ms. Abraham. Maybe the way to answer that question - and I am
sure you will come back if I am not telling you what you were asking me
- as you know, we have two surveys. We have a survey of employers and
a survey of households and we report data from each every month. The
survey of employers is, I think, the best thing to look at if you are trying
to track what is happening to employment month to month. It is a huge
survey. The survey covers employers who employ 40 million people. So
if we are getting in that volume of reports every month, it is going to give
you a pretty good sense of what is happening with employment.

The household survey, the source of the unemployment rate, is
designed for a different purpose. It is designed to tell you about what is
going on with people. It has got a sample of 60,000 households roughly,
which is a big survey, and it does a very good job of telling you about the
unemployment rate, the share of people who would like to be working
who are out of work, of telling you about the employment-to-population
ratio, those share kind of numbers. But it is just not a big enough survey
to do a good job month to month of telling you about what is happening
to the level of employment.

So what you see when you look at those data is numbers that jump
around from month to month. So we had a drop in employment as
measured by the household survey of a million last month, and then it
rebounded by 800,000this month. I don't think any of us believe that that
is really what happened to employment. You have to take those numbers
over a longer period of time and try to extract some trends from them.

Senator Sessions. That period, if you add them together and divided
by two, you would have somewhat of a decline.

Ms. Abraham. You would have a better number. And, if you took
the-

Senator Sessions. 100,000 decline-
Ms. Abraham. You would have a more reliable number. And if you

took it over an even longer period of time, you would have a still more
reliable number.

Senator Sessions. But we did have last month a rather dramatic
employment drop under the household survey.

Ms. Abraham. As measured by the household survey. I guess to me
what that is really pointing out is the unsuitability of those household
survey data for tracking month-to-month movements in employment
levels. For that purpose, I really would look at the employer survey.

Senator Sessions. With regard to the household survey, that is the
number that we see most often in the papers, the average American sees,
is what the unemployment rate is. That is kind of what everybody agrees
to is the rate.

Ms. Abraham. That is right. And I think the unemployment rate is
reliably measured from that survey. I am trying to draw a distinction
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between using the survey to estimate rates and proportions, which it does
a real good job of, and using it to estimate levels-

Senator Sessions. Actual.
Ms. Abraham. -of things, which it is just not designed to do.
Senator Sessions. So the household survey unemployment rate at

this month is 4.9?
Ms. Abraham. Right.
Senator Sessions. And that saw no change from last month?
Ms. Abraham. Right. And-
Senator Sessions. Essentially?
Ms. Abraham. That's right. Up four the month before. It clearly

has been trending up.
Senator Sessions. And what about the employer survey? What do

you show there? That is less encouraging.
Ms. Abraham. The payroll survey showed a decline in employment

this month of 199,000.
Senator Sessions. What percentage of the economy, approximately,

does the employer survey cover? What percentage of the employees are
covered by the employer survey?

Ms. Abraham. It is designed to represent all nonagricultural wage
and salary employment. The total nonagricultural wage and salary
employment was just over 130 million; 132,166,000 by our estimates in
September. The survey-

Senator Sessions. It includes sole proprietors?
Ms. Abraham. No. It only includes wage and salary employment.

It doesn't include the agricultural sector, and it doesn't include people
who are self-employed or working in a family business and not getting a
paycheck.

Senator Sessions. Does the household survey include-
Ms. Abraham. The household survey includes everybody.
Senator Sessions. And include the-
Ms. Abraham. Self-employed, family businesses.
Senator Sessions. So to that extent it covers a broader sector of the

economy.
Ms. Abraham. Yeah, it is broader in its coverage.
Senator Sessions. Thank you.
Representative Saxton. I thank the Senator very much for very

thoughtful questions.
Mr. Watt.
Representative Watt. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Commissioner

Abraham, I appreciate you being here. I am sorry I was running a little
late and missed your testimony, but I have reviewed it. I want to try to
zero in on two things, if I can. My assumption being that in these
economic times and times of unemployment, people at the lower end of
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the income spectrum are going to be hit significantly harder. And
number two, that these numbers may have some implications for what
kind of stimulus package we put together to try to address the adverse
impacts of these economic times.

So I want to ask a couple of questions. I am not trying to draw you
into any of the policy considerations, but I am trying to get guidance
about what your numbers suggest so that we can better make those policy
judgments.

First of all, does the Bureau of Labor Statistics maintain or gather
any information about - or have you tracked the whole impact of welfare
reform and welfare-to-work movement that was going, or seemed to be
going pretty well, as long as we had a very robust economy and
expanding employment? The reverse of that is one of the presumptions
I would make is that those people who went from welfare to work in a
robust employment economy would likely be among the first to go back
in the ranks of the unemployed. I am wondering whether you have any
information at all about that or whether any other department of the
Federal Government maintains such information?

Ms. Abraham. We do not have any recent information on the
experience of people who had been collecting welfare. The data that we
collect as part of our household survey are limited with respect to their
potential for being informative about that.

Representative Watt. And when you say you don't have any recent
information, does that imply that you have some that is older or did you
used to keep that type of information, or what?

Ms. Abraham. There was a research study that was done some years
ago now using data that only went through 1998. One of our research
staff members looked at people who reported, in March of the relevant
years, that as part of their income, they had received some welfare
income, and she then looked at what happened to those people over the
subsequent year, whether they ended up moving into employment or
something else.

Representative Watt. And was that a research project within your
department?

Ms. Abraham. It was a research project carried out by one of our
researchers.

Representative Watt. Has anybody else in the Federal Government
done any work on this issue?

Ms. Abraham. I am certain that there are people who have. I am not
well informed as to the whole range of things that might have been done.
Your question, though, I think really was what happened to those people
who may have left welfare for employment, what is happening to them
now, and unfortunately, the data that we collect as part of our household
survey wouldn't let us look at that. We would have no way to identify in
our survey sample currently employed people who, at some time in the
past, might have collected welfare benefits. You will need to look at a
different kind of information to get at that. There is information
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collected by the Census Bureau as part of their survey of program
dynamics that might be analyzed to try to shed light on this, but it would
be with a considerable lag.

Representative Watt. Okay. I am just wondering whether
somebody in your office may have some unique - or greater ability, I
guess than I do, to identify what resources are available, because I think
this economic downturn is going to have some substantial implications
for what, if anything, we need to do to shore up TANF and the whole
definition of work and how we deal with those people who have gone off
welfare and into the workforce and now face - and the policies that we
implemented there really kind of cut the period of time that people could
be on welfare. I am not sure those - they may have made sense at the
time we were doing them, but I am not sure in this economic time that -
so if you could identify somebody who could help me try to understand
this better, that would - I guess that is where I am headed to.

Ms. Abraham. Let me go back and ask the staff about that. In
response to your question at the August hearing, I would have gone back
and asked a narrower question, which was have we done anything, and
the answer, except for this one study, was no. But let me ask someone to
take a look at what information there might be out there more broadly
that someone could take a look at.

Representative Watt. I see my time is out, but I want to do one
follow-up on that prior question that I asked at a previous hearing - that
either I dropped the ball on or somebody dropped the ball on - because
I thought we were going to get some information that would help us make
more valid judgments about whether in places where a livable wage or
increase in the minimum wage had been adopted, there had been any real
impact on unemployment as a result of that, because I think that has
substantial implications for the stimulus package also, because part of
what a number of us believe is important is to put money in at the
consumer level, at the lower income level, and let that income trickle up
rather than following the reverse policy.

Ms. Abraham. I have a copy of our letter to you here. I am afraid
the answer was that we were not aware of conclusive evidence on this,
though we did locate a study that attempted to look at the question.
[The letter from Commissioner Abraham to Representative Watt,
accompanied by references on welfare reform, appear in the Submissions
for the Record on page 50.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you. The gentleman's time has
expired. The gentleman from Texas, Mr. Smith.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I too arrived a
little late, and if some of my questions have already been addressed to
you, please let me know, Ms. Abraham. Before I get to a couple of
questions, let me preface my remarks by saying that I think the - at least
in myjudgment, the economic times we find ourselves in today are pretty
close to being unique. Certainly they are unique in the last 50 years,
maybe there was something similar to them in World War II. I don't
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know. But in any case, the terrorist attacks have put us in a situation that
was not foreseen, and as I say, may be unprecedented.

This suggests to me that coming up with solutions to the current
economic climate may not be susceptible to the usual analysis, since we
don't really have that much of a history or that much of a record in
addressing these kinds of situations.

As you know the administration has talked about and is in the process
of changing monetary policy. We are in the throes of considering an
economic stimulus package which might amount to as much as $75
billion. This is somewhat unprecedented, and I think none of us know the
exact impact. However, I would like for you, and if we can't make
projections, perhaps we can at least, on the basis of the past, to try to
make some calculated guesses as to what we might expect to happen in
a couple of areas.

I guess my first question is very general, and that is, do you have any
sense of how long it will take us to climb out of the economic hole that
we find ourselves? I know you mentioned a while ago that you tend to
only look at the figures, and you are not necessarily in the job of making
projections, but if you look to the past, how long does an economic
recovery usually take, given the current circumstances?

Ms. Abraham. That is not a question I can answer.
Representative Smith. Okay.
Ms. Abraham. I could do what someone else could also do, and go

back and look at the duration of prior recessions. And as I think someone
already observed, no one has officially yet said we are in a recession, but
if it turns out that we are, the information on the duration of prior
recessions may be relevant. It certainly is true that when the economy
has entered recessions, that typically within a matter of some months,
things start to turn around, but I have absolutely no basis for-

Representative Smith. Let me go to a more specific one. This goes
to high-tech employment, maybe high-tech manufacturing employment.
Traditionally it is the high-tech industry that has been an economic
generator for our country, and some ways it is the high-tech industry that
sort of leads us into the future and provides a cushion for the future as
well. Do you have any figures? And, like I say, you may have covered
this earlier, what has happened to the high-tech sector in the last few
months, and also, do you have any kind of projections as to what the
future holds for the high-tech sector?

Ms. Abraham. We do have figures on high-tech employment that
I know my colleague, Mr. Rones, has readily on hand. A question on this
had come up earlier, and we do have an answer to your question about
what has happened to high-tech manufacturing employment since July of
2000, if we could insert that in the record. But maybe you could speak
more generally, Phil.

Mr. Rones. Well, I would just say, the Chairman had asked about
the period from July of last year to the current data, and since last July,
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in high-tech manufacturing the employment decline has been 136,000,
but if you look at manufacturing by itself, it has declined 367,000.

So that says elsewhere in what we call high-tech industries, there had
been an increase of 231,000. Now, remember, this is covering a longer
period of 14 months as we have reported each month. The situation in
the job market has generally deteriorated over that period so that it is
likely that most of these gains occurred very early in that 14-month
period.

Representative Smith. Okay. Let me try to squeeze in one more
question, Mr. Chairman. This is in regard to various actions that
Congress might take to try to alleviate the increasing unemployment rate.
Do you have any feeling or any opinion as to, for example, whether an
increase in the minimum wage would help or hurt given the economic
situation we find ourself in?

Ms. Abraham. I do not.
Representative Smith. Okay. Why do you not have an opinion on

that?
Ms. Abraham. In my capacity as Commissioner of Labor Statistics,

I am responsible for producing data that can be broadly viewed by
everyone as objective, and in the interest of protecting the reputation of
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, or, you know, objectivity-

Representative Smith. So you consider that to be a subjective
answer, not an objective answer?

Ms. Abraham. The effect of the minimum wage on employment is
not something that we could. produce data on. It is something that
different analysts applying different methods to data might come to
different conclusions about.

Representative Smith. Let me ask you if there is anything on the
record or anything from our past experience that were we to increase the
minimum wage during times of economic contraction, versus increasing
the minimum wage during times of economic expansion, whether you are
aware of any adverse impact that it has had on the economy.

Ms. Abraham. I really hate not to be responsive to a very legitimate
question that you are raising, but it is not one I can answer.

Representative Smith. Okay. Thank you, Commissioner.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much, and

I would like to thank all the Members for being here today. But in
particular, Commissioner, we have truly enjoyed the opportunity to have
these sessions with you over the past years, and if this does turn out to be
your last hearing, we just want you to know how much that we have
benefitted from you being here and being as objective and forthcoming
as you have over these years. So thank you.

And I thank all the Members for being here this morning, and we
appreciate your participation.
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Representative Watt. Mr. Chairman, I just wanted to offer Mr.
Smith the information that I am going to get. .I have asked for
background information on minimum wage and historical information,
not subjective information, but historical information, and whatever they
give me I will be happy to share with you.

Representative Smith. Thank you, Mr. Watt. I will take you up on
that offer.

Representative Saxton. Thank you for being here, and the hearing
is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 10:30 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN

I would like to welcome Commissioner Abraham before the
Committee once again to report on the release of new employment and
unemployment data for September.

According to the most recent economic data, the economic slowdown
that began in the middle of 2000 continues. There was a prospect of
economic improvement in the near future, but that has been overtaken by
the horrific events of September 11. The potential rebound predicted by
the consensus forecast of Blue Chip economists has been now erased by
the economic effects of the terrorist attacks. However, the American
people and economy have demonstrated tremendous resilience in the face
of the terrorist attacks.

The September employment and unemployment data reflect the
weakness in the economy evident before the terrorist attacks. Payroll
employment declined by 199,000 in September. Once again, the payroll
declines were focused in the manufacturing sector, and only add to the
previous severe job losses in manufacturing underway since the middle
of 2000, bringing the total to over I million jobs. The unemployment rate
remained at 4.9 percent. The economic situation obviously is reason for
concern.

According to a recent Committee report, it appears likely that the
downward drift in the rate of real GDP growth underway since the middle
of 2000 will now probably continue. Unfortunately, this suggests that
payroll employment will tend to decline and the unemployment rate to
rise in coming months.

The terrorist attacks have obviously disrupted the financial markets
and overall economy in a number of ways. These attacks have created
much uncertainty, and have also increased security costs. Delays in air
and ground transport, higher shipping costs, additional insurance costs,
extra costs for security personnel and equipment, fortification of
buildings and facilities, and other measures will have the effect of
imposing something like a "security tax" on an already vulnerable
economy. This burden will undermine the economy in the short run, and
will also adversely affect both productivity growth and the economy's
long-run growth rate.

The exact size of the burden imposed by this security tax is not
known, but we do know that it will be significant and pervasive. In recent
days private sector economists have begun to consider this cost issue and
its potential impact on an already weak economy.

Our analysis suggests that one logical policy response would be to
offset these costs by relieving some of the tax burden on the private
sector. Accelerating tax relief in the pipeline and other measures to
minimize the net impact of the security tax should be a high priority of
policymakers.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR JACK REED, VICE CHAIRMAN

I would like to thank Commissioner Abraham for coming before us
once again, and I understand, Commissioner, that this well may be your
last hearing, as your term expires on the 13th. I would have preferred
that the Secretary of Labor reappoint you so that you could continue to
provide the valuable advice you have given this Committee and the
Congress over several years. You have served the Bureau of Labor
Statistics well in what can be a thankless job, and I thank you for all your
efforts in overseeing the management of some of the country's most
important statistics, and of course, testifying before this Committee over
the last five years.

While the numbers before us today give us only a glimpse of the state
of our economy since the terrorist attack 3-1/2 weeks ago, they do tell
much that we need to know about the underlying economic trends that
were at work before the devastating tragedy. The economy was already
weak before September 11. Real GDP barely grew during the second
quarter and the unemployment rate rose. Your testimony last month
before the Committee suggested that labor markets were indeed
weakening, especially for the most vulnerable workers.

Since September 11, the temporary disruption of our financial
systems and the slump in travel related sectors of the economy have only
worsened the situation. The few indicators we have received since the
attacks suggest that the employment situation has worsened significantly.
Businesses have announced more than 100,000 layoffs, and initial claims
for unemployment insurance have risen sharply in the last two weeks in
September. The tragedies have redirected our policy focus. Congress
has moved swiftly to provide aid to New York and the airline industry.

We must now turn our attention to the larger question ofjumpstarting
the economy and ensuring that all of our citizens and all Americans
participate in a renewed and more robust economy. We have worked
hard over the past decade to strengthen our economy, while at the same
time fostering more broadly shared prosperity. Now some of that is at
risk. Once again, I want to thank you, Commissioner Abraham, for
coming to discuss the latest economic developments, and their impacts
on working Americans.

As we move forward in designing an appropriate fiscal stimulus, it
is critical for us to have the best possible information concerning both the
current state of the overall economy, as well as the status of our most
vulnerable citizens.
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am pleased to have the opportunity to comment on the

September labor market data we released this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment fell by nearly 200,000 in

September. Heavy job losses continued in manufacturing,

wholesale trade employment fell sharply, and there was

weakness in most other major industries. The unemployment

rate, at 4.9 percent, was unchanged over the month.

The tragic events of September 11th occurred during

the reference periods for both our establishment and

household surveys. In the establishment survey, persons
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who lost a job because of these events but who had worked

at all in the pay period that included the 12th of the

month, or who had received any paid leave, would be

included in the September job count. Similarly, in the

household survey, anyone who worked for even one hour

during the week that began on September 9th, or who was

temporarily absent from a job during that week, would be

counted as employed. Thus, it is likely that the events of

September 11 had little effect on the September employment

and unemployment figures. Job loss related directly or

indirectly to the events of September 11th should begin to

be reflected in the October data, although we doubt that we

will be able to isolate those effects as distinct from the

effects of other economic developments. Perhaps the most

direct measure will come from our Mass Layoff Statistics

program, which identifies layoff events affecting 50 or

more workers as measured by filings for unemployment

insurance. Following the events of September 11, employers

have been able to identify layoffs directly or indirectly

attributable to "non-natural disasters," using a special

code added for this purpose.

The September decline in nonfarm payroll employment

was the fourth in the past 6 months, resulting in a net

decline of 488,000 jobs since March. Employment in
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manufacturing eroded further, as another 93,000 jobs were

shed in September. Industrial machinery and electrical

equipment continued to post the largest losses within

manufacturing, with over-the-month declines of 20,000 and

18,000, respectively. Together, these two industries

account for nearly two-fifths of the 900,000 manufacturing

jobs lost so far this year. Over the month, employment

also fell substantially in motor vehicles (-10,000),

printing and publishing (-8,000), fabricated metals

(-8,000), and apparel (-6,000); other manufacturing

industries generally had smaller losses.

Wholesale trade continued to feel the impact of

declining manufacturing activity. Employment in the

industry fell by 21,000 in September, its sharpest decline

since peaking last November. Retail trade employment also

was down over the month, largely due to job losses in

eating and drinking places.

Employment growth in services has faltered in recent

months, with virtually no net job gains since March. While

health services continued to add jobs in September,

employment in business services was down again over the

month. Amusement and recreation employment also fell

significantly in September.
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Average weekly hours from our establishment survey

showed no obvious effect of the economic disruptions that

followed the September 11th attacks. These data are based

on an hours paid concept, meaning that the work week

estimates include paid leave. In September, average weekly

hours were up by one-tenth of an hour.

Turning now to measures obtained from our household

survey, both the number of unemployed people and the

unemployment rate were unchanged over the month, following

sharp increases in August. The unemployed numbered 7.0

million in September, an increase of nearly 1.5 million

since late last year. The unemployment rate remained at

4.9 percent, one full percentage point above the 30-year

low recorded last September and October. Civilian

employment rose by almost 800,000 over the month, mostly

offsetting a large decline in August.

Although there is no reason to think that the civilian

employment and unemployment counts were substantially

affected by the events of September 11th, measures of part-

time work from the September household survey confirm that

many Americans' hours at work were shortened that week. In

particular, the number who usually work full time but

worked part time during the reference period was

significantly higher than normal.
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Before concluding, I would like to provide you with a

preliminary estimate of the effect on our payroll

employment figures of the benchmark revision scheduled for

release next June. Once a year, the Bureau adjusts the

payroll survey's sample-based employment estimates to

incorporate the previous year's March universe employment

counts in a process known as benchmarking. These universe

employment counts are derived principally from state

unemployment insurance tax reports that nearly all

employers are required to file. In the fall of each year,

we typically have completed preliminary tabulations of

these universe counts for the first quarter of the year.

We routinely share our estimate of the anticipated size of

the benchmark revision for the prior March in the fall.

Preliminary tabulations for the first quarter of 2001

indicate that the estimate of overall payroll employment

will require a downward revision of approximately 76,000,

or less than one-tenth of one percent, for the March 2001

reference month. The historical average for benchmark

revisions over the past decade has been plus or minus 0.3

percent.

In summary, nonfarm payroll employment fell by nearly

200,000 in September, the fourth decline in the past 6
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months. The unemployment rate was unchanged at 4.9

percent.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to answer your

questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: SEPTEMBER 2001

Payroll employment fell by 199,000 in September, and the unemployment rate was unchanged at
4.9 percent, the Bureau of Labor Statistics of the U.S. Department of Labor reported today. Sharp job
losses continued in manufacturing, and employment also fell in services, wholesale trade, and retail trade.

The terrorist attacks of September II occurred during the reference periods for the Bureau's monthly
establishment and household surveys. In addition to the tragic loss of life, the attacks caused many
businesses to shut down for one or more days. In the establishment survey, however, persons paid for
any part of the reference period are considered employed. Similarly, in the household survey, persons
working during any part of the reference week, as well as those temporarily absent from their jobs, are
considered employed. Thus, it is likely that the events of September 11 had little effect on the September
employment and unemployment counts.
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Unemployment (Household Sim=ev Data)

The number of unemployed persons was essentially unchanged at 7.0 million in September, seasonally
adjusted, and the unemployment rate remained at 4.9 percent. The jobless rate had been about
4.5 percent from April through July of this year and was 3.9 percent a year ago. The unemployment
-ates for each of the major worker groups-adult men (4.3 percent), adult women (4.4 percent),
eenagers (14.7 percent), whites (4.3 percent), blacks (8.7 percent), asd Hispapics (6.4 percent)-
;howed litte or no change over the month. (See tables A-I and A-2.)
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Total Emrlovment and the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Total employment rose by about 800,000 in Septemberto 135.2 million, seasonally adjusted. This
follows a decline in August of even larger magnitude. Since January, employment has fallen by about
800,000, and the employment-population ratio (63.7 percent in September) has declined by 0.8 percent-
age point. (See table A-I.)

The civilian labor force rose to 142.2 million in September, and the labor force participation rate
increased to 67.0 percent.

The number of persons who worked part time for economic reasons rose by about 860,000 in
September to 4.2 million, seasonally adjusted. These persons indicated that they would like to work full
time but worked part time because their hours had been cut back or because they were unable to find a
full-time job. Most of the September increase was among persons whose hours were cut due to slack
work or business conditions, and probably reflects the effect of the terrorist attacks on September 11,
as businesses closed or were unable to operate at usual capacity. (See table A-4.)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Datal

About 1.3 million persons (nor seasonally adjusted) were marginally attached to the labor force in
September, up from 1.2 million a year earlier. These were people who wanted and were available for
work and had looked for a job sometime in the prior 12 months but were not counted as unemployed
because they had not searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. The number of discouraged
workers was 280,000, essennally unchanged from a year earlier. Discouraged workers, a subset of the
marginally attached, were not currently looking for work specifically because they believed no jobs were
available for them. (See table A-10.)

Industrv Payroll Emoloyment (Establishment Survey Data)

Nonfarm payroll employment fell by 199,000 in September to 132.2 million, seasonally adjusted.
This was the largest job loss since February 1991 and followed a decline of 84,000 (as revised) in August.
Since March, net job losses have totaled nearly halfa million. (See table B-I.)

In the goods-producing sector, the downward trend in manufacturing employment continued, as
factories lost 93,000 jobs in September. This was the 14' consecutive month of factory job losses,
bringing the decline in employment since July 2000 to 1.1 million. In durable goods manufacturing, large
employment declines continued in both industrial machinery (20,000) and electrical equipment (18.000).
Since July 2000, employment in industrial machinery has declined by 8 percent and employment in
electrical equipment by 11 percent. In nondurable goods manufacturing, employment continued to
decline in September in a number of industries including printing and publishing and apparel.

Employment in construction was little changed over the month and has shown no net growth in
recent months. Mining employment was unchanged in September. It had risen by 21,000-due largely
to increases in oil and gas extraction-during the prior 8 months.

Reflecting the slowdown in manufacturing, wholesale trade employment continued to decline, down
by 21,000 in September. Since its last peak in November2000, the industry has lost 80,000 jobs, with
losses concentrated in durable goods distribution in most of those months. In September, however,
employment in nondurable goods distribution also experienced a sizable decline.
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Retail trade employment declined for the second straight month; in September, the largest losses were
in eating and drinking places, apparel stores, and food stores. Both apparel stores and food stores have
been on a declining trend in recent months. Employment in eating and drinking places showed no net
growth in the third quarter.

The services industry lost 41,000 jobs in September. A primary source ofjob growth for several
decades, services has shown no net gain in employment since March. Business services shed 39,000 jobs
in September, matching its average monthly decline so far in 2001; most of the decline this year has been
in help supply, which continued to reduce its payrolls in September. Foilowing 2 months of declines,
computer services posted a small job gain. Amusement and recreation services experienced a large
employment decline in September (26,000). Job growth continued in health services; the industry added
29,000 jobs in September, about half of which was in hospitals. Employment in health services has
increased by 230,000 thus far this year.

Employment in finance, insurance, and real estate increased by 14,000 in September. Job growth in
security brokerages, insurance, and real estate, however, reflects fewer seasonal reductions than usual
following weak hiring in these industries earlier in the year.

Employment in transportation and public utilities edged down in September, following a very large
decline in August. So far this year, the industry has lost about 40,000 jobs. Employment has been on a
downward trend for much of this year in trucking and air transportation and, in recent months, in
communications. Employment in government was little changed over the month.

Weekly Hours (Establishment Survev Data)

The average workweek for production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls edged
up by 0.1 hour in September to 34.1 hours, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek decreased
by 0.2 hour to 40.5 hours. Manufacturing overtime was down by 0.1 hour to 3.9 hours. The weekly
hours series measure hours paid rather than hours actually worked. Thus, the hours nissed due to the
terrorist attacks would still be counted if the workers were paid for those hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weekly hours of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm
payrolls fell by 0.3 percent in September to 149.7 (1982=100), seasonally adjusted. The index isdown
by 1.6 percent since January. The manufacturing index fell by 1.2 percent to 95.5 in September and has
fallen by 10.7 percent since July 2000. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earnings of production or nonsupervisory workers on private nonfarm payrolls
increased by 3 cents in September to $14.44, seasonally adjusted. This follows a gain of 7 cents
(as revised) in August. Average weekly earnings rose by 0.5 percent in September to $492.40. Over
the year, average hourly earnings increased by 4.3 percent and average weekly earnings grew by
3.4 percent (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation for October 2001 is scheduled to be released on Friday, November 2, at
8:30 A.M. (EST).
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Explanatory Note

This news release presents statistics from two major surveys. the

Current Populauon Surey (household survey) and the Current

Employment Statistics survey (establishment survey). The household
survey prides the information on the labor force. employment, and

unemployment that appears in the A tables, marked HOUSEHOLD

DATA. I is a sample survey of about 60.000 households conducted

by the U.S. Census Bureau for the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey prcovides the inforeuation on the

employment. hours, and earoings of workers on nonfarm payrolls that

appears in the B tables, marked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. This

info-nauon is collected from payroll tecords by BLS in coopernion

with Suate agencies. In June 2001. the sample included about 350.O00

establishments employing about 39 million people.

For both surveys, the data for a giveo month relate to a particular

week or pay period. In the household survey. the reference week ts

generally the calendar week that contains the 12th day of the month.

In the establishment survey. the referenoe pealod is the pay period

including the 12th. which may or may not correspond directly to the

calendar work.

Coverage, definitions, and dIfferences

between surveys
Household suvey. The sample is selected to reflect the entre

riAlian noninstniunonal population. Based on responses to a series of

questions on work andjob search activities each peon 16 years and
over in a sample household is classified as employed, unemployed. or

not in the labor force.

People are classified as employed if they did any work at all as paid

employees during the reference week; worked in their own business.

profession. or on their own fort; or worked without pay at least 15

hours in a family business or farm. People are also counted as

employed if they were temporarily absent from their jobs because of

illness. bad weather. vacaion. lahor-amanagement disputes. or personal

reasons.
People are classified as aneemployed if they meet all of the fol-

lowing criteria: They had no employment during the reference work

they em available for work at that nme; and they made specific efforts

to find employment sometime during the Uweek period ending with

the reference week. Persons laid off from ajob and enpeesng recall

need not be loobking for work to be counted as unemployed. The

unemployment data derived from the household survey in no way

depend opon the eligibility for or receipt of unemployment insurance
benefius.

Thecmiln labrforrme is the sum of employed and unemployed

persons. Those not classified as employed or unemployed are notn

the luborfore. The unemployment we is the number unemployed as
a percent of he i labor force. The luborfoe pnicipcrion rote is the

labor foue as a percent of the population, and the eniploynner-

populaion rauo is the employed as a percent of the popidation.

Esusalihsmeas nsrvey. The sample establishments ame drown

from privrue nonfarm businesses such as factories, offices. and staesm

as well as Fedenti. State, and local government entities. Eiployee oo

noafana payrolls are those who received pay for any parn of the
reference pay period. including persons an pad leave. Persons me

counted in each job they hold. Hours-ondeamwgodat ore for private

businesses and relate only to production workers in the goods-

produring sector and nonsupervisory workers in the service-producing

sector.

Differences in employment estisates. The oumeros conceptual

and methodological differences between the household and

esahblishent uuveysresulitin imporantdistinctionsmnthetemplaymet

estimates deived from the surveys. Among these an

*Thehousehold soveyoulude.sageulnurl workers.ithte f-employnd.

anpaid family wnrkers. ald pnvue household watkin m among rhz rploynd.
These groups are encluded from the estblishmen survey.

-The household survey includes people on unpaid leave among the

employed. The establishment survey does not.

* Thehousehold survey is limied to workers 16yearsofageand olde.

The establishment survey is not limited by age.
* The household survey has on duplictiaon of individuals. hmaiase

individuals are ouanted only once, even if they hold m- than onejob. In
the establishment survey. employers working at mram than one job and

thus appeirtog on more than one payroll would bh counted separtely for

each uppearones

Other differences betwee the two surveys are described in

Comparing Employment Estimates from Household and Payroll

Surveys" which may be obtained from BLS upon requesL

Seasonal adjustment
Over the course of a year. the size of the rution's labor force and

the levels of employment and unemployment undergo sharp

fluctuaoions due to such seasonal events as changes in weather.

reduced or eupanded production. harvests. major holidays, and the

opening and closing of schools. Theeffectof such seasonal variaton

can be very large: seasonal fluctautions may account for us much as

95 percent of the month-ro-month changes in unemployment.
Becausz these seasonal events follow a more or less regular

pamer euch yer. theirinflance on statistical tends em be eliminated
by adjusting the statistics from month to month. These adjustments

make nonseasonal developments, such as declines an economic

activity orincreases in the parstidptrion of women in the laborfoam.
easier to spot. For example. the large number of youth entering the

labor force each June is likely to obscure any other changes that have

taken place rIlaine to May. making it difficult to determine if the

level of economic activity has rsen or declined. However. because

the effect of students finishing school in previous years is known. the

satistscs for the cuaent yearcan be adjusted to llow for a comparable

change. Insofar as the seasonal adjustment is made correctly, the

adjusted figure provides a more useful tool with which to analyze

changes in economic activity.

In both the household and establishment surveys, most seasonatly

adjusted series are independendy adjusted. However. the adjusted
series for many major estimates, such as total payroll employment.

employment in most major industry divisions. loud empoyment. and
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unemployment are computed by aggregating independently adjusted
componem series. For example. toal unemployment is derived by
summing the adjusted senes for four major age-sex components: this
diffen from the unemployment estimate that would be obtained by
directly adjusting the total or by combining the duration. neasons. or
more detailed age categones.

The numerical factors used to make the seasonal adjustments are
recalculated twire a year. For the household survey. the factors are
calculatedtfortheianuary-Iuneperiod and again for the July-December
period. For the establishment survey, updated factors for seasonal
adjustment am calculated for die May-October period and introduced
along with new bncihmarks. and again for dhe November-Aptil pencl.
In both surveys. revisions to historical data am, made osre a year.

Reliability of the estimates
Statistics based on the household and establishment surveys are

subject to both sampling and nonsampling error. Wben asample rather
thant entie population is surveyed. thre is ac cthat the sample
estimates may differ from the "tue" populatin valurs they represem.
Mbe exact difference. or sampling error, varies depending on the
particular sample selected, and this sariability is measured by the
standard error of the estimate. There is about a 90-percent chance. or
level of confidence. that an estimate based on a sample till differ by
no mare than 1.6 standard errors from the true" population value
because of sampling error. BLS analyses are generaily conducted at

dte 90-percent level of confidence.
Foresample, the confidence interval for the monthly change in total

employment from dhe household survey is on the order of plus or minus
292.000. Suppose the estimate of total employment increases by
100,000 from one month to dhe nexL The 90-percent confidence
interval on dhe monthly change would eange from -192.000 to 392.000
(100,000 +/- 29Z000). These figums do not mean that dhe sample
results are off by heme magnitudes. but eather that there is about a 90-
percent chance thau the rue- ouer-dhe-month change lies within this
interval. Since dius ronge includes valuer of less than zero. we could
not say with confidence that employment had, in fact. increased, If,
however, the reported employment nse was half a million. then all of
die values within dhe 90-pencent confidence interval would be greater
than zero. In duis case. it is likely (at least a 90-percent chance) that
an employment rise had, in fact. occurred. The 90-percent confidence
interval for tue monthly change in unemployment is +/- 273,)00, and
for dhe monthly change in the unemployment rate it is +/- .19
percentage point.

In general, estimates involving many individualsorestablishments
have lower standard erros (relative to the sue of dhe esuimate) than
estimates which am based on a small number of observatioms. The
precision of estimates is also improved when the dat are cumulated
over time such as for quarterly and annual aveisge. The seasonal
adjustment process can also improve the stability of the mondily
estimates.

The household and establishment sorveys are also affected by
nonaumplieg error. Nonsampling erros can occur for many reasom.
including the failure to sample a segment of the population. inability
to obtain information for all respondents in the sample. inability or
anwillingness of respondents to provide correct information on a
timely basis. mistakes made by respondents. and errors made in the
collection or processing of the data.

For example. in the establishment survey, estimates for the most
recent 2 months are based on substantially incomplete returos: for this
reman. these estmates am labeled preliminary in dhe tables. It is only
after two succesive revisious to a monthly estmate. when nearly
all sample repents have been received, that the estimate is considered
final.

Another major source of nonsampling error in the establishment
survey is the inability to capture. on a timely basis, employment
generated by new firms. Tororret for this systematic andeestimaion
of employment growth (and other sources of error). a process known
us bias adjustment is included in the suey's estimating procedures.
whereby a specified number of jobs is added to the monthly sample-
based change. The size of dhe monthly bias adjustment is based largely
on past relationships between the sample-based estimates
of employment and the total counts of employment described below.

The sample-based estimates from the establishment suvey are
adjusted once a year (on a lagged basis) to sniverme counts of payroll
employmentobhtaed fromadninstraise recordsofthetnemployment
insurance program. The difference between the March sample-based
employment estimates and the March universe counts is known as a
benchmark revision, and serves as a rough prosy for total survey error.
The new benchmarks also incorporate changes in the classification of
industries. Over the past decade, the benchmark revision for tota
nonfarm employment has averged 0.3 percent. ranging from rem to
0.7 percent

Additional statistics and other information
More comprehensive statistics are contained in Emnloyniem and

Eeniigso, published each mont by BLS It is available for$26.00per
issue or S50.00 per year from dhe U.S. Gooemment Prnting Office.
Washington, DC 20402. All ordes must be prepaid by sending a
check or money order payable to the Superintendent of Documents, or
by charging to Mastercard or Visa.

Employment and Earnings also provides measures of
sampling error for the household survey data published in this
release. For unemploymem and other labor force categories thes
measures appear in tables I-B through I--D of its' Explanatory Notes.'
Measures of the reliability of the data drawn from the
establishment sarvey and dhe actual amounts of revision due to bench-
mark adjustments are provided in tables 2-B through 2-H of that
publication-

Informaion in this release will be made available to sensory
impaired individuals upon request Voice phone: 202-691-5200,
TDD message referral phone: I-SOD-877-8339.
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048k-o55585350. .. .... .... 53 6.5 6I 5.6 6.2 6.6 8.0 6. 64.

T*b4. A-3. Esspioyss.st 850t5Of th15 6606.. pop0810i8 25 y8.85868- by 8dL5605tk.W .50558t8

Not 8843845l07 5.1j5, 0.83840 odJ-tdI

Ed-looo Gss 800a59-55

Seos A14 Sq3. S., 56 3358 34' A003. 05
2566 2001 66 06 2005 " M I 2~ 2665 200

185954688G highs 801588 diplo-

C~s*5 r P.0605 . ........ ...... ........ .... 258358 27.40 2747 2036 28.3S0 2M00 27.87 27.400 247
C.ic,5 ....... ........................ ......... 52.573 12.034 52.520 52.385 52.359 52.570 52.566 55.739 55.00

P850055 ............. .......... ..... 44.....4.- 3.8 445 634 43.5 42.7 440 430 43.2
E.sOvs ... ...... .............. ......... 55,072 55I.33 55275 55.542 l. 15.53 53 I 55.35 5034 503=
Eisssr-uO.5....44 .....5..4................. 458 402 45.0 407 40.8 38.0 4155 38. 38.

0005504553 ...-.... .............. ............ .. 706 M 3 ass 759 797 8W5 am M5 W
568S5650S50555.5 . -.... ......................... 5.6 6.6 751 6.2 6.5 6.8 6.8 72 7.0

CW053. -.8004 . ........ .................. 5724 073513 57.46 57344. 5.456 57.099 56.57 573513 57.400
0.904366500-8 --- -- ........................... 30.752 36.674 38.752 66.85 36.402 36.525 38370 37.065 38370

P- dPP~m455¶46 ..... ... ........ ........... 5. 63. 64 643 640 645 64 64S 64.2
E0,p0y.d ........... ... . ....... . 3334 35.15 30.= 30.574 35.57 30395 35.488 38,46 38.

Flpo558Ss.5.r0.6050055 5455 --.--- ........ ........ MI.62 652 6854 62.5 65.8 82. 62.3 85.7 65.0
0555558555. - - 157 5.540 5.479 5.25 5.W4 5,435 I=4 5.838 1575

Or~~~ss04syss~~~~~s4505. 3.~~~2 43 40 3.4 349 3.8 451 4. 4.3

b...81th85G b.01h8186 d~gs.o

Cots sn al Opsoop s …..44... ..... ..I 4S.33 45.424 4.535 4437 44.852 43.44 45.3 45A.42
cls345 528005 1- ... ... 82 33.400 33.0516 32.3162 38.58 33.314 33.258 33.485 33.85

P5..6 Of p585444 .. - 74.0 73. 73g 743 74.5 74 73.3 M3 74A
Ess04 .. .......... 35386 32.350 33487 38343 38.568 32.38 32.33 38Z467 38.486

645505651.5.0.0065425045 5050 - 72.5~?Z 75-3 .7-53 7286 72.2 12.0 75.5 7153 72.0
Ltfssty.d ......... - 857 5.53D 5.517 808 1394 5.3 534 5.075 1.184
On.55455.4o8"... .......... M25 34 3 26 3.0 323 3.0 3.2 3.5

Cots 80.4n 5505m 85.... . . A.458 46,73 46.87 45AM 48.271 48348 48.714 'Arid4 487
VW50588844I . � .... 38357 3838 38581 38.07 38.68 3338 38.83 35.45 38.818

p-,, 4 P5.2.5. .. - 73.0 73.2 783 784 7 73. 73.3 73. 73.7
6E04748 - -- - - . . 035.53 2507 3835 30.38 305.95 30.798 3,030 30333 38.00
E550101-,8588.4i 30- ... ~ 7735 78.5 270 772 27.8 772 78.8 76. 73.

60585045 ......... .-.... we84 M8 M2 674 77 738 7M 778 888
L...P.*- Is~~~ 7. 2.7 2. 5 2.1 2.2 2.5 it 2-4

I 004054*58. 8ps8 80 . -o O 00038**85.58. 6824 8000 hgh O8500- W.Wft8
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

Tiblt A- A 4s4.85 I n 87 h5 0eflon

(It.n_85

HOUSEHOL0 DATA

Note - - -Dv .djsasd S--0530 .4J868d

C404wy

SN A. SW 4 20' DT A8 l
2000 20 21 203i 8DDD 2001 2001 230I 2S 1

CHARACTEMS7MC

If.48wds p -.4 ..... 43.4 43.25 M43.43 43.38 43.73 43.428 43.38 43.33 43.38

TeS*d MI5= M. 454338 _ *a.5 a18 , 338 O '38032s 3a3.60 mmK 38.88
Wdss~sotO~sOOSS38i.. ~ ..~ ~... 8.433 8.m 8=_ 8.3e 8.359 8 .528 83 153203 8240

OCCUPATION

n8.38 -04 _______8*7 - a~t041.IN IAW 4154 43.838 4.4389 41.87 1 17 41.735 45.T77
48855. 818 488838488 5~5 ........ 38.810 38.ER 38A8 38.M 3a.743 MM38 3837 38A86 38.554

3.55*44383888 .-...~~~~~- 58.058 58.387 58210~~~M 58.80 2828 8.370 58.842 58.M8 I8.357

OP5.4381 ---- I m8.°.2 5,?88 1.8 5. 383 1759o4 175.74 57571 575 174479

F.W Io.-Y D.d f .- 3.85612 3248 3517 3.390 3251 3.538 3.188 3.155 3Js

CLASS OF WORKER

AW7p8bA-4.88S _. 2.141 2. 4 . 2.018 ;5.80 5.775 1.786 54 5488

umwb8w18.- 42 38 38 38 22 23 1 3

Wag.*8881
0
455 .343 88 13-8.-----7 422'S5 I: *2ZM 123.55' 1 8416 1239 12&.4 152.3 1227

wGO-'..s.__ .............. L......I... 5O=72 . .8 53.38 l07 52 IL8399 158259 l587

p5Is8 h38 . 10 53.758 104.3D5 503.3 I04.554 504.348 04.587 1042513 103A48? 580.86

pdillal ...W . . .. 78 780 738 83 78 744 78 8u3 a

W43848388 1 502.43 543288 MM 543290 . 5 A43 9 500.3 53 . 03.723 502.40 8 o53583

0,848.83485 - . 8.47 8253 8.38 0.788 8538 8.745 8274 8.485 8.638

Wt0.5tM 4- i - - 99 I58 95 1N6 053 8.4 as 553 5

PERSONS AT WORK PART E .

P88885.581 ~~~~81548 ss4388 ~~~ 3.438 3.38 3.78 3.5 3.37 3.437 3.488 3.8 4.580
8*D*81D381_,,,,,8884W,, ~ 5.837 _.3_l 2958 2.051 23215 2.97 2.123 2.388 2.861

C3d8 ab 85P8-8 883 _ 784 913 1.005 43'5 80 1,025 8 838 1913 1
Pli8848t3181i34 st58731 58.43 18.48 58285 858.81 18.432 58843 58.55 58.188

Pm 85.48.434338 44885. __________... 2.724 3.177 3.848 38,03 &197 33 32 8.5 4.045

3I.88881885. - .T47 5a74 5.438 5.80 2.38 2.43 2.058 2.38 2.758

Cm l- ____T6 I&.7 88 18.406 857024 18,061 8 18.039 4 388 815 5.7

NOTE P-8 a -i _ *bw p- ,t8 _ 4 5 oft 8 e_ d 5* I D38 hl- 13883 8 81583 k5 8-

1 PV.5 8814838 3p7 U i- .U i8 Im8bl9
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HOJSEHOLD DATA

T1bb A- S.deW5 hfa.y M 5 98 y dj.$Wd

HOUSEHOLD DATA

N.a.sb of

Colsoosy (65 1088035( t

2XO 200 1 7no, 2W I 0 2no, AU; 0I

CHARACTERISTE

T0.5 06 In 75 0 . _ -- 5.537 6.SS7 7.00 39 4 *5 46 42 4
M 20VS 11 0 .. _ __. 2 37 3.552 3.km 33 3.9 0 I9 4 4 4

W031208OCO _ 2.5............... ___ ___ _._ .. ... .......... Z.42 2.6T0 2.756 35 38 3.8 39 42 4.4
6aon. C m *> *S_ _ _____ ___1.070 .O23 1.5 52.4 13.6 543 I.8 56.1 4.7

_15.P _______........................................._*20.2. 62.6 296 25 Zs 26 20 2. 27
Idaiwo on,.,. won. _____ _ _ 937 * .034 SS.65 2.7 2. 3.0 7 33
W03W<5 ff S5b f _ _ _ 4_4 600 623 54 * 62 63 5.2 6.7 7.0

Fd n _- - - _* .73 5.53 5" 3.8 * 3 * 4 . 5.0
F n .038___--- .*5.OS7 I.370 5.107 4.6 6 53 5 .5 4*

OCCUPATI4OW

_51 08 p .. 734 .071 I2 I.8 50 20. 22 25 2E4
T.4.S W s.4 4 p 8 I--------- *30 *.7m3 5.765 34 3.7 0 .0 '3 4.
F p55005.04 .4,05_______ - ._- 542 753 35 5 5 42 . 42
op- lm a____. __ 256 -.78 .430 62 73 7. 72 77 75
F~ssg.65.0

7
.o ~ --__ ___ 254 259 2'2 5S 71 52 75 87 7.5

INDUSTiRY

l00V s p1.000 5 e ga6 518__333 5.557 5707 40 45 48 47 55 52
G 9o44.oss~n~sgo,80.............. .__~ __5_.__ 7*2F5 .1744 5.725 44 53 55 56 62 62

__.________.2 25 227 5 5.5 68 3.7 4 48
C _____________ 05"6 6 62 64 * 6 6.7 6.8 735 70

_ 
9

____.________ 754 1.092 *.056 36 48 0 5.1 5.7 58
654 3 1 ___ __ _ __ ____ __ 35M 689 650 32 49 00 4I 7 5. 5,
5 900. _ _ .-…. _33 403 37 4.3 37 4 5.7 55 5.4

59 isoo e -.___...........=. 3_._. 3.8 3.962 38 42 .*.5 4 48 4J *.9
T- W - - ------- 5 -66 311 32 38 44 33 35 3El
WhlS = ._ -._ .__4 4__5 _ _ 316 I8.7 5.643 8 53 52 52 6 5.
Fkea.f.f_. _ ___ *W 2 2 2 63 on 250 2.5 23 26 32 2.7 2.4
S-5._30 5.00 '.A0 3.7 30 44 4.3 4 4*8

G7062.,9on......... . ._ .___ ._._._.__. __------.-- 350 410 423 21 2.0 2.0 251 2. 2.5
An8 -.W " .. I.6455 ......... . 572 210 543 7.9 82 96 * 0.9 * 02 7.5

S -WI,_l
2

.4-054 0 ol 4 5 . o, 7 5 ws 0. 05,0i3 8.

T11b8 A-4. 06071000 u8mpl

Not K11y S.48-t yO 8 d0W..4

2003 ) 005 005 200205 2005 Z)5 005 00

NUMBER OF UNEMPLOYED

5 D86 - S 2.547 2.8 2792 Z.5 Z679 2AW M652 3404 Z7
5.54.6 _583 233 ZI.27 1.750 25 2.004 2.50 2.50 2.381
'54 _ _ _ 5.5 *.867 *.790 1242 1.4 53,40 5.57 'A8? 8*

5S0.M6 _ _ _o 57 8 5.00 6158 52 650 93 982 ,.M
270.00.00035 _O o~r ___ _-_ 6Z54 787 8En 62 737 652 77 5

A-pn0hW.h .h _ 1251 132 53. 52.5 I522 130 12 53.3 I3.
.. b _szhsn.44....__..._...___....._.._...__....___..... ;2 8i. 72 5.3 65 52 67 6.5 7.4

PERCENT DISTRIBUIION

TM4 tso5 5030 t030 I030 5030 5030 530 5030 10500
L403S55.n64 _ _ 478 42 416 455 43 437 5.51 4 4
S M.14 _4 _ ___ _ ______ Z97 3.5 01.7 31 J 8 M. 33.4 033 037
5550_h0waoer ___ ------- ~~'~ ..... 1.4Zt 24A4 Z57 Zt7 240 0.4 ZSO 263 Mi2
*525038 _._ _ 507 52.5 548 552 532 525 54.7 542 55.
27.6140,03 - .......__________ ---- 1.7 2.3 5.7 554 502 I.. 503 5. I53
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HOUSEHOLD DATA

T ob O. A -7 . 332 09 fo u 5 6 9 53 .

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Not s.0n2y .4o06d SbooliiY 0031006

SIV .- S061 5011 MJ 31 . A'o 5.0
2- Ml5 3001 25000 0 20 2001 M 20 03 m 200

NUMBER OF UNEMIPLOYED

400 06015010601 0000f36002 00001073003 - - 2.2sa 3M.5 3.243 2.51 3.100 3291 3352 3.IO9 3.6000
010163360 31- - -.. ....... 50 4000 79 63 1.O6 SW0 1.003 1 1.118

400=;01 ... G....* 5 977 E 75 WO 610 770 a" $E
0.012 ..... .. ... ... .. ... .. .... I'm-.. ,3 2.129 2.137 1.73 "Ml 1.9NS6 1912 2.166 2.30

90001210100 ~~~~~~~~~~~ 26~32 516 434 420 462 077 036 4 7

PERCENT DISTRIBULMON

.... ....36 ........ - --. .... .. . .... . 100 100 10O 1000 1000 100 1000 1000 00
.300 1003 01060100 010 1036104 I03536y300 . 22. 07.9 46.0 036 00 006 512 46 1.5

O0l36021lI,36 ...-. .. 1. 4 11.7 153 373 1.5 1. 13. 1.
60001001

0 3
00,

3
21

5
33l . ~~~~~~~ 33. 32.5 3006 002 00 36.3 35.3 33.5 35.5

. ... .... . ....... 16.0 300 M3. 33. 131 12.5 32.1 32.8 15
60,1.0 .. 42 006 313 323 26. M0 00 33. 00

3l0.01150,00 - ... ........ . 7~~~~~12 70 6.5 768 7.7 7.4 665 71 6.6

UNEMPLOYED AS A PERCENT OF THE
CMOUAN LABOR FORCE

40608006001001011o00r300100.soY,3Es... 1.6 2. 2. 'A 2. . 2.3 2.4 2.5
2121013...... .............. ~ ~ ~~6 7 .6 .5 .6 .6 .3 A 6

60.00,00 3.3~ ~~~ ~~~~ ~~~~~~ 35 3. 3. 3.3 3. j3 '3~
9000150100 …~~~~~~~~~... - ~~~ .3 .2. 5 .3 .3 .3 . .

-M06014i odjs0000 S~b~nby odts,00

20005 2M9 2M 20001 900 3*0 26 MO, no,

EM L 2.3 IA 200 203 2003 EMI 25

401000w .. - … . ....------ … - 9 4.5 .0 3.3 3.3 1IS 1. 343

00lo3 06400... .1 3 2.0 22 .2 03 23 . .

333T60 0009070. 0. P010.0 P3600001 M19010033

03.5 fIWIO Of 03166063900000020 -l30200 33kI6030

324 TE Th -003302 60 .330302 9fl9200090.. 6.9EM0I6o
603 00 31 3.0031 110.0 9000000011.00 600h30 6 -04

0201939832190030000523.… ~ ~ .~ 6.6 63 62 k~( (3)by
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HOUSEHOLD DATA HOUSEOLD DATA

AM 9d h OA0-9_)

S-M Aoj Sm S", 64, . 9 s 8M
20C 20l 200 0C 209 01 209 201 20M

T79519 _m 0 _ S- O7 65.957 7.9 3.9 4 s 45 45 4 41
1692.0 -- 2.=3 2.54 2.448 as9 1 1O. 0.1 11.S5 'O7
low,1 *9 1.010 19 1.187 12.9 *35 14.3 14. 161 14.7
117y 51 595 46 *S7 * 55 I6S0 193 9.1 92
la t Is 19. 59 70 0a 1.1 12.2 13.1 11.9 1.7 131

2n053 9S *53 l31 6J 9 79 11.2 75 920 5
- 3.09 4.09~~~~~3 4299 3. 35 04 07 39

25 .0__12 32.94 3*5 1 L0 S 3. 3.9 3.9 4
259 981> a s en 27 is 3.2 2.a a 50 3.3

1fIs 1109 _ 2907 30 3.724 39 45 4.7 42 91 4.9
1I 924 -- _ 1.139 1.435 1.= 9 I 110 I1 10 4 124 11
is t9 __ 52 na671 95 137 *12 *SS 1I 171 15J
196 719 272 335 299 175 7A 19.0 1.0 227 182
la Vo 255 391 170 11.2 139 14 1.0 .SA i4

Wb20,A - 543 720 97 7.1 8.7 92 79 95 *9
25y - .70 Z38___4__ 1.7 2.3A3 24 3.3 34 3 07 1 7
25105918 152 2z99o 2A27 29 3.5 325 3. 3. 31
55 Y. W0 . 10 25 7 5 343 26 22 3.0 3.0 3.3 3

W- 16 Y.- 98 0_ _ 2.630 3.13 3.94 4O Is 4.4 4*5 4* 50
19024A 9. ___ 159 115 6.299 9.2 a4 6s9 9.7 10A 10'M

106919 a4 5 20 731 120 III * 2.7 144 14.2 13
*6 1? 791419 _9223 274 m0 13i 132 i4 1O . 101 139
18.19 _VI 271 310 374 I1.0 10 12 10. 132 131

39240. 2 A - 410 599 5! 5 90 7. 6 97 7.1 0A 5 2
,25079W __. 1.73 2039 2.195 3.2 3A 325 3A 3.7 39
251 SIASD - A 1,795 . 3.2 So 31 1 32 32 4

SS7fl6325909.9.. -_ 279 229 295 22 22 25 22 23 3

I9559n 9P89840U 1 d 5 0bI IDCY t

Tol6 mm.9 w95999

S"L SWm Sm Sm SmP SmL
2X0 0 291 2000 2091 2O 20091

NOT IN THE LABOR FORCE

To04l ns8 n 65 109.95.8 99.5S 70791 .9111 29A21 43S1A4 44296
F8195044190218196 o jb _ _ 4.194 424 129 1I4S 221 2.400

R0.9old .d .la bF 15 159 I 5 09 554 we

D8990l9981l9590981J90r49q8 
0

250 2809 19l 194 *1 16
R C _ ON 481 S43 495 4S3 590

MULTPLE JOBHOLDERS

T0480lb4p m 6.7
4

7.471 7.4 &59 3.026 3.541 421
Pdl, c 1_ I 5a 5A SA SX &a as5

P6947bb9 4a6 .-1 bpob Ih. 422 3957 2 2.244 6 .Sil
Pl041O8144.898109IYAI V411 D5 1299 1.57. SvT Si1 AM 6.995

PptS41atU~~~~~~~~~~~~m 4 2 m m 65 2 t 1 "O 5 0
99.01116311_90y p ._.. 6.447 129 895 09S S 642 09e

I D090SO45_rb6nar4l9h__k881h.412n n-aK44c46 0. I . -9

J Fdar4 e~~~olro oolo Y.. &.wd- b btWh hrAOl 4_4
b~s 909 95959 099b. 959595p59409 .0 9981 ..la4~09910 89 171*A951
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ESTABLIN0MENT DATA ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Tabe B-I. Ehoeploe a- eeotsoe payroll. by idllt5y

(ft, Uasradt

I N.,ot -~ Strssy ,Jr-Sld==S811 TI

I 200O01 2001 200102O00P 2000 2001 2001 2001 20C1P 20010

Tota .......................... 132.411 132.200 132,181 132.511 132.040 132.032 132.431 132,440 132.305 132.166

Totatpdo ........................ 112.019 112.495 112.408 111.737 111.463 111.760 111.603 111.1517 111.373 111.i77

Goads.ttoo ino.......................... 26,014 25.404 25.431 25.205 25.696 25.324 25.188 25.122 24.974 24.877

Milnrg ............... ............... 550 575 578 570 547 564 505 507 569 509
Molatemeg................ ......... 4006 34.9 35.3 35.4 40 37 as 34 35 35
C~ t~v................. ............ 76.1 7008 7906 000 70 76 79 79 so so
Ortossg- fao r. .................. 31008 3444 340 3 3449 316 339 340 341 342 343
N.-Wottlalceoah-L...ooeto WS......... 119.3 117.1 11608 11506 115 112 112 113 112 111

C~l190tl00.0...... ~~............ .973 7.213 7.20 7.101 6.728 6.881 6.864 6.867 6.083 0CM
G-a b1 dg ....................... 1,572.0 1,621.0 1.621.9 1.59706 1.5530 1,550 1.531 1.554 1.550 1.504
H.0W 01050.0000 lts ......... 972.5 1,007.1 1.00708 1.003.7 9gm 923 925 935 932 932
Specal trade I 005 (.................4.4287 4.584.9 4.56909 4.49906 4.290 4.402 4.388 4.378 4,375 4,363

Meosleolsoog 0..........................1.40 17.076 17.653 17.528 18.421 17.879 17.757 17.688 17,542 17.449
Pd,odaob ..n...................... 12.631 tl.070 11.077 11.790 12.559 12.066 11.950 11.900 11.789 11.702

Dstable good ......................... 11.139 t0.602 ¶0.502 10.480 11.120 10.778 10.692 10.024 10,525 12.460
hoodectia ok.............e.....s.. 7.503 7.069 7.048 6.090 7.508 7.23 7.157 7.102 7.004 6.900

L-bto an" 0-`04t00..0.. ..... 37.3 0005 8004 8000.7 an0 707 798 797 70 707
Fw00 so Oltos ................. 56000 52330 0320 317.7 560 540 532 531 521 510
Stte la-y. 00 0 glass ..... ........... SWb 580.2 577.5 575.2 579 574 072 569 568 567
Peorary metal .......d........e.. 054.0 453 0444 040.0 090 0060 654 640 643 04

Blast -meoad bisosteltp-It 222.1 20805 20803 207.2 (1) (1) (I) (1) (1) (1)
Feo.etdmetaPodasl1.540.9 1.405.7 1,472.2 1.404.0 2.540 1.488 1,470 1.470 1,468 1.4600
UdWW .d sQp .t . ....a ........(3 2.116OO 2,004.6 t,9810 1.550 I 2.121 2.054 2.031 2.007 1.983 1.903

Coerpoto 84 01268 ecool .......... 36406 353.4 351.7 345.1 304 366 307 353 350 344
ElsWoo aid cdre eato gptot 1.735.0 1.55800 1,567.3 1,547.4 1,730 1.050 1.624 1.589 1.S50 1.547

EW0000006-t812e080000 6 97.0 630.1 620.2 6009.0 689 670 650 634 010 610
Tte.. Pouatsowspeoett...............1.016.9 1,733.9 1.7040 1.730.9 1,822 1,757 1.749 1.72 1.747 1,735

Mo~ hid. -1 pp-tolat .......... 992.4 91008 03708 916.6 994 939 931 936 929 910
Ai-toc and p40.................... 463.9 405.3 40459 465.2 404 465 405 460 405 440

1--010(1 and related p01001 .....19 . 8575 0000 861 9 8542 050 865 805 8N5 059 854
Miscelaess .................. g 354.4 3041 301239 3833 392 307 389 380 379 390

Needsrebte gso ....................... 7.346 7.074 7.001 7.048 7.292 7.121 7.065 7.064 7.017 0.909
Pn8oo oto* ls - ....... ....... 5.048 4.801 4..29 4.000 4.991 4,031 4.799 4.798 4,705 4.730

F-I eod ksredd W~ .................. 1.710 3 1.704.1 1.7310 1,72.1 1.074 1.684 1.695 1.680 1.675 1.67
To~a00poldst .......... ..... 33.1 31.1 32.5 32.3 33 33 32 32 35 33
Teen me poos ................... 520.5 46953 467.7 403.6 523 400 472 471 464 401
App- lartofrete..d.prOtc ......... 025.4 5029 507.4 554.2 602 579 567 571 556 550
Paper W 0 p8 ..................... 055.7 034,1 031.3 629.7 055 039 635 632 628 627
Pv -1Proo anosltt.o .................. 1.546.9 1.490.0 1,404.5 1.473.4 2.547 1.502 1,495 1.489 1.484 LOS7
Coeorscalsod we prodcts............ 15.235 1.540.2 1.037.3 1.02708 1.037 1.033 1.033 1.039 1,035 1.030
Pe0rOoaoeL- WPle ................ 120.3 130.7 1302 130.0 127 137 128 129 127 126
OR00sleserl.. plastaptodlo1. 1....... 000Q67 949.7 95328 948.4 1.000 959 95 957 951 947
LatehaW .4 1.0- 001 ............... 70.7 6106 039 01.0 70 05 04 64 03 01

Semvoc-1pro~t ao. ....................... 106.397 106.03 100.750 127.300 106.300 157,206 107.245 107.327 107.391 157.29

T-eotpo~as0 a pal Ob 050. ........... 7.105 7.095 7,074 7.121 7.062 7.130 7.110 7.100 7,076 7.069
T-r b ........................... 4.598 4.538 4.523 4.587 4.053 4,504 40571 4.500 49535 4536

Ra-md 9a.uMoftal .............. 23606 227.3 3270 229.1 235 230 327 226 22 027
1,9(184 00220passngr -2491 49054 43222 423.7 503.9 470 483 403 405 486 491
TettsogaalerereOsssrg............. 1.00991 1.0063 1,876.1 1,073.2 1.801 1.867 1,867 1.863 1944 10843
Ww. .p b ...................... 205.4 214.2 210.1 20Y7.1 109 203 201 203 109 201
T-aopooacbyae....... ......... . 1.2851 1.3046 1,.30. 1.29408 1.291 1.315 1.310 1.304 1.303 1.29
Ppvsks~.eecpretsaga , ,........... 130 14.2 14.3 14.1 1 4 1 4 1 4 14 14 1 4
TIeo90o00tirr -40 ................ 477.2 46906 46609 465.3 470 472 469 406 463 463

CoeseorsAtort sd pslir 005548....... 2.557 2.557 2,551 2,534 2.509 2.546 2.547 2.547 2,541 2.53
Cooos~eto .............. 0,57.4 1,70233 1.69706 1,608.1 1,0604 1.099 1.700 1.700 1.603 I 687
014000 gas 801 s . ....s....e . 84042 054.5 003 0460 849 847 847 847 08 S"0

V8holesaload ....... .......... ........... 7.050 7.052 7.034 6.995 7.042 7,03 7 = 7.007 7.011 690
Dteelaego0 .. ...................... 4,20 4.169 4.254 4.123 4,203 4.174 4,106 4,049 4,134 4.125
14oI.rdbaW goods............ ........ 2.850 2,803 2200 2.87 2.03 2.9084 2.050 2.860 2,077 2.05

See bas a at W W MU951
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68'ABOSEM DATA 
EUTAE6JIT DATA

T.V M 81-I E1on.y n p Oh by 1S by-Cd.M

( In 0 6606)

I jot. By- 4O 4 oI s o-S-1 I -*

2000~~~~ MIoP . io.2001P IOC m2 DI 200I I2001 Z 1wPZ

6604W ............ .... ........-... 23.403 23.715 23.724 23.006 23.371 22.546 23,561 225606 23.574 22,52
84gn866n614.h Id .d. 585. ..... 1.010.6 1.042-7 1,022.5 1.0124 1.012 1.006 1.014 1.06 1015S 1.014
G6.8640110149618 - 2.786.9 Z.740,3 Z.747.0 2.700.8 2.834 2.821 2.818 2.810 2.799 2.06

086.181. 06 .... .... ...... 2AM 8 20397.7 2L407.4 2.416,1 2.487 2.473 2.471 2.408 2.449 2.406
F00164 ~3.519.0 3.561.6 3.54407 3.51706 3.528 3.00 3.544 ISM3 30528 3.S21
AW881188..460- d .86110 .86 2.431.3 2.460, 2.461.8 Z".441 2.420 2.428 Z.431 Z.435 2.441 Z439

N- W -3 - O4.W -- -----. ..... 1124.3 1.135.8 1.13866 1.136,0 1.120 1.126 1.128 1.131 1.133 1.130
App.W .r~0 ... y 06 .... ... ....... 1.19007 1.214.0 12.06 1.108,5 1.06 1.231 1.22 1.219 1.06 1.215
0
8680161h111o1oT.0-p 8.8 1.128.6 1127.5 1.128,5 1.124.2 1.108 1.136 1.136 1.137 1.137 1.138

E.ti6g W &i6.10pi......... ...... 8.257.9 8.405.7 0.466,8 8,383.7 8.138 8.216 8.241 8,510 8.27 8.242
Mi66011061 11114 ............8 . 3.077.7 3.00951 3.112.1 3.131.4 3.098 3.155 3.150 3.151 3.153 3.156

FI-.1 S.-601611 M .166606 . 7.5...... 24 7.710 7.608 7.634 7,506 7.644 7.631 7,681 7.621 7.8130
F.68 -........................... .711 3.751 3.778 3.755 3.718 3.770 MU76 3.755 3.756 3.759

0l.869600110 ....6.........6.... 2.018.7 2.053,5 2.050.3 2,033.0 2.024 2.037 2.041 2.039 2.87 2.83
C .. .198 . 84I........... .... .. 1.420.3 1.436.2 1.432.9 1.430.1 1.424 1.426 1.436 1.426 1.423 1,422
068089 ...5 .............1 . 252.4 256.9 256.8 255.2 253 255 256 255 255 256

N061610_909y 618 ................. 675.0 705.5 710,3 707.8 677 697 659 703 708 708
M0064

8
601906k.o10,k . ........ 30286 3021 324.4 321.7 326 313 317 321 324 323

S-.t0.. 200 oOn-O,6Y k. 59......... 763.9 763.4 760.3 70789 762 778 786 750 753 756
H06k1g W 1601 off11 . ......611 253.4 258.7 267.5 25008 255 260 261 256 296 257

------------------------ .330 2.366 2.30 2355 2.33 2.358 2.356 2M37 2.357 2.38
101901616110.,1w . 1.5~~~~~~7536 1.60684 1,662.6 108 1. 066I~s 1008 1.568 1.509 1.00 8 1.660

066011811119798.8106188.6046.111511 7530 ~761.4 7802 75952 750 780 758 756 758 701
R11111 ......... . .- ....... 1.513 1.561 1.05 I.S24 1.583 1.516 1.008 1.56 1.566 1.019

06-16.87...... ........ ...... .......... 40.893 41.459 41.447 41.226 403738 41,070 41 0805 41.048 41.117 41 78
A6981.W.5,008. ..................... 84468 918.8 90660 860.0 804 834 833 834 837 840
H6tft W1 bg66 p . .1 ............... 1.077.7 2.669,3 2.078.6 1,970.8 18324 1.935 1.935 1,2= 1.911 1,813
P618.11--,S..8 ..................... M1.223 1.221.7 12.534 1.245.4 1.257 .27 1.279 1.281 1.285 1.82
Oos.86685. ....................... 10.092,7 94629.0 9,69586 8678.4 08960 8702 98666 8.562 9.556 9.045

S- W b.1ldp------ ------------ 1.0603 1.665.3 1,063.9 998.1 89 1.013 1.098 998 997 982
0.1_8.o1 M* i,. ......... ...... 4.061,7 3.52.5.8 3.600,8 38611.0 3.947 35908 3.008 3,517 3.018 3.566

H146 .1081 . ............... 3,641.7 3.140.9 32.204 3.21508 3.047 3.166 3.181 3.127 3.109 3.10D
C-61.oW r dol 60681 011111 2.- 115 8 2.2D480 2.196.0 3.187.9 2.124 2.200 2.205 2.02 Z.183 2.157

4.091864. r111 d 11.111 ....... ....... 1.2803 1.319.0 1.314,7 1306.7 1.260 1.309 1.30 1.312 1.308 1.367
M086611.0 P641 -l11 . .365.-4 363. 3648 363.7 366 363 361 360 328 363
M061i0 11..... ......... 800 . ...... 58007 667-7 6046 575.2 500 067 802 508 0687 583
4A-1418d1801618111.218.56 ........ 1.821.1 2,098.1 2.05990 1682708 1738 1.787 1.786 1.772 1.771 1.745

15.61 ,Im. ......................... 10.121.3 10.3802 10.404.5 10.401.7 10.131 10.206 10.229 10.35 10- 10,414
Ofi- ..00,d -dcM 666ow. 1.925.5 1.98669 1.5002 1.0606 1,833 1.97 1.861 I98 1.990 1,869
N.-V M P011.9841 -,9.oIO,. ..... 1.79905 .836.8 1.831.5 1.836.4 1.797 1,814 1.831 10823 1.082 1.831
6864510 . ......................... 3.997.8 4.111.7 4.118.3 4.124,0 4.001 4.071 4.086 4.066 4.114 4.120
H4811 h.60 -86 ............... 644.6 647.6 652.0 604.6 640 840 646 847 653 850

Lg1 4901 .. ............. 1.00776 1.543.3 1.034.6 1,024.8 1.013 1.027 1.027 18026 1.026 1,022
E*018160ol0 ........................ 2. 2-990 2,133.6 2.118,5 3.386,5 2.344 2.431 2,428 2.432 2.450 2.434
S06066 .............1..... .6.... 2.924,8 3.010.6 3.030.4 3.06589 2.928 3.030 3.006 3.048 3.075 3208

OWhl40y -1.oo-1 -------------- 724.6 652.8 701.2 747.0 719 745 756 760 783 747
R406.id.1W.41 809.. M1 853.6 656.4 8500 8 13 842 640 647 650 693

g.18861 ., 107.8 121.3 119.4 111.9 107 It0 III Ml 1 Il l I
w0n0141P0148168 2,450.0 2.562 3 2.040.2 .482.8 2.482 2.496 2.501 2.493 2.50 2.50
6118.,0,60 w1.08111 6~ 3.438.4 3.5667 3.5640 3.529.2 3.40 3.012 3.028 3.54 3.545 3.546

Er-n..no8 -.4042 .44 .01 .....1 1.032-2 1,002.5 1284.0 1.072.1 1080 16657 1.050 1.084 16067 1278
646l0-In1,1880P.bf Nb.96.........1.154,4 1,125.7 1.129,4 1.124.1 1.102 1.121 1.124 1.119 1.124 1,127

5.M.181.... ... ...... ........ 49.7 52.7 52.9 63,5 (1) (1) (I) (I) (I) (1)

06 -,41 ............................. 20.392 19.809 19.773 20.774 20.583 20.770 20.8280 0 20.992 2008 2.98
F4.11 .. .. .......... 2,619 2.644 2.027 2.812 2.823 2.812 2.631 2.838 28617 Z.818

F.6,6114.114~~P9814lS41s.14 ... ~1,762.7 1.796,7 1.781.3 1.768,7 1.782 1.754 1.77 1 772 I770 1770
St=1 ~ . 4,790 4.5 4.652 4.860 4893 484 4.1 48909 4 908 4830

60.686001 ~~~~ .... ..... ~~2.017.2 1 .8096 1.021,5 2.0986 2.091 2.066 2.089 2.117 2.115 2.134
66.. 08.8611148- ....... 2.772.9 2. 83504 2.831,0 2.811 3 2.702 2.708 2.792 3.76 2.791 2.60

1.66 ..... ........ 12.983 12,516 12.494 13.26 13.947 13-354 13.326 13.397 13.460 13.427
E01.660on .., .,.,~~~........ . 7.2011 6,377.8 6,447.5 7.457,2 7.439 7.012 7,515 7.07 78606 74a

01114. 8061 5714111118618 2~~~~.701.7 6,137.7 6.046,7 5,604.6 5.708 5.792 3.891 S.0 56819 0.06

I ThJo= -161 64 6804 6421 86 11. 2 hk1. ._ 9.W8 16166_1y.

862.8141 8016608.660 1.864 11901 U. 18 161.16 -61 1 * 811801016
8116.600160988.0108.68006688565688fi 861
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ESTABUSIHST DATA ESTAILSHBIT DATA

Table E-2. Avua-My hours 8 pdaa -o oprvy war alI rva ll prsls bt Whesy

N -- SoWIY 5 d*==-'=

2000 2001 D 2001 I2012P 2001 1 1j200P4 208P

T ctat p pm rat . .................................. 345. 34.6 34.4 34.3 344 342 342 342 34.0 34.

od-rducing ................ .................. 41.3 40.4 40.7 40.6 40.7 40.5 40.4 40.0 40.3 40.1

Mui. ..g.................................. 43.0 43.7 43.7 442 430 43.9 43.3 433 43. 43.6

Colcrsotim .. .................................. 40.1 40.4 40.2 39.7 38.9 39.7 39.4 39.4 39.3 3920

Marshco.co. .............. ............ 41.0 40.3 40.8 4009 41.4 4087 40.7 40.8 40.7 4025
OM ....e hom.s . 409 39 42 443 444 390 3.9 4.0 4.0 3.9

D ole goods . .............................. 42.3 40.5 41.1 41.1 41.8 410. 40.9 412 410. 40.7
0-er trrr.r ............................... 4.9 3.8 4.1 4.1 4.0 3.9 39 4.0 4.0 3.9

Lm-Mr tdtrocd pl- .......................... 41.1 40.8 41.0 41.4 4068 40.8 40.4 41.1 40.7 412
Fumure tm fils ............................... 40.5 39.3 32.7 39.1 39.7 38.6 38.4 39.7 39.4 384

ee, cay. d glass pdcs .................... 43.8 44.3 44.3 44.9 42.9 43.9 440 44.0 43.s 44O
Pnm ty & m .UI eS ............................... 43.9 4.4 43.7 446 447 435 430 44.1 43.9 "

SbWlurvattndbasic prooccs 050 44.9 44.9 408 409 44. 45.1 44.7 44.9 463
Febrcletd i pmc ............................o 42.8 40.8 41.0 41.4 42.2 41.4 412 41.9 41.5 41.8
IttuOtal iey Me eqop-e ............. 42.0 40.3 40m0 402 41.9 40.7 40.4 409G 40.1 40.1
Elr tad 0w ete . al oqupreor ......o 41.2 32.3 39.1 39.5 40.7 39.1 39.3 38.9 32.0 392
TrPo tquipmen ............................. 43.0 40.7 42.0 41.4 42.9 42.4 41.9 42.2 42.7 40.9

Mt-rhvd.t rWl qt .................. 45.0 410 442 42.4 43.8 43.6 43.0 43.0 44. 41.6
In1 MM1 tvtd 8 d ...id......... 41.0 40.4 402 41.0 41.1 41.0 409. 40.9 402 41.1
Mil ousmtering ....................... 39.1 37.9 38.3 37.9 38.5 37.9 38.4 38.4 382 37.6

N.ourcblrgoods ............................... 41.1 40.0 40.3 40.6 40.7 40.3 40.4 40.3 402 40.1
h . .................................. 4.8 4.1 4.4 4.6 4.3 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1

Fcoda co ldrdr dprodc ........................... 42.5 40.9 416. 42.0 41.6 41.1 412 40.9 41.1 40.9
Tobacoprcdas .......... 41.9 40.3 40.5 4023 41.0 39.1 40.4 40.5 40.3 20.4
Tete mil pmaduct t 41.2 3091 40.2 40.3 40.8 4023 404 3207 39.9 320.

App l amd a-r e pmduct ................ 37.7 37.2 37.1 36.5 37.6 37.6 37.5 37.7 38.9 36S
Pcr td alid pdcs ............................. 42.7 41.7 41.3 422 4Z4 41.6 41.7 41.9 41.3 41.7
Pvso tmd put*rn9g ................................. 30.6 38.0 382 38.4 382 38.0 38-0 382 38.0 38.0
Chals amd aloRd podc ....................... 42.4 42.3 42.1 4233 42.4 42.4 422 4.7 422 421
Pet tutd ol p ........................ 422 43.3 42.9 42.8 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2)
Rubber artd mr.. ptt pdcs .............. 41.7 40.0 40.4 41.0 41.3 40.6 40.7 40.6 40.4 40.7
Ltter amd t r ........................prods 37.9 352 36.7 362 372 35.9 36.2 35.7 38.4 35.9

c i-ro ............... ................... 32.7 332 32.9 32.8 32.8 32.7 32.8 32.6 32.6 32.6

Trntonamtv puble . .................a..r.. 38.7 38.5 382 38.3 38. 38.1 38.1 37.9 37.9 37.

c sttrd ................ 0.................. 38.4 38.5 38.2 30.7 38.4 382 38.3 382 382 3B.5

Ra. d td..et . ................................. 26.6 29.5 29.3 28.7 28.8 28. 20.7 20.6 20.6 20.6

Fmce, insurtrce. rd rel .................. 38.1 36.7 30.1 36.7 36.4 362 36.5 362 382 362

Srrri. . . . ................... 32.5 33.1 32.6 32.7 32.7 32.7 32.8 32.7 32.5 320.

1 Da reat 0o p Oa -tro in -.a an" rr an. .a p .istll M a dlp0

repalator ard p4i0 Mb;es w.a ae ard retil W e; fc e sIeasnal o c rs 1 is all reatoe 00 o e
i o. ad e e ; ri The Warups A fbe iv m pa ocido r 0001 b. sarolted 01 sdc l p
app-lc l 1-4itof. t1e th. ert p eaT .V po n vat . reer p ..ay
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BSTABU81JDIT DATA ESTAWUSHNST DATA

T896. B-I M1..g. 80497 8.14 1.8.817 .on4��g. 818.0484911.8. 885' y1.O4911� on p46.1. no�n py04ls by 8,4.8865,

200
228

Toh l pivz . ............. ................. S1 3.83
6 * . . .......... .. . 13584

M.lneg . .... 17.16

Col881 f . .... _. . . 16817

1a. da. ... . _ . . 14.51

O-W t .... .... 14.96
L,8 8181 d -01P188 ..8 ...1. 12.07
F-vt e -1 Ed . hr . .................- ........- 1.*88
81-1 d". C 918 4 n. ...l... 14.77
Pnny - l8 - .1-............... 16.54

Bb111f.- W b.C 9nd"W.& 19.83
F 8led n1.W ld . ... ..... .... 13.99
l al m 8 d qq-,nl ............. 15.69
E6w-c " W- Jwr 13.91
TRI0 98884 ....qnl. .. . 18677
Af18 8d . NW8411 1 n .................. 18912

088181 d18 td8p11814 1 Da ... 1 ....... p . 14.58
Mi1 a-1. .......8...... . .... 11866

N . cods ............. 13.80
F.o .l4 k68 p4o ...... 12069
T88ob - -- 22.13
T4110 0410PI.-4,= 11.28.. 11*30
A8 8 and 811r. U8 P ................ 9.36
Piler d ......18...p1.... 18637
P d P ....... ................ ........ 14.56
Ch-v1158 Id d pl ............. . 18.32
P eM.- an Wp.* ................. ......... 22.05
R1b48111811 pWm p b t .............. 12.96
L11891.8114 .......rplo4 . ... 1031

S er--Pl-81v .13.... 13.34

T8 1i - 11 P1 C U . .114...4.818..9.8... 16.31

8W81 .8 .40 . .15........................ . 5.33

R8.W895 WC ..8. _ 95

F roce n.s. . Al . ................. 15.18

1111 5 . .. ..... ............... .. 1400

I = I 1g 200P11 2000 1 2001 1 pL 88 6

_ 2001 201P 2001P 000 2001 2001P 201P

1427
1434

1601

17.67

18.32

14.84

15.25
*222
1224
16 12
I7.11
28.48
1427
1588
1458
18.8
1904
14889
12.12

14.23
*2 93

123

1127
940

16.89
1483
1866
22 02
13.38
1025

1376

16.89

1588

9.77

1585

1446

214.28
14.41

16.06

1751

1844

1489

1528
12.38
12.32
15 18
1707
20.64
14.35
15.95
1471

1939

1225

14.17
1287
21.84
11.37
944

1686
14.88
18. 53
22.20
1343
1035

1374

16.93

1576

978

15.84

1445

814850
14.44

16.14

17.88

18.33

15850

12.28
15.19
17.2
2801

1842

14.*
19.19:
19.4
15.07
12.35

14.3

*279
12088

2141
1.45,

17.05
15850
1894
222
13.54
0.24

14.01

16.87

16.02

952

1607

14.76

$47921
476810

64469

701.61

72B.62

606.52

632 81
496 0
481 14
646.93
742.65

8.321
59B877
65B8SB
573883

,.13
8820 40
597 78
455.61

587.18
535988
927.25
4658
352.87
699.88
56202
77677
93083
540.43
390.75

438.22

63128

58867

275.89

545.47

455.00

8433.74
480 43

46f80

772.18

740.13

617.3
502-
481.03
669.82
74257
919.55
682z2
640.77

s8798
768.16
78084

055.19

9522
4445
349.68
788.40
58354
78905
993.47
535.20
368.80

456.83

65027

611.38

258.22

581.70

478.63

49123
489.94

653.64

765.19

74123

607.51

632.12
507.68
489.10
672.87

7458888.74
595.3
63888
575.16
813.23
857.8
603.48
469.18

571.88

457.07
35022
69.32

780.11
982.38
542.a
379.85

452.85

647.49

602.03

286.85

571.82

473.88

492.40

65528

780.13

73564

613.50

63541
91543
488.19

728247702

888.991
645.21
5868
7944
8268.2
617.87
468.44

545.18

347.12
719.51
578.8
801.18

588.14
371.71

459.83

849895

619897

284.70

589.77

482.85

P . p0.,,,.I S. M 1. Wft S-2.
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ESTADSLMUENT DATA EMTARUSMET DATA

Tnt44 94 A W ho-oly W.8 g.4 ol prd .on cr n pmdu0y 616,611 on prl _ n n pf h11. by
i.d.sby. - H4 y dq.l.u

Inwlusby selt M-y J0. .idy A.g S9 c
2000 2001 2001 2001 2001P 2001P A492001.

. 1. 0Sq 2001

TW~il p-t.:
Cl d.o4 ................. 13.84 S14.24 S14.31 $14234 S1441 S14.44 0.2
Co4l.(19 .2)doo . .

2
.. 7.90 7.93 7.95 8.00 6.04 NA (3)

Goodn d.1g ........................ 1 5.47 15.86 15.90 15.93 16.02 16.03 .1
4- ........ 1................ 7.24 17.54 17.73 17.74 17.07 17.59 -.5

C a n .... ................... 17.97 18.22 18.20 1826 18635 10-37 -1
M41511466,nng ................... 14.44 14.78 14.81 14.96 14.93 14.95 1

inC v6,01e08 ......................... 13.73 14.09 1413 14.18 1424 1402 .3

5 nnO.-0l6446,11........... 13 34 13.78 1304 1387 13.93 1397 .3
T n00l406ad pbt I.w L t 16:31 1576 1.91 16.88 1693 1692 .:I
WlhIotde .... ... 15.33 15.70 15.06 15.04 15.02 15.97 9
Rea td .5 . .......... . 9.54 9.79 9.63 9084 9.86 9.86 0
F9 , i0w .n1141.4

_1t.14 ....... 11 174 1.88 1581 1599 16.0 4
S-9 .. 4.. _ 14.01 .449 1454 1461 1470 14.75

S 4010 1. 141e 6.-2 20011 th. 41. 10 n adabi.*
2 Th- Coe fino, l r. Urb-n W.g0 E01 4 DCan by m 001 uw4 00 1n 0 6 Wd.4

ua1 0161614 096,110 (CPI.W) 406. 16 8641 80 1 611.1406 611b4 61166.
ww N.A .16 _ .00841-

011h9 - 5 91p 1 11 A1y 2001 Wo A4961 P .90010.48,.
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ESTABUISJWENT DATA ESTABLUOE
N
PT DATA

Tbbe 6-5. beoes 4 eegte weely 1656l peedaon or spey s on pmm ,,te po by odby

(1962
:

100
J

Tot
l
p61 

le

...................................

Goodsp-rodaig ................................................

M a g .................................................

Mmucrt _

Do ean goods ...............................................
L er an w c p ..................
F.Mnre 

e n

. ...........a1 ......................1
St

n

.ay and g
#

pr s ...................s
Pretay meew kd 

f

...............................
619

ls

lumaces - basc 6106 poduct.
Fatecald 141 plw s ..........................
lod a 

m h

'
n r

y 
c d

eq
u

ip
m

ee .............
Elti. rb d o

l r

eectrical eqsipme. .....
Trapoan e

q
uip.er

t
............................

Moor vehicls am equip.e
m
.................

I 
w
eits dp

r

d
u

.................
M.sellae m.... 

n

g .......................

No
n
d

u
reae g

o

adS .......................................
F
o o

aI kodra producs .........................
Tobaco prdu s ........................................
T
e1

A
i m

iU p
r o u~ ................. ...........

. .. ..

ATer
H

amnd o 
n

t.W. pd . ................
Paper m a

li

ed prodCW ............................
Pr

h
ing 

o

a pbol..ng ................................
C r- am aed produc t ..............
Psobum Wn COC pds ........................

Robb.r and mi.- paUSLS p1 ......
Lea..er and Lealer plac .......................

S.-Ivxk6 g ..... ..... .................................
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OCT 30 2001

The Honorable Melvin L. Watt
Joint Economic Committee
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman Watt:

At the Joint Economic Committee hearings on October 5, you
requested information about the experience of individuals who
have left the welfare rolls. We have examined some of the
literature related to this question, and a selected list of
studies you may find of interest is enclosed. In addition, we
are enclosing copies of some of the briefer studies.

A myriad of studies of the effects of welfare reform, and the
situation of "welfare leavers" in particular, have been
sponsored by government agencies, private non-profit
organizations, and academic institutions using a variety of
methodological approaches. An examination of States'
administrative records has been carried out by, among others,
the National Conference of State Legislatures, the Department of
Health and Human Services, and different State agencies.
Follow-up surveys of States' welfare leavers have been sponsored
by various State agencies. The Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation randomly assigned welfare recipients to various
types of intervention programs in order to evaluate those
programs' effectiveness.

In addition, the Census Bureau and the Urban Institute are
conducting nationally representative surveys. The Census
Bureau's survey, called the Survey of Program Dynamics, is a
longitudinal survey that, in conjunction with the Survey of
Income and Program Participation, will allow the experience of
low-income families to be examined for the time period from 1992
to 20.01. The Urban Institute's survey, the National Survey of
America's Families, is a cross sectional survey that was
conducted both in 1997 and 1999.

Caution needs to be used in summarizing the results of these
studies due to differences in how leavers are defined, the
length of time individuals have been off welfare prior to
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inclusion in a study, and how employment and earnings are
defined. In general, however, our limited review of these
studies indicate that among individuals leaving welfare:

* About 3 out of 5 work at a given point in time after
initially leaving welfare (almost all studies report employment
rates over 50 percent, with the majority lying between 60 to 75
percent).

* About 3 out of 4 work at some point in the first year
after initially leaving welfare.

* A sizable minority of welfare leavers return to Temporary
Assistance for Needy Families (TANF)cash assistance at some
point in the first 12 months after initially exiting (estimates
generally range between 18 to 35 percent).

* When leavers work, they usually work full time (more than
35 hours a week) and earn between $6 to $8 an hour.

* Since the majority of leavers work intermittently, their
quarterly earnings generally range between $1,900 and $3,500.

* The family income of the majority of leavers hovers
around the poverty line.

There are large variations in the employment and income
among welfare leavers, that are obscured when group averages are
examined.

* There is little evidence that recent leavers are more
disadvantaged than earlier leavers. However, until very
recently, the economic conditions faced by later leavers were
significantly better than those faced by earlier leavers.
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I hope this summary is helpful. Should you have additional

questions, please feel free to contact Mr. Philip Rones,

Assistant Commissioner for Current Employment Analysis, at

202-691-6378.

Sincerely yours,

LOIS ORR
Acting Commissioner

Enclosures
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TAx CUTS AND THE BUDGET SURPLUS
Monday, September 13, 1999

Congress of the United States,
Joint Economic Committee,

Washington, D.C.

The Committee met at 1O:00a.m., in Room SD-124 of the Dirksen
Senate Office Building, the Honorable Connie Mack, Chairman of the
Committee, presiding.

Present: Senator Mack. Representative Stark.
Staff present: Shelley S. Hymes, Chris Edwards, Joseph Pasetti,

Kevin Doyle, Stephen Schultz, Kurt Schuler, Kerry Fennelly, Victor
Wolski, Lawrence Whitman, Daphne Clones, Howard Rosen, James D.
Gwartney, Chuck Skipton and Colleen J. Healy.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONNIE MACK,

CHAIRMAN
Senator Mack. Let me call the Committee to order.
I came down the hallway and there was another hearing apparently

getting ready to start, with a huge crowd outside. I thought for a moment,
could this possibly be the interest in the country beginning to focus on
some economic questions?

I was disappointed to find out that apparently it must be a hearing
in which the issue is about who gets how much of the tax dollars, how
much of the new spending. So there's more interest, which is not
surprising. It has always been that way and always will be.

Anyway, I want to thank each of you. We do have another panel
member and I suspect we will have a member or two showing up as well.
Here comes Congressman Stark now.

I do want to thank each of you for coming.
Welcome.
Again, I want to welcome you to this hearing of the Joint

Economic Committee on the very timely topic of Tax Cuts and the Budget
Surplus.

There has been a lot of loose talk in the past few months
concerning this Congress's tax relief package, with adjectives like
"reckless" and "risky" being tossed about by opponents of tax relief. I am
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confident that the distinguished panel we have assembled can substitute
some light for the heat that has been generated in this debate.

One thing that has gone unnoticed in the budget debate is that both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue agree on the size of the surpluses over the
next decade. The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office, and the
President's Office of Management and Budget, this summer released
surplus calculations that are only $20 billion apart, and I say, only 20
billion in the context of three plus trillion dollars. When the budget
baselines are adjusted to freeze discretionary spending at the 2002 caps,
these surpluses total roughly $3.4 trillion over the next ten years.

So, all parties agree that the Federal Government will be
overcharging the taxpayers by $3.4 trillion. The only real debate concerns
what the government should do with these overpayments. This summer,
the Congress passed a tax bill that would provide $792 billion in tax relief
for the American people. This is less than 25 percent of the tax
overpayments, a relatively modest portion. But despite the modest size of
this tax cut, the President and his supporters have characterized or
criticized the tax relief package as "too big," and have argued that the
government cannot part with that much money.

But if you stop and think about it, every single argument being
made against the tax cut is just plain wrong.

Some argue, from a Keynesian demand-side perspective, that tax
cuts will overstimulate the economy. But even after a $792 billion tax cut,
the Federal Government will run up over two trillion dollars in surpluses
over the next ten years, and from a Keynesian viewpoint, two trillion in
surpluses is not considered a stimulus, it is considered a drag on the
economy. And with all of the lags, the delays, and the phase-ins, the bulk
of the tax cuts will not arrive until years 2007, 2008, and 2009.

Can anyone seriously think that, in a nine trillion dollar economy,
a $5.3 billion net tax cut for fiscal year 2000 will overstimulate consumer
demand? This is just six hundredths of one percent of GDP. The net tax
cut for fiscal year 2001 is barely noticeable, it is $1.1 billion. How can
that possibly overheat the economy?

Clearly, the facts do not support the argument. In any event, from
the demand-side perspective, the tax cut should be irrelevant. If we do not
cut taxes by $792 billion, it is safe to say that spending will increase by
$792 billion over the next decade-spending by the government, that is.
That is what President Clinton means when he says we cannot afford to
cut taxes. His bureaucrats are working overtime to dream up new ways
to spend the money. In fact, including his Medicare proposal, the
President has already proposed an increase in spending of $1.3 trillion
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over the next decade-all but $54 billion of the on-budget surpluses,
according to the CBO.

Furthermore, a tax cut that removes government barriers to savings
and investment is not an "artificial stimulus" that the Federal Reserve
Board would seek to offset with tighter money. Inflation, after all, is
caused by too many dollars chasing too few goods, not by too many
investors creating wealth and opportunity. An even stronger economy,
fueled by the freedom and enthusiasm of our entrepreneurs, is not
something to fear.

The argument is also raised that a $792 billion tax cut leaves no
money to meet some other important government goals. But we still have
about $2 trillion in Social Security surpluses that will be in a "lock-box"
to retire debt and shore up our seniors' retirement security, and another
$505 billion in non-Social Security surpluses that can be used for
Medicare, National Defense, and other priorities.

There appear to be no good economic arguments against the tax
relief package. The opposition to tax relief is based not on economics, but
on philosophy. This all boils down to one basic, fundamental question:
who has first claim on the income of Americans-does it belong to the
government or to the individuals who create the income through the sweat
of their brows and the genius of their intellect?

The current Administration acts like the money belongs to the
government. It rejects our tax relief bill as "too big," as if taxpayers earn
income at the sufferance of the government. Under this view, Uncle Sam
does not live under a budget, he sets the budget for every American
family, which must be content with the table scraps after the enormous
appetite for Washington spending has been satiated.

This President and his supporters in the Congress just don't get it.
The tax burden on our citizens is at an all-time, peacetime high-20.6
percent of the economy. At the same time, we will be overcharging the
taxpayers by more than three trillion dollars. A Nation that trusted its
people, that protected their liberty, would not flinch from doing the right
thing: cutting taxes so that our families can enjoy the fruits of their labor,
instead of the greedy Federal Government.

We must remember that tax cuts are not about numbers, they are
about people. The true measure of the merit of tax relief is not the
revenue loss estimate by the bean counters-the value of tax relief is the
gain in freedom and the enhancement of opportunity for our people.
There can be no denying that the American people would be helped
tremendously by the tax relief that we have passed. Consider some of the
ways in which our tax relief bill would make a difference in the lives of
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Americans. We make health and long-term care insurance fully
deductible, and allow a dependent deduction for elderly family members.
Education is more affordable through enhanced savings vehicles-
savings accounts and pre-paid tuition plans. Tax rates are lowered
across-the-board. We eliminate the marriage penalty for taxpayers in the
lowest tax bracket and repeal the Alternative Minimum Tax for
individuals.

According to analysis by the Heritage Foundation, once the tax
relief is fully phased-in, a blue-collar family of four earning in the low
$50,000s would save $381 on their tax bill, and a typical, unmarried
teacher earning under $40,000 would see his or her tax bill shrink by 782
dollars. These are not trivial amounts. We cut taxes because of the 67
year old owner of a family business in Florida's panhandle, who is
discouraged from reinvesting his hard-earned profits because the specter
of the Federal death tax is hovering, waiting to swoop down and scoop up
55 percent of the increased value of his business.

We cut taxes because of the two-earner family, struggling to make
ends meet, that has to pay over $1000 extra in taxes just because they are
married. We cut taxes so that waitresses, truck drivers, teachers and
carpenters can put an extra $1000 in their IRAs each year, to build a better
nest egg for retirement. We cut taxes to enable a biomedical company to
budget that one additional research project that just might lead to a
breakthrough in the treatment of glaucoma or a cure for cancer. And we
cut taxes to reduce government barriers to saving and investment, so the
capital is available for the American entrepreneurs of the 21 st Century to
develop markets in technologies we cannot even imagine today.

High taxes are an infringement on the liberty of our families, who
should not be straggling to make ends meet while their Federal servants
hoard the wealth our families have created. When the question comes
down to whether we trust the Federal Government or the family to use
money wisely, I choose the family every time.

Now I will turn to my colleague and welcome you.
[The prepared statement of Senator Mack appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE

PETE STARK, RANKING MINORITY MEMBER
Representative StarkL Thank you, Mr. Chairman. After that

introduction I hardly know what to say. As usual, I have this brilliant
opening statement.
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Senator Mack. We probably can just put it in the record.
Representative Stark. I do not think I can let you get away quite

that easily.
I have a couple of concerns. Although everybody is talking about

an on-budget surplus, and I do not dispute your numbers, there are many of
us who are not so sure that that surplus will materialize over the next ten
years.

It seems to me that we, the House and the Senate, would have to cut
15 to 20 percent out of discretionary spending in order to finance a large tax
cut. That would not leave any money to fix Florida's hurricane that is about
to hit in the next week or so, although I hope it misses the whole east coast.
If it does, there will be no money to repair that damage.

The on-budget surplus, I suspect, depends on the actions of
Congress for the next ten years and if the past ten years are any record, and
that's all we have to go on, it's not likely to appear. So if there is any
diminution of the on-budget surplus, we will not have any money to fix
Social Security or will run deficits, and we won't have any money to keep
Medicare solvent. I submit that 40, 50, 60 percent of this proposed tax cut
would go to the wealthiest one or two percent in the country. My sense is
that we ought to perhaps not give it to them and to spend some of that
money to see that the 10 to 12 million children in this country who don't
have health insurance get it. There's still 45 million uninsured for any
health care in this country, and not having health insurance in this country
means you get second-rate or no medical care.

We are certainly not the only industrialized nation in the world that
would have a sixth of our population uninsured and receiving substandard
medical care; we may be the only nation in the world to not provide medical
care as a matter of right. Albeit, in some countries it is not very good, but
everybody gets it.

I think that is unconscionable. I think that is far less conscionable
than spending some of your or my tax dollars, Mr. Chairman, and members
of Congress who would be well-to-do enough to get a fairly substantial cut
and lower income people wouldn't. I don't think we should do that. I think
we should spend our money first to insure Social Security, second to make
sure that Medicare is solvent, and third to expand health care to all. And we
have all kinds of problems like education and crime, where I think there's
bipartisan agreement that those are programs that the Government should
support. Now, maybe we shouldn't.

One of the problems is that if we make the tax cut we all know that
it's somewhere between 10-and I will let the economists answer
this-somewhere between 10 and 100 times easier to cut taxes than it is to
raise taxes.
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Senator Mack. That's certainly not been my experience.
Representative Stark Yes, it is. It's an easier vote, let's put it

that way; it is a more comfortable political position. And I see nothing
wrong with saying if those extra surpluses develop after we've taken care
of Social Security, Medicare and the uninsured, be my guest. But why put
it in cement for ten years out?

Some people would say, and some of these expert economists
might say, well, business needs to plan. Business is doing pretty well
without the tax cuts. They can use a few pleasant surprises and I'm not
sure business needs to plan as much for good news as they do for bad.
The idea that you can't plan ahead, I think is a marginal issue. Basically
we're not very sure that that surplus is going to arrive. If it doesn't, a
major tax cut on the order of $300 billion or $500 billion is going to be
devastating in my opinion to the programs that on a bipartisan basis we
want to support.

I'd like to do a couple of things. I have a letter from 50
economists, we wouldn't have all 50 of them here to testify this morning,
but they all signed a letter suggesting a view that's supported by Alan
Greenspan and that is that we don't need a tax cut now. I would like for
us to put that letter in the record.

Senator Mack. Without objection.
Representative StarkL And I would like to ask the four witnesses

before us today, first of all, how does a large tax cut proposal improve the
long-term security of Social Security and Medicare? And, then, does that
proposal extend the benefits of the economic prosperity to more people
than are enjoying it currently? And, how does the proposal improve the
long-term health of the U.S. economy? If you could just kind of address
your remarks to those as we go along, I would be quite interested in your
conclusions, and thank you for holding the hearing.
[The prepared statement of Representative Stark and Dear Colleague
appear in the Submissions for the Record.]

Senator Mack. Thank you, Congressman Stark.
Again I want to welcome the panel.
We have four panel members this morning. We will start with Dr.

Jim Miller, Counselor, Citizens for a Sound Economy and former Director
of the Office of Management and Budget. He will be followed by Dr.
James Gwartney who is the Chief Economist for the Joint Economic
Committee and a Professor of Economics at Florida State University. And
then Mr. Bob Greenstein who is Director for the Center for Budget and
Policy Priorities, and then with Wayne Angell, Chief Economist and
Senior Managing Director of Bear Stearns and Company and former
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member of the Board of Governors at the Federal Reserve batting clean
up.

And so with that, Jim, we'll start with you.
STATEMENT OF DR. JIM MILLER, COUNSELOR,

CITIZENS FOR A SOUND ECONOMY AND FORMER DIRECTOR OF
THE OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

Dr. Miller. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Mr. Stark. I appreciate
the opportunity to be here. I am Counselor to Citizens for a Sound
Economy, which has a quarter of a million members and supporters, and
on their behalf as well as my own, I welcome this opportunity to respond
to you.

I have a short piece of testimony that I would ask you to put in the
record.

Senator Mack. Without objection.
Dr. Miller. Thank you, sir.
The first point I want to make is that we give all these numbers

undue credibility, credibility they don't deserve. We don't know these
numbers with great precision. Estimates of budget surpluses or deficits
don't take into account changes in asset values of the Federal Government,
change in liabilities of the Federal Government. You see these numbers
aggregated over a ten- year period. They are not discounted, they don't
discriminate between a big tax cut the first year and little tax cuts
thereafter or vice versa.

Frankly, from experience doing some forecasting myself, and I'm
sure the members of the panel here would agree with this, you can have
a lot more confidence in the first year or the second year than you can in
the so-called "out years"; I wouldn't bet the farm on anything past two or
three years. Keep in mind that the budget surplus or budget deficit is the
small difference between two very, very large numbers. And swings in
those two numbers from just mistakes or errors in forecasting can result
in big swings in those deficit or surplus numbers.

Also, both agencies, the Office of Tax Assessment in the
Department of Treasury and the Joint Committee on Taxation here in the
Congress still use quasi static models. There have been some
improvements in the last few years, but it's basically static. So, for
example, these models tend to overestimate the revenue hit of a tax cut.
So those are sources of errors in these forecast numbers and I think that
is important for us to bear in mind when we talk about a $792 billion
surplus roughly you know, give or take a couple of hundred billion.

I think we can be more confident of the following two things. One
is that taxes restrict economic growth. I gave some testimony last March
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where I talked about this, building on- among other things - the work of
Professor Gwartney and some of his colleagues.

Secondly, if Congress has the money, Congress will spend the
money. And so we are talking about whether to put the money back in the
pockets of taxpayers where it originates or whether to have Congress
spend the money. I offer here today's Washington Post as Exhibit 1,
pointed out to me by Mr. James Carter who is on the Committee staff, at
page A-9. It's an advertisement by the Gateway Computing Company.
And it says, "It's our annual 'spend your budget before it's gone' sale." It
goes on, "With only weeks left before the end of the Federal Government's
fiscal year, Gateway is making it easy for your agency to get the best
technology at the best prices."

Another example: When I came to work for Herb Stein, who
unfortunately passed away last week-a great economist and a great
patriot - at the Counsel of Economic Advisors as a senior staff economist,
my office had some wonderful drapes that I liked very much-paisley
drapes. I came in one day and they were cut down on the floor. I said,
"What happened to these drapes?" They said, "Well, it's the end of the
fiscal year and we had money left over and we had to spend it." Now,
that's a mindset. And I think that mindset permeates Washington's
thinking about money, about taxpayers' money, and so it's a question of
who is going to spend it - the government or the taxpayer?

So the third point I want to make is I urge you to stand firm on the
tax cut package that you passed, and I hope the President will sign it. Not
only because yours is a bigger tax cut than what the President has
indicated he would accept, $300 billion or so over ten years, but because
it is different in kind. There are two extremes in taxes. One is an
across-the-board kind of tax cut which empowers people to make their
own decisions. The other is like tax expenditures or what the
Administration likes to call "targeted tax cuts" where basically the
government channels you into certain kinds of activities, determining what
they think is good for you and what is not so good for you.

And, of course, the other thing is that the President's budget
incorporated dramatic increases in spending. And, for reasons that I
outlined before this Committee in March, I think that government
spending is too large a fraction of gross national product and ought to be
curtailed.

Briefly in answer to you, Mr. Stark, I think the answer, and I'm
sure my colleagues here on the panel will be responding in more detail, is
that if you have a tax cut, you unbridled the economy, you enable the
economy to grow faster and that this larger gross national product will
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make it easier for people to obtain health insurance, and it will be easier
for the government to solve the Social Security problem and to affirm
Medicare. And to do these things, a tax cut is essential.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Miller and accompanying materials appear
in the Submissions for the Record.]

Representative Stark. But as the-
Senator Mack. If I could ask you to wait until we have had heard

from the panel.
Senator Mack. Dr. Gwartney.

STATEMENT OF DR. JAMES GWARTNEY,
CHIEF ECONOMIST, JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE AND

PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS, THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Gwartney. Mr. Chairman and Congressman Stark, it is a

pleasure for me to have the opportunity to address this Committee. My
background as Chairman Mack mentioned is that as a Professor of
Economics at Florida State University and I'm used to speaking 50
minutes. So the question is whether I will be able to say anything in five
minutes or not? Some people might argue college professors don't say
very much in 50 minutes, so we'll see what they can do about five.

Well, I would like to provide some background related to the tax
cut legislation. If you listen to the media, you would get the idea that two
propositions permeated this debate. One of the propositions would be that
the tax cut would essentially result in very few funds being used to pay
down the national debt. We've got this big national debt and doesn't it
make more sense to pay down the national debt rather than to cut taxes.

And the second would be that the President wants to pay down the
national debt and the Republicans want to cut taxes rather than pay down
the national debt.

Now, both of those propositions are false. And to indicate why
they're false I would like to look a little bit closer at the data.

If you look at the size of the tax cut, and I think that you have some
packets before you that have some exhibits in them, and I will make a few
references to some of the exhibits that were in my packet. Figure 3 in that
particular packet gives the size of the tax cut in relationship to GDP. The
tax cut in the first five years is four-tenths of a percent of GDP. In the
second five years it is I percent of GDP. So it's small relative to the size
of the economy. It is small relative to the surpluses that are being
projected by both the President and the CBO.

In the first five years the size of this tax cut ($156 billion) is only
about 15 percent of the one trillion dollar surplus that is projected during
that period.
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In the second five years its about a $600 billion tax cut and figures
to be about 40 percent of the $1.5 trillion surpluses that are projected
during the second five years. So the tax cut is small relative to the size of
the surplus.

The tax cut is also small relative to the size of the national debt,
and what is going to happen to the national debt-particularly net private
debt. Exhibit 5 shows net privately held debt, which is the portion of the
debt that the Federal Government really pays interest on. As the exhibit
shows, net private debt is going to be paid down over the next ten years
to the lowest level in the last 80 years. You would have to go all the way
back to World War I in order to have a lower private debt. In the figure
here, by the way, the projected figure for net private debt as a share of
GDP assumes only the Social Security surplus (which is $1.9 trillion over
this period) is used to pay off the debt and that we have a continuation of
the Fed's holdings of bonds as they have been in the last five years. If
there's no additional surplus, the net privately held debt will be paid down
to less than 10 percent of GDP, its lowest level that it will have been since
World War I.

Having argued that the tax cut is small and the debt is going to be
paid down, the second point that I would like to make in relationship to
the size of this tax cut, is that there is almost certainly an underestimate
of the size of tax revenues that are going to come in and thus the size of
these surpluses. There is an underestimate whether you look at either the
CBO or the President's figures. The reason why it's a vast underestimate,
not just a small underestimate, but a vast underestimate in the revenues
that will be generated is because of the CBO's assumption of making its
projections on the basis of a .94 tax revenue GDP elasticity. That is to say
that if income increases by 10 percent, for example, the CBO says that the
Federal Government's revenues are only going to increase by 9.4 percent.
So, over the ten-year period, even though the CBO projects a 53 percent
increase in revenue, they say tax revenues are only going to go up by 49
percent. We've got a progressive tax system. As incomes rise in real
terms (sure, we've indexed for inflation, inflation will not do it) as they
will do over this next ten years, the revenues derived by the Federal
Government will increase more than proportionately.

As a result of the understatement of revenue, revenues in the first
five years are $250 billion below what they would have been had the CBO
anticipated or made their projections on the basis of a far more realistic
income elasticity. In fact, 1.1 may even be on the low side, some would
argue tax revenue elasticity would be as high as 1.3, in which case these
projections for the next five years will be $500 billion on the low side.
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And when you look at it over a ten-year period, given an elasticity of 1.1,
revenues are understated by $950 billion.

If this is not bad enough, the CBO's growth estimate assumes a 2.5
percent, ten-year annual growth rate. Now, there are only four years out
of the last 44 that we have had that low of real growth rate of GDP. The
CBO is potentially taking an unrealistically low growth rate. If you
low-balled it and took, by way of comparison, the last 15 years growth of
real GDP in the United States has averaged 3.1 percent. If you look at the
last 20 years or so, it has been still higher than the 2.5 percent period.

A more realistic growth assumption would be 2.8, or in the three
point range, and with such, again there is an understatement of around
$100 billion or more in the first five years, and around $300 billion or so
on out into the next five years. So the revenue figures are understated.

Now, finally you might say, well, maybe we're undertaxed. Well,
if you will look at Figure 9 in your packet, we look at tax revenues as a
share of national income. We go all the way back in this figure to 1949,
but you could go back prior to that into World War II, tax revenues as a
share of national income are currently at an all-time high. There are only
three periods that are at all close to that: during the Korean War, the other
time was during the height of the Vietnam War, and most recently in the
period just prior to the Reagan tax reduction in 1981. Those are the only
three periods that are even close to that. Now, if you-even after you have
the tax cut, and even with the very conservative assumptions that I am
talking about, as a share of national income the tax revenues are going to
be at or very near their all-time high during the next ten years.

Let me just pose this question to you; suppose that the-
Senator Mack. Jim, I am going to have to ask you to wrap this up,

you are well over your time.
Dr. Gwartney. Oh, excuse me. I guess I was a Professor-
[Laughter.]
I will close with a question. Suppose the state of the economy was

such that our growth rate-that our size of surpluses in the next five years
were shaping up to be $200 billion under very conservative projections,
and in the next five years $300 billion under very conservative
projections, and that tax rates were at their all-time high, would you in fact
vote under those kinds of circumstances for a roughly $800 billion
increase in taxes? Most would not think that to be a prudent strategy, and
I would not think it would be a prudent strategy. That is exactly what the
conditions will be if the tax cut is in fact passed. So if we do not pass the
tax cut, those figures will be much higher than otherwise would be the
case.
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Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Gwartney appears in the Submissions for
the Record.]

Senator Mack. Thank you.
Mr. Greenstein.

STATEMENT OF MR. ROBERT GREENSTEIN, DIRECTOR,
THE CENTER ON BUDGET AND POLICY PRIORITIES
Mr. Greenstein. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As I think you know, I hold a different view on this from other

members of the panel.
I think there are three problems with the pending tax cut. Now, the

first is that there is no non-Social Security surplus at the present time and
it is unclear whether any significant one will materialize.

I think, as I will explain in a moment, a tax cut of the magnitude
being discussed would be very likely to bring back substantial deficits in
the non-Social Security budget, rather than resulting in paying down the
debt.

Secondly I think it does pose problems in terms of resources for
other high priority issues; Social Security and Medicare are two that Mr.
Stark mentioned. And third, the tax cut is too heavily skewed towards the
well-to-do.

Let me start by reviewing the budgetary situation. You said there
was a three trillion dollar overpayment of taxes. But two trillion dollars
of that is in Social Security and it isn't really an overpayment. It is
collected because the baby boomers are in their peak earnings years and
we are taking in more in Social Security taxes now than we are paying out
in benefits. But every dollar of those Social Security so-called "additional
payments" will be used for Social Security when the boomers retire, and,
as you know, we are still short on Social Security.

So we then go to the non-Social Security side and that is where
there is said to be a projected one trillion dollar surplus over the next ten
years. That is the CBO figure.

As this chart shows, and I also have it in the charts in front of you,
the CBO forecast assumes that Congress will comply with the
discretionary caps and CBO assumes not only that the Congress will
comply with the caps, but that there will be zero-zero-in emergency
spending outside the caps through 2002, and for all years after 2002,
Congress will simply stay with the 2002 cap adjusted for inflation.

The Congressional Budget Office has asked and answered the
question: Of this trillion dollar surplus forecast, how much does that
forecast assume that discretionary spending will be cut over the next ten
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years below the fiscal year 99 non-emergency level adjusted for inflation
only? And the answer is $595 billion. So if Congress can't do those kinds
of cuts in discretionary spending, $595 comes back.

Now, if that $595 billion comes back, we also then get to the
emergency area. Have we ever had a year where there was zero
emergency spending? No. If we discard 1999 with extra emergency
spending, we rule out Desert Storm in the early 1990s, we still have an
average of eight billion dollars a year in emergency spending. So the
question we asked was, suppose we simply take the 1999 level of
discretionary spending adjusted for inflation and we limit the emergency
spending, it's only 8 billion a year, the post non-Desert Storm, non- 99
average. What happens if you make those two assumptions? As the graph
shows, between those costs and the interest payments on the debt
associated with them, the surplus shrinks from a trillion dollars to $112
billion. There is no trillion dollars available for a tax cut.

Now, some people look at this and say to me, well, don't assume
that there won't be any of these discretionary cuts made. We don't want
to do big spending. But, Mr. Chairman, you're part of a Republican
majority. If you look at the numbers that Congress is passing now, your
party-and this is not a partisan statement-I agree Democrats would
probably spend more. If you look at these amounts your party is passing
in the appropriations bills moving through, they are on target to be above
the 1999 level adjusted for inflation. My assumption may be conservative
here.

There seems to be a misunderstanding. Some members think that
if you designate something as an emergency, or if you direct CBO not to
count outlays as outlays which has happened in two bills so far this year,
that because they don't count against the caps, they don't count in figuring
surpluses and deficits. But spending is spending, label it emergency or
label it not, it counts in figuring out -how much is left in the surplus.

The Congressional Budget Office reported last week, we're on
target for a non-Social Security deficit again in fiscal year 2000.

The next chart that I have in the handouts, I don't have a board on
this chart, what it shows you is that the Congressional budget resolution
that made room for this $800 billion tax cut not only assumes the $595
billion over the next ten years in discretionary cuts below the 1999 level
adjusted for inflation, but assumes another $180 billion in discretionary
reductions on top of that. All of these are CBO numbers, not mine, CBO
numbers. The CBO says the budget resolution assumes $775 billion in
discretionary reductions over the next ten years.

60-333 00 - 2
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Now, I'm not here to debate the merits or demerits of various levels
of spending. The point I am simply trying to make is that the forecast of
a non-Social Security surplus on which this tax cut is based is not realistic.
It is based on assumptions of large cuts that Congress is very unlikely to
make. Since Congress is unlikely to make those cuts, that means two
things. Number one, it puts us on track towards deficits in the non-Social
Security budget, and eventually when the Social Security surplus
disappears, when the boomers retire, towards deficits in the unified budget
which also means less debt repayment.

Secondly, since the tax cut would consume more than 100 percent
of the non-Social Security surplus when you take into account reasonable
assumptions for discretionary spending, that means zero money will be
allowed to transfer to either Medicare or Social Security to help shore up
those programs. I'm in favor of some cost reforms in both Social Security
and Medicare, but I know of no one on Capitol Hill-or almost no
one-who favors changes in Medicare and Social Security which would
truly restore solvency without any benefit cuts or payroll tax increases.
And if we make no transfers at all from the non-Social Security budget
into Social Security or into Medicare, the level of benefit cuts or payroll
tax increases that would be required to restore long-term solvency exceed
what either party is willing to pass.

The final point I would make is that in thinking about priorities, if
surpluses eventually materialize or the economy goes down and we do
want to consider tax cuts, I think they ought to be more equitably
distributed than in this particular bill which gives 79 percent, according
to the Treasury, 79 percent of the tax cuts to the top fifth and only 7.5
percent of the tax cuts to the bottom 60 percent of the population.

The CBO data which we released an analysis on about two weeks
ago shows that the gap between the very wealthy and the middle class as
well as the poor is wider now than at any time in recent memory, but the
richest 1 percent of the population-about 2.7 million people- now has as
much income as the bottom 100 million Americans. Given that, my top
choice for a national priority would not be do a very large tax cut, which
as of now it appears that we can't afford, and certainly don't give a large
majority of benefits to the one group in the country that has done the best
in the last 20 years and is pulling away from everybody else.

Thank you.
[Informational materials submitted by Mr. Greenstein appear in the
Submissions for the Record.]

Senator Mack. Thank you.
Mr. Angell.
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STATEMENT OF WAYNE ANGELL, CHIEF ECONOMIST AND
MANAGING DIRECTOR, BEAR STEARNS AND COMPANY AND
FORMER MEMBER OF THE BOARD OF GOVERNORS OF THE

FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Mr. Angell. Mr. Chairman and Mr. Stark, I would like to address

specifically Mr. Stark's question of how the tax cut improves Social
Security and Medicare, I am suggesting that the tax cut is essential to
maintain the growth of the economy at the 3.9 percent real growth we
have experienced over the last three and a half years, and there is nothing
we can do better for Social Security and Medicare than have an economy
with a real growth rate just shy of four percent.

We have one major imbalance in the U.S. economy that threatens
our future. Up to now the Federal Reserve has been able to concentrate
its monetary policy on domestic price stability considerations. But the
risk that we have is that this high-tech capital spending economy generates
fast growth in the demand for capital goods. Non-residential capital that
was 8.8 percent of the GDP at the beginning of this expansion last quarter
came in at 13.3 percent of GDP in 1999. Gross private domestic
investment, valued in current dollars, is 16 percent of GDP and there is
where the problem arises.

Savings-national savings rates including the Social Security fund
surpluses, have fallen from 15.8 percent of GDP in 1985 to 13.3 percent
of GDP today. Over the last several years savings is growing at the same
rate as dollar GDP, about 5 percent per annum.

But gross private domestic investment in current dollar terms is
growing at about a 9 percent annual rate. This flow of spending on capital
goods above our national savings rate makes this country dependent upon
the willingness of foreign central banks and foreign investors to hold
dollars; at the current time our net obligations to foreigners is about $1.5
trillion. Under the best assumption over the next ten years our net external
obligation is likely to grow to $4.3 trillion.

Our current net external debt is 17 percent of GDP. Even with a
5 percent nominal growth in GDP, that 4.3 trillion will rise to 30 percent
of GDP.

Now, all of you know that I consider monetary policy to be a very
important and underlying factor in our prosperity. I do not want the
Federal Reserve to have to be under the cloud of having to have interest
rates high enough to offset any imagined weakness in the dollar due to our
continued unwillingness to save enough money.
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Now, saving is an economic activity. People act in their best
interest. We are going to have the after-tax rate of return on savings go
higher one way or the other.

So the question is, do we want to imagine a future over the next ten
years in which interest rates have to move higher in order to get the rest
of the world to supply this under-saving as compared to our capital
investments and don't we all understand that the growth rate and level of
labor productivity is dependent upon the growth rate of capital. It is
capital that increases labor productivity and thus provides the basis for
increasing real wages.

So I am suggesting that this country has an unacceptable risk of not
making alterations in the tax structure that will increase the savings rate.

Many of you know that I support the National Retail Sales Tax
advocated by the Americans for Fair Taxation. I do that because I know
it will alter our savings rate, and at the same time, increase our exports
versus our imports. I am suggesting to you that I am not an individual that
gives to crying the blues very easily. Among economists I have had the
most optimistic forecast of economic growth and the most optimistic
forecast on the equity market. But I am here to suggest to you that we are
at risk if we do not alter the high tax rates that penalize savings, and we
can go into the detail as the Committee sees fit.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Angell appears in the Submissions for the
Record.]

Senator Mack. I thank you, Mr. Angell.
Dr. Gwartney, let me first raise a question with you. A recent

study by the OECD found that most major countries substantially cut their
tax rates between the mid-1980s and the late 1990s. For the 25 OECD
countries, the average top individual tax rate fell by 12 percent and the
average corporate income tax rate fell 10 percent. After cutting taxes in
the 1980s the United States reversed course and raised its tax rates again
in 1993. What do other countries know that apparently we don't? Should
we cut rates again in order to retain our leadership position?

Dr. Gwartney. Well, let me respond to what the other countries
know that we don't. I think the answer to that question is that some of the
other countries have learned a lesson from the school of hard knocks. The
lesson that they are beginning to learn is that high taxes and big
government (large government expenditures as a share of GDP) is hard on
economic growth. This debate is not about taxes, it is about spending.
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On the one hand you have individuals who want more growth, and-
on the other hand you want individuals who want more spending. And
that spending retards growth.

The study of the OECD countries and a short analysis of it is in my
prepared remarks for the record, but my work in this area indicates that for
every 10 percent increase in government expenditures as a share of GDP
that economic growth is retarded by 1 percent.

So, as Dr. Angell referred to here, the key thing is, if you want to
improve Social Security, if you want to improve the economic climate for
Medicare (and those are things we all want) what you need to do is have
more economic growth. And the way that you do that is control spending.

Senator Mack. I want to go back, Wayne, to your comments with
respect to savings. I remember the debates through the 1980s and the
1990s that we heard from economists that if we could ever get to a
situation where we eliminated Federal budget deficits that it would be a
panacea with respect to savings.

Now we find ourselves in a situation where the Federal
Government budget is in surplus, and likely will be in the future, and yet
we now find out that the savings rate has declined. Why is that?

Mr. Angell. Yes. I call it the fallacy of the twin deficits. There
was never such a thing as twin deficits. Each one stood on its own basis.
Our new era economy generates huge appetites for capital goods. And
there is only one way that we can be free from dependence upon foreign
preference, and that is to save the money ourselves.

We, as a nation, we don't talk and advocate high savings. We
ought to do that.

I talked to an individual representing a labor union. He says,
laborers can't save money; and, yet the people of China with low, low
incomes have a savings rate in the 25 to 40 percent range. So they save.
People around the world save because they believe that their well-being
is connected with saving.

Now, the problem is that as our external debt rises, there will be a
shortage of Treasury debt to satisfy Federal Reserve and other central
bank needs. We are not going to have enough Treasury debt even if we
balanced the general government budget, to have a 1.9 trillion hogging of
the non-publicly held debt by the Social Security trust fund, which is half
of what we now have. So publicly held debt is now down to 41 percent
of GDP, down from 50 percent a few years ago. If we balance the general
government and 1.9 trillion surplus in Social Security over ten years we
are not going to have enough government debt for the Federal Reserve and
central banks to do their monetary function.
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So I think we have not only misplaced this notion about a twin
deficit, but we have really gone off the deep end in thinking that the
optimum debt ratio for our Federal Government some deficits is zero.
And I find that really absurd. These are two different issues; our reliance
upon foreign savers is dependent upon our altering the tax conditions
surrounding savings.

Senator Mack. Congressman Stark.
Representative Stark. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I want to

thank the panel. I guess just some comments. Mr. Angell, if you would
dedicate that Federal sales tax and make it somewhat progressive and
dedicate it to health care, I will introduce the bill and sponsor it for you.
I think that may very well be what we will have to come to just as a
political reality, and to have a distinguished economist like you suggest
that it may not destroy the economy, makes me want to go back and look
at it again. Because I think perhaps we could get more bipartisan support
for raising the funds than would be necessary for universal health care
coverage. And I'm intrigued with the idea.

Jim, the only problem with the idea of growing economy is that it
hasn't worked. Over the last ten years basically employers have dropped
about three or four percentage points in the number of workers they cover
with health insurance. Maybe because of the higher costs, but the growing
economy has not helped them, and the uninsured has grown from 40 to 45
million. So as this economy has expanded, it has not brought any more
health insurance with it. Which leads me to turn to Dr. Greenstein's issue.
I believe that it is the cap system, to a large extent, which is responsible
for the huge income gap. And my question would be, would a huge tax
cut redistribute income-at least from my standpoint-the wrong way? It
would be making that very small group of very wealthy people far more
wealthy and either hammering down the lowest 20 percent or more,
making their incomes flat or reduced and thereby exacerbating this
discrepancy. Would you comment on that? You alluded to it a little
earlier.

I was talking to Mr. Greenstein.
Mr. Greenstein. First let me say the report is on the widening of

the income gap. Most of the widening of the income gap stems from
trends in the national and international economy rather than national
policy, but the point we did make in the paper was that when that occurs,
at a minimum, government policy shouldn't exacerbate the trend.

In the case of tax policy, if you look at the effective tax rate on the
richest I percent in the country-the people who now have income equal
to the bottom 38 percent or lowest-income 100 million in the country-
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you find that they have effectively a gotten tax cut averaging about
$41,000 a year compared to what they would be paying if effective tax
rates on people at the top were the same today as in 1977. Those changes
in tax policy took an income gap that was widening primarily because of
trends in the private economy and widened it further.

Now, a tax cut could either widen that gap further or narrow it a bit.
depending on the contours of the tax cut. This particular tax cut is
disproportionately geared towards the top. Even if you talk about
percentage of tax paid, the top fifth of the population pays 59 percent of-
Federal taxes and would get 79 percent of this tax cut. I don't think that's
the best measure, but even if you use that measure, this tax cut definitely
would widen disparities.

One last point on this thought is, I noted the only way you can
afford this tax cut is if you do large cuts in discretionary programs.
Discretionary programs tend to provide services and benefits primarily for
middle income and lower income families. So if you cut their benefits and
services to give a tax cut highly disproportionately to people at the top, I
don't think there's much question but that you widen disparities further.

The counter-argument might be, you boost the economy and
everybody benefits. I would challenge that. I think if you pour more
money-whether through a tax cut or big new spending- into an economy
as hot as the current one is, you make it more likely the FED will raise
interest rates and that does not benefit anybody.

Representative Stark. Well, that brings me to my next question
for the rest of the panel. I guess I would start with Dr. Angell and ask the
others, you were a colleague of Chairman Greenspan's and he has said
time, and time, and time again that we should be paying down the national
debt before enacting any large tax cuts. Don't beat up on me, I know that
most of you don't agree with that. What's wrong with his routine, or why
do you differ from the Chairman?

Mr. Angell. Mr. Stark, I am not going to find fault in Alan
Greenspan's reasoning. Alan Greenspan said, the worst of all of the
possible cases is to maintain tax rates and for the Congress to spend it. So
Alan Greenspan does not disagree with the position that Dr. Gwartney has
laid out here. The worst of all the cases is to maintain our tax rates and
have the government spend it because then we will have no savings
benefit.

Representative Stark. So what you are really saying is-
Mr. Angell. Alan Greenspan knows-
Representative Stark. -we need to protect ourselves from

ourselves?
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Mr. Angell. Yes. Alan Greenspan knows, as I know, that if tax
rates are lowered, and tax rates on high income individuals being lowered
is the most efficient way to increase the savings. You can't increase
national savings by lowering the tax rates on individuals that don't have
any propensity to save. So he knows that lowering tax rates will provide
more national savings.

So, Mr. Stark, I was six and a half years next to Alan Greenspan
in the office and what we agree upon is sort of 99.7 percent of the time
and I'll allow three-tenths of a percent for disagreement.

Representative Stark. Are tax rates lower now than they were in
1981?

Mr. Angell. Tax rates are lower than they were in 1981 because
the folks-

Representative Stark. And personal savings rates have just fallen
out of bed. In other words, every year since 1981 personal savings rates
have gone down regardless of tax rates or the growth of the economy. I
have heard -- maybe it was Modigliani or somebody like that say that tax
rates don't have any effect on personal savings. How do you comment on
that?

Mr. Angell. But, Mr. Stark, we really know, don't we, all of us
know intuitively that if we tax the income from savings we will get
this-all of us know intuitively that if we shifted to a consumption tax
that's progressive as you and I both want, if you shift to such a tax system,
we know that savings will rise dramatically and interest rates will thereby
fall. It is in the interest of the working man and woman to have lots of
capital that increases labor productivity. We as a nation have to have the
savings to keep this marvelous economy going and I am just not willing
to risk all that we have achieved-

Representative Stark. I asked-it just hasn't worked. Dr.
Gwartney, go ahead.

Dr. Gwartney. Yes, let me speak to the issue about whether or not
we need to protect ourselves from ourselves.

Representative Stark No, just the Congress. Not you; you're
doing fine.

[Laughter.]
Dr. Gwartney. Well, let me just say this, the next ten years are

going to be a valley of temptation from the standpoint of Congress. And
the reason why that is true is because of demographics. During next ten
years there are going to be very substantial revenues coming in and very
substantial growth in income. The reason why is because we are going to
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have such a large percentage of our population between the ages of 40 and
60, and those are the prime earning years.

The major reason, at least a major contributing factor about why
we have gone from having relatively low growth of revenues and budget
deficits to having budget surpluses is because of this vast increase of
individuals in their prime earning years. In the next ten years those
revenues are going to be very high. What is likely to happen is the
Congress is going to choose to spend about the same proportion of them
that they have in the past and come the year 2009 or 2010 the government
expenditures as a share of GDP will be about the same that they are now.
If that happens, then as Mr. Greenstein referred to, when the baby
boomers move into their retirement phase, the share of population 65 and
older will rise from 12 percent of the total population to 18 percent of the
total population. This is going to drive the expenditures targeted toward
the elderly as a share of GDP up by 6 to 8 percentage points. That means
then that total government expenditures, rather than being 33 percent of
GDP as they currently are, are going to rise to 40 percent of GDP in the
United States. No country has been able to maintain that and sustain 2.5
percent growth or better over an extended period of time. We will be
Euro-ized. What I mean by that is, we will have the same size of
government as the European countries, and as a result we'll have the same
growth rates as the European countries-that is, 1 to 1.5 percent. That's
what I want to avoid.

Mr. Greenstein. I want to avoid that too. And one of the ways I
want to avoid it is by reducing as much as possible and nearly eliminating
the part of government spending, now $230 billion a year, that is interest
payments on the national debt. For that reason, and because we don't even
know if surpluses outside of Social Security are going to materialize to
any degree, this is not the time to do a big new tax cut like this, and,
frankly, it wouldn't be the time to do its equivalent in new spending either.

In addition to that, cutting down more debt is the virtue of being
the best way to promote-

Representative Stark. It's just that Chairman Mack is leaving and
he is not going to leave town and retire with me having the purse here, and
he wants to cut the taxes before he goes home so I don't have the money
to spend. He is not going to leave anything to chance.

Mr. Greenstein. Could I say one more thing? People can come
down on different sides of the debate, and the debate right now will be
different a few years from now, but the debate right now isn't tax cuts
versus big new spending. It's really tax cuts versus existing spending.
And I happen to think it would be a mistake to do overly large cuts in
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education and certain areas. I think Congress will increase defense
spending on a bipartisan basis more than I particularly would recommend.
But the point I'm simply making is neither party in Congress is going to
vote for the kinds of reductions in existing spending that you would need
to make room for the tax cut.

I also think that if we are unable to transfer any money from the
non-Social Security surplus to Medicare or Social Security, then the
choices in Medicare and Social Security will be so stark that Congress
-both parties-will avoid them and let more years go by. If you look at-I
don't happen to be in agreement with Chairman Archer's Social Security
proposal, it's an interesting proposal, it's worthy of study, I would go a
different route, but his proposal-which is a partial privatization
proposal-entails taking large amounts of the non-Social Security surplus
and transferring them into the retirement system to help with the transition
costs to a privatized system. If you use it all up in a tax cut, you don't
have money for transition costs for privatization.

So these are the kinds of issues-I agree with Mr. Gwartney that in
the long run we have to deal with Social Security and Medicare, I actually
think we need some lubrication money now in order to do the plan to get
to those reforms and we are not going to do the kinds of cuts in
discretionary that the budget resolution assumes.

Senator Mack. I think Jim Miller wanted to respond to your
question.

Dr. Miller. I want-
Senator Mack. But before you do that, let me just say, I am more

concerned than you are, Mr. Greenstein. I would hope the debate was just
a question about present spending programs versus tax cuts, but the
President has already proposed, I think, something like $1.3-1.4 trillion
in new spending programs. Every day we hear him speak around the
country he is telling one group after the other what additional Federal
spending he is going to provide for them. So I think it's much more
serious than just the debate between those two points.

Jim.
Dr. Miller. Yes. I wanted to respond to Congressman Stark. We

ought to keep things in perspective about the tax fairness issue and
redistributional issues. A Steve Moore piece in the August 6th
Washington Times points out that the top 1 percent of income earners earn
17 percent of national income but they pay 32 percent of income taxes.
The top 5 percent earn 31 percent but pay 51 percent of the taxes. So it is
a very progressive income tax rate that we have.
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Your own Joint Committee on Taxation did this table on
distributional effects of the conference agreement which indicates there
is actually very little change in tax rates. It is true that the tax rate
reductions affect the upper levels, but they are not very significant.

On Mr. Greenstein's presentation, it seems to me his major
argument is that there are all these dramatic cuts in discretionary spending
that would have to take place in order for the money to be there to have a
tax cut.

Now, let me ask a question. Do you think Congress will be more
inclined to make those cuts if you plan a tax cut or if you don't? My
argument is that Congress would be far less likely to restrain spending if
it had the money coming in no plans to put a tax cut into effect.

Secondly, let's bear in mind that we're talking about current
services spending. Most people beyond the beltway understand a cut in
spending to mean that you spend less in nominal terms next year than you
spent this year. That's not what Mr. Greenstein is talking about. He's
talking about current service budgeting.

Finally, I haven't read Mr. Greenstein's analysis, but if I heard you
correctly I would bet you, Bob, that if you freeze spending for 2000 and
2001 and then meet the budget caps and contrast that with adjusting for
inflation after 2000 you won't get anything like $5 billion, you'll only get
about 40 percent of that, 50 percent of that.

Mr. Greenstein. May I respond?
Senator Mack. Yes, after I make a comment.
Mr. Greenstein. Thank you.
Senator Mack. Because that's exactly one of the points that I was

going to make. It appears that the $969 billion on-budget surplus number
assumes discretionary spending increases for inflationary year after 2002.
It appears that there is double counting going on and there's about $420
billion in that green pie slice. So I just don't accept your numbers.

Mr. Greenstein. My numbers are not mine, they are the
Congressional Budget Office's. I would be happy to provide you their
official tables. There is not a dime of double counting in there. Again the
$595 billion is CBO's number. CBO says that its forecast of the trillion
dollar surplus rests on an assumption that entails $595 billion less in
discretionary spending than the 1999 level adjusted for inflation. No
double counting, not my numbers, these are Dan Crippen's numbers.

Now, let me continue.
Dr. Miller. Can you give us a cite?
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Mr. Greenstein. I would be happy to give you five cites. I don't
happen to have them with me. Or, Jim, if you call Dan on the phone, he
will tell you these are right.

There was some testimony, I'll give you a cite, there is testimony
that Dan Crippen submitted for the record in July to the Senate Budget
Committee, if you look at the tables in the back and you simply subtract
the baseline number that is the $996 billion surplus from what happens if
discretionary stays even with inflation the $595 billion is there.

In that testimony, in the text, Dan Crippen also said that if
discretionary spending simply grew at the nominal rate of 3 percent per
year a little bit, but not much faster than the inflation rate, that the entire
non-Social Security surplus for the next ten years would disappear. These
are Dan Crippen's statements.

Dr. Miller. Well, you could make it 5 percent and have a big
deficit. I mean-

Mr. Greenstein. The point that I am making is that Congress isn't
going to do that. Just add up the numbers in the appropriations bills that
your party is passing. Again, I'm not trying to make a partisan
statement-I am just trying to make a factual statement about what is in
these bills. There is extra for defense, there is extra for veterans' health
care, above last year plus inflation. There is extra for NIH research,
additional funding was agreed to last year in the highway bill. When you
add these up plus what is very likely to happen in the Labor-HHS bill, this
Congress is on track to be spending more than I'm assuming. When Bob
Reischauer, who I think is one of the straightest shooters on numbers in
town, looked at my analysis, he called me up and he said, "Greenstein, the
problem with your analysis is you assume discretionary will only keep
even with inflation and there's too much pent up demand and it's going to
go up faster than that."

Senator Mack. Jim.
Dr. Miller. Could I make the point, and Bob surely will agree

with this, that even though Congress-and I'm not trying to defend
Congress's appropriating more than the caps-busts the caps, under
current law there would be a sequester.

Mr. Greenstein. Not true.
Dr. Miller. So the spending level will not exceed the caps.
Mr. Greenstein. Not true, because what I-
Senator Mack. Okay. We've carried this discussion, as far as I'm

concerned, far enough. I've got a couple of other points I want to make.
The first thing is this issue of whether the tax cuts should go to

people who make lots of money. It's a very simple thing. The reason tax
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cuts have this result is because taxpayers with high incomes make most
of the tax payments. There has been a general acceptance of the idea, and
I'm not sure I embrace it, of the progressive Tax Code-that is, if you
make more money, you pay the government a greater percentage of your
income in taxes. I don't embrace the idea, and clearly reject the notion of
a so-called progressive tax cut. That is, that you have to give up more of
the tax cut because you make more money. It's just fundamentally unfair
and fundamentally wrong.

Are there other points you wanted to pursue? If not, I have a
couple of others.

Representative Stark No, I don't, go ahead.
Senator Mack. This goes back now to the economic aspect of this

issue. The Keynesian economists have lectured for decades that large
budget surpluses could act as a fiscal drag on the economy. Now that the
CBO is projecting a unified budget surplus in the neighborhood of three
trillion dollars over the next ten years, why aren't the Keynesians warning
us of a risk to the economy? Does anybody want to approach that?

Mr. Angell. Because they're-
Senator Mack. Maybe I've misstated it.
Mr. Angell. -because their model is wrong, wrong, wrong, and

it doesn't work.
[Laughter.]
Mr. Greenstein. I think there is a disagreement among

Keynesians and there are some who have raised concerns about that. A
former staff director of this Committee, Jim Galbraith, Professor of
Economics, University of Texas, I think has raised some concerns in
articles he's written about overly-contractionary fiscal policy. It's not the
point of view I have.

I think the point of view a number of people have, and I don't know
what we all term ourselves these days, partial Kenseyians, pure
Kenseyians, whatever, is that it will be very important to stimulate the
economy when the economy is weak. I don't think given how strong the
economy is now with a 4.2 percent unemployment rate the FED is
concerned enough that it has raised interest rates twice in the last, what,
ten weeks or so. I think the view is clearly the kind of surpluses we have
now are not a drag on the economy. Our big problem now is not that the
economy is sluggish, but a point of view I share with most on the panel,
that the savings rate is too low. And one of the things that helps increase
the savings rate is national saving through budget surpluses.

So I think a number of people, who years ago in periods when the
economy was sluggish and wasn't growing that fast, unemployment which
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seemed stuck, remember, we had seven straight years from 1980 through
1986 where the average unemployment was rate was about, what, 7
percent a year for seven straight years. We are in a different era now.
Given the marvelous performance of the economy, that was clear
instances of the-

Senator Mack. I want to pick up on that point and then I'll turn
,to you, Wayne.

Clearly we're in a different economy. Nobody knows exactly how
this is all going to play out over a period of time, but we're hearing that
kind of a statement from everyone who has been pursuing economics
either as a profession or as'an interest. People have recognized that there
is something that's changed in our economy. I'm going to get back to Dr.
Gwartney for a minute after Wayne, but I think that's the point he's
making with respect to what we're seeing as far as Federal Government
revenue growth. The CBO and the OMB have been underestimating
revenues to the Federal Government for quite some time now.

Wayne.
Mr. Angell. Yes. There have been statements made that suggest

that taking the national debt to zero eliminated interest payments and I
believe that is incorrect reasoning. Our economy is a credit-based
economy. We do not want to contract credit by thereby having private
debt not grow as government debt shrinks. So our nation will see if credit
is to expand, which is essential for economic growth, our nation will see
a big shift to private borrowing. And so private borrowing will take place
at much higher interest rates. Foreigners who are lending us their money
buying Treasury Bills today at 5 percent are going to end up lending their
money buying corporates at 7 percent. So we cannot operate under the
assumption that somehow or other interest payers have a reduced burden.

The fact of the matter is that the interest burden will rise, not fall.
Senator Mack. Dr. Gwartney.
Dr. Gwartney. Well, as I was just sort of reflecting on our

discussion here, including the exchange between Congressman Stark and
Senator Mack. It seems to me the difference is whether or not there are
going to be surpluses off out into the future and whether or not it would
be more likely or less likely to have surpluses if in fact we cut taxes. But
let me remind you that the President has essentially proposed over a
trillion dollars additional increases in expenditures. The Republicans have
proposed a $792 billion reduction in taxes and that essentially works out
as about a wash.

One of the things I've learned rapidly in the couple of months that
I've been here is that 10, 15, 20 billion dollars doesn't mean much up here,
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if's an adjustment for me to think like that. But what my position is, is that
these revenue figures are grossly understated and that we are going to see
very large budget surpluses in the future, both in the Social Security
system as well as in the on-budget side of the budget. And I would like
to propose a compromise position here, if we want to pay down the debt,
whether or not these funds belong to the taxpayers and should be returned,
why doesn't Congress pass legislation that essentially says that all of the
on-budget surpluses that occur will be rebated back to the taxpayer in
proportion to the amount of funds that they paid in taxes. If we
overcharged them, let's rebate these funds back to them. If the surpluses
do not occur, there will be no reduction in taxes; but if they do occur, and
if they occur at a very sizeable level, these funds will go back to the
American taxpayer where they belong.

And on the Social Security side, my own view is, I think much the
same thing should take place. Rather than allow that $1.9 trillion to
accumulate, I think, again, we could come up with a rather creative plan,
allocate that $1.9 trillion into, or at least largely into private savings,
personal savings accounts with which individuals would be saving for
their own retirement. Rather than have the government manage those
funds, we would again have individuals managing the funds and have a
more secure future than otherwise should be the case.

So wouldn't that be a compromise position? If in fact these
surpluses materialize as I'm saying that they will materialize, let's rebate
the funds back to the taxpayer who paid in the first place.

Senator Mack. On that compromised spirit, the hearing is
adjourned.

[Laughter.]
[Whereupon, at 11:20 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.]

/ -
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR CONNIE MACK, CHAIRMAN
There has been a lot of loose talk in the past few months

concerning this Congress's tax relief package, with adjectives like
"reckless" and "risky" being tossed about by opponents of tax relief. I am
confident that the distinguished panel we have assembled can substitute
some light for the heat that has been generated in this debate.

One thing that has gone unnoticed in the budget debate is that both
ends of Pennsylvania Avenue agree on the size of the surpluses over the
next decade. The nonpartisan Congressional Budget Office, and the
President's Office of Management and Budget, this summer released
surplus calculations that are only $20 billion apart. When the budget
baselines are adjusted to freeze discretionary spending at the 2002 caps,
these surpluses total roughly $3.4 trillion over the next ten years.

So, all parties agree that the .Federal Government will be
overcharging the taxpayers by $3.4 trillion. The only real debate concerns
what the government should do with these overpayments. This summer,
the Congress passed a tax bill that would provide $792 billion in tax relief
for the American people. This is less than 25% of the tax overpayments,
a relatively modest portion. But despite the modest size of this tax cut, the
President and his supporters have criticized the tax relief as "too big," and
have argued that the government cannot part with that much money.

But if you stop to think about it, every single argument being made
against the tax cut is just plain wrong.

Some argue, from a Keynesian demand-side perspective, that tax
cuts will overstimulate the economy. But even after a $792 billion tax cut,
the Federal Government will run up over $2 trillion in surpluses over the
next ten years - from a Keynesian viewpoint, $2 trillion in surpluses is
not considered a stimulus, it is considered a drag on the economy. And
with all of the lags, the delays, and the phase-ins, the bulk of the tax cuts
will not arrive until years 2007, 2008, and 2009.

Can anyone seriously think that, in a $9 trillion economy, a $5.3
billion net tax cut for fiscal year 2000 will overstimulate consumer
demand? This is just six hundredths of one percent of GDP. The net tax
cut for fiscal 2001 is barely noticeable -just $1.1 billion. How can that
possibly overheat the economy? Clearly, the facts do not support the
argument that our tax relief will overheat the economy. In any event,
from the demand-side perspective, the tax cut should be irrelevant. If we
do not cut taxes by $792 billion, it is safe to say that spending will
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increase by $792 billion over the next decade - spending by the
government, that is. That is what President Clinton means when he says
we cannot afford a tax cut - his bureaucrats are working overtime to
dream up new ways to spend the money. Indeed, including his Medicare
proposal, the President has proposed an increase in spending of $1.3
trillion over the next decade - all but $54 billion of the on-budget
surpluses, according to the CBO.

Furthermore, a tax cut that removes government barriers to savings
and investment is not an "artificial stimulus" that the Federal Reserve
Board would seek to offset with tighter money. Inflation, after all, is
caused by too many dollars chasing too few goods, not by too many
investors creating wealth and opportunity. An even stronger economy,
fueled by the freedom and enthusiasm of our entrepreneurs, is not
something to fear.

The argument is also raised that a $792 billion tax cut leaves no
money to meet some other important government goals. But we still have
about $2 trillion in social security surpluses that will be in a "lock-box" to
retire debt and shore up our citizens' retirement security, and another $505
billion in non-social security surpluses that can be used for Medicare,
national defense, and our other priorities. There appear to be no good
economic arguments against the tax relief package. The opposition to tax
relief is based not on economics, but on philosophy. This all boils down
to one basic, fundamental question: who has the first claim on the income
of Americans - does it belong to the government or to the individual
families who create the income through the sweat of their brows and the
genius of their intellect?

The current Administration acts like the money belongs to the
government. It rejects our tax relief bill as "too big," as is taxpayers earn
income at the sufferance of the government. Under this view, Uncle Sam
does not live under a budget, he sets the budget for every American
family, which must be content with the table scraps after the enormous
appetite for spending in D.C. has been satiated.

This President and his supporters just don't get it. The tax burden
on our citizens is at an all-time, peacetime high - 20.6% of the economy.
At the same time, we will be overcharging the taxpayers by more than $3
trillion. A nation that trusted its people, that protected their liberty, would
not flinch from the right thing to do: cut taxes so that our families can
enjoy the fruits of their labor, instead of the greedy Federal Government.

We cannot forget that tax cuts are not about numbers, they are
about people. The true measure of the merit of tax relief is the gain in
freedom and the enhancement of opportunity for our people. There can
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be no denying that the American people would be helped tremendously
by the tax relief that we have passed.

Consider some of the ways in which our tax relief bill would make
a difference in the lives of Americans. We make health and long-term
insurance fully deductible, and allow a dependent deduction for elderly
family members. Education is more affordable through enhanced savings
vehicles - savings accounts and pre-paid tuition plans. Tax rates are
lowered across-the-board. We eliminate the marriage penalty for
taxpayers in the lowest bracket and repeal the Alternative Minimum Tax
for individuals. According to analysis by the Heritage Foundation, once
the tax relief is fully phased-in, a blue-collar family of four earning in the
low $50,000s would save $381 on their tax bill, and a typical unmarried
teacher earning under $40,000 would see her tax bill shrink by $782.
These are not trivial amounts. We cut taxes because of the 67-year old
owner of a family business in Florida's panhandle, who is discouraged
from reinvesting his hard-earned profits because the specter of the death
tax is hovering, waiting to swoop down and scoop up 55% of the increased
value of his business. We cut taxes because of the two-earner family,
struggling to make ends meet, that has to pay over $1000 extra in taxes
just because they are married.

We cut taxes so that waitresses, truck drivers, teachers and
carpenters can put an extra $1000 in their IRAs each year, to build a better
nest egg for retirement. We cut taxes to enable a biomedical company to
budget that one additional research project that just might lead to a
breakthrough in the treatment of glaucoma or a cure for cancer. And we
cut taxes to reduce government barriers to saving and investment, so the
capital is available for the American entrepreneurs of the 215' Century to
develop markets in technologies we cannot even imagine today.

High taxes are an infringement on the liberty of our families, who
should not be struggling to make ends meet while their Federal servants
hoard the wealth our families have created. When the question comes
down to whether we trust the Federal Government or the family to use
money wisely, I choose the family every time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PETE STARK,

RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

I would like to thank the Chairman for calling this hearing this
morning and I would like to welcome all of the witnesses to the
Committee.

The US economy is at an important crossroad.
For the past seven years, we have watched as the Federal

Government moved from deficits "for as far as the eye can see" into
surplus. We may disagree on which administration was responsible for
the build-up in the deficit and the elimination of the deficit. But o one
thing we should agree - it was hard-working Americans and their families
who made the sacrifices which were necessary to bring the budget into
surplus.

At the same time the budget moved into surplus, the US economy
was experiencing its longest peace-time expansion. The economy's
performance under the Clinton Administration is so remarkable it deserves
being repeated.

* The unemployment rate fell from 7.5 percent in 1992 to an historic low
of 4.2 percent last month. In fact, the unemployment rate has been
below 5 percent for more than 2 years.

* Despite all the doomsday warnings, the drop in the unemployment rate
has not been accompanied by any significant increase in inflation. On
the contrary, inflation as measured by changes in the Consumer Price
Index, has been growing at an annual rate of a little more than 2 percent
this year. Inflation has averaged 2.4 percent since President Clinton
took office in 1992.

* Most importantly, after 20 years of declines and stagnation, American
workers are once again enjoying improvements in their standards of
living. In 1979, real average wages for private nonagricultural workers
were approximately $290.00 per week. By 1992-93, average weekly
earnings fell to their lowest level - approximately $255.00. A 12
percent drop over 14 years. Only recently have real average weekly
earnings begun to recover, increasing by 6 percent over the last 6 years
to $270.00. Good economic performance has helped raise living
standards for many, but average workers' wages are still not back to
where they were 20 years ago. Real average weekly wages are still
$20.00 below their 1979 level.
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Overall, the economy is performing very well for many Americans,
but we are not out of the woods yet when it comes to the average working
family.

With this sound economy as a backdrop, we need to begin
addressing some of the hard economic choices before us. Projected
surpluses make this job a little easier.

I believe three principles should guide us as we confront these
choices.

First and foremost, we must secure our long-term obligations to the
most vulnerable people in our society - the elderly, the sick and the poor.
Our first priority must be to make Social Security and Medicare
financially sound and prepared to meet the needs of their beneficiaries.

Second, we need to focus on ways to share more of the benefits of
the current economic expansion with more people. For example, as I have
already mentioned above, average working people have benefitted
somewhat from the current expansion. Yet, at $5.15, the minimum wage
remains 22 percent below its inflation-adjusted level in 1979. In other
words, minimum wage workers will earn $3,000 less this year than they
would have earned 20 years ago. I don't think any of the tax cut proposals
being discussed would give enough relief to the low income workers to
offset this kind of real earnings loss. If you really want to help US
workers, let's raise the minimum wage.

Third, what policies are most likely to insure the long-term health
of the economy? And here, the policy choices are clear. Is now the time
for a large tax cut, or should we begin paying down the large debt which
the government has been accumulating over the last several decades? I
applaud my colleagues on te other side of the aisle for their willingness to
take this question to the American people. Over the last month the
American people have had a chance to consider both options, and they
have spoken loud and clear. The American people believe we should
postpone any major tax cuts now, in order to follow the more fiscally
prudent step of paying down the national debt. This view is supported by
no other than Federal Reserve Chairman Greenspan and by dozens of
reputable economists, including several Nobel Laureates, who have signed
a letter which I would like to have entered into the record.

So I would ask the 4 distinguished witnesses before us today to
address these 3 questions in their remarks:

1. How does the current tax proposal improve the long-term
security of Social Security and Medicare?

2. Does the current tax proposal extend the benefits of the
robust economy to more people? And
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3. How does the current tax proposal improve the long-term
health of the US economy?

I look forward to your comments and the ensuing discussion.
Thank you.
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August 2, 1999

Dear Colleague:

As we debate an $800 billion tax cut, I would like to bring this very important
letter (printed on the opposite side) to your attention. Fifty leading economists,
including six Nobel laureates have joined together to denounce any large tax cuts
at the current time.

This distinguished group claims that a massive tax cut would not be good
economic policy. They argue that a large tax cut would *drain government
resources just when the aging population starts to put substantial stress on
Social Security and Medicare.' Their letter goes on to suggest that a large tax
cut at this time would stimulate more consumption, thereby causing the economy
to overheat.

In sum, these economists agree that a large tax cut is the wrong policy at the
wrong time.

On the other hand, this group of noted economists state that the Administration's
proposal sets the correct road to take. Under the President's plan, we would begin
paying down the national debt, enabling interest rates to fall, and freeing up more
capital for productive investment. This in turn will allow us to extend the recent
increases in wages and incomes that we have been experiencing.

Sincerely,

Pete Stark
Ranking Member
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Letter from Fifty Economists

The federal budget is projected to show substantial surpluses over the next 15 years. These
surpluses offer an exceptional opportunity to pay down government debt and thereby strengthen
Social Security and Medicare in order to prepare for the retirement of the baby boomers.

President Clinton's budget proposal makes the correct decision, to save most of these surpluses.
The Administration estimates that its plan would entirely pay off the publicly held debt by
saving over $4 trillion in projected surpluses by 2015. This dramatic contribution to national
saving would reduce interest rates. boost business investment in plant and eqluipment, lead to a
more productive workforces, and raise the standard of living.

In contrast, a massive tax cut that encourages consumption would not be good economic policy.
With the unemployment rate at its lowest point in a generation, now is the wrong time to
stimulate the economy through tax cuts. Moreover, an ever growing tax cut would drain
government resourcesjust when the aging of the population starts to put substantial stress on
Social Security and Medicare. Further, the projections assume substantial undesirable
reductions in real spending for non-entitlement programs including important public
investments. Given the uncertainty of long-term budget projections, conraitting to a large tax
cut would create significant risks to the budget and the economy.
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lawrence R. KleIn, U of P
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Since serving as Director of the Office of Management and Budget during most
of President Reagan's second term, I have been associated with Citizens for a Sound
Economy (CSE), a research, education, and advocacy organization with a quarter-
million members and supporters.' On their behalf as well as mine, I welcome this
opportunity to discuss the desirability of tax cuts in an era of budget surpluses.

Let's start by clarifying certain matters that are often overlooked in discussions
of fiscal policy.

Eit, whether at any time we have a budget surplus or a budget deficit is subject
to debate because the federal accounts make only limited provision for changes in
liabilities and assets. Yearly swings can amount to tens, if not hundreds, of billions of
dollars.

Second, it is usual today for the effects of any major tax or expenditure program
to be aggregated over 10 years. For example, Congress has passed a $792 billion tax
cut; the President says he is willing to accept only a $300 billion tax cut. This was not
always the case. When I was budget director, the time frame was five years. Why not
make the time frame 20 years, or 50 years? This would run up the numbers and
confuse people even more. Also, these aggregates are not discounted; they fail to
distinguish between a tax cut that is $10 billion each of the first nine years and then

'Neither CSE nor CSE Foundation receive any money from the Federal
government - nor, to the best of my knowledge, have I during the relvant time period.
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$100 billion in the tenth year, and a tax cut that is $100 billion the first year and $10
billion annually in years two through 10.

Tbird, forecasts are just that. Actual fiscal aggregates may be more or less.
However, there is far more reason to place confidence in forecasts of next year's
performance or maybe the next two year's performance than in any of the 'out years.' I
certainly wouldn't bet the farm on the forecasts for years six through 10.

Fourth, the deficit or surplus is the difference between two very large numbers,
revenues and outlays. If the forecasters are off just a little bit in either or both -
especially in ways that don't offset - there can be substantial differences between the
deficit/surplus forecasts and actual performance.

Fifth, although some progress has been made, the major federal revenue
forecasting agencies - Office of Tax Analysis (OTA) and Joint Committee on Taxation
(JCT) - still utilize what may be characterized as basically 'static,' as opposed to
'dynamic,' forecasting methodologies. Accordingly, they overestimate the size of any
revenue 'hit' from a tax rate decrease, and they also overestimate the size of any
revenue 'bump' from a tax rate increase. Thus, everything else equal, the surplus is
likely to be larger with the tax cut than forecast by OTA and JCT.

I make these points to emphasize that we don't know with great precision what
the deficit or surplus will be - with or without a tax cut. What we can be more
confident about is the following.

EILg, as I explained in my testimony before this committee last March,
government is so large that it constitutes a significant drag on the rate of economic
growth. In particular, taxes - some more than others - restrict economic activity. By
lowering taxes, you encourage (allow) the economy to be more robust.

Second, it reasonably clear that to the extent a tax cut reduces the government's
revenue - and for most aggregate tax cuts this is the case in the sbhot run - it also
constrains spending. For evidence on this proposition, look within your own hearts.
Are you more or less likely to vote for a spending increase if you know there's a deficit
looming or a smaller surplus, than if the reverse were true? Q.E.D.

That's why James Carter, of the Senate staff, and I recently wrote a piece in
USATocay (see attached) indicating that surpluses can be as problematic as deficits.
With deficits, because of 'fiscal illusion,' people underestimate the cost of government
and therefore demand too much of it. With surpluses, elected officials are more eager
to increase spending. Either way, government expands beyond the size which is
optimal!

So, if you want to see the economy continue to expand, and expand at an even

-2-
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faster rate,2 you will opt for a tax cut, the larger the better. In particular, I urge you to
stand firm and insist on the tax package that recently passed both Houses and reject
the tax program outlined by the President. I make this recommendation not only
because your tax cut is larger, but because yours is of a better type. Let me explain.

One view of taxes is that they are necessary to raise the money the government
requires to operate. A conflicting view is that taxes should not only raise money, but
should be an instrument of social policy: 'bads' should be discouraged with higher
taxes, and 'goods' should be encouraged through tax breaks. This view may work in
theory, but experience shows it doesn't work very well in practice. The data show that
'tax expenditures' have ballooned way out of control. The tax code is riddled with
special-interest breaks and punitive features. Such a tax code slows economic growth
and is felt, by the public, to be unfair overall.

Although your tax cut contains an assortment of provisions that benefit special
interests, by and large it is a straightforward, 'clean' cut in tax rates. In particular, it
would cut income tax rates across the board, inciuding the 'death tax,' and it would
remedy the anomaly of taxing two people more if they are married than if they are
simply living together. On the other hand, as the President and the Vice President
have repeatedly indicated, their preference is for 'targeted' tax cuts - in other words,
tax cuts designed to achieve certain policy goals.

Finally, it should be stressed that while both tax plans envision 'saving' social
security by 'banking' the social security surplus, the President's budget proposal
explicitly envisions a far greater increase in outlays than does your budget, of which the
tax cut is a part. Obviously, the President's plan, if adopted, would lead to further
increases in the size of government, while your plan poses a lower risk. For these
reasons, your tax plan should be enacted, and the President's plan should not.

2The argument that increasing aggregate demand through tax cuts will lead to
inflation has little empirical support and contracts common sense in view of how the
effects on demand of changes in monetary policy altogether swamp the fiscal effects at
issue.
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Uncle Sam's got extra money,
and that may be bad news

By James Carter
and James MiLler
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It's our annual
"spend-your-budget-before-it's-gone":

sale.

With only weeks left before the end of the federal government's fiscal year,
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get the freshest technology built-and priced -just for yoor needs. Arid with Gateway's
flexible payment options - including GSA leasing, govemment credit cards and
standard purchase orders - Gateway makes obtaining these systems even
simpler. So call us today, because as soen as the fiscal year ends, so do these low prices.
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Statement of James Gwartney
Chief Economist, Joint Economic Committee, US. Congress

JEC Hearing on Tax Cuts and the Budget Surplus
September 13,1999

Congress has passed a S792 billion reduction in taxes spread over the next ten years. The
bill would-reduce marginal tax rates by I percentage point, cut the capital gains tax rates from 20%
and 10% to 1IS% and 80%, widen both the standard deduction and tax brackets in order to reduce the
marriage penalty, and provide additional incentives for savings, investment, and research. The
President has called the legislation 'reckless and risky,' and promises to veto it. I would like to
make four points with regard to this debate.

Point 1: There is a negative relationship between size of government and economic
growth.

The debate over the tax bill is primarily about spending rather than taxes. The President
wants to use the projected on-budget surpluses to increase spending. Congress wants them returned
to taxpayers. Given the nature of the debate, it is important to consider the relationship between size
of government and economic growth. Small differences in growth when sustained over a lengthy
time period can make a big difference in living standards.

Governments play a key role in establishing an economic environment conducive for
individuals to use their skills and knowledge productively and where markets can operate smoothly.
The key elements of that environment are: (a) a sound legal structure that enforces contracts and
provides for secure property rights, (b) competitive markets, (c) price stability, (d) freedom of
international trade, and (e) small government expenditures. The recent policies of the
U.S.-particularly those in the areas of monetary and trade policy-have been fairly consistent with
long-term growth.

Given the size of government in high-income industrial countries, the level of govenunent
spending is inversely related to economic growth. Countries with large government spending as a
share of the economy and more rapid growth of government experience lower levels of economic
growth. Figures I and 2 illustrate this point.'

'See James Gwartney, Robert Lawson, and Randall Holcombe, The Size and Functions
of Government and Economic Growth, (Washington: Joint Economic Committee of the U.S.
Congress, 1998); Edgar Peden, 'Productivity in the United States and Its Relationship to
Government Activity: An Analysis of 57 Years, 1929-1986.' Public Choice 69 (1991): 153-173;
and Gerald Scully, What Is the Optimal Size of Government in the United States? Dallas, TX:
National Center for Policy Analysis, 1994. While the methodology employed by each of these
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Exhibit 1 looks at the relationship between the size of government and the growth of
OECD countries during each of the last four decades. Size of government at the beginning of a
decade is measured on the x-axis and growth of real GDP during that decade is measured on the
y-axis. The graph contains four dots for each of the 21 OECD members on which data were
available. Thus, the total number of dots is 84. Each dot represents a country's total government
spending at the beginning of the decade and its accompanying growth of real GDP dring that
decade. As the plot illustrates, there is a clearly observable negative relationship-larger
government expenditures are associated with slower growth. The accompanying regression
equation also includes dummy variables for the data points in the 1960s and 1970s in order to
adjust for the fact that the overall growth rate during these decades was significarly different than
during other decades. The size of government variable is highly significant (at the 99 percent
level) and it indicates that a 10 percentage point increase in size of government as a share of GDP
reduces the long-term annual growth rate of real GDP by seven-tenths of a percent. The R2
indicates that size of government and the decade dummy variables 'explain" 62 percent of the
variation in growth across these high-income nations.

During the last four decades, the size of government has expanded in every OECD country.
At the same time, the growth rates of these countries-with the exception of Ireland-have fallen.
However, there has been considerable variation in the magnitude of government expansion. If big
government retards long-term growth, as Figure I implies, then there should be a relationship
between increases in the size of government and reductions in economic growth. The countries with
the largest increases in government should experience the sharpest reductions in growth.

Since 1960, the size of government as a share of GDP has increased 20 percentage points or
more in six OECD countries-Denmark, Finland, Greece, Portugal, Spain, and Sweden. On the other
hand, the growth of government has been 10 percent or less in four OECD countries-Iceland,
Ireland, United Kingdom, and United States. Figure 2 presents data on the growth rates of these two
groups, along with the average for OECD countries (bottom line of the table). Among the rapid
expansion in government' group, the growth rate of real GDP fell from 6.4 percent in 1960-1965 to
1.9 percent in the 1990s, a reduction of 4.5 percentage points. In contrast, the average growth rate
of the countries with less expansion in the size of government fell from 4.1 percent during 1960-
1965 to 3.5 percent in the 1990s, a drop of only 0.6 percent In every case, the reduction in growth
of those countries in the 'rapid expansion in government' group was greater than for any of those
in the 'slower expansion in government' group.

It is interesting to note that in 1960, government expenditures as a share of GDP for every
country in the top part of Figure 2 exceeded the OECD average (bottom line of table) of 27.3
percent At the same time, their average GDP growth rate of 4.1 percent was below the OECD
average of 5.6 percent during the 1960s. The situation was exactly the oppositefor this same set of

studies was different, each found that the growth maximizing size of government was
considerably smaller than the level present in OECD countries.

2
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countries in the 1990s. After their ratios of government expenditures to GDP dropped below the
OECD average, their GDP growth rate rose above the average.

Just the reverse happened to the nations in the bottom part of Figure 2. In 1960 their
government expenditures as a share of GDP were below the OECD average, and their GDP growth
rates were higher than the OECD average. By 1998 their mean size of government had risen above
the OECD average and their growth rates had fallen below it Because these figures are for the same
countries (and country groupings), they are particularly revealing.

Point 2: The $792 billion tax cut spread over ten years is smalL

The tax cut bill passed by Congress is small compared to the size of the economy, total
federal revenues, the surpluses that will remain after the tax cut, or any other sensible measure. Only
$156 billion is scheduled to take affect during the first five years. The remaining $636 billion will
not be phased in until after 2004. As Figure 3 shows, it is approximately .7 of a percent of
GDP-0.4% during the first 5 years and 1.0% during the last five. The tax cut amounts to only 3.5
percent of the projected federal revenue during the ten-year period.

Even with the tax cut, huge surpluses will be present during the next ten years (see Figure
4). To a large degree, these projected surpluses are a reflection of favorable demographics-the large
share of the U.S. population currently in their prime-eaming years of life. If the tax cut is instituted,
the surpluses are projected to average approximately $200 billion per year during the next five years
and more than $300 billion per year during the years 2005-2009. This is a highly restrictive fiscal
policy. Sizeable tax cuts are needed to smooth the transition of financial markets to large budget
surpluses of the next decade.

Both Congress and the Administration are on record as favoring use of the $1.9 billion
projected Social Security surplus to retire outstanding debt during the next ten years. Figure 5 shows
the path of the net privately-held debt if (a) the Social Security surplus is used for this purpose and
(b) the Fed holdings of debt increase at the same rate as during the last decade. If this is the case, the
net privately-held debt will fall from the current $3.3 trillion to only $826 billion in 2009. This will
push it to less than 10 percent of GDP, the lowest level since prior to World War L

Point 3: The CBO projections grossly underestimate the size of the future surpluses.

The CBO's methodological assumptions understate federal revenues by at least $1.35 trillion
dollars over the next ten years. There are two reasons for this underestimation:

1. The CBO assumes that federal tax revenues will increase less rapidly than nominal
income. According to their projections, a 53.1% increase in nominal GDP between 2000
and 2009 will lead to only a 49.6% increase in federal revenue. Thus, their implied tax
revenue-income elasticity is 0.94. This is substantially too low. We have a progressive tax
structure. While the tax brackets are indexed for inflation, a larger and larger share of income
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will be taxed at higher rates as real income grows. In addition, the current system is not fuly
indexed for inflation. Most notably, as inflation increases nominal capital gains, the rate of
taxation on the gains will rise. Clearly, the tax revenue-income elasticity is greater than 1.0.

During the last four years (1995-1998), there have been only minor changes in the tax
law. The 1994 revenues would reflect the implementation of the 1993 Clinton tax increase.
Even though the tax system was basically unchanged, federal tax revenue rose 8.1% annually
during 1995-1998 compared to a 5.2 % annual growth rate of nominal GDP. This would
imply a tax revenue-income elasticity of 1.56. Most public finance economists would place
the long-term tax revenue-income elasticity of the U.S. tax structure between 1.1 and 1.3.
Thus, we re-calculated the CBO revenue projections for the next ten years using these more
realistic elasticity figures. As Figure 6 shows, this adjustment indicates that the CBO's
projections understate tax revenues and therefore the size of the budget surplus by between
$257 billion and $528 billion during the next five years. During the five years after that
(2005-2009), the CBO understatement of the tax revenue elasticity results in an
understatement of revenue between $709 billion and $1,621 billion. Clearly, these
understatements of tax revenues are far greater than the Congressional tax cut.

2. In addition, the CBO assumes a 2.5 percent growth rate during the next decade. During
the last ten years, the annual real growth rate was 2.6%; it was 2.7% during the 1980s and
3.2% during the 1970s. During the last five years, real GDP grew at an annual rate of 3.4%.
During the last 15 years, real GDP growth has averaged 3.1% annually. During the last 44
years for which it is possible to construct a 10-year moving average with the current GDP
series, the 10-year average annual growth rate fell to 2.5% or lower on only 4 occasions.
Given the highly favorable demographics-a high percentage of the work force in prime
earning years-the 2.5% projected growth rate of the CBO is too low. As Figure 7 shows,
even if real GDP growth is only 2.8%, just three-tenths higher than the CBO projection, $89
billion will be added to federal revenues during the next five years and an additional $296
billion would be added during years 2005-2009. A still more realistic annual growth rate of
3.0 percent during the next decade will increase federal revenues by $150 billion during the
next five years and $495 billion during 2005-2009.

The tax cut looks puny when compared with the CBO's underestimation of revenue during the next
ten years.

Point 4: If we do not reduce government spending as a share of GDP during the next
decade, we will become Euro-ized when the baby-boomers retire.

Persons age 65 and over currently account for approximately 12 percent of the U.S.
population. Expenditures on health care, social security and other entitlements targeted toward the
elderly account for about 12 percent of the total federal budget. When the baby boomers retire
between 2010 and 2025, the elderly population will increase to 18 percent of the total. Under current
law, this will push federal spending up by 6 to 8 percentage points as a share of GDP during this
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period. If new programs are added and government spending is maintained at approximately the
current share of GDP during the next decade, the retirement of the baby boomers during the
following decade (2010-2020) will push total government spending (including federal, state, and
local) up to 40 percent of GDP. No country has been able to sustain real growth above 2 percent with
government spending of this magnitude. If we go this route, we can expect European-type
growth-one percent to 1.5 percent-when the baby boomers begin to retire.

Conclusion

We are at a crossroads. As a healthy economy provides substantial revenue, it will be
tempting to expand spending in the years ahead. This tax legislation will be the first of several
conflicts between those who want rapid growth versus those who want more spending, which will
retard growth. The tax cut debate is about spending, not taxes. As Figure 8 shows, the President
wants to use the on-budget surpluses to increase spending. The funds will be there to do so during
the next decade. But such spending will plant the seeds of destruction for the following decade.
Clearly, the American people are not under-taxed. As Figure 9 shows, federal taxes as a percent of
national income are currently at an all-time high. Furthermore, they are projected to remain at or near
this high level during the next decade. Even with the Congressional tax cut, there are only a few prior
years with higher taxes as a share of national income than will be the case during the next decade.
This suggests that, far from being "reckless," the tax cut is-if anything-too modest. Nonetheless,
it is a step in the right direction.

Let me close with this question. Suppose that the non-social security budget was balanced
and that Social Security was projected to generate a $1.9 trillion surplus during the next ten years.
Would you vote for a $792 billion tax increase? If your answer is no, you should support the tax
bill. If the bill is vetoed, this will in fact be the result. Under very cautious growth
assumptions-ones that are well below what is likely to be achieved-the non-social security portion
of the budget will not only be balanced, it will run a surplus. The government does not need more
revenue. These funds belong to American taxpayers and they should be returned to them. This is
precisely what the tax bill will do.
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Figure 1: Economic Growth and Size of Government
by Decade: 1960 - 1998
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Figure 2: The Growth Rate of Real GDP in the 1990s Compared to 1960-1965:
OECD Countries with the Least and Most Expansion in the Size of Government
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Addendum 6.1
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Addendum 6.2: Calculated Tax Revenue-Income Elasticity for the CBO Projections
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Addendum 7

Prolected Federal Tax Revenues: CBO Forecasts Cornected For Expected Hioher GDP Growth Rates
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TAX BILL CONTAINS ONLY MODEST BENEFITS FOR MIDDLE CLASS
DESPITE ITS HIGH COST

by Iris J. Lav and Robert Greenstein

The tax bill Congress approved in early August is decidedly not a broad-based
middle-class tax cut plan; it is only modestly less favorable to high-income taxpayers
than the earlier version of the tax bill the House of Representatives passed. Although
the tax plan does provide some tax reduction for those in the middle of the income
spectrum, an overwhelming and disproportionate share of the tax cuts in the bill would
go to those at higher income levels.

A Treasury Department analysis issued August 5 finds that the 10 percent of
households with the highest incomes would receive 59 percent of the bils tax cuts
when the tax cuts are in full effect. The top fifth of households would receive 78.5
percent of the tax cuts - more than three-quarters of the total. By contrast, the bottom
60 percent of the population combinel would receive just 7.5 percent of the tax cuts, only
about one-third as much as the top one percent would get by itself.

The Treasury analysis estimates that the wealthiest one percent of households
would each receive an average tax cut of nearly $32,000 a year. The bottom 60 percent
of the population would receive a $166 average tax cut.

An analysis conducted by Citizens for Tax Justice similarly finds the bill to be
heavily skewed toward high-income households. The ClJ analysis estimates that 81
percent of the tax cuts would go to the top fifth of households, while the bottom 60
percent of households would share just 9 percent of the tax cuts.

The provisions in the package that would
do the most for middle-class taxpayers are the
proposed increase in the standard deduction for Table of Contents
married couples and the proposed reduction of the MRage e Penalty Relief ......... 5
15 percent tax rate to 14 percent. Alternative Minimum Tax for

The increase in the standard IndvliduaTs ................. 7
deduction for married couples and Estate Tax Repea ..............s 8
the reduction in the 15 percent tax Capital Gains ................. 12
rate account for less than one-fifth of Individual Reanent Accounts . 12

the annual tax-cut benefits the bill Health Insurance Deducti_ ... 15
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provides. In 2008, COST OF VARIOUS PROVISIONS IN 2008
when most (inbMiofdodbm)

provisions are Provisions Providing Bulk of Their Benefits to
largely phased in Mliddle-class or lower-Income Fliers
and before the Reduce 15 percent rate to 14 percent $26.4
artificial "sunset" of Increase standard deduction for couples 6.0
a number of EITC marriage penalty relief 1.3
provisions in the Expand dependent care tax credit 1.1
bill, these two Subtotal D34U5
provisions would
account for only $32 Provisions Disproportionately Beneficial to
billion of the $168 Higher-Income Families
billion that the Joint Cut 28, 31, 36, and 39.6 percent rates $31.0
Committee on Repeal individual AMT 30.8
Taxation estimates Raise Income limit for 14 percent bracket ' 22.0
the package as a Cut capital gains taxes 7.6
whole will cost. Repeal estate and gift taxes 10.9
(Note that even this Raise IRA and pension income and 8.2
reduction in the 15 contribution limits
percent rate would Corporate and business tax breaks 9.2
provide a larger
dollar tax cut to Total cost In 2008 $167.9
those at higher- so. joint C ft.. T.,loon
income levels than to
much of the middle
class. The full benefit of this tax rate reduction would be available only to
individuals and families whose incomes place them above the 15 percent
bracket. Middle-class families in the 15 percent bracket would get only a
partial benefit from the rate reduction.)

There are some other, smaller provisions in the package that would
benefit moderate- and middle-income families, such as the increase in the
dependent care and adoption credits and marriage penalty reduction for
married-couple families that receive the Earned Income Tax Credit. But
in total, the provisions that grant a substantial share of their benefits to
middle- or low-income taxpayers account for less than one-quarter of the
bill's cost when the provisions are fully in effect

Most of the remaining tax cuts in the bill would accord a disproportionate
share of their benefits to the 20 percent of taxpayers with the highest
incomes.
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Should the Ditribution of Tax Cuts Mirror the Distribution of Tax Burdens?

Some proponents of the tax bill dismiss data showing that the bulk of the bills tax cuts

would go to more affluent households by observing that these households pay the bulk of the

taxes and should therefore get the bulk of the tax cut benefits. The tax cuts in the bill are,

however, disproportionate to taxes paid. The highest-income 20 percent of the population pays

about 59 percent of federal taxes but would get 79 percent of the tax cuts in the legislation.

Moreover, the notion that tax cuts should be apportioned in accordance with the share of

taxes that various income groups pay is itself highly problematic. Use of such a standard

implies that the more that income disparities widen in the United States and high-income

individuals receive the lion's share of the income gains (and thus pay more of the taxes), the

more that tax cuts should be directed to the wealthy, making the disparities still greater.

Use of such a standard also overlooks the fact that the wages and living standards of

much of the population, with the notable exception of upper-income households, are not much

better than they were a decade or two ago. In fact, the hourly wage of the typical (or median)

worker is slightly lower today than it was at the end of the 1970s, after adjusting for inflation. By

contrast, both executive compensation and capital gains income have risen smartly for those on

the upper rungs of the economic ladder.

These developments have multiple causes, including international competition,

technological advances, the decline in unionization, other economic factors, and policy changes.

Given these trends toward widening wage and income disparities, tax policy ought to

compensate at least modestly. At a minimum, tax policy should not magnify these trends.

This is a matter of some importance, since the trend toward increasing income disparities

has been quite marked. Congressional Budget Office data show that from 1977 to 1995 (the first

and last years for which such data are now available), the average before-tax income of the top

one percent of the population jumped 77 percent after adjustment for inflation. The average

income of the top fifth of the population also rose substantially, climbing 29 percent. But the

average income of the middle fifth barely changed during this period, rising only two percent,

and the average income of the bottom two fifths of the population declined. A policy of

distributing the lion's share of tax cuts to those on the top rungs of the economic ladder, on the

grounds that tax cuts should be conferred in proportion to taxes paid, would exacerbate rather

than ameliorate these trends. It would increase further the growing disparities of income and

wealth between the most affluent individuals and the rest of society.

Finally, there is the issue of priorities. There is not an economic need for tax cuts geared

to the high end of the income spectrum - the economy is running at full tilt with the current tax

rates, the stock market is booming at the current capital gains rates, high-income households are

already much better off than in the past, and Federal Reserve chairman Alan Greenspan has

cautioned that tax cuts in general may be ill-advised at this point. Thus, the question arises as to

whether tax cuts of this nature should take precedence over other needs. Should tax cuts that

provide the lion's share of their benefits to the most affluent members of society be accorded

priority over greater debt reduction, strengthening the long-term financial security of Medicare

and Social Security, public investments that hold promise for improving long-term productivity

growth (such as investments in education and training, infrastructure, research, and early

intervention programs for children), measures to lower the child poverty rate (which remains

well above the child poverty rate in Canada and most of western Europe), and tax cuts in which

a greater share of the tax reductions go to the middle class and the working poor?
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These provisions indude the elimination of the estate tax, the capital gains
tax cuts, the elimination of the alternative income tax, provisions raising
income and contribution limits for Individual Retirement Accounts and
employer-sponsored pension plans, the reduction in the tax rates above
the 15 percent rate, and the increase in the income level at which the 15
percent tax rate ends for married filers and the 28 percent rate starts.

Rats Reductions

The income tax rate reductions in the bill might seem as though they would
provide significant benefits to middle-income taxpayers. In fact, the rate reductions
provide only a modest benefit to most moderate- and middle-income families. The
bulk of the benefits of the rate cut would go to those at much higher income levels.

The bill gradually reduces each tax rate by one percentage point Like the Senate
bill, the conference agreement gradually lowers the 15 percent rate to 14 percent. But it
also lowers each of the other, higher marginal income tax rates, bringing down the 28
percent rate to 27 percent, the 31 percent rate to 30 percent, and so on. Bringing down
all of the rates skews the benefits much more in favor of high-income taxpayers than
the Senate proposal did.

Even under the Senate bill, the full benefit of reducing the lowest rate from 15
percent to 14 percent would have been secured only by families with income at least as
high as the level at which the 15 percent bracket ends and the 28 percent bracket begins.
For a family of four, income would have to exceed $61,000 to receive the full benefit -
equal to about $450- from reducing the 15 percent rate to 14 percent. (See box on
page 6.) Families below this level would receive a smaller tax cut from this provision.

Three-quarters of taxpayers either are in the 15-percent bracket or owe no
income tax. Only the top quarter of taxpayers are in the higher brackets, and only they
would receive the full benefit of reducing the 15 percent rate. No one outside the top
quarter of taxpayers would benefit even to a small degree from reducing the rates in
the higher brackets.

Families with gross incomes at more modest levels would gain little from the
rate-cut provisions. Consider a family of four with income of $25,000. Although such a
family owes little income tax, it pays sizeable payroll taxes and other federal taxes.
This family would receive a tax cut of just $20 from the rate reduction. For a family of
four with income of $35,000, the tax from the rate reduction would be $168. By
contrast, a family with gross income of $200,000 could receive a $1,500 break from the
rate reduction.
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The cost of lowering the 15 percent rate to 14 percent while leaving the higher
rates unchanged, as the Senate bill would have done, would have been $26 billion in
2008. Adding in the reductions in the higher tax rates more than doubles the cost; the
cost of the rate reduction in the conference agreement is $S57 billion in 2008. The
additional $31 billion in tax cuts would accrue solely to the 25 percent of taxpayers with
the highest incomes.

Marriage Penalty Relief

The conference agreement provides three ypes of marriage penalty relief: an
increase in the standard deduction for married couples, a modification of the earned
income credit for married couples, and an increase in the income level at which the 15
percent tax rate ends for married couples and the 28 percent rate begins.

The increase in the standard deduction is well-targeted on middle-income
families; most higher-income families have sufficient expenses to itemize their
deductions and do not use the standard deduction. The bill would set the standard
deduction for married couples at a level twice the deduction for single taxpayers. If
this provision were effective in 1999, the standard deduction would increase by $1,400
this year. This would generate a tax cut of $210 for most couples in the 15 percent tax
bracket. (Applying a 15 percent tax rate to $1,400 less in income yields a tax cut of
$210.)

The second type of marriage penalty relief in the tax bill - a modest increase in
the amount of earned income credit received by married couples with incomes between
$12,000 and $32,000- also is well-targeted. The standard deduction increase and other
marriage penalty relief provisions in the conference agreement will not help most of
these low- and moderate-income working families because they have no income tax
liability and hence cannot make use of larger income tax deductions. Yet many of these
families do face marriage penalties that arise from the structure of the Earned Income
Tax Credit EITC marriage penalties occur when two people with earnings marry and
their combined, higher income places them at a point in the EITC "phase-out range" at
which they receive either a smaller EITC than one or both of them would have received
if still single or no EITC at all.'

'Consider a man and woman that each work full time at the minimum wage. If unmarried, the man
would file as a single taxpayer, while the woman would fie as a head of household and claim an ErTC
for her two children. Before they are married, the man pays $550 in income tax while the woman
qualifies for a $3,816 refund, the maximum ErTC for a family with two children in 1999. Their combined
refund thus is $3,270. If they many, the couple's combined Income puts them in the phase-out range of

(continued...)
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The tax bill would reduce EITC marriage penalties. (The bill would do so by
raising by $2,000 both the income level at which the EITC for married families begins to
phase down and the income level at which married families cease to qualify for any
EITC benefits.) For a husband and wife that each work full time at the minimum wage,
this provision would alleviate about one-third of their marriage tax penalty.

In contrast to the standard deduction increase and the EITC provision, the
provision in the bill that would raise the income level at which the 15 percent bracket
ends and the 28 percent bracket starts for married couples would benefit only those
couples with incomes exceeding the level at which the 15 percent bracket currently
ends. A couple with two children would need to have income surpassing $61,250 to
benefit from this provision. (Couples without children would need to have income
exceeding $55,750 to benefit.)

The cost of increasing the standard deduction for married couples to an amount
that equals twice the standard deduction for single taxpayers would be $6 billion in
2008, while the cost of the EITC marriage penalty relief would be $1.3 billion. By
contrast, the provision raising the income level at which the 15 percent bracket ends
would cost $22 billion in 2008, three times as much as the other two provisions
combined. Al of the $22 billion in cost resulting from increasing the income level at

1 (...continued)
the EITC and reduces their EITC substantially. Their combined refund is reduced to $1,930, yielding a
marriage penalty of $1,340.

6

Who is In the 15 Percent Tax Bracket?

The income level at which the 15-percent bracket ends has been widely misreported
as being $43,050 for married filers. The $43,050 figure, however, is the level of taxable income
at which the 15 percent bracket ends for married filers; it is not the level of adjusted gross
income at which filers move from the 15 percent to the 28 percent bracket. The lowest level
of gross income at which the 15 percent bracket ends for a married family of four is $61250.
(This is the level of adjusted gross income at which the standard deduction and the four
personal exemptions the family would claim would reduce the family's taxable income to
$43,050, the break point between the 15 percent and 28 percent brackets.) Married families
of four that itemize their deductions can have incomes somewhat higher than $61,250 and
remain in the 15 percent bracket.

Three quarters of all individuals and families are in the 15 percent bracket or owe no
income tax. Only the top quarter are in higher brackets.
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which the 15 percent bracket ends for married couples reflects tax cuts that would be
limited to taxpayers in the top quarter of the income distribution.

Alternative Minimum Tax for Individuals

The bill would scale back the individual Alternative Minimum Tax beginning in
2005 and repeal it fully in 2008. This would allow some very high-income taxpayers to
pay taxes at rates well below those that middle-income families pay - or to avoid
paying personal income taxes altogether.

The individual AMT was enacted in its current form in the Tax Reform Act of
1986 as a way to prevent high-income taxpayers from using a combination of tax
exemptions, deductions, and credits in such a way that they largely or entirely
eliminate their income tax liability. The Joint Committee on Taxation projects that
937,000 taxpayers will pay the AMT in tax year 2000 and that approximately three-
quarters of these taxpayers will have incomes exceeding $100,000.

In its current form, the AMT is projected to begin imposing additional taxes on
some middle-income families in future years, a development that policymakers never
intended. 2 The Joint Committee on Taxation projects that by 2008, some 6.9 million
taxpayers will pay the AMT under current law, and 44 percent of them would have
incomes below $100,000. By that time, a sizeable number of middle-income taxpayers
would have various tax credits - such as the child credit, dependent care credit, or
education credits - effectively reduced or eliminated as a result of the AMT. It is
widely acknowledged that some modification to the AMT must be made to prevent this
from occurring.

There are a number of ways the AMT could be modified to exempt most middle-
income taxpayers from it while assuring that its original purpose - to prevent tax

2 This will occur because the AMT utilizes a single deduction of $45,000 (for married couples)
in lieu of the exemptions, deductions, and credits allowed for the normal tax calculation. The
rate applied to the taxable income computed in this alternative manner is either 26 percent or
28 percent, depending on income. For taxpayers in the 28 percent tax bracket or a higher tax
bracket, the alternative minimum tax generally is higher than the tax owed under the regular
tax computation only if a taxpayer is using a very large amount of deductions and credits
disallowed under the AMT. Unlike the personal exemptions and standard deductions used for
the normal tax calculation, however, the single $45,000 deduction allowed under the AMT is
not indexed for inflation. As a result, a growing number of middle-income taxpayers in the 15
percent tax bracket will begin to be subject to the AMT unless changes in the AMT are made.
But there is no need to repeal the AMT to prevent it from affecting the tax burdens of the
middle class.
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avoidance by high-income taxpayers - continues in effect. The tax bill that emerged
from conference, however, repeals the AMT entirely, which would result in windfalls
for some very high-income taxpayers. If the AMT is repealed, some high-income
individuals would again be able to escape all federal income tax or to reduce their tax
payments very substantially.

The Treasury Department estimates that repeal of the AMT in 2008 would result
in 25,000 taxpayers with incomes surpassing $200,000 escaping federal income tax in
2009. The Treasury also estimates that several hundred taxpayers with incomes of more
than $1 million would avoid paying any income tax.

Estate Tax Repeal

The tax bill would gradually reduce the estate tax and fully repeal it beginning
in 2009. The benefits of estate tax repeal would accrue solely to the estates of the
nation's wealthiest decedents. Joint Tax Committee estimates show that under current
law, only two percent of all deaths result in estate tax liability. Specifically, the
Committee's estimates show that only 1.96 percent of decedents in 1999 will have
estates large enough to require payment of any estate tax.3

Moreover, the bulk of the estate tax is paid by rather large estates. An IRS
analysis of the 32,000 taxable estates filing in 1995 showed that the one-sixth of taxable
estates with gross value exceeding $2.5 million paid nearly 70 percent of total estate
taxes.4

Estate tax repeal thus would benefit only the estates of those high on the wealth
scale. Claims that family farms and small businesses would be among the principal
beneficiaries of this tax cut are inaccurate. Farms and small, family-owned businesses
make up only a tiny proportion of taxable estates. The IRS analysis of estates that filed
in 1995 found that all farm property, regardless of size, accounted for less than one-half of
one percent of all assets included in taxable estates. Family-owned business assets, such
as closely-held stocks, limited partnerships, and non-corporate businesses, accounted
for less than four percent of the value of all taxable estates of less than $5 million.

3Joint Conmittee on Taxation, Preset Law and Backgsumd on Faderal Tax Prvvisions Rdating to
Retirement Savings Incentives, Hadth and Long-Tem Care, and Estate and Git Taxes 0(-29-99), June 15,
1999.

4 Intemal Revenue Service, Sol Bulatin, Winter 1996-97.
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Cost of Tax Bill Would Reach $2.6 Trillion In Second Ten Years

The tax bill has an official cost of $792 billion over the 10-year period from 2000
through 2009. But its actual cost would likely exceed $792 billion in the first 10 years and
reach approximately $26 trillion in the second 10 years, from 2010 through 2019.

The bill's official cost is held to $792 billion in the first 10 years through use of a
gimmick The bill "sunsets" many of its principal provisions after 2008- including the
reductions in tax rates, the marriage penalty relief, the capital gains rate cut and capital
gains indexing, the increase in IRA contribution limits, and the repeal of the alternative
minimum tax. The official cost estimate assumes these provisions will not be in effect in
2009. Al remaining provisions of the bill then sunset after 2009.

In fact, canceling some of these provisions would be virtually impossible as a
practical matter, while sunsetting others - while technically possible - would be extremely
difficult politically. If these provisions really ceased to be effective after 2008, the result
would be a $54 billion income tax increase in 2009- larger than the tax increase that
occurred in 1991 following the 1990 deficit reduction deal that President George Bush
negotiated with Congress. (These comparisons adjust costs from different years for
inflation.)

Furthermore, full sunset of the bill after 2009 would result in an unprecedented -
and politically unthinkable - single-year tax income of $180 billion, which would be nearly
three times larger than the tax increase that took effect in 1994 following enactment of the
1993 deficit-reduction legislation.

Without the highly unrealistic sunset provisions, the bills cost - which mushrooms
from $62 billion in 2004 to $117 billion by 2006 to $168 billion by 2008- would rise to $180
billion in 2009. The official estimate, by contrast, shows the cost plummeting from $168
billion in 2008 to $126 billion in 2009.

After the initial 10-year period, the cost of the tax cuts in the bill would explode.
Using conservative estimates liklcy to understate the bills long-term cost, we find that if the
tax bill became law and was in effect after 2009, it would cost approximately $2.6 trillion in
the second 10 years, from 2010 through 2019. This is more than triple the $792 billion cost
officially shown for the first 10 years. These massive costs in the second 10 years would
occur during the same period in which the baby boom generation begins to retire, Social
Security and Medicare costs mount, and surpluses both in the Social Security budget and the
non-Social Security budget are expected to stop growing each year and begin shrinking.

Additional information concerning the devices the bill uses to mask its long-term
costs and the likely cost of the bill in the second 10 years may be found in the Center
analysis, Conference Agreement Tax Cut Would Cost $2.6 Trillion in Second 10 Years, by Iris J.
Lav and Robert Greenstein.
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Capital Gains

The legislation contains substantial reductions in capital gains taxes, which are
paid on profits from the sale of stocks, bonds, and similar assets. The preferential tax
treatment of capital gains income that current law provides would be expanded in two
ways - through a rate reduction and an indexing provision.

Under current law, most assets held for more than one year are taxed at a
maximum rate of 20 percent. Consider an asset that is purchased for $100,000, grows in
value at 7.5 percent per year, and is sold after four years for $133,550. Under current
law, the tax would be 20 percent of $33,550, or $6,709.

Current law already provides a major tax break on capital gains income. The
affluent individuals who receive the vast bulk of the capital gains income have incomes
sufficiently high as to pay income taxes at rates above the 28 percent rate. If capital
gains were taxed at the same rate as other types of income, such as salaries, interest,
dividends, and self-employment income - as they largely were for a number of years
following passage of the 1986 Tax Reform Act - a taxpayer in the 31 percent bracket
who secured the $33,550 profit in the example cited above would owe $10,400 in tax on
the profit. Instead, because capital gains income is taxed at a preferential rate of 20
percent, this taxpayer owes $6,709, about one-third less.

Preferential capital gains tax rates are worth the most to the wealthiest
individuals. The capital gains tax that a very high-income individual in the 39.6
percent tax bracket pays is only half what this individual would pay if capital gains
income were taxed like other income.

The tax bill that Congress passed capital Gains Tax Cut Example
in early August would substantially
enlarge the already-generous capital
gains tax breaks in current law. First, the taluenvftent $100,000
rate at which most capital gains income is Profit 33,547
taxed would be lowered from 20 percent Tax on profit under current law 6,709
to 18 percent Tax at 18 percent with indexing 4,170

Total tax cut - -2,540
Under the 1997 tax law, the tax Percentage tax cut -38%

rate on profits from the sale of assets held Effective tax rate on profit 12.4%
more than five years is already scheduled Assumes 7.5 percent annual growth In the
to decrease to 18 percent in 2006. The value of the asset (2.5 percent for inflation
new tax bill would accelerate the and five percent real growth).
effective date of this rate reduction to
January 1999, making it retroactive.
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More important, the bill would eliminate the requirement that assets be held five years

to qualify for the lower rate. The 18 percent rate would apply to gains on all assets held

more than one year. In the example discussed above, this rate cut would reduce the tax

on the $33,550 profit from $6,709 to $6,038, a further reduction of 10 percent in capital

gains taxes.

The bill also adds a major additional capital gains tax break not included in

either the House or Senate bill- a provision allowing investors to index profits for

inflation when figuring their capital gains tax. Under current law, when the capital

gains tax is applied to the profit from the sale of an asset, the profit is calculated as the

difference between the price for which the asset was sold and the price at which the
asset originally was purchased.

Under indexing, a calculation is made that can substantially reduce the amount

of profit subject to tax. Assume in the example above that inflation averaged 2.5

percent per year during the four the years investor held the asset. Under the bill, a

taxpayer figuring his or her capital gains tax would adjust the $100,000 he or she paid

to purchase the asset upward to approximately $110,400 to account for four years of

inflation; the capital gain to which the capital gains tax would apply would be

considered to be $23,150 rather than $33,550- $133,550 minus $110,400, rather than

$133,550 minus $100,000. With an 18 percent capital gains rate, the tax due on the gain

would be reduced to $4,170 as a result of indexing, an additional capital gains tax cut of

28 percent.

When the rate cut and indexing are considered together, the total capital gains

tax cut in this example would be $2,540- a 38 percent reduction in the capital gains

tax. Moreover, this tax cut would come on top of the large reduction in capital gains

taxes included in Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. If those tax cuts are enacted, taxes on

capital gains would be slashed more than 50 percent as a result of the two tax bills.

In the example used here of an asset purchased for $100,000 and sold four years

later for $133,550, the effective tax rate on the profit would be reduced to 12.4 percent

(that is, the capital gains tax paid would equal 12.4 percent of the profit the investor

secured). This illustrates the fact that under the bill, many wealthy investors would

pay a lower effective rate of tax on profits from the sale of stocks than moderate- and

middle-income families would pay on their wages and on interest they receive on

modest savings accounts.

The principal beneficiaries of both of the types of capital gains tax breaks the

legislation contains would be wealthy investors. Two-thirds of all capital gains are

received by the one percent of taxpayers with incomes exceeding $260,000. These high-
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Caw Gains Tax Cuts Would Foster Economi .ifi e ad TeX Uhftarn

One effect of the combination of the bids capital ains rate cut and its Indexing
provision would be to increase substantially the difference between the top income tax rate
on most forms of income and the effective tax rate on capital gains Income. The current top
rate on ordinary Income- Induding salaries and interest and divkiend Income- Is 39.6
percent The combination of the proposed is percent maximum tax rate on capital pins
Income and the indexing provision would reduce the effective tax rate on capital gains in
many circumstances to approximately 13 percent. or about one-third the rate that very high-
income individuals pay on ordinary income.

This differential would create a huge incentive to 'convert" ordinary income into
capital gains. The large differential could lead investors to avoid investments that yield
interest income, forcing some businesses to create equity instruments rather than to borrow
needed capital even when borrowing makes more business sense. It also could lead
executives to demand compensation in the form of stocks or stock options rather than
salary.

More important, it could give new life to the tax shelter industry, which specalizes
in creating complex, multi-layered transactions that change the character of income for tax
purposes. These types of income shifts and tax sheltering are the antithesis of economic
efficiency; they skew investment decisions by causing many such decisions to be made on
the basis of where the tax advantages are greatest rather than where the economic gain Itself
is the greatest in the absence of the distorting effect of the tax preferences. It was for
precisely this reason - to enhance economic efficiency - that the Tax Reform Act of 1986
equalized the tax rates on ordinary income and capital gains income.

income individuals thus would receive approximately two-thirds of the benefits from
the bill's capital gains tax reductions.

Moreover, fully one-third of all capital gains income goes to taxpayers whose
annual capital gains income exceeds $1 million. These extremely high-income investors
would gain the most from these capital gains tax cuts. Most of them would receive
average annual capital gains tax cuts greater than the entire income of the typical
American family.

Individual Retirenent Accounts

The bill indudes several types of Individual Retirement Account expansions. It
would increase the income-limits on the use of Roth IRA tax preferences by individuals
with employer-sponsored retirement plans; this would benefit only highly paid
individuals with incomes above the limits that current tax law sets. The bill also would
more than double the amount a taxpayer and spouse can contribute annually to either a

12
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conventional IRA or a Roth IRA.5 This, too, would primarily benefit those on the
higher rungs of the income scale, since few middle-income families could afford to put
this much of their income aside and place it in an IRA each year.

The primary effect of these changes would be to give the 20 percent of taxpayers
with the highest incomes substantial new tax breaks. Many of these taxpayers would
secure these generous tax breaks by shifting savings from one account to another,
rather than by saving more.

Under current law, a taxpayer covered by an employer-sponsored
pension plan may make deposits in a Roth IRA or a conventional IRA if
the taxpayer's income is below specified levels. For married filers, the
income limit is $160,000 for Roth IRAs. For conventional IRAs, the
income limit for married filers will increase under current law to $100,000
by 2007.6 Taxpayers of any income level who are not covered by an
employer-sponsored plan may make tax-advantaged deposits to either
Roth IRAs or conventional IRAs.

The bill would raise the income limit on Roth IRAs for married filers to
$210,000. This would allow substantial numbers of additional taxpayers
with incomes that exceed the current limits to use Roth IRAs regardless of
whether they also participate in a tax-favored employer-sponsored plan.

The current limits exclude only a modest proportion of taxpayers from
IRA tax preferences. The Joint Committee on Taxation reports that more
than 80 percent of married taxpayers with earnings and more than 85
percent of single taxpayers with earnings are eligible to make deductible
contributions to conventional IRAs in 1999. These percentages will rise

s Under conventional MAs, qualified taxpayers and spouses may deduct from their taxable income
each year up to $2,000 apiece In contributions to their accounts. Once the contributions are made,
earnings of the deposits accumulate free of tax. Income taxes on the principal and interest are deferred
until the fuids are withdrawn. In contrast, contributions made to Roth IRAs are not deductible from
taxable income. But all earnings on Roth IRA deposits are forever free of tax. All qualified withdrawals
from Roth IRAs are free of tax because the principal already has been taxed and the earnings are not
taxable.

6 Under current law, married taxpayers who participate in an employer-sponsored pension plan may
deduct contributions to a conventional IRA If they have income below $61,00 in 1999; the Income linits
rise to $IOO1,00 by 2007. Married taxpayers participating In an employer-sponsored plan may contribute
to a Roth IRA If they have Income below $160,000. (For shige individuals participating in an employer-
sponsored plan, the Income limit for deductible contributions to a _wdkmal IRA is $41,000 in 1999,
rising to $60,000 in 20l5. le income lmit for making a contributon to a Roth IRA is $110,000 for single
taxpayers participating in an employer-sponsored plan.)
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under current law, as the income limits for conventional IRAs increase in
stages through 2007. Furthermore, the income limits for Roth IRAs are
much higher than those that apply to conventional IRA1; the proportion of
taxpayers eligible to make Roth IRA contributions under current law
consequently is considerably higher than 80 percent to 85 percent.

Since current law limits the ability of only the 20 percent of taxpayers
with the highest incomes to use conventional RAs - and the ability of a
still-smalier percentage of high-income taxpayers to use Roth IAs -
lifting the income limits for Roth IRAs would almost exclusively benefit
upper-income taxpayers.

The bill also would increase the amount that can be contributed each year
to either conventional or Roth IRAs. Under current law, a taxpayer and
spouse may each contribute $2,000; the bill would raise the maximum
contribution to $5,000 each. Thus, the total amount a couple could
contribute would rise from $4,000 to $10,000. This, too, would favor
higher-income taxpayers. Most of those able to contribute more than
$2,000 to an IRA annually would be people who have relatively high
incomes or already have substantial assets.

Many higher-income individuals would be able to shift savings they
already possess from taxable investments to tax-advantaged IRAs, thus
securing a larger tax break without increasing their savings. On average,
people who save through IRAs hold more than three times as much in
financial assets as people who do not use IRAs, giving them ample
opportunity to transfer assets from other types of savings to IRA accounts.

While benefiting high-income households, an increase in the IRA
contribution limits to $5,000 could work to the detriment of some low-
and middle-income workers. It could lead some small businesses not to
offer an employer-sponsored pension plan.

Currently, a small business owner can contribute $2,000 to his or her own
IRA and another $2,000 to his or her spouse's IRA, for a total of $4,000. To
place more funds in a tax-advantaged retirement account, the business
owner would have to establish an employer-sponsored plan that covers
the business' employees as well as the owner.

Under the bill, however, the small business owner and his or her spouse
could deposit a total of $10,000 into their IRAs rather than $4,000. With
these higher limits, the small business owner may not see a need to
provide a company pension plan and may drop such a plan or fail to
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institute a plan in the first place. As Donald Lubick, Assistant Secretary
of the Treasury for Tax Policy, noted earlier this year in Congressional
testimony on this matter, "Currently, a small business owner who wants
to save $5,000 or more for retirement on a tax-favored basis generally
would choose to adopt an employer plan. However, if the IRA limit were
raised to $5,000, the owner could save that amount - or jointly with the
owner's spouse, $10,000- on a tax-preferred basis without adopting a
plan for employees. Therefore, higher IRA limits could reduce interest in
employer retirement plans, particularly among owners of small
businesses. If this happens, higher IRA limits would work at cross
purposes with other proposals that attempt to increase coverage among
employees of small businesses."'

The bill also includes one other upper-income IRA tax break. Under current
law, all taxpayers with incomes below $100,000 may choose to convert conventional
IRAs they hold to Roth IRAs. The bill would allow joint filers with incomes up to
$200,000 to make such conversions. Couples with gross incomes between $100,000 and
$200,000 would be able to convert conventional IRAs into Roth IRAs.

Shifting funds from conventional IRAs to Roth IRAs could be highly
advantageous to many affluent individuals in this income range. Once they have
shifted funds from a conventional IRA to a Roth IRA, all amounts earned on the funds
would be forever free of income tax. In addition, Roth IRAs can allow wealthy
individuals to bequeath large amounts of funds to their heirs free of any income tax.
Conventional IRAs require taxpayers to begin taking distributions of funds from their
IRA accounts no later than at age 70½, but no such requirements apply to Roth IRAs.
Well-to-do holders of Roth IRAs can leave all of the funds in the accounts, which then
can be bequeathed. Furthermore, an heir may be able to keep the bulk of the funds
from an inherited Roth IRA on deposit, with the earnings continuing to compound free
of tax. (Heirs generally are required to take distributions from the inherited accounts
only gradually, spread over the course of their own life expectancies.)

Health Insurance Deductions

Fmally, the tax bill includes a new tax deduction for the purchase of health
insurance by taxpayers who pay at least 50 percent of the cost of the premium. As first
glance, this may seem an attractive idea. Closer examination indicates, however, that

7 StatemnMt of Donald C. LubtdC, Assistant SeretaMy of the Treasury for Tax Policy, before the

Subconmittee on Overdsg House Commdttee on Ways and Means, March 23,1999.
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the proposed deduction would provide little help to most of those lackng insurance
and would not sigpificantly reduce the ranks of the uninsured.

At least 93 percent of uninsured individuals either pay no income tax or are in
the 15 percent income tax bracket. For them, this deduction would do little or nothing
to make insurance more affordable, because it would reduce the cost of insurance by no
more than 15 percent. As a result, those who would benefit most from such a tax
deduction are, by and large, individuals in higher tax brackets who already purchase
individual insurance.

Some 18 million uninsured individuals -43 percent of all of the non-
elderly uninsured - owe no income tax their earnings are too low for
them to incur an Income tax liability.S These uninsured individuals
would receive no benefit from a tax deduction; a deduction would do
nothing to make health insurance more affordable for them.

Another 20 million uninsured individuals-50 percent of the non-elderly
people without health insurance - pay income tax at a 15 percent
marginal tax rate. A deduction would provide these taxpayers with a
subsidy equal to 15 percent of the cost of insurance not covered by an
employer. For low- and moderate-income families and individuals
without employer-sponsored coverage, a 15 percent subsidy that leaves
them with the other 85 percent of the premium cost is much too small a
subsidy to make insurance affordable.

For a family earning $35,000 whose employer does not offer insurance,
the proposed deduction would reduce the out-of-pocket cost of a typical
family health insurance policy that carries a $1,000 deductible from $6,700
to $5,860 - or from 19 percent of income to 17 percent of income.9 An
Urban Institute study shows that more than three-quarters of low- and
moderate-income uninsured individuals will not purchase insurance that

'General Accounting Office, Letter to The Honorable Daniel Patrick Moyrdhan, June 10, 1998,
GAO/HEiS-98-190R, Endosure H. The analysis is based on the 1996 Current Population Survey.

9 A General Accounting Office study found that in 1996, the middle of the range of premium costs
was $5,700 for a family-coverage policy that induded a $1,000 deductible. The proposed tax deduction
would provide a subsidy of 5840 for the purchase of a policy with a $5,700 premium ($840 equals 15
percent of $5,700). This means the family would have to pay the remaining $4860, or 14 percent of its
trcome, to purchase the health Insurance policy. Since this premium is for a policy with a SI0O
deductible, another three percent of income would have to be expended before any benefits would be
available. The family's net expenditure for health coverage- the prerium plus the deductible- would
total $5,860, or 17 percent of the farrdlys Income. Without the proposed tax deduction, the funl cost of
the policy plus the $1,000 deductible is equal to 19 percent of the familys income.
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consumes more than five percent of their income.10 Few families that have
forgone health coverage because they cannot afford to spend 19 percent of
income on it would find coverage affordable because a deduction had
lowered its cost to 17 percent of income. (By contrast, the child health
block grant established in 1997 set a limit on the premiums and co-
payments that can be charged under programs that receive block grant
funds, with the limit being five percent of income for families above 150
percent of the poverty line and lesser amounts for poorer families.)

This provision might be of modest help to some moderate-income
families whose employer pays half or nearly half of the premium costs
since the deduction would be in addition to the employer subsidy. But
even families whose employers pay 50 percent of the premium would
receive only very modest help from the deduction. The deduction would
reduce the proportion of the premium that these families have to pay only
from 50 percent of the premium to 42.5 percent.

While that might help some families afford insurance, the number of such
families likely would be small. Moreover, the deduction could induce
some employers currently paying more than 50 percent of premium costs
to scale back their contribution to 50 percent (or possibly less)

* The group that would appear to benefit most from this deduction would
be higher-income taxpayers. A health insurance deduction is worth more
than twice as much to affluent individuals in the 31 percent, 36 percent,
and 39.6 percent brackets than to moderate- and middle-income families
in the 15 percent bracket. Although few higher-income individuals and
families are uninsured, a significant number do buy insurance on the
individual market. Under this provision, these higher-income taxpayers
could deduct the cost of the premiums they pay for health insurance
coverage they already have.

10 Leighton Ku, Teresa Coughlln. The Usc ofSiding Scale Pnrims n Subsidiz InsnnCe Popgrams,
Urban Institute, March 1997.
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Congressional Budget Office figures released July 1 indicate that the large majority of the
budget surplus projected outside Social Security is essentially artificial because it depends
on unrealistic assumptions that large, unspecified cuts will be made over the next 1w0 years
in appropriated programs and that there will be no emergency expenditures over this
period. When the more realistic assumption is made that total non-emergency
expenditures for appropriated programs will neither be cut nor increased and will simply
sty even with inflation - and that emergency expenditures will continue at their
1991-1998 average level - nearly 90 percent of the projected non-Social Security surplus
disappears.111

The new CBO projections show that under current law, the federal govemnment will begin
running surpluses in the non-Social Security budget in fiscal year 2000 and run cumulative
non-Social Security surpluses of $996 billion over the next 1 0 years. But these projections,
like those 0MB issued several days earlier, assume that total expenditures for
appropriated programs - which inciude the vast bulk of defense expenditures - will
remain within the austere and politically unrealistic 'caps' the 1997 budget law set on
appropriated programs.122
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inTo remain within the FY 2000 caps will entail cutting appropriated (i.e., discretionary)
programs billions of dollars below the FY 1999 level. No one expects this to occur.

Leaders of both parties have acknowledged that a number of appropriations bills
cannot pass unless the amount of funding provided for the bills is at significantly
higher levels than the cunrent caps allow.

. The caps for FY 2001 and 2002 are more unrealistic than the FY 2000 cap; the caps

for those years are significante lower than the FY 2000 cap when inflation is taken
into account. Moreover, the CnO and OMB projections assume that for years after
2002, total expenditures for appnopriated pengrams will remain at the level of the
severe cap for FY 2002, adjusted only for inflation in years after FY 2002. This

means that the surplus projections assume levels of expenditures for appropnated
programs for fiscal years 2001 through 2009 that are ower, when inflation Is taken
into account, than the highly unrealistic FY 2000 cap that almost certainly will not be
met.

b Also of note, both parties have proposed significant increases in defense spending
in coming years. Defense spending constitutes about half of overall expenditures for

apdropriated pr i rams. In addition, leislation enacted last year r equires increases
in sighway spe1.ing in coming years. These factors are further reasons why the
caps-are unlikely to be sustained.

CBO must base its budget projections on current law. The spending caps on appropriated

programs are current law. CBO has acted properly in developing its projections. But

policynnakers who act as though the $1 trillion in non-Social Security surpluses projected

over the next 10 years all represent new funds that can go for tax cuts or program

expansions appear to misunderstand the meaning of the projections.

.Because the CBO projections rest on the assumption that expenditures for

appropriated programs will be held to the levels of the caps, these projections

assume that over the next 1 0 years, these expenditures will be reduced $595 billion

below current (i.e., FY 1999) levels of non-emergency discretionary spending,

adjusted for inflation. (The $595 billion figure is found in a CBO table on this matter

issued July 12.)
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. Since defense spending is widely expected to rise, all of these $595 billion in cuts
would have to come from non-defense programs, primarily domestic programs. This
would entail reducing overall expenditures for non-defense appropriated programs
by 15 percent to 20 percent over the next 10 years, after adjusting for inflation. Since
some areas of non-defense spending such as highways are slated to increase, other
areas would need to be cut deeper than 15 percent to 20 percent. Achieving cuts of
this magnitude in non-defense appropriated programs would be unprecedented.

. Cutting federal expenditures results in lower levels of debt. CBO projects that the
$595 billion in reductions in appropriated programs assumed in its baseline would
generate $154 billion in additional savings over the next 10 years through lower
interest payments on the debt. Consequently, the reductions in appropnated
programs that the CBO projections assume result in total savings of $749 billion over
the next 10 years.

CBO's Surplus Forecast
How Much Is Really Available for Tax Cuts

and Program Expansions?
of d dUb)

CBO projection of non-Social Security surplus over 10 years ][5998
Amount needed to keep non-emergency spending for appropriated programs -595
even with inflation -

Ukely erergen expenditures (based on average annual emergency -80
expenditures. FY'1991-1998)
Social Security administrative costs (CBO counts as a Social Security -31
expenditure, but Congress counts as a non-Social Security expenditure) I_
Higher interest payments on debt due to higher levels of spending for -178
appropriated programs than the CBO projections assume ItRemanng surplus available for otheruses (if some of this is used for tax 112
cuts or program expansions, Interest payments will rise further above the COO I
projection, requiring some of the 5112 billion to be used for Interest costs) j

These $749 billion in assumed savings account for 75 percent - or three-fourths - of the
non-Social Security surplus projected over the next 10 years. Since most or all of these
cuts are unlikely to materialize, a large majority of the surplus projected in the non-Social
Security budget is essentially a mirage.

Emergency Spending

Nor does this represent the full extent to which the CBO projections rest on assumptions
that lead to an overstatement of the likely non-Social Security surplus. The CBO
projections assume no emergency spending for the next 10 years. There will, of course, be
emergencies over the next 10 years that result in government expenditures. There have
been emergency expenditures outside the spending caps every year since the Budget
Enforcement Act of 1990 established the caps. Hurricanes, tomados, floods, and
international emergencies will not magically disappear.

Over the 1990's, emergency funding has averaged $8 billion a year, excluding both
emergency expenditures for Desert Storm in the early 1990s and the higher level of
emergency spending in fiscal year 1999.(M The most prudent assumption to make is that
emergency expenditures will continue to average about $8 billion a year.

This means an additional $80 billion of the projected surplus over the next 10 years is not
likely to materialize since it will be used for emergency expenditures. This $80 billion in
expenditures will cause interest payments on the debt to be $24 billion higher than the
levels the CBO projections assume.
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Another $31 billion also must be subtracted from the projected non-Social Security surplus;
it is needed for the administrative costs of operating Social Security. As the Congressional
Budget Office explains on page 6 of its new report, CBO counts these $31 billion in costs
as a Social Security expenditure, but Congress treats them as part of the non-Social
Security budget and counts them against the spending caps on discretionary programs.
(The Congressional budget resolutions passed each year include these expenditures as
non-Social Security expenditures that affect the size of the non-Social Security surplus. It
is the budget resolution, not the CBO projections, that Congressional budget rules
enforce.) Counting these costs as part of the non-Social Security budget reduces the
non-Social Security surplus.

When this $135 billion - $80 billion for emergency expenditures, $24 billion for related
interest payments on the debt, and $31 billion for Social Security administrative costs - is
added to the $749 billion described above in expenditures for appropriated programs and
related interest payments on the debt, a total of $884 billion -89 percent of the projected
non-Social Security surplus - dries up. Only $112 billion remains. (See table on page 3.)
In addition, non-Social Security surpluses of any size do not appear until 2006; the
non-Social Security budget either continues to show deficits or is in balance (but without
significant surpluses) until that time.

One other caution regarding the surplus projections should be noted. The economic and
technical assumptions underlying the forecast could prove too rosy (or not rosy enough).
CBO has repeatedly warned that a high degree of uncertainty attaches to budget
projections made several years in advance. In a report issued earlier this year, CBO noted
that if its projections for fiscal year 2004 prove to miss the mark by the average percentage
amount that CBO projections made five years in advance have proved to be off over the
past decade, its surplus forecast for 2004 will be off by $250 billion.141 If economic growth
is modestly slower than forecast or health care costs rise substantially faster than is
currently projected, budget surpluses could be substantially lower than those reflected in
the CBO estimates.

Congressional and Clinton Budgetary Treatment of
Spending for Appropriated Programs

The Congressional budget resolution approved earlier this year assumes a very large tax cut of
$778 bilon over 10 years. The resolution can accommodate a tax cut of this magnitude because it
assumes that none of the surplus will go to placing spending for appropriated programs at a more
realistic level. Moreover, the budget resolution assumes that additional cuts in appropriated
programs of nearly $200 billion over 10 years will be instituted, on top of the already unrealistic
reductions assumed in CBas projections. (These additional reductions would come in years after
2002.) Under the budget resolution, overall expenditures for non-defense appropriated programs
would be cut 29 percent between FY 1999 and FY 2009, after adjusting for inflation.

The Clinton budget would add back somewhere in the vicinity of $500 billion over 10 years for
appropriated programs, or most of the $595 billion needed to keep non-emergency spending for
appropriated programs even with inflation. The Clinton budget only uses $328 billion of the surplus,
however, for this purpose. The remaining funds would be raised through a series of offsetting cuts
In entitiement programs and tax increases, such as a cigarette tax increase. Many, if not most, of
these offsets are given little chance of passage on Capitol Hill. If these offsets are not approved
and no funds from the surplus are provided for appropriated programs beyond the $328 billion the
Administration has proposed, appropriated programs would have to be cut approximately $270
billion over 10 years below current levels, adjusted for inflation. (To compute the exact amount
appropriated rorams would have to be reduced under this scenario requires data not yet
available on the Administration's new budget plans.) In addition, the Administration's budget does
not appear to reserve a portion of the surplus for the emergency expenditures that inevitably will
occur.

i_-
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Trends In Dlscretionary Spending

Expenditures for appropriated (l.e.. discretionary) programs are already low In histoncl termcs
as a percentage of GOP. There Is serious question about how mnuch further they can be
expected to decline.

• CBO projects that total discretionary spending will equal 6.5 percent of GDP In fiscal
year 1999, the lowest level since at least 1962. (Published data on discretionary
spending as a share of GDP only go back to 1962.)

* Much of the decline in discretionary spending as a share of GDP has come in defense
spending, which fell following the end of the Cold War. But non-defense discretonary
spending also has contracted as a share of GOP. At 3.4 percent of GDP this year and
last, non-defense discretionary spending is at as low or lower a share of GOP as in
any year since 1962.051

* Under the new budget projections, discretionary spending would fall much further as a
percentage of GDP. The new CBO projections assume discretionary spending will fall
from 6.5 percent of GDP today to 5.0 percent in 2009. a much lower level than in any
year In decades.

Discretionary spending may be approaching its limits In terms of how much more It can fall as
a share of GDP. That may be one of the lessons both of last year's highway bill and of last
Octobees omnibus appropriations bill. which exceeded the budget lints for discretionary
spending and designated the overage as emergency spending.

White non-defense discretionary spending has fallen over the past several decades as a
share of GOP, It has not declined In Inflatlon-adjusted terms (although it has declined since
1980 If an adjustment reflecting the Increase In the size of the U.S. population Is made as
well). If we have emerged fm a period of deficits without expenditures for non-defense
discretionary programs havring declined in Inflation-adjusted terms, there is littie reason to
beleve the political system will exact deep cuts In this part of the budget when the outlook Is
sunny, surpluses have emerged, and pent-up demands for various types of discretionary
spending are coming to the fore (wiineas the aviation bill the House recently approved). This
underscores the unrealistic nature of the assumptions of substantial reductions In
discretionary program expenditures that undere the projections of $1 trillion non-Social
Security surpluses.

How Much of the Surplus Is Available for Tax Cuts,
Medicare, and Social Security If More Realistic Assumptions Are Used?

In summary, if more realistic assumptions are used - namely, that total non-emergency
expenditures for discretionary programs will remain at the fiscal year 1999 level, adjusted
for inflation, and emergency spending will remain at its average level for the recent past -
a very different picture emerges of how much in surplus funds is available for tax cuts,
shoring up Medicare and Social Security, and other initiatives. Under this more plausible
scenano, only about $112 billion remains available, and hardly any of it is available in the
next five years.(6)

It may be noted that to assume, as we do here, that total non-emergency expenditures for
appropriated programs will be no higher in future years than non-emergency expenditures
for such programs in fiscal year 1999, adjusted for inflation, is to use a conservative
assumption It is a foregone conciusion that defense spending will rise faster than inflation.
Hence, for overall non-emergency expenditures for appropriated programs to remain even
with inflation, non-defense programs must be cut in real (i.e., inflation-adjusted) dollars.
Yet spending for some non-defense program areas such as highways is already slated to
rise. The House recently passed legislation to boost aviation spending as well. Thus, the
assumption used here for expenditures for appropriated programs may be too low.

These findings have major implications for policymakers. For there to be sufficient surplus
funds to finance the large tax cuts some policymakers advocate, Congress would have to
make cuts of unprecedented depth in appropriated programs over the next 10 years -
cuts substantially deeper than those policymakers are balking at passing this year.
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1. We use the average eve ofemerge ncyridnin fiscal years 1991 through 1998, other than
expenrftures for Desen Storm. This amso exchudes high leve of emergency spending in fiscal year 1999.
The tenn appropriated progrnmss as used here, means discretionary programs.

2. Technically, OMB assumes expenditures for dlscartlonaryoprograms that exceed the caps, but it also
assumes offsetting reductions In mandatory programs and tax Increases.

3. The $8 billion figure represents average funding for emergencies other than Desert Storm for fiscal years
1991 through 1998, as expressed In 1999 dollars.

4. In conputbng the average r e amount by which a30 proJections made five years In advance have
prvnto be orff CBO exdudi thsefl~ of legilation on deficits or surpluses. The S250 billbon fburn is

bsdon the average percentage amnount bywhich the budget projections mnissed the mnark due solely to
econornic and technical factors. See CBO,7D Economc snd Budget Ortok: Fiscal Yssrs 2000-2009.
January 1999, p. xxiii.

5. This level also stood at 3.4 percent of GDP In 1982 and 1989. There Is no year since 1962 when It was
bower than 3.4 percent of GDP.

6. There would be a small non-Social Security surplus In fiscal year 2002.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE JOINT ECONOMC COMMITTEE

By

Wayne D. Angel

September 13, 1999

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, thank you for the opportunity to testify today on the
subject of tax cuts. It is a very welcome opportunity to discuss some of the important economic
analytical principles that, I believe, should be used to cast light on the current debate about tax
reduction in the context of the Republican plan to cut taxes by $792 billion over the next 10
years. Let me say at the outset that while the plan is far from perfect, it represents a first step
toward addressing our most critical problem-the inadequacy of national saving in financing the
burgeoning growth of capital spending on which our new era economy depends. Before turning
to the critical risk posed by our undersaving problem, I tMlieve it is important to review the
performance of the U.S. economy and the favorable economic outlook.

U.S. economic performance and outlook

U.S. economic growth is very strong, core inflation rates are at their lowest levels in over three
decades, job creation is robust, unemployment is at a three-decade low, real wages are rising, and
the stock market hits new records with remarkable frequency. The current economic expansion is
in its 103"' month and is the longest peacetime expansion in the history of the United States.
However, the expansion shows no signs of old age. Over the last three-and-a-half years,
annualized real GDP growth has averaged 3.9% as measured by the Commerce Department, and
there are good reasons to believe that this growth rate is understated. Inflation, however, has
fallen on balance over this period to levels that policymakers thought unlikely to occur. Indeed,
during the first seven months of 1999-a period during which inflation anxieties have risen in
some quarters-the core rate of CPI inflation has been only 1.7%, which is the lowest rate of core
inflation over such a period since 1965. The unemployment rate has fallen to a 29-year low of
4.2%. All socioeconomic groups have increasingly felt the fruits of the expansion, although
much progress yet needs to be made. This is why I favor policies that will produce the fastest
sustainable rate of economic growth.

I believe that this remarkable economic performance is consistent with the view the U.S.
economy has entered a New Era. The font of New-Era economic performance is the focus on
shareholder value by U.S. companies that has in turn produced a sharp increase in the growth rate
of labor productivity. The Federal Reserve and Congress have made important policy choices

I
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that have helped bring about this economic transformation of U.S. companies. First and foremost

has been the Fed's pursuit of gradual disinflation that appears to have removed from CEOs the

notion that they have any pricing power. Second, the administration and congress have, for the

most part, been supporters of free trade policies, including the passage of NAFTA. Third,

budgetary discipline has freed real resources for private employment and has permitted the

emergence of federal government fiscal surpluses, which, up to now, may have contributed to

lower borrowing costs. Fourth, the reduction in capital gains tax rates combined with the lower

effective tax rate on capital that is a product of the decline in inflation has offset the partial

reversal of the 1980s' tax rate reductions by the Bush and Clinton administrations and thereby our

economic performance has remained on track.

Perhaps the most important contribution that has been made is the restoration of confidence in the

dollar that enabled an emergence of a highly competitive entrepreneurial high-tech economy.

The emerging digital economy, so well described in a recent Commerce Department study, has

provided CEOs, CFOs, COOs, line managers, and workers with the tools to enhance productivity

growth, cut costs, and better address the needs of customers. Over the last three-and-a-half years,

nonfinancial corporate productivity growth has averaged 2.9% per year, and, over the last year

has run at an even higher rate of 3.8%. This compares very favorably to the 1.5% average growth

rate of productivity recorded between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s. This rapid growth of

labor productivity has been made possible by a sharp rise in investment as a share of the overall

economy. In real dollar terms, the share of nonresidential fixed investment in GDP has risen to a

record-high 13.3% in the second quarter of 1999 from a low of 8.8% at the beginning of the

current expansion. Spending on computers has grown rapidly, averaging an annualized growth

rate of 50% since the end of 1995.

Our undersaving problem

This remarkable economic performance, however, cannot be taken for granted. We face a

persistent and growing mismatch between national saving and gross private domestic investment.

Quite simply, our after tax rate of return on savings does not provide sufficient motivation to save

annually the $1.5 trillion dollars needed for investment in labor productivity enhancing capital

goods. Currently, domestic savings of government, business and households of nearly $1.2

trillion falls about $0.25 trillion short of our demand for capital goods necessitating a foreign

inflow of money capital. That means that over the next 10 years we are at risk that our net

external obligations of net debt and net external equity obligations nearly double as a percent of

$GDP from the current 17% to 30% in 2009 as our net external obligations rise from $1.5 to

2
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perhaps $4.3 trillion. In contrast, it is likely that the U. S. debt held by the public to SGDP ratio
will decline from the 41% current level to 17% in 2009. And that includes an assumption that the

Congress will decrease tax rates sufficiently to hold general government revenues in balance with

general government expenditures over the next 10 years.

Social Security trust fund receipts are likely to exceed outlays by about $1.9 trillion over the next
ten years. If we were to balance the general government budget on average over the next ten

years then U. S. government debt available to be held by the public would be cut in half from

S3.8 trillion to $1.9 trillion. That would mean that the debt held by the public to $GDP ratio

would have declined from 50% in 1995 to the current 41% and continue to decline to 17% in

2009.

Foreign central bank current holdings of $0.6 trillion and other-foreign holdings of U. S. Treasury
securities of $0.7 trillion surely would need to rise by at least 50% over the ten year period if we

are going to attract capital inflows. And assuming that the Federal Reserve grows its balance

sheet of Treasuries at the same 5% growth rate assumed for $GDP there would be no Treasury

securities for the private sector. No Treasuries bills, notes and bonds for holding by state and
local governments, including pension plans. Likewise there would not be any U. S. savings

bonds or Treasuries available for holding by U. S. citizen including all of our private pension

plans.

From this perspective it would seem irresponsible to continue to overtax our citizens to pay down

the national debt As the public debt to GDP ratio falls the corporate plus household debt to

SGDP ratio will increase, unless we enter a period of credit contraction, and we can expect to

continue to see the spread between Treasury securities and corporate securities widen. In

principle, there is some level of debt to GDP that is optimal given the preferences of society.

Given the high priority use of Treasury securities for the Federal Reserve and for other central

banks there is ample reasons to suggest that that optimum ratio should not fall below 25 percent.

In addition to central bank functions government debt is demanded by investors and public

pension plans managers who require a very safe and highly liquid asset-indeed the concept of a

risk-free asset is central to numerous theories of the efficient functioning of financial markets.

Consider, for example, the dollar's central role as the reserve asset of the world. Clearly, such a

role has imparted tremendous benefits on the U.S., not the least of which is the seniorage gain

from the $487 billion of U.S. currency that circulates, with perhaps at least two-thirds of these

greenbacks circulating overseas. In addition, overseas monetary authorities as the major asset in

their foreign currency reserves hold $603 billion of U.S. government securities. It is unlikely, in
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my judgment that foreign monetary authorities would hold anywhere near the amount of dollars

that they currently do if there were no safe, liquid asset for them to hold. And as the Federal

Reserve succeeds in making the dollar synonymous with price stability and the economy of the

United States creates high rates of returns on capital, more countries are likely to consider

dollarization, currency boards, or to maintain even higher dollar reserves in floating currency

systems.

The Federal Reserve also needs a safe, liquid asset in order to conduct their open market

operations. The Fed alters the level of overnight interest rates by buying or selling U.S. Treasury

securities. The Fed would face considerable operating difficulties if there were not a liquid

Treasury market. Think of the credit assessment signal that could occur if the FOMC were forced

to substitute corporate debt for Treasury bills and notes in doing open market operations.

Corporate securities in Federal Reserve banks portfolios would necessitate an FOMC credit rating

and credit approval. Imagine the banking community and Wall Street ramification of word that X

Corporation securities have been removed from the FOMC approval list. Clearly risk free

Treasury securities have a decided advantage. Furthermore, the Treasury securities in the Fed's

portfolio provide the asset that is used to back the U.S. currency. The Federal Reserve currently

owns $486 billion of U.S. Treasury debt. Immediately we see, therefore, that the Federal Reserve

and other central banks hold $1.1 trillion of federal debt.

The private sector also has a need for the safety and liquidity of U.S. Treasuries. Private pension

companies, state and local pension plans, and insurance companies hold $683 billion of U.S.

Treasuries, despite the fact that higher yielding assets, such as corporate bonds and mortgages,

are available. It is because of the demand for the perceived safety of Treasuries that the

government is able to borrow at lower rates than the private sector. If the private sector views

holding some Treasury debt in its portfolio as desirable, it is likely that optimal debt-to-GDP ratio

is somewhere between 25% and 40%.

On the other hand, the appetite for government debt is not unlimited. One of the major causes of

financial instability and consequent inflation in other parts of the world and at other times has

been an unsustainable large government debt, which has ultimately ended in some form of

monetization of the debt. In recent experience, the examples of Russia at the present time and

Brazil earlier in the decade should serve to illustrate the point. It is possible that Japan is heading

in that direction since the debt-to-GDP ratio in Japan moved above 100% at the end of last year.

By international standards, the U.S. debt to GDP ratio is relatively low. The ratio of federal debt

held by the public has fallen to 41.1% in the second quarter, which is down sharply from a ratio
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of 50.1% in 1995. With the federal government projected to run significant surpluses, this ratio is
likely to fall sharply over the next decade. Note that at present levels of growth (I assume 5%

nominal GDP growth) and federal debt, the debt will decline as a share of GDP as long as the

deficit is below 2% of GDP. Note also that if the federal budget is just kept in balance, the debt

to GDP ratio will fall to 17% by the end of the next decade, which is lower than the debt to GDP

ratio has reached in the post was period. If, in addition to a $1.9 trillion buy down by the social
security trust funds, a general government surplus were to run at 1% of GDP, federal debt would

fall to less than 10% of GDP by the end of the next decade.

Compare this level of debt to European debt levels. In Germany, the debt to GDP ratio was about
63% last year. In France, the ratio was about 59%. In Italy, about 119%. And in the UK, the

ratio was about 53%. By G-7 standards, therefore, US debt is low in relation to GDP. Why

should we postpone reducing taxes to push the federal debt to levels that we have seen in the post
war period or across other G-7 countries?

Tax policy and the saving rate

Some prefer to keep marginal tax rates high in order to pay down the national debt in order to

foster a low interest rate environment. Surely, it is not hard to understand that with a continued

shortfall in national saving as compared to our investment demand it is likely that interest rates

will remain high enough to continue to attract money capital inflows from abroad. Consequently,

there is little likelihood that interest rates can come down and some risk that rates will increase.

Until we alter our tax disincentives to saving, interest rates will necessarily be high enough to

offset the tax rate or to attract additional money capital from abroad.

The only way to get our economy back onto a path to lower interest rates is to alter the after tax
rate of returns on savings. That is why I have supported a radical switch from an income tax to a

consumer spending tax. But, that is not the choice that we have today. Our choice today is to

take the first step toward a reduction in marginal tax rates that will improve expectations for

lower taxes on saving in the future.

The proposed $792 billion tax cut over 10 years amounts to less than $80 billion per year.

Assuming 5% nominal GDP growth, the average annual level of GDP over the next decade would

be almost $12 trillion per year. The GOP tax cut proposal represents, therefore, a very modest

two-thirds of a percent of GDP.

From one perspective it may seem too low to make much difference. Yet, we should know that

failure to take this small step would likely lead us to a legislative atmosphere of spending the
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money and thereby losing momentum for economic growth. In order to continue the surge in

non-residential capital spending which is essential in order to continue to increase labor

productivity, we have to be very Spartan in our use of our labor and capital to produce public

services. And this tax cut proposal that includes marginal tax rate reductions, a reduction in the

capital gains tax rate, and reductions in death taxes does go several small steps in the direction of

increasing our saving rate.

Once again, I want to reiterate that our fabulous new era economy is essentially driven by the

surge in non-residential capital spending from 9% of real GDP in 1990 to 13.3% in the second

quarter of 1999. High technology capital spending is the source of the growth of non-financial

corporate productivity to 2.9%. Yet national saving lags far behind and is growing at the same

rate as $GDP-just over 5%. Meanwhile capital investment is growing at a 9% annual rate. The

shortfall in saving is large as a percent of $GDP and getting larger. That means that the annual

deficit in our external sector is getting larger and that our net external obligations as a percent of

$GDP are likely to rise from the current ratio of 17% to 30% in 2009 or in dollars from $1.5 to

$4.3 trillion. At some point we run the risk that foreign investors and central banks will want

higher interest rates to compensate them for the risk of dollar devaluation.

Up to now in its conduct of monetary policy the Federal Reserve has been free to focus almost

exclusively on price stability conditions in our domestic economy. If we fail to make savings

more attractive by reducing the tax disincentive to saving then Federal Reserve monetary policy

considerations may increasingly be at risk as to the willingness of foreign investors and central

banks to hold dollars in either Treasury or corporate securities. Think of the ramifications of a

downturn in bond prices and a downturn in equity prices generated by a declining dollar or vice

versa. Our economy is not immune from changes in foreign assessment if we continue a tax

system that damages our incentive to save. It is time to begin. Let's not risk waiting until we

have a crisis.
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Transforming Iraq's Economy
Wednesday, June 11, 2003

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

WASHINGTON, D. C.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 p.m., in Room 628,

Dirksen Senate Office Building, the Honorable Robert F. Bennett,
Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Present: Senators Bennett, Sununu; Representatives Stark, Saxton,
Maloney, English, Paul, Hill.

Staff Present: Donald Marron, Ike Brannon, Jeff Wrase, Chris
Frenze, Robert Keleher, Brian Higginbotham, Kurt Schuler, Colleen
Healy, Melissa Barnson, Gary Blank, Wendell Primus, Chad Stone,
Rachel Klastorin, Nan Gibson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF
SENATOR ROBERT F. BENNETT, CHAIRMAN

Senator Bennett. The Committee will come to order.
I have a prepared opening statement which has been distributed,

and I don't back away from it. But I am going to deviate from it a little in
the actual remarks that I make to kick off the hearing, because I think the
best demonstration of the atmosphere in which this hearing is being held
comes from this morning's papers.

Here is The Washington Post and its cover picture. And it says:
"In Holy City, Things Are Going Right. U.S. Forces and Iraqis

Work Together In Shiite Stronghold of Karbala."
The New York Times, however, says: "G.I.s In Iraqi City Are

Stalked By Faceless Enemies At Night."
And the lead says: "Since the American command quadrupled in

military presence here last week, not a day has gone by without troops
weathering an ambush, a rocket-propelled grenade attack, an assault with
automatic weapons, or a mine blast."

Reminiscent of the war, when we won it on Fox, but lost it on
CNN.

(Laughter.)
There is a constant sense of instant conclusion that goes on in the

media. We must know, pre-season, who is going to win the World
Series. We must know, pre-season, which two teams are going to go to
the Super Bowl and which one is going to win.
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We have national rankings of college basketball teams before the

first dribble is ever bounced on a hardwood floor.

And we carry that same sense of determination to announce

outcomes immediately over into politics.

So everything is going well in one newspaper, everything is a

disaster in another newspaper. We're going to triumph. There is no hope.

Pick your paper. Pick your conclusion.

The purpose of this hearing today is to get above that kind of

babble of voices one way or the other and recognize that we will not

know whether we have succeeded in establishing a democratic, stable

regime in Iraq for a year, two, or even longer.

The implications of that quest, the desire to replace a brutal tyranny

and harsh dictatorship with a functioning, stable government ready to

join the world and participate as a true partner in the world economic

structure, has enormous implications for the United States. It has

enormous implications for our economy. But it has even bigger

implications for the world at large.

The establishment of a peaceful, stable, and economically-viable

Iraq will transform the Middle East if it is successful. If it is not, we will

pay a price that is almost incalculable at this point.

So I want to say to everyone who is listening -- I don't think I need

to say it to our witnesses who are testifying -- that if you have come here

to try to get the latest answer for are we making progress in getting the

water turned on? Will the electricity be available by next Friday?

Where are we in finding the latest artistic treasure? This is not the

hearing for you. This is a hearing to be discussing very long-term

prospects and very long-term strategies, to help the Congress and we

hope through the Congress, the American people.

And yes, if I may be so bold, to help the Administration to

understand some of the strategies that might work, some of the strategies

that should be avoided, and overall, the opportunity and challenge that

we are presented with.
There's never been a time in history where more is riding on a

successful post-war engagement.
Now I say that looking back, that's probably not true if you look at

the accomplishments that followed the Second World War. But the

Second World War kicked off an entirely different international

situation. As we followed the Second World War, we went into the Cold

War, where there was a polarization of forces, with the United States and

the other countries of the West on one side, the Soviet Union and its

satellites on the other. And the successes that were achieved in Japan
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and South Korea in taking what had not been a democratic society andturning it into a viable, modem state occurred within the framework of
the Cold War challenge.

Now we are in a world where there is only one super-power, but
there are a multitude of nonstate powers that would seek to destabilize
the world through acts of terror. And how things come out in Iraq canhave an incredible impact on whether or not we get on top of that new
kind of world.

So that's the background against which we meet this morning.
Those are the issues that we intend to explore. And we have assembled, Ibelieve, an outstanding panel of experts to help us do that.

Now, with that, we're joined by Mr. Stark, the Ranking Member,
and I will yield to him for an opening statement. And I would askconsent of the Committee -- our normal pattern is that we have opening
statements only from the Chairman, the Ranking Member, and the Vice
Chairman. But I would ask that Ms. Maloney be recognized for a briefopening statement because she has to leave us and wants to be part ofthis, to the degree that she can.

So if there is no objection, following Mr. Stark, we'll hear from Mr.Saxton and then Ms. Maloney.
[The prepared statement of Senator Bennett appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 43.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE PETE STARK,
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Representative Stark. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you and pay homage to your creativity inholding this hearing at this time. It's an important topic. And it's animportant responsibility that the President has put on the shoulders of the

American taxpayers -- or should I say, debt-holders, since this
Administration doesn't believe in taxes.

As I was pondering my thesis for my doctorate in theology at BobJones University, I'm a humanist and therefore, the here-after doesn't
mean much to me. I keep looking for heaven on earth.

One of the problems of doing that is that I could never find a place
for right-wing Democrats or Republicans, either.

And it came to me as I was reading Hendrik Hertzberg's NewYorker article, which I'd like, Mr. Chairman, to put in the record --
Senator Bennett. Without objection.
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Representative Stark. -- that describes Iraq. Why it's a supply-

sider's dream.
There are no taxes. There are no environmental regulations to get in

the way of you free-enterprises. Why, religion is the government. There's

no separation of church and state.

I have never seen a place where a free-market economy is running

amuck.
Charlton Heston would love to go there. Everybody's got a gun. He

could organize the NRA and be there. Why, the Club for Growth ought

to build their national headquarters there.

(Laughter.)
I just think, Mr. Chairman, that this is the nirvana for the supply-

siders and the right-wing Republicans.
Now I'm afraid that's not what we're going to hear from our

witnesses today. The facts are that Iraq's economy and their civilian

society is a mess, and I suspect we have a long and expensive

reconstruction ahead of us.
I don't think we should be surprised if the Administration put as

much time into preparing for the inevitable problems with the

reconstruction process, instead of preparing their public relations

campaign to get us to invade and preparing the prime-time movie about

Private Jessica Lynch.
Why, maybe we'd have had some ideas. But that's not what

happened and we have to pick up the pieces.

So we'll hear some creative ideas from our panel. But I hope they

won't lull us into thinking that this is going to be easy. I think it's going

to be expensive and long-term, and I hope you'll be very honest with us

so that we can be honest with the American public for a change, and tell

them what the consequences are, because I'm afraid if we don't change

our domestic policy soon, that our next hearing will be on restructuring

the American economy.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and I look forward to the testimony of

our witnesses.
[The prepared statement of Representative Stark appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 45. New Yorker article entitled

Building Nations, Hendrik Hertzberg submitted by Representative Stark

appears in Submissions for the Record on page 46.]

Representative Maloney. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, so very,

very much.
Senator Bennett. I was going to Mr. Saxton.

Representative Saxton. She can go if she wants. That's okay.

Senator Bennett. All right. Mr. Saxton yields to you. So go ahead.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE

CAROLYN B. MALONEY
Representative Maloney. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman, andMr. Saxton.
At this point, I'm supposed to be at Financial Services Committee

hearing in which I'm Ranking Member, but I feel that this is atremendously important hearing and I ask permission to revise andextend my remarks and just briefly say that in this hearing, we will hearseveral approaches for setting the groundwork for reconstruction.
One issue that I believe should be a significant part of thediscussion is debt relief.
As we have seen in post-war Germany, debt relief can be anessential tool in rebuilding a nation destroyed by war and humiliated byits leadership.
We have also seen in recent years that debt relief is an effective

development tool that releases funds within a nation that can be used toaddress poverty and meet essential human needs.
The case for some debt cancellation is even more compelling inIraq, given that much of the debt can be characterized as odious.
Odious debt is internationally recognized as debt that is taken on bya country for the personal benefit of corrupt leaders or for the oppression

of a people.
Clearly, much of the Iraqi debt falls in this category.
To address the issue, this week I will introduce legislation in theHouse calling for debt relief from Iraq's international debts, includingfunds it owes the World Bank and IMF.
Who should pay debt that Sadaam owes? How can we ask thepeople of Iraq who lived in fear of Hussein's secret police to pay backthe loans that supported these armed assassins?
You don't have to travel far outside of Baghdad to see a sprawling

slum called Sadaam City that houses 2 million Shiite Muslims. The slumis overrun with garbage and children climb the mountain of refuse tolook for scraps of food or things that could be traded for food or clothes.
In the face of this poverty, the Iraqi regime spent billions of loaneddollars on palaces and other luxuries. What better way to enhance ourefforts at reconstruction and empower the people of Iraq than debt relief?
If Iraq is ever truly to be a peaceful and prosperous democracy, itscitizens must be allowed to start anew. 50 years ago, 20 nations led bythe U.S., England and France agreed to forgive half of Germany's pre-and post-war debt. The so-called London Agreement proved to be the
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right course. Debt cancellation for Germany was a very important part of

the Marshall Plan, which helped the country become a strong and

prosperous democracy post-World War II.

This approach can aid Iraq as well.

In addition to odious and other debt that Iraq owes public and

private world creditors, the IMF and World Bank are priority Iraqi

creditors. When nations service their external debt, they will pay the LMF

and World Bank first.
While estimates of Iraq's debt range from $100 billion to several

hundred billion, the combined debt owed the IMF and World Bank is

just over $150 million. These institutions have resources to relieve the

debt, setting an important precedent for the rest of the world.

For this reason, I will be introducing the Iraqi Freedom From Debt

Act, legislation to require the U.S. to negotiate in the IMF, World Bank,

and other appropriate multi-lateral development institutions for the IMF

and World Bank to relieve the debts owed by Iraq to these institutions.

Furthermore, this legislation includes a "Sense of Congress" that

the President should urge France and Russia and all other public and

private creditors to relieve the debts owed to them by Iraq.

By taking the lead on debt relief, we have an opportunity to do the

right thing for Iraq's economy and to prove to the world that the major

reason for war was to benefit the Iraqi people.

And I yield back the balance of my time and I thank you for this

consideration and I would hope that you would consider looking at this

legislation for the Senate.
[The prepared statement of Representative Maloney appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 49.]

Senator Bennett. Thank you very much. We appreciate your

contribution and we will take a look at the legislation when it comes

over.
Mr. Saxton?

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE

JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIRMAN

Representative Saxton. Thank you. It's a pleasure to join in

welcoming the witnesses.
Before Ms. Maloney departs the room, I think her position and

mine are fairly close on Iraqi debt. In fact, last week I introduced a bill

which is H.R. 2338, which sounds very close to what you have just

outlined and I'm going to speak a little bit more about that.
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So I look forward to working with you.
Representative Maloney. I wish I could stay, but I must go.Representative Saxton. That's okay. Mr. Chairman, during your

opening statement, you referenced the development of a long-range
strategy to promote Iraq's economy, which has been sinking for yearsunder the rule of Sadaam Hussein.

I'd like to talk about at least one important piece of what could
become that long-term strategy.

The economy in Iraq has for years been doing very poorly.Extensive ownership control and influence of business by thegovernment, its officials, and political cronies undermined economic
growth. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait resulted in economic sanctions and theOil-For-Food Program.

And although the recent war has resulted in some economicdamage, Iraq's economic situation today is quite similar in my opinion tothe Eastern European countries after the collapse of the Soviet Union.
New institutions are needed that are compatible with a marketeconomy and improved prospects for economic growth. The prospects

for Iraq's economic recovery are clouded by an unsustainable debtburden that Ms. Maloney was just referring to.
One of the major challenges to improve the potential of the Iraqieconomy is the heavy burden of foreign debt accumulated under theregime of Sadaam Hussein. The hated regime is gone, but the financiallegacy should not continue to oppress the Iraqi people, undermining theireconomic potential.
Forgiving much of Iraq's foreign debt is the right thing to do. Butforeign creditors may be hesitant if they anticipate an opportunity for abail-out indirectly through the IMF or the World Bank.
A write-down of at least part of Iraq's debt would greatly improveIraq's economic outlook.
Under legislation that I have recently introduced, Iraq's creditorswould be encouraged to forgive much of Iraq's outstanding foreign debtrather than to wait for a potential bail-out from the IMF or the WorldBank.
This legislation, of which this is a copy, would mandate thatsafeguards be in place to ensure that lending by these institutions couldnot be used to repay Iraq's creditors, thus encouraging a more timelywrite-down of some of Iraq's debt and protecting taxpayer money.
As I have pointed out many times before, the IMF should not beused as a bail-out agency, as this practice creates a potential for mis-use

of IME funds.
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Taxpayer money should not be used to bail-out investors of high-

risk ventures. There is a role for the IMF and the World Bank in Iraq, but

it should be carefully defined to ensure that past mistakes are not

repeated.
With adoption of appropriate institutional reforms and market-

oriented economic policy, Iraq's people could look forward to a better

future.
The IMF and the World Bank can be useful in this regard, but-not if

the money is to be just funneled through to Iraq's creditors.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

[The prepared statement, including H.R. 2338, of Representative Saxton

appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 51.]

Senator Bennett. Thank you very much. We'll now go to our

panel of witnesses, and I'm quite excited about the witnesses that have

agreed to appear today.
I know you would all like to give us something of a seminar, and

we would undoubtedly benefit therefrom. But if each witness takes 15 or

20 minutes, we'll be in some trouble time-wise. And we would hope to

have some interaction with the witnesses.

Now our normal pattern is five minutes. Some of you may have a

little more to say than that, and I'll be a little generous. But if you start

tending towards ten minutes, why, I'll begin to tap the gavel and ask you

to summarize if you can, so that we can get the kind of interaction that

we would hope for from this panel.

Our panelists today are Mr. Basil Al-Rahim, who is of Iraqi

heritage. I believe he was born in Iraq. He's an investment banker,

founder of the Iraq Foundation.
Mr. Hernando de Soto of the Institute for Liberty and Democracy, a

best-selling author and advisor to a wide range of governments.

Dr. David Ellerman. He is an economist, recently retired from the

World Bank.
And Dr. Rachel Bronson, who is director of Middle East Studies

from the Council on Foreign Relations.

So I think this gives us a wide spectrum of background and

understanding and we look forward to hearing from you all.

Mr. Al-Rahim, we will begin with you.
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OPENING STATEMENT OF
MR. BASIL AL-RAHIM, FOUNDER AND BOARD MEMBER
OF THE IRAQ FOUNDATION, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF

MERCHANTBRIDGE

Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. Chairman, thank you very much.
You asked me to speak on transforming the Iraqi economy. It's ahuge subject. I'll try to summarize some salient points in five minutes or

so.
I apologize that I will miss a lot of the details, obviously.
First, let me say that there are four points to my presentation.
One is that we need a full economic program and it cannot be ahaphazard transformation of the economy. The program has to be wellthought out, comprehensive, transparent, and elaborated to the public,both here and in Iraq.
I have called this program the Phoenix Plan becauserehabilitating Iraq will be like rehabilitating an Olympic athlete that cancompete, not rehabilitating a cripple that can, at best, just walk.
The second point is that oil alone is definitely not a panacea.

While Iraq has huge reserves, these are underground and don't do theman on the street much good.
The third point is that the solution to transforming the Iraqieconomy is empowering the private sector. There is no escaping this.
The fourth point is that the plan must be implemented by anindependent commission of technocrats with the ability to fast-track theregulatory approvals necessary to underpin this plan.
Let us remember that Iraq has four very important resources.First is oil, which we all know about. Second, Iraq has water, two majorrivers in an otherwise arid part of the world. Iraq has very fertile landand has achieved self-sufficiency in food production in the past, and cando so again.
Fourth, and most important, Iraq has a large technicalprofessional labor force made up of engineers, doctors, lawyers,teachers, et cetera, and it has experienced a very severe brain drain whichneeds to be reversed.
The economic blueprint that I'm calling the Phoenix Plan is aneconomic model for Iraq, the region and the future. It will counter theregression that Iraq has gone into back into the 19th century and bring itback into the 21 st.
By empowering the private sector and using oil revenue as acatalyst, I believe that this plan can be implemented.
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It should have three phases -- an immediate phase, removing

bottlenecks in the economy, a medium-term plan, five years, where we

detail planned targets, such as production, industry, banking, health,

education, with a target GDP per capita of $10,000. And it should have a

long-term ten-year objective of a GDP per capita of $20,000, which is

where Iraq should be had it grown normally during the last 20 or 30

years of the Baath regime.
The state should act as a facilitator and enabler. Monetary and

fiscal policy have to be pro-active to support the plan.

Debt resolution is very important, as Mr. Saxton has mentioned.

Debt has to be recognized in three categories -- bona-fide commercial

debt, government debt, and war reparations.

Each one needs to be treated entirely separately and absolutely

much of it must be forgiven.
The components of the plan fall into a number of sectors. Of

course, the oil sectors is the major one. Big oil expertise and capital are

definitely needed. However, the Iraqi private sector must be a partner in

this exercise.
Though negotiations are difficult, they are between unequal

partners. We must get the state out of the oil sector as the experience of

the state in oil has been a bane to nations and never a boon.

There is the issue of whether Iraq should stay in OPEC or not,

and that has to be thought through very carefully. Iraq has no interest to

create price wars in order to obtain market share. But it cannot be tied to

rigid allocations that no longer apply.
The downstream sector is also very important. But that also will

require additional capital. The downstream sector is valuable not only in

job creation, but also in improving the revenue-added value of exports.

The whole issue of privatization has to be explored. There are

dangers and advantages to privatization. But this is the way to get what

amounts to the majority of the productive assets of the country back into

private hands.
There are many challenges, as to how do you value assets fairly

at this time? How do you attract foreign investors? How do you achieve

broad distribution? How do you avoid the problems that befell eastern

Europe when people started out with a voucher and ended up with a

bottle of vodka, and that was the extent of their participation in the

economy.
Debt forgiveness and rescheduling, as I said, is critical. We see

the three categories.
Commercial debt has to be renegotiated. Government debt has to

be forgiven because it was extended to the old regime -- as Mrs.

Maloney called it, the odious debt. And war reparations have to be
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recognized because somebody did actually suffer at the end of thisadventurism by Sadaam Hussein.

The plan proposes trading some of this debt for a point systemthat can be then used for concessions, licenses, contracts.
The point system itself would start having a market value and betraded between people who want to buy those points for use in Iraq ontheir own. Therefore, you don't eliminate the value of those points, butyou shift them to the free market.
Attracting foreign direct investment, an aspect of the plan, iscritical. And there are very many issues on this. One of the important

issues is to avoid economic pillage of the country by foreign investment,
which will definitely happen if we are not careful.

Restitution of private property has to be a part of that plan. Andthat has resulted from the 1963 nationalization and just continued
through various waves of government.

Currency stabilization is critical. A new Iraqi dinar pegged to thedollar and the Euro has to be introduced.
The banking sector is very rudimentary. The banking sector ismade up of two banks, two government-owned large banks and 18 smallprivate banks.
This must be modernized, upgraded. Joint venture banks have tobe attracted to help rebuild the banking sector, which is a critical part ofany economy.
Finally, the component of the plan that we can look at is thecapital markets themselves. There is something called the BaghdadStock Exchange. It's been around for many decades. That has to beexpanded, deepened and broadened. And that can be done by linkingprivatization with ESOPs, with IPOs, and with other forms ofparticipation in the public market.
There are three other critical issues and I apologize if I amrunning over on the time.
First and foremost, critical to this plan is the employment andempowerment of the private sector. The private sector has been reducedto poverty subsistence over the past 20 years. The transition to a freemarket economy and full membership in WTO, which should be theobjective of Iraq, cannot happen overnight because we need to protectthe population to make sure not to disenfranchise them from the wealthof the nation.
Vocational training centers have to be set up so that 400,000soldiers decommissioned from the army can be brought back in aproductive manner into the labor force.
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We have to avoid the problem of oligarches and cronyism that

we've seen in other parts of the world. And these are already beginning

to cluster around Iraq.
Vulture regional and international investors are looking very

closely at Iraq and these have to be prevented.

Finally, while the WTO has to be the objective, the plan has to

recognize how we move to that objective, step by step.

There has been much talk in the press about something called

the Iraq Development Fund. We don't know what the mandate of that

fund is. We don't know what the governance and oversight of that fund

are. And I would suggest that the mandate should be synergistic with the

overall plan.
The governance and oversight has to be transitioned to full local

authority once a legitimate government is in place.

There are models that we can look at. The Alaska Fund has been

mentioned as one model and some aspects of that fund are attractive, not

all are relevant.
The Oil For Food Program has been a resounding failure, in my

opinion, in the last number of years and should not be followed. But

there's also something called the Iraqi Development Board which was set

up in the 1950s, which has some very clear attractions because it was

able to take part of the oil revenues away from the government budgets

completely and use them only for development work. And that's a

program that needs to be clearly examined.

We need to deregulate infrastructure, some parts of it fast, and

get the states out of there. The fast parts can be transportation, telecom

and media. Over the medium-term, the government should get out and

deregulate power and water. And it should partially deregulate but stay

partially involved in health care and education.

In closing, I would like to say, what is the role of the United

States and other players in the transformation of the Iraqi economy?

It is critical that the United States does not abandon its

leadership role in Iraq. Iraq needs a strong open-markets patron and

partner with a shared vision for its transformation. It cannot become a

beacon for the region without U.S. help.

G-8 countries do have a role and should be brought in because

they can bring diverse values that can help rebuild the country.

The gulf cooperation countries, Iraq's neighbors, should be

encouraged to supplement the limited financial and industrial absorption

capacity of their own economies by participating in the Iraqi market.

And finally, in conclusion, I would like to say that the Phoenix

Plan requires an independent technocratic commission with the ability to

fast-track implementation and regulations.
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A healthy economy in Iraq is a prerequisite for a stable

democracy and both are mutually reinforcing. The domino effect can
happen and we have to be careful which way it tips.

Empowering the private sector is the only solution. Albeit,
important, oil is only one part of the equation.

The price of losing the peace is not limited to Iraq or even the
region, and time is of the essence.

Thank you very much.
Senator Bennett. Thank you, sir. We appreciate that. Mr. de

Soto?
[The prepared statement of Mr. Al-Rahim appears in the Submissions for
the Record on page 54.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF MR. HERNANDO DE SOTO,
PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE FOR LIBERTY AND DEMOCRACY

Mr. de Soto. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, first of all, I
would like to tell you how much I appreciate your comments on the fact
that so much is at stake in Iraq. All the eyes of the world are on Iraq.
And, in effect, if there is not a successful transformation there, that will
definitely bolster the arguments of all those people who are already
marching on the streets against globalization, against the values of a free
market society, and the possibility of creating capital.

And if you aren't able to do it in Iraq, the question then will be --
are all countries made for that kind of freedom? If they're not, obviously
it can't even work, even if the foremost power of the world is involved.

So a lot is at stake.
And I think a very important comment was also made by Mr.

Saxton, which is that the important thing here is not to repeat mistakes.
And that's why it's very useful to look at history and see where

mistakes have been made.
One of the interesting things about listening to Mr. Al-Rahim,

both in a conversation previous to this meeting and here, is that what he
says about Iraq is well known and is absolutely true.

There is a large technical and professional class in Iraq, and
there is an elite, like of course there was in Cuba and there was in my
country and there was in Venezuela and there was in Egypt.

Now why did we get off the track 40 years ago, and I think that's
important to remember?

We got off the track because the people who could actually
participate in a capitalist society, were, nevertheless, an elite, a minority.
And when there are minorities, when it's only 20 percent of the
population, 30 percent or 15 or 5 percent of the population that is in an
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elite position to benefit from a capitalist society, it usually becomes what

I call mercantilism -- it becomes something that is politically

unsustainable.
So if all it is about is restitution, in general, one must be very

careful because what it could mean is restituting an elite. And the other

people, feeling themselves on the outside, will then go for one of these

isms, whether it's called socialism or whatever it is, to go for

redistribution because that's the reason that though capitalism has been

around for such a long time, it has failed in our countries.

It hasn't redistributed opportunities fast enough.

And that's really the history of the world -- in the United States,

Japan, Germany, Switzerland, and France, capitalism came, but with

large legal efforts to make sure that everybody could come inside the

game.
In countries where there were elites that did not distribute these

possibilities, whether it be Russia or any country that was part of the

former Soviet Union, the system collapsed, and they will continue to

collapse because they're not politically sustainable.
Nobody on the outside, as Marx said, will feel that they're

participating. They will feel alienated. And that's how revolutions start,

whether there's a Kremlin to organize them, whether Beijing is around to

organize them, or whether they're not there.
However, we can learn from not only the bad experiences of

history, but also the good experiences of history.

One of them, for example, is your own history in Japan, when

the United States won the war against Japan and occupied Japan in 1945.

What it did there that was good is useful to remember.

People sometimes forget what state Japan was in during the '30s

and the '40s. For us Peruvians, of course, it's relatively easy because we

had a president of Japanese origin from the year 1990 to the year 2000,

President Fujimori, who was a member of one of the 1-1/2 million

Japanese families who migrated to South America in the '30s and the

'40s, especially to Peru and Brazil, which were open to Asian migration.

The reason the Fujimoris migrated to Peru, and the reason why

the de Sotos did not migrate to Japan, was because our GNP per capita

was higher than Japan's -- 20 percent higher in the case of Peru, 40

percent higher in the case of Brazil.
Now that President Fujimori has returned to Japan, he has found

a Japan which is now ten times richer than any other Latin American

country.
What did Japan do between 1945 and today to become ten times

richer than us Latin Americans, who used to receive their migrants

because they were poor?
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The reply is that they created a capitalist system, but where

everybody could participate. That required a plan. And that plan was
originally set up by Americans working since 1942 in Honolulu to make
sure that the feudal class did not recuperate all its privileges and thatproperty rights were widespread.

As a matter of fact, they were already widespread, but at an
extra legal level.

But the legal reforms that took place in Japan between 1946 and
1950 made sure that capitalism was a popular enterprise, the way it istoday in the United States, instead of being an oligarchic enterprise, the
way it is in most developing countries, and therefore, falters.

The ideas and virtues of your economy and political system
have been around for more than 200 years and we've tried to imitate
them.

One of the first things I think that should be done is. to get the
facts. What do you have to do to popularize a capitalist economy to
make it democratic?

As you know, some of the work that we're doing in different
countries, our think tank which you have so generously supported in the
U.S. Congress, includes countries like Egypt, where we've been
contracted by the government and the government has made public the
numbers I'm going to give, therefore, I'm not breaking anybody's
confidence.

Though I know that Egypt is not Iraq, Egypt is not very different
from the other Asian and Latin American countries that we've been
working in. We have found that in places like Egypt, the extra legal
enterprises, small and medium enterprises, run by what are generally
poor people, actually represent a large amount of assets.

The problem is their owners don't hold them within the law, and
as a result, of course, their assets cannot become fungible or liquid. They
cannot become capital.

But what we did find out is that the poor in Egypt own about
$245 billion worth of assets only in small enterprises and land and
buildings.

How much is $245 billion?
Well, it is 55 times the size of all foreign direct investment. Inother words, a lot of the resources that Egypt and Iraq may need to get

ahead are already within those countries. Their value is much higher than
that of foreign direct investment.

Another interesting fact -- the $245 billion is 50 times greater
than all World Bank loans given to Egypt.

So, no matter how much aid you give, public or private, the poor
may already be holding their more, albeit, illegally. They can't really get
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into the official market, the expanded market, and their assets cannot be

traded in a way that they can be leveraged and actually create major

wealth.
In the case of Mexico, for example -- and by the way, excuse

me. One last point.
All the assets of the poor in Egypt are 30 times bigger than the

Cairo Stock Exchange.
So it would be interesting to find out, in Iraq, in spite of all the

turmoil and all the problems, already the poor have got a stake, and that

stake, instead of being withdrawn, should be enhanced.

In the case of Mexico, which is another oil-producing country, it

turns out that what the poor have, also outside the law, is about $315

billion worth of assets. And the interesting aspect of it is that, today,

Mexico of course produces more oil than Iraq and has been doing so for

over ten years.
These assets that belong to the poor are seven times higher than

Mexico's known oil reserves.
So the mistake -- the important thing here that you said in your

statement is that property rights are crucial. Who gets the property

rights? How does the legal system recognize them or not?

Because, in the end, if people see that the law protects their

rights and what they have today in assets, and allows them to leverage

them, then, of course, the rule of law can come into place because I will

understand the rule of law and the measure that protects whatever assets

I have, whatever capital I have, no matter how incipient it is.

And the clue to all of that, of course, Mr. Chairman, is inclusion.

There are exclusive capitalist systems, what Mr. Al-Rahim called

oligarchies and cronyisms, and there are democratic and popular

capitalism. And it's very important to ensure that now that the eyes of the

world are on Iraq, that that's the kind of capitalism that you get.

[The prepared statement of Mr. de Soto appears in the Submissions for

the Record on page 67.]
Senator Bennett. Thank you very much.

Dr. Ellerman?

OPENING STATEMENT OF DAVID P. ELLERMAN, PH.D.,

AuTHOR AND FORMER ECONOMIST AT THE WORLD BANK

Dr. Elierman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm here to speak

about some of the lessons learned from the transition economies of the

former Soviet Union, in particular.
I think the short story is that the intervention of the international

institutions of the World Bank, the Fund (IMF), western academics, the
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economic profession in the former Soviet Union and the nation-building
effort there was a disaster. It was a debacle.

The recently appointed head of the Council of EconomicAdvisers, Greg Mankiw, from Harvard, just published a piece on thisand was a bit agnostic about assigning the blame. But he said, if in factthis shock therapy and the voucher privatization was wrong, then it was ablunder of historic proportions -- one of the biggest blunders in worldhistory.
But he was a little soft on assigning responsibility because itinvolved a lot of his Harvard colleagues.
So the question is, what do we learn from that? What are thelessons that we can take away from that experience?
One has to go back to the sort of mentality of the intervention. Itwas one where it was after a revolution; socialism had failed. The westcame in with sort of a cold warrior self-righteousness of let's wipe theslate clean of everything from the past. Let's try to start over. Let's try tocreate a new society, a heaven on earth.
This is something that conservatives know doesn't work. Youcan't do this overnight. The Jacobins tried this in the French Revolution.

The Bolsheviks in the original Russian Revolution. And yet, the UnitedStates backed the "market Bolsheviks" that tried to do the shock therapyand tried to do the voucher privatization and created basically a form ofchaos in these countries.
What people knew how to do was not supported. They felthelpless. They were disempowered. And in this chaos, the oligarchs andthe criminal elements flooded in.
So one of the major lessons in this is to look at it from the pointof view of the population. Are the population empowered or are they alltarred with the same brush as if all were stained from the past?
Many of the -- in Eastern Europe, particularly -- the exiles thatcame back, tried to say that everybody in the country should bedisqualified from office, that everybody is communist and so forth. Andthis aggravates the chaos, makes it much worse.
And so one point here is there needs to be a line drawn so thatthe people above that line are suspect, but the people below that line, theprofessional class, the technical class, scientific engineers and so forth,are people that often had to join the party, the communist party in thecase of Russia and eastern Europe, the Baath party in Iraq, in order to getthe jobs.
If they didn't, then the nomenclature would have gotten the jobs.
So it was something that was done pragmatically. They're notideologues, and they should be treated as technical people, professional

people, and not with prejudice.
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So that is certainly one of the lessons.

Secondly, because this is a time-consuming effort to try to make

this sort of a transformation, the immediate thing is to try to get some

sort of working order restored, not to say, well, we have to restart things

only under a new premise.
So this means something like going back to what's the last time

things worked. What's the last time that the ministries worked, the last

time the industries worked, and try to restore some sort of an order, even

though it would not be perfect.
And the thing not to do is, as was recommended to us in Russia,

don't try to jump over the chasm in one great leap, that it's better to try to

build a bridge over the chasm from the old to the new, even though one

foot of that bridge always has to be on the old, and which is maybe

distasteful.
But the thing to avoid is to aggravate this feeling of being totally

disenfranchised, totally disabled, nothing works any more. Things didn't

work well before, but at least I could tinker around and I could get things

to work in a haphazard way. But now things don't work at all.

And this will feed into much greater chaos and extremism.

So I want to urge a real pragmatism there and getting away from

this sort of self-righteousness of a conquering army that's going to

disempower everybody there and try to set up a new regime overnight.

Let's be very pragmatic.
And also, we can talk about privatization and some of the

lessons learned there. But certainly, this attempt at voucher privatization,

to just try to wipe away everything from the past and start anew with

equal rights, sort of like a primitive communism almost, didn't work, and

that should not be even contemplated in the future.

There should be a large emphasis on restarting the enterprises

that people see in everyday life, which is the small and medium-sized

businesses, the retail businesses, the things that affect people's ordinary

lives so that they get some sense that they're returning back to a state of

normalcy.
And the overall mentality here, we're often told by the Russians

that you treat us as if we were a conquered people. And the Iraqi people

are in that position.
So I think that we have to be doubly careful in the whole

projection of the American intervention there that they are not treated as

the objects of benevolence, the objects of charity.

In some sense, the way to put this is to say that we should not

give them aid in the sense of trying to do things for them, that we should

try to put the tools in their hands and then let them rebuild their own
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country as much on their own, than us to give out contracts and the like,which would, as it were, do it for them in a great show of Americanbenevolence, which would only preserve them in this position of beingpowerless and humiliated.

And then one practical point I just wanted to raise which I thinkis very difficult to judge right now. But the Middle East is the onlyregion of the world that doesn't have a regional development bank. Thereare development banks for all the other regions of the world.
For obvious political reasons, it's been hard to do that. But if infact in the future we're looking for some means of extrication, then tohave a regional bank that's a cooperative effort of the nations in theregion, might as well be something to look at.
And finally, I want to just try to get you to look at thepsychology of how this is viewed from the Iraqi people because I thinkthey are in a very ambiguous position right now in their ownpsychology.
Do they want to make this occupation a success? Or do theynot? They all want to rebuild their own country. But they're put in aposition where if they cooperate with the occupying power, as inGermany and as in Japan, well, that was 55 years ago and we still havebases in Japan. We still have bases in Germany. And they didn't have oil.
So if you're an Iraqi looking at this situation and say, do I reallywant this to be a success and still 50 years from now have Americanbases in the country or not?
And so, the fundamental point has to be to somehow make thatpolitical switch so that they're not working to make the Americanoccupation a success, they're working to rebuild their own country forthemselves.
And that's very difficult. I can't emphasize enough that that'sgoing to be fundamental to the success of this effort from the point ofview of the Iraqi people.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. David P. Ellerman appears in theSubmissions for the Record on page 73.]
Senator Bennett. Thank you very much. Dr. Bronson?

OPENING STATEMENT OF RACHEL BRONSON, PH.D.,
OLIN SENIOR FELLOW AND DIRECTOR,

MIDDLE EAST PROGRAMS,
COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

Dr. Bronson. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Saxton, Mr. Stark, thank youvery much for the invitation to speak with you today on transforming
Iraq's economy.
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I want to make four points. The transition in Iraq towards a

successful economy and successful political situation will take time, it

will be dangerous and will require our resolve, it will be expensive, but

ultimately, it will be worth it.

I want to make sure that we don't leave this hearing thinking that

the security situation that, Mr. Chairman, you highlighted by holding up

the newspapers, is somehow distinct from the economic transformation

of Iraq.
They are indeed linked. It is something that we have learned,

case after case, particularly in the Balkans.

We need to focus on the security situation if we want all of our

goals for the economic transformation of Iraq to succeed.

We must also remember that this is going to be very time

consuming. Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld has pointed out that it took

eight years for the United States to move from its period of revolution to

a constitution.
In Germany, that experience took four years. And in Germany

alone, it required $8 billion, in current dollars, between 1948 and 1952.

Germany required a significant American and international security

presence to help the Germans rebuild law and order in their society. And

it took a lot of attention to the international context to help facilitate that

outcome.
So we know from the experience in the United States, we know

from the experience in Germany, we know from the experience of the

'90s, this takes a long time. It requires international assistance. It requires

serious attention to law and order.
I want to focus on law and order because it matters to this

Committee, both because it will be very costly to the United States and

the lack of attention has already set back Iraq's reconstruction.

Much of the looting and the chaos that we've seen in the streets

has largely undone all of the good work military planners who carefully

considered what to target and what not to target.

Areas that were originally kept off the target list, have largely

been destroyed anyway by the looters and this will make everything

more costly.
The lack of law and order also makes it harder for the Iraqis to

go back to work. They are afraid to leave their homes because of what

might happen to their families and their property.

We have to create a situation where they are more comfortable

to go back to work.
Focusing on issues of law and order, goes to the heart of the

difference between The New York Times and The Washington Post

stories that the Chairman referred to.
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The Washington Post stories are focusing on the slow building

back of the basic law and order on the streets, very positive and theAdministration can very much take credit for.
But the vacuum that was created in the weeks following the warhas allowed Sadaam's security forces, loyalists, those in the Baath Party,to begin reconstituting. They are organized. They do not believe this waris over. And the Iraqi people will find it very difficult to work against

them if they are not convinced that Sadaam and his sons are dead or thatthe security forces do not provide an organized opposition to the United
States.

The average Iraqi is waiting to see who is going to win this, andright now for them, the jury is still out.
Law and order will be a very expensive proposition. Before thewar, the Council on Foreign Relations, our task force, estimated that, atminimum, 75,000 troops would be needed to secure the peace and cost atleast $15 billion a year.
We now know that figure is low. The Administration is onrecord as saying that 150,000 troops in Iraq are costing about $3 billion amonth.
The longer chaos is allowed to reign, the more costly this will beand the more difficult this will be. That is why I want to be sure that wefocus on the connection between law and order and economic

reconstruction.
But even when we get to reconstruction, even if there had been aseamless transition from our authority back to the Iraqis, this still would

have been expensive.
Iraq's reconstruction will not be self-financing. The oil industry

is in dire straits.
Before the war, because of sanctions and poor political

leadership in Iraq over the last decade plus, Iraq was losing about
100,000 barrels per day annually. We need to staunch the bleeding ofIraq's oil industry before we can even hope to get back to the levels thatthey were before 1990, 1991, or the heady predictions that were made
before the war.

We must remember that before the war, Iraq was bringing inabout $10 to $12 billion a year in oil. 70 percent of that was going to thehumanitarian needs of the Iraqi people--food and medicine. $3 billion isrequired to go back into the oil industry just to keep it operating.
We estimated that the reconstruction of the oil facilities to get itback to the 3.2 million barrels per day that it was producing before thewar could cost up to $5 billion.
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To get its energy sector back up to where it was could cost as

much as $20 billion. Iraq was a sophisticated society with a sophisticated

infrastructure. It is not like repairing Afghanistan.
There are a number of other things that will be required and

some of my fellow panelists, the witnesses here today, have made

reference to them, and I will quickly go through them and then leave

you.
First, there is a requirement to diversify Iraq's economy. Over 95

percent of its resources come from oil. This was not the case just a few

decades ago. But relying on this sole commodity is bad for the Iraqi

people and bad for the economy.
It also makes it very difficult to get to any sort of democratic

future.
When the leadership owns the major resource, it doesn't depend

on the people to participate. And so, we need to think about the

transformation of its oil sector and its larger economy if we're trying to

reach any different political outcome.
Restructuring Iraq's debt is going to be a massive undertaking

and we need to show our own commitment to the process before those

around the world are likely to forgive the debt.

And also, we have to support a stable, transparent political order.

If we want investment to flow into Iraq or if we want to keep the Iraqi

money at home, there has to be something to invest in.

This kind of political order will take time. If we move too

quickly, the Balkans show us you get black markets, drug lords, and

money-laundering.
The Administration was right to step away from the interim

authority and trying to create one too early. But by bringing up the topic

of an interim authority so soon after the fall of the Sadaam regime

created unnecessary expectations.
The way forward is going to be very difficult in Iraq, but it is

well worth doing. Iraq can be a model for the region. I receive calls from

those around the region on a regular basis, from our dwindling number

of supporters begging us to get this right.
Our supporters out there need a win that they can point to. And

right now, their hopes are on Iraq. And I think we should make sure that

their hopes are realized.
Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Rachel Bronson appears in the

Submissions for the Record on page 78.]
Senator Bennett. Thank you. Thanks to all of you. I think

you've given us the provocative insight that we had hoped for.
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Now we have some members of the Committee who did notgive opening statements. If you would like to stay and question, I willallow members of the Committee who did not give opening statements

to question before the others do.
Do you want to take advantage of that?
Representative Hill. I'll take advantage of that.
Senator Bennett. Now, actually, having said that, Mr. Paul washere before you were. So I'd like to go in the order in which they arrived.
Mr. Paul, if you could do the first questioning. Or I'll let you twofight it out.
(Laughter.)
Representative Paul. I'll yield.
Representative Hill. Okay.
Senator Bennett. All right. Mr. Hill?
Representative Hill. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I don't know quite what to ask, to be honest with you. Thisproblem -- and it is a problem -- of the state of the Iraqi people and whattheir future holds is obviously complicated.
I woke up this morning and went jogging with my friends. Iknew where my meetings were going to be. I knew where the bathroom

was. I knew that I had to go to my ATM machine and get some money.
None of that exists in Iraq.
First of all, when you talk about private property, how does thathappen? How do people obtain this property? What mechanism is inplace, what system is in place that can create private property rights forthe people of Iraq?
Anybody?
Mr. de Soto. Well, I would say that one way of looking at it --without knowing Iraq but knowing other developing countries and whathappens -- is that, probably at this stage, after all the looting, the burning,

the squatting that had taken place before the Baathist revolution, theadverse possession stakes, the creation of a large, small and medium
enterprise situation, maybe a great popular part of Iraq, is similar to whatCalifornia was like 150 years ago.

You had 800 mining jurisdictions that are being formed on thebasis of squatting. Nobody really knew who owned what or where.
It took you 30 to 40 years to put that all together because mostof the property was obtained in an extra legal fashion.
So regardless of what existed before, whatever legal systemexisted before, you have to think of creating a new legal system to acceptall the new stake-holders within the system.
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And that's why what I insisted upon before was how important it

is to get an inventory of what has actually happened on the ground in

Iraq over the last 30 years to find out where there are claims, where there

are conflicting claims, to make sure whatever property system is

redesigned and put into place, actually serves the majority of people's

interests. Otherwise, you won't get the constituency to have a stable

economy.
Very different than in the situation, for example, of Germany,

because the property rights system or the legal system that defined

property rights had already been defined in the 19th century.

So the occupation really didn't involve getting into the thick of

that because there was a consensus on property.

In most developing countries, that consensus does not exist.

What you will probably find are widespread markets and anarchy

regarding the law and therefore, the need to re-adapt whatever law exists

to reality.
Representative Hill. Well, rll go back to something that Dr.

Bronson had said, that the people are waiting to see who is going to

emerge in leadership positions.
It seems to me that none of that can happen until there is some

certainty in Iraq. Is that true or not true? And how long will that take?

What has to be done? What should we be doing?

Mr. de Soto. Well, the first thing that you did in Japan, which

was very interesting, or rather, that the Japanese did under Gen.

MacArthur's sponsorship, is have an inventory done of what the situation

was all about.
It took about two years to put the inventory together.

In other words, underneath the feudal class of Japan there were

people who held property, but they were not within the law, or their

stakes were not recognized by the law.

It took two years to actually find out who owned what. It's the

whole experience you had in all of the west of the United States. There

were people that went around and tried to calculate how many trees were

felled in Wyoming to create a cabin and then find out those that would

be calculated improvements and create a property law that was adequate

to it.
Your own Congress passed 32 pre-emption acts, the purpose of

which was to violate an existing common law that no longer responded

to the situation on the ground.
The first thing you did was an inventory, state by state, and then

you put the law together.
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Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. Hill, if I can just jump in.
Iraq today is a lawless country. But this was a country that waswell on its way to industrialization in the 'SOs.
There were extensive land records. There were extensiveproperty-holdings, property rights. And we are not talking aboutcomplete breakdown of the system.
Mr. de Soto may be right that we need to take some inventory.But we're not talking about starting from scratch and a complete chaotic

situation.
Yes, there has been looting. Yes, there has been squatting. Butthis comes only in the last couple of months.
The problem of restitution and property rights is really going alittle bit further back in terms of what's happened since thenationalization and the waves of socialism that took over.
I don't think it's an insurmountable problem. It's one of theproblems and there's a lot of problems that need to be resolved.
Representative Hill. Mr. Chairman, I see that my red light ison. But thank you for the opportunity to ask a few questions.
Senator Bennett. Mr. Paul?
Representative Paul. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
In the Chairman's opening statement, he mentioned that wecould be looking at Iraq either as being half full or half empty.
I tend to think that it probably is half empty, and I sort ofidentify a lot with Dr. Bronson's concerns about what's going on overthere.
The other concern I have is it sounds like we're in the businessof nation-building, which is something that a lot of us talked about in thepast as not being a very good idea. And it's still very popular for me inmy district in Texas to say that we shouldn't be in the business of nation-building, and that usually gets a pretty good response.
So I have a great deal of concern about the cost of this and howwell it's going. And I appreciate the testimony of all of you because Ithink it gives us a lot of insight.
But I do see tremendous problems with this instilling propertyrights in this country. I think it's so much different than in Japan andGermany. These populations were so much more homogenous comparedto what we have in Iraq.
So this tends to make me less pessimistic.
I'm just wondering if any of you have given any consideration tothe restoration of private property rights on the original owners and thedevelopers of the oil wells because, in Cuba, we're concerned about thatall the time, even though it's been 40 or 50 years. There are still peoplewho have claims about property ownership in Cuba.
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And I'm just wondering -- I don't hear much talk about that and

it seems like maybe we should give that some consideration.

Also, on the debt elimination, I think it's an academic question.

They're not going to pay the debt. And it's always interested me that

when we talk about debt repudiation, we always have to talk about an

appropriation.
So if they owe us money and we can't pay it, why don't we just

write it off the books? It makes me suspect that somebody is going to

get paid off that probably really doesn't deserve it, or they should get in

line.
So I'm always concerned about appropriating money for debt

forgiveness.
But if we did have the restoration or the implementation of

private property markets, I think the idea of capital is irrelevant. The

money will go there. That's all there is to it. We don't need huge

appropriations.
So it is more important that we have the right rules set up, of

course, by those who are there.
But my question is a political question in many ways because it

seenis like it's going to be so difficult. To me it seems like we have three

countries over there. Iraq was an artificial country. It was designed by

Europeans. It was designed after World War I.

And is it conceivable that even with our occupation and our

150,000 troops, more troops now than we needed to liberate Baghdad.

We need more troops and all these billions of dollars.

My question is, how long do you think we can do this? How

long will the American people tolerate it? And is it achievable?

Maybe, in reality, if we knew right now it was unachievable

because, already, we've had Rumsfeld say that, oh, well, we can't have an

outright election because if it goes the wrong way -- and the majority

would not vote what we want.
So it may well be that the only solution is going to be probably

three different countries there. And maybe we're fighting a losing battle.

And I just wonder if you have some comments, especially how

long do you think we can go without having success? I think Mr. de

Soto said, we'd better have success and we need to have success.

So I'd like to hear your comments.
Dr. Bronson. Mr. Paul, thank you.

In terms of answering your constituency on nation-building,

there's a counter-intuitive aspect to it that makes understandable why

everyone is so confused.
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The more committed and more present you are up front, thefaster we can pull our men and women home. And the reason for that isIraqis are looking to go back to work. They're looking to go on thestreets. They need an authority there and a heavy American presence.
As long as chaos reigns, everything takes longer. Everything ismore expensive.
The Administration's recognition that more military police, andmore soldiers, were needed is actually a good sign. It bodes well that wemay actually be able to pull out earlier because if you allow the sort ofchaos because we don't have enough people and commitment there, itmakes everything much harder.
Will Iraq break down into three distinct territories?
If we don't stay committed, there is the possibility of it. But Ithink if you look back to original meetings that the opposition washaving in the early 1990s, there was a preference, for instance, in theKurdish community, their first preference was to have their ownindependent state. They also recognized that that was unlikely to happen.
The second best alternative is participation in a full and freeIraq.
We need to keep them focused on that, that their first preferenceis unattainable, but their second preference is truly attainable. And thatgets back to some of these economic and political issues we're talkingabout.
We need to think through how the oil from the north and thesouth goes back to the central government and then resources go back tothe provinces.
As long as you can get that kind of system going where themoney goes in and goes back out, you will keep Iraq whole.
But if there is no organization committed to that reality, peoplewill start fighting over keeping that oil in the north and the south and thatwill be a problem for Iraq.
Representative Paul. You assume that it is crucial that it bekept whole.
Is that correct?
Dr. Bronson. That's right, I do. If it is not kept whole, all of thefears of the critics of this war will come to pass. And that is because if itstarts fracturing, you will certainly see Turkey moving in because theywill be worried about an independent Kurdistan on its border.
You will see the Iranians much more active than we are seeingnow if there is going to be some sort of independent Shia state in thesouth.
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It is crucial to the neighborhood and the United States that Iraq

remains whole, but that's good news. There is a shared interest. And it's a

second preference of the Iraqis themselves which gives us a good basis

for moving forward.
We have to have a centralized authority with some independent

autonomy in the provinces that allows them to benefit from that kind of

vision.
Representative Paul. Thank you. Other comments?

Mr. de Soto. Yes. The only comment or reference to the issue

of property claims, what has happened in many developing countries,

practically in all developing countries, and many former Soviet Union

countries, over the last 34 years, is that, in some cases, because of natural

migrations, in other cases, because dictatorships, also need some kind of

legitimacy and they go around redistributing land and redistributing

property.
And they've done that and probably, Sadaam Hussein has had to

do the whole thing to create legitimacy for his own regime. It is very

surprising what you see once the dictator is out.

The first thing that you will have seen is that one person may

have owned just one estate. Today, there are 15,000 people living on that

estate.
And so, what do you do? Do you just restitute to where you

were before? Do you give California back to 15 Mexican families or do

you keep the 3 million people with big guns on them?

What do you do?
So what I'm saying that I think is important, and it gives you an

idea of the time, is you have to make an inventory of what has happened.

I don't think that even Sadaam Hussein actually knows what was

happening underneath his nose. It's a whole social process that's been

going into place.
Take Egypt: The logical thing of course would seem restitution.

There were rent controls. Property was redistributed at the time of the

revolution.
The Egyptians want to welcome investment again. But they find

out that it's impossible because the families that will be benefitted are a

small minority and those that would be dislodged are the large majority

that you need for the rule of law to come into place.

- The plan for how you go about this cannot be designed until you

have an inventory of who is where, who owns what, and what are the

different claims within the land: Then you can start creating the kind of

law that peacefully settles those conflicts and allows you to bring in

stability.
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And that's what you in the U.S.. Congress did in your own

country 32 times before you created the Homestead Act. There's alwayspeople who believe that the.Homestead Act started the process whereby
a large majority of Americans-,who had squatted now had a right toproperty.

It was actually the last of your acts. You had 32 going before,
including when President Washington had a third of his farms invaded
by what he called the Banditti.

But, first of all, you had to take stock of what had gone on. Andin many cases in Iraq, I don't think that anybody really knows what's
going on. And the process is going to take time.

Senator Bennett. Mr. English?
Representative English. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Starting with Mr. De Soto, given the natural potential of Iraq'smineral wealth, what options would you suggest to maximize thepotential of the petroleum industry since we've brought it up, in order tospur investment and growth in the overall economy in Iraq?
And at the same time, how do you utilize that asset withoutleading to an imbalanced economy, such as you have in Venezuela,

where petroleum had become pretty much the only driver in theeconomy.
Recognizing Mr. Al-Rahim's point that there has been anindustrial base in Iraq, how do you use petroleum and at the same time,encourage a movement towards a strong mixed economy?
Mr. de Soto. Thank you for your question, but I'm afraid I knowvery little about the use of petroleum. I know about successful

experiments, your own in the United States in Alaska bringing a wideamount of people to participate in the wealth.
I know what, for example, the Bolivians have done in terms oftheir gas industry and how they've made all citizens stake-holders. But Iknow very little about the headlines, sir.
Representative English. Mr. Al-Rahim, would you like to takea whack at that?
Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. English, thank you.
Obviously, the oil sector is very important. But I see it asimportant only as a catalyst for the economy.
Just to put it in context, Iraq has 113 billion of proven reserves.The last count or assessment of those reserves is 20 years old.
Assume that if a new assessment is made, the reserves may be ashigh as three times that.
Putting reserves in the ground, proven reserves, 1-1/2 timesthose of Saudi Arabia and, in fact, the largest in the world.
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However, reserves in the ground is something and oil revenues

is something else.
As Dr. Bronson said, it takes about $5 billion to rehabilitate the

industry and it will take probably another $30 billion to get up to six

million barrels a day, which at that time will give about $35 billion of

revenue a year.
You have to get the private sector to participate actively. The oil

sector is not just about upstream production, of course. It's a whole world

by itself as an industry. And it is a sector that will involve not just oil

field services, midstream activities and downstream activities.

The way to do it is to invite foreign participation with special

protection clauses because for a country the size of Iraq which today has

a GDP of $25 to $35 billion, to negotiate with a company like Exxon-

Mobil, which an annual turn-over five times that, this is not a level

playing field by any stretch of the imagination.

But you need to attract the major players.

You also need to implement things that you will implement in

the privatization program, which is local participation, employee share

ownership programs, IPOs, so as to really get that broad wealth

distribution out into the country.
But there are a number of methods that you can do this.

Representative English. Very good. Dr. Ellerman, I've been

interested in the thrust of your remarks. And you have argued, as I

understand it, for an incrementalist approach to building the Iraqi

economy based on your experience in Eastern Europe.

Can you offer us what you think would be probably the best

example of how that incrementalist approach has been successful in

eastern and central Europe since the fall of the Berlin Wall?

Dr. Ellerman. Well, the general idea is to try to take what I

would call the de facto property rights that people have -- their

capabilities, their skills, what they know how to do, how they know to

operate industry, how they know to make things, and so forth -- and try

to then, as it were, shrinkwrap the ownership and control structure

around that.
So the people who have to show up to work every day to make

the thing work, they have to cooperate together, so they have the control

in their hands to make it work.
It's very practical, don't try to set up great long chains of

authority that has taken us decades and a century to work right.

Try to have something more like local ownership. And the

ESOP, the employee stock ownership plan that's been mentioned, is an

excellent way to do that.
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Representative English. And which country in central andeastern Europe do you feel has most successfully undertaken thatapproach?
Dr. Ellerman. Well, all the countries use very mixed programs.

You've got to almost go program by program.
But in Poland, for example, what they call privatization byliquidation program was a type of lease buy-out. And ESOP is like alease buy-out, where the ownership goes to the management and theworkers in it, but they have to pay it off over time.
So it's like a lease purchase arrangement where the companyitself pays it off.
Something like that also happened in Hungary which was verysuccessful. The country that I used to live in and worked in was

Slovenia, and it was certainly very successful in Slovenia.
So something like that is a way of empowering people, a way ofgiving them a stake fairly quickly.
And for your question and for the previous question, this idea ofus getting into nation-building, what I keep trying to say is we have toget the reconstruction effort conceptualized as their building their ownnation, not as us doing nation-building to them.
And something like the ESOP, something like these programs

where people can formalize their property rights and feel that they canthen know what they can do, they're empowered to do it, and they can gofurther, that's the key thing to make it their effort and not ours.
Representative English. Thank you. And I need to head to theHouse floor, so I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Bennett. Thank you, sir.
Senator Sununu?
Senator Sununu. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Al-Rahim, you mentioned an organization established in the'50s or '60s you mentioned as a good model, a good structure forcoordinating and maybe identifying prospective investment.
What is it about that model or that structure that works from aneconomic perspective or a cultural perspective?
Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. Sununu, that was a development board setup in the '50s, independent of the government, staffed by technocrats,

where, at the time, this was prior to the revolution, the government
decided to allocate 70 percent of oil revenues to this board. And theboard also had the benefit of a number of prominent international
economists invited to it.
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The attraction of that is that the revenues that came to this board

were kept out of government budgets, so that people couldn't spill over

and start using that money. And that money was really earmarked just

purely for development work.
I just mentioned it as one example of something that could be

interesting and could work.
Senator Sununu. Was the fact that it kept a large portion of the

oil revenues out of the hands of government part of the reason for its

success?
Mr. Al-Rahim. Yes, I would say that. You didn't have

government overspending spilling onto its budgets because they were

kept in completely separate boxes, as it were.

Senator Sununu. Mr. de Soto, you mentioned both Alaska and

Bolivia. I'm familiar I think with the structure of the Alaskan trust.

What is the structure of the equity or revenue distribution of the

Bolivian gas industry and to what degree has it been successful? And to

what degree could it be a model for Iraq?

Mr. de Soto. I'm sorry, I wouldn't have a reply to that question.

Senator Sununu. I'm sorry. You did mention it, though, didn't

you?
Mr. de Soto. I mentioned that I knew of the successful

experiments, but I know no more than that.

Senator Sununu. Okay. Could you talk a little bit more about

the experience with the inventory in Egypt? What's the scope of that

effort? Is it nation-wide? Is it a pilot program?

How long has it been going on? When is it expected to be

completed?
Mr. de Soto. It's a nation-wide exercise that the Egyptian

government is carrying out and in which we are the technical support.

It began when there was a consciousness that may be a great part

of their economy was an underground economy or an extra-legal

economy. And we were brought in to quantify it, to try to find it to

categorize it.
And the results were surprising. That's why I was saying that it

would be interesting to also carry out that kind of an exercise in Iraq.

So far, we've reached the point in July that there is a plan now to

carry out the reforms. There were two stages. One was the inventory, and

then once you had the inventory --

Senator Sununu. The inventory is complete?

Mr. de Soto. The inventory is as complete as you can get it

now.
And as I repeat, the interesting thing about the inventory that we

found to be the extra-legal economy is actually the largest part of the
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economy. It is bigger than their oil reserves. It is bigger than all the other
industries, as I said before. It's 30 times the size of their own stock
exchange and it's about 70 times the size of all the bilateral aid they've
received ever.

So these are also like oil resources. They're huge human capital
and asset resources that are simply not put within the legal system and
therefore, they cannot be mortgaged and therefore they cannot beleveraged and they cannot create the wealth that they can in the United
States.

Senator Sununu. Has the package of reforms been proposed
and adopted?

Mr. de Soto. The package of reforms is being proposed now.Discussions for adoption will start taking place beginning the month ofSeptember.
Senator Sununu. To what extent are you concerned that there

may be political forces that work counter to the potential economic
benefits here?

We'll leave Egypt out of the discussion. It may or may not fall
into this category.

But one might argue that, in some societies, the governing forces
have some interest in people holding their land or being allowed to use
their land, or being allowed to operate their business to a certain extent atthe pleasure of the government.

Property rights that are protected empower individuals, make
them less dependent on the whims or the political dispositions of the
leadership.

So, to a certain extent, might you be concerned, whether it's an
Iraq or anywhere else where these kinds of land reforms are undertaken
that the governing forces don't really have an interest in establishing
clear, quantifiable and protected individual rights?

Mr. de Soto. Well, sir, in the case of the countries we've beencalled to, including Egypt, and where we have been paid to carry out
these studies, various millions of dollars, I supposed that we've been
called in because people have been interested in the reforms.

What always spurs along the reforms is, as I repeat, theinventory.
If as a result of the inventory, for example, in the case of Egypt,

as we were talking about, one finds out that 88 percent of businesses
function outside the law, and 92 -

Senator Sununu. Leaving Egypt out. In the other case histories
that you've looked at, I guess, have you seen this phenomenon or is itjust a concern that hasn't been seen in the case studies?
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Have you seen the phenomenon where sort of political forces

desire to have a system where ownership rights are vague or not easily

enforced?
Mr. de Soto. I was coming to that, sir. The thing is that when

you are aware, if you're a politician, that in fact you are not governing 88

percent of the people who work in the private sector because they work

outside your system, that you really don't know who is living where in

90 percent of your land, you have every political interest for that to

change.
I have not found resistance for change coming from somebody

saying, well, it's all right. 90 percent can live outside the law. I don't

really care if they have property rights or not, because the consequences

of not having property rights are not only the fact that you don't get

development because credit, investment, is all based on property rights.

But it's also that you can't even police these places.

You don't know where Osama bin Laden is hiding because you

don't have a system of addresses. You cannot participate in the global

economy.
Where the danger comes from, sir, is the following one. It has a

lot to do with ideology and with cultural myths.

So let me tell you a little bit just how we work there in two

minutes and why we're optimistic about the fact that these changes will

be adopted.
For example, Egypt has been trying to pass a mortgage law for

many years now and has been unable to because the forces of resistance

say, how are you going to have a system whereby people are able to use

their homes or their chattel, their goods, their animals, their equipment,

to guarantee to secure a credit?
Because credit only functions where people have something to

lose. That's what basically creates the trusts and that's what allows you

also to enforce noncompliance. And therefore, the idea is you can't

impose this on poor people. Therefore, you will not be able to pass a

mortgage system.
That has been stopping them for years and years now, if not

decades.
What we do is try and look at the dark side of the economy

because it actually provides the answers in an unideological form.

So we start asking, for example, how do people in this large

extra-legal sector of Egypt, but we could also be talking about Mexico,

survive on a day-to-day basis within their small enterprises? Do they get

credit?
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And the reply is they do.
And the question then is, how is it guaranteed? And it's

guaranteed by an instrument which, as a matter of fact, the Arabic
culture created 700 years ago, which is the check system. I think it even
comes from an Arabic word.

There were Arab checks circulating all the way up to Shanghai
700 years ago.

So the way it would work, sir, is that if you asked me for$12,000, I will say that the guarantee will constitute a check written
against your account for that amount.

Excuse me -- not for that amount, but it will be drawn blank.
If you do not pay, I can get you in a month or two in jail because

in all these countries, there is debtors jail. And a great amount of the
prisoners are people who haven't paid their debts.

So what we do are the statistics, which are the following one:
How many people today of Egyptians actually -- there's no

mortgage law, mind you -- but how many people to pay off the debt and
not to go to jail, have had to sell their houses?

One point five percent.
How many people have gone to jail and anyhow had to sell their

houses?
Another 4.5 percent.
How many people have had to flee the region which they live

because they've not been able to pay their debts?
20 percent, and therefore, have had to sell their houses as well.
And then we put it next to, for example, U.S. statistics, that say -- the Fannie Mae statistics that I've got, at least -- only 0.3 percent of

Americans lose their homes as a result of the mortgage system.
So then the argument becomes the following one:
Not having a mortgage system violates human rights and

property rights much more than having a mortgage system. But the
examples that you bring are not the examples from how good this works
in the United States because then you get a Samuel Huntington telling
you that there's something in the Anglo-Saxon gene that makes it work
in the states.

What you do is you compare it to the credit system that already
exists for most Egyptians, and in this case, for most Iraqis, show how
badly it works, how many more little old ladies actually lose their homes
under the lack of the rule of law, and that's how you get your rule of law
passed.
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Senator Sununu. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Bennett. Thank you very much.

Let me try to summarize some of this, at least for me.

Mr. Al-Rahim, I'm interested to have you say that, along with

oil, Iraq has water and fertile land, as well as a technological and

professionally capable labor force.
From the papers, we hear about the oil and we hear about the

labor force. But we don't hear that Iraq has fertile land and water.

It would seem to me that that would be an enormously valuable

resource in the Middle East, to have fertile land and the water to cultivate

it, and that Iraq could not only become self-sufficient in food production

for its own population, but begin to export food, if not in the Middle

East, down into Africa or other places where food is desperately needed.

What are the chances in your view of that becoming a viable

economic opportunity for the Iraqis separate and apart from the oil?

Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. Bennett, I think it's a very viable

opportunity within the context of the plan because Iraq has been self-

sufficient in the past.
It doesn't even have to go as far as Africa to export because a lot

of the region, for example, the Gulf states, are net importers of food,

anyway. So it can just export to its own neighbors.

There are two major rivers in Iraq, the Tigris and the Euphrates.

They are large rivers, and provided they don't get subjected to severe

damming in the north, in Turkey and Syria, and there's been threats of

that, those rivers can support a very large agricultural industry in Iraq.

That industry has not had any modernization brought to it like

any other industry for the past 20 years for the reasons we all know.

So I don't think it would be very difficult to reactivate it.

I put in my paper which is now in the record, at some point, we

need to re-establish a system of collective co-ops just to have the

economies of scale that you need in modern agricultural operations.

But I don't think that that is going to be, again, something that is

impossible or every difficult to achieve. I think it's a very viable

component of the overall plan.
Senator Bennett. And Mr. de Soto, that clearly would go to the

question once again of property rights, of who owns the land that could

then be turned into agricultural activity.

Maybe we don't want small farms. Maybe we want more of an

agri-business kind of approach. But that means the people who are in the

way of an agri-business acquisition of large tracts of land would have to

be compensated for moving. They'd have to sell their land the way the
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small farmer in America sells his land to Archer-Daniels-Midland or
whoever, and takes that money and goes off to the city and becomes an
entrepreneur in some other kind of circumstance.

So it seems to me that there's a connection between that
opportunity. And we should focus on that because we have become so
pre-occupied with oil, we should recognize that there are many other
opportunities.

I want to come back to you, Dr. Bronson, and a point which was
your fourth one which I think has been lost in some of the specifics that
we've gotten tied up with here.

When you say this is timely, dangerous, expensive and worth it.
And I think we should focus on the worth it.

This is, after all, the Joint Economic Committee. We want to
talk about the impact economically on the United States. And let me just
philosophize for a minute and then get your reactions, any of you.

Dr. Ellerman, you're in this field as well.
Looking back at the examples that have been talked about here,

Japan and Germany at the end of the Second World War, those were
enormously expensive operations on the part of the United States of
America.

Japan at least dealt with a very, very different culture. The
Germans were used to a western style of entrepreneurial activity, the
kind that would be compatible with their neighbors. The Japanese were a
feudal empire.

Dr. Ellerman, MacArthur kept a bridge on the other side of the
chasm. He did not eliminate the emperor. Indeed, when Japan was being
bombed, they did not bomb the Imperial palace.

I remember as a businessman driving through the streets of
Tokyo with my manager when I owned a business in Japan and looking
at all of the buildings, some of which were modem skyscrapers and
some of which looked much more traditional.

And I asked, how many of these buildings were built since the
Second World War? And the answer was all of them, because every
building in Tokyo, with the exception of the Imperial Palace and the
Diechi Insurance Company was destroyed by the American bombs.

So MacArthur very wisely kept at least one toe on the old bridge
by keeping the emperor in place, but eliminated the system of slavery.

We don't realize that the Japanese had slaves in the 20th century,
in the feudal system that they had. The woman who managed my
business in Japan was part of the team -- she was a translator for the
American occupation forces and was part of the team that went into
those areas and told these people, you're now going to have property
rights. Told these people, you are no longer slaves.
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How long did it take MacArthur to make that transition? Seven

years? Five years? Something along that line.

How much did it cost us? I don't know. But it was huge. Dr.

Bronson, it was obviously worth it.

Japan, even with its deflation and problems now, is still the

second largest national economy in the world, a major trading partner.

Most Americans love Japanese cars, if nothing else.

We have created an island of stability and prosperity in a part of

the world that desperately needed it. And we have the opportunity to do

the same thing here -- create an island of stability and prosperity,

property rights, proper kinds of capitalism -- I remember the Russian

ambassador saying to me when we were talking about some of their

problems, we've had plenty of shock, but damn little therapy.

And you're right. We did not do the Russian thing right, and we

need to learn from that and do the Iraqi thing properly.

Am I just a rosy-glasses idealist here who's looking at the best

thing? Or is this in fact an enormously valuable opportunity, how

difficult and dangerous and expensive and timely it may be?

Is Dr. Bronson really right, everybody, that this is

overwhelmingly worth all of the challenge that we need to put into it,

and the advantages -- being very selfish -- the advantages to America, to

our children, in terms of what could happen out of this, could be as great

as the advantages that came to us because our parents did what they did

in Japan and Germany at the end of the Second World War?

That's a philosophical question, but I think that's what we really

want to deal with in this hearing as a whole.

Responses? Mr. de Soto?

Mr. de Soto. Well, one reply to your question is, regardless of

whether that's the way it should have taken place or not taken place, your

occupation of Iraq, the fact is that it's done and you're there.

(Laughter.)
And now that you're there, it is an opportunity, not only because,

Senator Bennett, it's an island of stability, but it's because these islands of

stability are very contagious.
Senator Bennett. Yes.
Mr. de Soto. In the case of China, you didn't get it at the first

throw with Chung Kai Chek. But by leaving behind the Brits two ports,

with market economies and freedom, at least economic freedom,

Singapore and Hong Kong, by allowing widespread property in all of

these places, including Japan, what is today South Korea and what is

today Taiwan, after 40 years, now the larger continent is also following.
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It's very contagious. If it fails, that's also contagious as well.

When, for example, you've done similar things in Latin America, but
only for the purposes of just occupation, then withdrawing, that has not
been contagious at all.

So I do believe, Senator Bennett, that what happens in Iraq since
the eyes of the world are upon you, is going to very much determine the
future of the whole Middle East, and will bolster the arguments that
markets and freedom are something that transcends cultures or, on the
contrary, will strengthen the hands of all of those people who say, we're
not all built for those kinds of systems.

Senator Bennett. Dr. Bronson?
Dr. Bronson. For the record, let me say that I think that Dr.

Bronson is right.
(Laughter.)
It is very important that we get Iraq right. Iraq is in the heart of

the Middle East. With all the troubles and problems that we've had since
certainly September 11th, with the region, but even before, getting Iraq
right is going to be very important to the security of the United States.

We need to remember that, historically, Iraq has played a major
role in Middle Eastern and inter-Arab politics. Economically, it hasibeen
an engine for the region. And culturally, we often forget this, the
universities and the religious establishments of Iraq have shaped the
thinking of hundreds of thousands in the region.

This is why many were nervous about us going into Iraq, but
this is why it is so essential that we do get it right, because the eyes of
the world are on us.

Think about the challenges we're facing in the Balkans, the
black markets, the drug lords, all of the problems. Multiply that for Iraq
in the region of the Middle East.

It will be catastrophic.
But getting it wrong, as I said in my statement, I have people

calling me, begging for us to get this right. Our supporters need a win in
this region and we are there -- one of my colleagues has made the point,
we are occupiers. We might as well be good occupiers.

There is a lot to be done, but it is do-able and possible. We have
to stay committed to it, though. If we don't, it all falls apart.

Senator Bennett. Yes. Getting it wrong -- go to Haiti and see
what happens when we come in. It turned out we replaced a brutal
dictator, much beloved of American conservatives, with a brutal dictator,
much beloved of American liberals. And left. And the people of Haiti are
worse off than they were before.
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Mr. Al-Rahim, you had a comment.

Mr. Al-Rahim. Mr. Chairman, I have to tell you that I agree,

not just fully with Dr. Bronson, but even more than she imagines

because Iraq is so geo-politically important. And I'm not talking just

about the benefits to the Iraqis.
This country made such a fuss about going into Iraq. The

trumpet of changing the face of the region. There's a serious commitment

to the world, not just Iraq, that was made about America's intentions,

American abilities, and their visions of the future of this whole planet.

I think to get Iraq wrong, if nothing else, is egg on the face of

this nation for the next 20, 30 years.
It's not like eastern Europe. When the wall fell down, everybody

looked around and said, we won, turned their back and walked away.

The western Europeans had to come in because they had to worry about

primarily migration problems.
So they stepped in very quickly.

Today, if America does not get Iraq right and Iraq will start the

domino effect. The domino effect will start from Iraq under all

circumstances. The real question is which way is that domino going to

tip?
And if it tips in the wrong way, don't forget Iraq's neighbors are

Iran, Turkey, Saudi Arabia, Syria -- Israel is not very far down the road.

It's a volatile region. And if it tips the wrong way, everybody's

going to feel it. We're not just talking about the Middle East any more.

And so, I think that's an added incentive of what you just very

clearly and eloquently mentioned, that in Japan, you created an island of

stability, of growth, of prosperity, as an example, because the tiger

nations that eventually emerged in Southeast Asia really followed the

example of Japan. That was closer to them.

And you can see that same thing happening again.

I can tell you, it's no secret -- much of the Middle East is still

living in the 14th and 15th century, whether it's politically, whether it's

systems of ownership, whether it's a feudal mentality, et cetera, et cetera.

And that has to change.
The only question is, will that change happen violently and in

the wrong direction, or can it happen peacefully by seeing the right

example.
And that's one thing that we should all be concerned about.

Senator Bennett. I don't think there's any question but that we

are in it for the long haul. We have to stay in it for the long haul. We

have to do everything that we possibly can to get it right.
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And at the risk of speaking out of school, but the Democrats

have all gone --
(Laughter.)
I was at the White House yesterday. And at least based on thePresident's attitude and comments and general posture, this President isdetermined to stay however long it takes, spend whatever amount it

costs, to see to it that we get it right.
And he is determined that we will not turn and leave, and we

will not abandon that which we have begun. I think he understands, Mr.
Al-Rahim, exactly what you're saying, that the domino can fall either
way. And if it falls the wrong way, that will be a permanent stain on hispresidency that George W. Bush is not willing to accept.

So, based on the conversations that we had at the White House
yesterday, I think the President would agree with the consensus that has
emerged from this panel.

Mr. Paul, do you have any final comments of your own? You've
been very faithful all the way through here.

Representative Paul. I have a very brief question, if I may. Iwould once again like to direct it towards Dr. Bronson, since she'salways right.
(Laughter.)
But we're talking about long and costly. Would you be willing to

give us an estimate because we have to do some of the budgeting around
here, how many troops will we have in Iraq in five years from now?

Dr. Bronson. I think the level of 150,000, where we are now,
will be necessary not just for a matter of weeks, but months.

And then the numbers will start to drop after a year or so. But
you're not down to this sort of golden number of 30,000 very quickly. Itis going to take time and numbers.

To the extent to which we can work with our partners and allieswho have constabulary forces and paramilitary forces, the exact kinds offorces that you need, our numbers can drop, because they will both
supplement our numbers, but they also have the exact expertise that isneeded.

And so, therefore, you can have fewer.
But to the extent to which we have to do this alone, we will berequired to stay in there with those numbers because we don't really have

that expertise. We have been resistant to nation-build and therefore,
haven't built the kinds of forces and troops, security services, that you
need.

I don't know the exact number, but I think the notion that wecannot go down below 75,000 probably for a few years. We don't get tothat number of 30,000 three to five years, maybe even longer.
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Representative Paul. Thank you.
Senator Bennett. Thank you all very much. This has been a

most enlightening panel.
The Committee is adjourned.
(Whereupon, at 11:22 a.m., the hearing was adjourned.)
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SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF
SENATOR ROBERT F. BENNETT, CHAIRMAN

Good morning and welcome to today's hearing. Amidst thecacophony of voices in this town talking about our actions in Iraq, letus humbly add our own. Our intent with today's hearing is to push thefocus of the debate away from the short-term management of Baghdad
and toward the implementation of policies that can ensure a long andprosperous free-market economy in the cradle of civilization.

To be sure, everyone in this room realizes that the currentenvironment in Iraq is frustrating for many of its citizens and needs tobe improved upon soon. However, there is little value in debating herehow to get the Baghdad electric grid functioning or the resumption ofgarbage pickup in the country. Able men and women are dedicating
themselves to this problem as we speak, under the careful scrutiny ofother congressional committees and the ever-watchful gaze of thepress.

However, we should not focus on the present to the exclusion
of the future, which I submit we are in danger of doing.

Today we ask a fundamental question: what practices andreforms need to be underway in the next two years to ensure aprosperous Iraq in the future?
The only exception to this myopia has been the debate overhow to develop and use Iraq's vast oil reserves, and thus far I am notencouraged by its tenor. Various pundits have suggested that therebuilding of Iraq is as elementary as making a modest investment inoil industry infrastructure and using the proceeds to "pay" for thereconstruction of the economy. This overly-simplistic notion of"letting the oil wealth pay for it" borders on naivete.

Oil wealth, economists tell us, has been more of a curse than ablessing for countries. I suggest with tongue only partly in cheek thatthe best thing that could happen for the Iraqi economy might be tosuspend the production of oil for the next decade. Failing that, weneed to think long and hard about how to ensure that natural resource
wealth in Iraq is developed efficiently and invested prudently. I trustthat our witnesses will address this issue in their testimonies today.

The plight of dealing with Iraq's oil wealth illustrates theessential conundrum of putting a decrepit economy on the path to
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prosperity. There is no one magical formula that we can employ nor

one model we can point to in this task. The United States has a mixed

record in the endeavor of rebuilding economies. While we succeeded

admirably after World War II in transforming the Japanese and

German economies into vibrant and productive markets, our efforts in

assisting the former Soviet economies were less than successful. A

half-hearted attempt to assist Haiti in the 1990s can be called little else

other than an abject failure.
From the missteps in the 1990s economists have learned a

number of lessons, the first of which being that it is not enough to

mouth the words "free markets" upon entering a country and leave it at

that. We now know that formal institutions need to be in place so that

property rights are recognized. While a government's role in the

market needs to be limited to ensure prosperity, a government must

also guarantee the rule of law and efficiently collect the revenues

necessary to provide the basic services expected of all governments,

such as police protection and transportation infrastructure. It is also

beneficial to have an entrepreneurial class in place with the knowledge

of what it takes to compete in a free market.

The goal should be to reform Iraq as a beacon for market

democracy in the Middle East. Every Arab country possesses some

version of the corrosive, quasi-socialistic economies that have failed to

materially improve living standards for nigh on two generations.

A prosperous Iraq would give lie to the dubious proposition

that Western oppression, combined with geographic circumscriptions

and cultural idiosyncrasies, make capitalism and its attendant

prosperity untenable. History is not yet over in the Middle East; if we

want market democracy to vie with radical theocracies for the hearts

and minds of its denizens we need to present them with a model that

works in their neighborhood.
I am pleased to have a panel of esteemed witnesses to discuss

the nuts and bolts of transforming the Iraqi economy. Our panelists

today are Mr. Basil al-Rahim, an investment banker and founder of the

Iraq Foundation, Mr. Hernando de Soto of the Institute for Liberty and

Democracy, Dr. David Ellerman, an economist recently retired from

the World Bank, and Dr. Rachel Bronson, Director of Middle-East

Studies from the Council on Foreign Relations. To our witnesses

today we say welcome; we look forward to hearing your testimony.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
REPRESENTATIVE PETE STARK,
RANKING MINORITY MEMBER

Thank you, Chairman Bennett. I would like to commend you for
holding this hearing on "Transforming Iraq's Economy." It's an
important topic, and an important responsibility that President Bush
has put on the shoulders of American taxpayers-or maybe I should
say debt-holders, since this Administration doesn't believe in taxes. It
is clear, instead, that the Bush Administration prefers the easy route of
arguing that taxes are an unnecessary burden rather than accepting that
taxes are a necessary means to meeting important responsibilities.

As I was thinking about this hearing, I was reminded of aninteresting piece in the latest New Yorker. The author, Hendrik
Hertzberg, observed that in many ways Iraq right now is a
conservative's paradise, with limited government, limited regulation,
limited gun control, and so forth. I would say, in addition, that if the
theories underlying President Bush's economic policies are correct,
Iraq should be poised for a robust economic recovery, since there is no
meaningful government and no tax burden.

I suspect that this is not the testimony we will hear from our
witnesses today. In fact, Iraq's economy and civil society are a mess.
And we have a long and expensive reconstruction ahead of us. Should
this outcome have been a surprise? Of course not. Should the
Administration have put as much time and effort into preparing for the
inevitable problems we would face in postwar Iraq as they did into
developing an elaborate P.R. campaign to justify the war? Of course.
But that is not what happened, and now we have to pick up the pieces.

I am sure we will hear some creative ideas from the economists at
this hearing, but I hope they won't try to lull us into thinking that the
transformation of Iraq's economy will be a cakewalk, and that all we
need to do is set up the right conditions for the free market to flourish.
The American public deserves honest answers about the task that lies
before us so that we can make wise choices. The Bush Administration
does not have a very good record of looking down the road and telling
the public about the future consequences of its policies. If that doesn't
change soon, we will be having a hearing on "Reconstructing the
American Economy."

Thank you Mr. Chairman and I look forward to the testimony
of our witnesses.
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The other day, the Times quoted one of that ever-helpful breed, a

"senior administration official," as expressing surprise at the

horrendous condition of Iraq's "infrastructure," even before the

destruction brought about by the war and its aftermath. "From the

outside it looked like Baghdad was a city that works," the senior

official said. "It isn't."

The quintessential city that works (or, at least, has a cleverly cultivated

reputation for being the city that works) is, of course, Chicago. The

ward heelers and aldermen of that city understand (or, at least, are

celebrated in song and story for understanding) that political power

flows not from the barrel of a gun, and not even, necessarily, from the

ballot box (whose contents can change in the counting), but from the

ability to fix potholes. Garbage that gets collected, buses and trains that

take people places, cops that whack bad guys upside the head, taps that

yield water when you turn them, lights that go on when you flip the

switch, all lubricated by taxes and a bit of honest graft-these are what

keep streets calm, voters pacified, and righteous "reformers" out of

City Hall.

By Chicago standards, Baghdad, along with almost all the rest of Iraq,

is a catastrophe. For that matter, conditions are disastrous even by the

looser standards of places like Beirut, Bogota, and Bombay. Reports

from the scene are in general agreement on the essentials. Iraq is well

rid of the murderous regime of Saddam Hussein. But the blithe

assumptions of the Iraq war's Pentagon architects-that a grateful Iraqi

nation, with a little help from American know-how and Iraqi oil cash,

would quickly pick itself up, dust itself off, and start all over again-are

as shattered as the buildings that used to house Saddam's favorite
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restaurants. In Baghdad, and in many other Iraqi cities and towns, civicsociety has degenerated into a Hobbesian state of nature. Despite theheroic efforts of a scattered minority of midlevel Iraqi civil servants,
the services that make urban life viable are functioning, at best,erratically. More often, they do not function at all. "In the mostpalpable of ways, the American promise of a new Iraq is floundering
on the inability of the American occupiers to provide basic services,"
the Times's Neela Banerjee reported a few days ago. (Perhaps with aneye to educating her White House readers, she added that Baghdad is"about the size of metropolitan Houston.") Telephones are dead.Electricity and running water work, if at all, for only a few hours a day.
Because the water pumps are hobbled by power outages, raw sewage ispouring into the Tigris River and is leaking into the fresh-water
system, spreading disease and making the city stink. Hospitals that aresecure enough to remain open overflow with patients, but they areshort of food, medical supplies, and personnel. (Only a fifth of prewar
health staffs are showing up for work.) Worst of all is the pervasive,
well-founded fear of crime. Armed thugs rule the streets, especially inthe pitch-black nights. "Amid such privations," Banerjee writes, "one
of the few things that thrives now in Baghdad, at least, is a deepening
distrust and anger toward the United States."

It's tempting to suggest that the Bush Administration is failing toprovide Iraq with functioning, efficient, reliable public services
because it doesn't believe in functioning, efficient, reliable publicservices-doesn't believe that they should exist, and doesn't really
believe that they can exist. The reigning ideologues in Washington-not
only in the White House but also in the Republican congressional
leadership, in the faction that dominates the Supreme Court, and in theconservative press and think tanks-believe in free markets, individual
initiative, and private schools and private charity as substitutes forpublic provision. They believe that the armed individual citizen is theultimate guarantor of public safety. They do not, at bottom, believe thatsociety, through the mechanisms of democratic government, has amoral obligation to provide care for the sick, food for the hungry,
shelter for the homeless, and education for all; and to the extent thatthey tolerate such activities they do so grudgingly, out of political
necessity. They believe that the private sector is sovereign, and thattaxes are a species of theft. To paraphrase Proudhon, les impots, c est le
vol.

In a way, Iraq has become a theme park of conservative policy
nostrums. There are no burdensome government regulations. Health
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and safety inspectors and environmental busybodies are nowhere to be

seen. The Ministry of Finance, Iraq's equivalent of the Internal

Revenue Service, is a scorched ruin. Museums and other cultural

institutions, having been largely emptied of their contents, no longer

have much use for public subsidies. Gun control is being kept within

reasonable limits. (Although the occupying authorities are trying to

discourage possession of heavy munitions, AK-47s and other assault

weapons-guns of the type whose manufacture Tom DeLay and most of

the House Republicans plan to re-legalize back home-have been given

a pass.) And, in the absence of welfare programs and other free-lunch

giveaways, faith-based initiatives are flourishing. The faith in question

may be Iranian-style militant Shiism, but at least it's fundamentalist.

The Bush Administration no longer flaunts its contempt for nation-

building abroad, but it remains resolutely hostile to nation-building at

home. Its domestic policy consists almost solely of a never-ending

campaign to reduce the taxes of the very rich. Not all of this largesse

will be paid for by loading debt onto future generations. Some of it is

being paid for right now, by cuts in public services-cuts that outweigh

the spare-change breaks for less affluent families which the

Administration, in selling its successive tax elixirs, has had to include

in order to suppress the electorate's gag reflex. The pain is especially

acute at the state level, where net federal help is in decline. States are

cancelling school construction, truncating the academic year,

increasing class sizes, and eliminating preschool and after-school

programs. Health benefits are being slashed, and a million people will

likely lose coverage altogether. In many states, even cops are getting

laid off.

As it happens,these are the very kinds of public services that America's

proconsuls are promising to bring to Iraq. Of course, being nice to Iraq

does not necessarily require the United States to be nice to itself. Nor

does denying medicine to kids in Texas require denying it to kids in

Baghdad. The connection is more karmic than causal. But it's also

political. Whatever one may think of the global democratic-imperial

ambitions of the present Administration, they cannot long coexist with

the combination of narrow greed and public neglect it thinks sufficient

for what it is pleased to call the homeland. At some point-the sooner

the better-a critical mass of Americans will notice.

LOAD-DATE: June 9,2003
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
CAROLYN B. MALONEY

I thank the Chairman and Ranking Member for calling this
hearing on the post-war rebuilding of Iraq and its economy. In the
aftermath of war, the immediate problems of restoring order and basicinfrastructure for the people of Iraq have proven daunting. It seems that
every morning the newspapers carry demoralizing stories of the latest
attacks on American troops and of growing resentment of U.S. forces
by the people. Given this atmosphere in the country it is particularly
important for Congress to focus on ways that we can boost the Iraqi
economy so the people can see that the U.S. action will have asubstantial long-lasting positive impact on their daily lives.

In this hearing, we will hear several approaches for setting the
groundwork for reconstruction of the country. One issue that I believe
should be a significant part of the discussion is debt relief. As we saw
in post-war Germany, debt relief can be an essential tool in rebuilding
a nation destroyed by war and humiliated by its leadership. We have
also seen in recent years that debt relief is an effective development
tool that releases funds within a nation that can be used to address
poverty and meet essential human needs.

The case for some debt cancellation is even more compelling
in Iraq given that much of the debt can be characterized as odious.
Odious debt is internationally recognized as debt that is taken on by a
country for the personal benefit of corrupt leaders or for the oppression
of a people. Clearly much of the Iraqi debt falls in this category. Toaddress this issue, this week I will introduce legislation in the House
calling for debt relief from Iraq's odious debt and relief from the debt
Iraq owes the World Bank and IMF.

Who should pay debt that Saddam owes? The dictator who
incurred the debts or those he oppressed and brutalized? How can weask the people of Iraq who lived in fear of Hussein's secret police to
pay back the loans that supported these armed assassins?

You don't have to travel far outside of Baghdad to see asprawling slum called Saddam City that houses two million Shiite
Muslims. The slum is over-run with garbage and children climb the
mountains of refuse to look for scraps or things that can be traded forfood or clothes. In the face of this poverty, the Iraqi regime spent
billions of loaned dollars on palaces and other luxuries.

What better way to enhance our efforts at reconstruction andempower the people of Iraq than debt relief? If Iraq is ever truly to be a
peaceful and prosperous democracy, its citizens must be allowed tostart anew.
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Fifty years ago, twenty nations, led by the U.S., England and

France, agreed to forgive half of Germany's pre- and post-war debt and

to renegotiate the remaining debt at favorable interest rates. The so-

called "London Agreement" proved to be the right course, providing a

much needed economic and spiritual boost to a country ravaged and

humiliated by years of war and defeat. Debt cancellation for Germany

was a significant part of the Marshall Plan which helped the country

become a strong and prosperous democracy post-World War II. This

approach can aid Iraq as well.
In addition to odious and other debt that Iraq owes public and

private world creditors, the IMF and World Bank are priority Iraqi

creditors. When nations service their external debt they will pay the

IMF and the World Bank first- and at any cost. Thus it should be our

priority to call on the IMF and the World Bank to relieve Iraq's debt,

freeing the people of Iraq from the obligation to pay down debts that

we accrued by dictatorial regimes.
While estimates of Iraq's debt range from one hundred billion

to several hundred billion, the combined debt owed the IMF and World

Bank is just over $150 million. These institutions have the resources to

relieve this debt, setting an important precedent for the rest of the

world.
For this reason, I am introducing the Iraqi Freedom from Debt

Act. This bill will require the U.S. to negotiate in the IMF, World Bank

and other appropriate multilateral development institutions for the IMF

and World Bank to relieve the debts owed by Iraq to these institutions.

Furthermore, this legislation includes a sense of Congress that the

President should urge France and Russia and all other public and

private creditors to relieve the debts owed to them by Iraq.

By taking the lead on debt relief we have an opportunity to do

the right thing for the Iraqi economy and to prove to the world that the

major reason for war was to benefit the Iraqi people.

I thank the Chairman and I yield back the balance of my time.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE
JIM SAXTON, VICE CHAIMAN

It is a pleasure to join in welcoming the witnesses before us
today. The economic reconstruction of Iraq poses many policy
questions that merit the attention of this Committee.

Iraq's economy had been shrinking for years under the rule ofSaddam Hussein. Extensive ownership, control, and influence ofbusiness by the government, its officials, and political cronies
undermined economic growth. Iraq's invasion of Kuwait resulted ineconomic sanctions and the oil-for food program. Although the recent
war has resulted in some economic damage, Iraq's economic situation
today is similar to that of the Eastern European countries after the
collapse of the Soviet Union. New institutions are needed that are
compatible with a market economy and improved prospects foreconomic growth.

The prospects for Iraq's economic recovery are clouded by anunsustainable debt burden. One of the major challenges to improving
the potential of the Iraqi economy is the heavy burden of foreign debtaccumulated under the regime of Saddam Hussein. The hated regime
is gone, but its financial legacy should not continue to oppress the Iraqi
people, undermining their economic potential.

Forgiving much of Iraq's foreign debt is the right thing to do,but foreign creditors may be hesitant if they anticipate an opportunity
for a bailout indirectly through the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
or World Bank. A write-down of at least part of Iraq's debt would
greatly improve Iraq's economic outlook. Under legislation I haverecently introduced, Iraq's creditors would be encouraged to forgive
much of Iraq's outstanding foreign debt, rather than wait for a potential
bailout from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) or World Bank.
This legislation would mandate that safeguards be in place to ensure
that lending by these institutions could not be used to repay Iraq's
creditors, thus encouraging a more timely write-down of some of Iraq's
debt and protecting taxpayer money.

As I have pointed out many times before, the IMF should notbe used as a bailout agency, as this practice creates a potential formisuse of IMF funds. Taxpayer money should not be used to bail outinvestors in high-risk ventures. There is a role for the IMF and World
Bank in Iraq, but it should be carefully defined to ensure that past
mistakes are not repeated. With adoption of appropriate institutional
reforms and market-oriented economic policies, Iraq's people could
look forward to a better future.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. BASIL AL-RAMIM,

FOUNDER AND BOARD MEMBER OF THE IRAQ

FOUNDATION, MANAGING DIRECTOR OF

MERCHANTBRIDGE

I. Intro

Good morning Senators, Congressmen, ladies and gentlemen.

First let me thank you for inviting me to speak on this important topic.

"Transforming the Iraqi Economy".

The subject is important not only because the fate of a nation and

its people located in a supremely geo-strategic and volatile region is at

stake, but also because the prestige of this country and its leaders (both

administrative and legislative) will be judged in the present and for

many years by the outcome and face of the new Iraq.

My career has been spent in commercial and investment banking in

the Middle East, the United States and Europe. My sources are

publicly available information, what little research that I could get my

hands on, interaction with Iraqis both within the country and from the

exile community and of course my personal experience and

preferences. I have not tried to get the most precise numbers because I

do not believe they are available from any definitive source at this

time.
While I will attempt to cover a very broad area in my testimony I

cannot possibly do it justice in the brief time available. The subject is

too large simply because so many things need to be done, but that is

also the advantage. We are starting from scratch with a nation anxious

to get on with it and in possession of the means. If the program is

successful it will be akin to the rehabilitation of an Olympic athlete

who can compete again, not a cripple who at best will just walk.

To start with I would like to add two important provisos to this

presentation. First, that Transforming the Iraqi Economy requires a

pre-requisite of civil security; i.e. an efficient police force to maintain

basic law and order, plus eventually an army potentially built on the

Swiss model of an effective defence force. Second that the economic

transformation will be far more achievable if it is led by an

independent body, staffed by qualified technocrats combining certain

functions of the ministries of Finance, Economy, Trade and Planning,

with ability not just to develop and oversee the various programs but
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also and critically, the ability to fast-track approval of the regulatory
framework necessary for the success of such programs.

II. Resources
There are four major resources available to the country that can be
immediately recognized:

a. Oil: The last reliable estimate of proven reserves dates
back over 20 years and put such reserves at 113 billion
barrels. This is from a limited number of fields and
wells where exploration work has been carried out.
More recent and informed guesstimates put the
reserves at three times this number and this does not
take into account gas reserves. If this is accurate Iraq's
reserves are 1.5 times those of Saudi Arabia and
represent a significant portion of world reserves. The
other very important fact is that Iraqi oil is one of the
cheapest in the world in terms of production costs at
about the $1 per barrel.

b. Water: Iraq has two major rivers running through it.
Assuming historic water rights are respected and these
rivers are not subjected to extensive dams in the north
this resource is critical in a generally arid part of the
world.

c. Fertile Land: In combination with the water, the
country can easily achieve self-sufficiency in
agricultural products and livestock. Indeed Iraq can
again become a net exporter of farm produce given the
right circumstances.

d. People: Lastly and perhaps most important the country
possesses a large professional and technically
competent labour force (doctors, engineers, lawyers,
etc.). While this body of people may have gotten
rusted over the past 10 years and has certainly been
subject to a severe 'brain drain' these factors can both
be quickly rectified. It is worth noting that the country
had already started its industrialization program as
early as the 1950's but hit the progressive calamities of
nationalization, Baathism, two decades of war and
sanctions. The professional and mercantile classes
within the country are eager to update their skills and
many of those abroad, the majority of whom are
successful in Western countries, are ready to return to
help rebuild the country in the right environment.
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One of the most critical issues is the ability to quickly

address the problem of high unemployment rendered

more severe since the de-commissioning of the army.

This is an energetic and skilled young labour force that

can become a main engine for growth.

III. Economic Blueprint: The Phoenix Plan

Over the past 23 years Iraq has slipped back into the l9'" century

while the rest of the world has moved on to the 21St. Examples of this

economic regression abound, one needs to only look at per capita

GDP, telephone penetration rates, internet access or any other plethora

of indicators. It is imperative to develop a well thought out and

comprehensive economic model for Iraq in which all the parts fit and

work together in a synergistic manner.

We must immediately acknowledge two very important factors;

first, that no economic rejuvenation and vitalization can happen

without empowering the Iraqi private sector, therefore the role of the

State has to be that of a facilitator and enabler to create the framework

for a new economy. Second, that oil revenues alone are insufficient to

lift the economy; the oil sector itself requiring significant investment,

and therefore oil revenues are only a catalyst and not a panacea for the

solution

The Plan will be implemented in three phases:

A short-term plan outlining immediate actions that can help to

kick-start the economy, remove bottlenecks, clarify the regulatory

environment, encourage the return of exile skills and attract foreign

direct investment.
A medium-term five-year plan detailing expectations for each

sector of the economy has to be clearly spelled out setting forth

production levels, capacity, consumption and penetration rates as well

as health coverage and education. Target GDP per capita should be

about $10,000 (in 1979 it was about $7,140) enabling a phasing-in of

open markets.
A long-term ten-year plan with per-capita GDP objectives of

about $20,000 must be targeted, with a deregulated economy and full

access to WTO.
Fiscal policy and monetary policy have to be designed to act in a

supportive manner to achieve the desired objectives of the plan in a

pro-active not a re-active manner.
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Outstanding debt has to be broken down into its threecategories, bona-fide commercial debt, government debt incurred by

the Baath regime, and war reparations resulting from Saddam's
adventurism. Each category has to be resolved in the corresponding
manner.

IV. Components of the Phoenix Plan

A number of sectors have to be specifically addressed in the plan andare set out below. Due to the scope of this testimony only the most
critical aspects of each are elaborated. Countless other details areimportant and their omission is not intended to downplay them butrather an admission of the complexity of each and the need for
specialist experts. However, the following are the over-riding issues:

A. The Oil Sector:
The conventional wisdom holds that Iraq's rejuvenation program

will be largely taken care of by the country's abundant reserves. While
reserves may be plentiful, oil in the ground means nothing in the
circumstances. Prior to the recent war Iraq produced 2.8 mbpd, with
annual revenues of about $17 billion (about one or two month's turn-over for General Electric or Exxon-Mobil). It is estimated that up to $5billion will be needed to restore this production capacity in the shortterm and up to $30 billion will be needed over the next five years toproduce 6.0 mbpd. At that production level (in five or so years) andusing the Shell Oil long-term projections for prices at $15 per barrel
Iraq's revenues could be about $35 billion at the time. Given theoverall needs and condition of the country and the size of the
population it becomes very quickly clear that oil alone is not thesolution.

Evidently Big Oil expertise and capital is necessary. Production
Sharing Agreements may be appropriate but how those are structured
and worded is critical. Experience has shown that oil in the hands of
governments is a bane not a boon; however abdicating ownership toforeign interests under any circumstances is unthinkable. The Iraqi
private sector itself must be encouraged to become a player and there
are a number of methods of achieving this. Negotiating on a level
playing field is not easy given the size of the respective negotiators
(i.e. Iraq or Iraqi's vs. the oil majors). It is imperative that any
agreements keep majority control in the hands of local ownership andfair and equitable exit clauses (put and call options) are available tokeep both sides honest.and working in the best long-term interest of theeconomy. While such clauses may not be standard and are novel in this
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context, they are not unusual in other transactions and can be easily

adapted for the purpose.
The matter of whether Iraq should stay in OPEC or not has also

been debated. It is obviously not in the country's interest to trigger a

price war to achieve a pyrrhic victory. By the same token current quota

allocations no longer have relevance in light of current needs and

circumstances. A new formula has to be agreed that helps maintain

market stability for consumers and viability for producers.

Finally Iraq should move quickly into the downstream sector,

which in itself will require additional capital. This will not only benefit

the economy directly through expansion and employment but also

improve the added value of oil sales. In order to do this, agreements

need to be put in place with end-user countries that receive some

advantage for opening up their markets and removing trade barriers in

advance of full WTO entry by Iraq.

B. Privatisation
It should be recognized that the Baath State, through inherited

nationalisation and progressive expropriation, owned about 80% of the

productive economic assets of the country. This, of course, must be

brought back into the private sector. However, it is easier said than

done since after all, this not only represents the wealth of the nation but

arguably also the forfeited economic value of a population short-

changed for the past three decades by the Baath State and reduced to

living on rations. An economic programme must therefore be careful

not to be accused of handing the economy over or selling assets too

cheaply to a handful of oligarchs and foreign investors as the average

Iraqi citizen does not have the means to participate in such

programmes. The two problems, that of broad distribution of the

wealth (assets) and 'fair' valuation must be solved simultaneously and

quickly to get the economy firing on all cylinders and in a long-term

socially and politically acceptable manner.

First, addressing fair valuation the problem is:

i) The current condition of the assets is seriously

degraded, true both for machinery and equipment

that is out of date or poorly maintained (i.e. for

hard asset companies), as well as market share that

has been lost or is weak (i.e. for service

companies);
ii) Country risk as assessed by the major rating

agencies will be near the bottom of the ratings;

iii) There is significant competition from a number of
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countries in the world all vying to attract privatisation
money making it very much of a buyers market - witness
the failure of both the Egyptian effort over the past six
years and the more recent failure of the Saudi gas
initiative.

Given the above factors fair valuation means that today 'auctions'
will not do the job! Better to develop a programme that values assetsprogressively over the next few years using a set of pre-agreed
benchmarks; e.g. EBITDA, Gross Sales or market share etc. Thiswould give the buyer the assurance of the acquisition through anexecuted purchase and Sale Agreement, while giving the seller (thegovernment) part of the cash price today and part at a later date whenthe full value of the asset is more properly measurable. SuchAgreements can also incorporate Put and Call options between theparties that further ensure a "fairness" to both sides.

Second, as regards the broad distribution of the assets it isimportant to learn the lessons of Eastern Europe to avoid the economic
disenfranchisement of the lower economic classes (essentially theoverwhelming majority of the population in Iraq today) and prevent theemergence of a handful of oligarchs. This can be accomplished boththrough an extensive system of ESOPs and Trusts. For example, atevery privatisation full vesting of any ESOP shares would be gradual,
for example start paying dividend but delay conveying ownership (andthus the ability to sell) until full value was better reflected by actual
performance and understood by the stakeholder. Alternatively, sharesto be distributed to the population may be held by a specially created
fund e.g. in the case of capital-intensive industries with smallemployee numbers. The Fund can then administer the assets until suchtime as value is realisable and it can find an equitable or attractive
distribution strategy not only to the direct employees but also perhaps
to a wider base of beneficiaries (e.g. regional or geographic within
certain proscribed guidelines).

A. Debt Forgiveness & Re-Scheduling
An important feature of the economic plan is clear and finalresolution of the debt issue as it impacts almost all aspects of theprogram. New lenders need to know what other creditors are owed

before extending new facilities. Investors need to understand thesolvency status of the country, the local government must properly
budget to meet its obligations and individuals must achieve a level ofconfidence before they start investing or saving.
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Bona-fide commercial debt should be re-scheduled in conjunction

with the Paris Club. Government debt extended by the old supporters

of the Saddam regime must be totally forgiven for obvious reasons.

War reparations incurred as a result of Saddam's adventurism must not

be allowed to become an albatross around the neck of future

generations. Part of such forgiveness can be traded for a points

program that the old creditors would receive; these points can then be

used (redeemed) to enhance bids for licenses, contracts, concessions or

other agreements. As the value of such points becomes recognized a

separate market in these points will develop internationally (e.g.

amongst the oil companies) thereby creating value to the original

holders of these points.

B. Foreign Direct Investment
Funds need to be attracted from a variety of foreign sources,

government, private, multi-national and multi-lateral; both commercial

profit-motivated and charitable aid-related. If the economic plan is

structured correctly the need for aid should be minimal and is better

allocated to other countries in serious need. Already foreign investors

are lining up at the gates of the Iraqi economy armed with know-how

and capital. A proper regulatory framework and a clear path to open

markets must be elaborated to encourage the making of such

investments in the country. The conventional wisdom is unanimous in

its view that if the Iraqi economic experiment is successful, it will

result in a major economic boom that can spill over into the whole

region.
However by the same token it is critical to avoid economic pillage

by foreign investors. It should be recognized that while a lot of

emphasis will be placed on the indigenous private sector, it will take

some time before the local population is up on its feet and able to

participate as an equal partner with foreign players. Here also it is

imperative to establish a level playing field that gives breathing room

and establishes safeguards for the local population during the first

phase (five years) of the Plan.

C. Restitution & Private Property

During the past four decades respect for private property has been

virtually non-existent. Starting with the nationalization in the early

sixties the situation became progressively worse as the Baath regime

could expropriate any property for any value or no value at any time

and for any reason. Lack of respect for human life extended

indiscriminately to property and ownership.
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An independent Property Restitution Authority must be set up to look
into all legitimate claims and provide proper compensation or
restitution. In this regard the experience of Eastern Europe is valuable
and needs to be carefully assessed to provide guidance. In addition to
being ethically correct such action will have two added benefits; first,
it will go some way towards redistributing assets away from the state
and its cronies and second, it will inject a measure of wealth back into
the middle class which having been totally dispossessed and
decimated, will be able to revive and participate in the economy again.
While the work of such an Authority may not be straightforward,
nevertheless a concerted and consistent effort has to be made.

F. Currency Stabilization
A stable local currency must be created as an ongoing tool of

monetary policy and the creation of credit in the banking sector. The
new currency should be pegged to a basket of the US dollar and the
Euro reflecting the country's primary import and export position. Such
currency stability will not only help the average Iraqi feel secure but
also help to allay the concerns of foreign investors. At a later point in
time and subject to the building up of adequate reserves the Central
Bank may decide on changing the basket mix or free market floatation.

G. The Banking Sector
At present there is no proper banking sector to speak of. There

are two large government owned and about twenty minuscule
commercial and investment banks. The sector is utterly rudimentary by
almost every standard. It is imperative to develop a strong and modern
banking infrastructure to support economic growth both at the retail
and the corporate level. A vibrant banking sector will accelerate the
circulation of money, promote investment and capital expenditure to
boost every sector of the economy, encourage consumer spending and
saving, and contribute to an active deeper stock market.

Specialized lending such as consumer credit, leasing, mortgage
lending, trade finance, agricultural finance and micro lending must be
introduced and vigorously promoted. Foreign expertise will also be
required in this sector and international banks should be encouraged to
participate in a dynamic manner. Here again the participation of the
Iraqi private sector must be safeguarded at the initial stage, which can
be done by requiring foreign investors to have local partners with a
minimum ownership during a pre-agreed initial period. As with other
sectors involving large international players, ESOP and/or public
listing requirements can be built into the license agreements as a partial
means of providing such safeguards.
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A. Capital Markets
Underpinning the whole economy a program to re-invigorate

the country's stock market is of paramount importance. Such a market

already exists but it is small and shallow. An independent regulatory

authority is needed to promote and develop this vital aspect of the

economy resulting in three main benefits; first, it will allow for a

broader participation in economic activity and the resultant distribution

of wealth. Second, it will allow for the classic ability of enterprise to

raise capital. Third, it can be an efficient tool in the privatisation

program, its ESOP features, the listing requirements and put/call

options that may be negotiated with large foreign buyers.

The Capital Markets can be brought to a reasonable size fairly

quickly if a requirement is imposed on certain large privatisation

industries to list within a specific time frame. These industries can

include oil, petrochemical, power and telecom as an example. Strict

requirements on transparency, disclosure, collusion and insider trading

must be put in place to avoid the "oligarch syndrome" experienced in

other countries both in the region and internationally.

VIII. Other Critical Issues

In addition to the above a number of other issues have a critical impact

on the Phoenix plan, these are:

A. Employment & Empowerment: the Private Sector

The local professional and mercantile segment of the

population has been reduced to poverty subsistence over the past 20

years. It is not realistic to expect them to participate in the economic

program in any meaningful manner very quickly. This needs to be

taken into account during an interim period (the first 5 years) while a

reasonable amount of intrinsic wealth, self-confidence and skills are

accumulated.
Vocational Training Centres (VTC) need to be established

across the country to deliver technical training in a variety of skills

with a very heavy emphasis on IT. This will not only help absorb the

youth, significantly upgrade the quality of the labour force but also

indicate to the population at large the start of new economic horizons.

Vocational training will also play a key role in harnessing and re-

directing the energy of the recently de-commissioned army,

channelling this energy into a productive force in the economy.
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Real and effective protections need to be put in place during

the first five years of the plan to achieve a proper distribution of wealth
to the population at large, limit the emergence of oligarchs and avoid
economic pillage by cronies of the old regime and foreign vulture
investors. Furthermore, specific provisions and benefits programs need
to be introduced that start the process of reversing the "brain drain"
and attracting competent professional Iraqi exiles back to the country.
One example is that followed in the GCC whereby regulation requires
that 51% of any business activity is locally owned.

Furthermore it is not enough to limit control to Iraqi
ownership, but in certain cases the identity of the owners must also be
vetted. Already dubious characters and vulture investors are beginning
to circle. The first category is more dangerous as it comprises many
local cronies of the old regime who quietly accumulated large amounts
of clandestine wealth in shady deals on their on behalf and on behalf of
senior members of the Baath regime. Large and unaccounted for
amounts of money held by persons with no discernable business
backgrounds or worse still from unsavoury business backgrounds are
waiting to transform their liquid assets into legitimate businesses in
Iraq. Some of these characters are teaming up with gullible
international investors, to gain legitimacy, by selling their supposed
access and knowledge of the country. This also must not be allowed tohappen. As the international community has cracked down on money
laundering activities in other parts of the world, it must remain vigilant
that another equally virulent strain of this activity does not happen in
Iraq.

B. The Iraq Development Fund
There has been talk in the press of plans to set up an Iraq

Development Fund that would receive all the oil revenues and be
responsible in a transparent manner for reconstruction expenditure.
While this sounds acceptable in theory there are two major questions
that have to be answered.

First, what is the mandate of the Fund? If the Fund is just an
accounting body, albeit transparent, then that is of very limited use.
The Fund if it is to be set up must become a synergistic organ of the
overall economic plan. It must work within the parameters and
guidelines of the economic blueprint and must have some authority to
make decisions not just take instructions to write checks and pay bills.

Second, what is the governance and oversight of the Fund?
The Fund must have an un-conflicted and qualified Board with local
participation. Such governance should have a phased transition to full
local authority over a specific period of time. It is intelligent not to
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repeat the problems and inefficiencies that plagued the Oil For Food

Program partially resulting from the governance of that program.

Finally thought should be given to The Iraq Development

Board that was set up in the country in the 1950's, whereby 70% of oil

revenues were allocated exclusively, outside of government budgets, to

the fund to be expended towards economic development. Such a model

or a variation thereof may be very relevant in the present

circumstances.

B. Infrastructure De-Regulation
There are certain infrastructure sectors that would benefit from

phased de-regulation and expedite the economic revival of the country.

These include; power, water, transportation and telecommunications

initially, to be followed by other sectors such as education and

healthcare. The objective is to either get the state completely out of

these sectors, fast (e.g. telecom & transportation), or over the medium

term (e.g. power & water), or at least to run in parallel with the private

sector (e.g. education & healthcare).
There are a number of well-documented examples one can

learn from such as the successful British experience with extensive

infrastructure privatisation under Margaret Thatcher; the minimal role

of the state from the healthcare system in the USA which is one of the

best in the world; and the recent mixed experience with de-regulating

the power sector again in the USA.
In the context of de-regulation a separate note must be made of

the role of the Media, which in the past was dominated by the Baath

state and used solely to serve their purposes. A number of different

media outlets have already started springing up, however all controlled

by the different political parties. It is important to encourage

independent and non-political outlets in radio, television, newspapers

and the Internet not just for education and information but also for

entertainment and especially for the young.

IX. Role of the USA & other International Players

The US must continue in its leadership role in the

reconstruction of Iraq; it is critical not to abdicate it to any other single

or multinational authority. This leadership role is important for Iraq but

also for the US. From the US perspective what was started must be

successfully completed and should not be left half-baked. As the vision

for the new Iraq was explained to Iraqis, the region and indeed the

world only the US can bring it about. It is no secret that many
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countries, some overtly and some covertly are looking for the United
States to stumble and be ultimately humiliated in the bold and nobleinitiative it has undertaken to remove tyranny and bring freedom and
stability to the "cradle of civilization" and ultimately to the whole
region. Only the close and continued involvement of the US can
shoulder the burden and transform this vision into reality.

For Iraq this relationship is equally if not more critical.
Devastated by a pathological tyrant, war and sanctions; surrounded byhostile and sceptical neighbours, the country must and can rebuild
itself into a vibrant free market peaceful economy in record time. For
this it needs not only a strong patron, but also one who shares itsvision. From a practical perspective this translates to a number working
arrangements including assistance in drafting a new constitution tousing a number of the regulatory models in transportation,
telecommunications, banking, securities and anti-trust laws amongst
others. At another level assistance will be required in re-negotiating
debt, free trade agreements where applicable, providing loanguarantees in the short term, technology transfer and other tools that
will enable the country to leapfrog into the 21st century.

Iraq can be the beacon that transforms the region but will need
US help to do so.

Other international countries can and should be given a role inthe reconstruction of the country. Most notably other members of the
G8 countries can make an important contribution and should beencouraged to come forward. In a similar manner these countries canprovide financial resources, technical skills and know-how in areas asdiverse as banking to education and oil-field services to water and
sanitation.

Members of the Gulf Co-operation Council who share adestiny with Iraq want and should also be encouraged, to participate inthe reconstruction effort. Many of the GCC countries have limited
absorption capacity in their own economies relative to their wealth andare in a state of both excess financial liquidity and excess capacity inindustry and services. A dynamic Iraqi economy will represent aninteresting new market and can act as an economic spark to theregional insipid economic environment.

X. Conclusion

1. The Phoenix Plan must be managed by an independent
"Commission" combining certain functions of various
ministries as Finance, Economy, Planning and Commerce &
Trade. The "Commission must be staffed by technocrats and
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have the authority to draft regulations that can be fast-tracked

for approval.
2. Any acceptable political system (let alone a vibrant democracy

as a beacon to the region) will fail if it is not quickly

underpinned by a healthy economy; these two are interlinked

and mutually reinforcing in both directions.

3. Oil alone is not enough given the scale of the problem. While

it is a big help it is definitely not a 'cure-all'. Empowering the

private sector in a comprehensive, transparent and publicly

elaborated manner is the only solution.

4. The price of 'losing the peace' is not limited to Iraq or even the

region. It will stab at the heart of America's leadership in the

215' century and certainly there are a lot of parties, alone and in

collusion, waiting to push and twist the dagger. The "Domino

Effect" can start in Iraq; better make sure it tips in the right

direction.

There is not much time. At most the honeymoon in Iraq (if one

could call it that) will last three to six months. Already other suitors

(some unsavoury) are making 'courting' noises. A population, long

oppressed, having recently found freedom will turn desperate without

productive occupation and basic means of earning a livelihood.

Immediate gainful employment is of the highest priority.

The Phoenix Plan is a way to get people off the streets and to

work, fill their time, minds, stomachs and pockets in a constructive

manner and start the "virtuous cycle" of economic growth.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MR. HERNANDO DE SOTO,

PRESIDENT, INSTITUTE FOR LIBERTY AND DEMOCRACY

The Property Challenge in Iraq
After 20 years of experience analyzing the world's property

systems, the ILD has found that the property recording organizations inmost developing and former communist nations tend to be in decentworking order. Like their counterparts in the West, they havedepartments specializing in surveying, mapping, and digitalization ofreal estate and business registries. The odds are that up until OperationDesert Storm in 1991 Iraq's property records were also in goodcondition (at least for Baghdad). Since then, however, these recordshave probably degraded. And many or most of them, it is now feared,
may have been looted and torched after the fall of the Iraqi regime. Ifso, they will have to be reconstructed -and fast- to help settle realproperty claims and provide space for displaced persons and returning
refugees.

The real problem, however, is that even if that Humpty-
Dumpty can be put together again, Iraq's records are still unlikely toreflect the reality of Iraqi property, much less provide authorities withthe legal tools to build an inclusive market economy. History hasshown us, again and again over the past two centuries, that once anexisting authoritarian legal and administrative system breaks down, itis impossible to reconstitute the previous order. What automatically
followed the collapse of the age-old patrimonial system, of feudalism,
and, more recently, of communism was not a market economy butanarchy and widespread black markets, or another form ofauthoritarianism to rein in unruly behavior.

In the Ukraine today, for instance, 14 years after the end ofcommunism, 60% of the people operate in the underground economy.
Unable to adapt to burgeoning markets and emerging new practices,
the Ukrainian system cannot provide affordable and thus enforceablerules, leaving people no alternative but to make their living in theextralegal sector. And while the Egyptians may have invented
surveying and mapping 3,000 years ago to calculate and virtuallyrepresent boundaries after the Nile overflow, today 90% of Egyptians
operate their businesses and hold their assets outside the law. Thesame kind of underground economic activity is bound to thrive in Iraq,including the transactions taking place in a vast extralegal micro andsmall enterprise sector that is probably now one of the largestabsorbers of unemployed Iraqis, particularly young people.
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The consequences for a genuine property system and the future of

capital formation in Iraq are profound. A spanking new computerized

property database, neat maps, and property claims commissions do no

good if the records they contain do not reflect real possessory rights on

the ground. And even if Iraq's legal system could be jump-started

tomorrow, it is doomed to failure because its laws will not connect to

the reality of how most people do business when freed from

authoritarianism and will thus be unenforceable.

Throughout the developing and post-communist world, from

Russia to Brazil -and now in Iraq- the real challenge of creating a

property system is to design it in such a way that the poor and middle

class citizens holding extralegal assets will voluntarily register those

assets and transactions and bring them under the rule of law of a

market economy -not because they are forced to but because they

recognize that it is easier and more profitable to comply with the law

than to work outside it. Law will have to be redesigned and adapted to

the changing needs and expectations of common people no longer

controlled by a dictatorship. That is the only way a property system

can work in a non-authoritarian country.

Why Property is so Important for Creating the Rule of Law in

Iraq
Creating a property system is more than just building a system

to record ownership; it is the cornerstone of the rule of law and the

market economy. We believe that a property system has to be

designed so that it can integrate all of a nation's assets and provides

the framework of rules that organize the market, the titles and records

that identify economic agents, and the contractual mechanisms that

allow people to exchange goods and services in the expanded market.

It is property law that provides the means to enforce rules and contracts

along with the procedures that allow citizens to transform their assets

into leverageable capital. Therefore, if the property system is not

designed to enable owners to enter into the market economy, property

will be reduced to its ownership protection function and the poor, even

with titles in hand, will be excluded from the market economy.

That is also why the ILD program to create an inclusive

property system is more than just about land. We want everything that

people use and possess to come under the rule of law so that everyone

is not partly "legal" and partly in the shadows but fully governed by

the rule of law. A property system should be able to represent all kinds

of assets -not only land, but also businesses, chattel, and whatever

other things people own- in standardized and universally accepted
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records that allow owners to use their belongings and track records to
guarantee credit and contracts. We make sure that beneficiaries of
property programs are also in a position to access the instruments that
store and transfer the value of their assets, such as shares of corporate
stock, patent rights, promissory notes, bills of exchange, and bonds.
We design the property system so that addresses can be systematically
verified, so that assets can be described according to standard business
practices, so that people can be made to pay their debts, and so that
authors of fraud and losses can be easily identified in a expanded
market.

That is how the rule of law begins -with property law that
protects what poor people cherish the most and leads them quickly to
understand the value of a system of rules that applies to everyone.

What needs to be done before implementing an Inclusive Property
System for Iraq

The ILD program rests on a strategy whose objective is notjust to consolidate the legal rights of those who had property under the
Baath regime or its predecessor but to give all Iraqis the right to have
property rights. Bestowing such "meta rights," emancipating people
from bad law, and creating an inclusive property system is not about
drafting elegant statutes, interconnecting shiny computers, or printing
multicolored maps. Iraqis know all about that. What Iraqis need is a
property program supported by a well-thought-out political strategy
that motivates Iraqi leaders to be deeply committed to putting property
and capital in the hands of the whole nation, thus giving citizens the
incentives to create the institutions of a democratic and free society
which they can use to safeguard and advance their objective interests.

That is exactly what the Western nations did - create legal
property systems supported by well-thought-out political strategies.
That is, for example, what Thomas Jefferson did in Virginia at the end
of the eighteenth century, when he increased the fungibility of property
by abolishing, among other things, the practice of entail. Similarly,
when Stein and Hardenberg set the stage for universal property rights
in Germany at the beginning of the nineteenth century, when Eugen
Huber in Switzerland at the beginning of the twentieth century and the
Japanese reformers after World War II began to integrating the
dispersed property systems of their countries, they too employed
carefully planned strategies to storm the barricades of the status quo.
They also made sure they were armed with astutely aimed legislation
that permitted government to create popularly supported, bloodless
revolutions that could not be halted.
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That is why the program we propose for Iraq takes the form of a

transformation strategy that is based not only on our experience in the

field but on the lessons that the ILD has learned from the successful

transitions to market systems in the USA, Europe, and Japan during the

19th and 20th centuries.
Before creating a new property system for Iraqi authorities, it

is important to get the facts: all extralegal and legal assets must be

identified, located, quantified and classified according to the different

rules -formal and informal-that govern the right to possession and

exchange.
The rule of law can be established only if the new property

law: reflects the extralegal customs and practices of the poor and

middle classes; and gives them more easily enforceable rights than

they can obtain through bribes and protection provided by extralegal

organizations.
The program will begin by identifying, locating and

classifying extralegal rights over assets, whether they are created by

feudal, tribal, refugee, or black market organizations. Such

information is an essential prerequisite for writing modern law and

shaping recording procedures that will be enforceable and respected in

practice.
Simultaneously, we will investigate the current laws and

regulations that thwart Iraqis who try to gain legal title to assets they

are holding, forcing even honest people to operate in the extralegal

sector and continue to conduct business in a corrupt environment. The

ILD has found that in most developing countries such obstacles to

playing by the rules can be truly Sisyphean. Today, in Egypt, for

example, which helped set up the Iraqi civil code of 1953, titling a

bakery can take up to 540 days of moving from one bureaucracy to

another at a cost of 84 times the average wage. In Mexico, even after

15 years of structural adjustment, foreclosing a mortgage takes no less

than 43 months.
With the information obtained above, we will acquire the

material and criteria needed to create an official property law that is

more efficient at protecting rights and creating capital than the

fragmented extralegal rules and bribes that characterize the shadow

economy. In this manner, records and maps can be transformed from

quickly outdated snapshots into "living" cadastres. Instead of slipping

back into the corrupt practices of the extralegal economy, owners will

have the incentive to keep registering their subsequent transactions,

thus maintaining current official property records (and the legitimacy

of the market economy law).
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We would be very surprised if the information obtained would

not confirm that a substantial amount of the poor and middle classes ofIraq are already working within a market economy, albeit an extralegal
one and constitute a wide-based constituency for market reforms. Thisdiagnosis would debunk any myth about a market system beingincompatible with the local culture.

In our experience, presenting proof to a government that theextralegal sector of its nation is enormous and composed of private
firms run by ordinary people loaded with potential capital motivates
the leadership to move quickly towards reform. For instance, the ILDdiagnosis in Egypt found that 90% of the population holds their assets
and does business outside the law. We also estimated that these assetswere worth about $245 billion -55 times larger than all foreign directinvestment in Egypt and 30 times the value of the nation's existing
legal business. Egyptian leaders were astounded. They were no lessamazed by another ILD discovery: that the cost of legalizing thoseassets was prohibitive for most Egyptians: typically, it took 2 years tolicense a business and 17 years to title a home that could work ascollateral, thus depriving the poor of access to their capital. The ILDdiagnosis demonstrated that the reason most Egyptians worked outsidethe law and refused to enter a legal market economy was not due to anIslamic or Arabic cultural trait but to bad law. We are now helping theEgyptians reform their legal property system.

Faced with evidence of such vast potential wealth held byordinary people, leaders in Iraq will have to recognize, sooner or later,that: The poor are not the problem, but the solution. That they are themost important constituency to create a market economy based on arule of law compatible with their needs. The poor are vibrant, creative
entrepreneurs. The poor already hold the assets required to create
capital.

The lack of liquidity for entrepreneurial purposes is the result
of a bad* legal structure that can be reformed to create an acceptable
rule of law. Property reform will allow their macroeconomic policies towork because legal incentives become meaningful and assets and
transactions can be taxed.

Reform will defeat terrorism rather than incite it. If the newproperty law emphasizes the protection of the assets and transactions
of the poor, given the fact that they are the majority, this will create asolid constituency for the rule of law in a market economy. (This is incontrast with other countries where market reforms are driven by-and mostly beneficial to- small elites and therefore do not havewidespread support.)The best way to win elections and stay in power isby creating an inclusive market economy.
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The goal would be to produce a common bedrock law for all

citizens. The current extralegal rules that govern most Iraqis should be

deconstructed in order to identify the principles that underlie them and

see how they can be integrated into a new property law that can be

trusted by everyone. One can then proceed to design and help enact a

legal property system that consolidates the meaningful aspects of the

disparate and dispersed extralegal arrangements (including procedural

regulations for refugees and displaced persons) into one modern,

codified system that Iraqis will freely choose to abide by and that will

meet with a minimum of resistance from official bureaucracies and the

formal sector.
In this way, the new government can begin to catch the wave

of rising expectations instead of being engulfed by it.

Lawlessness is terrible, but the whole notion of security is far

more complex than what would be achieved by putting a cop on every

corner. The rule of law is not the iron fist imposed from above, it is a

consensus about people's respect for one another's person and

property. It is a social contract that people agree to keep because it

protects the sources of their lively hood, their assets, and the customs

that they respect and obey.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF
DAVID P. ELLERMAN, PH.D., AUTHOR AND FORMER

ECONOMIST AT THE WORLD BANK

Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee, I am DavidEllerman, recently retired from the World Bank' where I was aneconomic advisor to the Chief Economist. Prior to joining the WorldBank ten years ago, I started and ran for two years a consulting firm inEast Europe to assist in the transition. While in the World Bank, mostof my work was on the post-socialist transition with only a small parton the Middle East and North Africa region. The bulk of my remarkstoday will be based on the many hard lessons learned in trying to helpthe post-socialist countries make the transition to a private property
market economy. While I am not an expert on Iraq, I imagine thatmany of these lessons would also apply to the post-Baath-socialism
transition in that country.

1. The Case for Humility, Caution, and Incrementalism. Westerneconomic advice to the former Soviet Union was partly responsible forthe debacle in that region. Professor N. Gregory Mankiw of Harvard,
the newly appointed head of the Council of Economic Advisors, notedin a recent book review that the book's author blamed much of thedebacle in Russian on the shock therapy advice which came from someof the best and brightest of the economics profession (mostly fromHarvard in this case). While Mankiw was more agnostic about theblame, he noted that if the advice "was a mistake..., its enormitymakes it one of the greatest blunders in world history."2 After adebacle of such historic proportions, surely we should have somehumility about "nation-building" and be skeptical of those academic

economists, brimming with self-confidence from building castles in theair, who now think they can socially engineer a new "shock therapy"program for a quick economic transformation in Iraq.

2. Pragmatism about Party Affiliation. The disastrous advice forinstitutional shock therapy in the FSU arose partly out of veryunderstandable concerns that most of the people in positions of anypower were in the Communist Party. Hence much of the western

' My remarks are solely in personal capacity.
2 Mankiw, N. Gregory 2003. Review of: Reinventing the Bazaar (book byJohn McMillan). Journal of Economic Literature. XLI(March): p. 257.
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policy advice was wrapped in a cloak of Cold War self-righteousness:

"Let's wipe the slate clean of the evil from the past to make a fresh new

beginning." But we might recall the results of the Jacobins in the

French Revolution or of the Bolsheviks in the Russian Revolution. For

whatever reason, the U.S. supported the slate-cleaning "market

Bolsheviks" in Russia to use the same methods for the reverse

transition from Communism to the Market-with predictable results.

Yet many of the professional, scientific, technical, and otherwise

educated people were in the Party because it was the only way to get

the jobs. If the qualified people hadn't join the Party, then the jobs

would have gone to complete Party hacks. In Iraq, an organizational

line should be clearly drawn so that above that line are the people who

have to go. Below that line are the people whose professional

knowledge and best energies will be needed for the reconstruction.

They should not be thrown out along with the "dirty Baath water."

3. New Leaders Should Come from Within. It is important to

understand the "returning-exiles" dynamics that played itself out in

Eastern Europe and the FSU. When the old system collapsed, many

who had been in exile (including various types of internal exile)

returned to try to take over. They lead the chorus to demonize

everyone who was a Party member, even those who had stayed in the

country and worked for decades for reforms from within. Only those

who were outside were presented as being sufficiently "clean" and

untainted by involvement in the old system. By disqualifying those in

the country who had any capabilities, the returning exiles tried to fill

the power vacuum. But it did not work. Those in the country, in

effect, said: "We who stayed suffered under the old system and tried to

get along as best we could with passive resistance and active reforms.

You got out and had a wonderful life in the West. Now that the system

has finally collapsed, you want to come back in and take power." In all

the post-socialist countries (with a few minor exceptions that were

quickly discredited), the new governments were run by leaders who

had grown up from within.

4. Avoid Symbolic Cargo-Cult Reforms. During WWII in the

Pacific, the natives on many of the islands saw wonderful cargo being

disgorged by the huge silver birds that came from the sky. After the

war ended and the refueling stations were gone, the natives started

cargo cults to "go through the motions" to get the cargo. They ran

crude model airplanes up and down runways and talked into leftover

orange crates with vines attached to "radio" to the birds to come

back-but all to no avail. After the post-socialist revolutions, many
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aid agencies promoted similar Hollywood-storefront "stock markets"
along with voucher privatization so people could "go through themotions" of trading vouchers and shares-and thus "get the cargo" like
in the West. What better photo-op for aid officials than cutting theribbon in front of the Great Totem of the Stock Market? Never mind
that after a century of perfecting the watchdog institutions, the U.S.
still has its ENRONs. Aid officials should not have been surprised
when their voucher privatization schemes and ersatz stock markets
quickly degenerated into wall-to-wall ENRONs. People who lost their
national patrimony in voucher ripoffs and lost their savings in Ponzi
schemes expressed their despair with black humor: "Everything the
Communists told us about communism was false, but everything theytold us about capitalism was true."

5. Reverse the Disenfranchisement of War/Revolution/Shock-
Therapy. The revolutions in the socialist countries and the shock
therapy that followed in many of them quickly destroyed the "old way
of doing things" but then found that it would take years or decades toconstruct new working institutions. A type of chaos ensued and avariety of economic and political thugs took over. The old system had
never worked well but people got along in a twilight system held
together "with chewing gum and baling wire." They knew that if they
did X and Y, they could get something like Z. But after the old waywas destroyed, they were disenfranchised and discombobulated.
Things that never worked right, now didn't work at all. Thehelplessness and despair that followed in many countries lead toextremism and the election of neo-communist governments. Instead of
going down this road again by naively trying to socially engineer newinstitutions overnight, it is better to start by seeing what worked before
in some tinkered way and to see how it could be revivified in some
more legitimate retinkered way-which can then evolve. Instead oftrying to jump over the chasm between the old and new institutions in
one great leap forward (only to fall into a chasm of chaos), it is betterto incrementally build a bridge-even though one foot of the bridge
must always rest on the old ground.

6. Promote Small and Medium-sized Enterprises. In the current
situation, the Iraqi people feel helpless. The first aim of economic
transformation should be to promote and stabilize small and medium-
sized businesses where people can regain some measure of control
over their lives. Small business support organizations such as
chambers of commerce can give businesses an organized voice,incubators can help new firms get going, domestic franchising can
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rapidly multiply successes in the retail businesses, and business

education can give hope to a new generation. Instead of setting up

cargo-cult stock markets, what is required is quiet and patient work

with the banking system so that it can serve small businesses. Where

businesses are informal and property rights are defacto, they should be

formalized and protected as urged by Hernando de Soto so that people

can use these "erector sets" to build more. In the small business and

family farm, ownership is closely tied to control. There is no long

hard-to-police and ripoff-prone chain of authority from shareholders to

boards of directors to managers to middle managers and finally to

workers. People feel they are empowered and responsible. For larger

firms or organizations to be restarted and privatized, the same principle

applies. Try to find pragmatic arrangements so that the formal

structures of ownership and responsibility are "shrink-wrapped" around

the set of stakeholders who have to co-operate in order for the firms to

function again. On that basis, they can build a better economy.

7. Don't give aid to the Iraqi people; give them the tools to help

themselves. Lincoln said he would like to be neither a slave nor a

master. In like manner, just as Americans would not like to receive

charity from others, so we should not aspire to bestow charity upon

others. Instead we should aspire to get the tools into the hands of the

Iraqi people so they can sow and reap on their own-so they can help

themselves. Aid recipients in the former Soviet Union sometimes

complained that they were being treated like a conquered people.

Since the Iraqi people are in that unfortunate position, we must be

doubly careful to show respect rather than benevolence. Charity

corrupts, and long-term charity corrupts long term. For instance, there

is the short-term rush to supply aid in commodity form (e.g., food and

supplies) but that will tend in the longer term to undercut the markets

that might provide those goods. Phasing in something like a food

stamp program would help to restart the Iraqi supply chain of

businesses that used to supply those goods. Or, for another example,

there will be the temptation to demonstrate American goodwill and

know-how by paying U.S. firms to do the reconstruction work. But the

Iraqis will see this as adding the insult of presumed helplessness to

their injuries. Instead the contracts should go to the Iraqi organizations

and firms that can reconstruct local infrastructure perhaps with some

additional learning as the work goes along.

8. A Regional Bank for Reconstruction and Development. One of

the strokes of genius in the Marshall Plan was that the resources for

European reconstruction were channeled through the Organization for
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European Economic Cooperation where the European countries had
seats but not the United States. The Europeans had to come to a modus
vivendi and justify to each other how the scarce resources would be
allocated. The U.S. role was indirect. If we look at the Middle East
and North Africa (MENA) region today, it is the only region in the
world without a regional development bank. The idea is an old one but
there have been a few problems with "regional cooperation." Perhaps
the time for this idea has finally come. Reconstruction efforts will be
more successful if they come from within the region as part of regional
self-help rather than from Washington. I suspect that the direct
strategy: "We'll stay here until we have finished the job" is not viable
for Americans and is not welcomed by Iraqis. Perhaps the U.S.
Government should adopt an indirect strategy: help the countries of the
region work out a modus vivendi in the concrete form of a regional
development bank so that those countries can better help themselves.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF RACHEL BRONSON, PH.D.,

OLIN SENIOR FELLOW AND DIRECTOR, MIDDLE EAST

PROGRAMS, COUNCIL ON FOREIGN RELATIONS

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the invitation to speak before the

Joint Economic Committee about the challenges confronting Iraq's

economic transformation. As you may know, I co-directed "Guiding

Principles for U.S. Post-Conflict Policy in Iraq," a December 2002

report co-sponsored by the Council on Foreign Relations and the James

A. Baker III Institute for Public Policy. Ambassadors Edward P.

Djerejian and Frank G. Wisner co-chaired the report. In addition,

during "Operation Iraqi Freedom," and the weeks prior to it, I traveled

twice to the Persian Gulf to discuss the war and its aftermath with

those in the region. Although the Council on Foreign Relations makes

my research possible, it bears no responsibility for these remarks.

MAGNITUDE OF THE CHALLENGE

The task we confront in Iraq is enormous. Iraq sits in the

strategic heartland of the Middle East. Historically, Baghdad has been

a major player in Middle Eastern affairs and has been at the center of

inter-Arab politics since its independence in 1932. Economically, Iraq

has the second largest proven oil reserves in the world, estimated at

112 billion barrels, with as many as 220 billion barrels of oil resources

deemed probable. Culturally, Iraq's universities and religious

seminaries have shaped the thinking of large sectors of the region's.

citizenship. In short, what happens in Iraq matters immensely to

millions of people in the region and beyond, as it does, of course, to

the Iraqis themselves.
We have set high expectations for ourselves and the Iraqis. But

even establishing a basic level of stability, security and economic

recovery will be time-consuming and expensive. As Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld has pointed out, after the American

Revolution "it took eight years of contentious debate before [the

United States] finally adopted a Constitution and inaugurated our first

president." In Germany, it took four years to move from the end of the

war to a constitution. The German experience, of course, also

benefitted from approximately $8 billion of Marshall Aid money (in

current dollars), a robust American and international security presence,

and an international political context that America organized around

Europe's recovery. Time, money and security were required in

Germany. In Iraq, there is no reason to expect it will take anything
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less. If anything, it could take more.

The challenge confronting the United States is to initiate a
process that creates a reasonable level of security, maximizes
international political and economic support, addresses the aspirations
and needs of Iraq's various ethnic and religious groups and allows as
many Iraqis as possible to participate in the positive political and
economic transformation of their country. Such an Iraq could provide
the region with a new political and economic model. It would supply a
win for America's dwindling base of support throughout the Muslim
world. But it will require a strong and serious American commitment.
Failure to stay committed, politically, militarily and financially would
have pernicious effects throughout the Middle East, North Africa,
South Asia and beyond. The costs of getting Iraq right will be
exceedingly high, second only, perhaps, to the costs of getting it
wrong.

THE COMPONENTS OF ECONOMIC RECOVERY

Unfortunately, hard economic data or statistics for what is
needed in Iraq are few and disputed. Still, the obstacles confronting
recovery are many and include:

Re-establishing law and order. Iraq's recovery is challenged primarily
by a lack of law and order. The looting and violence that has occurred,
and is still occurring, has all but undone the hard work of military
planners who largely tried to avoid targeting sites necessary to Iraq's
reconstruction. Destroyed infrastructure along with missing
documents and equipment are delaying reconstruction projects and
attempts to get Iraq's oil flowing.

Iraq's economic recovery depends on its workforce returning to
productive economic activity. But today a large portion of Iraq's
workforce remains sequestered in their homes, fearful that leaving
would risk the safety of family and property. Others simply can not go
back to their jobs because of the damage done by the war, the civil
disorder that followed, or both. Unless this situation is reversed, the
time-table for Iraq's recovery will continue to slip.

Worse, the breakdown of law and order and the resulting power
vacuum is providing Saddam's loyalists from the Ba'ath party, the
military and other armed groups the opportunity to reconstitute.
Knowledgeable Iraqis suggest that Saddam's security forces, that
melted away during the fighting and that have not been disarmed, are
trying to hasten an American withdrawal by inflicting a steady stream
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of low-level casualties. The use of guerilla tactics that is beginning to

emerge in western Iraq is an ominous warning of things to come.

Unless America and its partners deal firmly with such opposition, and

make clear their commitment to provide for a better future for all

Iraqis, all other goals for Iraq will be illusory.

A heavy security presence will be necessary to fill the power

vacuum left in Iraq. Prior to the war, a Council on Foreign Relations

task force estimated that a stability force of 75,000 American troops

would cost no less than $15 billion per year. This estimate did not

include reconstruction and humanitarian costs. U.S. administration

officials now estimate that the current force levels of about 150,000

(and expected to remain steady for the near future) are costing in

excess of $3 billion per month. The original hope of reducing

American presence to 30,000 by this fall is no longer viable given the

chaotic reality on the ground.
The Administration deserves credit for the growing evidence that

law and order is slowly being restored. Maintaining large number of

soldiers in the country, supplemented by military police and Special

Forces, is helping to stabilize the situation. However, the looting and

violence that occurred unchecked during the first weeks of the post-

conflict phase has set back Iraq's reconstruction.

Recoverimn Iraq's oil potential. Even if law and order had seamlessly

transitioned from occupational authority to local control, Iraq would

still require considerable outside assistance.

Iraq's reconstruction will not be self-financing. Oil is its major

source of government revenue. Iraq's oil infrastructure is in decline.

After years of sanctions and poor political rule, Iraq's production

capacity is decreasing at an annual rate of 100,000 barrels per day.

Prior to the war, Iraq generated $10-12 billion in oil revenue per year.

Over 70% was spent on basic humanitarian assistance such as food and

medicine that still is required today. While official assessments have

yet to be concluded, repairing and restoring Iraq's previously used oil

facilities may cost $5 billion, in addition to the $3 billion needed for

annual operating costs. Up to $20 billion may be required to restore

Iraq to its pre-1990 electricity capacity.

Before the war, questionable assumptions were made about the

cost of the conflict, and the likely speed of reconstruction. Despite

heady predictions for Iraq's recovery, there are limited short-term

resources available for repairing Iraq's oil industry and decaying

infrastructure. Considerable American and international support is

required. It is unlikely that the Administration's one time request of

$1.7 billion will produce the stable promising Iraq that many

advocated before the war.
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Diversifying the economy. To get Iraq back on its feet economically,
greater attention must be given to diversifying Iraq's economy. Over90% of its export earning comes from oil. In 1980, Iraq relied on oil
for only 39% of its gross domestic product. Reliance on a single
source of revenue makes Iraq vulnerable to the chronic corruption,
monopolistic behavior, under-development, and under-employment
that have afflicted other energy-reliant economies in the region, while
leaving Iraq hostage to the whims of the market. Throughout thetwentieth century, the value of economic output for those working with
raw materials, in this case energy has declined by 50%, relative toskilled labor.

Re-structurin2 Iraq's debt. Iraq shoulders a massive debt load. While
the exact debt amount is unclear, it is generally agreed to be between
$100 and 200 billion. Iraq's debt is largely a result of the Iran-Iraq warof the 1980s, reparations from Desert Storm of 1991, and payments for
pending contracts with foreign companies.

UN resolution 1483 "welcomes the readiness of creditors,
including those of the Paris Club, to seek a solution to Iraq's sovereign
debt problems." When possible, incentives will be required toencourage debt forgiveness. Unfortunately, even if they wanted to
forgive Iraq's debt, some of Iraq's creditors are by law unable to do so.In such cases, generous refinancing conditions should be encouraged.

Supporting a stable transparent political order. The Middle East hasbeen woefully unable to attract foreign direct investment. Opaque
authoritarian leadership has chased away such funds. To successfully
attract capital and keep local capital at home, Iraq will require atransparent, stable, rule-based political system. While a transfer of
power from the occupiers to local leaders is necessary, it will nothappen quickly. America must plan to remain actively involved untillocal political experiments in places such as Mosul and Kirkuk can be
replicated at the national level. A speedy transition will either return topower the scions of the old system, as happened in many former
communist societies, or result in the assumption of power of a regime
viewed as an illegitimate puppet of the occupiers. Neither alternative
is attractive to foreign capital. For this reason, the Administration's
decision to delay the selection of an Iraqi Interim Authority was acorrect one. Initially raising the possibility of an early transfer
unnecessarily increased expectations and distracted Iraq's potential
leadership from the difficult tasks of recovery.
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MANAGING EXPECTATIONS

We must remember that the pre-Saddam Iraq that many hold in

their memories is not the Iraq of today, nor will it be the Iraq of

tomorrow, even under the best of circumstances. With high

unemployment and 42% of its population below the age of 15, Iraq's

economic base is considerably worse off than it was before Saddam

took office and during the first few years of his rule. At all times,

America must make clear to the Iraqi people the reason for our actions

and seek to include them in the implementation of policies to the

greatest degree possible. Inflated expectations will only lead to

discontent and instability.

THE WAY FORWARD

If done well, the reconstruction of Iraq holds the promise of a

better and more enduring security situation for the entire region.

Successful reconstruction is a hope that many around the globe share

with the United States. To the greatest extent possible, the United

States should harness the capabilities of those who are able to

contribute to the Herculean task we have set before us. The road to

Iraq's reconstruction will be long, difficult, dangerous and costly. We

can travel it alone, or we can travel it with others. It is our choice.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION:
FEBRUARY 2006

FRIDAY, MARCH 10, 2006.

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMIT`EE,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room

2212, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Jim Saxton (Chairman
of the Committee) presiding.

Present: Representative Saxton.
Staff present: Chris Frenze, Robert Keleher, Brian

Higginbotham, Colleen Healy, Katie Jones, Chad Stone, Matt
Salomon and Nan Gibson.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN, A
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW JERSY

Chairman Saxton. Good morning. Commissioner Utgoff, it is a
pleasure to welcome you once again to testify before the Joint Eco-
nomic Committee.

The economic figures released today reflect more good news for
American workers. According to the payroll survey, 243,000 jobs
were created during the month of February. The level of the diffu-
sion index shows that job gains were widespread last month. Ac-
cording to the household survey, the unemployment rate at 4.8 per-
cent was statistically unchanged.

The U.S. economy has created 5 million jobs since August of
2003. The strength of the economy since 2003 has led to sustained
job growth and downward pressure on unemployment. The resil-
ience and flexibility of the economy have overcome a number of se-
rious shocks, most recently the hurricanes of last year..

The pick-up in economic growth since 2003 is explained by a re-
bound in investment activity. The bursting of the stock market and
technology bubbles in the first quarter of 2000 had exposed a lot
of bad investments. These investments took years to. liquefy and
had a negative effect on investment. Falling investment was a drag
on economic growth and undermined the early expansion period.

In 2003, the new policy mix caused a sharp rebound in invest-
ment activity. The combination of low interest rates set by the Fed,
together with increased tax for investment, led to a sustained up-
ward trend in investment that boosted economic and employment
growth. The result is that the economic expansion is healthy, and
the outlook is good.

In a recent policy report to Congress, the Fed noted that, quote,
"The U.S. economy delivered a solid performance in 2005." Further-

(1)
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more, the Fed observed that the U.S. economy should continue to
perform well in 2006 and 2007. The Fed, along with a number of
private and Government agencies, expects economic growth in 2006
to be about 312 percent. The economic growth will continue to ex-
pand employment and further reduce unemployment.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 8.]

Chairman Saxton. At this time I would like to ask unanimous
consent that Senator Reed's statement be included in the record.
He had fully intended to be here today, but another hearing on the
Senate side, which was originally scheduled for 10, was moved for-
ward to 9:30, so he will be unable to be here.

[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submis-
sions for the Record on page 9.]

Chairman Saxton. Commissioner Utgoff, we are ready for your
testimony.

STATEMENT OF HON. KATHLEEN P. UTGOFF, COMMISSIONER,
BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS, ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN
GALVIN, ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR EMPLOYMENT
AND UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS; AND JOHN GREENLEES,
ASSOCIATE COMMISSIONER FOR PRICES AND LIVING
CONDITIONS
Commissioner Utgoff. Mr. Chairman, I appreciate this oppor-

tunity to comment on the employment and unemployment data we
released this morning.

Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 243,000 in February, and
the unemployment rate was little changed at 4.8 percent. Feb-
ruary's employment increase reflected gains in construction, min-
ing, and several service-producing industries.

Within the goods-producing sector, construction employment in-
creased by 41,000 in February following another sizable gain in
January. Over the past 12 months, job growth in construction has
totaled 346,000. In February, employment continued to rise in min-
ing, mainly in support activities, especially for those for oil and gas
operations.

Manufacturing employment overall was virtually unchanged in
February. There were, however, offsetting movements in several in-
dustries. The largest job losses were in motor vehicles and parts
and primary metals. Job gains occurred in machinery, petroleum
products, and computers and electronic products. The manufac-
turing workweek and factory overtime each rose by 1/10 of an hour.

Over the month, financial activities added 22,000 jobs, reflecting
increases in depository institutions and in insurance carriers.
Health care employment expanded by 18,000, with continued
growth in hospitals, doctors' offices and home health care. Profes-
sional and business services, private education, food services and
drinking places, and government also had job gains in February.

Average hourly earnings for private production or nonsupervisory
workers rose by 5 cents in February, following increases of 7 cents
in both December and January. Over the year, hourly earnings in-
creased by 3.5 percent. The average workweek was down by 1/10
of an hour in February to 33.7 hours.
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Turning to data from the household survey, both the number of
unemployed persons and the unemployment rate were little
changed over the month. The number of persons employed for 27
weeks or more returned to its December level of 1.4 million after
declining in January. These long-term unemployed constituted 19.0
percent of all unemployed persons, down slightly from a year ear-
lier.

Total employment in the labor force continued to trend up in
February. However, the employment-to-population ratio has held
steady in recent months, and the labor force participation rate has
shown little movement for about 2½2 years.

This month we again report on the labor force status of survey
respondents who evacuated from their homes due to Hurricane
Katrina. The data are derived from a special set of questions that
have been included in the household survey since October to gather
information about evacuees. The estimates do not account for all
persons who evacuated from their homes due to Hurricane Katrina.
Information is not gathered on those evacuees who remain outside
the scope of the survey, such as those currently living in hotels or
shelters.

The February data indicate that-there were about 1 million per-
sons age 16 and over who evacuated from their August residences
due to Hurricane Katrina. In February, about one-half of the evac-
uees were back in the homes they vacated in August. Among
Katrina evacuees identified in February, 58.1 percent were in the
labor force, and their unemployment rate was 12.6 percent. Unem-
ployment rates were much lower for those evacuees who returned
home than for those evacuees who had not.

To summarize February's labor market data, nonfarm payroll
employment rose by 243,000, and the unemployment rate was little
changed at 4.8 percent. Payroll employment has increased by 2.1
million over the year, and the unemployment rate is down by half
a percentage point.

My colleagues and I would now be glad to respond to your ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Commissioner Utgoff, together with
Press Release No. 06-396, appears in the Submissions for the
Record on page 10.]

Chairman Saxton. Commissioner, thank you very much.
Commissioner, let me ask this question. You mentioned that

there was a slight change in the unemployment rate. It actually in-
creased from 4.7 to 4.8 percent.

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Chairman Saxton. Is that a statistically significant change?
Commissioner Utgoff. No, it was not.
Chairman Saxton. Are there any special factors distorting or

overstating the payroll job gains reported this month?
Commissioner Utgoff. No. We haven't identified any special

factors.
Chairman Saxton. You mentioned Katrina a minute ago. Has

the aftermath of Katrina continued to have some effect on the econ-
omy generally, or is that more of a regional phenomenon?

Commissioner Utgoff. I wouldn't know about the economy in
general, but the unemployment rate in Louisiana is quite low, and
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about half of the people who evacuated from their homes in
Katrina have returned, and they have an unemployment rate of 4.8
percent.

Chairman Saxton. You mentioned that the evacuees who have
not returned home have a higher unemployment rate; is that right?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes; 22.6 percent.
Chairman Saxton. And they are in Houston and in other

places?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Chairman Saxton. And continue to live in temporary housing?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes.
Chairman Saxton. Does the current level of the diffusion index

indicate that payroll job gains in February were fairly widespread?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes, it does.
Chairman Saxton. Were there any sectors of the economy

where job creation was significantly higher than others?
Commissioner Utgoff. In construction and in several service in-

dustries.
Chairman Saxton. You mention construction. Is that business

construction or residential construction? Do you have those indica-
tors?

Commissioner Utgoff. Most of the increase was in specialty
trade.

Mr. Galvin. I think our analysis indicates most of the increase
was in residential construction.

Chairman Saxton. I am curious. There has been some evidence
of cooling in the real estate sector. Do your statistics shed any light
on what is happening with real estate generally, real estate con-
struction?

Commissioner Utgoff. As Mr. Galvin said, previous to this,
most of the increase had been in residential construction, and last
month it was in-much more in heavy construction. I should also
note that for many months the increase in-there was a marked
increase in mortgage bankers and brokers, and for the last 2
months we have seen a flattening of that.

Chairman Saxton. So your figures on residential construction
would tend to bolster the notion that the real estate market has
cooled some?

Commissioner Utgoff. The very limited evidence that we have
would.

Chairman Saxton. January was the warmest January in re-
corded history, and some attributed the job growth in January to
climatological factors, warm weather. Was there anything about
February's weather that you can attribute to the very healthy job
growth that we saw?

Commissioner Utgoff. There was a snowstorm in the North-
east, but it occurred on a Saturday and Sunday, and it was the
kind of snow that was easily removable, so we didn't see anything
in the data that would indicate that there were special weather fac-
tors in February.

Chairman Saxton. What do payroll job gains suggest about the
strength of commission growth in the first quarter of 2006, which
many forecasts expect to be strong? Are the payroll job gains con-
sistent with solid economic growth?
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Commissioner Utgoff. The payroll job gains are very consistent
with solid economic growth. I can't predict what will happen for the
rest of the quarter. There is 1 month left in the quarter.

Chairman Saxton. The last quarter of last year was weaker
than we expected. Has there been any change in the rate of growth
as measured by your statistics in the last quarter of last year?

Commissioner Utgoff. Compared to the first quarter of this
year?

Chairman Saxton. No. The last quarter of last year was 1.6
percent GDP growth, and we expected that figure to be adjusted.
Was there an adjustment?

Commissioner Utgoff. Yes, there was an adjustment. From the
preliminary announcement of GDP to the revised announcement,
there was an increase in measured GDP.

Chairman Saxton. Mr. Frenze tells me that it was adjusted
from 1.1 percent to 1.6 percent. Is that correct?

Commissioner Utgoff. That is.correct.
Chairman Saxton. Thank you.
Do you have any indicators as to what we can expect? Can- we

expect a rebound during the first. quarter of this year?
Commissioner Utgoff. I can't predict that..
Chairman Saxton. OK. Thank you.
What can you tell us about the revisions in the recent payroll

data?
Commissioner Utgoff. They were very small.
Chairman Saxton. And is the gain in February payroll employ-

ment statistically significant?
Commissioner Utgoff. Yes, it is.
Chairman Saxton. How do we account for the slight' tick .up. in

the unemployment rate while we- see such healthy job growth?."
Commissioner Utgoff. Household survey and the payroll- sur--

vey, as you know, come from different sources, and-the. unemploy-.
ment -rate has to do with participation, and a number of other fac-.
tors so that there can -be an increase in the. unemployment rate.
There really wasn't an increase. It was the same. So that- what
happened was the employmentito-population ratio stayed the same,
and the unemployment rate stayed the same:

I have to say the- answer is every month household and- payroll
series can show differences,- and in this- month they do that.

Chairman Saxton; Of course, I ask you questions, and you say
that you can't. speculate, but let me just ask- one anyway. With the'
trend in job creation being, now, 5 million jobs since- August of
2003, and seeing good. job growth this -month, I might be' able- to-
anticipate some- downward trends in the unemployment rate in the -
months ahead, couldn't I?

Commissioner Utgoff. Right.. Right.. Certainly that is your
right.

Chairman Saxton. Seasonal adjustment factors affected the
February numbers? And if so, which sectors are affected most sig-
nificantly by these seasonals?

Commissioner Utgoff; It is going to take me a minute.
Mr. Galvin. It is not really -a very seasonal month. Normal sea-

sonal movements are about 600,000 at the total nonfarm level. And
the sector with the biggest normal seasonal movement looks to be
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education and health services. But we did not see anything un-
usual from a seasonal perspective this month.

Chairman Saxton. And are there any other particular statis-
tical anomalies affecting this month's payroll or household num-
bers?

Commissioner Utgoff. We don't see any.
Chairman Saxton. OK. I thank you for being here this morn-

ing. We always enjoy it when you come with good news and good
numbers. And we will look forward to seeing you in the months
ahead. Thank you very much.

[Whereupon, at 9:49 a.m., the Joint Committee was adjourned.]
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FEBRUARY EMPLOYMENT GROWTH

Commissioner Utgoff, it is a pleasure to welcome you once again to testify before the Joint
Economic Committee.

The employment figures released today reflect more good news for American workers.
According to the payroll survey, 243,000 jobs were created during the month of February. The
level of the diffusion index shows that job gains were widespread last month. According to the
household survey, the unemployment rate, at 4.8 percent, was statistically unchanged.

The U.S. economy has created 5 million jobs since August of 2t03. The strength of the
economy since 2003 has led to sustained job growth and downward pressure on the
unemployment rate. The resilience and flexibility of the economy have overcome a number of
se-rous shocks, most recently the hurricanes of last year.

The pick-up in economic growth since 2003 is explained by a rebound in investment activity.
The bursting of the stock market and technology bubbles in the first quarter of 2000 had exposed
a lot of bad investments. These investments took years to liquefy and had a negative effect on
new investment. Falling investment was a drag on economic growth, and undermined the early
expansion period.

In 2003, a new policy mix caused a sharp rebound in investment activity. The combination of
low interest rates set by the Fed, together with increased tax incentives for investment, led to a
sustained upward trend in investment that boosted economic and employment growth. The result
is that the economic expansion is healthy and the outlook is good.

In a recent policy report to Congress, the Fed noted that "the U.S. economy delivered a solid
performance in 2005." Furthermore, the Fed observed that "The U.S. economy should continue
to perform well in 2006 and 2007." The Fed, along with a number of private and government
agencies, expects that economic growth in 2006 will be about 3.5 percent. This economic
growth will continue to expand employment and further reduce unemployment.
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Thank you, Chairman Saxton. I want to welcome-CommissionesUtgoff and thank her for
testifying here today.

Today's report that 243.000 payroll jobs were created in February is welcome news
for workers. However, the labor market is not yet back to fuil.strength. During this recovery,
the decline in the unemployment rate has not beenaccompanied by asrecovery in labor
force participation and strong productivity growth has not translated into rising real-wages.

Overall growth in payroll employment-has been modest by the standards of most
economic recoveries. The five million jobs:created since job losses peaked in August 2003
works out to only about 166,000 per month-not much more than what is necessary just to-
keep up with normal growth in the labor force.

While the jobless rate has come down during-the recovery, unemployment remains
higher than it was when President Bush took office, long-term unemployment persists, and
evidence of hidden unemployment is reflected in the continued'depressed- levels xf the
labor force participation rate -and the fraction of the population with a job.

Corporate profits andworker productivity have been growing, butmwages are not
keeping pace with inflation. Average hourly earnings were stagnant during 2003 and have-
fallen during each of the past-two years, after adjusting for inflation. Paychecks are being
stretched thinner.as families face higher prices for~gasolinehome heating, heaith care,
and education.

The ability of the job-market to.come back after the hurricanes is a testament to the
resiliency aothe&American economy. I am skeptical, however, about the role the
President's.policiedshave played-in stimulating job growth, and it is clear in the data that
ordinary workers-are still waiting-for the benefits of the economic recovery to show up in.
their paychecks:- -

The-President doesn't seem well attuned to the concems-of most workers. While
he was abroad last week, for example, the President hailed the economic benefits to the
U.S. from outsourcing'to other countries,-but failed to.acknowledge that he has no plan to
address the effects of outsourclng or.otherprobiems that persist in our-labor market.

I look forward to Commissioner Utgoff's statement and to a further discussion of the
February employment situation.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. KATHLEEN P. UTGOFF, COMMISSIONER,
DEPARTMENT OF LABOR, BUREAU OF LABOR STATISTICS

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:
I appreciate this opportunity to comment on the employment and unemployment

data that we released this morning.
Nonfarm payroll employment rose by 243,000 in February, and the unemployment

rate was little changed at 4.8 percent. February's employment increase reflected
gains in construction, mining, and several service-providing industries.

Within the goods-producing sector, construction employment increased by 41,000
in February, following another sizeable gain in January. Over the past 12 months,
job growth in construction has totaled 346,000. In February, employment continued
to rise in mining, mainly in support activities, especially those for oil and gas oper-
ations.

Manufacturing employment overall was virtually unchanged in February. There
were, however, offsetting movements in several industries. The largest job losses
were in motor vehicles and parts and primary metals. Job gains occurred in machin-
ery, petroleum products, and computer and electronic products. The manufacturing
workweek (at 41.0 hours) and factory overtime (at 4.6 hours) each rose by 0.1 hour.

Over the month, financial activities added 22,000 jobs, reflecting increases in de-
pository institutions and in insurance carriers. Health care employment expanded
by 18,000, with continued growth in hospitals, doctors offices, and home health care.
Professional and business services, private education, food services and drinking
places, and government also had job gains in February.

Average hourly earnings for private production or nonsupervisory workers rose by
5 cents in February, following increases of 7 cents in both December and January.
Over the year, hourly earnings increased by 3.5 percent. The average workweek was
down by 0.1 hour in February to 33.7 hours.

Turning to data from the household survey, both the number of unemployed per-
sons (7.2 million) and the unemployment rate (4.8 percent) were little changed over
the month. The number of persons unemployed for 27 weeks or more returned to
its December level of 1.4 million, after declining in January. These long-term unem-
ployed constituted 19.0 percent of all unemployed persons, down slightly from a year
earlier.

Total employment and the labor force continued to trend up in February. How-
ever, the employment-population ratio has held steady in recent months, and the
labor force participation rate has shown little movement for about 2Y2 years.

This month, we again report on the labor force status of survey respondents who
evacuated from their homes due to Hurricane Katrina. The data are derived from
a special set of questions that have been included in the household survey since Oc-
tober to gather information about evacuees. The estimates do not account for all per-
sons who evacuated from their homes due to Hurricane Katrina. Information is not
gathered on those evacuees who remain outside the scope of the survey, such as
those currently living in hotels or shelters.

The February data indicate that there were about 1 million persons age 16 and
over who evacuated from their August residences due to Hurricane Katrina. In Feb-
ruary, about one-half of the evacuees were back in the homes they vacated in Au-
gust. Among Katrina evacuees identified in February, 58.1 percent were in the labor
force, and their unemployment rate was 12.6 percent. Unemployment rates were
much lower for those evacuees who had returned home (4.8 percent) than for those
evacuees who had not (22.6 percent).

To summarize February's labor market data, nonfarm payroll employment rose by
243,000, and the unemployment rate was little changed at 4.8 percent. Payroll em-
ployment has increased by 2.1 million over the year, and the unemployment rate
is down by about half a percentage point.

My colleagues and I now would be glad to respond to your questions.
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THE EMPLOYMENT SITUATION: FEBRUARY.2006

Nonfarm payroll employment grew by 243,000 in February, and the unemployment rate was little
changed at 4.8 percent, the Bureau of Labor Statistics ofthe U.S. Department of Labor reported today.
Job gains occurred in construction, financial activities, health care, and several other industries.
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Both the number ofunemployed persons,.72 million,'and the unemployment rate, 4.8 percent were little
changed in February. A year earlier, the number ofunemployed was 8.0 million; and thejobless rate was
5.4 percent

Following a decline in January, the unemployment rate for adult men edgedup to 4.2 percent in February.
The jobless rates for the other major worker groups-adult women (4.3 percent), teenagers (15.4 percent);-
whites (4.1 percent), blacks (9.3 percent), and Hispanics.(5.5 percent)-showed little or no change over the
month. The unemployment rate for Asians was 3.2 percent, not seasonaly adjusted. (See tables A-1, A-2,
and A-3.)

After declining in January, the numberofunemployed persons who hadbeen without ajob for27 weeks
or longer returned to its Decembr level of 1.4 million. These long-term unemployed accounted for 19.0 per-
cent of total unemployment in February, down slightly from a year earlier. (See table A-9.)

USDL06-396
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Table A. Major indicators of labor market activity, seaaonally adjusted
(Numbers in thousands)

Quarterly averages Monthly data Jan.-
Category 2005 2005 | 2006 Feb.

III i IV Dec. I Jan I Feb. Ichange

HOUSEHOLD DATA

Civilian labor foa ce................................
Employment.....................................

Unenployuent .................................
Not in labor force..................................

All workers.........................................
Adult isen........................................
Adult women... .........................

Teenagers........................................
White ............................................
Black or African American ...................
Hispanic OT Latino etd icity..................

ESTABLISHMENT DATA

Nonfarm employment..............................
Gooodaproducing '.........................

Consruction.........................
Manufactwing.........................

Service-providing .. .........
t

....

Resail trade' . .........................
Professional and business services

Education and health services.............
Leisure and hospitality.....................
Government.................................

Total pnivate.........................................

Manufacturing;................................
Overtime.....................................

Total private...........................................

Average hourly earnings, total private...........
Average weekly earnings, total private..........

Labor force status

149,827 150,126 150,153 150,114 150,449 335
142,324 142,671 142,779 143,074 143,257 183

7,503 7,455 7,375 7,040 7,193 153
76,595 77,070 77,271 77.439 77,314 -125

Unamployment rates

5.0 5.0 4.9 4.7 4.8 0.1
4.4 4.3 4.3 4.0 4.2 .2
4.6 4.5 4.5 4.3 4.3 .0

16.1 16.1 15.2 15.3 15.4 .1
4.3 4.3 4.3 4.1 4.1 .0
9.5 9.7 9.3 8.9 9.3 .4
6.0 6.0 6.0 5.81 5.5 -.3

Ernployment

133,750 134,161 134,376 pl34546 p134,789 p243
22,140 22,242 22,282 p22,347 p22,392 p

45

7,305 7,391 7,416 p7,471 p
7
,512 p41

14,208 14,211 14,222 p14,229 p14,228 P-I
111,610 11920 1 12,094 pi 12,199 pl12,3

97
p198

15,297 15,284 15,300 p15,2S7 pl5,294 p
7

16,942 17,058 17,121 p17,1
38 p17,177 p39

17,411 17,476 17,507 pl7,557 p
17
,
604

p47
12,840 12,873 12,898 p12,923 p12,948 p

25

21,S43 21,870 21,878 p21,S47 p21,SS p38

Hours of work'

33.8 33.8 33.8 p
33

.
8

p33.7 p0.1.
40.61 40.9 40.8 p40.9 p41.0 P-

1

4.5 4.6 4.5 p4.5 p4.6 P.1

Indexes of aggregate weekly hours (2002=100)'

102.9 103.4 103.71 p103.9| p103.81 P.1

Earnings'

S16.161 S16.301 S16.35 pS16.421 pS16.471 pS0.05
545.781 551.051 552.631 p555.001 p555.041 p.04

' Includes other Industries, not shown separately.
2 Quarterly averages and the over-tle-nioh change are calculated using tmrounded data.
' Data reate to private production or norsupervisory workers.
p Preliminary.
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Total EmoloYment and theLaborForce (Household SurvevData)

The civilian labor force and total employment continued to trend-up in February.' The labor force partici-
pation rate was essentially unchanged at 66. I percent, and the employment-population ratio held at 62.9 per-
cent. (See table A-lI)

Persons Not in the Labor Force (Household Survey Data)

Nearly 1.5 nilion persons (not seasonally atustd were marginally attached to the labor force in February,
down from about 1.7 million ayearearlier. These individuals wanted and were available for work and had
looked for ajobsometime in the prior 12 months. Theywere not counted-as unemployed because they
had not searched for work in the 4 weeks preceding the survey. Among the-marginally attached, there were
386,000 discouraged workers inFebruary, down from 485,000 a year earlier. Discouraged workers were-
not currently looking forwork specificallybecause theybehevedno jobs were available for them. The other
I. Lmillion marginallyattached had not searched for work for reasons such as school attendance or family-
responsibilities. (Seetable A-13.)

Emplovment Status ofHurricane Katrina Evacuees (Household Survey Data)

Beginning in October, questions were added to the household survey to identify persons who evacuated
from their homes, even tenporarily, due to Hunicane Katrina. Data collected through these questions do
not account for all evacuees; persons living outside ofthe scope of the survey-such as those living inho-
tels or shelters-are not included. The questions were askedofperso ns in the household survey sample
throughout the country, since some evacuees relocated far-from the storm-affected areas. An additional
question determned whether evacuees harxetumed to their homes and were living there at the time ofthe
survey. The total number ofevacuees estimated from the household survey may change from month to
month as people move in and out'ofthe scope of the survey. In addition, because the estimates are ob-
tained from a sample survey, they may vary from month to month due to samnplingenor.

Information gathered in February showed thatabout 1.0 million persons age 416 and over had evacu-
ated from where they were living in August due to Hurricane Katrina. These evacuees either had returned
to their homes orwere livinginother residential units covered in the survey in February. About one-half'of
the evacuees were living in their August 2005 residences. Of all evacuees identified, 58.1 percent were in
the labor force in:February. The unemployment rate for persons identified as evacuees was 12.6 percent.
The ratewasmuchhigher forevacueeswhoweenot hvingimtheirformerhomes (22.6 percent) than for
those who were at'home (4.8 percent). (SeetablEB.)

IndustrvPavfon Emslovment(EstabLisme surevfata)

Total nonfarm payrol employment roseby243,000in Febmimyto 134.8 million, seasonally-justedL
Over the year, payroll employment grewby 2.1 million. Construction, mining, and several service-providing
industries added jobs. (See table B-I.)

In the goodspoducing-sector, constusction employment increased by 4 1,000 in Febuary, following a
gain of 55,000 in the prior month. Over the year, construction employment has risen by 346,000: Specialty
trade contractors added 32,000 jobs over the month. Mining continued its upward trnd in February, adding
5,000jobs. Support activities for mining, particularlythose related to oil and gas, accounted fornearlyall of
the over-temonth gain.
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Table B. Employment status in February 2006 of persons 16 years and over who
evacuated from their August residence, even temporarily, due to Hurricane Katrina'

(Nuers i thousdads, not seasonally adjusted)

Residence in Febnimy
Employment status in February 2006 TOWa Same as Differatthan

in August in August

Civiliannonnstitutional population ....... I...... 1,017 540 478
Civilianlaborforce ................................. 591 333 258

Pasticipalionrate ............................ 58.1 61.7 53.9
Employed ................................. 516 317 200

Employment-population ratio ........... 50.8 58.7 41.8
Unemployed ................................. 74 16 58

Unemploymentrate ......................... 12.6 4.8 22.6
Not in labor force ................................. 427 207 220

Represents persons in the civilian noniztitutional population age 16 and over who resided
in households that were eligible to be selected for the Current Population Survey (CPS). These
dat are nut representative of the total evacuee population because they do not include children
or people residing in shelters, botels, places of worship, or oer unit outide the scope of
the CPS. The total number of evacuees estimated fnm the CPS may change finom month to
nnntb as people move in and out of the scope of the survey and because of sampling vans-
bihy.

NOTE: These data use population controls that have been adjusted to account for inter-
state moves by evacuees.

Manufacturing employment was about uschanged in February, it has decreased by48,000 over the year.
Over the month, employment gains in machinery, petroleum products, and computer and electronic products
were offset bydeclines in motor vehicles and parts and primary metals.

In the seivice-providing sector, employment in education and health services rose by47,000 inFebruary.
Health care employment continued to grow, up by 18,000. Job growth occurred in ambulatory health care
services (11,00e,which includes doctors' officesandhomehealth care, and in hospitals (6,000). Employ-
mesttinprivate edtional services increadby23,000.

Fina l activities employment grew by 22,000 overthe month, folowingasimilar-izd gain January.
Employment in depository isitutions and in insace camera rose in Fdruary, ireasing by4,000 and
6,000, respectively Over the year, finandal activities employment has risen by 169,000.

Employment in food services anddrinkingplaces increasedby2l,000 in February. Overtheyear, this
industry has added 203,000jobs. Employment was flat in both wholesale and retail trade ms February.

Professional and business savioces employment cottinued to tend upinFebnuary(39,000). The industry
has added 466,000jobs over the year. Overthe month, enployment rose by 13,000 in services to buildings
and dwellings. Tenporaryhelp services employrent was htie hanged over the monthL
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Weedd Hours (Establishment SurvevData)

The averageworkweek for production or nonsupervisoryworkers on private nonfarm payrolls decreased-
byOI hour to 33.7 hours in February, seasonally adjusted. The manufacturing workweek increased by O.1
hour to 41.0 hours in February, and factory overtime was up by 0-1 hour to 4.6 hours. (See table B-2.)

The index of aggregate weeklyhours ofproduction ornonsupervisoryworkers on private nonfarm pay-
rolls decreased by 0.I percent in February to 103.8 (2002=1 00). Tbe manufacturing index increased by -
0.2 percent over the month to 95.5. (See table B-5.)

Hourly and Weekly Earnings (Establishment Survey Data)

Average hourly earninsofproduction ornonsupevisoryworkers on privatenonfarm payrolls increased
by 5 cents in February to $16.47, seasonally adjusted. This followed increases of 7 cents in both December
and January. Average weekly earnings were little changed over the month at $555.04. Over the year, both
average hourly and weekIy earnings increased by3.5 percent (See table B-3.)

The Employment Situation forMarch,2006 is scheduled to be released on Friday, April 7,
at 8:30A.M. (EDT).
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Explanatory Note

This news rease poesnts statistics frm two major sorwA the
CaQnen Population Survey (usehold sv) sd the Cra nt
Emplorneat Statitics surey (establishment swrey) The houn-
hold sunrvy provides the informaion on the labor firce, erplay-
snt, and unemploytent thut appeas in the A tabls, mared

HOUSEHOLD DATA. Itis a sunple wvey of about 60,033 boe-
holdscorductedbytheU.S. Ce Bureau forthelBureauofLabor
Statistics (BLS).

The establishment survey provides the information an the
employment, boors, asd eaminp of worken on nsonumpayrolls thuS
appears in the B tables. mtrked ESTABLISHMENT DATA. Tbis
inormnation is collected floss payroll recas by BLS in coopertson
with stare agencies. The sample includes aout 160,000 bWinesse
and goven t agencies covering approximtsely 400,000 individsal
worksiteL The astive saeple incslues about one-third of all nonfanr
payroll workes The samnple is drawn from a sampling frate of
unemployrtel insunet tea coaunts.

For both surveys, the data fu r given month relate to a particuar
week or pay peiod. In the housahold survey, the reference week is
genatlythecalendarweekthatecontainuthe I2thdayofthernantt. In
the establishment survey, the reference period is the pay period is-
dtuding the 12th, wwhich may or tny not coerespond directly to the
cakndarweek.

Covetage, deftsrihons, and differences
beween saueys

H _oold sarvey. The sample is selected to rflecl the entire
iviian noinstatnional population. Based onrepones to aenaof

questionstonwek andjobsearch activities,eachpo 16yes and
over in a sample household is classified as employed, unemployed, or
not in the labor fonec

People are classfied as remplped if they did ty wnrk at all as
paid employees during the reference week, worked in their own beas-
ness, profession, or on their own fnr; or wosted without pay at least
IS hour in a lnatly bubinesor ofrsnl People also coaunted ats
entpoyed ifthey were ranpotatily absent from theirjobs becase of
illness, bWdwenier, vacation, labor-maagernectditutes, orpesonal
reasent.

Peoplkareclasified asuanewoo diftheysnwetall ofthe following
eriteria, Tteybhdnoemploytnastdalingthe nreirenneweektheywere
xvailable far wonk ia t tirm; and they rnade spcific effort to find
employmnt sortmwa, during the 4-week period ending with the
reference week. Peranslaid offfrcsn ajob and expectingrecall need
not be looking far work to be cnttedas unemployed. The usnmsplIo
ment data derived from the household rtrvey in no way depend upon
the eligibility for or receipt of _employmnenstassrance benefits.

The cviliata kborfwce is the stnnof etployed and stemployed
peson Tose not classified as eanloyed or unerployed are ao
is t(he aborfjoiu. The asarespsaaes mm is the wnmbr onemplyed
as a percent ofthe labor foem The aboforcepatiadon rstr in
the labor farce as a percent of the population, ard die eaqsoqaset-
popgcatioa ratio is the enmloyed as pent of the population.

EstabtlshInt strvey. Thie sartple establishments am drawn
froms private nonfarmn husisses sach as feaie, offices, nd or,
as well as federal, hMe, and local govenasient entities. Emloyees on

natsepavoiR amre those who received pay for aty part ofthe refer-
encepayperiod, including pessonson paid leave Personsnarecounted

at each job thybold. Ho 1 rind eatmngs da tre for private buni-
senses stad eae only, to praduction workers in the goods-proedaing
re tand nstawpervisay wotters in the servicepoviding sector.
lisitrics a classified on the bans of their principal activity in
accordance with the Z=oO version of the North American bIdustry
clamihension System.

Differnees la employsent esas. The nusactoas concept-
uas and methodological differences between the household and
establisheta sarveys reszult in inportans distinctions in die employ-
ment estimaes derived frtno the surveys. Anong these wre:

* The househald sey inolades ariceltural workers, the self-emn-
played, anpaid family watkers, sad private honsehold workers amosng
thdereployed. Tbsegrosspsoaremeldeddfrnsntde establishmnsaavey

T Mm household stasy irnodes people on unpaid lease amnong the
employed. ITsa establishnsent sivey does nt

* Thehosehlodsarveyistlimited to worker 16 yearsofageandooder.
The entablismtent survey is sot limited by age.

* The hoaselold survey stnon dhaplication of individnals, besanse
individal sre oted only o even if they holdowDe than onjob
ln the establishment survey. etptpoyesc working at more tOm one ob
trd tbast appering on n ,e stln one payrol would be couated sepa-
rately for each appeanat,

Seasonal adjustment
Overthe coasme ofayeor, the size of the nation's labor fhrce and the

levels of employmnct and unemploymnent utndergo duilsp flhucations
dueto sachisoesonal eventsosuchngesin wordier. reducedoreipanded
production, harvests, major holidays, and the opening and closing of
schools The effect ofsucrb seasonal variation can be very lrge- se-
sonal fltatcions eat y account fras much st 95 percentofthe month-
to-esonth changes in isneploytmnt.

Becatse dtese seanssnal events follow a nare or leasreguilarpattern
each yetm, their influence on statistical mnils cna ho elminatd by
adjrstingthesratticsefmrnxsoxnth to miontth. Thesc adjustments nke
nonsesoonal develor suah as declines in eonoamc activity or
increases in die parniipastion of womn in the labor forc easier to
spat For enatpl. the large nmatber of yoath entering the labor force
ct Jane is likely to obscure tay owler changes that hove talken place
relative to May, staiking it difficalt to determine if she level of eco-
nomtics activity has risen or declisnd. However because the effect of
stalents finishing school in previous yeats in known, the statistics
forthe crrod yewr can be adjusted to allow foe aeompamble change.
lnsofar at the seasonal adjustomet is made correctly. the adjusted fi-
gre provides a nxore nsefol tool with which to analyze changes in
Comnmaactivity.

Moeoseasonally adjusted sties amc inependently adjussed in both
the household and establishment surveys. However, 'be ad-
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lusted aernea for masty rm e -se asu has total payellt eamploy-
ment, emApoymam in mm osuptassectors, roal emapoymne, mad
unemployment are copspied by awesgaing todepndeatly adjoined
n eneat sas. For exanaple, total unc entloymat is deirved by

suarmming the adjusted tories for four rauor age-wex omSpotems
thin diffes fnem the menaploysent estimate that would be obtained
by directly adiusting the total or by combnmmg the durttion. reasons.
orrmoredctaiedagecategories

For both the houlsehold and establumewt urve. a cnosran
sesonal adjusttent methodbogy ia uxd in which new seasonal
aton ate calcutted each manoth, using all relevant dat, up to mad
mracludimgthedwn forwthectsrentmonnth. In theFusehold sivey, new
seasl fors are ued to adjust only the cusrent maooth's data In
the eaise smvey, howv , extrawcsasonal factors areused each
month to adjunt the three wost reneam monthly estristes. le both
surveys, revvtises to historical data are made once a year.

Rellabflbty ofthe estmates

Stasslics based on the household ald establishment suveys rse
tubjecttobothawmlingmdrnonssapimggaror. When arale ruathor
thant enire populaion issreyed, there is achance that the sanqile
estue aydiffer flom the Nue' population valaestheyrepeea¢
The eact difface, or mpg eor, vauies deptdg on the
particular sample selected, ard this varishiity is measured by the
standriderror of ht est There is about a 90-perent chance, or
level of confidence. thatn estimate based on a smple wiU differ by no
sure than 1.6 sd enorrs fromthbe oue"populasa tv tm because

of matpling eror. BIS analyses we genfasly conducted at the 90-
pertent lvel of onfidenc.

For example, the confldence itotvol for thetnmorthlychdage in totl
employment flrem the household survey is on the order of plus or
minus 430,000. Suppo the iesmt of total aesploynat incte
by 100,000 fhm one moath to the next. The 90-paceant confidence
intorval on the monthly change would range ftosm-330,000to 530,0ro
(100,000 +.1- 430,000) These figures do not anow that the sample
results ea off by theterauginidtox but Iashr that there is about
90-percent chance that the -Mbe- over-thenth chang hle within
this lnoal. Since thin range includes vaeles of kh theam zeo, we
coMd noesaywith confidence that eaploy.nenthed. i iatin c
I. however, the reported tmploytnmet rise was half a million. then
all of the values within the 90-pemcet conSfidaice inteval would be
greater than strn. Inthicase, it is lkely(at klas9ta fpmace)
that an eaaploymnst rise had, as fan, ocacred. At rs uneampdsytrn
rate of around 5.5 pevent, the 90percnt confidence interval for the
monthly hage i unemployment is abomr +/- 280,000, amd for the
manthly changem theunoemptoymerntt rteit isabot+/-.19 percntage
point

In general, estinte involving nmay individuSals or ertablubmeats
have lower tandard eann (relative to the stme of the estimatc) thdn
esumates which are baed ona sunall number of obxeratimn. The
precision of estiortesi also ipmoved when the data are iautod
ovet tome ruch as for quadttrly amd mnnual averages. _sThe _esed

lajusosa proeS Ca also a isqiove the stability of the manadly
esuiitos.

Tbe household amd esublishmant suvey awes diced by
aaanpaaling mar. Noonlimng earm ca occur for mtay rMS
inehad le fais smp a m ofthe populaion. inabilityto
obtain inormtion for all req in the SMrTK inbility or
roiilliagnos of respondents to provide correct immtatulion on a

dely bas misiakes made by respoidea and etons made m the
rolleci or pcing of the da.

For eample, in die esabliament urvey. e for the st
recent 2 mowhs we based on inc tamltrereints; for thisreason, thee
-a are labeled prelininty in th tables. It is only ier tw

suesive revisions to a mrnmbly i, whae nearly all amale

orts been recnive .thte estn a id finaL
Another ajor source of nonsampnlg enor i the establisnhoena

suavey is the arbibiy to capytue, en a imuly basis, employmne

geaeratedbyrnew 6firra. Tocoarectfortdh ystaeaai eadereatinurion
ofemarloymeet growth, mn estiation proeedure with two conapoeMt
isusedtnccomntforbusinossbirths. Thbefrstcorpontetuseasbusiness
deaths to imrte emptoyment forbasneabiths Thbisis haieporated
into the samplsed link reative estinmte procedure by innply not
rellectingsample mits gains out of'business. but inaputingto theeathe
smne trend as the other firma in the rate The second Component is
anc RIMA thmrne scraiaidel designed to eturrote the residualnetbirtb/

death emiymoyat not accounted forbythe mpuatiaon. The historial
tmne aortteured ton ceate ad tect the ARIMA model wandsived frum
thcunmahfenylaaassweul waivets sse mlevel daaasead rellectsf
the actual residul net of biaths and deats over the pass five yeasn

The amaple-based esesuatce floe the establidsonent onvey Ie
adjusted noe, a year (on a lagged basis) to universe ciuts of poll
empsloyntm obtained froin administative records of the tnaemailoy-
mmt insuratee program. The diffareae between the March s nple-
based eaiploymena estimntes ind the Match universe counts is bown
as a bendhtak reviasion, md sorves as a rough proxy for total survey

ano. The ne bendcharks also inorporate changes is the classifi-
cation of indas. Over the pass decade the bendistnak revision for
total nonulrt empbymets has vraed 0.2 peCn ragmg finm
Ikw than 0.05 pacent to 0.4 pr ,

Addftkonl sttrastica and oth Information

More arnpeehesive statistics re contained in EfiWAVamn and
Earn , published each mosth byBfIS. It is available forS27.00 per
issue or SS3.00 per year frim the U5S. Gtvnmot Primtimn Office.
Washingte, DC 20402. Allordersmnustbephepaid byaeding acheck
or money order payable to the Superintendent of Docunmets, or by
dcargingtoMastercardorViza.

EAvaeaudEarmirpalsoprevidesmesnsres ofasoming arm
for the houaehold mid estabhisment savey data published n this
release. For unetmloymtnt amd other labor force categories these

_amates appoar in tables I-B through I*D ofitsfExplomatryNotes."
Forthe estaldishament surveydata, the sampling ar measures and the
actual ize of revicions due to benbrk adjustumnts appear is tables
2-B through 2-F Of Earloymes and tigw.

Infortation in this releane will be made available to tmsw y is-
paired individuals upon request Voice pbnr 202-691-5200. TDD
iessagefrt.al phone: 1-8004774339.
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THE ECONOMIC REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT

THURSDAY,-FEBRUARY 16, 2006

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMIrrEE,

Washington, DC
The Committee met, pursuant to call, at 10:40 a.m-. in- room

2322, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable -Robert F..
Bennett, Vice Chairman of the Committee, presiding.

Representatives present: Representatives Maloney, Paul, and
Cummings.

Senator present: Senator Bennett.
Staff present: Chris Frenze, Nan Gibson, Colleen Healy, Brian

Higginbotham,- Bob. Keleher, John Kachtik, Frank Sammartino,
Jeff Schlagenhauf, Chad Stone, Rachel Thomson, and Katie Jones..

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. ROBERT-F. BENNETTh
VICE CHAIRMAN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM UTAH-- -

Vice Chairman Bennett. The Committee will come to order. I
am here for Chairman Saxton, who will be here later. I appreciate
the indulgence of our witnesses and those who have been here on
time. The Senate has just conducted a vote, and I had to be there
to help- save the Republic before I came to these particular hear-
ings. Why are you all laughing?

Today, the Committee will hear.testimony from two of the mem-
bers of the President's Council of Economic Advisers. They-willi be-
discussing the recently released Economic Report of the President,
which is appropriate. The Council of Economic Advisers-and-this
Committee were created by the same piece. of legislation as. to get
economic advice into the Executive Branch and then provide a
forum for economic discussions in the-Legislative Branch. So we
welcome you in this one legislatively sanctioned activity that we
engage in.

Now, the President has- nominated Dr. Edward Lazear of Stan-
ford University to serve as the chairman- of the Council of Economic -
Advisers. We had his confirmation hearing in-the Senate Banking
Committee earlier this week. When he is confirmed by the Senate,
he will replace Dr. Ben Bemanke, who has been in the news with
other assignments. We heard from him in the Congress yesterday -
as the new chairman of the Board of Governors of the Federal Re-
serve.

But we are pleased to welcome the Council's other two members,
Dr. Kathleen Baicker-is that close enough?-

Dr. Baicker. Close enough.
(1)
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Senator Bennett [continuing].-close enough-and Dr. Matthew
Slaughter to the Committee.

Now, as we look at the Economic Report of the President, we do
so against the backdrop of a strong and growing economy which
created 2 million new jobs over the past 12 months and more than
4.7 million new jobs since August of 2003. Core inflation remains
relatively contained, and interest rates are historically low despite
recent increases by the Federal Reserve.

That does not mean that the economy does not face significant
challenges in the future. Energy prices remain a concern, and, of
course, the uncertainties of the global economy are always with us,
and we face serious long-term fiscal challenges tied to the retire-
ment of the baby boomers and the entitlement programs that have
served us well in the past but that are threatened by demographic
changes.

I found it interesting that in this morning's paper there was an
op-ed piece by Robert Samuelson that posed a very interesting
question, which is, how can the economy be doing so well and peo-
ple feel so insecure and industries, like Ford and General Motors,
be in trouble while the entire economy has performed better over
the last 20-25 years than it ever has in a similar period in our his-
tory. His answer is competition, that the power of competition has
made individual industries and, therefore, their employees feel
more uneasy about their economic status even as it has improved
the overall economic well-being of the Nation as a whole. It is an
interesting thesis, and I would like to get into that with you as we
go into the question period.

[The Washington Post editorial entitled, "The Fears Under Our
Prosperity," appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 24.]

It is imperative that the Congress and the Administration work
together to handle these challenges head on. We have to deal with
entitlement spending. I have watched politicians, for the dozen
years I have been here, all tell me, yes, Senator, we have to deal
with that, and we will address it right after the election because
both sides want to carry the election rhetoric to see if they can win
just one more election on the past rhetoric, and then they will tack-
le the tough problems, and as we keep putting them off, the tough
problems keep getting tougher.

We all recognize the challenges that are essential for a strong
economy: improving our education system, not the direct responsi-
bility of this Committee but something we have to pay attention to;
the issue that Robert Samuelson raises of international competi-
tiveness; and we are finally recognizing that our present tax sys-
tem, born in the 1930s, is no longer adequate to the challenges of
a global economy in the 21st century, and at least among some of
my colleagues in the Senate, we are beginning to have conversa-
tions about that.

So I look forward to hearing our witnesses describe how the sys-
tem, particularly the tax system, can be replaced, not altered, not
tinkered with, not "reformed," but I think we ought to start con-
versations about replacing it. Maybe you are not prepared to do
that today, but I am giving you the warning that that is at least
something that I am concerned with, and I understand, having had
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conversations with. your new chairman, that..he has- an interest in
that subject, -too. That is a very great-understatement.

So we welcome you both to the Committee and look forward to
your testimony. Mrs. Maloney, there being no ranking member
present, why do not you assume that responsibility and give the
opening statement from that perspective?

[The prepared statement of Vice Chairman Bennett appears in
the Submissions for the Record on page 23.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CAROLYN B. MALONEY,
A U.S.. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW YORK

Representative Maloney. Thank you very much, Chairman
Bennett. I have appreciated your thoughtful comments today and
always your sincere dedication to understanding and moving for-
ward the American economy in a stronger-position.

Unfortunately, Senator Reed is not here right now. He will pos-
sibly be here later, and I request that his statement be in the
record. Apparently, he is questioning Chairman Bernanke right
now, the Financial Services Committee. - --

[The prepared statement of Senator ReedLappears in the Submis-
sions for the Record on.page 26.]

Vice Chairman-Bennett.. Senator-Reed-has the same conflict I
do, and that is where I will flee as soon as -Chairnman.Saxton shows-
up, to go sit down with Mr. Bernanke -and see if he is easier to;un-
derstand than Chairman Greenspan.

Representative Maloney. He is, and he actually answers ques-
tions. I am shocked. I think he is greats He is a former teacher,
and it shows. * -

I want: to particularly -welcome our. two panelists, .Dr. Baicker
and Dr. Slaughter and mention that Iv am always delighted when
e~nmnPt.Pnt.- women iqrt- apnointed- to Dolicv Dositions. We are far
underrepresented- in our Government and in many industries in
our country.-I want to welcome;our-male friends, too.

The statute that; created both the. Council- of Economic Advisers
and the Joint Economic Committee mandates that the-Joint- Eco-
nomic Committee should review the Economic. Report of-the PIresi-r
dent, and I am pleased. that you are here today' to discuss this truly.
important report for every American:.! .f

In its 11 chapters, this year's report covers a broadrange -of top-
ics and reflects the talent and-professionalism of you and the other
economists on the CEA staff, but what concerns me is the dis-
connect between -the policies that the Bush administration has been
pursuing for the past five years and the policies that can be justi-n
fied by sound economic analysis. I hope that you would agree that
persistent, large budget deficits -and debts are not conducive to
long-term growth and our standard of living.

I hope you would also agree that .even if there is not- a lockstep
relationship between budget deficits and international imbalances
it cannot be good for our national savings and our trade deficit
when the Federal budget moves from a substantial surplus in 2000
to an even larger deficit in 2004, especially when our personal sav-
ings rate has fallen and is now a negative. Nor can it be good for
our economy or our society when workers are not seeing the bene-
fits of economic growth in their paychecks, and the gap between
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the haves and the have-nots is widening. I think this is a trend
that every Republican and Democrat is deeply concerned about be-
cause that is a very bad trend for, I would say, the economic well-
being and the spirit of America.

Your report wisely avoids trying to justify the President's budget
and tax policies, but I think it is important that we try to under-
stand what is really happening in the U.S. economy and how the
President's policies are affecting the economic well-being of all
Americans.

Foreign governments, as pointed out in the Financial Services
Committee yesterday, are buying GSEs-Government-sponsored
entities-instead of Treasury notes. In fact, they now hold a third
of our debt. What they are buying now, a third of it is now GSEs,
and I am concerned. Is that a warning sign that we are getting
near the edge, that foreign governments may not continue to buy
our debt at the rate that is needed to sustain our spending?

I am also concerned, since this is a shift that I have never seen
before-possibly it has happened before, but I am not aware of it-
where GSEs have become a major holding of our debt, and that, as
you know, is a Government-private sponsorship that is moving to
the private away from Government. What is the ramification, if
any, on our economy?

I welcome you today. I congratulate you on your appointments.
Some very good people have come out of the positions that you hold
and have continued to lead and play important roles in our Govern-
ment. I thank you for your service today and your service and com-
mitment to our Government. Thank you.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Thank you very much. We will now
hear from our panelists. Which one goes first?

Dr. Slaughter. I believe I shall.
Vice Chairman Bennett. Okay. Dr. Slaughter, and then we

will hear from Dr. Baicker.

JOINT STATEMENT OF DR. MATTHEW SLAUGHTER AND
DR. KATHERINE BAICKER, MEMBERS, COUNCIL OF
ECONOMIC ADVISERS
Dr. Slaughter. Thank you. Vice Chairman Bennett and other

members of the Joint Economic Committee, we are very pleased to
testify today about the 2006 Economic Report of the President. The
report reviews the state of the economy and the economic outlook,
and it discusses a number of economic policy issues of continuing
importance. Across its 11 chapters, the report highlights how eco-
nomics can inform the design of better public policy and reviews
Administration initiatives.

The performance of the U.S. economy continues to be strong. In
2005, the Nation's real GDP grew 3.5 percent for the year, above
the historical average. Key components of demand that accounted
for growth in 2004-consumer spending, business investment in
equipment and software, and exports-continued to do so in 2005.
Employment increased by about 2 million payroll jobs for the year,
and the unemployment rate dropped to 4.7 percent last month, well
below the averages of recent decades. Real disposable personal in-
come increased, and real household net worth reached an all-time
high. This growth comes on top of an already strong expansion, the
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foundation of which has been exceptionally rapid productivity
growth. The Administration's forecast, consistent with consensus
private forecasts, shows the economic expansion continuing for the
foreseeable future.

Increases in investment spurred by the dividends and capital..
gains tax relief enacted in 2003 have played an important role in
the strengthening of our economy.- Since the Jobs and Growth bill
became--law, capital investment- has increased by 25 percent, con-
tributing to sustained job growth and directly: benefiting workers in
the broader economy. It is essential- that this tax relief be extended.

American productivity growth, and thus competitiveness, in the
21st century will rely upon American ingenuity, entrepreneurship,
and labor force talent. The President's American Competitiveness
Initiative aims to support these forces. .Promoting a flexible and
skilled workforce through improved access to high-quality primary,
secondary, and post-secondary education, through policies that at-
tract the world's best and brightest to- our shores, and through in-.
vestment in research. and development and the- continuing edu.
cation and retraining of our mobile labor force will help ensure that
the United States remains a leader in this rapidly-changing world
economy.

But maintaining this leadership will also require a continued-
commitment to competition in and flexibility of U.S. product,- cap--
ital, and labor markets that help transform innovations into the
new products and processes in the marketplace that ultimately
support rising incomes for workers and their families. Innovation
alone- is- not sufficient to guarantee rising prosperity. It also re-
quires the dynamism of the marketplace, for which America is
uniquely positioned.

This continuing strength and competitiveness.-of the American
economy in the global marketplace depends upon.policies that open
international markets -to U.S. goods- and that promote growth and-
investment at home. The-performance of the U.S. economy depends
on an effective financial- services sector and on a tax system that
promotes domestic growth-and international competitiveness.

Further opening of foreign markets to U.S. goods would yield
great rewards for Americans. Over the past 70 years, policymakers
across political parties have consistently recognized the importance
of international commerce and have achieved major trade liberal-
ization both here and abroad. The net payoff to America from these
achievements has been substantial.

The Administration's policies will make even greater gains pos-
sible. Support of the agricultural sector-can be provided in ways
that are less distortionary. We must work to eliminate further bar-
riers to trade, especially in services, and to further open markets
in global, regional, and bilateral negotiations. Americans will reap
the greatest benefits from this trade when intellectual property
rights are well defined and well enforced. The Administration con-
tinues to enforce vigorously the laws that protect the rights of
American intellectual property owners.

Dr. Baicker. The continued expansion of energy markets and di-
versification of energy sources can further increase our resilience to
energy supply disruptions. Hurricanes Katrina and Rita dem-
onstrated that competitive markets play a central role in allocating
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scarce energy resources, especially during times of natural disaster
or national emergency. Policies that build on economic incentives
and that spur our development of alternative fuel sources can fur-
ther reduce U.S. vulnerability to energy disruptions and depend-
ence on foreign oil, encourage energy efficiency, and protect the en-
vironment.

Even as living standards rise, Americans are increasingly con-
cerned about their retirement security and health care costs. Most
working-age Americans are, in fact, on track to save as much as
most retirees, but there are a number of risks to the retirement
preparations of Americans. People today are living longer and can
face higher health care costs in retirement than members of pre-
vious generations. In addition, both defined-benefit pension plans
and Social Security suffer from fundamental financial problems
that expose not just retirees but all U.S. taxpayers to risk of sub-
stantial losses. The Administration is focused on addressing these
problems and protecting the Nation's retirement security.

Rising health care costs are of concern to all Americans, young
and old. All Americans deserve access to reliable, affordable, high-
quality, high-value health care. Health care in the United States
is second to none, but it can be better. Both public and private
health care spending have grown much more rapidly than general
inflation or wages, straining consumers, employers, and Govern-
ment budgets. The cost of finding new health insurance locks some
workers into their current jobs if they or someone in their family
is ill or in less-than-perfect health. Frivolous lawsuits can raise
health care costs for everyone. Perverse tax and insurance incen-
tives have led to inefficient use of our health care resources.

Promoting a stronger role for consumers can help create a health
care system that is more affordable, more transparent, more port-
able, and more efficient. Health savings accounts should be
strengthened by allowing people to contribute enough to them to
pay for all of their out-of-pocket expenditures tax free. Individual
purchasers should have the same tax advantages as those who get
insurance from their employers. We need to ensure that patients
and their doctors have the information they need to use this control
to get the health care that is best for them and that electronic
health records are widely used to reduce costs and to improve the
quality of medical treatment.

The report provides an analytical backdrop for the President's
agenda, which includes restraining Government spending, making
tax relief permanent, making health care more affordable and ac-
cessible, creating an economic environment that encourages innova-
tion and entrepreneurship, continuing to open markets to American
goods and services, and reducing America's dependence on foreign
oil by diversifying our energy supply. These policies will help main-
tain the economy's momentum, foster job creation, and ensure that
America remains a leader in the global economy.

Thank you all for this opportunity to discuss the 2006 Economic
Report of the President, and we would be happy to answer any
questions you might have.

[The prepared joint statement of Dr. Slaughter and Dr. Baicker
appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 29.]
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Vice Chairman Bennett. Thank you very much. We appreciate
your testimony and the hard work that went into the creation of
the report. You have touched on a number of issues that I find fas-
cinating, and let me just explore a few-of them with you.

The Samuelson column and the comments you- have made dem-
onstrate how changed this economy is from the one that.1 grew up
in and, indeed, the one that many people thought was normal.
"Normal" meant you graduated from high school or college, and you
got a. job. You went to work at-Sears & Roebuck as a stock boy,
and then you became a salesman on the floor, and then you became
a standpoint manager, -and if you were really good, you got to be
an assistant store manager, and at the end of your career, you had
been a store manager, -and you- got your pension and a gold watch,
and life was good -,

If you graduated and .went-to work at Ford or Delphi or one of
the giant companies, the- unions..negotiated on your behalf. Your
wages were not only- stable, but they rose with .virtually every ne--
gotiation in both real terms as well as with respect to inflation.
Your job may not have been all that stimulating, but you stayed
on the manufacturing line,- you did a good job, you were there for.,
40 years, -and you- retired with or without the gold watch but with
a pension and lifetime health benefits.

That world is gone, and -it -is never coming; back, however much
we in the Congress might want to legislate its return. The world
in which we now live is a world of intense competition, and the em-
phasis is on the word "world,"- a world of intense competition, and
those who meet the competitive challenge thrive, and those who do
not are almost ruthlessly left behind.

I just came back, a few weeks ago, from.a trip to the Far East,
and we went to China, -and the Chinese are very concerned about
losing jobs to.Vietnam,;and, interestingly enough, the Chinese are
worried about intellectual property rights because as their economy
matures, and they begin to invent things of their own, they get
very upset when somebody in some other country steals their pat-
ents without protecting their intellectual- property rights. It was-
very interesting to hear Chinese officials say, we have to have
tough international intellectual property right regulations, to which
we could only say, hooray, we;are glad you finally-got the message.

When we did go' to Vietnam, the people in Vietnam said, "Do not
look to China as the place to go; look to us." And in both cases they
said, "We do not want an economy built -on cheap labor. We are
making sure that our economy is built on technological break-
throughs and -high quality." That is not-the image you get reading
the op-ed pages of the New York Times, but that is the image that
you get when you get out into the world.

I think Samuelson is exactly right: People are doing better than
they have ever done before, and they are more uneasy and feel
more threatened than they ever have before, and I am not sure his
analysis that that is due to competition is the right one, but that
is certainly probably the place to start. However much we might
want to not live in such a competitive world, the fact is we are
there, and there is nothing we can do about it except accept it,
compete, and be the ones that survive.
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I wish I had brought it with me. Again, a recent piece pointed
out that Europe is almost in a death spiral and that the average
European, within 15 to 20 years, will be half as wealthy as the av-
erage American because they are not competitive, they have tried
to hang onto the model that I have described as the past as their
view of the future, and the net result has been to say that Europe
is dropping out of the global competition, and the countries that
will survive and thrive in the future will be the United States,
China, and India, and I am not so sure that China will, given their
population problems and the demographic challenges they have.

[The Washington Post editorial entitled, "The End of Europe,"
appears in the Submissions for the Record on page 23.]

They were talking to us about the difficulties of what they call
the "one-two-four pyramid." They will have one worker, because of
their one-child program, who will have to support two parents and
four grandparents, and they have no safety net of the kind that we
take for granted in that society. So the parents are looking to their
child to support them, but the grandparents are still alive, and the
economic burden of the one-two-four pyramid in China is some-
thing we can be grateful we do not face.

All right. I apologize. I am making a speech here, and I should
be asking a question, so let me do the standard senatorial thing.
What do you think?

Dr. Slaughter. I believe the answer is yes. I will offer a few re-
actions to that, if I may, Senator. You raise an excellent set of
points.

There is a famous labor economist named Richard Freeman who
refers to the change in the nature of the global economy in the past
15 years. He has coined the phrase "the great doubling." If you
take the populations of China and India and the former Soviet
Union and many eastern European countries, that is about half of
the world's population, and if we go back even just 15 years, that
set of countries economically was effectively sort of on the moon.
They were very isolated and not part of the global economic sys-
tem.

So one of the things that is very different today from the past
when we think about global integration, if we go back, say, 10 to
15 years ago in the United States, there was allot of discussion
about the implications and ramifications of the North American
Free Trade Agreement and extending our free trade agreement
with Canada, to include Mexico. Candidly, Mexico is sort of round-
ing error when you are trying to get a hold on the number of people
effectively that are now part of the population with the great dou-
bling that we have experienced.

So that is something that is qualitatively different, and during
that period the sense of unease that Robert Samuelson has talked
about, he is correct. If you look at public opinion surveys on people,
how they view the nature of their labor market attachment, for
about 15 years now throughout the United States and also in many
other countries you see rising self-reports of worker uncertainty
and worker unease. That speaks to the fact that the nature of labor
market attachment for people, it just does not depend on their
earnings; it depends on the reliability of those earnings. There are
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many dimensions of labor force attachment that people think
about.

In the United States, as I alluded to in my comments, we have
been enjoying this productivity acceleration that started in 1995
and that has continued even further since the year 2000, which is
wonderful from the standpoint of average living standards in the
United States because productivity growth is the only sustainable
foundation for rising average living standards for America.

One of the notable features about this productivity acceleration,
especially since the year 2000, has been the critical role played by
what economists call "total factor productivity growth," not the
growth of capital per worker but sort of the organization and the
innovations that combine workers with their capital in terms of
what products firms are going to make and how they are going to
make it. There is now substantial evidence from academic research,
from the business community research, that the force of competi-
tion, especially international competition, is an important spur to
productivity growth for firms and, therefore, for countries as a
whole, and that is just based on a lot of empirical studies of lots
of industries around the world. One example that I will give is re-
tail trade.

So one of the important industries that has contributed to the
productivity, growth in the United States in the past several years
has been the retail trade sector. The:United States has had a very
different experience from many continental European countries like
you cite. We have had a lot of innovations in retail trade that have
been implemented thanks to competition and flexible capital and
labor markets-in the United States. .

So Wal-Mart, Costco, Target;, those-types of firms, have been able
to establish and expand new types of retailing services in the
United States,very different from in Europe where they have made
a different set of choices, where there are much more qualitative
and quantitative restrictions on land use, labor market use, and
capital market turnover that have inhibited--the ability of retailers
to replicate the kind of performance we have- seen in the United
States.

So I broadly agree with what Robert Samuelson is talking about,
that the forces of competition are very important for contributing
to rising living standards in the United: States, but that competi-
tion has certain dimensions to it, and, again, one- of them is think-
ing about what is the distribution of the overall productivity gains
and the sense of certainty or uncertainty that that imparts to dif-
ferent segments of the workforce.

Dr. Baicker. To build on what Dr. Slaughter discussed about
the uncertainties that workers face in the modern economy, tech-
nology is evolving much more .quickly, and the labor market is
changing much more quickly than it had in the past, as you said,
so it is especially important that we provide the support that work-
ers need to move from shrinking sectors of the economy to growing
sectors of the economy, whether those changes-are generated by
trade or internal development of new technologies, or by changing
tastes in the marketplace.

Any source of displacement for workers necessitates that they get
additional training and that they have the support that they need
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to get that training and income support during the time when they
are transitioning between jobs. That is an important component to
ensure that everyone in the economy can benefit from overall eco-
nomic growth.

To build on that as well, you mentioned retirement security of
workers who expect a lifetime pension, and one of the important
supports for retirement security is that pension promises are kept.
Through the defined-benefit pension system, workers were prom-
ised a stream of income in their retirement. It is important that we
make sure the incentives are in place and the regulatory oversight
is in place that those promises to those workers are kept to them
so they can feel more secure about their retirement security as they
move from job to job.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Thank you. I will not monopolize. I
have got a lot of reactions to what you have had to say, but just
one quick one. As we go into this new world, I think we need to
get the mentality that pensions and health care are no longer tied
to the employer but to the employee so that the employee who ac-
crues pension benefits working for his first job takes those with
him to his second job and this third and his fourth and his fifth
and so on.

It is now very clear that people will normally and routinely in
their lifetimes have 10 jobs at 10 different places and sometimes
change fields entirely. A veterinarian may end up as a stockbroker
or vice versa. If you can accumulate and bring with you your pen-
sion benefits, which is what the 401(K) program is supposed to do,
and do the same thing with health care, you own your health care
benefit rather than your employer so there is no concern about a
preexisting condition because it is your plan, and you take it with
you and ultimately control it.

We are not used to thinking like that. We are so tied to the old
paradigm-we keep trying to keep the old paradigm alive because
it worked for so many years-that we are actually putting our-
selves ultimately in the position of jeopardizing what has to be
done for our children and our grandchildren. Mrs. Maloney?

Representative Maloney. Thank you so much for your state-
ment, all of you. It gives all of us a great deal to think about.

I would like to go back to one of the areas that I mentioned in
my opening statement, and that is the growing divide between the
haves and the have-nots in this country. Last fall, we had a Demo-
cratic forum on the economy where one economist, Alan Blinder,
gave some very interesting testimony on this topic, and he argued
that there had been a long-term trend toward greater inequality in-
terrupted for a short while in the late 1990s. He did not use this
particular chart, but I think it illustrates how we are all on the
wrong track on this particular issue.

The blue bars show the usual weekly earnings of full-time wage
and salary workers at different points in the earnings distribution
between 1995 and 2000, a time of great economic growth, and the
red bars show the same thing between 2000 and 2005. You see that
during the Clinton years, the divide between the poorest people
and the richest people was just a little over one percentage point,
where now the divide between the poorest and the richest is now
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a clear six points. That is a growing inequality that I find dis-
turbing.

[The bar chart entitled, "The Bush Economy: The Distribution of
Earnings Has Become More Unequal," appears in the Submissions
for the Record on page 28.]

Professor Blinder went on to argue that it was market forces,
rather than Government policy, that is the major source of earn-
ings inequality. That is what he argued. I just want to understand
what is different about these market forces -in the 1990s compared
with now.

Do you agree with him that it is market forces, not Government
policies, that lead to this inequality? If so, what is different now
than before? Some people argue that inequality is present because
we have cut some spending on domestic programs. He argued that
that was not the point. He said it was market forces causing this.
Could you elaborate and further explain your take on this to me-
and to others?

Dr. Slaughter. Sure. I will offer some initial comments on that
and turn it over to Dr. Baicker.

I broadly agree with Dr. Blinder's assessment of rising income in-
equality in the United States.

Representative Maloney. Do you agree that it. is -market
forces, not Government policy?

Dr. Slaughter. Yes.
Representative Maloney. I am sorry. I have to hand it back to

him and read your statements in the published record. I am sorry.
I have to go vote, first responsibility. We have got to.vote. Okay.-

Vice Chairman Bennett. We are going to, have -a lot of fun
without anybody from the House to monitor us.

Representative Maloney. I do not think you need to be mon-
itored. I wish I was- here to hear what you have to say, quite frank-
ly.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Thank you.
Representative Maloney. I want to add to what you have to

say, and this is just an observation. I am going to -miss a vote on
this. I am amazed at New York's economy after 9/11. I just thought
we would never recover because of the devastation. We blew out so
many jobs and I have to tell you that practically everyone I meet
tells me they lost their job. Yet our economy has rebounded, so it
must have rebounded with new jobs, which illustrates what you are
saying-this tremendous, dynamic change. It is really amazing,
practically everyone I talk to tells me they lost their job. How can
unemployment be worse than the rest of the country? But it is still
not that bad in New York even when everybody I talk to says they
lost their job. It is amazing. I would like to hear your comments
on that, too.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Okay. Go back to the chart and com-
ment on it.

Dr. Slaughter. Sure.
Vice Chairman Bennett. I think that is a legitimate issue she

has raised.
Dr. Slaughter. Absolutely. They definitely are. So there are two

features of that chart that I will highlight and expand on. One is
that on most measures income equality in the United States across
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skills has been rising since the late 1970s, so the red bars there
are more reflective of what the U.S. economy has been experiencing
since, as I said, the late 1970s.

So one of the features of the U.S. economy that has been quite
different in the past generation from previous generations is the
distribution of gains. It has not been the rising tide lifting all
boats. There has been something going on, and this, again, is in
pretax earnings. There are some changes in the nature of supply
and demand in the U.S. labor market that have been raising the
returns to skills, in particular. There are other dimensions of in-
come inequality that have been rising as well. What economists call
"within-group inequality" has been increasing as well.

But if you focus on the returns to skills and different parts of the
income distribution that are shown in that figure, the late 1990s
that are shown there are actually the exception rather than the
rule for how the U.S. labor market has been performing for quite
some time. That is one fact I will highlight.

The other is that one of the striking features is that this is not
a uniquely U.S. phenomenon. Most other countries around the
world over the same time period of the past generation have also
been experiencing rising income inequality. So the U.K. and many
continental European countries; there sometimes the inequality
has been manifested more in rising unemployment for less-skilled
workers, even countries where you might think opposite trends
would be expected, so middle-income countries like Mexico. Even
today we see in China and India substantial evidence of rising in-
come inequality as well.

A substantial amount of academic research has looked at this
question, and the preponderance of evidence and conclusions from
researchers has been that the main force driving up the returns to
skills and contributing to the rising inequality has, again, been
technology innovations that tend to favor the demand for skills.

So it sort of comes back to some of the issues we were talking
about before, which is that we have got these technology innova-
tions that firms are implementing that raise the need for more-
skilled workers and, as the figure shows, raise the returns to more-
skilled workers, and that speaks to the broad policy challenge of
how do we try to ensure that as many Americans as possible have
the kinds of skills that firms are increasingly demanding in the
workplace.

Dr. Baicker. To elaborate on those points, the returns to edu-
cation have been going up over time, and it is especially important,
then, to ensure that all children have access to high-quality edu-
cation through primary and secondary school and that people have
the financial resources to continue their education beyond sec-
ondary school, such as through the expansion of grants to commu-
nity colleges that disproportionately train people in growth indus-
tries. So ensuring access to those educational institutions is par-
ticularly important in the modern economy.

One other point I would like to make is that those bars would
look a little bit different if you took out the full income of those dif-
ferent groups. So the earned income tax credit has been an impor-
tant component of increasing the resources available to people at
the low end of the income distribution. It has been a very success-
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ful program in both giving people income stability and the re-
sources that they need and also in promoting participation in the
labor force.

So while the point that income inequality has been rising is well
taken and true, it is important to also consider the total bundle of
resources available to people across the income distribution.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Thank you. Is there any parallel with
the fact that from 1995 to 2000-the recession started in 2000, or
the downturn started in 2000, the last quarter-those were five
years of expansion and growth. The recession hit in 2001. How can
2000 be 11.1 and minus 2.1? You have got 2000 up there twice. Oh,
this is fourth quarter to fourth quarter.. Okay. Well, then that
shows that the recession started in the fourth quarter of 2000 with
the minus 2.1.

Does that impact the visual message coming off the chart, the
fact that you have got five years of expansion and three years of
the recession and the slow recovery? The recovery really did not
begin to take hold until 2003, so is, that. a factor here, or is that
just coincidence?

Dr. Baicker. That is a very important point, and I thank you
for making it. It highlights the fact that a growing economy is a
prerequisite for everyone in the economy to do better, and so poli-
cies that encourage economic growth will help people-at all points
in the income distribution.

Dr. Slaughter. That is right. I believe, if I remember the statis-
tics correctly, by the peak that is in around 2000, the aggregate un-
employment rate in the United States briefly dipped below- 4 per-
cent to about 3.9 percent. So the strength in the labor market over-
all is a force that does tend to help pull up the incomes of everyone,
including those at the lower end.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Yes. Okay. But your overall conversa-
tion says that the real source of the income gap is a skill gap. Is
that an acceptable statement, or is that too simplistic?

Dr. Baicker. It is an important component.
Vice Chairman Bennett. Okay. It is an important component.

That is an economist's way of saying, you are not quite right, Sen-
ator. How big a component is it? You are an economist; put a num-
ber on it. Is the skill gap 50 percent of the problem, 70 percent of
the problem?

Dr. Slaughter. Again, there has been this ongoing- secular in-
crease in demand for more-skilled workers relative to less-skilled
workers. I think if you took a look at the body of research evidence
here, the majority of that shift in-demand for skills gets attributed
to the technology innovations that favor skilled workers.

Other forces that have been looked at that seem to have played
some role but a much smaller role include freer international trade
and immigration inflows also. So some dimensions of greater inter-
national commerce and global engagement have played a role, it
appears, in shifting demand in the United States towards more-
skilled workers, but it played a relatively small role compared to
these technology innovations.

Vice Chairman Bennett. So we have got a skill gap, we have
got the impact of international trade, we have got the impact of
technology, and we have got the question of whether we are in a
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growth period or a recessionary period, and all of those play into
it. Okay.

Dr. Slaughter. Correct.
Vice Chairman Bennett. Okay. Mrs. Maloney raised another

issue that I would like to explore with you. She talked about the
savings rate. We now have a negative savings rate. As I have
looked at that, we had a savings rate in the United States that was
fairly stable and then started to tip downward in the 1980s and
has continued downward on a very even trajectory since the 1980s
to the point that it finally turned negative. It did not turn down
and flatten out; it just started down in the 1980s and has kept
going down in the 1980s.

So this is not a phenomenon of the last five years or the last 10
years; it is the last quarter century that we have been dealing with
a falling savings rate. Talk about that. Tell me why that is the
case.

Dr. Slaughter. So the decline in personal household savings
rates that you mention has been another long-term feature of the
U.S. economy. The report discusses that trend and looks at some
of the possible reasons behind it.

One of the reasons that has been contributing to it, especially in
recent years, that the report talks about is it kind of looks at the
overall financial picture of households and points out that one of
the positive features of productivity growth and the aggregate in-
come gains over time has been rising household wealth. So net
worth of households in terms of the assets they own minus the li-
abilities such as home mortgages; that has been rising, especially
in recent years, with increases in equity prices and, more recently,
home prices.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Have the two gone in lockstep, the
savings down and the housing, over 25 years?

Dr. Slaughter. Not as much over 25 years, in part, I think, be-
cause the increases in household net worth have been more notice-
able in recent years. A lot of research has shown that when house-
holds have increases in their wealth, they tend to take some of that
wealth in terms of higher consumption, and so the report looks at
some analysis that says, given what we know about the propensity
of households to increase their consumption when they have more
wealth, especially in recent years as household net worth has in-
creased quite well, that explains some of the decline of the overall
national personal savings rate.

The other broad feature of savings I would mention is, as Mrs.
Maloney had correctly pointed out, when we think about savings
for the United States in a global context, an important source of
savings for the U.S. economy overall to finance investment of firms
in recent years has been foreign savings. So we have domestic sav-
ings, which consists of savings by households, there is savings by
the Government, there is savings by companies, and then to the ex-
tent that we have open borders, we also can use some of the sav-
ings of the rest of the world.

So the economic report talks in detail about how our current ac-
count deficit reflects the fact that on net, in recent years, the
United States has been using some foreign savings to finance the
investment by our companies.
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Vice Chairman Bennett. That brings up the other subject that
she mentioned in her opening statement about foreign investors
buying paper from the GSEs. Do you want to comment on the com-
ment that she made in that regard?

Dr. Slaughter. Sure. The data are correct. I do not know the
exact details offhand, but GSEs are one of the assets that foreign
private investors and public investors have been purchasing, but it
speaks to the point that when we look at the range of assets that
the rest of the world is purchasing from the United States in recent
years, it is a pretty broad portfolio, actually. So the range of assets
that are tracked in our statistics that we have in the United States
include Treasury securities, and they include the GSE bonds. They
also include corporate bonds, corporate equities, bank loans, and
another major component of that investment is foreign direct in-
vestment, so companies with an ownership statement.

When we look at the data that are collected by the Treasury De-
partment and also by the Bureau of Economic Analysis, the dis-
tribution of all of the assets on net that are owned by the rest of
the world is pretty evenly distributed actually across those dif-
ferent classes of assets.

So foreign investors, both public and private, are thinking about
what is the right mix of assets to own, and over time I think it is
reasonable to expect there to be some evolution in the composition
of the net foreign debt position of the United States.

Vice Chairman Bennett. So they are not necessarily targeting
GSEs as a preferred investment; they are simply diversifying their
investments and say we can do a little of this and a little of that.

Dr. Slaughter. I think that is right. On net, when you look at,
again, the total stock of U.S. assets that are owned by the rest of
the world, again, I do not have the exact statistics in front of me,
but it is distributed pretty smoothly across those different asset
classes. There is no one class, for example, that I listed that con-
stitutes over 50 percent of the total assets that are owned.

Vice Chairman Bennett. There is not a disparate preference
for GSE over Treasury?

Dr. Slaughter. I would have to look at the changes over time
in recent years. Offhand, sir, I do not know the exact changes in
the distribution of Treasury securities versus GSEs. I would need
to look at those data in particular. I just do not have them handy.

Vice Chairman Bennett. It is my impression that there is not,
that the appetite for Treasuries remains as strong as it has ever
been.

Dr. Slaughter. That very well may be.
Vice Chairman Bennett. But I cannot prove it, so I will not

claim it.
Dr. Slaughter. We need the statistics.
Vice Chairman Bennett. Okay. I am sure someone would raise

the issue of the trade deficit. Every time we had Chairman Green-
span before us, he would say that the trade deficit in the short-
term is not a problem and in the long-term is unsustainable, so you
got a headline either way, depending on how you felt about it. Talk
to us about the trade deficit, short-term and long-term

Dr. Slaughter. Absolutely.
Chairman Bennett [continuing]. And what we can do about it.
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Dr. Slaughter. Sure. The report has substantial discussion on
the trade deficit. The facts as we know is that the trade deficit has
been rising, so the recent data for 2005, the trade deficit for the
United States with the rest of the world in goods and services came
in at about $726 billion. A better metric is the share of GDP. It is
a share of 5.8 percent of GDP.

Vice Chairman Bennett. What is the breakdown between
goods and services?

Dr. Slaughter. We actually run a surplus with the rest of the
world in services.

Vice Chairman Bennett. That was my sense because many
times the-newspapers focus on the goods trade deficit and say the
sky is falling, and they do not understand that we are recovering
some of that with services.

Dr. Slaughter. That is correct, sir. So for 2005, our trade sur-
plus in services with the rest of the world was a little over $56 bil-
lion. That increased from the previous year, and it comes back to
some of the issues you raised earlier. There is more change in the
global economy, and part of that means a lot more activities that
used to not be tradable now can be traded across borders, like busi-
ness-processing services that we hear a lot of anecdotes about re-
cently. That increases the possibility for U.S. companies, which
tend to be quite good at a lot of service activities, which reflects
the fact that over 80 percent of jobs in the U.S. economy are in the
service sector. That raises the potential for more export opportuni-
ties for U.S.-based companies. So we run a bigger-trade deficit in
goods, then, that leads to the total trade deficit.

So the rise in the trade deficit that has been ongoing is definitely
a source of concern, and thinking about the underlying causes and
possible transitions going forward is very important, I think. We
know that some of the features of the strength of the U.S. economy
in recent years account -for the rising trade deficit. One, in par-
ticular, is the fact that we have had much faster economic growth
that we have been discussing than have most of our major trading
partners.

So about two-thirds of our trade is still with other high-income
advanced countries, such as Japan, Germany, and France, and they
have been growing at much slower rates than has the United
States, which means our faster growth rates and faster income
growth tend to mean we are importing a rising amount of their
goods and services compared to how much of our exports they are
taking in with their income growth. That said, some of the forces
that account for the increases in the trade deficit are more worri-
some, and you correctly point out that the ongoing decline in per-
sonal household savings is one of those.

Going forward, then, we can think about different market-based
and policy-based adjustments in the rest of the world and in the
United States that would contribute to a moderation in the global
imbalances that we see in the world today. In the United States,
raising national savings relative to investment would be changes
that would contribute to an amelioration of the trade deficit, so
that would be savings by households perhaps. Again, that is a dif-
ficult issue, given that we have seen household savings falling for
some time. One of the broad motivations for the tax reform panel
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was to think about putting in place a different set of incentives
that might stimulate savings.

For the rest of the world, I think policy challenges include things
like trying to undertake policy reforms that would stimulate faster
economic growth that would contribute to more exports from the
United States going to those countries if they were enjoying faster
growth.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Well, let us look into our crystal ball
and say Europe is not going to grow. Japan, aging economy, shrink-
ing population. They do not encourage immigration. India and
China, yes, they are growing at dramatic rates, but they are still
not major sources for American exports.

Dr. Slaughter. Right.
Vice Chairman Bennett. How do you turn this around?
Dr. Slaughter. That is an excellent question to which I do not

have the perfect crystal ball.
Vice Chairman Bennett. All right. What happens if we do not?
Dr. Slaughter. I would say two things. One is you are correct

to point out that both China and India have been growing quite
quickly. Of our major trading partners, our exports to China have
been growing faster than any other country, over 20 percent per
year in the past five years.

So one of the broad forces that we can hope for is faster economic
growth and productivity growth, in particular, in China and India
that will raise average incomes there and allow them to have the
earning power to purchase more goods and services from the
United States.

For Europe and Japan, you are absolutely correct, sir, that the
growth challenges there are, at some level, daunting, given the un-
derlying demographics that are going to limit the population and
labor force growth and given that, again, in recent years, at least,
they have not enjoyed the kind of productivity performance that
the United States' economy has. In the near term, at least, there
are signs of strengthening both business and consumer sentiment
in Japan and in Germany, in particular. So for those two countries,
which are two of our largest trading partners, if capital investment
and productivity growth could strengthen, those would be forces
that would lead to greater trade between the United States and
those countries.

Going out, then, it will remain to be seen what other sources of
growth there might be abroad and then what sorts of adjustments,
again, both from a policy standpoint and from a market-based
standpoint, of what firms and households choose to do around the
world to see the distribution of U.S. trade and the total amount of
U.S. trade with the rest of the world.

Vice Chairman Bennett. You have not answered my question
about looking out. Say that things do not change dramatically.
Okay. Europe gets a little stronger here and there, but over the
next 30 years, things do not change, and the trade deficit just con-
tinues to grow every year, not every year, but the trend line con-
tinues to go up every year for the next 30 years. What does that
mean to us at that point? Is there a day of reckoning out there,
or can we go on like this indefinitely?
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Dr. Slaughter. Again, that is an excellent question. As the re-
port talks about, the companion of the trade deficit in goods and
services that we-run is this surplus in trade in-assets: So another
way to think about the. question going forward is to what extent
will the rest of the world continue-to be willing to:-purchase more
and more -U.S. assets. To the extent that there: is a: shift in demand
away from U.S. assets towards other countries' assets, either from
private -actors or public- actors, that. will. be. a force that will slow-
the rate of growth, if not start to bring down the globalimbalances~
that we see today. What we would see in the marketplace, in part,
might be a change in the market prices of currencies and also of
interest-rates as well.

But, again, one of the broad puzzles, I think, that we are not
quite sure about how- it. will play out, is that the imbalances that
we have seen arise in recent-years are qualitatively different from
the ones we have seen in previous decades and generations in part
because many countries around .the -world have relaxed. policy re-
strictions on the flows of capital across borders, and. so we are now
in an environment with a much greater degree of capital mobility
across borders than we had in earlier -times, and the underlying ec-
onomics.

We know, kind of like trade in goods and services,. that when we
liberalize, there should be imbalances acrossLborders, and so one of
the challenges for policymakers, for researchers;- for the business
community going forward is trying to ascertain to what extent now
this sort of new environment with greater capital mobility, what
degree of imbalances might be sustainable.

Vice Chairman Bennett. You are not drawing a doomsday sce-
nario. You are basically describing a readjustment and a soft land-
ing. As long as the U.S. economy remains strong, we do not worry
about the trade deficit?

Dr. Slaughter. No. We continue to worry about the trade deficit,
absolutely.

Vice Chairman Bennett. But you have not given me, and I do
not think there is, any prescription of what to do about it. As long
as we remain stronger than other people, and our economy is grow-
ing faster, we are going to run a trade deficit. We do not want to
slow us down just for the sake of statistically getting rid of the
trade deficit.

Dr. Slaughter. Correct.
Vice Chairman Bennett. But what is the problem? What will

be the consequence, long-term, as these adjustments occur? Will
the U.S. economy slow down? Will there be greater income imbal-
ance? What will be the consequences?

Dr. Slaughter. That is the excellent and correct question to ask.
Again, it is going to be a mix of changes in the United States and
changes in the rest of the world in terms of the balance of the
United States on net having much higher investment than the pool
of national savings, and the converse holds in many of our many
trading partners like Japan and Germany. So those countries, for
example, have seen sharp declines in their investment rates in re-
cent years relative to their savings.

So, again, I could foresee a number of different scenarios in
which there is greater capital investment in countries like Japan
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and Germany, as I talked about, related to their savings, which
would mean that they would run smaller trade surpluses. In the
United States, then, some mix of greater national savings related
to our investment would be the offsetting change. Again, how
quickly that happens and the kind and extent of adjustment of
prices of currencies and interest rates depends; there is just a num-
ber of different scenarios that one could envision there.

It is hoped for that the adjustment would not be sudden and dra-
matic, the kind of hard landing that you are referring to. Instead,
it is hoped for that, given market flexibility that we have been dis-
cussing, that the adjustment would be more gradual over a longer
period of time.

Vice Chairman Bennett. Well, we have been here an hour, and
I have taken up almost all of it with my questions and your an-
swers, which, for me, is just great, but it looks as if our House col-
leagues will not be returning, and I have run out of things to ask
in their behalf. So thank you very much for being here, and the
Committee is adjourned.

Dr. Slaughter. Thank you.
Dr. Baicker. Thank you.
[Whereupon, at 11:37 a.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROBERT F. BENNETT, VICE CHAIRMAN

Today, the Committee will hear testimony from two members of the President's
Council of Economic Advisors relative to the recently released Economic Report of
the President. As members of the Committee are aware, the President has nomi-
nated Dr. Edward P. Lazear of Stanford University to serve as Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisors. When confirmed by the Senate, Dr. Lazear will re-
place Dr. Ben Bernanke who was recently confirmed as the new Chairman of the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve. We are pleased, however, to welcome
the Council's two other members, Dr. Katherine Baicker and Dr. Matthew J.
Slaughter to the Committee.

As we examine the Economic Report of the President, we do so against the back-
drop of a strong and growing economy. The economy has created two million new
jobs over the past twelve months and more than 4.7 million new jobs since August
2003. Core inflation remains relatively contained. Interest rates remain historically
low despite recent increases by the Federal Reserve.

This does not mean that our economy does not face significant challenges in the
future. We are faced with high energy prices and ever increasing competition in an
increasingly global economy. Additionally, we face serious long term fiscal chal-
lenges as a result of promises made in entitlement programs and the demographic
reality of an aging population.

It is imperative that Congress and the Administration work together to meet
these and other challenges head on. We must work to reign in entitlement spending.
We must work together to improve our educational system. We must improve our
competitiveness in the global economy. And we must reform a tax system that is
overly complex and highly inefficient if we hope to compete effectively in the future.

I believe this is of particular importance and I look forward to hearing our wit-
nesses describe how that system can best be replaced-yes replaced-not simply al-
tered. The time has come to start with a clean sheet of paper and the novel concept
that the purpose of the tax system is to raise money to run the government and
not to engineer society. We need a system built on three straightforward prin-
ciples-it must be simple, it must be efficient, and it must be competitive.

Again, welcome to the Committee. We look forward to your testimony.

[From the Washington Post, June 15, 2005]

THE END OF EUROPE

(By Robert J. Samuelson)

Europe as we know it is slowly going out of business. Since French and Dutch
voters rejected the proposed constitution of the European Union, we've heard count-
less theories as to why: the unreality of trying to forge 25 E.U. countries into a
United States of Europe; fear of ceding excessive power to Brussels, the E.U. capital;
and an irrational backlash against globalization. Whatever their truth, these theo-
ries miss a larger reality: Unless Europe reverses two trends-low birthrates and
meager economic growth-it faces a bleak future of rising domestic discontent and
falling global power. Actually, thatfuture has already arrived.

Ever since 1498, after Vasco da Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope and opened
trade to the Far East, Europe has shaped global history, for good and ill. It settled
North and South America, invented modern science, led the Industrial Revolution,
oversaw the slave trade, created huge colonial empires, and unleashed the world's
two most destructive wars. This pivotal Europe is now vanishing-and not merely
because it's overshadowed by Asia and the United States.

It's hard to be a great power if your population is shriveling. Europe's birthrates
have dropped well below the replacement rate of 2.1 children for each woman of
childbearing age. For Western Europe as a whole, the rate is 1.5. It's 1.4 in Ger-
many and 1.3 in Italy. In a century-if these rates continue-there won't be many
Germans in Germany or Italians in Italy. Even assuming some increase in birth-
rates and continued immigration, Western Europe's population grows dramatically
grayer, projects the U.S. CensusBureau. Now about one-sixth of the population is
65 and older. By 2030 that would be one-fourth, and by 2050 almost one-third.

No one knows how well modern economies will perform with so many elderly peo-
ple, heavily dependent on government benefits (read: higher taxes). But Europe's
economy is already faltering. In the 1970s annual growth for the 12 countries now
using the euro averaged almost 3 percent; from 2001 to 2004 the annual average
was 1.2 percent. In 1974 those countries had unemployment of 2.4 percent; in 2004
the rate was 8.9 percent. Wherever they look, Western Europeans feel their way of
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life threatened. One solution to low birthrates is higher immigration. But many Eu-
ropeans don't like the immigrants they have-often Muslim-from North Africa-and
don't want more. One way to revive economic growth would be to reduce social bene-
fits, taxes and regulations. But that would imperiL Europe's. "social model;" which
supposedly.-blends, capitalism's efficiency and socialism's compassion.

Consider some contrasts with the United -States,- as reported by the Organization
for Economic.Cooperation and-Development. With high unemployment-benefits, al-
most -half of Western Europe's jobless .have been-out of work- a year or more; the
U.S. fikure is about 12 percent: Or take early -retirement. In- 2003iabout 60-percent
of Americans ages 55 to 64 had jobs. The comparable figures' for France, -Italy and
Germany were 37 percent, 30 percent and 39- percent. The truth is that Europeans
like early retirement, high jobless benefits and long vacations.

The trouble is that so much benevolence requires a strong economy, while the
sources of all this benevolence-high taxes, stiff regulations-weaken the economy.
With agag populations, the contradictions will only-thicken. Indeed, some scholarly
research suggests that high old-age benefits partly explain low birthrates. With the
state paying for old age, who needs children as caregivers? High>taxes-nmay also
deter young couples from assuming the added costs of children. -

You can raise two objections to this. sort of analysis. First,- other countries are also
aging and face problems similar to Europe's; True. But the aging is more pro-
nounced in Europe and a few other nations (Japan, for instance), precisely because
birthrates are so low. The U.S. birthrate, for example, is 2.1; even removing births
to Hispanic Americans, it's about 1:9, reports- Nicholas Eberstadt of the American
Enterprise Institute. Second, Europeans could do something about their predica-
ment. Also, true-they could, but they're not. A few countries (Britain, Ireland, the
Netherlands) have acted, and there'are differences between Eastern and Western
Europe. But in general Europe is immobilized by its problems. This is the classic
dilemma of democracy: Too many people benefit from the status quo to change it;
but the status quo isn't sustainable. Even modest efforts in- France and Germany.
to curb social benefits have triggered -backlashes. . Many- Europeans maybe
most-live in a state of delusion. Believing things should continue as before, they
see almost any change as menacing; In reality,-the new E.U. constitution wasn't
radical; neither adoption nor rejection would much alter everyday life. But it sym-
bolized change and thereby became a lightning rod for many sources of discontent
(over immigration in Holland, poor economic growth in France).

All this is bad for Europe-and the United States. A weak European economywis
one reason that the world economy is shaky and so dependent on American growth.
Preoccupied with divisions at home, Europe is history's has-been. It isn't a strong
American ally, not simply because it disagrees with some U.S. policies but also be-
cause it doesn't want to make the commitments required of a strong ally. Unwilling
to address their genuine problems, Europeans become more reflexively critical of
America. This gives the impression that they're- active on the world stage, even as
they're quietly acquiescing in their own decline.

[From the Washington Post, Feb. 16, 2006]

THE FEARS UNDER OUR PROSPERITY

(By Robert J. Samuelson)

A puzzle of our time is why the economy has become increasingly stable while in-
dividual industries have become increasingly unstable. The continuing turmoil at
General Motors and Ford simply reflects this more pervasive industrial instability-
also in airlines, telecommunications, pharmaceuticals and the mass media, among
others. Hardly a week passes without layoffs from some major company, which is
"downsizing," "restructuring" or "outsourcing." And yet, the: broader economy has
undeniably become more stable. Since the early 1980s, we've had only two reces-
sions, lasting a combined year and four months and involving peak unemployment
of 7.8 percent. By contrast, from 1969 to 1982, we had four recessions lasting alto-
gether about four years and having unemployment as high as 10.8 percent.

A cottage industry of economists is cranking out studies on these questions. One
intriguing theory-completely counterintuitive-is that the greater overall stability
stems in part from the increased instability of individual industries. You would, of
course, expect the opposite: As individual industries became less stable, so would
the larger economy.

But the reality may be more complex. Different industries may go through cycles
that are disconnected from each other, argue economists Diego Comin and Thomas
Philippon of New York University. All don't rise and fall simultaneously. To simplify
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slightly: Housing, autos and farming might strengthen, while computers, airlines
and chemicals weaken.

Assuming there's something to this theory-which seems a good bet-it helps ex-
plain the riddle of why there's so much anxiety amid so much prosperity. As Ameri-
cans stock up on BlackBerrys and flat-panel TVs, it's hard to deny the affluence.
But people also look to their employers For a sense of confidence about the future-
and here doubts have multiplied, because more companies and industries seem as-
sailed by menacing forces. We can all identify the usual suspects. Globalization. De-
regulation. Greater domestic competition. In a series of papers, Comin, Philippon
and various colleagues have shown that, for most businesses, sales, profits and em-
ployment have all become more volatile in recent decades. They bounce around more
from year to year, suggesting greater industry instability. Competitive pressures
have dramatically intensified. One telling statistic: In 1980 a firm in the top fifth
of its industry had about a 1-in-10 chance of losing that position within a five-year
period; by 1998 the odds had increased to 1 in 4. Feeling threatened, corporate man-
agers have altered pay and employment practices. In 1994, economists Peter
Gottschalk of Boston College and Robert Moffitt of Johns Hopkins University
showed that annual wage gains also had begun to bounce around more in the 1980s
(in technical lingo, there was more variation around the average). Now, Comin and
Erica Groshen of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York and Bess Rabin of Watson
Wyatt Worldwide have connected these erratic wage increases to firms' fluctuating
fortunes. In good years, companies enlarge the pot for wage and salaries, says
Groshen; in bad years, the pot grows less or shrinks. About four-fifths of big U.S.
firms also resort more to bonuses, personal incentives and stock options, Hewitt
Associatesreports.

The same sort of cost-conscious behavior also leads to more layoffs, even among
career workers. In 1983, 58 percent of men ages 45 to 49 had been with their cur-
rent employer 10 years or more, reports the Bureau of Labor Statistics. By 2004,
the comparable figure was 48 percent. Little wonder that we have rising job insecu-
rity, despite lower average unemployment.

Not by accident do many of these trends begin, or strengthen, in the 1980s. From
1980 to 1983, the Federal Reserve crushed inflation, which fell from 12.5 percent
to 3.8 percent. Inflation dulls competition. Sloppy managers can simply raise prices.
Because most companies are rapidly increasing prices, customers have a arder
time discriminating. Inflation also comes to dominate the business cycle. It over-
whelms other influences. Once inflation declined, competition-based on prices, new
products and technologies-intensified. Differences among sectors became more pro-
nounced. So we return to the original puzzle: Why does an economy of greater sta-
bility have industries of lesser stability? The answer is competition. An intensely
competitive economy enhances overall stability by holding down inflation (which is
itself destabilizing) and spreading economic disruptions throughout the business
c cle (rather than letting them accumulate for periodic, massive downturns). But
the solution to one problem creates other, though smaller, problems. Except during
unsustainable booms, say, the late 1990s, even good times are punctuated with inse-
curities, disappointments, job losses, broken promises and shattered expectations.
What may be good for us as a society may Kurt many of us as individuals. The
unending challenge is to find the necessary social protections that help the most
vulnerable without frustrating desirable, if sometimes painful, change.
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Thank you, Chairman Saxton. I want to welcome Dr. Baicker and Dr. Slaughter from-the
President's Council of Economic Advisers, and thank them for testifying here today.

This year's Economic Report of the President Is an interesting collection of chapters
on various economic issues. I have to commend the President's council members for
finding a silver lining for every dark cloud over the economy. Indeed, the Wall Street
Journal noted this week that the President's report struck 'a more optimistic tone than
many economists' and observed that 'the U.S.'s rock-bottom personal-saving rate and
record trade deficit aren't major worries" for the White House.

There is another curious disconnect between the analysis in the report and the
President's policy priorities. The report does analyze many key aspects of the U.S.
economy, but it reveals little about how the President's policies would actually help:
average families or bring down the deficit.

The centerpiece of the: President's message to Congress is the benefits of making
his tax breaks for the wealthiest permanent, yet there is -no analysis in the report to justify
the claim that taxes are-too high and are hurting the-economy. In fact, the chapter on
taxes shows something that has been true for a longtime-the United States has a
relatively low'tax burden compared with other developed countries: -

The report-tells us why energy prices are high, but-we see.no proposal from the
President to bring relief to the majority of American households who find their budgets -
squeezed by rising energy costs on the one hand, and stagnation in their take-home pay
on the other.

The. President's report extols.the benefits of trade, but the-focus is on the long run.
While the report acknowledges that 'any job loss involves hardship, and.anyjobzchange.
can involve challenge,' the President has no meaningful plan to address the problems-of -
those who are hurt by trade.

A whole chapter is devoted to the large U.S. intemational payments imbalance and
low national saving rate, including an acknowledgement of federal government dissaving

- more -
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as the federal budget balance went from a surplus'equivalent to 2.4 percent of GDP in
2000 to a deficit equivalent to 3.6 percent of GDP in 2004. But President Bush's FY 2007
budget proposals would increase the size of the deficit rather than reduce it.

The one area where the President's policies do reflect the Administration's
philosophies is health care. The Administration seems to believe that Americans have too
much health care coverage, so they plan to cut Medicare spending and also move toward
making consumers finance care below a catastrophic, high-deductible limit.

The President's budget slashes Medicare spending by $36 billion over the next five
years by cutting funding for hospitals and other providers, inflicting pain on the nation's
elderly without sohring the problem of the growing cost of health care. Similarly, the
President's 'consumer-driven' health care proposals would do little to reduce the number
of uninsured, lower costs, or improve the quality of coverage. If the chaos surrounding the
Administration's Medicare prescription drug plan is any indication of how the President's
health care proposals will play out, I think the public should be very concerned about this
approach.

Unfortunately, middle- and lower-income families are paying the price for the
President's tax cuts for the wealthiest, as programs that help ordinary Americans cope with
economic or health insecurity have become candidates for budget cutting.

I look forward to our discussion of this report and the economic outlook.
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PREPARED JOINT STATEMENT OF DR. MATTHEW SLAUGHTER AND DR. KATHERINE
BAICKER, MEMBERS, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS

Chairman Saxton, Vice-Chairman Bennett, Ranking Member Reed, and other
members of the Joint Economic Committee, we are pleased to testify today about
the 2006 Economic Report of the President. The Report reviews the state of the
economy and the economic outlook, and discusses a number of economic policy
issues of continuing importance. Across its 11 chapters, the Report highlights how
economics can inform the design of better public policy and reviews A stration
initiatives.

The performance of the U.S. economy continues to be strong. In 2005, the Nation's
real GDP grew 3.5 percent for the year, above the historical average. Key compo-
nents of demand that accounted for growth in 2004-consumer spending, business
investment in equipment and software, and exports-continued to do so in 2005.
Employment increased by almost 2 million payroll jobs over the year, and the unem-
ployment rate dropped to 4.7 percent last month, well below the averages of recent
decades. Real disposable personal income increased, and real household net worth
reached an all-time high. This growth comes on top of an already strong expansion,
the foundation of which has been exceptionally rapid productivity growth. The Ad-
ministration's forecast, consistent with consensus private forecasts, shows the eco-
nomic expansion continuing for the foreseeable future.

Increases in investment spurred by the dividends and capital gains tax relief en-
acted in 2003 have played an important role in the strengthening of our economy.
Since the Jobs and Growth bill became law, capital investment has increased by 25
percent, contributing to sustained job growth and directly benefiting workers. It is
essential that this tax relief be extended.

American productivity growth and thus competitiveness in the 21st century will
rely upon American ingenuity, entrepreneurship, and labor-force talent. The Presi-
dent's American Competitiveness Initiative aims to support these forces. Promoting
a flexible and skilled workforce-through improved access to high-quality primary,
secondary, and post-secondary education, through policies that attract the world's
best and brightest to our shores, and through investment in R&D and the con-
tinuing education and re-training of our mobile workforce-will help ensure that the
United States remains a leader in this rapidly changing world economy.

But maintaining this leadership will also require a continued commitment to com-
petition in and flexibility of U.S. product, capital, and labor markets that help trans-
form innovations into the new products and processes in the marketplace that ulti-
mately support rising incomes for workers and their families. Innovation alone is
not sufficient to guarantee rising prosperity. It also requires the dynamism of the
marketplace for which America is uniquely positioned.

This continuing strength and competitiveness of the American economy in the
global marketplace depends upon policies that open international markets to U.S.
goods, and that promote growth and investment at home. The performance of the
U.S. economy depends on an effective financial-services sector and on a tax system
that promotes domestic growth and international competitiveness. Further opening
foreign markets to U.S. goods would yield great rewards for Americans. Over the
past 70 years, policymakers across political parties have consistently recognized the
importance of international commerce, and have achieved major trade liberalization
both here and abroad. The net payoff to America from these achievements has been
substantial.

The Administration's policies will make even greater gains possible. Support of
the agricultural sector can be provided in ways that are less distortionary. We must
work to eliminate further barriers to trade, especially in services, and to further
open markets in global, regional, and bilateral negotiations. Americans will reap the
greatest benefits from this trade when intellectual property rights are well-defined
and well-enforced. The Administration continues to enforce vigorously the laws that
protect the rights of American intellectual-property owners.

The continued expansion of energy markets and diversification of energy sources
can further increase our resilience to energy-supply disruptions. Hurricanes Katrina
and Rita demonstrated that competitive markets play a central role in allocating
scarce energy resources, especially during times of natural disaster or national
emergency. Policies that build on economic incentives and that spur our develop-
ment of alternate fuel sources can reduce U.S. vulnerability to energy disruptions
and reliance on foreign oil, encourage energy efficiency, and protect the environ-
ment.

Even as living standards rise, Americans are increasingly concerned about their
retirement security and health care costs. Most working-age Americans are in fact
on track to have more retirement wealth than most current retirees. There are,
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however, a number of risks to the retirement preparations of Americans. People
today are living longer and could face higher health-care costs in retirement than-
members of previous generations. In addition, both defined benefit pensions and So-
cial Security suffer from fundamental financial problems that expose not just retir-
ees but all U.S. taxpayers~to risk of substantial losses. The Administration is fo-
cused on addressing these problems and protecting the Nation's retirement security.

Rising health care costs are of concern to all Americans, young and old. All Ameri--
cans -deserve access to reliable, affordable, high-quality, high-value health- care.
Health care in the United States is second to none, but it can be better. Both public
and private health care spending have grown much more rapidly than general infla-
tion or wages, straining consumers, employers and government budgets. The cost
of finding new health insurance locks some workers into their current jobs if they
or someone in their family. is chronically ill. Frivolous lawsuits raise health care
costs for everyone. Perverse tax and insurance incentives have led to inefficient use
of health care resources.

Promoting a stronger role for consumers can help create-a health care system that
is more affordable, transparent, portable, and efficient. Health Savings Accounts
should be strengthened by allowing people to contribute enough to them to pay for
all of their out of pocket expenditures tax free. Individual purchasers should have
the same tax advantages as those who get insurance from their employers. We need
to ensure that patients and their doctors have the information that they need to use
this control to get the health care that is best for them, and that electronic health
records are widely used to reduce costs and improve theFquality of medical treat-
ment.

The Report provides an analytical backdrop for the President's agenda, which in-
cludes restraining government spending; making tax relief permanent; making
health care more affordable and accessible; creating an economic environment that
encourages innovation and entrepreneurship; continuing to open markets to Amer-
ican goods and services; and reducing America's dependence on foreign oil by diver-
sifying our energy supply. These policies will help maintain the economy's momen-
tum, foster job creation; and ensure that America remains a leader of the global
economy.

We will briefly outline for you the highlights of the Report. Chapter 1, The Year
in Review and the Years Ahead- reviews the economic developments of 2005 and
discusses the fAdministration's forecast for the years ahead. The expansion of the
U.S. economy continued for the fourth consecutive yearnin 2005, with strong growth
in real GDP. Most components of demand. that accounted for growth. in 2004-con-
sumer spending, business investment in equipment and software, and exports-con-.
tinued to do so in 2005. Labor markets continued to strengthen, with almost 2 mil-
lion new jobs created in 2005- and a year-end unemployment rate of 4.9 percent. Pro-
ductivity growth remained well above its historical average: Overall inflation rose
substantially at mid-year, but came down by-year-end- as it reflected the movement.
of energy prices, while core inflationl(which excludes food and energy prices) has
remained in the moderate 2-percent range. The Administration's forecast, consistent
with consensus private forecasts, shows the economic expansion continuing for the
foreseeable future:

Chapter 2,.Skills- for the U.S. Workforce, discusses the.economics of education, im-
migration, and job training. Promoting a flexible and skilled labor force-through
improved access to high quality primary, secondary, and post-secondary education,
through policies that attract the world's best and brightest to our shores, and
through investment in the continuing education and training of -our mobile work-
force-will ensure that the United States remains a competitive leader in this rap-
idly changing world economy.

Chapter 3, Saving for Retirement, addresses the concern that Americans' have
been preparing inadequately-for retirement. Most working-age Americans are in fact
on track to -have more retirement wealth than most ,current retirees. There are,
however, a number of risks to the.retirement preparations of Americans. People
today are living longer and could face higher health-care costs in retirement than
members of previous generations. In addition, both defined benefit pensions and So-
cial Security suffer from fundamental financial problems that expose not just retir-
ees but all U.S. taxpayers to risk of substantial losses. The Administration is fo-
cused on addressing these problems and protecting the Nation's retirement security.

Chapter 4, Improving Incentives in Health Care Spending, reviews the causes and
consequences of health care spending growth and discusses how the President's con-
sumer-driven proposals can improve the health care system. Growth in spending on
health care has been much more rapid than general inflation, straining consumers,
employers, and government budgets. Perverse tax and insurance incentives have led
to inefficient levels and composition of spending on health care. Promoting a strong-
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er role for consumers is a promising strategy for improving health care value and
affordability.

Chapter 5, The U.S. Tax System in International Perspective, examines U.S. tax
system choices in the context of other countries. These choices matter because they
affect living standards and economic growth. The United States has a different tax
structure from most other advanced economies, raising more of our revenue through
a tax on personal income instead of consumption. While the U.S. system has been
significantly improved in recent years, it could benefit greatly from additional re-
forms, particularly those focused on the taxation of capital income.

Chapter 6, The U.S. Capital Account Surplus, discusses the enormous number of
trade and financial transactions the U.S. has with other countries. In 2004, the
United States ran a current account deficit of $668 billion-meaning that the
United States imported more goods and services than it exported, and that foreign
investors purchased more U.S. assets than U.S. investors purchased in foreign as-
sets. The size and persistence of U.S. net capital inflows reflect a number of U.S.
economic strengths, as well as some shortcomings. Greater global balance of capital
flows can be promoted by higher domestic savings, better growth and investment
opportunities in Europe and Japan, and greater exchange rate flexibility and finan-
cial sector reforms in Asia.

Chapter 7, The History and Future of International Trade, notes that while eco-
nomic research and historical evidence show that the benefits of trade outweigh the
costs, trade liberalization has always generated concerns in the United States and
throughout the world. Over the past 70 years, policymakers across political parties
have consistently recognized the importance of international commerce, and have
achieved major trade liberalization both here and abroad. The net payoff to America
from these achievements has been substantial. The Administration is working to
eliminate further barriers to trade, especially in services, and to further open mar-
kets in global, regional, and bilateral negotiations.

Chapter 8, The U.S. Agricultural Sector, examines the effects of agricultural sup-
port payments and trade policy on domestic prices, the wellbeing of the agricultural
sector, and of the economy overall. In 2005, the Federal Government spent approxi-
mately $20 billion on agricultural support payments, but most farmers do not ben-
efit from these subsidies. In addition, the United States maintains barriers to the
import of some commodities, and these barriers raise the domestic prices of these
commodities relative to world prices. Support to agriculture can be provided in
many forms that are potentially less market-distorting.

Chapter 9, The U.S. Financial Services Sector, explores what financial services do
for an economy, how financial development relates to economic performance, and
how financial services can be effectively regulated. The U.S. financial services sector
improves economic performance by addressing informational problems and facili-
tating innovation. An effective financial regulatory system appropriately balances
the costs and benefits of public regulation.

Chapter 10, The Role of Intellectual Property in the Economy, notes that intellec-
tual property rights create incentives for investment in research, development, and
innovation. Well-defined and enforced intellectual property rights are an important
element of the American economy and can contribute to the economic growth of all
countries. The Administration continues to enforcevigorously the laws that protect
the rights of American intellectual property owners.

Chapter 11, Recent Developments in Energy, discusses crude oil, refined petro-
leum products, natural gas, and electricity markets. Increased scarcity and rising
prices over time will encourage conservation, increase incentives for exploration, and
stimulate the development of new, energy efficient technologies and alternative en-
ergy sources. In the near term, unexpected disruptions to energy supply and dis-
tribution networks may continue to affect consumers and businesses. Hurricanes
Katrina and Rita demonstrated that competitive markets play a central role in allo-
cating scarce energy resources, especially during times of natural disaster or na-
tional emergency. The continued expansion of energy markets through regional and
global trade can further increase our resilience to energy supply disruptions. Policies
that build on economic incentives can reduce U.S. vulnerability to energy disrup-
tions, encourage energy efficiency, and protect the environment.

Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the 2006 Economic Report of the Presi-
dent. We would be happy to answer any questions you might have.

0
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ENERGY AND THE IRANIAN ECONOMY

TUESDAY, JULY 25, 2006

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JOINT ECONOMIC COMMITTEE,

Washington, DC.
The Committee met, pursuant to notice, at 10 a.m., in room 210,

Cannon House Office Building, Hon. Jim Saxton (Chairman of the
Committee) presiding.

Representatives present: Saxton, English, Hinchey, Sanchez,
and Cummings.

Senators present: Reed.
Staff present: Chris Frenze, Ted Boll, Colleen Healy, Katie

Jones, Chad Stone, and Kasia Murray.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JIM SAXTON, CHAIRMAN, A
U.S. REPRESENTATIVE FROM NEW JERSEY

Representative Saxton. Good morning. It is a pleasure to wel-
come Mr. Simons, and the members of the second panel of wit-
nesses before the Committee today. Given the course of events in
the Middle East, this hearing on energy and the Iranian economy
is very timely. Iran is a country with immense wealth in the form
of oil and gas reserves. Iran has the third largest oil reserves and
the second largest national gas reserves in the world.

Unfortunately, despite the country's great economic potential, the
government of Iran has adopted policies that have undermined the
country's economic development and standard of living. Despite
Iran's huge oil and gas reserves, the Iranian regime is intent on
extending its nuclear program, supposedly for peaceful purposes.
However, the regime's deception regarding the nuclear program, its
aggressive promotion of terrorism, and its President's recent state-
ments concerning Israel obviously constitute a grave threat to
world peace.

The facts before us today concerning Iran's large energy reserves
undercut assertions by the Iranian regime that the nuclear pro-
gram is needed for peaceful nuclear power generation.

Iran's leaders have also sought to intimidate oil-consuming na-
tions by threatening to cut off Iranian oil. However, Iranian oil ex-
ports generate a high percentage of Iranian export earnings and fi-
nance a significant portion of government spending. In short, the
Iranian Government and economy are highly dependent on oil ex-
ports and threats to cut off these oil exports do not seem credible.

The Iranian economy labors under a heavy burden of government
mismanagement, cronyism and corruption, facilitated by govern-
ment-affiliated foundations and enterprises. The Iranian people

(1)
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pay a high price for the failures of the regime's economic policies,
but the prospects for reform of these policies are bleak in the near
term.

In view of the Iranian regime's aggressive behavior, the feasi-
bility of sanctions against the regime must be considered. Iran's re-
liance on imported gasoline is one potential pressure point. How-
ever, the effectiveness of sanctions would depend on the willingness
of a much broader group of nations acting in concert with the
United States to contain Iran's threats. The coming weeks and
months will reveal whether a broader attempt to impose sanctions
will be tried and produce positive results.

At this point I would like to yield to Senator Reed for any com-
ments he may have.

[The prepared statement of Representative Saxton appears in the
Submissions for the Record on page 36.]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JACK REED, RANKING
MINORITY, A U.S. SENATOR FROM RHODE ISLAND

Senator Reed. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I think
this is a very timely and important hearing and I commend you for
calling it. As we monitor diplomatic developments surrounding the
nuclear standoff with Iran and as the current conflict between
Israel and Hezbollah continues to destabilize the region, this hear-
ing on energy and the Iranian economy is very important and very
timely.

Iran has recently enjoyed strong economic growth primarily due
to high oil prices. Despite some progress in reforming certain as-
pects of the economy, the Iranian economy continues to suffer some
significant structural weaknesses. First, its heavy reliance on oil
revenues makes it extremely vulnerable to oil price shocks. Second,
entrenched political interests impede substantive economic reform.
Last, the country continues to rank poorly on various indicators of
foreign investment risk.

Such vulnerabilities lead some observers to conclude that the
United States and its allies may have some leverage primarily
through sanctions, possibly backed up by the threat of military ac-
tion, in convincing Iran to abandon any nuclear weapons ambi-
tions. However, oil prices are expected to remain high at least
through 2007, and with the global oil market Iran will always find
alternative customers in countries that are willing to violate sanc-
tions to advance their own interest.

Even if Iranian oil exports were to slow somewhat, the higher
prices that result would at least temporarily cushion the revenue
impact. Iran's vast energy reserves promise that the country will
remain attractive to foreign investors.

Russia and China recently signed on with the United States and
its European partners in seeking a United Nations Security Coun-
cil resolution ordering Iran to freeze its nuclear program or face
possible sanctions.

To be truly effective on their own, sanctions must target the oil
exports that are central to the Iranian economy. Given tight oil
supplies, however, it is highly unlikely that all six negotiating part-
ners would ultimately agree to such comprehensive economic sanc-
tions. In fact, a decade's worth of experience with the Iran-Libya
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Sanctions Act, or ILSA, which was implemented during a period
when oil was relatively cheap and plentiful, suggests our allies' re-
luctance to further rattle the global oil market. Further, both Rus-
sia and China have indicated that they will not support military
action against Iran.

The experience with the United States sanctions against Iran
suggests that a unilateral approach simply will not work. U.S.
sanctions have not prevented Iran from developing what Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency inspectors believe to be a potential
military dimension to its clandestine nuclear program or from con-
tinuing to sponsor terrorist organizations such as Hezbollah and
Hamas.

Some analysts believe that U.S. sanctions have done more to iso-
late the United States than to isolate Iran. Rather than taking a
unilateral approach, the United States must continue to work with
the United Nations community. If universal comprehensive eco-
nomic sanctions are not feasible, we must focus on a more effective
mix of targeted sanctions that our negotiating partners can agree
to. Targeted sanctions may not cripple the Iranian economy to the
point where it is financially incapable of developing a nuclear
weapon; however, coupled with concerted diplomatic efforts, the
right mix of sanctions has the potential to convince Iran to aban-
don any nuclear weapons ambitions it may harbor.

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses here today. In
addition to hearing about the state of the Iranian economy and en-
ergy sector, I hope to discuss ways in which sanctions could be ef-
fectively applied, preferably as part of a multilateral diplomatic ef-
fort.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Senator Reed appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 41.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Senator Reed.
I am very pleased to be able to welcome the Honorable Paul E.

Simons, Deputy Assistant Secretary for Energy, Sanctions and
Commodities at the U.S. State Department's Bureau of Economic
and Business Affairs. Mr. Simons, thank you for being with us.

STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL E. SIMONS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT
SECRETARY FOR ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS AFFAIRS,
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
Mr. Simons. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Com-

mittee. Thank you for your initiative in calling this hearing on this
important issue. Let me also congratulate the staff for the prepara-
tion of an excellent Committee report on Iranian energy that I
think helped us get prepared for the hearing this morning.

Iran, as you have noted in your report and as we have noted in
our written testimony, does play a significant role in international
oil and gas, but Iran is also a country whose policies and actions
have long been cause for deep concern to the United States and our
international partners. Given its pursuit of weapons of mass de-
struction and missile delivery system, its place as the leading
state-sponsor of terrorism, its support for violent opposition to the
Middle East peace, its unhelpful role in Iraq, and its oppression of
its own citizens, as well as its abysmal human rights record, Iran
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does pose, as Under Secretary of State Burns recently said, a pro-
found threat to U.S. interests.

Iran's concerted effort to develop a nuclear weapons capability
has become the focus of particular concern not only for the United
States, but also for the broader international community, as re-
flected in the resolution adopted in February by the International
Atomic Energy Agency Board of Governors and in the March state-
ment by the U.N. Security Council.

On June 6th, the governments of the United States, the United
Kingdom, France, Russia, China and Germany, referred to as the
P5+1 countries, offered Iran a set of far-reaching proposals that
presented that country with a clear choice between two paths.

One path would lead to important benefits for the Iranian people
if Iran suspends all its enrichment-related and reprocessing activi-
ties and enters into negotiations on the basis of the P5+1 offer. Sec-
retary Rice has made clear that the United States would be willing
to join the negotiations if Iran fully and veriflably suspends its en-
richment program.

However, if Iran chooses the other path and continues on its cur-
rent course, it will face greater international isolation and strong
U.N. Security Council action.

Iran has failed to take the steps needed to allow negotiations to
begin, specifically the suspension of all its enrichment-related and
reprocessing activities. Absent such a positive, concrete response
from the Iranian government, we and our international partners
really have no other choice but to return to the Security Council
to adopt a resolution that would make that suspension mandatory.

Let me turn now briefly to the issue of energy. And I would ask
that my full statement be admitted to the record, and I will make
some brief comments.

On the energy issue, as you have noted in your opening state-
ment and in the report, Iran is the world's second-largest holder of
natural gas reserves, and it ranks second or third in conventional
oil reserves. It does have a current oil production capacity of just
over 4 million barrels a day, making it OPEC's second-largest oil
producer and its second-largest oil exporter, at about 2.6 million
barrels per day.

What is striking, though, and as you have noted in your report-
and a view that is endorsed as well by the State Department-is
that Iran is not as prominent a player in the international oil and
gas scene as its geological potential would suggest. So despite its
huge gas reserves, Iran basically has a very limited gas export po-
tential at present.

It also hasn't really moved very intensively toward developing a
liquefied natural gas export capability, and as we note in our state-
ment, this contrasts with the situation in Qatar, Iran's small neigh-
bor just across the Gulf which has moved very aggressively, has at-
tracted massive foreign investment, and is very actively developing
LNG and other gas projects with the assistance of the international
investment community.

Iran has expressed its intention to expand its production of both
oil and gas. There have been various notional targets put out, but
its efforts to attract foreign investment through buy-back arrange-
ments-which are explained in some detail in your report-which
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were initiated in 1995, have met with only limited success. Foreign
investment in this sector does appear to be slowing. There are a
combination of factors. Certainly one. factor is a strong -perception
of heightened political and financial risk due -to Iran's own behav-
ior.

In addition to the discouraging impacts of Iran's problematic poli-
cies, its pursuit of nuclear weapons has raised the possibility of
international sanctions, which several of the Members have noted
here. And as a result, international companies have found it dif-
ficult to reach agreement with Iranian negotiators on terms that
would essentially offset this high level of political risk.

Iranian oil refining capacity is also inadequate to meet demands.
There has been inadequate investment in the downstream sector.
So this is also an issue.

Let me just conclude briefly with a couple of remarks about the
nuclear side. The P5+1 package that I mentioned earlier in my
statement, and which was put forward in May, reaffirms Iran's
right to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes in conformity with
Iran's obligations under the Non-Proliferation Treaty, the NPT.
And both the President and the Secretary have made that point
quite clear. We are not seeking to deny peaceful nuclear energy to
the Iranians.

However, Iran's long history of deception and noncompliance
with its NPT commitments and its IAEA safeguard obligations
have created something of a loss of confidence-in Iran's intentions.
So, as the President has said, civilian nuclear energy is a legiti-
mate desire. We do believe the Iranian people should enjoy the ben-
efits of a truly peaceful program to use nuclear reactors to generate
electric power. As the President noted, America does support the
Iranian people's right to develop nuclear -energy peacefully, but
with proper international safeguards. This is the important point.

Let me conclude by stating that with its enormous natural re-
source endowments and its very talented people, Iran really ought
to be among the more prosperous countries in the world. I think
this point-is also reinforced in the Committee report. But counter-
productive economic policies, mismanagement, corruption, and mis-
guided goals, such as the dangerous request for nuclear weaponry,
have in fact dimmed Iran's economic prospects.

Iran's economic problems reflect in some ways its negative polit-
ical culture with all the problematic manifestations which were
outlined earlier in my statement. But as President Bush recently
noted, Americans do admire the rich history, the vibrant culture of
Iran, and its many contributions to civilization. The President re-
cently said that the people of Iran, the people everywhere, also
want and deserve an opportunity to determine their own future, an
economy that rewards their intelligence and talents, and a society
that allows them to pursue their dreams. Thus far, these dreams
have been sadly thwarted.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Simons appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 43.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Simons.
Let me get right to the matter that is of concern to us. You said

in your testimony that Iran is richly endowed with the second or
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third largest oil reserves and the second-largest natural gas re-
serves, and that this becomes an extremely important economic fac-
tor to that country.

As a matter of fact, Iran's revenues from oil exports were about
$47 billion in 2004 and 2005, and that its oil therefore accounts for
about 80 percent of Iran's export revenues. In addition, the central
government's revenue is accounted for by oil exports to the extent
of about 50 or 60 percent, according to indications that we have,
and oil and gas exports amount to about 20 percent of GDP.

With oil supplying such a high percentage of revenue to support
the Iranian government's budget and military spending, how cred-
ible do you think are their threats to cut off the oil supply?

Mr. Simons. Clearly I think you have outlined the importance
of oil and energy to the Iranian economy and to the Iranian eco-
nomic engine. I don't think I can really speculate here in an open
session about the motivations behind a potential unilateral shutoff
of oil by Iran. There has been extensive press speculation on this.

Perhaps we could have a closed session where we could get into
a little bit more detail.

But I would just like to make a couple of points here. First, Iran
is an important contributor to global energy stability, and it does
export about 2½/ million barrels a day. We do have capabilities in
place to handle a potential shutoff of these flows were that to
occur. So the United States and other members of the global energy
community are certainly prepared if the situation goes that way.

But beyond that, I really wouldn't want to speculate in this set-
ting behind the possibility that Iran might take a unilateral step
in this direction.

Representative Saxton. I appreciate that, but I guess maybe
these facts kind of speak for themselves: $47 billion in 2004 and
2005 in exports, which amounts to 80 percent of Iranian exports,
not just oil exports, but all exports. And the central government de-
pends on these oil exports for something like 50 or 60 percent of
its resources, and that oil and gas exports amount to about 20 per-
cent of GDP.

That means that exporting oil is a critical factor in the Iranian
economy, and the reason that I emphasize this point is that every
time the Iranian leadership rattles its oil drum, the price goes up
here at the pump. Perhaps that is not a necessary reaction.

So, I just wanted to make this point. Wouldn't Iran's economy
and government be crippled without the revenues produced by oil
exports?

Mr. Simons. Once again, there is no question that oil and gas
are the centerpiece of the Iranian economy and that were there to
be some type of interruption in Iranian oil production, there would
be a significant impact on the Iranian economy.

As I mentioned, the impact on global oil economy could be accom-
modated by various measures that we could put into place. But cer-
tainly for the Iranians, there would be a significant impact.

Representative Saxton. Thank you. I think one would conclude
that this is a very strong suggestion that Iran's threats to cut off
oil exports from time to time are mostly, if not entirely, empty in
my view.
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I think this is an extremely important point, because in the past
they have been able to affect Western economies by issuing threats
from time to time. When we understand the nature of and impor-
tance of petroleum exports to their country, it appears to me at
least that Western investors and Western business people and
Western governments have not put it in the right context to the ex-
tent that we might have.

With its immense and undeveloped resources in oil and natural
gas, do you believe there is a compelling need for Iran to develop
nuclear power and a nuclear power industry for peaceful energy
production?

Mr. Simons. Mr. Chairman, I think the Committee has done
good work laying out the scope of potential that Iran has were they
to fully develop their oil and natural gas reserves. As Secretary
Rice recently pointed out, we fundamentally don't understand why
Iran has to have a civilian nuclear power capability. From an eco-
nomic standpoint they would be able to develop-they could de-
velop, on the electricity side, sufficient gas power generation to
meet their needs.

However, as the Secretary also pointed out, nuclear power is part
of an energy strategy for many countries that seek to decrease
their exclusive dependence on hydrocarbons. So, we have been pur-
suing in this country a diversification strategy where we look to
different elements of the technology basket to meet portions of our
electricity needs, and many other countries around the world do
this. So, I think what we have really been stressing is that in order
for this civilian nuclear program to be acceptable, it has to contain
the proliferation risk, and this is really what our focus has been.

Both the Secretary and the President have noted that we are not
seeking to deny the Iranians access to civilian nuclear technology,
or not necessarily either to particularly second-guess how they de-
fine their desirable mix in terms of how they define their energy
security. So it is an option that is out there and we just want to
make sure it is made available in ways that protect global non-
proliferation concerns.

Representative Saxton. Let me turn for just a couple of min-
utes to the issue of potential economic sanctions which, inciden-
tally, Senator Reed and I both agree have to be international and
multifaceted in nature. The economic incentives offered Iran from
refraining from uranium enrichment are quite substantial, as I be-
lieve you mentioned in your testimony. Can you comment on them
and why Iran has not accepted them?

Mr. Simons. My understanding, Mr. Chairman, is that the Ira-
nians have indicated that they will respond later in August to the
package that has been put forward. As I mentioned in my opening
statement, we do think they have a fairly stark choice in front of
them. They can choose a path of cooperation, which would create
a series of incentives for them to work with the international com-
munity to develop a civilian nuclear capability, if they so choose,
and to afford them these rights which are part of their membership
in the NPT.

So these are options that are out there that fulfill some of their
economic and political aspirations and some of the aspirations of
their people in terms of putting Iran on the global stage.
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On the other hand, if they choose the other route, we do feel that
we have a group of countries, probably for the first time in many
years, a strong multilateral coalition that would take this issue to
the Security Council and seek to more actively deny Iran some of
those same options.

Representative Saxton. Does the fact that Iran imports refined
gasoline create a vulnerability that could be used to pressure the
regime?

Mr. Simons. I think you have pointed out in your statement,
Mr. Chairman, and in your report that Iran does import something
on the order of 170,000 barrels a day of gasoline. Over the last cou-
ple of months there have been some internal discussions inside
Iran of ways in which they could reduce that dependency by initi-
ating conservation measures, and by boosting local refined product
capability.

But for the time being, I think the point you make is basically
correct: Iran is an extensive exporter of crude petroleum and im-
ports a large chunk of its refined products. Again, in open session,
I wouldn't want to get into a detailed discussion of how these
tradeoffs might play when one takes a look at sanctions options,
but perhaps, again, we could discuss that in a closed session.

Representative Saxton. Let me just ask one final question;
then we will go to Mr. Hinchey. How vulnerable is Iran to the loss
of other products, specifically agricultural products, and what other
economic pressure points or vulnerability might Iran have?

Mr. Simons. If I could ask you to clarify; loss of access on the
import side or export?

Representative Saxton. Import.
Mr. Simons. Well, Iran is a significant agricultural importer.

U.S. law and policy exempts agricultural products, certain kinds of
agricultural products, from our sanctions regime; so we are able to
export certain types of agricultural products to Iran and to other
countries that are under sanctions.

So, generally speaking, again, I wouldn't want to speak for the
Congress, but in terms of the sanctions world, the trend has been
to focus our attention away from the food side and the medicine
side of the equation. That has generally been the focus of the Ad-
ministration, as well as successive Congresses.

Representative Saxton. Other than gasoline, are there other
elements of the economy of Iran that would be affected by sanc-
tions-or could be?

Mr. Simons. Well, it all depends on what you decide to target.
I think the scope is rather large, but as I think Senator Reed men-
tioned when he was here, we have found that sanctions that are
applied multilaterally and that are targeted not at the broader pop-
ulation, but more at the portions of the regime that are responsible
for the undesirable behavior tend to be more effective.

So, I think when you take a look at some of these broader-brush
types of sanctions options, you do have to keep in mind what type
of impact that you might have, and I think you want to make sure
when you design these programs that the impact is focused in on
the group whose behavior you want to affect.

Representative Saxton. I apologize to Mr. Hinchey. Every time
you give an answer it raises another question in my mind.
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Many of the businesses, particularly which are involved in im-
port, export, and development of energy, and perhaps even nuclear
pursuits, are very closely related to the government, aren't they?
They are not businesses as we think of them; they are either owned
by or very closely associated with or controlled by the regime. Is
that right? Those are the elements of the economy that we would
want to perhaps target.

Mr. Simons. Well, again, I would prefer to get into the details
of any kind of targeting discussion in another session.

Representative Saxton. Just being able to ask the question
makes the point.

Mr. Simons. One way to look at it would be to focus on govern-
ment-owned companies in the energy sector; but another way of
looking at it, which is the way the Administration has focused ini-
tially, has been taking a look at those companies that are directly
participating in Iran's weapons of mass destruction-related activi-
ties and trying to pinpoint those companies and to shut down their
operations and their ability to function.

So I think there is a subset of these government-owned compa-
nies that are more directly related to the nonproliferation stream
that has been our initial focus, and we have an Executive order
and we have designated certain companies under that Executive
order for sanctions.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Simons.
Mr. Hinchey, please feel free to take as much time as you need.
Representative Hinchey. Well, thank you very much, Mr.

Chairman. I appreciate your holding this hearing and giving us
this opportunity to learn more about what the State Department
in this particular case is doing in this situation. I very much appre-
ciate your testimony and your response to our Chairman's ques-
tions, Mr. Simons. Thank very much for being here.

The Middle East is of course, as we know, the most volatile and
dangerous part of the world and Iran is one of the most significant
countries in the Middle East, even if you were to just limit that to
the possession of huge amounts of oil and natural gas. But they are
significant for other reasons, including a very large population and
a very strong country, even considering the context in which they
operate.

The sanctions that were imposed by the United States, even
though those sanctions have not really been carried out, I believe
date back to the 1980s. Am I mistaken about that, or can you give
us the exact date?

Mr. Simons. Well, the principal set of U.S. unilateral sanctions
were put into place in 1995 and 1997.

Representative Hinchey. Aren't there sanctions that go back,
however, to the 1980s? Weren't there some actions taken back in
the 1980s at the same time that Iran Contra was of great con-
troversy here?

Mr. Simons. There were some financial-related sanctions, some
asset freezes, but the broad prohibitions on U.S. business involve-
ment in Iran actually date to the Clinton administration.

Representative Hinchey. What took place back in the early
1980s, specifically? Can you tell us what happened?
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Mr. Simons. Going back to November 1979, President Carter
issued an Executive Order freezing Iranian assets and banning im-
ports from Iran, in response to the takeover of the U.S. Embassy
in Tehran. In April 1980, the President banned all commerce and
travel between the United States and Iran, because of the con-
tinuing hostage crisis. However, these measures were subsequently
lifted pursuant to the Algiers Accords, under which the U.S. hos-
tages were freed. In January 1984, Iran was designated a state-
sponsor of terrorism, which resulted in the application of specific
statutory restrictions incident to that status. In October 1987, most
imports from Iran were prohibited because of its support for ter-
rorism. Broader prohibitions, including on U.S. exports and invest-
ment, were imposed in 1995.

Representative Hinchey. The relationship that Iran has with
other countries is seemingly much more normal. They have good
relations with China, with Russia, and with a number of European
countries, if not most or all of the European countries, particularly
mainland Europe. So it would seem that any attempt that we
might take to impose some economic problems on that country by
initiating sanctions would have a good deal of difficulty in suc-
ceeding, given the fact that other countries are very likely to step
in and increase their economic relationships with Iran. Don't you
believe that that is the case?

Mr. Simons. I think we are really in a fundamentally different
situation than we were back in the 1990s. When we imposed the
unilateral sanctions back in the mid-nineties the United States was
seeking to move ahead the Middle East peace process, and I be-
lieve, Congressman, you played a role in that. If I am not mis-
taken, we had some contact on this back in the nineties. I think
you came out to Israel when I was out there. So you are very famil-
iar with the issue.

Iran was a major obstacle to forward movement in the peace
process and also we saw a number of demonstrations of Iranian
support for international terrorism that were very troublesome,
and this is what led the Clinton administration to impose at that
point the unilateral sanctions. I would agree with you, at that
point, many of our partners around the world were not choosing to
go this route and were pursuing greater economic ties with Iran.

But what has happened in the last couple of years and I think
what represents something of a sea change is that today in 2006,
we have been able to mobilize a fairly robust international partner-
ship and coalition of countries that are prepared to take a tough
look at Iran and that have been speaking with one voice to the Ira-
nians and that culminated in the package that was put forward at
the end of May, and the two choices that I outlined earlier.

And the difference this time around is that we do have the inter-
national community speaking with one voice on Iran, probably for
the first time in many, many years, and we have been able to work
this diplomacy effectively. I think it is one of the signature achieve-
ments of this Administration that for the first time we have been
able to have a common multilateral definition of the Iranian prob-
lem and of a possible solution.

Representative Hinchey. I think it is true that anyone who
thinks about it would much prefer that the Iranians, and a great
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many other people, other countries around the world, were not de-
veloping nuclear weapons; because the more nuclear weapons there
are in the world, the more likelihood is that one of them is going
to go off someplace and cause some serious problems, including the
possibility of one going off here in the United States.

So it is pretty evident that most people are concerned about the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, and I think in a country like Iran
that makes some sense. But in terms of the way in which we are
dealing with Iran and the imposition of sanctions-and those sanc-
tions which were imposed during the 1990s have never really taken
place. Nothing really has ever been done to implement those sanc-
tions; is that correct?

Mr. Simons. No, I don't think that is correct. Certainly, U.S.
businesses are not active in Iran currently and have not been ac-
tive for the past decade. We would also argue from the Administra-
tion's perspective that there has been a lot less involvement by the
rest of the world than there otherwise would have been if we had
not gone down this road.

So, a lot of the conclusions I think that the Committee report
came to in terms of the rather slow development of the Iranian oil
and gas sector, there were many reasons for this; and certainly you
can't put the entire monkey on the back of sanctions, but the sanc-
tions regime played some role in slowing the development of Iran's
oil and gas sector.

Representative Hinchey. In the context of the discussions
within the Department of State with regard to this situation, to
what extent do you regard the reaction of Iran to the United States
to be a result of the President's inclusion of Iran in the so-called
axis of evil with Iraq and then having attacked Iraq?

Mr. Simons. I think the President's statement stands for itself
and is an accurate description of the threats that Iran does pose,
which I outlined as well in my opening statement. So this Adminis-
tration and previous Administrations have had very, very signifi-
cant concerns with Iranian behavior. This is really what motivated
the Clinton administration to put in place the sanctions back in the
nineties. So there has been a history of U.S. Executive Branch as
well as congressional concern with a wide range of Iranian behav-
iors: the terrorism issue, human rights, peace process, and now the
proliferation issue.

So I think the President's statement was quite consistent with
policies that have been adopted before and after.

Representative Hinchey. When did Iran sign the Nuclear Non-
Proliferation Treaty?

Mr. Simons. I am sorry, I don't have the exact date that they
signed, but they have been a member for many years.

Representative Hinchey. Are we aware of significant viola-
tions of the NPT by Iran?

Mr. Simons. I think what we are trying to do here is to con-
struct a set of incentives that would oblige Iran to carry out its ci-
vilian nuclear responsibilities in ways that are consistent with the
NPT and that would draw the International Atomic Energy Agency
into a supervisory role to ensure that Iran does abide by its NPT
obligations.
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Representative Hinchey. Thank very much, Mr. Simons.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Representative Saxton. Mr. English.
Representative English. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Simons, we have seen an international effort to engage Iran

that has included, I think, a powerful set of economic incentives
that have been offered to Iran to refrain from uranium enrichment.
I guess, looking at this, I have seen very little evidence that Iran
has responded to those incentives.

Do we have any reason to believe that Iran would respond dif-
ferently to other economic incentives, including sanctions, and can
you detail for us any change in Iranian behavior that have resulted
so far from the sanctions that have been included in ILSA?

Mr. Simons. Thank you, Congressman English. I believe that
the discussion of sanctions and the fact that the international com-
munity has stood with a united front over the last 6 months in
keeping a sanctions option available has had a lot of impact and
has affected thinking around the world, including in Iran.

I think it is a little difficult to point to any specific evidence of
this, but certainly going back to Mr. Hinchey's observation, we had
a situation for the past decade in which European countries were
pursuing economic engagement with Iran and not really availing
themselves of a sanctions option. Now the sanctions option is very
much front and center as the consequence of Iran choosing not to
cooperate with the international community.

So I do think that that has had a significant impact on thinking.
I think it has to some extent-and the Secretary has made this ob-
servation as well-it has affected the political risk calculus of busi-
nesses and banks that might otherwise be thinking of expanding
or continuing their involvement with Iran.

We have seen some evidence of a slowdown in investment, we
have seen Iran's credit rating being downgraded, for example, in
the OECD, and we have seen some other evidence that by stoking
up the level of political risk and by not offering economic incentives
to offset that political risk, that Iran already, even before sanctions
are imposed, is becoming a less desirable place to do business. So
I do think that having the sanctions option in full view has been
very important.

You raised a second question about ILSA, and in this regard the
Administration did send a midterm report up to Congress last year
in which we detailed what we believed to have been the impact of
ILSA in terms of investment. And here too, as I mentioned earlier,
we do believe that ILSA has played some role in terms of slowing
the pace of investment in Iran's oil and gas sector.

Representative English. In other words, you are suggesting
that ILSA has had an effect on the international business commu-
nity's interactions with Iran. Have you seen any change of behavior
on Iran's part, either at the government level, or has this had any
impact on economic players below the government level, within the
country and its economy?

Mr. Simons. I think I might defer to some of our following wit-
nesses who might follow this a little more carefully. But I would
just note that in looking at some of the Iranian government state-
ments that have been made since the sanctions option has been out
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there, the Iranian government appears to have been making a lot
of efforts to suggest that all is well on the investment front and has
been seeking out opportunities to present a normal face, a kind of
positive face in terms of investment. And I think the fact that they
are engaging in that type of campaign suggests perhaps that all is
not so well.

Representative English. I appreciate that, Mr. Simons. I real-
ize the questions I have raised here are very difficult because this
is a very difficult area of policy, but I am grateful to the Adminis-
tration for pursuing the aggressive course it has and the diplomacy
it has in dealing with the thorny issue of Iranian enrichment. And
I am grateful to you, Mr. Chairman, for giving us an opportunity
in this hearing to fine-tune how we approach engaging Iran and
encouraging them to play a more active and positive role in the
international community.

So I thank you and I yield my time.
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. English. I

move now to Ms. Sanchez.
Representative. Sanchez. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and

thank you, Mr. Simons, for testifying before us.
Do you really believe that-what do you think the real impact

would be, if we do have a stand-off and we are not able to come
to an agreement with respect to the enrichment issue in Iran, if the
world powers got together and say we are going. to have sanctions
against this country?

First of all, do you really believe. places like China and Russia
would actually follow that, or their business interests would follow
that? And, second, what would be the impact if there was leakage
in particular from-let's say from those two areas? -

Mr. Simons. Thank you, Congresswoman Sanchez.. It is a little
difficult for me to get into a speculative realm here. I would just
note, though, that China, Russia and other countries did stand up
with us in the IEAE votes; two very important IEAE votes over the
past 6 months they stood with us and the rest the international
community in terms of insisting that Iran meet its commitments.
And the Secretary and Under Secretary Burns have made it their
highest priority to work with this P5+1 group that I described in
my opening statement, and it is one of the highest priorities for
this Administration's diplomacy.

So I do think that the fact that we have assigned this priority
and that we have been able to speak with one voice to this point
is a very important achievement.

Representative Sanchez. With respect to China and the fact
that if you take a look at what it has been doing in the last few
years and having long-term contracts for energy availability, have
you seen them have any interaction with respect to Iran in that sit-
uation?

Mr. Simons. That is a good question. I actually was in Beijing
last week for some discussions on energy issues, and there is no
question that China faces daunting challenges meeting its future
energy requirements, given the projections of explosive economic
growth. You can just see it all around.

They are looking abroad, they are launching upstream invest-
ment activities in many parts of the world. But at the same time,
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as former Deputy Secretary Zoellick pointed out in a speech that
he gave, we are seeking to work with the Chinese to develop a re-
sponsible stakeholder role for China whereby they would take a
close look at the political and security consequences of their energy
policies.

Representative Sanchez. That sounds nice, but my question
was have you seen any contract, any deals going on with Iran with
respect to securing energy for the future, from China?

Mr. Simons. I think many countries around the world, China,
India, others, are engaging in discussions-

Representative Sanchez. But we haven't seen anything.
Mr. Simons [continuing]. Discussions. Let me continue for a

minute. As with many of these discussions, they go on for many
years. And as the Chairman has pointed out, Iran is the second-
largest holder of gas reserves, second-largest, third-largest oil re-
serves in the country. So you will not be able to shut off this proc-
ess of discussion that goes on and of keeping doors open, and so
our job in the Executive Branch is to ensure that some of these
other factors that you point out are brought to the attention of the
Chinese authorities and other authorities.

Representative Sanchez. I am going to cut you short because
you are running through my time on answering-of giving me an-
swers to questions I didn't ask.

With respect to any economic reforms, have you seen any going
on in the economy for Iran? I ask that from the whole sense that
there are a lot of people that believe that the most moderate people
in that region would be the Iranians, the people-I am not talking
about who controls the government.

Have you seen-what type of economic reforms, if any, have you
seen in that country? And the second question with respect to the
rise of price in gas, in getting that money back into the economy,
what has the government or the Iranians done with those moneys?
Has it gone to military spending; has it gone into infrastructure
building; what have you seen?

Mr. Simons. As to your first question, we have not seen much
evidence of economic reform, but countries that receive surges of oil
income rarely have the incentives to undertake economic reform, so
it is not unexpected that the Iranians would not push ahead on re-
forms.

With respect to the use of funds, some of the petroleum reserves
go back into the general budget and they finance a variety of devel-
opment expenditures, security expenditures, everything that would
go into a general purpose budget. So there has been some focus, ad-
ditional focus on development issues, because there has been a
budgetary surplus as a result of the oil revenues. This is consistent
with revenues that would come from tax or other sources.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Mr. Cummings.
Representative Cummings. Thank you very much, Mr. Chair-

man. Iran said that it will respond on August 22nd to the incen-
tives being offered by the United States and our allies to entice it
to give up its nuclear weapons program. If Iran responds by with-
drawing from the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, what leverage
would be available to the United States and/or the United Nations
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to try to slow the Iranian nuclear program, particularly if countries
like Russia and China remain opposed to sanctions and to other
measures that they consider to be provocative?

Mr. Simons. Thank you, Congressman. I am afraid that ques-
tion is a little bit out of my area of expertise, which tends to be
more on the oil and energy side. But I would just note that we have
given the Iranians a choice of paths that they can follow, and it has
been fairly clearly enunciated, and we do have all the major powers
of the world aligning themselves, the P5+1, in the direction of a
path of cooperation which would enable the Iranians to access civil-
ian nuclear technology, admittedly under safeguards.

But this is something that the Iranians will need to take, obvi-
ously, a close look at. But these are the choices that are ahead.

So either they can pursue the path or they can pursue the path
of isolation. On July 12, the Permanent Members of the U.N. Secu-
rity Council, plus Germany (the P5+1), noting that Iran had given
no indication that it was ready to engage seriously on the sub-
stance of the proposals presented on June 6, agreed to seek a Secu-
rity Council Resolution that would make mandatory Iran's suspen-
sion of all uranium enrichment and reprocessing activities. The
P5+1 also agreed that should Iran fail to comply with such a Reso-
lution, we would work for the adoption of measures under Article
41 of Chapter VII of the U.N. Charter, which provides for sanc-
tions.

Representative Cummings. I appreciate that. Particularly as
the United States has virtually no contact with Iran now and has
imposed unilateral sanctions since the 1980s, could additional sanc-
tions even be imposed against Iran if they were not fully supported
by the U.N. and by countries like Russia and China?

Mr. Simons. I think you make a good point, Congressman
Cummings, in the sense that the U.S. sanctions are already quite
comprehensive, so the approach the. Administration has followed is
to take a look at how other countries around the world could basi-
cally look at those kinds of options and could to some extent asso-
ciate themselves with some of the things that we have already had
on the table for some time.

Representative Cummings. Well, I mean when you consider
Iran's role with regard to terrorism, have you seen any effect with
regard to Iran's behavior since we have been imposing sanctions
since the 1980s? Have you seen any effect on those sanctions?.

Mr. Simons. As I mentioned in my opening statement, we still
have very, very significant concerns with Iranian support for ter-
rorist organizations, up until the events in the past few weeks, and
clearly the Iranian supply of Hezbollah has been a huge problem.
I think this is an issue we continue to work on and it is a concern.
And it is a concern now that we have-I think the important factor
now is that we have a broader coalition of countries that look at
the issue the same way that we do, which is a significant advance
over where we had been for the prior decade.

Representative Cummings. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. Thank you, Mr. Cummings.
Mr. Simons, thank you for being with us this morning. I would

like to conclude with one thought and that is that you just men-
tioned the events of the last few weeks, and one of the outcomes
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of the events of the last few weeks that has been noted is a dif-
ferent attitude toward Iran even among or maybe particularly
among Middle Eastern governments. I am thinking of Saudi Arabia
and Egypt and Morocco, of course, and Northern Africa who have,
I believe, in each case failed to condemn the actions of Israel,
which is unusual, against the Hezbollah, the Iranian backed
Hezbollah, and I find that as a very interesting development subse-
quent to the actions in Israel and Lebanon.

So thank you for being with us. We appreciate it very much.
Your perspectives are very valuable to us, and thank you for what
you do and keep up the good work.

We are now going to move to introduce our second panel. Dr.
Kenneth Katzman, a specialist in Middle Eastern Affairs, Congres-
sional Research Service and the Library of Congress. Second, Mr.
Ilan Berman, Vice President for Policy of the American Foreign
Policy Council. Third, Mr. Andrew Davenport, Vice President, Con-
flict Securities Advisory Group, here in Washington, DC. And Mr.
Jeffrey J. Schott, Senior Fellow for the Institute for International
Economics.

Thank you for being with us. And why don't we start with Mr.
Katzman and we will kind of move across the dais here.

Dr. Katzman, the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH KATZMAN, SPECIALIST IN
MIDDLE EASTERN AFFAIRS, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH
SERVICE, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Dr. Katzman. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for asking

me to appear at today's hearing. I will summarize my remarks and
request the full statement be placed in the record.

To summarize, I am going to focus today primarily on the politics
of Iran's economy rather than the hard facts of Iran's economy.
Iran's economy is highly resistant to reform because it is in the in-
terests of those governing the regime to keep the economy exactly
the way it is.

Iran's leaders are able to steer the proceeds or parts of the econ-
omy to provide patronage, build their constituencies, particularly
among the lower classes.

Because Iran's political leaders benefit from the structure of
Iran's economy, there is little chance under the current system of
major structural economic reform.

What I would like to talk about is the engine of this system that
the clerics run are the quasi-state, the state funded, state directed
foundations called boriyads, a Persian word meaning "foundation."
These are informal networks. They are controlled by key clerics or
former or current government officials. They are technically not
under the authority of the Ministry of Welfare and Social Security,
and they do play a role in social welfare. However, their criteria
are arbitrary, which in many ways explains the conclusions of the
World Bank, which said that Iran's system of social welfare is inef-
ficient and in fact many Iranians receive benefits from the system
who are in fact not even below the poverty line because the
bonyads, the foundations, their criteria are arbitrary and in many
cases they reward with social welfare families who are politically
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loyal to the regime rather than hard facts of demonstration of ac-
tual economic need or poverty.

The bonyads, these foundations, actually account for about an es-
timated one-third of Iran's GDP, and I would argue that they dis-
tort normal market forces in Iran.

In many cases, they have these bonyads that because they are
so politically well connected have cornered entire segments of the
market for import or export of certain goods and have developed
monopolies in, some of these goods, trading in some of these goods.

Iran's economy fundamentally is a trading economy. Iran really
doesn't manufacture really anything, much of anything. Except
maybe carpets. It runs on trading, buying, selling, markup dis-
count. That is Iran's economy essentially.

The most controversial allegations about these bonyads is wheth-
er or not their funds have been used, because they are not really
under any ministry, as a sort of a circuitous..way to generate extra
funds to procure weapons of mass destruction technology and other
technology.

This allegation has long surrounded the largest foundation, the
Foundation for the Oppressed and Disabled, which has constantly
been run by hardliners and former officials of the Revolutionary
Guard, including Mohsen RafiqDust, who was the. first minister of
the Revolutionary Guard. It is now run by a former chief of the
Revolutionary Guard, Mohammad Forouzandeh. The Foundation
for the Opressed is so large it manages broad assets, 400 compa-
nies and factories, with a total estimated-.asset value of about $12
billion, and it is considered the largest single economic entity after
the government itself.

It is active in the following sectors: Food and beverages, chemi-
cals, shipping. The bonyads shipping company, metals, petrochemi-
cals, construction, dams, tours, farming, horticulture, animal hus-
bandry, tourism, transportation, hotels, two major hotels in
Tehran, commercial services, financing. It produces the best selling
soft drink .in Iran called Zam Zam. It uses profits-it does, how-
ever, provide social welfare. It helps about 120,000 poor families
and veterans of the Iran-Iraq war.

Another foundation based in Mashhad in northeastern Iran is
the Shrine of Imam Reza Foundation. It uses donations from 8 bil-
lion pilgrims to the shrine-it has used that to buy up to 90 per-
cent of the arable land in its area. The estimated value of this land
could be as much-as $20 billion, and it is the largest employer in
Khorasan province. It runs 56 companies, including a Coca-Cola
factory and two universities and is now getting into automobile
manufacturing.

It is headed by Ayatollah Abbas Vaez-Tabasi, who is on the pow-
erful Expediency Council that is headed by former President Akbar
Hashemi-Rafsanjani, who lost the Presidential election in 2005. His
son is married to a daughter of the Supreme Leader Ayatollah
Khamenei.

The Noor Foundation imports sugar, pharmaceuticals and con-
struction equipment and has substantial real estate holdings. It is
headed by Mohsen RafiqDust, who was the first Minister of the
Revolutionary Guard and who later was head of the Foundation of
the Oppressed. RafiqDust is on the Expediency Council.
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The last foundation I would like to mention is the 15 Khordad
Foundation. It is the bonyad, the foundation, that offered the $1
million to anyone who would kill author Salman Rushdie, and the
bonyad has not-although the government has said they have no
issue with Rushdie any more, the 15 Khordad Foundation has not
actually rescinded that offer for the killing of Rushdie.

A few other elements of the economy, the political economy, I
want to mention. The cooperatives, another sector of the economy.
The most well known is the Rafsanjani Pistachio Growers Coopera-
tive run by the cousin of Mr. Rafsanjani, again, who is chairman
of the Expediency Council. The cooperative represents about 70,000
pistachio farmers and has a large estimated value of $746 million.
Many believe it was Rafsanjani's wealth from the Rafsanjani coop-
erative that has led him to prominence and has allowed him to pay
off supporters although it did not carry him to victory in the 2005
election. He still lost to Mahmoud Ahmadinejad.

The Revolutionary Guard. I have done a lot of work on the Revo-
lutionary Guard in my career. Very loyal to the leadership. Increas-
ingly playing an economic role. As we have seen, it is getting its
tentacles into the economy, and in fact a firm owned by the Revolu-
tionary Guard called Ghorb is being awarded a $2.3 billion a year
deal to develop two phases of the large South Pars gas field, which
is Iran's large natural gas project. That project was going to be
awarded to Norway's Aker Kvaerner, but the Guard, using its polit-
ical influence, overturned that. It was retendered and it was won
by this arm of the Revolutionary Guard. Again, and certainly
Ghorb is much less capable of developing the South Pars gas fields
than Norway's Aker Kvaerner. So this is another way of how the
Guard and the regime have basically captured, cornered large parts
of the economy.

The implications for reform are clear. There is a big debate in
Iran over reform because the conservatives are very divided. I will
conclude with that. Ahmadinejad really represents the lower class.
He believes in state control of the economy, that the state should
drive employment. Other conservatives such as Rafsanjani, they
represent the bazaaris, the traders. They are really almost in many
ways pure capitalists. They want very few restrictions. They want
to be able to trade in and out freely and mark up their goods. They
don't want state control of the economy. And they don't want really
foreign investment in the economy because if foreign investment
comes in the investor from a multinational company will probably
make a better product than they do or do a better job than they
do and will displace their monopoly. So the bazaaris want to keep
out foreign investment.

So in many ways, considering sanctions on investing in Iran out-
side the energy sector may not necessarily be unpopular in major
segments of the Iranian leadership because, as I said, the bazaaris
don't want this investment anyway because it will hurt them.

So in summary, I see very little prospects for political reform. I
think the structure of the system is the way it is. It allows the cler-
ics to build patronage to control their supporters, to keep people
loyal. And I think the system serves that interest, and repeated ef-
forts to reform have been thwarted.

Thank you.
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[The prepared statement of Mr. Katzman appears in the Submis-
sions for the Record on page 45.]

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Katzman,
for those important perspectives. We appreciate it.

Mr. Berman.

STATEMENT OF HAN BERMAN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR POLICY,
AMERICAN FOREIGN POLICY COUNCIL

Mr. Berman. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. Dr.
Katzman spoke about the Islamic Republic's political economy and
I would like to talk about economic avenues that are available for
the United States and its allies in confronting Iran. Let me focus
my oral remarks on three vulnerabilities or, if you will, points of
entry into the Iranian economy by which we can exert pressure.
And I do this in order of escalating effectiveness, at least in my
opinion.

The first is foreign direct investment. Iran today produces 3.9
million barrels of oil a day, and exports 60 percent of that, approxi-
mately 2.5 million. In order to maintain this level of production, it
requires approximately $1 billion of FDI, foreign direct investment,
annually. In order to increase that capacity, Iran requires approxi-
mately $1.5 billion. In context, though, this is not a lot of money.
Iran has signed contracts worth dozens of billions of dollars with
foreign powers over the past several years.

China alone has signed at least two massive exploration and de-
velopment deals with Iran worth a cumulative $100 billion over 25
years since 2004.

As a result of this trend, Iran is no longer an economic pariah
the way it was in the mid. to late 1990s. It now has very vibrant
economic ties with a. number of foreign countries. And. Iran has
amassed huge amounts of money as a result of the high price of
oil. The average cited in the Iranian press-is that Iran has approxi-
mately $50 billion in hard currency reserves as of March of 2006,
the end of the Iranian calendar year.

What does this mean? This means that legislation such as the
Iran-Libya Sanctions Act which we have in force and is coming up
for renewal next week, even if there are a political will.to imple-
ment it more fully, will not be able to alter Iranian behavior by
itself. There is simply too much hard currency that the regime
could tap into and there are too many foreign factors who are in-
vested who would act. Iran will find a billion dollars, or a billion
and a half, somewhere. What the United States can do is try to
complicate where Iran gets its foreign direct investment from, and
force them to draw from their hard foreign currency reserves. I
would argue that is a worthwhile effort, because if Iran has less
money available for its nuclear program, for terrorism, or for inter-
ference in Iraq, that is an aggregate benefit for American foreign
policy. However, this is not by itself a solution to the nuclear issue.
We should not rely just on curbing FDI.

The second weakness is the economic hierarchy that exists in
Iran today. The vast majority of regime wealth is concentrated in
a small number of people. For example, as Dr. Katzman alluded to,
the extended family of former Iranian President Ali Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani virtually controls copper mining, pistachio
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trade, and a number of profitable export and import businesses.
And parallel to that you have the bonyads, the regime's sprawling
charitable foundations. They are largely unregulated, accountable
only to Iran's Supreme Leader. And they account for 20 percent or
more of Iranian national GDP, and as much as two-thirds of the
country's non-oil GDP.

So there is a substantial financial base that can be targeted
which has very deep ties to the regime. Targeted financial meas-
ures that restrict the ability of these individuals and organizations
to access international markets and curtail their ability to engage
in international commerce are likely to have an immediate and pro-
nounced effect on regime decisionmaking. This is a large domestic
constituency and there is likely to be a lot of domestic pressure ex-
erted on the Iranian government if these people can no longer live
in the manner to which they have become accustomed.

But the most solid point of entry, in my opinion, is commodities.
Iran maintains a socialist energy sector. Gasoline is sold for pen-
nies on the dollar. It costs approximately 40 cents to buy a gallon
of gas in Tehran today. Iran consumes 64.5 million liters of gaso-
line a year and it imports close to 40 percent of that. More impor-
tantly, it does not have the equivalent of a strategic gas reserve.
There have been studies out of Iran that suggest Iran only has a
45-day supply of gasoline "in country," after which there will be
shortages at the pump in a very destabilizing manner.

So on this issue, it is my opinion that economic pressure can
work. We are already beginning to see this. Sanctions have not yet
been applied in any way, but leading parliamentarians in Iran
have already told the government it needs to spend an extra $5 bil-
lion this year alone to maintain its established policy of deep sub-
sidies and avoid rationing. It is quite clear that this international
climate is creating additional fiscal requirements for the regime to
maintain state subsidies, and we can exploit that. That is a point
of entry for us.

But none of this is occurring in a vacuum. Iran is already mak-
ing very substantial economic countermoves.

First, Iran has carried out large scale transfers of financial as-
sets from Europe to institutions in China and Southeast Asia,
where the belief is they will be less likely to be exposed if sanctions
are applied.

Second, the regime has begun the initiation of a large scale pri-
vatization of government funds, transferring to offshore accounts,
transferring into private hands, selling off gold reserves, things like
that.

And most importantly, and I think this needs to be emphasized,
the regime about a month ago passed a new budget which goes into
effect over the next several months which calls for a halt to imports
of refined petroleum projects and gasoline rationing beginning this
fall.

These are all efforts to minimize economic vulnerabilities on the
part of the Islamic Republic, and they are an attempt by Iranian
leadership to deny the West the ability to influence Iranian behav-
ior, specifically on the nuclear issue.

Therefore, and I say this advisedly, the sanctions track that we
are currently pursuing at the United Nations is likely to be ineffec-
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tive. First of all, we have a problem with timing. The delays that
we have experienced so far-and are likely to experience moving
forward-allow the regime time to make these economic
countermoves that will make sanctions, when they are applied,
likely to be less effective than they are today.

And the second is a problem with scope. There is a need to ap-
pease the stragglers in our economic coalition: The Russians and
the Chinese have made no secret of the fact that they are very
hesitant to apply economic sanctions. Therefore, any measures that
emerge as a result of the U.N. track will need to be tailored to
make sure that they don't warrant a Chinese or a Russian veto. It
means they are going to be narrow in scope.

My conclusion here is that, unfortunately, the way the Adminis-
tration is currently pursuing economic policy toward Iran will vir-
tually guarantee that sanctions will fail. In my opinion, what the
Administration needs to do, and needs to do in short order, is to
create a "coalition of the willing" with which it can go outside the-
confines of the U.N. and focus on those measures-that will be most
effective in changing Iranian behavior.

I say all of this advisedly because it is not guaranteed at all that
sanctions will work. In fact, the political will of the regime to ac-
quire a nuclear capability is very strong and historically, sanctions
are not an isolated event. They tend to have a very strong positive
correlation with escalation to the use of force. But I think sanctions
are a step that should be attempted because if we don't, and we
acquiesce to the current U.N. track, this will make other options,
chief among them the eventual use of force, either by us or another
country, all the more likely.

Right now, we still have the ability to attempt to use economic
pressure on Iran to slow down and to curb Iran's atomic ambitions.
A year from now, it is not at all clear that we will have that oppor-
tunity.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berman appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 50.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Mr. Berman.

We move now to Mr. Davenport.

STATEMENT OF DR. ANDREW DAVENPORT, VICE PRESIDENT,
CONFLICT SECURITIES ADVISORY GROUP, INC.

Dr. Davenport. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the privilege of
appearing before this Committee. I would like to speak first about
the central role that Iran's oil and gas industries play in sup-
porting all facets of Iran's government and then focus my time on
the company specific dimensions of that equation. I will also touch
on the impact of U.S. policy on corporate decisionmaking regarding
the pursuit of these business opportunities.

In our view, three central issues define Iran's oil industry today.
First, it is clear that Iran's oil exports play a key role in under-
writing that country's government. As oil prices increase, Tehran
experiences economic windfalls that have a direct impact on the
government's discretionary spending across the board.

Second, despite the lucrative nature of Iran's oil exports, its en-
ergy industry as a whole has distinct weaknesses that have pre-
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vented it from reaching its full potential. Iran's oil industry is state
controlled, aging, inefficient and in need of significant upgrades
that only foreign companies with their access to large-scale capital
and advanced equipment technology are capable of providing.
These upgrades and foreign investments are essential for Iran to
cushion the blow of increasing domestic oil consumption and aging
oil fields that, together, are putting downward pressure on the
country's oil exports.

Third, the country's gasoline related expenditures have put
added strain on Iran's budget. Despite booming revenues, Iran's
lack of refining capacity has forced the country to spend billions of
dollars importing gasoline. Moreover, the decision by Iran's par-
liament to lock domestic gas prices at 2003 levels has led to billions
more dollars in state subsidies.

Over the coming years, the intersection of these three industry
pressures will put the Iranian government and the companies that
do business there at a crossroads. With Iran almost completely de-
pendent on its energy exports for its revenues and in desperate
need of foreign investment to keep these revenues flowing, foreign
companies will become even more central to the prosperity of
Tehran than they are today.

The summary statistics regarding the role of oil in the Iranian
economy tell the story. Iran holds an estimated 10 percent of the
world's proven oil reserves. Its oil exports generate 80 to 90 percent
of the country's total export earnings and 40 to 50 percent of its
total government budget.

Although the state-owned National Iranian Oil Company largely
runs the country's oil industry, we understand that oil export reve-
nues are effectively funneled straight to the country's central bank.
As might be expected, oil related revenues quite literally equate to
discretionary funds for Tehran. Although Iran's military and nu-
clear spending is largely unknown, it can be reasonably expected
that both are benefiting directly from recent oil windfalls.

To maintain these high revenue flows, however, not only will oil
revenues need to remain high, but Iran will need to invest heavily
in its existing and prospective energy projects. Most would agree
that the future success of Iran's oil fields requires billions of dollars
in foreign investment capital and technology in the coming years.

Our research shows that there is no shortage of corporations cur-
rently working in Iran's oil industry. In our view, even considering
the outrageous pronouncements of Iran's new President, short of
international sanctions, no significant number of companies will
forgo the country's business opportunities. History has shown time
and again that companies will do what the law allows. As long as
operating in Iran is legal, the draw of a growing economy and the
country's vast oil and gas resources will lure them in.

There are a few important exceptions. A number of companies
have correctly identified a growing sensitivity in the U.S. investor
community to business associations with Iran. The prospect of
being labeled as, quote, "doing business with the enemy," unquote,
the title of a 60 Minutes segment that has aired twice over the past
2 years, has influenced the behavior of some companies. For most
companies, however, this calculation is still in flux.
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For at least five prominent U.S. companies, Comptroller William
Thompson of New York City made this calculation a good deal easi-
er by registering public shareholder resolutions with the SEC on
behalf of the city's fire and police pension funds calling for a board
level review of their corporate ties to Iran and other terrorist spon-
soring states.

After some wrangling, these companies made adjustments to cor-
porate policies and in certain cases renounced any future business
ties to Iran whatsoever.

The impact of corporate reputational concerns and market forces,
however, should not only be measured by whether or not a com-
pany chooses to exit completely from Iran. One positive develop-
ment stimulated by these concerns and increased attention to this
issue from investors, the government and the media in the U.S. has
been a new sensitivity to the structure of their corporate ties to
Iran.

Some non-U.S. companies have begun to self-police their oper-
ations at standards above and beyond the requirements of their na-
tional laws to protect their reputations-from potential Iran-related
harm. For example, companies are substituting equipment and
technology to minimize dual use concerns and in some cases posing
questions regarding certain local partners. In fact, our firm is wit-
nessing corporations insisting- on certain contract terms with Iran
rather than vice versa.

While this may be short of what some policymakers prefer, it
demonstrates an innovative market oriented reaction that has a
high likelihood of reducing the security risks that these corporate
ties can represent. In our view, this increased security conscious-
ness, when it occurs voluntarily, should be viewed as a-good thing.

Given recent events and the importance of foreign companies to
the Iranian economy, one might ask: What role does U.S. policy
play in the considerations of these companies operating in Iran?
For a long time, the answer for non-U.S. companies has been very
little. President Clinton's 1995 Executive Order banned U.S. in-
volvement in Iran's energy sector, but had little to no impact on-
foreign companies.

Congress then passed the 1996 Iran-Libya Sanctions Act, or
ILSA, which sought to sanction non-U.S. companies investing more
than $20 million annually in Iran's oil and gas industries by re-
stricting their access to the U.S- economy. ILSA, however, was
never enforced. Soon after the act was passed, several, large compa-
nies, including France's Total and Russia's Gazprom, violated its
provisions and following an official review went unpunished. These
early precedents cleared the way for other companies to do the
same and, today, there are over 20 companies in technical violation
of ILSA.

With U.S. sanctions policy toward Iran remaining fairly con-
sistent since the mid-1990s, one might further ask: What has
changed over the past-few years causing changes to corporate be-
havior that we have been witnessing?

Our findings demonstrate that after September 11th the stigma
associated with corporate ties to terrorist sponsoring states in-
creased significantly. This stigma reverberated in the local and na-
tional press. State and municipal governments began analyzing
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how their retirement and other public investment funds were in-
vested in these companies. Grassroots attention to state sponsors
of terrorism raised substantially the reputational risk of these cor-
porate ties.

This grassroots movement continues today. For example, in Mis-
souri, an investment trust just recently became the first public
fund in the country to institute a policy that, after careful review,
screens out certain companies with business in Iran and other ter-
rorist sponsoring states. A so-called terror free mutual fund, the
Abacus Bull Moose Growth Fund, has likewise been created in re-
sponse to market demand. As a result of this trend, some compa-
nies are rightfully seeking to safeguard their corporate operations
from these types of associations. To be clear, this is market ori-
ented cause and effect.

According to our Global Security Risk Monitor online research
product, over 300 public companies have carried out business with
Iran during the past 3 years.

As stated, short of strong multilateral sanctions, there will con-
tinue to be companies looking to enter the Iranian market or ex-
pand their corporate presence. As reputational risk increases, so
too will corporate self-policing. Such new corporate governance
guidelines and due diligence measures will not be lost on the state-
owned companies that will have to learn to be responsive to the
reputational burden that they bring to each of their prospective
and existing business partners.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Davenport appears in the Sub-

missions for the Record on page 54.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Dr. Davenport.
Mr. Schott.

STATEMENT OF DR. JEFFREY J. SCHOTr, SENIOR FELLOW,
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Dr. Schott. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
the opportunity to testify before this Committee.

My testimony today draws on my personal experience as a U.S.
Government official involved in the formulation and implementa-
tion of sanctions policy back in the late 1970s and early 1980s and
since then also as a researcher who has spent 25 years docu-
menting the use of economic sanctions around the world with my
colleagues Gary Hufbauer and Kimberly Elliott. We have probably
produced the most extensive study of the use of economic sanctions,
analyzing where they can be successful and their limitations. I
hope that that analysis will help the Committee in its deliberations
and the Congress as it pursues legislation in the coming weeks.

There has already been very extensive discussion of Iran and
sanctions and petrodollars. The questions that were raised by you
and the other Members of the Committee in the first panel were
very insightful, and I will try not to duplicate that discussion.

But there is an important point to bear in mind. Iran now pock-
ets about an extra $30 billion of oil export revenues annually com-
pared to a decade ago. And these oil profits, as has been said in
this panel, fuel the Iranian economy. They also finance Iranian in-
vestment in weapons development and support for terrorism.
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What is good news for the ayatollahs is not good news for the
United States. We are paying for these developments and not just
at the pump. Petrodollars make Iran more capable of pursuing its
nuclear ambitions and funding Hezbollah and other terrorist orga-
nizations and, importantly, it makes Iran more immune to U.S.
economic coercion. I have some differences with comments that
have been made about the effectiveness of expanded sanctions, in
part because I have concerns about the viability of stronger multi-
lateral support for our initiatives.

We have had sanctions for several decades, as Mr. Hinchey im-
plied in his question in the opening panel. Fortunately, one only
has to look back 22 years to the bombing of the Marine Corps bar-
racks in Lebanon and the sad fact that our Marines had to return
to Lebanon for the first time in 22 years just the past week or so
to help the evacuation of U.S. citizens.

That led to sanctions against Iran for the first time since the
hostage crisis of 1979 to 1981; it put Iran on the list of state spon-
sors of terrorism where it belongs and where it has remained for
the past 22 years. We have had extensive unilateral sanctions. We
have had very modest international support for those sanctions.
And as a result, we have not achieved the very ambitious, difficult
objectives that our sanctions policy has sought.

Now the question is, what more can be done? I think that ques--
tion makes this -hearing very timely, very important. But there is
no easy answer to the questions that you have raised this morning.

In the interest of time, I will just note that in terms of our past
sanctions policy I have appended to my statement a chronology of
key events in the. decades long sanctions efforts. If you read that,
it will be troubling, because it goes back over many events that
now resonate in the headlines of the newspapers that we read ev-
eryday. It is like Yogi Berra said, it's like deja vu all over again.
The same problems confronting U.S. policy two decades- ago now
dominate the headlines.

Funding of terrorists in Lebanon. Testing North Korean missiles
and Iran's pursuit of-nuclear weapons. Economic sanctions have
not blunted Iran's foreign adventurism Jin these. two decades al-
though they have undoubtedly inhibited the task and made it more
costly to pursue.

Now the Congress is considering the extension or expansion of
the ILSA sanctions against Iran. I think that law should be ex-
tended, renewed as is. But we should be careful to assess what can
be done through the use of sanctions.

Can sanctions stop Iran from eventually developing a nuclear
weapon? I don't think so. We have let the cat out of the bag in our
reactions to developments in India and Pakistan. I fear any Iranian
government would follow similar nuclear ambitions because-for
them-the issue is one of nationalism. Even if the ayatollahs were
not in power, leaders in Iran would feel that nuclear weapons will
bring them regional dominance and that, just like with India and
Pakistan, the West will accept their accession to the nuclear club
without significant retribution.

Nonetheless, history shows that targeted sanctions can push
back that day of reckoning. India, Pakistan and North Korea have
all been subject to very extensive sanctions and some multilateral
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measures. The sanctions did not prevent proliferation but collective
denial by Western powers of key ingredients of the bomb maker's
art-the reprocessing technology, centrifuges and the like-sub-
stantially slowed the process.

I have studied a lot of sanctions, and I know that there are lots
of ways you get around sanctions. Sanctions will not prevent a de-
termined and a well financed country from eventually crossing the
nuclear threshold. Even the tightest sanction regime can be evaded
with sufficient incentive.

Saddam Hussein showed that during his reign when billions of
dollars were smuggled into Iraq, sometimes with the complicity of
Iran. Land borders are porous, especially in the Middle East, and
sea and air freight are difficult to monitor effectively without in-
tense military operations. With Iran's petrodollar bonanza, it will
be able, over time, to procure the necessary material and tech-
nology to achieve its nuclear ambitions. This is a sad reflection and
we ought to be planning how to deal with this.

The comments that were raised earlier that we should ratchet up
the sanctions cause me some concerns, because this is not the same
situation we had back in the 1990s when ILSA entered into force.
Given tight global supplies, Iran has greater leverage to counter
sanctions from major oil consuming nations and it can counter
sanctions in several ways. One is by cutting back its level of oil ex-
ports. It doesn't have to cut them off. It can just reduce a bit. It
can do non-oil related measures by racheting up tensions in the
Middle East, as it is now doing in Lebanon, and it can also do the
same in Iraq and perhaps they are doing it at the same time.

Few producing nations have the spare capacity to offset potential
Iranian cutbacks, so prices would likely rise sharply. Now, as you
implied, Mr. Chairman, and Mr. Simons implied in his answer to
you, you could utilize release from the Strategic Petroleum Re-
serve. It is not an automatic process, especially if you want an
internationally coordinated action using the IEA's emergency shar-
ing plan. I sat on the governing board of the IEA as part of the
U.S. delegation trying to do that in 1980, 1981, and it was a dif-
ficult process. We ended up doing nothing. The crisis was over be-
fore there was international agreement to take action. Prices went
up and then they went down as a result of the global recession.

That may be a satisfactory response, but in the short term cer-
tainly Iran will sell less and earn more. For that reason, there are
a lot of politicians who find it hard to stomach the idea of more
comprehensive sanctions, because of its short-term impact on
prices, and because it would undoubtedly trigger at least in the
short term a global recession.

Europe, China, and Japan have similar concerns and are likely
only to follow a very modest path of sanctions escalation. Russia
will be even more ambivalent and so will China. The Russians
have gained a lot from the oil price spikes that have already been
generated by Mideast tensions. They are one of the world's major
oil producers and indeed they increased their production over the
last decade, and they also want to continue to cultivate Tehran as
its best foothold in the Middle East. I would be very wary of think-
ing we will get strong support in multilateral actions from the Rus-
sians.
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So what should we do? Let-me conclude with a brief commentary.
I think the most immediate and obvious task is continued denial

of critical components for Iran's nuclear industry. The policy al-
ready receives support from major powers, but there is a lot of
leakage that comes in from second tier powers and we ought to be
concentrating our diplomacy on getting those states to try to join
in the broader sanctions effort.

Other targeted sanctions against Iran's ruling class should also
be considered. I think these are more for annoyance-measures
such as travel restrictions and overseas asset freezes-but Dr.
Katzman perhaps can comment more on- the impact that they
would have on domestic Iranian politics.

But the strategy of limited sanctions accompanied by coordinated
diplomacy is not going. to achieve the result of denying Iran eventu-
ally its objectives. It will only delay the process. Hopefully, over
time, that delay will mellow Tehran's- nuclear ambitions. This is
less than a satisfying result, -but effectively what we can achieve
given current conditions-in world energy markets.

Thank you very much, sir.
[The prepared statement of Dr. Schott appears in the Submis-

sions for the Record on page 58.]
Representative Saxton. Thank you very much, Dr. Schott.

That was a very good statement and we appreciate it very much.
You each heard Dr. Schott, other panelists, obviously heard Dr.
Schott talk about the effectiveness or potential effects, of sanctions.
Within the context of what Dr. Schott had to say, Mr.. Davenport
and Mr. Berman and Mr. Katzman; would you-just kind of respond
and give us your thoughts relative to the context within which Dr.
Schott put the subject?

Dr. Davenport. I will do my best. I would have to say -that from
our perspective, we spend- a lot of-our time, -the company that I rep-
resent, researching which companies- from around the world are
doing business in Iran and what they ares doing there and hence
the focus of my testimony on the- importance of those companies to
the country's economy. And I think it has been supported really in
the testimony of some of the other witnesses that, at present and
for the future, the Iranian oil economy is going to be highly de-
pendent on the investments of foreign companies. That is really
how they are going to keep up their current level of revenues and
how they are going to keep producing more and more oil in order
to compensate for currently aging oil fields and their increasing do-
mestic consumption. As long as that is happening, I think you are
going to see Iran's economy, short of oil prices falling, continuing
along apace even with U.S. sanctions in place.

So I believe that what would affect Iran's economy most substan-
tially would be international sanctions, if they were to occur, or a
severe drop in the price of oil. I think these vulnerabilities show
increasingly as Iran ramps up its budget and gets rather spendy
with the current oil-related revenues that they are experiencing. I
believe they have a budget deficit currently, even given the enor-
mous windfalls that they are experiencing from today's oil prices.
So I think either oil prices fall or international sanctions are put
into place and those are the two biggest things that I see having
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a negative impact or significant impact on Iran's current economic
situation.

Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Berman.
Mr. Berman. Thank you very much. I tend to agree about 50

percent with Mr. Schott, and let me explain why. He is exactly
right in terms of goals. Economic sanctions cannot change the cal-
culus of the Iranian leadership. It is very clear that Iranian offi-
cials have made a strategic choice in favor of nuclear possession,
and they also have made clear that they are willing to stomach
very painful economic measures inflicted upon them from the inter-
national community in order to achieve their goals, in order to per-
petuate policy. But let me draw in something that hasn't been men-
tioned so far yet today.

The goal of sanctions should not be to stop the nuclear program.
If that is the goal, then we have already failed. We have failed be-
fore we started. The goal, rather, should be to impress upon the
Iranian people, the 85 to 90 percent of the Iranian people that are
disenfranchised from the government, that their ruling regime's
goals have concrete economic consequences, because the one thing
that is very important here is the degree to which economic meas-
ures are not done in isolation. They have a diplomatic component.
The most important component here is in order to accentuate the
effectiveness of sanctions is to deny the regime the ability to rally
the people around the flag, and that means that any economic
measures have to be coupled with very robust public diplomacy
that talks about the concrete consequences of their regime's adven-
turism.

The second point is on Iranian oil power, and about what can
Iran do. Is it likely to expect an oil trade disruption? I think there
are a couple of factors that mitigate strongly against that. The Ira-
nian regime has blustered very publicly that it will reduce the flow
of oil from the Persian Gulf. That they will cutoff the flow of oil
from the Strait of Hormuz. And they have the capability to do that,
certainly, but it is useful to remember here that Iran is dependent
on less than savory countries, which are its primary customer base
for energy. And it is very clear that if Iran is no longer on the
table, countries like China and countries like India will waste no
time in finding other, more stable suppliers.

The second point is that if Iran begins fiddling with the "oil tap,"
this will do something that so far American strategy has not been
able to: to galvanize an international consensus about the need for
a fundamental change in Iran. Many countries that are very de-
pendent on Iran for oil will simply not stomach someone tinkering
with a passageway through which two-fifths of the world's oil trade
passes. I think the goal of their bluster is to have us self-censor,
to have us think about what the costs are. But it is a very far cry
for them to be able to do that. In fact, I think they understand that
doing so in a very robust fashion might actually be regime threat-
ening.

Representative Saxton. Mr. Katzman.
Dr. Katzman. My view is that Iran is single mindedly deter-

mined to achieve a nuclear capability and they will not be deterred
by economic measures. In the Iranian view of Iranian strategists
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all across the spectrum, the reformists,. the hardliners, every type
of hardliners, Iran has been humiliated by outside powers through-
out its history. It has been criss-crossed by every invader imag-
inable. The only way to reverse this sense of vulnerability is to
achieve a nuclear capability, in which case~ they would no longer be
vulnerable in their perceptions to this type of manipulation, in
their view, by outside powers. I believe they can endure substantial
economic privation.

Remember, Iran I think-I believe there is a perception in Wash-
ington, popularly here in America, that the Tehran elites are Iran.
That is not Iran. Iran is rural villages, very poor. It is not a rich
country. It is not a really well educated country. In Tehran there
are very well educated elites who would be quite harmed and quite
injured by economic privation. But the vast majority of Iranians
are used to economic privation their entire lives, and I don't per-
sonally believe that any sanction will deter them from this course
of pursuit.

Thank you.
Representative Saxton. Thank you.
Mr. Hinchey.
Representative Hinchey. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Gentle-

men, I want to thank you very much. I think your-insight today
that you provided us is very valuable and I wish the entire number
of the Members of the House of Representatives could have been
here to hear you. I think it would have been very beneficial.

Have any of you been to Iran recently? Not recently. Any of you
been to Iran at all? I think that is a major problem, and I don't
say that in any way to diminish what you just said. I think what
you just said is very, very valuable and I don't mean to diminish
it at all. But I just ask that question inquisitively because there is
very little contact between our countries, any real, any meaningful
contact between our countries, and the situation has gotten worse
over the course of the last 25, now almost 30 years

Mr. Schott, you said that a lot of people, politicians particularly,
have a difficult time stomaching sanctions. I think that is right. I
have a hard time rationalizing when you look-when you look back
on the history of our involvement with this country, it seems to
have been deplorably unsuccessful, and it is because the relation-
ship has been a very aggressive one and the aggression has been
primarily from our side. I can remember, you know, when I was a
very, very young man watching television news programs- over the
weekend where the Shah of Iran was the principal guest and at
that time Iran was a major ally and close friend of the United
States through the Shah. But the Shah, over time, became less and
less popular within his own country and when that happened back
in the Carter administration, we reacted in a favorable way toward
the Shah and an unfavorable way to the people who opposed him,
and that was really the beginning of the decline of this relation-
ship.

And it is an unfortunate situation, because I think that the peo-
ple who are making policy could very much benefit from the in-
sights that you provide. I don't know what kinds of opportunity you
have to talk to this Administration or particularly to the State De-
partment. I hope it is-I hope that you do have the opportunity be-
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cause I think that there could be a great benefit from that kind of
interaction.

But I would just like to ask you ask one question basically. The
approach that we have taken to Iran has been very unsuccessful,
seems to me completely unsuccessful. The likejihood of the situa-
tion improving under the present set of circumstances I think is re-
mote. The response of the Iranian people to the actions that we
have taken with regard to their country has been very reactionary.
They have increasingly elected more and more reactionary leaders
who are increasingly hostile to the United States and to other
countries, particularly Israel. So the circumstances that prevail
today are worse than they were 10 years ago, substantially worse
than they were 30 years ago.

Everything that we have done has made the situation worse.
Well, I don't know about everything, but most of the things that
we have done has made the situation worse. What is it that we
should be doing to make the situation better?

I think it was Mr. Berman who said he didn't have an oppor-
tunity to talk about diplomacy in his opening remarks. Seems to
me that that is exactly the problem we all have. None of us have
had an opportunity to talk very much about diplomacy, let alone
to engage in a serious diplomatic initiative with this very signifi-
cant country. So I would appreciate anything that you might care
to respond to that. Dr. Katzman, if you would like to begin.

Dr. Katzman. Well, I would just begin by saying there has been
engagements and actually in the last 4 years there has been sub-
stantially more engagement with Iran than ever before. Actually in
2003 for the first time the two countries acknowledged that they
were conducting an open dialog. During the Clinton administration
there had been talk about what the conditions might be for enter-
ing a dialog with Iran. But the last 4 years we have actually had
a dialog with Iran, starting with Afghanistan, and Iran was ex-
tremely helpful in putting together the Karzai Government at the
Bonn conference in late 2001. And then there were talks with Iran
on Iraq and how Iran might be helpful.

Representative Hinchey. What you have just said is absolutely
true. Iran was very helpful with regard to Afghanistan and that
was very important to us because Afghanistan was the appropriate
focus of our attention at that particular moment. What strikes me
as-what is difficult for me to understand is why we allowed our
relationship to deteriorate with them after they had been so helpful
to us in Afghanistan. I was in Afghanistan in December of 2001.
I had a chance to see what was going on there. I understand the
kind of things that Iran and other countries did working closely
with us. Why then did the President say, for example, in his speech
just a couple of months later, a month later, that Iran was part of
the axis of evil?

Dr. Katzman. Well, the Iranians point to that as something that
bothers them greatly. But I would also say the dialog was sus-
pended in May of 2003 when al-Qaeda activists who were in Iran
were responsible for the bombing of a big housing complex in Ri-
yadh, Saudi Arabia. Sayf al-Adel and bin Laden were believed to
be in Iran possibly under Iranian protection there.
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Representative Hinchey. You take a big jump in time between
2001 to 2003. The curious question is what did we allow to happen
or what did happen in that intervening period that caused the situ-
ation to deteriorate, sir?

Dr. Katzman. There were-what I understand is there was con-
sideration of building on the Afghan initiative, the Iraq initiative.
But there was a sense that Iran was still doing things we found
objectionable such as the nuclear. Remember in 2002, late 2002,
the evolution of the major nuclear sites was unveiled. So while Iran
may have been helpful on Afghanistan and Iraq, we had this other
track happening where it suddenly became apparent that Iran was
much more advanced in its nuclear program than we had pre-
viously thought, and that might have factored in to why this dialog
was not built on.

Mr. Berman. A couple of points. You made the case that our ap-
proach has been spectacularly unsuccessful. I would argue that in
fact we haven't had much of an approach at all for the last 8 years,
10 years. What you have actually had in Washington is two com-
peting camps. One thought that we could do business with the Ira-
nian government. On the other side, you have people that said this
is a government that is unreformable and we simply can't talk to
them. And the result of that clash, predictably, has been policy in-
ertia. I think that it has actually affected some of the things that
this Administration has done. The legacy is still there.

So I would say that your point is well taken, but I think it might
not be because we have tried everything at our disposal. It might
be because we are butting heads with ourselves.

The second point: You made reference to the election of
Ahmadinejad, and I think the more appropriate term here is selec-
tion. What is important to remember is that there were two Presi-
dential run-offs, one in June and one in July. But 3 months before
that, in March, the Iranian government's vetting authority ex-
cluded more than a thousand potential candidates for President.
The eight that remained, who participated in the first round, might
have talked a different talk, but they all walked the same walk.
None of them were going to pursue policies that were going to be
threatening to the Islamic Republic. And in the final stage in the
run-off between former President Rafsranjami and Ahmadinejad, it
is important to understand why the latter won. He won on a cam-
paign that was populist. It was against corruption, basically point-
ing to his people and saying, "These people have robbed you, the
Iranian people, of your deserved wealth. Stick with me and I will
make it better." He hasn't, and this is where there is an oppor-
tunity for the United States. Ahmadinejad for the last year has had
the opportunity to pursue very populist policies. And he has done
some of that tinkering on the margins of agrarian reform, etc. But
what he hasn't done is reconstruct, as he promised to do, the rela-
tionship between the government and the people in terms of trick-
le-down economics, if you will.

That is an opportunity for the United States, because if Iranians
substantively are still economically disenfranchised from the gov-
ernment. But that doesn't mean they will be in the future. If the
Iranian regime begins implementing some of these policies, you will
see a fracturing of that base of Iranians that right now does not
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see any economic opportunity for them in the perpetuation of the
Islamic Republic. But so far, this hasn't happened.

Dr. Davenport. I will have to defer to some extent to other wit-
nesses here since the company that I represent is impartial and
doesn't take policy positions on the research we perform.

But what I would like to say is whether or not you would agree
with the current track of the Government here with respect to
Iran, what we are witnessing in the private sector is a number of
Americans at the local level, and most notably in the investment
community taking, matters to some extent into their own hands via
a form of what has been called, in the past, socially responsible in-
vesting, also termed values-based, investing, -based on their own
opinions of what is going on in the world. In some cases, where
American policy and regulatory regimes can't reach, these investors
are taking actions with respect to U.S. and foreign companies doing
business in Iran, taking a look at exactly what they are doing there
and deciding for themselves whether or not they want a part of it.
And in some cases, they are screening out these companies alto-
gether. And I think that is becoming an element in the inter-
national dynamic as that community grows.

Dr. Schott. As in the first panel, Mr. Hinchey, you have put
your finger on the key question: Is U.S. policy making things better
or moving us toward meeting U.S. objectives, or is it making things
worse? And I strongly disagree with some of the commentary on
this panel that we haven't had a policy. We have had a very clear
policy dealing with a very difficult and volatile situation.

The policy started, as you rightly mentioned, back in the 1970s
when we played Iranian politics the wrong way, ended up in the
hostage crisis, and we used economic sanctions very intensively
and ultimately somewhat successfully to provide bargaining chips
to get our people home after 440 days.

But that created a sense of tension and animosity that carried
over. Clearly, the Iranians had the capability to export their adven-
turism, and they did so, and that led to the sanctions regime start-
ing in 1984.

That was manageable. We followed a policy of containment as op-
posed to a policy of military response. And given the situation in
the Middle East, given the lack of strong multilateral support back
in the 1980s and the 1990s, and even today, it probably was the
best of a bad set of options to follow.

Any containment policy is going to have tensions among domestic
groups. There is going to be cheating. There is going to be those
who say, well, we have military means, let's use them, though it
is hard to figure out what the next step will be after you begin a
military response, even if it is a limited bombing raid.

And so the policy of containment in the 1980s-and essentially
that has been the policy under ILSA, to limit the growth of the Ira-
nian industry-has been successful. Iran still produces about the
same amount of oil, but it hasn't been able to take further advan-
tage of its natural resources.

We now have a much more difficult international environment in
which to pursue our policy. The global oil supply demand balance
is very tight, and that has contributed to the financial windfall that
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the Iranians now benefit from that gives them a lot more margin
of flexibility for pursuing domestic and international policies.

It also, as I said in my statement, ends up constraining the im-
pact of economic coercion against them. That is why I think we
have to continue a policy of containment. I think we can try to
sharpen it in some areas, the narrowly targeted areas of
componentry and technology useful for the nuclear industry, so
that we lengthen the period of time, and hopefully the global envi-
ronment both economically and politically will allow us to begin to
work more closely with the future Iranian government, as the pol-
icy dialog began to improve a few years ago, as Dr. Katzman said.

But sanctions are not going to be a magic bullet to solve our
problems. There is a wide range of problems in the Middle East re-
lated to economics and politics that pull against a coordinated
international action and I don't think we are going to see that from
the Russians, the Chinese, or the Japanese in the future. They will
help us a little, but you will get the type of bland statements you
got out of St. Petersburg 2 weeks ago.

Representative Saxton. Thank you very much.
Mr. Hinchey, thank you for hanging in here with us.
Representative Hinchey. I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for hold-

ing this hearing, and thank these gentlemen. The insight that you
all provided I find very, very valuable.

If I could just ask one last brief question, Mr. Chairman.
Representative Saxton. If it is very brief.
Representative Hinchey. Could you supply me a list of those

20 companies that violated the ILSA?
Dr. Davenport. I will do my best. I will be in touch with your

office and talk with my guys.
Representative Saxton. In wrapping up here, we started this

discussion a couple of hours ago to focus on the economics of the
oil industry and Iran and what we can do to influence policy there,
and perhaps it was a natural thing that we didn't focus on the ide-
ology that is driving all of this. It just seems to me that a mention
of that at this point might be worthwhile. It is obviously an ide-
ology which the regime is intent on spreading. From my point of
view, much of what is going on in Iraq today has directly to do with
this. Much of what is going on in Syria today has a lot to do with
this. Much of what is going on in Lebanon and northern Israel
today is directly influenced by the policies of the Iranian regime
and the other parts of the world as well.

The second thing I would just like to point out is, as I briefly
mentioned earlier, it seems to me that there is a new or different
attitude being expressed by various governments in the Middle
East, including and perhaps not limited to Saudi Arabia and Egypt
and Oman and Qatar and Bahrain and other countries that are
less than anxious to be influenced by this ideology. And that per-
haps as much as anything else that I have heard here today should
be viewed by us and our Government as an opportunity to build
with our friends, with moderate Middle Eastern countries, if you
will, to try to counteract what we have been here talking about for
the last 2 hours or so.
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So thank you for sharing these perspectives with us. I think it
has been extremely helpful to those of us who have attended today.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the Committee was adjourned.]
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ENERGY AND THE
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It is a pleasure to welcome Mr. Simons and the members of our second panel of witnesses before

the Committee today. Given the course of events in the Middle East, this hearing on energy and
the Iranian economy is very timely.

l an is a country with immense wealth in the fornm of oil and gas reserves. Iran has the third
largest oil reserves and second largest nattiral gas reserses in the world. Unfortunately, despite
the country's great economic potential, the govemnment of Iran has adopted policies that have
undermined the country's economic development anid standard of living.

Despite Iran's huge reserves of oil and gas, the Iranian regime is intent on extending its nuclear
program. supposedly for peaceful purposes. However, the regime's deception regarding its
nuclear prograin. its aggressive promotion of terorism, and its president's recent statements
concerning Israel. obviously constitute a grave threat to world peace. The facts before us today

concerning Iran's large energy reserves undercut assertions by the Iranian regime that its nuclear

program is needed for peaceful nuclear power generation.

Iranian leaders have also sought to intimidate oil consuming nations by threatening to cut off
Iranian oil exports. However, Iranian oil exports generate a high percentage of Iranian export

eanmings and finance a significant portion of govemment spending. In short, the Iranian
goveniment and economy are highly dependent on oil exports, and threats to cut off these oil
exports are not very credible.

The Iranian economy labors tinder a heavy burden of government mismanagement. cronyism,

and corruption facilitated by govemnment affiliated foundations and enterprises. The Iranian
people pay a high price for the failures of the regime's economic policies, but the prospects for
refort of these policies are bleak in the near term.

Ili view of the Iranian regime's aggressive behavior, the feasibility of sanctions against the
regime must be considered. Iran's reliance on imported gasoline is one potential pressure point.

However, the effectiveness of sanctions would depend on the willingness of a much broader
group of nations acting in concert with the United States to contain Iran:s threats. The coining
weeks and months will reveal whether a broader attempt to impose sainctions will be toed and
produce positive results.
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IRAN'S OIL AND GAS WEALTH

INTRODUCTION

Iran's vast oil and gas resources undermine
the Iranian regimes claim that its nuclear
program is needed for domestic energy
generation. Iran holds the world's third
largest known oil reserves, 132.5 billion
barrels, and second largest natural gas
reserves. 971 trillion cubic feet, representing
10 and 16 percent, respectively, of the totals.
However, support for terrorism and economic
mismanagement by the government have
damaged oil and gas development in Iran.
Specific impediments to development of these
natural resources include:

* Membership in the OPEC cartel;
* Restrictive contracting practices;
* Threatening policies that provoke U.S.

trade and investment sanctions; and
* State control of domestic energy prices.

IRAN'S OIL RESOURCES

The map shows the largest of Iran's 40
producing oil fields (27 on- and 13 offshore),
which, in terms of sulfur content and gravity,
hold mostly mid-grade crude oil similar to that
found in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwait.
Iranian crude generally sells for slightly less
than the weighted average price of the OPEC
"basket" of eleven crude oil grades.2

"Worldwide Look at Reserves and Production," Oil
& Gas Journal, 103, 47 (12/19/ 2005): 24.
2 Information supplied by the Energy Information
Administration (EIA). African crude, for example, is
lighter and hence more expensive. Since June 2005,
the basket includes additional heavy crude oil grades,
lowering the average price. EIA's "OPEC Revenues
Fact Sheet" and "Country Analysis Briefs,' are the
sources for this report, unless otherwise noted.

Major Iranian Oilflelds

Only Saudi Arabia and Canada hold larger oil
reserves than Iran, whereby most oil in
Canada is in the form of oil sand and far more
costly to extract. In oil production and exports
Iran ranks fourth in the world; it produced 4.2
million barrels of oil per day (b/d) and
exported 2.7 million b/d in 2005.

Fsure 1CRUDE OIL PRODUCTION, EXPORTS

TOP FOUR COUNTRIES
nUON B.C
12 PRODUCTION

p f L zaEXPORTS
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Source: EIA, 2004 Daa.
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OPEC. Iran is a founding member of the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting
Countries (OPEC) and participates in the
cartels restrictive output practices to drive up
the price of oil on the world market. As the oil
price has surged. Iran's net oil export revenue
has reached record (nominal) levels, nearly
doubling from $23.7 billion in 2003 to S46.6
billion in 2005.

Fig..3 2 IRArs NET OIL EXPORT REVENUE
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Eighty to ninety percent of Iran's export
earnings come from oil. Boosted by oil, Iran's
real GDP grew 4.8 percent in 2004 and 5.6
percent in 2005.. But, Iran's rate of oil
production and its share of OPEC's oil output
are much lower than they were prior to the.
Iranian revolution and the subsequent war with:
Iraq. Oil production did increase after the war
but is only now approaching the level of 35
years ago. Iran's share of OPEC production
was 12.5 percent in 2005 compared to 19.8
percent in 1974.
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Lageging oil exoorts. Iran's oil consumption
has been increasing substantially and claims 36
percent of production while its oil exports

remain barely at half the peak rate of 1974. As
Iran's oil production and exports declined,
OPEC-whose output slightly exceeds its peak
rate in the 1970's-reduced the output quota it
assigns to Iran. Since 1990, OPEC has kept the
quota at a rate between 3 and just over 4 million
b/d. Iran thus accounts for a much smaller share
of OPEC oil exports than it once did. Figure-3
compares the cartel members' relative shares of
net oil export revenue in 1974 and in 2005. The
EIA's estimate of 2005 OPEC revenue is $473
billion.

Figure 4 OPEC REVENUE SHARES

Fifty-six percernt of Iran' s oil exports are. to
Asia and 29 percent to Europe. Japan and the
People's Republic of Chins (PRC) together
buy over one-third of Iran's oil exports. The
U.S. buys no oil from Iran (other than
specially licensed swaps for Caspian oil).

Fiu. IAN-SOIL EXPORT DESTNATiONS
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By comparison, 64 percent of all Mid-East oil
exports are shipped to Asia, 16 percent to
Europe, and 13 percent to the U.S.3

Inter-area movements 2004, BP Statistical Review of
World Energy, June 2005.

Joint Economic Committee -433 Cannon House Office Building -(202) 226-3234 - www.house.govfJec
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IRAN'S GAS RESOURCES

Only Russia holds more natural gas than Iran,
and only one other country, Qatar, holds nearly
as much gas as Iran, as Figure 6 shows. But, 62
percent of its natural gas reserves have not yet
been developed.

Figure 6 NATURAL GAS RESERVES
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Iran ranks only fifth in the world in natural gas
production and produces far less gas than
Russia, not only in absolute terms but also in
proportion to its reserves.

Figure 7 NATURAL GAS PRODUCTION PER DAY
TOP FIVE COUNTRIES
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OPEC's output quotas do not extend to natural
gas, and Iran's gas production has more than
doubled in the last ten years, albeit from a low
base. The South Pars gas field in the Persian
Gulf is part of the largest natural gas deposit in
the, world and is shared by Iran and Qatar
(whose portion is called the "North Field").
Developing South Pars is Irans single largest
energy project, which already has attracted more
than $15 billion in investments and has 18
active of 28 planned development phases.

Minimal gas exports. Natural gas now
accounts for close to half of Iran's total energy
consumption; its consumption of gas ranks fifth
in the world. Iran imports natural gas from
Turkmenistan via a pipeline built in 1997 and
exports gas to Turkey, its only gas export
customer. A natural gas pipeline to Turkey was
completed in 2002, but there is a dispute
between the two countries over price and
purchase volume. Iran may be a net importer of
gas.4 It has signed multiple agreements with
other potential gas customers, including
Armenia, India, Pakistan, the PRC, and
European countries, but concrete progress
appears slow. In order to export natural gas on
a large scale, Iran needs to build additional
pipelines far beyond its borders and/or construct
liquefied natural gas (LNG) facilities, of which
it has none at this time. The potential for LNG
exports has caused internal debate in Iran over
the priorities of competing uses for natural gas 5

Meanwhile, other Persian Gulf countries have
moved ahead of Iran in positioning themselves
for LNG exports.

CONFLICTING PRIORITIES

Buy-back contracts. Iran's restrictive
petroleum law was loosened recently but
remains a hindrance to foreign investment.6

Along with Saudi Arabia, Iraq, and Kuwait, Iran
is one of the Persian Gu~ffs "Big Four' oil
nations enjoying the highest well flow rates and
the lowest unit cost in the world, less than $2
per barrel.7 However, investments in the
billions of dollars are a prerequisite to

' The BP Statistical Review shows Iran's natural gas
consumption exceeding production in 2004, 8.4 versus 8.2
billion cubic feet per day (bced).
5 Gas can be used for domestic consumption, expon, and
re-injection into oil fields to raise underground pressure;
see "Gas Use at Issue in Iran as Oil Production Sags," by
Judy Clark, OGJ, 103, 18 (5 9/ 2005): 34.
' Intemnational Petroleum Encyclopedia 2005, PennWell
Corp., p. 149.
O Thomas R. Stauffer. "The Economic Cost of Oil and
Gas Production: A Generalized Methodology," The
OPEC Reviews 28, 2 (June 1999): 192.

Joint Economic Committee - 433 Cannon House Office Building - (202) 226-3234 - www.house.gov/jec
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production. Iran imposes so-called buy-back
contracts on investors that compensate them
through allocations of oil production on a
relatively short-term, profit limiting basis. Oil
field operations must be turned over to the
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC) when the
contracts expire.

U.S. Sanctions. Since 1995, in response to
Iran's support of terrorists and pursuit of nuclear
technology, the U.S. has banned investment in
and trade. with Iran by executive order. In
addition, the Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA)
subjects foreign companies to sanctions, if they
invest more than $20 million in Iran's energy
sector. While a key waiver in the case of the
South Pars gas field was granted, ILSA is
believed to have limited Iran's oil production
capabilities.8 Also, most LNG plants use
technology developed by U.S. companies,
which could hinder Iran's progress in this field.

Large iniports of gasoline Domestically, Iran
sets low prices for oil products and natural gas.
A gallon of. gasoline sells for less than 400.
Low prices and an increase in population since
1980 from 40 to 68 million people have pushed
Irans gasoline consumption beyond: its refining
capacity. Motor gasoline consumption has
increased by nearly 13 percent annually from
2000 to 2004, resulting in an estimated 170,000
b/d of gasoline imports last year. On a net basis,
Iran's gasoline imports. rank second in. the
world. Its import bill for gasoline is running at
$3 to $4 billion per year. An estimated 25
percent of Iran's gasoline imports come from
Persian Gulf countries, 15 percent from India,
and the remainder from a variety of sources,
including France, Turkey, Singapore, the
Netherlands, and the PRC. Iran is a net exporter
of refined products in total, based on shipments
of residual fuel oil.

See CRS Reports RS20871, 'The tIrn-Libya
Sanctions Act (ILSA)," 4/19/2005, and RL32048,
"iran: U.S. Concerns and Policy Responses,"
1/20/2006, by Kenneth Katzman. In 2001. the ILSA
was extended to August 2006.

Diverse pursuits. Iran wants to raise its oil
production to 5 million b/d by 2010; it has
aspirations to expand the Caspian oil and gas
trade and has made.outsized claims for a stake
in offshore fields. It wants to increase refining
capacity from 1.47 to as much as 2.2 million b/d
by 2008. It plans to convert 1.5 million motor
vehicles to compressed natural gas (CNG) and
install 700 CNG filling stations by the 2009 to
2011 timeframe.9 It has announced new
projects in exploration, pipelines, LNG, and
petrochemicals. Well known are its nuclear
ambitions. But, prospects in the Caspian Sea
seem far off. Major producing oil fields are in
decline-the rate of recovery in existing fields.
is 8 to II percentage points less than the world
average-and there are doubts the country can
even sustain its current productions Iran is
mired in slow-moving negotiations with an
array of foreign companies, and it has drawn the
ire of the world over its nuclear program.

CONCLUSION

Iran has an enormous energy output gap: the
reserve-to-production ratio of, say, Russia for
natural gas applied to Iran would yield 33 bcfd
of gas production and for crude oil would yield
20 million b/d of Iranian oil production-4 and
4.8 times, respectively, its current rates of
output. Iran is centrally located between
European and Asian energy markets and is
courted by eager buyers of oil and gas. Yet the
regime insists on aggressive politics, pursues
threatening nuclear technology, manipulates the
international oil price through OPEC, and drives
a wedge between energy demand and supply at
home by limiting consumer prices while
impeding. foreign investment. Iran does not
need nuclear energy; it needs to reconnect with
the world, realign its disjointed priorities, and
develop its vast oil and natural gas resources.

Petroleum Encyclopedia. p. 149.
I tran's crude oil output fell slightly in December 2005 and

January 2006, as did OPEC's, according to Plan's Oilgram
News, 84, 30 (2/14/2006).
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Thank you, Chairman Saxton. I want to welcome both panels of experts and thank
them all for testifying here today.

As we monitor the diplomatic developments surrounding the nuclear standoff with
Iran-and as the current conflict between Israel and Hezbollah continues to destabilize the
region-this hearing on energy and the Iranian economy is indeed timely.

Iran has recently enjoyed strong economic growth-primarily due to high oil prices.
Despite some progress in reforming certain aspects of its economy, the Iranian economy
continues to suffer from significant structural weaknesses. First, its heavy reliance on oil
revenues makes it extremely vulnerable to oil price shocks. Second, entrenched political
interests impede substantive economic reform. Lastly, the country continues to rank poorly
on various indicators of foreign investment risk.

Such vulnerabilities lead some observers to conclude that the United States and its
allies may have some leverage-primarily through sanctions, possibly backed up by the
threat of military action-in convincing Iran to abandon any nuclear weapons ambitions.

However, oil prices are expected to remain high at least through 2007 and with a
global oil market Iran will always find alternative customers in countries that are willing to
violate sanctions to advance their own interests. Even if Iranian oil exports were to slow
somewhat, the higher prices that resulted would, at least temporarily, cushion the revenue
impact. And Iran's vast energy reserves promise that the country will remain attractive to
foreign investors.

Russia and China recently signed on with the U.S. and its European partners in
seeking a United Nations Security Council resolution ordering Iran to freeze its nuclear
program, or face possible sanctions. To be truly effective on their own, sanctions must
target the oil exports that are central to the Iranian economy. Given tight oil supplies,
however, it is highly unlikely that all six negotiating partners would ultimately agree to such
comprehensive economic sanctions. In fact, a decade's worth of experience with the Iran
Libya Sanctions Act or "ILSA"-which was implemented during a period when oil was
relatively cheap and plentiful-suggests our allies' reluctance to further rattle the global oil
market. Further, both Russia and China have indicated they will not support military action
against Iran.
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The experience with U.S. sanctions against Iran suggests that a unilateral approach
simply will not work. U.S. sanctions have not prevented Iran from developing what
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspectors believe to be a potential military
dimension to its clandestine nuclear program, or from continuing to sponsor terrorist
organizations such as Hezbollah and Hamas. Some analysts believe that U.S. sanctions
have done more to isolate the United States than to isolate Iran.

Rather than taking a unilateral approach, the U.S. must continue to work with the
U.N. community. If universal, comprehensive economic sanctions are not feasible, we
must focus on a more effective mix of targeted sanctions that our negotiating partners can
agree to. Targeted sanctions may not cripple the Iranian economy to the point where it is
financially incapable of developing a nuclear weapon. However, coupled with concerted
diplomatic efforts, the right mix of sanctions has the potential to convince Iran to abandon
any nuclear weapons ambitions it may harbor.

I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses here today. In addition to hearing
about the state of the Iranian economy and its energy sector, I hope to discuss ways in
which sanctions could be effectively applied, preferably as part of a multilateral diplomatic
effort involving the U.N. and the IAEA:
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMONS, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
ECONOMIC AND BusINEss AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Mr. Chairman, distinguished Committee members, I am pleased to be here today
to testify on "Energy and the Iranian Economy."

Iran is an important country from a number of perspectives, and has a particu-
larly significant place in the international oil and gas domain. But Iran is also a
country whose policies and actions have long been cause for deep concern. Given its
pursuit of weapons of mass destruction and missile delivery systems, its place as
the leading state-sponsor of terrorism, its support for violent opposition to Middle
East peace, its unhelpful role in Iraq, its oppression of its own citizens and abysmal
human rights record, Iran poses, as Under Secretary Burns recently said, a pro-
found threat to US interests.

Iran's concerted effort to develop a nuclear weapons capability has become the
focus of particular concern, not only for the US but for the international community,
as reflected in the resolution adopted in February by the International Atomic En-
ergy Agency (IAEA) Board of Governors, and in the March statement by the United
Nations Security Council (UNSC). On June 6, the governments of the US, UK,
France, Russia, China, and Germany-referred to as the P5+1-offered Iran a set
of far-reaching proposals that presented Iran with a clear choice between two paths:
One path leads to important benefits for the Iranian people, if Iran suspends all en-
richment-related and reprocessing activities and enters into negotiations on the
basis of the P5+1 offer. The Secretary has made clear that the United States would
be willing to join the negotiations if Iran fully and verifiably suspends its enrich-
ment program.

If Iran chooses the other path and continues on its current course, it will face
greater international isolation and strong U.N. Security Council action. Iran has
failed to take the steps needed to allow negotiations to begin, specifically the sus-
pension of all enrichment-related and reprocessing activities. Absent such a positive,
concrete response from the Iranian government, we and our international partners
have no other choice than to return to the U.N. Security Council to adopt a resolu-
tion which would make suspension mandatory.

THE IMPORTANCE OF ENERGY

Let me turn to energy matters. Iran is the world's second largest holder of natural
gas reserves (after Russia), with an estimated 940 trillion cubic feet of gas available,
and it ranks second or third (the Iranians claim 132 billion barrels) in conventional
oil reserves. (While there is no doubt that Iran's oil and gas reserves are substan-
tial, the opaque nature of the Iranian energy sector makes it difficult if not impos-
sible to independently verify the figures it claims.) With a capacity of just over 4
million barrels per day (bpd), Iran is OPEC's second largest oil producer and second
largest exporter (about 2.6 million bpd).

What is striking, however, is the fact that Iran is not as prominent a player on
the international oil and gas scene as its geological potential would suggest. Despite
its huge gas reserves, Iran is actually a gas importer (from Turkmenistan). At
present, it exports gas only to Turkey and to the small Azerbaijani exclave of
Nakhichevan, with imports and exports roughly balancing. A project for a gas pipe-
line to Pakistan and India has long been a subject of study and discussion, but thus
far of little concrete action. Notwithstanding its central location, -Iran has not devel-
oped into a hub for international oil or gas pipeline development.

LNG has also been a focus of discussion and negotiation, but at present, no LNG
facilities exist and none are under construction. This contrasts with the situation
in Qatar, Iran's small neighbor on the other side of the Gulf, whose North Field
shares a reservoir with Iran's South Pars field. Qatar's liberal investment regime,
secure political climate, and strong relationship with the US have attracted massive
foreign investment and enabled Qatar to leap far ahead of Iran in developing LNG
and other gas projects. At just above 4 million bpd, current oil output in Iran is sig-
nificantly less than the approximately 6 million bpd Iran produced prior to the 1979
revolution; production has increased in recent years, but not by a great deal (it was
about 3.8 million bpd in the mid-90s). New production has been largely offset by
the natural decline (estimated at 8 to 13 percent per year) in the output of older
fields, while rising consumption squeezes exports.

ENERGY POLICY

Iran has expressed its intention to expand its production of both oil and gas.
Plans have been announced to increase oil production to 5 million bpd in 2010 and
8 million bpd in 2015. But Iran's efforts to attract foreign investment through "buy-
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back" deals, initiated in 1995 in a reversal of post-Revolution policy, have met with
only limited success. Foreign investment in this sector appears to be slowing, due
in part to a strong perception of heightened political and financial risk in dealing
with Iran. In addition to the discouraging impact of Iran's problematic policies, in-
cluding its pursuit of nuclear weapons which -has raised the possibility of inter-
national sanctions, international companies have found it increasingly difficult to
reach agreement with Iranian negotiators on project terms that are economically at-
tractive. US measures and policies, including ILSA (the Iran and Libya Sanctions
Act), have also contributed to the negative business and investment climate that
prevails today for Iran. Foreign involvement in the oil and gas sector also remains
a politically charged issue in Iran. Most current oil production in Iran comes from
fields developed and operated by Iranian entities;

Iranian refining capacity is inadequate to meet the demand for most petroleum
products, particularly gasoline, and the Energy Information Administration (EIA)
estimates that Iran will spend more than $4 billion on product imports this year.
Prices are fixed well below international market levels (gasoline costs about 9 cents
per liter), which inevitably spurs demand and makes smuggling to other countries
profitable. Price increases have proven politically unacceptable, and proposals for ra-
tioning are meeting opposition.

THE IRANIAN ECONOMY

There are some positive indicators in the Iranian economy: recent IMF estimates
for fiscal year 2005 put GDP growth at 6 percent. Iran's foreign exchange reserves
are estimated at $47 billion, excluding gold-about 10 months worth of imports-at
the 2005 level. The IMF also estimates a budget surplus for 2005/2006.

But despite the advantage of recent high oil prices, there are also very significant
negatives in the economic picture, including high rates of inflation and unemploy-
ment. For 2005, official inflation and unemployment rates were both in the double
digits at 13 percent and 11 percent respectively. Iran's stock market dropped sharp-
ly in 2005/06, losing 20 percent of its value (though the stock market is not a major
factor in Iran's overall economy). The Iranian economy also remains heavily depend-
ent on the output of.a single sector, with petroleum export revenues, estimated at
nearly $45 billion last year accounting for 80 to 90 percent of Iran's foreign ex-
change earnings and more than 10 percent.of GDP. According to the EIA's January
2006 report, Iran's major customers for oil are Japan, China, South Korea, Taiwan,
and Europe.

NUCLEAR PROGRAM

Iran's formerly secret efforts to develop a complete nuclear fuel cycle included ura- -

nium mining and milling, uranium conversion, gas centrifuge enrichment, laser en-
richment, construction of a heavy water production plant, a heavy water reactor,
and plutonium separation experiments. Iran claims it is seeking an indigenous nu-
clear fuel cycle, including the capability to make fissile material, for nuclear energy
purposes only. Iran has also claimed that its nuclear activities will provide energy
security and independence. However, Iran's limited uranium reserves would not give
Iran nuclear energy independence and the costs to Iran of manufacturing fuel indig-
enously would far exceed the price at which fuel could be purchased on the inter-
national market. As noted, Iran also has huge reserves of natural gas, which if de-
veloped would represent a significant energy resource. If recovered, flared natural
gas in Iran would be sufficient to generate over 4000 megawatts of electricity, equal
to four Bushehr-capacity power plants.

Bushehr is the only power reactor under construction in Iran. Bushehr, a VVER
(from the Russian acronym for water-cooled, water-moderated) 1000, 1000 megawatt
light water reactor, is nearing completion. Iran still lacks the know-how and facili-
ties to manufacture the requisite reactor fuel for Bushehr. Russia has agreed to sup-
ply fuel for this reactor, and to take back the spent fuel, but has not delivered fuel.

The August 2005 offer from the EU-3 (the UK, France, Germany)-which Iran
rejected-included future European assistance to support an expanded, safe, safe-
guarded nuclear power program. The June 6, 2006 package of incentives offered by
the P5+1 governments includes an offer to cooperate with Iran in the development
of a civilian nuclear power program.

The P5+1 package reaffirms Iran's right to nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
in conformity with Iran's obligations under the Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty.
The President and the Secretary have made clear that we do not seek to deny peace-
ful nuclear energy. However, Iran's long history of deception and noncompliance
with its NPT (nonproliferation treaty) and IAEA safeguards obligations have created
a loss of confidence in Iran's intentions.
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As the President has said, civilian nuclear energy "is a legitimate desire. We be-
lieve the Iranian people should enjoy the benefits of a truly peaceful program to use
nuclear reactors to generate electric power. So America supports the Iranian peo-
ple's rights to develop nuclear energy peacefully, with proper international safe-
guards."

LOST OPPORTUNITIES
With its enormous natural resource endowments and talented people, Iran should

be among the most prosperous countries in the world. But counterproductive eco-
nomic policies, mismanagement, widespread corruption, and misguided goals such
as the dangerous quest for nuclear weaponry, have dimmed Iran's economic pros-
pects. Iran's economic problems reflect in some ways its negative political culture,
with all the problematic manifestations I outlined earlier. As President Bush re-
cently noted, Americans admire the rich history and vibrant culture of Iran, and its
many contributions to civilization. "The people of Iran", the President has said, "like
people everywhere, also want and deserve an opportunity to determine their own
future, an economy that rewards their intelligence and talents, and a society that
allows them to pursue their dreams." Thus far, those dreams have been sadly
thwarted.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. KENNETH KATZMAN, SPECIALIST IN MIDDLE EASTERN
AFFAIRS, CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for inviting me to appear at today's hearing. I request
that the full statement be placed in the record, and I will summarize my remarks.

OVERVIEW OF IRAN'S POLITICAL ECONOMY
As a longtime analyst of the politics of Iran, I will primarily focus on the politics

of Iran's economy. I want to preface my remarks by saying how difficult it is to ob-
tain authoritative information on Iran's political economy. Iran is not an isolated
country-it has relatively open trade with U.S. allies. However, Iran's economy is
not transparent and there is no U.S. Embassy in Iran to follow Iran's economy and
obtain authoritative information. The Iranian government has not, to date, allowed
a CRS visit to Iran on the grounds that CRS is part of the U.S. Government.

In particular, I will discuss how key leaders and factions have gained a substan-
tial measure of control over major segments of the Iranian economy, avoiding vir-
tually any official transparency or accountability. Iran's leaders are able to steer the
proceeds of parts of the economy to provide patronage and build their constituencies,
particularly among the lower classes. Because Iran's political leaders benefit from
the structure of the economy as it is, there is little chance under the current system
of major, structural economic reform.

The consensus of experts is that Iran's economy has improved substantially over
the past 2 years, but that is primarily the result of increased oil prices and masks
underlying weaknesses that would likely be revealed were oil prices to fall signifi-
cantly. Oil revenues account for about 80-90 percent of Iran's export earnings and
almost 50 percent of the government budget. The IMF, the World Bank, and outside
experts say that Iran has pursued only limited structural economic reform and that
Iran needs to reform its financial sector and privatize state-owned industries, and
further liberalize trade regulations. As is also true of other countries in the region
and throughout the developing world, some reforms are blocked by powerful political
interests, and others are not implemented because of fear of mass unrest. In the
case of Iran, some of its economic difficulties have been caused by the ideology of
the Islamic revolution of 1979, which propounded self-sufficiency and an end to
Iran's dependence on and perceived manipulation by great powers.Energy Subsidies. As one example of Iranian mismanagement of its energy sector,
Iran heavily subsidizes gasoline costs to consumers. Gasoline costs only about 40
cents per gallon in Iran, and the Majles (290-seat elected parliament) has consist-
ently rejected proposed legislation to reduce the gasoline subsidy because doing so
would result in higher prices, which could spark unrest. Iran's refining capacity is
sufficient to fulfill only about 60 percent of the gasoline consumption of Iranian con-
sumers, and the remainder is purchased from nearby sources (including India and
Kuwait) on the open market. As a result, Iran's government is currently spending
an estimated $5 billion per year to import refined gasoline, and the funds have been
derived by drawing down on Iran's foreign exchange reserve fund. It is a large in-
crease over the amounts spent in previous years-about $1.5 billion per year. Most
experts believe that Iran should eliminate the gasoline subsidy in order to reduce
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domestic demand, in part by encouraging use of public transportation. In addition,
according to press accounts, Iran's per-vehicle gasoline consumption is relatively
high because many of its vehicles are older-model and not fuel efficient.

Inefficient Social Welfare Policies. A 2003 World Bank assessment notes that the-
Islamic regime has pursued a "social justice" policy since it took power in 1979.1 The
official welfare effort has succeeded in reducing the proportion of the population.
below the poverty line from 47 percent in 1978 to 19 percent in 2003. The regime
has also closed a gender gap in education-(even though the regime is perceived as
repressive of women), and it has instituted universal education and extensive health
care coverage.

Over 7 million Iranians (about 10 percent of the population) benefit from the gov-
ernment's officially sanctioned social welfare network. The main official relief agen-
cies are the Welfare Organization and the Imam Khomeini Relief Committee. They
are overseen by the Ministry of Welfare and Social Security. The Imam Khomeini
Relief Committee is said to assist as many as 7 million Iranians with basic foods.
The Welfare Organization, as well as the Committee, provides social welfare serv-
ices to women-headed households as well as other recipients. The Ministry of Wel-
fare and Social Security has set up some 7,000 job centers for women heads of
households, providing vocational training among other services. Other ministries
that oversee or give out social welfare-benefits are: the Ministry of Housing and
Urban Development; the Ministry of Agricultural Jihad; and the Ministry of Labor
and Social Affairs.

However, the government's social-welfare strategy includes the provision of im-
plicit subsidies, not only for gasoline but also for medicines, bread, and other goods.
The World Bank calls these subsidies "untargeted and ineffective" and not dis-
proportionately benefiting the poor. Much of the benefit of subsidies goes to Iranians
who are middle class or even affluent. For example, the Imam Khomeini Relief Com-
mittee also provides marriage dowries, as well as education assistance to about
600,000 students, including university scholarships. These benefits do not nec-
essarily go to Iranians who are below the poverty line. In addition, according to crit-
ics, the government is trying to eliminate poverty through handouts and charitable
transfers rather than by generating employment. The Bank recommends that Iran
should shift away from untargeted subsidies to more targeted subsidies that benefit
the genuinely poor.

Quasi-State Foundations (Bonyads). Part of this inefficiency might be a result of
the politics of Iran's social welfare system. As discussed below, many Iranians re-
ceive benefits not only from the "official" social welfare network but also from an
informal charitable network. The core of the informal network is the -quasi-official
"foundations" (bonyads) described below. These organizations are controlled by key
clerics and other former or current government officials. The bonyads are technically
not under the authority of the Ministry of Welfare- and Social Security, and there-
fore the bonyads' criteria for deciding who should receive social welfare is often arbi-
trary, according to man observers, explaining why some Iranians who are not truly
needy receive benefits. Those needy Iranians who are not well-connected or who are
perceived as unsympathetic to the regime might often not receive social welfare ben-
efits. By contrast, the official social welfare system overseen by the Ministry of Wel-
fare and Social Security do have clear criteria and clearly stipulated benefits, for
example for unemployment compensation, old age pensions, disability pensions, sur-
vivor benefits, and medical benefits.

The bonyads, which are said to account for an estimated 33-40 percent of Iran's
total GDP, also distort normal market forces in Iran. Some of them have existed
for centuries as custodians of Shiite holy sites in Iran, and, since the 1979 revolu-
tion, have come to enjoy significant economic and political privileges. Several of the
bonyads, the heads of which are appointed by Supreme Leader Khamene'i, control
vast assets given to them by the state. Combined, they are said to employ as many
as 5 million Iranians and give social welfare to perhaps several million more. These
figures indicate that the bonyads have a large constituency and are able to build
support for the regime among the working and lower classes.

Their privileges are vast, by all accounts. According to the World Bank study in
2001, the bonyads enjoy virtual tax exemption and customs privileges, preferential
access to credit and foreign exchange, an regulatory protection from private sector
competition; Using these preferences, some of the major bonyads have been able to
carve out virtual monopolies in the import and distribution of several categories of
items. Several of the bonyads are headed by former or current major figures of the
regime, largely explaining their exemption from substantial official oversight.

I World Bank Report No. 25848-IRN. Iran: Medium Term Framework for Transition. April 30,
2003.
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The most controversial allegation about the bonyads has been whether or not
their funds have been used to procure weapons of mass destruction (WMD) tech-
nology. This allegation has long surrounded the largest bonyad, the Foundation for
the O pressed and Disabled (discussed further below), primarily because this
bonyaX has been run by hardliners and former officials of the Revolutionary Guard
(example, Mohsen Rafiq-Dust, a former Minister of the Revolutionary Guard). The
theory underlying the allegation is that the bonyads, because they are not formally
part of Iran's government, can operate outside official scrutiny of foreign govern-
ments, and could therefore illicitly procure equipment that might not be approved
for export to Iran. During an official visit to Dubai in 1995, observers at the US
consulate there told me that Foundation employees were present in significant num-
bers in Dubai, holding large quantities of cash which they were using to procure
technology from Russian and other arms and technology brokers in the emirate.
Others, however, put forward a less alarmist view of the Foundation's activities,
saying that Foundation officials carry cash for the purpose of obtaining better pric-
ing on purely civilian goods such as household appliances and paper goods.

Some sources say there might be as many as 123 different bonyads in Iran, but
most experts focus only on the largest and best known of them. The major bonyads
are the following:

* The Foundation for the Oppressed and Disabled (Bonyad Mostazafin va
Janbazan). The largest and most important of the bonyads, it took over much of the
assets of the former Shah and his associates who fled Iran after the Islamic revolu-
tion. It is headed by Mohammad Forouzandeh, the chief of staff of the Revolutionary
Guard in the late 1980s and later Defense Minister. It now manages over 400 com-
panies and factories, with a total value estimated by Iranian experts at as much
as $12 billion, and it is considered the largest economic entity after the govern-
ment.2 The Foundation is active in the following sectors: food and beverages, chemi-
cals, shipping (Bonyad Shipping Co.), metals, petrochemicals, construction mate-
rials, dams, towers, farming, horticulture, animal husbandry, tourism, transpor-
tation, hotels (including two major hotels in Tehran), commercial services, and fi-
nancing. It produces the best selling soft drink in Iran, called Zam Zam. The Foun-
dation uses the profits from these ventures to assist 120,000 families of veterans
and victims of the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war, as well as large segments of the poor.

* Martyr's Foundation (Bonyad Shahid). This foundation also assists families of
those killed or maimed in the Iran-Iraq war. It owns several companies involved in
mining, agriculture, construction, and import-export.

. The Shrine of Imam Reza Foundation. Based in Mashhad in northeastern Iran
it used donations from 8 million pilgrims to the Shrine of Imam Reza to buy up 90
percent of the arable land in its area. The estimated value of this land could be as
nigh as $20 billion. The largest employer in Khorasan Province (Mashhad is its cap-
ital), the Foundation runs 56 companies, including a Coca-Cola factory and two uni-
versities, and it is said to have diversified also into automobile manufacturing. It
is headed by Ayatollah Abbas Vaez-Tabasi, who is on the powerful Expediency
Council that is headed by former President Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani. Vaez-
Tabasi's son is married to a daughter of Supreme Leader Khamene'i.

. The Noor Foundation. It reportedly imports sugar, pharmaceuticals, and con-
struction equipment, and has substantial real estate holdings. It is headed by
Mohsen RafiqDust, the first Minister of the Revolutionary Guard and who later was
head of the Foundation of the Oppressed. RafiqDust is on the Expediency Council.

. 15 Khordad Foundation. In 1989, it offered $1 million to anyone who killed
Salman Rushdie, author of the Satanic Verses that Ayatollah Khomeini called blas-
phemous. The Foundation is named for the date in 1963 when Khomeini began rev-
olutionary activities against the then Shah.

. Housing Foundation (Bonyad Maskan). This foundation was set up in the
months after the February 1979 Islamic revolution to provide housing for the poor,
particularly in rural areas.

* Ahl al-Bayt Foundation. Said by observers to be run by younger-generation cler-
ics.

. Isargaran Foundation. Said to be controlled by ex-Revolutionary Guard officers,
it provides services to the families of those killed or taken prisoner in the Iran-Iraq
war.

The Cooperatives. The so-called "cooperatives" are another sector of the economy
that have come under the control of key elites. There is a Ministry of Cooperatives
that, in theory, oversees the operations of cooperatives. However, in practice, the
larger cooperatives are run by allies or relatives of regime heavyweights and there-
fore the Ministry's oversight powers are limited.

2 The IMF estimated its value at $3.5 bilion in 2000.
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The most well known cooperative, and which exemplifies the privileged status of
these organizations, is the Rafsanjan Pistachio Growers Cooperative. It is run by
the cousin of former president Akbar Hashemi-Rafsanjani, who is chairman of the
powerful Expediency Council. The cooperative claims to represent over 70,000 pis-
tachio farmers. The pistachio export industry in Iran is valued at an estimated $746
million. Rafsanjani's older brother, Ahmad, headed the Sarcheshmeh copper mine
complex, although he is now retired. The control over these sectors has given
Rafsanjani substantial opportunities for patronage, although obviously his wealth
did not prevent his loss in the 2005 Presidential election. Some believe it was partly
his wealth that caused his defeat because he is viewed as corrupt and less in tune
with the interests of the lower classes than is Ahmadinejad.

The Revolutionary Guard. Some have noted that the Revolutionary Guard-the
part of the armed forces that is most loyal to the clerical leadership-is playing an
increasing role in the economy. President Ahmadinejad was a commander in the
Guard during the 1980-88 Iran-Iraq war and his presidency is likely to only en-
hance the Guard's influence. Its motivations for expanding its economic role are ap-
parently to provide rewards for senior officers, and to generate revenue to supple-
ment the budget allocated to the Guard by the government.

The Guard has formed contracting firms to bid on government projects, using its
strong political influence to win business. In one recent example, one of the firms
owned by the Guard, called "Ghorb," is being awarded a $2.3 billion deal to develop
two phases of Iran's large South Pars gas field. Most of the other phases have been
awarded to well-known multi-national energy firms, and the work given to Ghorb
had originally been awarded to Norway's Aker Kvaerner, but was retendered. 3 This
suggests that the Guard exerted political influence to win the contract and take it
away from what most industry experts would consider a more. capable firm. Two
years ago, the Guard briefly closed down the new international airport in Tehran
to oust an Austrian-Turkish firm from some airport operations; those operations
have now been taken over by the Guard.

THE POLITICS OF ECONOMIC REFORM

Many Iranian officials acknowledge the weaknesses of Iran's economy, and argue
for reform. However, differences among Iranian leaders-in part caused by their dif-
ferent constituencies-undoubtedly has contributed to the relative deadlock on
broad structural reform of the economy.

Some of the differences were exposed in the course of the 2005 Presidential elec--
tion campaign, which resulted in the second round victory (June 24) of hardline
Tehran mayor Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. He became the first non-cleric president
since 1981. Ahmadinejad campaigned on a platform of redistribution of wealth to
the poorer classes, rather than a growth-oriented strategy. He and his allies tend
to favor an extensive state role in the economy, including state management of fac-
tories and other entities that can provide employment for the working classes. Since
taking office, he has tried to implement those promises by proposing a "marriage
fund" to provide monies to newly married couples, -as well as increasing some pen-
sion and other social welfare payments run by the state. He also has authorized
below-market rate lending and debt cancellation for farmers.4

As a former Revolutionary Guard officer himself, he is close to other former
Guards and those who run the various bonyads, particularly the Foundation of the
Oppressed and Disabled, and he supports their work in distributing social welfare
to the poor. He does not favor eliminating the preferences that the bonyads enjoy
because he depends on the bonyads to provide social payments to his core lower
class base.

He is also less attracted than are other Iranian politicians to greater economic
interaction with Europe and other Western countries, for example by joining the
World Trade Organization5 or reaching a free trade agreement with the EU (cur-
rently being negotiated). Ahmadinejad believes that his lower class constituents
would not necessarily benefit from a more export-oriented, growth- oriented econ-
omy, and the lower classes generally do not buy European-made luxury goods that
constitute a growing portion of Iran's imports.

Ahmadinejad's main competitor in the 2005 election, Rafsanjani, represented an-
other pole in the debate over economic reform. Rafsanjani is a Khomeini disciple
who has been a leading figure since the revolutionary regime was formed. As one

3
Kalantari, Hashem and Sally Jones. Iran Set to Award Lucrative Gas Deal to Elite Militia.

Wall Street Journal, June 29, 2006.
4 Diehl, Jackson. Deft Demagoguery in Iran. Washington Post, May 7, 2006.
5 Iran applied to join the WVTO in May 2005 when the Bush Administration dropped its nine-

year-long objection to Iran's application
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of Iran's richest men, Rafsanjani believes Iran would benefit from a free tradeagreement with the EU that would open up big markets to increased volumes of
Iranian exports.Another large economic interest that carries substantial weight in Iran are thebazaar merchants ("the bazaaris"). The bazaaris control not only an important en-gine of Iran's economy-the import and export of goods, but several newspapers, in-cluing the well-known Resalat, are considered their mouthpiece. They also havethe ear of Supreme Leader Ali Khamene'i, who has been supportive of the bazaaristhroughout his career. The bazaaris and their allies tend to oppose a large role forthe state in the economy. Like Iranian reformers, the bazaaris want increased tradewith the West, because doing so would expand the market for Iranian goods. How-ever, the bazaaris do not necessarily want a completely open trading regimen thatmight impinge on their privileged trading status. The bazaaris are also skeptical ofincreased foreign investment, because Western factories and companies might oper-ate more efficiently than Iranian companies and compete effectively with the
bazaaris. Some Iranians complain that the bazaaris try to control certain markets
by acting in concert, such as jointly boycotting supplier companies to force them to
make concessions.6 Some experts refer to practices like this as "crony capitalism."

THE ENERGY SECTOR

Iran's energy sector is undoubtedly the most closely watched portion of the Ira-nian economy, because of the dependence of the economy on its revenues. Since theIslamic revolution, Iran's energy sector has been deteriorating primarily because ofantiquated practices and equipment. Oil production fell from 6 million barrels per
day (mbd) in 1974, when the Shah was in power, to about 3.9 mbd since the 1979
revolution. Of that amount, Iran exports about 2.4 mbd. Iran's proven oil reserves
are about 128 billion barrels, about 10 percent of the world's total. Its natural gas
reserves are even more noteworthy-about 940 trillion cubic feet, second only to
those of Russia. In the mid 1990s, Iranian leaders acknowledged that halting the
deterioration of the oil sector and developing the unexploited gas sector would re-
quire foreign investment by the world's major energy corporations.

To develop the energy sector, Iran has been able to work around its ideology to
attract substantial foreign investment. In 1996, Iran first offered various onshore
and offshore oil and gas fields to foreign investment under a "buy-back" arrange-
ment, in which the investing firm(s) incur all development expenses and are paidback, plus given a fixed rate-of-return, from the proceeds of the field once it becomesproductive. This arrangement enabled Iranian leaders to claim that they had not
compromised Iran's sovereignty in allowing the foreign investment.

Iran's buy-back offer has attracted significant foreign investment, despite Con-
gress' enactment in 1996 of the "Iran-Libya Sanctions Act" (P.L. 104-172). That law,
extended for another 5 years in 2001, imposes sanctions on foreign companies that
invest in Iran's energy sector. However, the Clinton and Bush Administrations have
not imposed any actual sanctions on investing firms, perhaps causing foreign firms
to minimize the importance of this U.S. law in considering whether or not to invest
in Iran.

Since 1997, when the first foreign investments began under the buy-back plan,
foreign companies have committed to at least $15 billion in foreign investment to
develop about a dozen Iranian oil and gas fields. The earliest of the investments
have begun production, and the more recent investments are under development
and expected to begin producing oil and gas soon. Iran says that it expects these
investments to increase its oil production to about 5 mbd by 2009, and 7 mbd by2024.

Most of the natural gas produced by the new investments has been used for thedomestic market or for re-injection to Iran's oil fields to boost production of oil, al-
though it is exporting gas to Turkey through a joint pipeline. Iran is hoping to be-
come a major gas exporter and, over the past year, Iran has signed a number oflong-term (25 year) agreements with gas buyers, particularly in China and India.
Iran is also in discussions with India and Pakistan for the construction of a natural
gas pipeline that would link the three. The Bush Administration has publicly "ex-pressed concern" about the pipeline, a stance consistent with U.S. policy of opposing
energy routes that include Iran.

CONCLUSION

The current confluence of political interests and factions in Iran will likely pre-
vent any substantive economic reform. The connections between the various

6 firch, Nicholas. In Iran, It Pays To Be a Religious Leader. Seattle Times, August 20, 2003.
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bonyads, the Revolutionary Guard, and the upper reaches of the regime are too
strong to permit curbing their influence in the economy. At the same time, the eco-
nomic strength of the bonyads and the cooperatives translate into political strength
for the clerics and politicians that run them. The income generated by these quasi-
state economic conglomerates give the clerics substantial opportunity for patronage
and keeps the Iranian public dependent on them for sociaf welfare. On the other
hand, these economic mechanisms are keeping Iran's poor fairly well sustained and,
in the view of some, represent useful and necessary institutions even if they reduce
the transparency of Iran's economy.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF.ILAN BERMAN, VICE PRESIDENT FOR POLICY, AMERICAN
FOREIGN POLICY COUNCIL

Chairman Saxton, Vice-Chairman Bennett, distinguished members of the Com-
mittee:

It is a privilege to appear before you today to discuss-the subject of the Iranian
economy and U.S. policy options.

There is no greater foreign policy challenge facing the United States today than
the one posed by the Islamic Republic of Iran; The Iranian regime's persistent work
on its nuclear program, and its intransigence in the face of international demands,
has catalyzed a growing crisis that threatens international peace and security. So
far, however, there has been little public discussion about the economic dimension
of the current crisis, or of the financial levers available to the United States and
its international partners to alter Iranian behavior.

WHAT FUELS IRANIAN INTRANSIGENCE?

More than any other factor, Iran's defiance in the current stand-off with the West
over its nuclear program has been made possible by energy.

Over the past several years, the Islamic Republic has emerged as a bona fide en-
ergy superpower. Home to approximately 10 percent of world oil, Iran is the second
largest exporter in the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC), pro-
ducing an average of 3.9 million barrels of oil per day. At the same time, Iran sits
atop the world's second-largest reserves of natural gas (some 940 trillion cubic feet).
As a result, Iran's economy is overwhelmingly energy-based. Today, the vast major-
ity (80 to 90 percent) of Iran's export earnings, as well as about one half of its budg-
et and a quarter of its gross domestic product, is derived from energy exports to the
international community.'

In the past, this energy-dominated economy has led to wild fluctuations in Iran's
financial fortunes. During the late 1990s, plummeting world oil prices left the Ira-
nian regime nearly bankrupt.2 Today, however, quite the opposite is true; the rising
price of world oil generated by political instability associated with the War on Ter-
ror has provided Iran with a staggering fiscal windfall. As of March 2006 (the end
of Iranian calendar year 1384), officials in Tehran were publicly estimating their
country's hard currency reserves at some $50 billion.3 These added resources and
financial cushion can be expected to dramatically increase the Iranian regime's will-
ingness to engage in risky regional behavior, as well as to accelerate the pace and
scope of its strategic programs, in the months and years to come.

Iranian officials have attempted to solidify this economic status through a major
expansion of their country's international energy profile. Over the past 2 years, Iran
has signed two massive exploration and development accords, worth an estimated
$100 billion over the next twenty-five years, with China alone.4 A growing number
of other nations, including France, Malaysia, japan, Canada, and Italy, are now en-
gaged in the development of existing oil fields within the country, and this involve-
ment is expected to increase as recent discoveries-including the Azadegan field and
Bangestan reservoirs in southern Iran; as well as the offshore Dasht-e-Abadan site
near the southwestern port city of Abadan-begin to come online.

Iran has also commenced efforts to become a major global exporter of natural gas.
Since 2002, it has supplied Turkey with substantial natural gas deliveries via a bi-

' Energy Information Administration, United States Department of Energy, "Country Analysis
Brief: Iran," April 2004, http://www.eia.doe.gov/emeu/cabs/iran.html.

2 See, for example, Michael Rubin, 'What Are Iran's Domestic Priorities?" Middle East Review
of International Affairs 6, no. 2 (2002), 26-27.

3
Aftab-e Yazd (Tehran), May 10, 2006, as translated in Mideastwire Daily Briefing, May 12,

2006, http://www.mideastwire.com.
4

Robin Wright, "Iran's New Alliance with China Could Cost U.S. Leverage," Washington Post,
November 17, 2004, A21.
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lateral pipeline link and, accordin to official Turkish government statistics, could
provide roughly 20 percent of tota Turkish natural gas consumption by the end of
the decade.5 A similar arrangement is emerging between Iran and Armenia as part
of a pipeline, currently under construction, that could supply Armenia with up to
47 billion cubic meters over a period of 20 to 25 years, beginning in 2007.6 Iran has
opened similar discussions with Georgia, and has even taken steps to coordinate
natural gas policy with Moscow as part of a Russia-led natural gas cartel now
emerging in the post-Soviet space.7

*At the same time, the Iranian regime has dramatically increased its ability to le-
verage its strategic location in the Strait of Hormuz, the principal passageway for
roughly two-fifths of world oil trade. According to U.S. intelligence estimates, a sus-
tained national military rearmament over the past several years has provided Iran
with the ability to temporarily shut off the flow of oil from the Persian Gulf, even
with a Western military presence in the region.8

It is a testament to this energy clout that, as the international crisis over Iran's
runaway nuclear ambitions has deepened, Iranian officials have repeatedly raised
the specter of a disruption of energy trade in the Persian Gulf. Regime officials such
as Mohammed-Nabi Kudaki, deputy chairman of the Iranian parliament's national
security committee, have warnedf that the Islamic Republic has the power to "to halt
oil supply to the last drop from the shores of the Persian Gulf via the Straits of
Hormu " should serious measures be undertaken against the Islamic Republic at
the United Nations.9 Similarly, Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has
warned the United States and Europe that the global price of crude has not yet
reached its "real value."10 Even Iran's Supreme Leader, the Ayatollah Ali
Khamenei, has threatened the West with disruptions in fuel shipments from the
Persian Gulf in the event of a "wrong move" against Iran.1" And regime officials
have concretely demonstrated their capacity to do so, holding a week-long series of
aerial, naval and ground maneuvers in the Persian Gulf in April 2006 to showcase
the force-projection capabilities of their elite clerical army, the Pasdaran.

ASSESSING IRANIAN VULNERABILITIES

Given such posturing, it is not surprising that some analysts have concluded that
energy is Iran's "trump card" in its dealings with the West. 12 This economic lever-
age, however, is a two-way street-and on at least three fronts, Islamic Republic is
susceptible to economic pressure from the international community.
Commodity shortages

Despite massive oil exports of some 2.5 million barrels a day, Iran currently im-
ports more than a third of its annual consumption of over 64.5 million liters of gaso-
line from a variety of foreign sources (among them India, France, Turkey and
China) at an estimated cost of more than $3 billion annually.13 These imports are
not surplus; Iran reportedly maintains just 45 days worth of gasoline domestically,
and requires steady supplies of refined petroleum products from abroad for the con-
tinued functioning of its economy.14 Mounting international pressure, moreover, is
already raising the costs of these deliveries. One leading Iranian policymaker has
predicted that the regime will need to spend an extra $5 billion this year alone to

5"Turkish Energy Policy," Turkish Ministry of Foreign Affairs, n.d., http://www.mfa.gov.tr/
grupa/an/policy.htm.6 "Iran, Armenia Sign Agreement on Gas Export," Asia Pulse, May 18, 2004.7 "Russia Favors Iran Route for Crude Exports,' Tehran Times, June 14, 2004.5 Defense Intelligence Agency Director Lowell E. Jacoby, "Current and Projected National Se-
curity Threats to the United States," statement before the U.S. Senate Select Committee on In-
telligence, February 16, 2005, httpJ/intelligence.senate.gov/0502hrg1050216/jacoby.pdf.

9Yossi Melman, 'Iranian official: U.N. Sanctions May Lead Us to Seal Off Persian Gulf,"
Ha 'aretz (Tel Aviv), January 24, 2006, http://www.haaretz.com/hasen/spages/674159.html.

10 "ran: Oil Undervalued," United Press International, April 20, 2006.
"'Tehran Warns of Fuel Disruptions," BBC (London), June 4, 2006, http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/

hi/middle east/5045604.stm.12 See, for example, Clifford Kupchan, "Tehran's Trump Card," Los Angeles Times, April 23,
2006, http:/ /www.latimes.com/newslprintedition/suncommentary lia-
opkupchan23apr23, 1,4489060.story coll=la-headlines-suncomment.

'3Energy Information Administration, U.S. Department of Energy, "Country Analysis Brief:
Iran," January 2006, http:l/www.eia.doe.govlemeu/cabsllran/Background.html; "Iran's Refin-
ing Capacity to Increase to 900,000,'" iranmania.com, February 19, 2006, http://
www.iranmania.com/News/ArticleView /Default.aspArchiveNews=Yes&NewsCode-40
656&NewsKind=CurrentAffairs.

14 Study by Iran's Institute for International Energy Studies, as cited in Ali Nourizadeh, "Ex-
ploring Iran's Military Options," Al-Sharq al-Awsat (London), January 23, 2006, http:l /
aawsat.com lenglish lnews.aspsection=3&id=352&
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maintain its established policy of deep subsidies on the sales of gasoline and avoid
domestic rationing.1 5 This suggests that the imposition of an embargo on foreign
gasoline supplies to Iran could achieve rapid results-ranging from the depletion of
hard currency reserves to a work stoppage in many of Iran's industrial sectors.

Centralized economic hierarchy
Today, the vast majority of regime wealth is concentrated in the hands of a very

small number of people, whose associates and relatives dominate the Iranian econ-
omy. The extended family of former Iranian president (and current Expediency
Council chairman) Ali Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani, for example, now virtually con-
trols copper mining in Iran, the regime's lucrative pistachio trade, and a number
of profitable industrial and export-import businesses.1 6 A related economic power
center is Iran's bonyads; the sprawling, largely unregulated religious/social founda-
tions overseen by Iran's Supreme Leader, which account for between 10 and 20 per-
cent of Iranian national GDP.17 Given this economic hierarchy, targeted financial
measures that restrict the ability of these individuals and organizations to access
international markets-and curtail their capacity to engage in commerce-are likely
to have an immediate and pronounced effect on regime decisionmaking.

Foreign direct investment
The dozens of billions of surplus dollars collected by the Iranian government over

the past 2 years as a result of the rising price of world oil have done little to dimin-
ish Iran's need for foreign direct investment. According to authoritative estimates,
Iran's energy sector still requires some $1 billion annually to maintain current pro-
duction levels, and $1.5 billion a year to increase capacity.1 8 Without such sustained
capital, studies say, Iran could revert from an energy powerhouse to a net energy
importer in the span of very few years. 19 Given the scope of current investment in
Iran, it is unrealistic for the U.S. and its allies to expect to be able to achieve a
comprehensive economic isolation. However, if broad and forceful enough, multilat-
eral sanctions may complicate Iran's access to foreign funding, and/or force a deple-
tion of the hard currency reserves that the regime has amassed over the past sev-
eral years.

THINKING BEYOND THE UNITED NATIONS

Today, the United States has the ability to capitalize upon these vulnerabilities.
International economic sanctions can help to slow Iran's nuclear progress and signal
the international community's opposition to an Iranian bomb. If coupled with effec-
tive public diplomacy, such measures can also drive a wedge between the Iranian
government and its people over the prudence of nuclear acquisition. Moreover, his-
tory has shown that the effectiveness of sanctions can be enhanced by the speed and
scope with which they are applied.20

It is becoming exceedingly clear, however, that the United Nations is not the opti-
mal vehicle by which to apply such pressure. Already, protracted diplomatic wran-
gling has provided Iran with valuable time to reduce its economic vulnerabilities.
In recent months, Iran has carried out large-scale transfers of assets from Europe
to financial institutions in China and Southeast Asia,2 ' as well as initiating a major
privatization of governmental funds.2 2 Most recently, Iran's parliament has ap-
proved a new fiscal budget that calls for a halt to imports of refined petroleum prod-

'5 Gareth Smyth, "Iran 'Will Need $5bn Subsidy' to Avoid Petrol Rationing," Financial Times
(London), May 28, 2006, http://news.ft.com/cms/s/0627359c-ee77-llda-820a-0000779e2340, i
rssPage=3f6aO854-c8f- 11d7-81c6-0820abe49aOl.html.

1 6Paul Klebnikov, "Millionaire Mullahs." Forbes, July 21, 2003, http://www.forbes.comI
forbes/2003/0721/056 print.html.

17 Ibid.
18"NIOC Undertaking Host of Projects to Boost Oil Output," Middle East Economic Survey

XLVIII, no. 19 (2005), as cited in A.F. Alhajji, "Will Iran's Nuclear Standoff Cause a World En-
ergy Crisis? (Part 1 of 2)," Middle East Economic Survey XLIX, no. 13 (2006) http:/ /
www. mees.corn lpostedarticles /oped/ v49nl3-50DO1.htm.

' 9 Kenneth Katzman, The Iran-Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) (Washington: Congressional Re-
search Service, July 21, 2003), 2.

2"George A. Lopez and David Cortright, "Economic Sanctions in Contemporary Global Rela-
tions," in David Cortright and George A. Lopez, eds. Economic Sanctions: Panacea or
Peacebuilding in a Post-Cold war World? (Boulder: Westview Press, 1995), 9.

21"Iran Moves Assets to China, East Asia, worldtribune.com, January 23, 2006, http:/ /
www.worldtribune.com /worldtribune /06/front2453758.41875.html.

22Meysam Salehian, "Central Bank vs. Government," Rooz (Tehran), May 10, 2006, http://
roozonline.comr/english /015477.shtm /.
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ucts and the institution of gasoline rationing starting this Fall.23 The goal of these
efforts is clear: to limit Western economic leverage over Iranian behavior.

Timing should also be a major consideration. In late May, Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice signaled a sea change in American policy toward Iran when she
announced that the United States would join Europe in proffering a "package" of
incentives aimed at bringing the Islamic Republic back to the nuclear negotiating
table. Iran, in turn, has maintained that it is studying the offer and will provide
a formal reply in late August.24 It is unclear whether the international community
will wait until then to seek Security Council action against Iran, but it is reasonable
to expect that forceful international action still remains some weeks or months
away-allowing Iran. to continue minimizing economic vulnerabilities and forging
ahead with its nuclear effort. All of this means that, if and when economic sanctions
are again on the table, their stated task-to alter the regime's behavior with rela-
tion to its nuclear program-will be even more difficult to achieve than it is today.

Moreover, if and when United Nations sanctions do materialize, they are likely
to be deeply influenced by politics. Russia and China both wield veto power over
Security Council action against Iran, and while Moscow and Beijing appear to have
endorsed more robust measures against Iran should the current negotiations fail,
any steps taken will need to be carefully calibrated so as to preserve the support
of those states. As a practical matter, this means that the economic pressure applied
against Iran will be both gradual and limited in scope.

Given these difficulties, Washington would be far better served by the establish-
ment of an economic coalition outside of the confines of the United Nations. Through
such a construct, the United States would have far greater ability to control the tim-
ing, extent and application of economic pressure on Iran, without Security Council-
imposed constraints. It would also provide the U.S. and its coalition partners with
greater political flexibility to apply those specific measures most likely to alter Ira-
nian behavior.

THE LIMITS OF IRANIAN OIL POWER

Today, Iran holds the ability to exert a high price from the world if it is stymied
in its nuclear efforts. But political and economic realities suggest that Iran's oil
power is far more limited than commonly understood.

Iran could indeed curb oil exports, as regime officials have repeatedly threatened.
However, if the Islamic Republic withdraws oil from world markets, it faces the
prospect of losing much-needed long-term energy clients, such as China and India,
which can be expected to quickly seek replacement suppliers. Moreover, the result-
ing perceptions that Iran is an "unreliable" energy partner are likely to reduce for-
eign direct investment flowing into the country-thereby placing Iran's current sta-
tus as a global energy player in jeopardy. 25

By the same token, a cutoff of oil exports is likely to reverse Iran's recent political
gains abroad. Simply put, should Iran's energy brinksmanship hurt the economies
of its political allies, those countries are far less likely to unconditionally support
Iran on the perceived source of the economic turbulence: Iran's nuclear program.
This change will be true in spades for major investors into Iran's energy sector (such
as Japan, China and France).

Most of all, Iranian officials-despite official bluster-understand that actual use
of the "oil weapon" is likely to carry dire consequences for their regime. The inter-
national community's current diplomatic overtures toward Tehran have been gen-
erated in no small part by problems attaining consensus on more robust measures.
Substantial Iranian interference with the global energy market could change all
that, galvanizing a consensus for aggressive containment-or even regime change-
on the part of numerous energy-hungry nations.

Is there a guarantee that sanctions will succeed in altering Iranian behavior and
curbing its nuclear efforts? The answer is no. On the contrary, American policy-
makers should refrain from seeing economic sanctions as an isolated measure; his-
torically, a strong correlation exists between the imposition of sanctions and the
subsequent escalation to the use of force (e.g., Panama in 1989, Iraq in 1991, and
the Balkans during the mid-1990s). However, what is clear is that a failure by the
international community to promptly utilize its existing economic leverage vis-a-vis
Iran will make other, less attractive solutions-chief among them the use of force-
much more likely.

23Christian Oliver, "Iran to Halt Gasoline Imports, Impose Rationing," Reuters, June 23,
2006; "Iran Calls Halt to Petrol Imports,' BBC (London), June 23, 2006.

24Iran Nuclear Response 'in August,' BBC (London), June 21, 2006, http://news.bbc.co.ukl
2/hi/middle east/5102544.stm.25 Alhaiji, "Will Iran's Nuclear Standoff Cause a World Energy Crisis? (Part 1 of 2)."
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Ultimately, the United States must make a choice. Is it, and the world, willing
to pay the political and economic price associated with a serious strategy to confront
Iran? The alternative is to internalize a permanent hike in the cost of doing busi-

ness with a region dominated by an atomic Islamic Republic.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. ANDREW K DAVENPORT, VICE PRESIDENT, CONFLICT

SECURITIES ADVISORY GROUP, INC.

Mr. Chairman, thank you for the privilege of appearing today on Iran's oil and

gas industries and the rather unique perspective through which my company views

corporations from. around the world that are financing and developing the energy-

related projects that generate Iran's primary source of revenue.
By way of introductions am Vice President of Conflict Securities Advisory Group,

a Washington, DC-based research and risk management firm that was founded 5

years ago to service a growing demand from institutional and individual investors-

as well as policy practitioners-for data on those U.S. and foreign companies that

maintain business ties to U.S. State Department-designated terrorist-sponsoring
states. Our firm performs this research to help investors and corporations better un-

derstand their exposure to so-called global security risk, defined as the often-asym-

metric financial risk to a company's share value and reputation that can accompany

these business ties.
I would like to speak, first, about the broad role that Iran's oil and gas industries

play in supporting virtually all facets of the Iranian government and then address

the company-specific dimensions of that equation. I will also touch on the impact

of U.S. policy on corporate decisionmaking regarding the pursuit of these business

opportunities.

IRAN'S OIL INDUSTRY: THREE INTERLOCKING PRESSURES

In our view, three central issues define Iran's oil industry today.
(1) Iran's oil exports play the central role in financially underwriting the country's

government. As oil prices increase, Tehran experiences economic windfalls that have

a direct impact on the government's discretionary spending across the board. Iran
has obviously benefited enormously from the recent rise in global oil prices. It is im-

portant to remember, however, that we have in the past seen periods where the op-

posite has been true. In the 1990s, for example, relatively low oil prices had Iran

on the verge of defaulting on its international debt obligations. Had it not been for

the intervention of the country's various creditors, in part through the actions of

specific foreign companies, Iran would have faced a considerably more severe finan-
cial crisis.

Of course, Iran's is not the only economy that lives and dies on oil prices. The

Soviet Union in the 1980s is perhaps the best case study of a government experi-
encing the highs and lows of relying too heavily on oil prices.

(2) Despite the lucrative nature of Iran's oil exports, its energy industry as a

whole has distinct weaknesses that, since the revolution in 1979, have prevented it

from reaching its full potential. Iran's oil industry is state-controlled, old, inefficient
and in need of significant upgrades that only foreign companies, with their access

to large-scale capital and advanced equipment and technology, are capable of car-
rying out. These upgrades are essential for Iran to cushion the impact of increasing
domestic oil consumption and aging oil fields that are currently putting downward
pressure on the country's oil exports.

In order to reach the country's stated goal of increasing daily oil production from
4 million to 5 million barrels per day by 2008 and to 8 million barrels per day by
2010, Iran will need to upgrade significantly its existing fields and begin producing
from new ones. Tehran's challenge is to attract foreign investment in sufficient
quantity to reach these goals, despite unpopular contract terms and intense inter-
national security concerns. As I will address in a few minutes, although companies
are starting to change the way they do business in Iran due to security risk factors,

in our view, security concerns are not stemming the tide of companies interested
in doing business there. The real inhibitor to foreign investment seems to lie more
in bureaucratic obstacles within the country.

(3) The country's gasoline-related expenditures have put added strain on Iran's
budget. Despite booming revenues, Iran's lack of refining capacity has forced the

country to spend billions of dollars importing gasoline. Moreover, the decision by

Iran's parliament to lock domestic gas prices at 2003 levels could cause even more
pronounced problems for Iran, as billions of dollars in state subsidies, which could
increase under the new President, lead to increased consumption. Increased con-
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sumption leaves less oil for export and, combined with decreasing production, could
eventually have a material impact on export-related revenues.

Over the coming years, the intersection of these three important energy industry
pressures will put the Iranian government and the companies that do business in
the country at a crossroads. With Iran almost completely dependent on its energy
exports for revenues and in desperate need of foreign investment to keep these reve-
nues flowing, foreign companies will become even more important to the prosperity
of Tehran.

IRAN'S OIL INDUSTRY AND PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE

The summary statistics regarding the role of oil in the Iranian economy tell the
story: Iran holds an estimated 10 percent of the world's proven oil reserves; its oil
exports generate 80 to 90 percent of the country's total export earnings and 40 to
50 percent of its total government budget.

Although the state-owned National Iranian Oil Company largely runs the Iranian
oil industry, we understand that oil export revenues are effectively funneled straight
to the country's central bank, also known as Bank Markazi. Accordingly, as might
be expected, oil export revenues quite literally equate to discretionary funds for
Tehran. Although Iran's military and nuclear spending is largely unknown-at least
through public sources-it can be reasonably expected that both, in addition to most
other government programs, are benefiting directly from recent oil windfalls.

To maintain these higher revenue flows, however, not only will oil prices need to
remain high, but Iran will need to invest heavily in its existing and prospective en-
ergy projects. Aging oil fields require upgrades and new fields require development.
Most would agree that the success of both requires billions of dollars in foreign in-
vestment, capital and technology in the coming years.

Although Tehran has not attracted as much foreign assistance as it would like,
our research shows that there are a wide variety of corporations currently working
in Iran's oil industry. In fact, there seems to be no shortage of corporate interest
in Iran's economy. In our view, even considering the outrageous pronouncements of
Iran's new president, short of international sanctions, no significant number of com-
panies will forego the country's business opportunities. History has shown time and
again that companies will do what the law allows. As long as operating in Iran is
legal, the draw of a growing economy and the country's vast oil and gas resources
will lure companies in. Of course, companies are aware of the political environment,
but, simply put, the risk appears to be worth the reward in the increasingly com-
petitive global energy industry.

There are, however, a few important exceptions. A number of companies have cor-
rectly identified a growing sensitivity in the U.S. investor community to business
associations with Iran. The prospect of being labeled as "Doing Business with the
Enemy"-the title of a 60 Minutes segment on this issue that aired twice over the
past 2 years-has influenced the behavior of some companies that place more value
on their corporate reputation in the U.S. than on their business prospects in Iran.
For most other companies, however, this calculation is still in flux.

For at least five prominent U.S. companies, Comptroller William Thompson of
New York City made this calculation a good deal easier by registering public share-
holder resolutions with the SEC on behalf of the City's fire and police pension funds
calling for a Board-level review of their corporate ties to Iran and terrorist-spon-
soring states. Specifically, Comptroller Thompson was interested in whether their
operations in Iran or these other countries circumvented the spirit, if not the letter,
of U.S. sanctions law. He was referring to what some have called a major "loop hole"
in U.S. law that allows U.S. companies to do business in sanctioned states via arms-
length overseas subsidiaries.

After some wrangling, these companies made adjustments to corporate policy and,
in certain cases, renounced any future business ties to Iran whatsoever. The five
companies referenced are ConocoPhillips, General Electric, Halliburton Cooper Cam-
eron and Aon.

In my view, two important conclusions relevant to this committee can be drawn
from this anecdote. First, companies that discount escalating security concerns in
their risk-reward analyses may be less likely to discount the views of leading share-
holders. Second, companies most vulnerable to this market-related pressure are
those who have more business or reputational exposure in the United States.

For example, let us assume that Company X and Company Y both have business
ties to Iran. Company X has a large market presence in the U.S. and therefore has
considerably more to lose in U.S. sales than Company Y. Company X would be ex-
pected to be more responsive to the concerns of Americans regarding its activities
in Iran. In our experience, the same holds true in the capital markets. Let us say
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that 10 percent of Company Y's stock is held by U.S. investors, compared to 35 per-
cent of Company X's. In this case, U.S. investors who care about Iran and, like
Comptroller Thompson, act on those concerns would have-more leverage with Com-
pany X and wield more influence over its corporate governance policies regarding
business activities in the country. In today's global economy, market forces such as
security-minded shareholder activism can be more effective than regulatory regimes.

The impact of corporate reputational concerns and market forces, however, should
not only be measured by whether or not a company chooses to exit completely from
Iran. For many companies with large exposure to the country, pulling up stakes is
simply not an option. One positive development stimulated by increased investor,
government and media attention to this issue has been a new sensitivity by compa-
nies to the structure of their corporate ties to Iran. Increasingly, foreign companies
are scrutinizing their projects~ and transactions in Iran to ensure that they do not
have the potential to contribute inadvertently to security concerns.

Some non-U.S. companies have begun to self-police their operations in Iran at
standards above and beyond the requirements of their national laws to protect their
reputations from potential Iran-related harm. While this may be short of what some
policymakers would prefer, it demonstrates an innovative, market-oriented reaction
that has a high likelihood of reducing the security risks that these corporate ties
can represent.

For example, if a company's business in Iran involves the transfer of dual-use
equipment or technology, there is often little the U.S. can do short of
extraterritorially sanctioning the company. Were that company, however, in def-
erence to its shareholders or reputation in the U.S. and elsewhere, to undertake ad-
ditional due diligence, substitute the problematic equipment or seek contractual as-
surances that it will not be diverted to non-civilian projects, U.S. policy concerns
would benefit. No sanctions, no international controversies, no government interven-
tion would be entailed. Rather, in this example, the company is self-policing its busi-
ness activities in a risky country in response to market forces.

Increasingly, our firm is witnessing corporations-out of concern over their rep-
utation in the United States-insisting on certain contract terms with Iran, rather
than vice-versa. In our view, this increased security-consciousness, when it occurs
voluntarily, should be viewed as a good thing.

IMPACT OF U.S. POLICY

Given recent events and the importance of foreign companies to the Iranian econ-
omy, one might ask: what role does U.S. foreign policy play in the considerations
of companies abroad operating in Iran. For a long time,- the answer, for non-U.S.
companies, has been very little. The primary impact of President Clinton's 1995 Ex-
ecutive Order banning U.S. involvement in Iran's energy sector was that it cost Iran
access to certain U.S. technology. At the same time, it cost U.S. companies business
opportunities in Iran. For foreign companies, however, the Order had little impact
and business in the country continued at an even faster rate than before, as Iran
was in the midst of opening up to foreign investors.

Congress then passed the 1996 Iran Libya Sanctions Act (or ILSA), which sought.
to punish non-U.S. companies investing more than $20 million annually in Iran's
oil and gas industries by restricting their access to the U.S. economy. As a con-
sequence of the controversial "extraterritoriality" of the law and for diplomatic face-
saving, ILSA sanctions were never implemented. Soon after the act was passed, sev-
eral large companies, including France's Total and Russia's Gazprom, violated its
provisions and, following an official review, went unpunished. These early prece-
dents cleared the way for other companies to do the same and, today, there are, by
our estimates, over 20 companies in technical violation of ILSA.

With U.S. sanctions policy toward Iran remaining fairly consistent since the mid-
1990s, one might further ask: what has changed over the past few. years causing
some corporations to second-guess their operations in Iran and others to enact vol-
untary, security-oriented governance policies with respect to these higher-risk activi-
ties? Surely, the nuclear standoff and President Ahmadinejad's election have com-
plicated the business environment, but the beginning of today's corporate trends vis-
a-vis Iran predates, for the most part, both of these developments.

Our findings demonstrate that after September 11, the stigma associated with
corporate ties to U.S. State Department-designated terrorist-sponsoring states in-
creased significantly. This stigma reverberated in the local and national press. State
and municipal governments began analyzing how their retirement and other public
investment funds were invested in companies that collectively form the economic
backbones of these irresponsible, dangerous governments. Grassroots attention to
these countries as supporters of terrorism and proliferators of weapons of mass de-
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struction and ballistic missiles raised substantially the reputational risk associated
with these corporate ties and the potential for corporate activities to be linked by
the public to heightened security concerns.

This grassroots movement continues today. For example, the Missouri Investment
Trust recently became the first public fund in the country to institute a policy that,
after a caref review, screens out certain companies with business in Iran and
other terrorist-sponsoring states. A so-called "Terror-Free" mutual fund, the Abacus
Bull Moose Growth Fund administered by Roosevelt Investment Group, has likewise
been created in response to market demand.

Even though, most of the time, corporate activity in Iran does not represent a sig-
nificant portion of a company's overall business, the importance of the issue of ter-
rorism in the U.S. has created the potential for such ties to negatively impact cor-
porate share value and reputation and, in some cases, even raise questions of legal
liability. Accordingly, some companies are rightfully seeking to safeguard their cor-
porate operations from these types of associations by integrating expanded, security-.
minded new due diligence into their overall corporate risk management programs.
To be clear, this is market-oriented cause-and-effect.

As I noted earlier, most companies are unwilling to forego the Iranian market
especially firms from countries that place huge importance on Iran as a source of
energy supplies. Increased vigilance, however, with respect to the security dimen-
sions of their business activities in the country is leading to a new sensitivity to
U.S. security concerns on the part of some international companies doing business
where U.S. companies cannot.

CORPORATE INVOLVEMENT

According to our Global Security Risk Monitor online research product that seeks
to identify and profile every publicly traded company in the world that has any kind
of business tie with terrorist-sponsoring states, over 300 publicly traded companies
have carried out business with Iran during the past 3 years.

This number does not include those private or state-owned companies that are
also doing business in the country. While most companies with the risk appetite to
do business in Iran are these larger publicly traded entities, this does not hold true
in all cases.

Nevertheless, the point remains the same: there are a large number of companies
that are key participants in Iran's economy. These companies are often among the
largest in the world and held in most American investor's portfolios, including the
Thrift Savings Plan that invests on behalf of Members of Congress and many other
U.S. public officials. Although most of these firms are involved in the country's en-
ergy sector, a number are in other sectors, contributing to Iran's efforts to diversify
away from its somewhat one-dimensional economy. These ties range from petro-
chemical to telecommunications projects to manufacturing plants to power genera-
tion projects and so on.

Most of the larger-scale projects, however, are infrastructure-oriented and do not
involve the revenue-generating potential for the government that exists in the en-
ergy sector. In fact, Iran's diversification efforts seem directed more at infrastruc-
ture projects than at launching a new era of market-oriented policies that have the
potential to stimulate economic growth and, as a result, generate new streams of
government revenues. Although the country may seem more up-to-date as a result,
government revenues and stability remain firmly dependent on its export of energy.

The bottom line is that foreign publicly traded companies play a tremendously im-
portant role in Iran's current and future economy.

CONCLUSION

As stated, short of strong multilateral sanctions, which seem unrealistic barring
some kind of serious escalation of the current Iranian nuclear crisis, there will con-
tinue to be companies looking to enter the Iranian market or expand the corporate
presence. The reach of U.S. policy, therefore, is limited. These new market-oriented
concerns, however, are not. In our view, it is ultimately the implications of potential
reputational damage that will cause public companies to reconsider their policies
and business activities. As this reputational risk increases, so too will corporate self-
policing. Should companies choose to remain in Iran, they could be encouraged by
shareholders and others to do so in a more security-sensitive mode than ever before.
Such new corporate guidelines and due diligence measures will not be lost on the
Iranian government and the state-owned companies that will have to learn to be
responsive to the reputational burden that they bring to each of their prospective
and existing business partners.
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. JEFFREY J. SCHOTT, SENIOR FELLOW,
INSTITUTE FOR INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS

Iran has long been an important player in world oil markets. Today, it is the sec-
ond largest producer and exporter of oil among the members of the Organization
of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Iran exports about 60 percent of its an-
nual oil production of about 4 million barrels of per day.

Iran has been a major beneficiary of recent developments in world oil markets.
World oil prices have soared in response to (1) rapid growth in global demand, fed
by voracious new users in China and India; (2) declining oil production in the OECD
area; and (3) security concerns in important producing areas such as Iraq and Nige-
ria. While oil production has surged in Russia and increased moderately in Saudi
Arabia, the increased volumes have not been enough to forestall a sharp tightening
of global supply/demand balances that have propelled a massive increase in world
oil prices.

Over the past decade, the volume of Iran's annual oil exports has averaged almost
2.5 million barrels per day. Over this period, the prices of Iran's light and heavy
crudes have increased almost fourfold from about $16 per barrel in 1995 to the cur-
rent level of more than $60 per barrel. As a result, the value of Iran's oil exports
has grown from about $15 billion in 1995 to more than $46 billion in 2005 (see table
1).

Iran now pockets an extra $30 billion of oil export revenues compared to a decade
ago. Oil profits fuel the Iranian economy; they also finance Iranian investment in
weapons development and support for terrorism. What is good news for the aya-
tollahs is not so good for the United States. We are paying a high price for these
developments and not just at the pump. Petrodollars make Iran more capable of
pursuing its nuclear ambitions and funding Hezbollah and other terrorist organiza-
tions, and more immune to US economic coercion.

U.S. policy has tried to blunt Iranian adventurism for several decades through
international diplomacy and economic sanctions. International cooperation with US
initiatives have been modest, and extensive US unilateral sanctions against Iran-
codified in the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act of 1996-have not achieved their dif-
ficult goals. Despite this checkered past, some US political leaders are now calling
for broader economic and/or military responses to the ongoing Iranian nuclear pro-
gram and support for Hezbollah. In formulating the appropriate US response to
these outrages, the Congress should reflect on our past sanctions experience as well
as the new diplomatic and economic conditions that will constrain the effectiveness
of new U.S. and multilateral measures.

U.S. ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN: EXPERIENCE TO DATE
1

The UniteStates first imposed economic sanctions against Iran in response to the
hostage crisis of 1979-1981. The comprehensive trade and financial sanctions even-
tually provided a crucial negotiating chip to win the release of the American hos-
tages on the day of President Reagan's inauguration.

A few years later, Iran was implicated in the terrorist bombing of a Marine Corps
barracks in Lebanon. Iran was added to the US list of countries that support ter-
rorism. In incremental steps, the United States imposed new restrictions on US
trade with Iran targeted primarily at limiting development of the Iranian oil indus-
try and thus its capability to fund terrorist groups. Subsequently, concerns about
Iran's nuclear power programs prompted additional US sanctions to impair the mili-
tary potential of Iran, particularly regarding the development of chemical, biological,
and nuclear weapons. The Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA) of 1996 supple-
mented these measures with additional restrictions on foreign companies that un-
dertake new oilfield investments in Iran.

Overall, sanctions have not prompted Iran to renounce the use of terrorism or the
acquisition of nuclear weapons. While other industrialized countries also imple-
mented narrowly targeted trade sanctions designed to limit Iran's access to products
and technologies that could support the production and delivery of nuclear, chem-
ical, and biological weapons, they continued to trade extensively and invest in Iran.
Meanwhile, other countries supplied Iran with arms and nuclear equipment and
technologies.

The ILSA sanctions did lead some companies to defer bidding on new contracts
to develop Iranian oil and gas properties. US sanctions deserve some of the credit,
but most of Iran's problems in attracting new investment were caused by self-in-

' This section draws heavily on the Iran case study from the forthcoming 3rd edition of Eco-
nomic Sanctions Reconsidered, by Gary Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Elliott, and Barbara
Oegg (Washington: Institute for International Economics, forthcoming 2007).
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flicted wounds created by its own domestic policies. Despite these problems, Iranian
oil production has grown modestly over the past decade since ILSA was enacted.

The appendix to this statement provides a chronology of the key events in the dec-
ades-long sanctions effort. It sets out a troubling story that brings to mind Yogi
Berra's insightful commentary: "it's d6j& vu, all over again". The same problems con-
fronting US policy two decades ago now again dominate the headlines: funding ter-
rorists in Lebanon, testing North Korean missiles, and Iran's pursuit of nuclear
weapons. Economic sanctions have not blunted Iran's foreign adventurism, though
they undoubtedly have inhibited the task and made it more costly to pursue.

ECONOMIC SANCTIONS AGAINST IRAN: NEXT STEPS

The Congress is now considering extension or expansion of the ILSA sanctions
against Iran. Drawing counsel from the HIE study on sanctions, based on 25 years
of research and the authors' personal experience in formulating US sanctions poli-
cies in the late 1970s and early 1980s, I believe the current law should be renewed
as is. But Members of Congress should make a realistic assessment of the benefits
that can be obtained through the deployment of sanctions.

Can sanctions stop Iran from eventually developing a nuclear weapon? Probably
not. Iranian leaders have been developing this capacity for more than two decades-
despite diplomatic entreaties, limited economic sanctions, and the threat of military
strikes. They believe that nuclear weapons will bring them regional dominance and
that-just like India and Pakistan-the West will grudgingly accept their accession
to the nuclear club without significant retribution.

Nonetheless, history shows that targeted sanctions can push back the day of reck-
oning. Since the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty entered into force in 1970, four
countries have acquired nuclear weapons: Israel, India, Pakistan, and North Korea.
The latter three were subject to significant US sanctions and some multilateral
measures. Economic sanctions did not prevent proliferation but collective denial by
Western powers of key ingredients of the bomb maker's art-reprocessing tech-
nology, centrifuges, tubing, metallurgy, timers-substantially slowed the process.

Sanctions will not prevent a determined and well financed country from eventu-
ally crossing the nuclear threshold. Even the tightest sanctions regime can be
evaded with sufficient incentive. Witness the billions of dollars of goods smuggled
into Iraq during Saddam Hussein's reign. Land borders are porous, especially in the
Middle East, and sea and air freight are difficult to monitor effectively without in-
tense military operations. With Iran's petrodollar bonanza, it will be able over time
to procure the necessary material and technology to achieve its nuclear ambitions.

To be sure, comprehensive economic sanctions against Iraq, which were generally
respected by the major powers including China and Russia, arguably contributed to
thwarting Saddam Hussein's nuclear program. Since those measures coincided with
low oil prices, little economic pain was felt in the world at large, even though Iraqi
oil shipments were sharply curtailed. This fact was crucial to global cooperation in
enforcing U.N. sanctions for more than a decade.

Broad economic sanctions, comparable to the isolation of Iraq in the 1990s, are
no longer feasible. Unlike the cheap oil of the 1990s, oil prices today are at or near
record levels. Given tight global supplies, Iran has greater leverage to counter sanc-
tion major oil consuming nations by cutting back its oil exports. Few producing na-
tions have the spare capacity to increase shipments to offset potential Iranian cut-
backs, so prices would likely rise sharply. Iran would sell less-and earn more.

For that reason, it's hard to find politicians who would support a comprehensive
sanctions strategy. Many Americans would question harsh measures that might
push oil above $100 per barrel and trigger a world recession. Europe, China, and
Japan have similar concerns and would only endorse sanctions that are paced and
mild, not sudden and harsh. Russia will be even more ambivalent, for two reasons:
it has gained a lot from the oil price spikes generated by Mid East tensions since
its oil production has increased by almost 50 percent since 2000 to 9.5 million bar-
rels per day; and it wants to continue to cultivate Tehran as its best foothold in
the Middle East.

So what should we do? The most immediate and obvious task is continued denial
of critical components (e.g., cascade centrifuges) for Iran's nuclear industry. The pol-
icy already receives support from the major powers but additional efforts should be
made to ensure that second tier powers undertake and enforce these restrictions as
well. Other targeted sanctions against Iran's ruling class should also be considered,
including travel restrictions and overseas asset freezes. These measures will have
minimal impact on Iran's financial ability to finance terrorism or build a nuclear
bomb. Rather the strategy of limited sanctions, accompanied by coordinated diplo-
macy, is to let time mellow Tehran's nuclear intentions. This is a less than satis-
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fying result but effectively what we can achieve, given current conditions in world
energy markets.

Table 1.-Iran: Petroleum Production, Exports and Revenues, 1995-2005

Value of petroleum Iran light crudeb Iran heavy crudeb
Production- Crude oil exportsb exportsb so rc e so rc e

(1000 barrels/day) (1000 barrels/day) (mnllions of dl rotrpce per barrel, Sr
lars)ule,$) bre,$

1995 . . 3,744 2,621 14,973 16.17 16.26
1996 ........ .. ...... 3,759 2,630 19,441 19.03 18.49
1997 ........ .. ...... 3,776 2,587 15,553 18.24 18
1998 ........ .. ...... 3,855 2,512 10,048 11.97 11.45
1999 .................. 3,603 2,291 16,098 17.25 16.93
2000 . .3,818 2,492 25,443 26.75 26.02
2001 . .3,730 2,185 21,420 22.9 21.67
2002 . .3,414 2,094 19,219 23.52 23.09
2003 . .3,999 2,396 26,124 26.89 26.33
2004 . .4,081 2,684 34,289 34.6 33.06
2005 . .4,049 2,700" 46,600' 50.66c 48.32c

-Source BP Statistical Review of World Energy 2006.
bSource: OPEC, Annual Statistical Bulletin 12004).
'Source: Energy Information Administration, Oepartment of Energy; price data as of December 30, 2005

APPENDIX. U.S. Sanctions Against Iran: Chronology of Key Events, 1984-2006

23 January 1984 ...............

26 October 1987 ...............

15 March 1995 .................

30 April 1995 ...................

7 March 1996 ...................

2 M ay 1996 ......................

23 July 1996 .....................

Alleging Iranian involvement in Marine base bombing in Lebanon, US State
Department adds Iran to list of nations supporting terrorism, and thus subject
to stringent export controls.

President Reagan invokes section 505 of the International Security and De-
velopment Cooperation Act of 1985 and embargoes all imports from Iran, pro-
hibits export of 14 types of potentially militarily useful goods, including in-
board and outboard motors, mobile communications equipment, electrical gen-
erators, hydrofoil vessels.

President Clinton issues executive order barring US citizens and companies
from financing, supervising and managing oil development projects in Iran-
blocking Conoco's pending $1 billion investment in Iranian offshore oil project.

Citing proliferation and terrorist concerns, the White House announces it will
ban, effective 8 June 1995, all direct US trade with Iran, as well as an esti-
mated $4 billion in indirect trade, mainly by American companies selling Ira-
nian oil in third countries. French, German and British officials call sanctions
the wrong approach and announce they will continue their policy of "critical
dialog" with the Iranian regime. Oil analysts estimate that Iran will have no
trouble finding buyers for its exports to replace American companies.

US and Israeli intelligence sources allege Iranian involvement in a recent
wave of terrorist attacks in Israel.

US military officials charge Iran has acquired Nodong 11 missiles from North
Korea and is building underground bunkers to deploy them.

The House passes Senate version of the Iran and Libya Sanctions Act (ILSA),
which penalizes companies investing over $40 million in 1 year in Iran's oil
and gas sector; after 1 year, the annual investment limit triggering sanctions
drops to $20 million. Potential sanctions include two or more of the following:
(1) denial of credits from the US Export-Import Bank; (2) denial of export li-
censes for controlled goods or technology; (3) prohibition of loans of more than
$10 million from US financial institutions for a 12-month period; (4) prohibi-
tion of foreign financial institutions from dealing in US government debt or US
government funds; (5) prohibition against participation in any US government
procurement project; (6) import restrictions. Sanctions are required to be in ef-
fect for up to 2 years, and in "no case" can they be applied for less than 1
year. The President may waive all or part of the sanctions against a foreign
company if doing so is deemed to be in the national interest. Bill sunsets 5
years after enactment unless Congress votes to extend.
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APPENDIX. U.S. Sanctions Against Iran: Chronology of Key Events, 1984-2006-Continued

19 August 1997 ................

21 February 1998 ............

22 July 1998 ....................

25 November 1998 ...........

23 February 1999 .............

28 April 1999 ...................

Early Dec. 1999 ................

15 March 2000 .................

17 March 2000-.................

14 April 2000 ...................

27 July 2001 .....................

13 February 2002 .............
25 July 2002 .....................

21 October 2002 ...............

21-22 February 2003.

President Clinton issues an executive order that explicitly prohibits re-ex-
ports of US goods, technology and services to Iran.

Despite US objections, Russia decides to expand role in building nuclear
power plant in Iran.

Iran tests a missile with an 800-mile range, capable of reaching Israel.
American officials say the "Shahab 3" missile came from North Korea.

Russia signs an $800 million deal to finish building the Bushehr nuclear
power plant in Iran; announces it may bid on three more nuclear reactors for
$3 billion. Russia assures US that agreement concerns peaceful nuclear co-
operation only.

US imposes import sanctions on 10 Russian entities for giving assistance to
Iranian nuclear and missile programs.

President Clinton announces that the US will exempt exports of food and
medicine from future sanctions imposed by the executive branch. The new
rules also apply to food and medicine sales to Iran, Libya, and Sudan, which
will be permitted on a case-by-case basis. Specific licensing rules will be
drawn up for each country and there will be no US government, funding, fi-
nancing or guarantees for the sales.

US officials say that intelligence reports suggest that Iran has recently in-
creased aid to terrorist groups opposing the Middle East peace process.

President Clinton signs the Iran Nonproliferation Act of 2000 into law. Act
requires the president to send report to Congress identifying countries and en-
tities assisting Iran with its weapons programs and gives the president the
authority to impose sanctions on these countries but does not make sanctions
mandatory. The Act also bars the US from making "extraordinary" payments to
the Russian Space Agency to build the International Space Station or any other
organization of the Russian government until the president determines that
Russia is actively opposing proliferation in Iran. The president may waive
sanctions for national security reasons.

Secretary of State Albright announces that US will lift ban on Iranian non-
oil exports such as carpets, caviar, pistachios and dried fruit, and states that
US will increase efforts to reach a settlement to all legal and financial claims
between the two countries and to reduce barrier to cultural exchanges. US
sanctions barring American investment in Iran's oil sector, however, remain in
place.

US government determines that five entities in North Korea and Iran have
engaged in missile technology proliferation activities that require imposition of
sanctions under the Arms Export Control Act. Sanctions are largely symbolic.

Congress renews ILSA for another 5 years, despite opposition from the US
business community and the Bush administration. The "ILSA Extension Act of
2001" requires the president to submit a report to Congress within 24 to 30
months on the effectiveness of the sanctions, their impact on other US eco-
nomic and foreign policy interests and the humanitarian situation in Iran and
Libya. European Commission criticizes the ILSA extension and threatens to re-
taliate if sanctions are imposed against European companies.

US blocks Iran's bid to join the WTO.
Under the Iran-Iraq Arms Non-proliferation Act of 1992, the US sanctions

nine Chinese companies and one Indian entity for selling prohibited goods to
Iran.

Russian officials refuse an American proposal to lift restrictions on the im-
port of spent nuclear fuel into Russia (which can be reprocessed to make en-
riched uranium or plutonium for nuclear weapons) in return for Russia's ceas-
ing all atomic cooperation with Tehran, including the construction of the
Bushehr reactor.

IAEA Director General Mohamed ElBaradei visits Iran to make nuclear in-
spections and urge Iran to sign the Additional Protocol to the IAEA Safeguards
Agreement, which would require an increase in the transparency of the Iranian
nuclear program and provide the IAEA with increased access.
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APPENDIX. U.S. Sanctions Against Iran: Chronology of Key Events, 1984-2006-Continued

May 2003 ..........................

4 June 2003 ......................

6 June 2003 ......................

10 November 2003 ...........

18 December 2003 ...........
13 March 2004 .................

28 October 2004 ...............

26 May 2005 ...................

4 February 2006 ...............

14 February 2006 .............

Responding to US pressure, Russia informs Iran that it will not deliver the
nuclear fuel for Bushehr unless Iran signs the Additional Protocol.

Russia changes course from its May 2003 announcement, now declaring it
will not link the supply of nuclear fuel in Bushehr to Iran's signing of the Ad-
ditional Protocol.

IAEA report to its Board of Governors concludes that Iran has failed to meet
its "safeguards" obligations by failing to fully account for nuclear material
imported from China in 1991.

IAEA report to its Board of Governors condemns Iran for 18 years of manu-
facturing enriched uranium and plutonium as part of a secret nuclear pro-
gram.

Iran signs the IAEA Additional Protocol.
IAEA Board of Governors unanimously rebukes Iran for failing to disclose

significant aspects of its nuclear program. In February 2004, US investigations
into the nuclear network masterminded by AQ Khan of Pakistan (the father of
Pakistan's nuclear bomb) uncover Iran's plans to. build advanced P2 reactors
for enriching uranium. Retaliating against the IAEA rebuke, Iran immediately
bars nuclear inspectors from entering the country.

Iran and China sign a preliminary agreement to allow China's Sinopec
Group to develop Iran's Yadavaran oil field in exchange for agreeing to buy 10
million tons of Iranian liquefied natural gas annually for 25 years.

Prompted in part by Iran's recent nuclear cooperation in negotiations with
the EU, the US announces it will allow Iran's WTO membership talks to begin.

IAEA governing board refers Iran to the U.N. Security Council over concerns
that the country is developing nuclear weapons.

Iran resumes uranium enrichment. Earlier, Iran announced it would no
longer permit surprise inspections of nuclear facilities.

0

Source: Gary Hufbauer, Jeffrey Schott, Kimberly Elliott, and Barbara Oegg. Economic Sanctions Reconsidered: History and Current Policy.
Third Edition. Washington: Institute for International Economics, forthcoming 2007.


